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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to set up communications between the SCADAPack
x70 device, the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software and other devices in the
network. These individuals are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual describes the following types of SCADAPack x70 device communications:

· USB communications

· Serial communications

· IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Modem communications

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.
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Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart
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Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 USB Communication Interfaces

SCADAPack x70 devices provide:

· A USB Device port that you can use to connect locally to the computer running the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. 

· A USB Host port that you can use to transfer files to a removable USB mass storage device
that is connected directly to the port.

Both ports are USB 2.0-compliant. For details, see the hardware manual for your SCADAPack
x70 device.

USB Device port communications

The SCADAPack x70 USB device port uses TCP/IP to communicate with SCADAPack
RemoteConnect. The components necessary for this communication are installed with
SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

USB communication between the SCADAPack x70 device and SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
first configured when you set up the project in SCADAPack RemoteConnect and can be
modified later using the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM. For details, see
the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software manual and the PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM manual.

Once USB communication is set up, you can access TCP/IP services that are enabled on the
SCADAPack x70 device from the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer. This access relies on
SCADAPack RemoteConnect software. The SCADAPack IP address is shown on the PC
Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM Communications tab when USB is selected.
See the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM for more information. 

The USB interface can be used concurrently with other diagnostics tools, such as those listed
below, when the services are enabled on the SCADAPack x70 device:

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Telnet

· FTP

· HART Pass Through

Only a single SCADAPack x70 device can be connected to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer at a time. You cannot connect a USB hub, or other types of USB devices to your
SCADAPack.
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7 Serial Communication Interfaces

The topics in this section describe serial communication support on SCADAPack x70 devices:

· RS232

· RS485 2-Wire

7.1 RS232

You can use RS232 serial connections for communications between the device and:

· The computer running the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. 

· Client, server, and peer devices in your network. RS232 is a good choice for these
connections when one client device is communicating with one server device and when the
distance between the 2 devices is less than 15 m (50 ft). Use RS232 for communication with
remote devices when a modem, radio, or other serial communication device uses RS232.

There are two general types of RS232 interfaces on SCADAPack x70 devices:

· RS232 serial ports with hardware handshaking lines

· RS232 serial ports with data-only lines

You can also use RS232 serial ports with hardware handshaking lines for PPP/TCPIP
operation. 

For information about the hardware handshaking requirements of the communication device you
are connecting to your SCADAPack x70 device, see the hardware manual for the
communication device. Devices such as dial-up modems, PPP/TCPIP modems and keyed data
radios require hardware handshaking lines.

For information about the communications characteristics that are applied when you configure
RS232 port operation in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software, see:

· RS232, RS232 RTS On, RS232 RTU Off

· RS232 RTS Keyed

· PPP

7.1.1 RS232, RS232 RTS On, RS232 RTS Off

The table below summarizes RS232 serial communications characteristics when you select
RS232, RS232 (RTS On) or RS232 (RTS Off) as the Port Mode in the SCADAPack x70.

Port Mode Function Characteristics

RS232 Operation No hardware handshaking is required or
supported.

Interface Type · DTE

16
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19
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Data Lines · RX

· TX

· GND

Control Lines None

Speeds (bps) · 300

· 1200

· 2400

· 4800

· 9600

· 19200

· 38400

· 57600

· 115200 

RS232 (RTS On) Operation RTS is constantly asserted.

No hardware handshaking is required or
supported.

Interface Type · DTE

Data Lines · RX

· TX

· GND

Control Lines · RTS out (on)

· CTS in (ignored)

· DCD in (ignored)

Speeds (bps) · 300

· 1200

· 2400

· 4800

· 9600

· 19200
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· 38400

· 57600

· 115200 

RS232 (RTS Off) Operation RTS is constantly de-asserted for port functions.

No hardware handshaking is required or
supported.

Interface Type · DTE

Data Lines · RX

· TX

· GND

Control Lines · RTS out (off)

· CTS in (ignored)

· DCD in (ignored)

Speeds (bps) · 300

· 1200

· 2400

· 4800

· 9600

· 19200

· 38400

· 57600

· 115200

7.1.2 RS232 RTS Keyed

RS232 RTS Keyed communications are primarily used for multidrop serial DNP3
communications, but can also be used for the Port Functions listed below. The Port Function is
configured in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software.

· Modbus

· Terminal Server
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Collision avoidance

SCADAPack x70 devices use collision avoidance mechanisms for DNP3 communications on
RS232 RTS Keyed interfaces, and can control data transmission on an external device using the
RS232 CTS and RTS control lines. To implement collision avoidance, the device:

· Waits the Response Delay time before checking for an active Clear to Send (CTS) signal. If
the signal is active, no data is transmitted and the device waits for CTS to become inactive.

· When the channel is available, a timer is started and the device waits a period of time that is
based on the time specified for the Fixed Delay, and a random value between 0 and the
Maximum Random Delay. 

· After this period, the device checks CTS again. If CTS is still active, the device waits until CTS
is inactive, and starts the timer again after it becomes inactive. 

· The device waits the Fixed Delay time and a random value between 0 and the Maximum
Random Delay. Once the device detects that CTS is inactive, it transmits the message.

If the Fixed Delay and Response Delay parameters are set to 0 ms, the device does not
perform collision avoidance on the multidrop channel.

Message transmission

The SCADAPack x70 device takes the following actions when it transmits a DNP3 message on
an RS232 RTS Keyed interface. It:

· Waits the Response Delay time.

· Activates RTS on the RS232 port.

· Waits the Tx Warmup Delay time.

· Transmits the DNP3 data.

· Waits for the RS232 transmission to complete, then waits the Postamble Delay time.

· Deactivates RTS on the RS232 port.

7.1.3 PPP

The topics in this section describe PPP operation on the SCADAPack x70 device's RS232 serial
ports.

· PPP Hardware Handshaking

· PPP Options Negotiation

· IP Address Negotiation

· PPP Diagnostics

Also see the topics in GPRS and HSDPA Communication  for information about using PPP
with a serial modem.

20
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7.1.3.1 PPP Hardware Handshaking

SCADAPack x70 devices set up a communications link with a peer PPP device by checking the
state of the RS232 port hardware input line. The correct serial port lines need to be connected
and active for correct PPP interface operation.

When you use a modem for a PPP connection to the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Connect the modem’s Data Carrier Detect (DCD) pin to the serial input port on the device as
indicated in the table below.

· Connect the modem’s Data Terminal Ready (DTR) line to the serial output port on the device
as indicated in the table below. 

The table below lists the serial ports that support PPP modem connections on the SCADAPack
x70 RTU.

Device Serial Port Serial Input Line
from Modem DCD

Serial Output Line
to Modem DTR

SCADAPack 570 

SCADAPack 574

SCADAPack 575

Serial1

Serial2

DCD DTR

SCADAPack 470

SCADAPack 474

Serial3

Serial4

DCD DTR

See the hardware manual for the SCADAPack x70 device for additional information on serial port
wiring.

The diagnostics output for the device indicates state changes in serial port control lines for PPP
channels and uses DCD and DTR terminology assuming that a modem is connected to the
serial port.

When a direct, non-modem serial PPP connection to the SCADAPack x70 device is used,
check that DCD is asserted to permit PPP operation on the device. Typically, this can be
achieved by connecting the DTR line of the peer PPP device to the serial port DCD line of the
device. If the peer PPP device does not provide hardware handshaking, you can connect the
RTS and DCD lines together at the device serial port.

The setting for the PPP DCD Drop Delay parameter in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software determines how long DCD needs to be off to consider the PPP link as
disconnected.

If DCD is not asserted after the drop delay, for example because an attached modem is not
connected, the DTR line is lowered for 1.5 seconds then raised again in an attempt to force the
local modem to reconnect. The DCD line state is checked again after 40 seconds, and if it is not
asserted, the process is repeated.

Once the DCD line is asserted, the SCADAPack x70 device begins PPP negotiation with the
peer device on the serial link. 
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7.1.3.2 PPP Options Negotiation

The intent of PPP negotiation is to find common communication options between the connected
devices while maximizing link performance.

SCADAPack x70 devices support asynchronous PPP communications on serial ports. The table
below summarizes how the device serial ports negotiate PPP options.

PPP Option SCADAPack x70 Support

Local IP address The device does not initiate negotiation for a remote IP address with a
peer, and it is flexible in negotiating a local IP address. For details,
see IP Address Negotiation .

Asynchronous
Control Character
Map (ACCM) 

The device suggests an ACCM map of 00000000h, meaning no
ACCM character substitution, and will negotiate with the peer PPP
interface on a mutually suitable map.

Maximum Receive
Unit (MRU) 

The device suggests an MRU size of 1500 bytes and will negotiate
with the peer PPP interface for other sizes.

Magic Number The device suggests a Magic Number for detection of looped-back
links and will negotiate with the peer PPP interface for its use.

Protocol Field
Compression (PFC) 

The device suggests these fields be compressed but will negotiate
with the peer PPP interface.

Address and Control
Field Compression
(ACFC) 

Authentication
protocol

The device supports Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) and
Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) authentication
for GPRS and HSDPA connections. PAP negotiation is initially
attempted. If this is not accepted, or CHAP authentication is
proposed, then CHAP negotiation is attempted. The device operates
with either PAP or CHAP authentication as negotiated with the PPP
host.

There can be subtle differences in PPP negotiation between different telecommunication
companies, for example when using PPP interfaces to GPRS modems. If there is an
unsuccessful negotiation, SCADAPack x70 devices try to adapt by attempting a different
negotiation to help the connection succeed.

7.1.3.3 IP Address Negotiation

SCADAPack x70 devices do not initiate negotiation for a remote IP address with a peer, and
they are flexible in negotiating a local IP address:

· If you do not enter an IP address for the PPP serial port, the device assumes that the peer
PPP node will supply the IP address.

21
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· If you do enter an IP address for the PPP serial port, the device suggests this address to the
peer PPP node when negotiating the PPP link connection. The peer PPP node can accept the
device IP address, or it can assign a new IP address.

See the documentation for the PPP device to determine the correct configuration settings for
negotiating IP addresses and other options.

Viewing a negotiated IP address

A renegotiated IP address is not displayed in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software. To see the renegotiated IP address on a PPP interface, do one of the following:

· View device diagnostics as it negotiates the PPP link. 

· Use the WHOAMI or STATUS command at the command line.

Viewing the negotiated IP address in diagnostics output

The diagnostics will be similar to the following:

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 158.234.186.167  HIS IP: 158.234.186.166

Or

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 192.168.0.249  HIS IP: 0.0.0.0

In the first case, both ends of the PPP link have an IP address. The SCADAPack x70 device
does not dictate the remote IP address (HIS IP), but it does need to be in the same IP subnet for
correct communication. 

In the second case, only the SCADAPack x70 device end of the link has an IP address. The
other device may have used IPCP negotiation to assign the IP address to the SCADAPack x70
device.

For more information about viewing diagnostics, see the Operations Technical Reference
manual.

Viewing the negotiated IP address in command line output

The command line output for the WHOAMI command and the STATUS command displays the

active IP address rather than the configured address. The display will be similar to the following:

PORT    1 (19200 bps): PPP. IP Addr 158.234.168.167 
Subnet-Mask 255.255.255.240

Or

PPP Channel 1 (IP addr 158.234.168.167)

For more information about command line operations, see the Operations Technical Reference
manual.

7.1.3.4 PPP Diagnostics

The topics in this section show the PPP diagnostics information that is output in typical
scenarios. You can compare the sample diagnostics output provided in these topics to the
diagnostics output that you are seeing to help troubleshoot PPP communications. 
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· PPP Negotiation Between SCADAPack x70 Devices

· PPP Renegotiation

· PPP IP Address Negotiation

· PPP IP Address Override

To enable PPP diagnostics 

Type the following at the command line prompt:

DIAG
TCPDIAG ENABLE PPP

For more information about command line operations and the TCPDIAG command, see the

Operations Technical Reference manual.

7.1.3.4.1 PPP Negotiation Between SCADAPack Devices

The diagnostics output shown below resulted when 2 SCADAPack x70 devices were connected
using PPP serial interfaces.

Device configuration

Device IP Address Subnet Mask

This device 158.234.186.167 255.255.255.240

Other device 158.234.186.166 255.255.255.240

Diagnostics output

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(223), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(96744b7), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(96744b7), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(223), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:PAP :CONF REQ: user=""
PPP: IN: PAP :CONF ACK: Welcome!"
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.166),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.166),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 158.234.186.167  HIS IP: 158.234.186.166

7.1.3.4.2 PPP Renegotiation

The diagnostics output shown below resulted when a SCADAPack x70 device was connected to
a third-party PPP device that did not support PPP header compression. As a result, the PPP

23
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compression was negotiated away and the PPP options were renegotiated to not use header
compression. 

Device configuration

Device IP Address Subnet Mask

This device 158.234.186.167 255.255.255.240

Other device 158.234.186.166 255.255.255.240

Diagnostics output

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(223), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REJ: MAGIC(223),
PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: ADDR(158.234.186.166),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: ADDR(158.234.186.166),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REJ: COMP(2d,f,1),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 158.234.186.167  HIS IP: 158.234.186.166

7.1.3.4.3 PPP IP Address Negotiation

The diagnostics output shown below resulted when a SCADAPack x70 device was connected to
a PPP modem that assigns an IP address to the connecting device. The SCADAPack x70
device sets its IP address to 192.168.0.249, the address negotiated with the PPP modem.

Device configuration

Device IP Address Subnet Mask

PPP modem 192.168.0.249 None

This device None 255.255.255.240

Diagnostics output

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(1d0e32), PFC, ACFC,
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PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(1d0e32), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(0.0.0.0),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(0.0.0.0),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF NAK: ADDR(192.168.0.249),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),
PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 192.168.0.249  HIS IP: 0.0.0.0

7.1.3.4.4 PPP IP Address Override

The diagnostics output shown below resulted when a SCADAPack x70 device was connected to
a PPP modem that assigns an IP address to the connecting device. The PPP modem rejects
the SCADAPack x70 device IP address of 158.234.186.167 and overrides it with the IP address
192.168.0.249.

Device configuration

Device IP Address Subnet Mask

PPP modem 192.168.0.249 None

This device 158.234.186.167 255.255.255.240

Diagnostics output

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(16cbcf), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(16cbcf), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF NAK: ADDR(192.168.0.249),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),
PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 192.168.0.249  HIS IP: 0.0.0.0

7.2 RS485 2-Wire

You can use RS485 serial connections for communications between the device and:

· The computer running the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software, (if an
appropriate RS485 adapter is connected to the computer). 
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· Client, server, and peer devices in your network. RS485 is a good choice for multidrop
connections where a client device is communicating with several servers, and for connections
that are longer than 15 m (50 ft).

In RS485 2-wire mode, each device is a peer, and can communicate with other devices on the
RS485 link. The SCADAPack x70 device operates similarly to other communication interfaces
and supports unsolicited and peer communications.

RS485 2-wire devices connect their receive and transmit lines to the 2 communication lines.
Additional lines, such as GND for biasing, may be required for electrical operation of RS485
systems, but have no effect on RS485 communications.

Collision avoidance

The SCADAPack x70 device uses collision avoidance mechanisms for RS485 2-wire multi-drop
communication, and can detect that other devices are transmitting data when it receives data
from those devices. To implement collision avoidance, the device:

· Checks for received data before it transmits data. Most of the time, the RS485 receiver on the
SCADAPack x70 device is enabled and the transmitter is disabled. If the device is receiving
data, it waits until it receives the data and does not transmit. 

· After determining that data reception is complete, the SCADAPack x70 device starts a timer
and waits. The time to wait is made up of a fixed delay of 2 character times after the
transmission of characters is complete, and the Response Delay parameter in milliseconds. 

· The SCADAPack x70 device uses the selected data rate for the channel to determine
character timing. 

· When the wait period passes, the SCADAPack x70 device checks again for received data. 

· When it detects that it is not receiving data, the message is transmitted.

Message transmission

The SCADAPack x70 device takes the following actions when it transmits a message on the 2-
wire RS485 link. It:

· Determines the channel is clear for transmission when no data is being received.

· Deactivates the RS485 receiver.

· Activates the RS485 transmitter.

· Transmits message data.

· Waits for message transmission to complete.

· Deactivates the RS485 transmitter.

· Activates the RS485 receiver.
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8 IP Communication Interfaces

The topics in this section describe IP (IPv4) communication support on SCADAPack x70
devices:

· IP Addresses and Subnet Masks

· IP Routing

· Ping Support

8.1 IP Addresses and Subnet Masks

Each TCP/IP and PPP/TCPIP interface needs to have a unique IP address and belong to a
different subnet. Together, the IP address and the subnet mask identify the subnet address of
the interface.

Alternatively, if a peer PPP node is configured to negotiate with the SCADAPack x70 device for
its local IP address on the interface, a single PPP address can be presented to the link.

Local subnet addresses and IP routing provide communications between:

· Ethernet to PPP interfaces

· PPP to PPP interfaces

Typical configuration

Ethernet

IP Address: 162.168.0.249

Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 

PPP/TCPIP

IP Address: 162.168.0.251

Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.252

8.2 IP Routing

The SCADAPack x70 device uses IP routing to internetwork devices and to support connection
to commercial TCP/IP networks. While the SCADAPack x70 device is not a TCP/IP router, it
provides a subset of packet forwarding and IP gateway services that can be useful in typical
systems. The device:

· Routes IP packets to remote subnetworks using local interfaces on the device

· Provides services for routing between different TCP/IP interfaces on the device

27
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Routing table entries

Route entries added or removed from the IP routing table in the SCADAPack x70 device take
effect immediately.

The IP routing table in the SCADAPack x70 device contains:

· Automatically added routing entries for IP interfaces

· A single default Gateway route entry as configured in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software (see Using an Ethernet Port )

· Routing entries that are configured in the IP Routing Table in the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software

· Route entries that are added by a logic application using the IP_AddRoute function block. See
the IP_AddRoute function block topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual

o Not retained if the device is restarted or powered off

· Route entries that are added using the command line ROUTE ADD command. See the
ROUTE ADD command in the Operations Technical Reference manual.

o Not retained if the device is restarted or powered off

Viewing route entries

Use the command line ROUTE PRINT command to view the configured interfaces and route
entries.

Routes added by a logic application

The IEC 61131-3 logic application can add a route to the IP routing table in the SCADAPack x70
device using the IP_AddRoute function block. See the IP_AddRoute function block topic in the
Function Blocks Technical Reference manual

The application is also responsible for deleting the route when finished with it, using the
IP_DeleteRoute function block. See the IP_DeleteRoute function block topic in the Function
Blocks Technical Reference manual

Logic applications should only add route entries once when needed rather than constantly
adding the same route entry. Similarly, logic should not attempt to constantly remove the same
route entry.

8.2.1 IP Route Types and Priorities

Four types of IP routes can be added to the routing table. If there are multiple routing entries for
resolving a single destination IP address, the routes are first prioritized according to the route
type, then according to the order in which they appear in the route list.

Route types are prioritized as described in the following table. 

Priority Route Type Route Description

33
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1 Host A route to a specific target IP host

2 Network A route to a subnetwork that the target host is on

3 Gateway A route to an IP host that is a gateway for other subnetworks

4 Default Gateway The IP address of an IP host to which all unknown IP
destinations are routed.

If you want to add a default gateway use SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software. See the Default
Gateway IP Address topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

A logic application can also add a default gateway route (and
other route types). See the IP_AddRoute: Add an IP Routing
Table Entry topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference
manual.

The route type of a route entry is resolved based on its route parameters, when it is created. The
parameters for a route should be used as shown in the following table, in the RemoteConnect IP
Routing Table, the logic IP_AddRoute function block (see the IP_AddRoute function block topic
in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual) or the command line ROUTE ADD
command (see the ROUTE ADD command in the Operations Technical Reference manual).

Route Type Route Parameter Usage

Host IP address = single host IP address

Subnet mask = 255.255.255.255

The command line ROUTE PRINT command shows the Gateway-IP as the
interface IP address.

Network IP address = network IP address

Subnet mask = network subnet mask, no gateway 1

Gateway IP address = subnetwork IP address

Subnet mask = subnetwork mask

Gateway = host IP address of the gateway device

Default
Gateway

IP address = 0.0.0.0

Subnet mask = 0.0.0.0

Gateway = host IP address of the default gateway device

Only a single Default Gateway is permitted.
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1  In the IP configuration (e.g. IP Routing Table, logic IP_AddRoute function block (see the
IP_AddRoute function block topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual), etc), the
address 0.0.0.0 is used to indicate no gateway. 

Using host routes

Use a host route when you have multiple interfaces and you need to specify a route to a single
target device whose IP address is not on your subnetwork. The target IP device has to be
directly connected to the SCADAPack x70 device or on the LAN.

Routing table entries and searches

The IP routing table in the SCADAPack x70 device supports 26 route entries. There is no
requirement for any particular route types to be present in the IP routing table. Multiple route
entries of each type are permitted. Some route entries are added automatically by the device.
For details, see Automatic IP Route Entries .

The IP Routing Table in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software supports up to
20 static entries. Use the Default Gateway IP Address configuration (see the Default Gateway IP
Address topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual) instead of attempting to add a
default gateway route to the IP Routing Table.

The Metric attribute in the IP Routing Table in the configuration software defines a cost for a
route. The cost is used to determine the priority of an interface when there are multiple paths
interconnecting IP hosts. Generally, PPP interfaces have a higher metric, and therefore a lower
priority, than an Ethernet interface. You can enter a specific metric for a route entry, or leave the
default metric of 0.

When determining where an IP packet is to be sent, including where the received IP packet is to
be forwarded, the SCADAPack x70 device searches the routing table for routes in order of
priority . The various interface subnet masks are applied to the IP routing table address, then
to the destination IP address. If a matching entry is found, searching continues to determine if a
higher priority route entry exists. The packet is forwarded to the interface with the highest priority
route entry and the lowest metric. If an entry is not found, searching stops and the packet is
discarded.

8.2.2 Automatic IP Route Entries

By default, IP Forwarding is disabled and automatic IP route entries are not added for the various
IP interfaces on the SCADAPack x70 device. This prevents routing between interfaces and is the
more secure option. 

When IP Forwarding is enabled, the SCADAPack x70 device automatically adds an IP route
entry to the IP routing table for each TCP/IP interface on the device:

· Each Ethernet interface has a Network route entry added based on its configured IP address
and subnet mask.

· Each PPP interface first has a Network route added, but after successful negotiation with a
peer PPP device, this route entry is changed to a Host route entry.

The SCADAPack x70 device also automatically adds an IP routing entry to the IP routing table
when:

30
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· A single PPP interface is defined on the device.

· No static user routes are defined.

In the example below, a Default-Gateway route is added to enable responses to in-bound IP
packets.

Routes:

Destination-IP Net-mask Gateway-IP Interface

158.234.186.160 255.255.255.240 158.234.186.168 2 

0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 127.0.0.1 2

If multiple TCP/IP interfaces are defined for the SCADAPack x70 device, you need to add routes
that clearly define each interface to which IP packets, including response packets, are routed.
Otherwise, packets may not be routed across the appropriate IP interface, or they may be
dropped.

For information about enabling and disabling IP Forwarding, see the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

8.3 Ping Support

Ping server

SCADAPack x70 devices provide server support for Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
Echo functionality, commonly referred to as ping. 

· When a single PPP or Ethernet interface is enabled on the device, you can ping the IP
address on the interface from an external device.

· When multiple PPP or Ethernet interfaces are enabled on the device and IP Forwarding is
enabled, you can ping the IP address on any interface from one of the other interfaces. In this
case, the device only returns a ping response if the interface is initialized. For example, a
PPP interface returns a successful PING only if Line Control Protocol (LCP) negotiation and
state transition have already occurred.

For example:

PING 192.168.3.2 –n 5 –l 100 –w 2000

Pings IP address 192.168.3.2 five times with a 100 byte test message, waiting 2000 ms for each
response. The maximum test message size is 2000 bytes.

Ping client

SCADAPack x70 devices provide client support for generating ICMP Echo requests commonly
referred to as pings. A command line user interface and a function block interface are provided.

The IP addresses for the local interfaces on the device cannot be pinged by the ping client on
the device.
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Command line ping

Details of the command line ping command are described in the Operations Technical Reference
manual. 

Ping function block

An IP_Ping function block is provided for enabling logic applications to generate ping requests to
a remote host, determine if a successful response is received, and provide an indication of the
response time.
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9 GPRS and HSDPA Communication

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) are
non-voice services that allow information to be sent and received across a GSM mobile network
without a dial up modem connection. Instead, these services use an external modem that
remains connected to the mobile network. The immediacy of GPRS and HSDPA are advantages
when compared to circuit switched data because immediacy is needed for time-dependent
applications such as SCADA. 

SCADAPack x70 devices support connections to GPRS and HSDPA modems:

· Using a serial port  

· Using an Ethernet port

Configuration and diagnostics capabilities for GPRS and HSDPA modem connections are
treated the same way in the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Modem Operation Requirements  

· Hayes Command Set Requirements

9.1 Using a Serial Port

Connecting a GPRS or HSDPA modem to a serial port requires configuring a device serial port
for the PPP/TCPIP Port Function and the PPP Modem Port Mode, as described in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual. 

Once the modem is online, a standard PPP session is established with the service provider's
authentication server. This usually involves using the Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) or
Challenge Authentication Protocol (CHAP) to send the username and password. Once a PPP
session is established, IP services are available on the serial interface. 

Many service providers supply a dynamic IP address to the SCADAPack x70 device by default.
However, for typical SCADA applications, the device requires a consistent IP address. Check
that your service provider is aware of this requirement for GPRS service to the device. 

You also need to verify that the GPRS or HSDPA modem supports a specific set of Hayes
Commands . For additional requirements, consult your modem command reference and your
service provider's configuration requirements. 

GPRS connection diagnostics, including modem responses are available using the PPP and

GPRS filters with the TCPDIAG command. 

9.2 Using an Ethernet Port

Connecting a GPRS or HSDPA modem to an Ethernet port does not require any configuration in
the SCADAPack x70 device. You can simply connect the modem to an Ethernet port on the
device then configure the modem according to the modem command reference and your service
provider's configuration requirements. 

33
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9.3 Modem Operation Requirements

When you connect to a GPRS or HSDPA modem using an RS232 serial port, the SCADAPack
x70 device requires the modem to operate in the modes listed below. These modes are typically
set by the port initialization string:

· Echo Off (E0)

· Quiet Mode Off (Q0)

· Verbose Mode Off (V0), which means use numeric codes

· Auto-answer (S0=1)

· DCD matches remote modem data carrier (&C1)

Because modem operation is not universal, specific modems can have other configuration
requirements. For example: 

· If dropping the DTR line affects a modem's ability to reconnect, use &D0 to tell the modem to
ignore this action. 

· If the modem reliably disconnects and reconnects using DTR, use &D2 to enable this feature.

· If the DCD line on the modem does not accurately match its connection status, use &C0 to
turn it off. 

· To speed up reconnection if power to the modem is interrupted, use &W to tell the modem to
save its configuration.

 Troubleshooting modem operation

Diagnostics can be useful for troubleshooting modem operation. For details about diagnostics
commands, see the Operations Technical Reference manual.

· Use the TCPDIAG ENABLE GPRS diagnostics command to view the GPRS diagnostic

information as state changes occur.

· PPP diagnostic information can also be useful for resolving IP negotiations once the modem
and the SCADAPack x70 device are connected. Use TCPDIAG ENABLE PPP to enable

diagnostics for Link Control Protocol (LCP) and Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)
startup and negotiation states.

9.4 Hayes Command Set Requirements

The initial communication between the SCADAPack x70 device and the GPRS or HSDPA
modem uses Hayes commands and responses. When the IP communication session is
established, the SCADAPack x70 device and modem use PPP communications. 

The following table describes GPRS or HSDPA modem functions that are required when you
connect to the modem using an RS232 serial port. 

Function Modem Interaction

Initialize Hayes
command

+++ ATH

Response Code 0 (OK)
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Hayes
response

Controls

SCADAPack x70 device lowers DTR

Hayes
command

Hayes
response

Controls

Modem Port Initialization String (e.g.
ATE0V0&D0&C1&W)

Response Code 0 (OK)

Port Connect Status = Modem Available

Setup access
information

Hayes
command

Hayes
response

Modem Port APN String (for example,
AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","telcoapn.com")

Response Code 0 (OK)

Signal strength
information (for
diagnostic
purposes only)

Hayes
command

Hayes
response

AT+CSQ

String + numeric code

Hayes
command

Hayes
response

AT$$RSSI

String + numeric code

IMSI attach query Hayes
command

Hayes
response

Controls

AT+CREG?

One of:

+CREG: 0,1 (registered on home network)

+CREG: 1,1 (registered on home network)

+CREG: 0,5 (registered and roaming)

+CREG: 1,5 (registered and roaming)

Waits 15 seconds

Network attach
query

Hayes
command

Hayes
response

AT+CGATT?

1 (Connected)
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Network attach
request

Hayes
command

AT+CGATT=1

Network detach or
attach request

Hayes
command

Controls

AT+CGATT=0

Wait 20 seconds

Hayes
command

Controls

AT+CGATT=1

Wait 20 seconds

Connect IP
session

Hayes
command

Hayes
response

Controls

Modem Port Dial Prefix (for example, ATDT**99***1#)

1 or 10~99 (Connected)

Port Connect Status = Modem Connected

Handle
unsuccessful
Initialize status

Controls Port Connect Status = <blank>

SCADAPack x70 device lowers DTR 

Wait for DCD inactive

SCADAPack x70 device raises DTR

Start initialization

Handle
unsuccessful IMSI
attach query status

Hayes
command

Controls

AT+CFUN=0 (modem shutdown)

AT+CFUN=1 (modem startup)

Start initialization

9.5 GPRS Diagnostics

The example shown below shows the information provided by the SCADAPack x70 device
diagnostics when a GPRS, or similar modem using PPP, drops and re-establishes a
connection.

If PPP/TCPIP diagnostics are enabled using the TCPDIAG ENABLE PPP command, you would

see PPP renegotiation diagnostics following the GPRS diagnostics.

GPRS diagnostics example

/user>diag
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect

PPP>>DCD drop detected on Port 2
PPP>>LinkDown ( IN: 2 )
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PPP>>DCD failure on Port 2
GPRS>>+++

GPRS>>ATH

GPRS>>Initialise modem: ATE0V0&D0&C1&W

GPRS>>Wait for Modem DCD to drop

GPRS>>DCD line is ON

PPP>>DCD established on Port 2
GPRS>>+++

GPRS>>ATH
GPRS>>RX: 0

GPRS>>Initialise modem: ATE0V0&D0&C1&W
GPRS>>RX: 0

GPRS>>Sending APN intialisation: AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","example.apn"
GPRS>>RX: 0

GPRS>>Signal Strength query: AT+CSQ
GPRS>>RX: +CSQ: 15,0
GPRS>>RX: 0
GPRS>>Signal Strength query: AT$$RSSI
GPRS>>RX: 4

GPRS>>AT+CREG?
GPRS>>RX: +CREG: 0,1
GPRS>>RX: 0

GPRS>>AT+CGATT?
GPRS>>RX: 1

GPRS>>AT+CGATT=0

GPRS>>Wait for GPRS Detach delay time: 20 seconds

GPRS>>AT+CGATT=1

GPRS>>Wait for GPRS Attach delay time: 20 seconds

GPRS>>AT+CGREG?
GPRS>>RX: +CGREG: 0,1
GPRS>>RX: 0

GPRS>>Sending PPP Connect: ATDT*99***1#
GPRS>>RX: 22

GPRS>>Connected
GPRS>>DCD line is ON
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10 Dial Up Modem Communication

Dial-in and dial-out modem communications are supported for the DNP3 protocol on
SCADAPack x70 device serial ports with the Port Mode set to Dial Up Modem.

The SCADAPack x70 device requires the modem to operate in the following modes, typically set
using the port initialization string:

· Echo Off (E0)

· Quiet Mode Off (Q0)

· Verbose Mode Off (V0) - i.e. use numeric codes

· Release call when DTR is lowered (&D2)

· Auto-answer (S0=1)

· DCD matches remote modem data carrier (&C1)

Because modem operation is not universal, specific modems may have other configuration
requirements. For example: 

· If power to the modem is lost, it may speed up reconnection by having the modem save its
configurations (&W).

· The RTS line state on the modem may have particular requirements that are not handled by
the SCADAPack x70 device or by cabling. See the modem command set for more information
if the modem can connect but cannot transmit or receive data.

· Numeric connection codes may be specific to the modem and out-of-range of the response
codes recognized by the SCADAPack x70 device. See the modem command set for more
information about restricting response codes if the modem answers but does not connect to
the device.

Modem communications diagnostics

No specific diagnostics filters need to be enabled to view modem connection state information.
This information is displayed in the diagnostics stream as communications occur. Diagnostics
commands are described in the Operations Technical Reference manual. 

10.1 SCADAPack x70 Device and Modem Interactions

Each DNP3 Routing Table includes a Connect Number parameter. Each remote modem to be
dialed by a SCADAPack x70 device needs to have a corresponding route entry with the phone
number in the Connect Number parameter. Where groups of nodes are contacted through the
same modem on a SCADAPack x70 device, route entries with DNP3 address ranges can have a
single phone number. Multiple route entries for DNP3 nodes can have the same phone number,
or any combination can be used.

SCADAPack x70 device ports that are for both dial-out and dial-in communications should have
their modems set for Auto-Answer (S0=1 in the initialization string). If multiple modems are
connected to the SCADAPack x70 device:
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· Outgoing communications are sent using the information in the DNP3 Routing Table. If the
routes remain unchanged, the selected modem is always used for outgoing communications
to a particular device. 

· Incoming communications from a given remote device need to be configured to dial in to the
same modem among those that are connected to the device.

The DNP3 Routing Table Connect Number string is appended to the Port Dial Prefix to request
the modem to dial a specific remote device.

· The Port Dial Prefix string is typically ATDT (tone dialing)

· The Connect Number string is normally the numeric phone number, no spaces, optional
comma for a pause (depending on modem support and telephone system requirements)

The SCADAPack x70 device uses a combination of commands, response codes, and RS232
control lines to interact with the modem. The table below describes the interaction used.

SCADAPack x70
Device Function

Interaction with Modem 

Initialization

Periodic modem health
check

Controls

Modem
commands

SCADAPack raises DTR 1

Modem port initialization string
(ATE0Q0V0&D2S0=1)

Modem
responses

Controls

0 (OK), 3 (No carrier)

Port modem status = Modem OK

Dial-out Modem
commands

Modem port dial prefix and connect number
(modem dial number)

Modem
responses

1 or 10~99 (Connect) or DCD active 2

Controls Port connect status = Modem connected

Hang-up Modem
commands

+++ ATH

Modem
responses

Response code 0 (OK)

Controls Port connect status = Modem available

RTU lowers DTR 3

Wait 1.5 seconds

SCADAPack raises DTR 1

40

40

40

40
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Detect dial-in Modem
operation

Auto-answer

Modem
responses

Response code 2 (Ring)

Controls Modem activates DCD 2

Port connect status = Modem connected

Handle unsuccessful
Initialization / Modem
Health Check status

Controls Port modem status = Modem fault

Port connect status = <blank>

SCADAPack lowers DTR

Wait 1.5 seconds

SCADAPack raises DTR

1 Modem DTR is connected to the RS232 port on the SCADAPack.

2 When the modem asserts DCD, the SCADAPack goes into connect mode. Modem DCD is
connected to the RS232 port on the SCADAPack.

3 The SCADAPack lowers DTR to the modem if a 0 response is not received to the ATH hang-up
command.

40
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
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hazards involved.

Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to write or update IEC 61131-3 applications. These
individuals are typically:

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document Scope

This manual describes the custom SCADAPack x70 function blocks that are available for
developing IEC 61131-3 applications that run on your SCADAPack x70 hardware. It describes:

· Device configuration function blocks

· DNP3 Controlling Station and peer communication function blocks

· Event generation function blocks

· File system interface function blocks

· Modbus function blocks

· Object field function blocks

· HART function blocks

· Real-time clock function blocks

· Communication function blocks

· TCP/IP interface function blocks

Validity Note

This document is valid for:
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· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related Documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting StartedGetting
Started

· The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
InstallationSCADAPack
Software Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration
SoftwareSCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTMPC
Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
ConfigurationSCADAPack
x70 Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation
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Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnectPorting
Guide for SCADAPack E
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnectPorting
Guide for Telepace to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart

Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical
ReferenceSCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical
ReferenceSCADAPack
Operations Technical
Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
ReferenceSCADAPack
SCADA Protocols
Technical Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming
OverviewSCADAPack
Logic Programming
Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
ReferenceSCADAPack
Function Blocks Technical

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 
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Reference

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70Using
EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
AdministratorSCADAPack
Security Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical
ReferenceSCADAPack
Security Technical
Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 Importing System Constants

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor application provides a predefined set of system constants to
use in conjunction with the function blocks. These constants are described in the topics for the
function blocks to which they apply. Importing the constants file adds the possible constants.
You may not use every constant. If you don't want your Data Editor cluttered with unused
variables and constants, you can remove them.

To import the constants

1. On the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic and click Open Editor.

2. In the Logic Editor, right-click on Variables & FB instances and select Import.

3. Navigate to C:\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider Electric\Control Expert and

select the SPx70_SYS_CONSTANTS.XSY file.

4. Click Import.

5. Double-click on Elementary Variables.

The Data Editor opens, showing the project variables, including the imported constants.

To remove unused constants

1. On the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic and click Open Editor.

2. Double-click on Elementary Variables to open the Data Editor.

3. In the Data Editor, click Ctrl + A to select all the variables and constants.

4. Right-click and select Purge Unused Variables.

The Purge Unused Variables option only deletes the unused variables and constants.

5. Click Yes to confirm that you want to remove unused data.
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7 System Performance Guidance

The OBJ_ReadField and OBJ_WriteField function blocks can consume excessive system
resources and should be called only when significant data changes need to be updated into logic
variables or SCADAPack x70 objects.

To help maintain performance when using these functions blocks, add a timer of 1 second (or
longer) to periodically update the data from the function block. 

For the OBJ_WriteField function, you can regulate the number of operations writing to the
SCADAPack x70 database by, for example, connecting a TP function block to the
OBJ_WriteField function block REQ input. 

For the OBJ_ReadField function, you can show the EN input on the function block and connect
a TP function block to the EN input to regulate how often the function block is called.

The example below shows how the TP function block can be used to help maintain system
performance. See the procedure below for details about showing the EN input on the
OBJ_ReadField function block.

To show the EN input on an OBJ_ReadField function block

1. Add the OBJ_ReadField  function block to the program section. 

See the Logic Programming Overview manual for details about adding function blocks. 

2. Right-click on the function block and select Properties.

224
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3. Select Show EN/ENO, then click OK.

The function block now shows the EN input and the ENO output. (The ENO output can be
used to chain to EN inputs on other function blocks, for example).
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8 Communication Function Blocks

These function blocks provide an interface to setup serial port parameters on the SCADAPack.

Function Block Name Purpose

COM_ClearReadBuffer Clear serial port receive buffer

COM_Close Close a serial port

COM_Open Open a serial port for use

COM_Read Read characters from a serial port

COM_ReadBinary Read binary characters from a serial port and convert
to a string of ASCII Hexadecimal characters

COM_Write Write ASCII characters to a serial port

COM_WriteBinary Convert a string of ASCII hexadecimal characters to
binary and write to a serial port

RS232_GetLineState Read a serial RS232 line state

RS232_SetLineState Set a serial RS232 line state

8.1 COM_ClearReadBuffer: Clear Serial Port Receive Buffer

Use the COM_ClearReadBuffer function block to clear a serial port receive buffer. It requires that
the serial port has been opened using the COM_Open  function. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

COMID DINT ID of serial port to clear

22

23
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26

28

29

31

32
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if characters were cleared from the buffer

FALSE if 

· There were no characters to clear, or 

· The port wasn't open, or 

· The ID was invalid

8.2 COM_Close: Close a Serial Port

Use the COM_Close function block to close a serial port currently in use by a program (ie. a port
previously opened using the COM_Open  function). 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

COMID DINT ID of serial port to close

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if operation is successful

FALSE otherwise

8.3 COM_Open: Open a Serial Port For Use

Use the COM_Open function block to open a serial port for use within a program. The function
returns a positive integer ID for the opened port if successful.

23
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The ID is used by the following functions to identify which port to act upon, as more than one
serial port can be in use:

· COM_Read

· COM_Write

· COM_ReadBinary

· COM_WriteBinary

· COM_Close

· COM_ClearReadBuffer

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Paramet
er

Data
Type

Accepted Data Size Description

PORT string[25
6]

String up to 255
characters

Serial port to open

Set port function to COM User (Function
Block) using SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration to use the port in an IEC 61131-
3 logic program. 

Multiple ports may be configured and opened
for user access by the IEC 61131-3 program

Valid values:

Serial 1

Serial 2

Serial 3

Serial 4

Serial 5 (for SCADAPack 47x only)

A space before the port digit is optional
(Serial1 and Serial 1 are allowed)

If the serial port is configured with RS485 and
used in a MAST task with Cyclic mode, then
a value of 0 is returned. 

25

28

26

29
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Output parameter descriptions

Paramet
er

Data
Type

Description

COMID DINT ID of the opened serial port

0 if the port could not be opened

8.4 COM_Read: Read Characters From a Serial Port

Use the COM_Read function block to read a string of ASCII characters from an open serial port.
Either a string length or a terminating character can be specified to indicate when to stop
reading characters. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

COMID DINT ID of serial port to read

NUM DINT Number of characters to be read

Valid range: 1 to 252

Entering a number from 1 to 252 means that number of
characters is read

Entering 0, or a number higher than 252, means 252 characters
are read

At character 253, the string starts repeating

CH DINT Watch for this character to terminate string (invalid ASCII
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

STR string[256]* String up to 252 characters

The length of the character string
is defined by the NUM input, but
is limited to the size defined for
the string variable

For example, if you create a new
variable of type STRING (default
size 16 characters), only 16
characters are read, even if the
NUM input is set higher than 16
characters

Specify the string size by setting
the variable type to string[size].
For example, string[128]

Character string read from
serial port

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

8.5 COM_ReadBinary: Read Binary Characters From a Serial Port

Use the COM_ReadBinary function block to read binary characters from a serial port and convert
to a string of ASCII Hexadecimal characters. This function is used for receiving binary protocols.
Either an array length or a terminating character can be specified to indicate when to stop
reading characters. The array length should be set at twice the number of binary characters that
you wish to receive. For example, to receive the binary characters 0x32 0xF4 0x5D, you would
set NUM to 6, and the received message would be the string ‘32F45D’ (which has 6 characters).
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

COMID DINT ID of serial port to read

NUM DINT Two times the number of characters to be read

Valid range: 2 to 252, even numbers only

Entering an even number from 2 to 252 means that number of
characters is read

Entering 0, or a number higher than 252, means 252 characters
are read 

At character 253, the string starts repeating

CH DINT Watch for this character to terminate string (invalid ASCII

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

STR string[256]
*

String up to 252 characters

The length of the character string
is defined by the NUM input, but
is limited to the size defined for
the string variable 

For example, if you create a new
variable of type STRING (default
size 16 characters), only 16
characters are read, even if the
NUM input is set higher than 16
characters

Character string
representation of the binary
protocol from serial port
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Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

Specify the string size by setting
the variable type to string[size].
For example, string[128]

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

8.6 COM_Write: Write ASCII Characters to a Serial Port

Use the COM_Write function block to write a string of ASCII characters to an open serial port.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Paramet
er

Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

COMID DINT ID of serial port to write to

IN string[256] String up to 252 characters

The length of the character string
is defined by the LEN input, but is
limited to the size defined for the
string variable

For example, if you create a new
variable of type STRING (default
size 16 characters), only 16
characters are read, even if the

Character string to write to the
serial port
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Paramet
er

Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

NUM input is set higher than 16
characters

Specify the string size by setting
the variable type to string[size].
For example, string[128]

LEN DINT Number of characters to write

The LEN input also allows for
the transmission of the NUL
(ASCII 0) character, which is
generally used to terminate a
string of characters

Valid range: 1 to 252

Entering a number from 1 to
252 means that number of
characters is written

Entering 0, or a number higher
than 252, means 252
characters are written 

At character 253, the string
starts repeating

Output parameter descriptions

Parame
ter

Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if operation is successful

8.7 COM_WriteBinary: Convert ASCII Hexadecimal Characters to Binary and Write
to a Serial Port

Use the COM_WriteBinary function block to convert a string of ASCII hexadecimal characters to
binary and write to a serial port. The LEN variable should be set to the number of ASCII
characters to transmit (i.e. twice the number of binary characters that is transmitted). For
example, to transmit the binary characters 0x02 0xFD 0x6A, you would set IN as ‘02FD6A’ and
LEN as 6.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

COMID DINT ID of serial port to write to

IN string[256] String up to 252
characters

The length of the character
string is defined by the
LEN input, but it is limited
to the size defined for the
string variable

For example, if you create
a new variable of type
STRING (default size 16
characters), only 16
characters are read, even
if the NUM input is set
higher than 16 characters

Specify the string size by
setting the variable type to
string[size]. For example,
string[128]

Character string to convert to
binary and write to serial port

LEN DINT Number of characters to write
(two times the number of
binary characters to write)

Valid range: 2 to 252, even
numbers only

Entering an even number
from 2 to 252 means that
number of characters is
written
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Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

Entering 0, or a number
higher than 252, means 252
characters are written

At character 253, the string
starts repeating

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if operation is successful

8.8 RS232_GetLineState: Read a Serial RS232 Line State

Use the RS232_GetLineState function block to read a serial port (RS232) hardware line state.

The RS232_GetLineState function is supported only when the Port Mode is set to RS232 (RTS
On) or RS232 (RTS Off). This function block is not supported if the Port Function is PPP/TCPIP. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data type Description

REQ BOOL Data read request 

Initiates data transfer when asserted (rising edge)

PORT UINT Serial port number

Valid values: 

· For SCADAPack 57x: 1, 2
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· For SCADAPack 47x: 3, 4, 5

PARAM UINT Serial port hardware line to read

The following constants are valid for this function:

Constant Value Description

RS232_CTS 52 Clear To Send hardware handshaking
line

RS232_DCD 55 Data Carrier Detect hardware
handshaking line

For information on importing constants, see Importing
System Constants .

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data type Description

CNF BOOL Data transfer confirm 

Indicates completion of request

STATUS UINT Transaction status value

Value Description

0 Success

1 Invalid port

2 Invalid parameter

LSTATE BOOL The state of the serial port hardware line 

TRUE if the hardware line is asserted

8.9 RS232_SetLineState: Set a Serial RS232 Line State

Use the RS232_SetLineState function block to set a serial port hardware line state.

The RS232_SetLineState function is supported only when the Port Mode is set to RS232 (RTS
On) or RS232 (RTS Off). This function block is not supported if the Port Function is PPP/TCPIP. 

19
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

REQ BOOL Data write request

Initiates data transfer when asserted (rising edge)

PORT UINT Serial port number

Valid values: 

· For SCADAPack 57x: 1, 2

· For SCADAPack 47x: 3, 4, 5

PARAM UINT Serial port hardware line to control 

The following constants are valid for this function:

Constant Value Description

RS232_RTS 50 Request To Send hardware
handshaking line

RS232_DTR 51 Data Terminal Ready hardware
handshaking line

For information on importing constants, see Importing System
Constants .

LSTATE BOOL The new state of the serial port hardware line 

TRUE if the hardware line is to be asserted

19
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Data transfer confirm 

Indicates completion of request.

STATUS UINT Transaction status value:

Value Description

0 Success

1 Invalid port

2 Invalid parameter
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9 Device Function Blocks

These function blocks allow various configuration options for the SCADAPack. They include
parameter modification and executing line commands. 

Function Block Name Purpose

Device_ChangeParam Modify a specific device parameter

Device_CreateEvent Generate an event

Device_CROB Send a control message to output points

Device_ExecuteCommand Execute a command line command

9.1 Device_ChangeParam: Modify a Specific Device Parameter

Use the Device_ChangeParam function block to modify operational parameters on the
SCADAPack. 

The Device_ChangeParam function block operates in a way that is similar to the peer
communication function blocks, with respect to the REQ, CNF, RDY and STATUS parameters.

Changes to operating parameters made with this function block are not permanently stored in
non-volatile RAM. 

When the SCADAPack is restarted (and/or Warm reset in the case of DNP3 parameters), the
parameter values revert to the previous value that was stored in non-volatile RAM when the
device was configured.

Some parameters accept a value of -1 (as indicated in the table below). Using this value reverts
the parameter to the value that was stored in non-volatile RAM when the device was configured. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

35

44

47

51
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REQ BOOL Data transfer request 

Initiated on rising edge

PARAM DINT Name of parameter to modify

VALUE1 DINT Parameter dependent value

VALUE2 DINT Parameter dependent value

VALUE3 STRING String up to 255 characters Parameter dependent value

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Data transfer confirm 

TRUE if request is completed

FALSE otherwise

RDY BOOL Data transferred successfully

STATUS DINT 0 = Success when CNF and RDY are TRUE 

Otherwise, see Status Codes .

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment monitored and controlled by the SCADAPack
prior to restarting the SCADAPack or any services running on the SCADAPack.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Parameter values

Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

PARAM_USE_DEFA
ULT

-1 =
return to
configure
d value

Load the default value
for a parameter

36

36

36

43
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Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

PARAM_DNP_UNSO
L_TX_DELAY

2 Seconds

-1 =
return to
configure
d value

1 =
Controllin
g Station
1

2 =
Controllin
g Station
2

3 =
Controllin
g Station
3

Changes the minimum
unsolicited
transmission delay to
the appropriate DNP3
Controlling Station
session

PARAM_RESTART 4 Restarts the
SCADAPack

PARAM_MY_DNP_A
DDRESS

6 New
DNP3
Address
= 0 to
65519

-1 =
return to
configure
d value

Changes the following
DNP3 addresses:

· Outstation address
when communicating
with DNP3
Controlling Station 1

· DNP3 address when
sending DNP3 Peer
requests

· DNP3 address when
sending DNP3
Controlling Station
requests

Changes address
online without a DNP3
warm restart or
SCADAPack restart

PARAM_ETH1_IP_A
DDRESS

7 -1 =
return to
configure
d value

A string
representi
ng the IP
address
in
standard
IP
address
format

Changes the TCP/IP
address for Ethernet
Port 1 without a
SCADAPack restart
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Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

PARAM_ETH2_IP_A
DDRESS

8 -1 =
return to
configure
d value

A string
representi
ng the IP
address
in
standard
IP
address
format

Changes the TCP/IP
address for Ethernet
Port 2 without a
SCADAPack restart

PARAM_DNP_UNSO
L_CLASSES

9 See
PARAM_
DNP_UN
SOL_CLA
SSES
constants

1 =
Controllin
g Station
1

2 =
Controllin
g Station
2

3 =
Controllin
g Station
3

Changes the DNP3
enabled Unsolicited
Event Classes without
a restart

This functionality can
be useful in a dual-
redundancy change-
over situation

PARAM_SYS_STAT
US_CODE

10 100 to
199

Add user status code
to System Status
Code visible in
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect’s
Online Diagnostic
display, and in system
data reference
SYS_CODE_StatusCo
de

PARAM_DISCONNE
CT_PORT

12 1 = Serial
1

2 = Serial
2

3 = Serial
3

4 = Serial
4

Requests that the
serial port driver task
associated with the
supplied port number
disconnect its current
connection (if it has
one)

Valid for PPP Modem,
PPP Serial and Dialup
port modes only

43
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Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

5 = Serial
5 (for
SCADAP
ack 47x
only)

PARAM_DNP_UNSO
L_ALLOWED

13 0 = No
Unsolicite
d Allowed

1 =
Unsolicite
d Allowed

-1 =
return to
configure
d value

1 =
Controllin
g Station
1

2 =
Controllin
g Station
2

3 =
Controllin
g Station
3

Controls unsolicited
response
transmissions to the
appropriate DNP3
Controlling Station
session

PARAM_DNP_DISAB
LE_MASTER

14 0 =
Enable
Controllin
g Station

1 =
Disable
Controllin
g Station

1 =
Controllin
g Station
1

2 =
Controllin
g Station
2

3 =
Controllin
g Station
3

A disabled DNP3
Controlling Station
session does not
respond to messages
or generate unsolicited
responses until it is
enabled

PARAM_DISABLE_D
CONS

15 0 = DNP3
Controllin
g Station
Enabled

1 = DNP3
Controllin
g Station
Disabled

When disabled, the
DNP3 Controlling
Station does not
generate any periodic
polls (forced polls are
ok) or confirm any
unsolicited responses
from IEDs2

PARAM_DNP_LINK_
CONFIRM_MODE

16 0 =
Never 

For
SCADAP

Changes the link layer
confirm mode of a

42
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Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

1 =
Sometim
es

2 =
Always

-1 =
return to
configure
d value.

ack 47x:

1 = Serial
1

2 = Serial
2

3 = Serial
3

4 = Serial
4

5 = Serial
5

6 =
Ethernet
1

7 =
Ethernet
2

For
SCADAP
ack 57x:

1 = Serial
1

2 = Serial
2

3 = Serial
3

4 = Serial
4

5 =
Ethernet
1

6 =
Ethernet
2

7 =
Ethernet
3

serial or Ethernet port
to the mode specified
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Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

PARAM_RESTART_
SERVICE

17 See
PARAM_
RESTAR
T_SERVI
CE
constants

PARAM_DISABLE_P
ORT1

18 For
SCADAP
ack 47x:

1 = Serial
1

2 = Serial
2

3 = Serial
3

4 = Serial
4

5 = Serial
5

6 =
Ethernet
1

7 =
Ethernet
2

For
SCADAP
ack 57x:

1 = Serial
1

2 = Serial
2

3 = Serial
3

4 = Serial
4

0 =
Enable
Port 

1 =
Disable
Port3  

Disables or enables
the operation of the
specified port number

The DISABLE_PORT
command does not
close active
PSTN/GSM or TCP/IP
connections to the port

To close these
connections, use the
PARAM_DISCONNEC
T_PORT  parameter
before using the
DISABLE_PORT
parameter

44
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Parameter Param
eter
Value

Value1 Value2 Value3 Description

5 =
Ethernet
1

6 =
Ethernet
2

7 =
Ethernet
3

PARAM_ETH3_IP_A
DDRESS

19 -1 =
return to
configure
d value

A string
representi
ng the IP
address
in
standard
IP
address
format

Changes the TCP/IP
address for Ethernet
Port 3

Valid for SCADAPack
57x only

1 On SCADAPack x70 devices, using the DISABLE_PORT parameter with a value of 0 disables
the USB peripheral or USB device port on the SCADAPack. This disables activities on the port.
If a device is connected to the USB peripheral or USB device port either prior to, or after the port
is disabled, the device will not be able to communicate when the port is enabled. To resume
communications, the device needs to be disconnected and reconnected after the port is
enabled.

2 If the DNP3 Controlling Station becomes disabled due to a Device_ChangeParam request,
local mapped points are not marked as “I/O not responding”, as would normally be the case for
points mapped to a non-responding IED. System Data reference
SYS_STATUS_DNP3MasterReady is set to 0.

When the DNP3 Controlling Station is re-enabled by an IEC 61131-3 logic request, IED’s are
marked internally as OUTSTATION NOT FOUND (0). Their state will then be changed to
OUTSTATION ONLINE (4) or UNSUCCESSFUL COMMUNICATIONS (3) depending upon the
result of the initial poll response.

When the DNP3 Data Concentrator Client restart is complete,
SYS_STATUS_DNP3MasterReady is set to 1.

3 When PARAM is set to DISABLE_PORT, the port is disabled if VALUE2 is set to a non-zero
value.
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Status codes

Status Code Description

-1 Unsuccessful

0 Operation successful

1 Information not found

2 Invalid object type

3 Unknown attribute for this object

4 Invalid value for this attribute

5 Invalid attribute for this object

6 Invalid parameter

127 Request could not be added to queue

255 The function block is waiting for response
from a valid request

PARAM_DNP_UNSOL_CLASSES constants

Constant Value Description

UNSOL_NO_CLASSE
S

0 Disable unsolicited reporting on all DNP3 event classes

UNSOL_CLASS_1 2 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 1

UNSOL_CLASS_2 4 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 2

UNSOL_CLASS_1_2 6 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 1
and 2

UNSOL_CLASS_3 8 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 3

UNSOL_CLASS_1_3 10 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 1
and 3

UNSOL_CLASS_2_3 12 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 2
and 3
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UNSOL_CLASS_1_2_
3

14 Enable DNP3 unsolicited reporting on DNP3 event class 1,
2 and 3

For information on importing constants, see Importing System Constants .

PARAM_RESTART_SERVICE constants

Constant Value Description

SVC_HISTORY 1 Restart history file processing

SVC_PROFILE 3 Restart profile service

SVC_TERM_SERVER 4 Restart terminal server service

SVC_STATUS_MASK 5 Clear system status and reason masks

For information on importing constants, see Importing System Constants .

9.2 Device_CreateEvent: Create an Event for an Object

Use the Device_CreateEvent function block to create events on an appropriately configured
object. Typically events are generated for objects on significant value changes, with the
associated timestamp reporting the actual time of the value change. This mechanism allows
events to be created on a specified object with the provided value and time stamp.

If a zero value is entered for the TIME_SEC input parameter, the operating system will
timestamp the created event.

The events generated using the Device_CreateEvent function block are inserted into the
SCADAPack event list as buffered events.

For the Device_CreateEvent function block to successfully create events on the specified object,
the object configuration must specify a DNP3 point index as well as a configuration as follows:

· Point Data Class: Set to Class 1, Class 2 or Class 3

· Alert Inhibit: The event is created on the object regardless of the state of the Alert Inhibit
attribute. Therefore, if events are to be created using only the Device_CreateEvent function
block and not automatically, set the Alert Inhibit attribute to YES. This will stop normal value
changes from generating events on the specified object.

19
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

REQ BOOL Create event request 

Invokes a request to create an event for the specified object
when asserted (rising edge)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier. Connect a T_SPx70_xxx DDT
variable's OBJ_ID element to this input.

VALUE ANY Specifies the value of the event to be generated for the object.
Set the DATATYPE input according to the type of variable or
type of value on this input. 

DATATYPE UINT The type of the variable or the type of the literal on the VALUE
input.

Valid values for the input are as follows:

DATATYPE Use when VALUE is of type

1 BOOL (typically for a digital object)

2 INT (typically for an analog object)

3 UINT (typically for an analog object)

4 DINT (typically for an analog object)

5 UDINT (typically for a counter object)
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6 REAL (typically for an analog object)

TIME_SEC DINT The timestamp to be used in the created event 

Expressed as the number of seconds since January 1st, 1970

This input parameter corresponds to RTU System Time. See
Understanding RTU System Time in the Operations Technical
Reference manual.

This value can be obtained from the TIME_GetOs  function
block.

If a 0 value is entered, the operating system will timestamp the
event with the current time and the MS_TIME input is ignored.

A negative time causes a future timestamp to be generated.

MS_TIME DINT The millisecond portion of the timestamp to be created in the
event

Allows a more precise timestamp to be specified 

Valid values: 0 to 999 

This input is ignored if the TIME_SEC input is set to 0

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

STATUS DINT Status of request

0 = Success

1 = Object does not exist

2 = Invalid object type

4 = Invalid ms time object

8 = Object is locked

9 = Database is locked

-1 = Unsuccessful

251
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9.3 Device_CROB: Control Digital Output

Digital output points on the SCADAPack can be activated for a predetermined length of time.
There are two mechanisms for creating pulses on the digital output ports under control of the
task. 

· Switch a BOOL output variable on and off with timing through logic. In this case, the task
controls the output point directly. Exact output timing depends on the consistency of the scan
rate.

· Use the Device_CROB function block to activate an output. In this case, the task instructs the
SCADAPack point processing task to activate the output point. In general this produces more
accurate pulse timing.

If the digital output point is on a DNP3 Outstation that was configured through the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software, then the pulse command is initiated on the DNP3
Outstation using a DNP3 CROB control. It is recommended that you use the Device_CROB
function block in this case as it provides flexibility in setting CROB parameters for
interoperability with the remote DNP3 device.

Use the Device_CROB function block to issue a complex control to an object. This could include
a latching or pulsing control:

· To a physical digital output on the local SCADAPack

· To set a digital object state

· Using a DNP3 CROB (control request object block - object group 12 variation 1) to an object
mapped to a remote DNP3 device output by the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software

The function block will execute when the REQ input value transitions from FALSE to TRUE.
REQ needs to be set to FALSE before each subsequent control is issued from this instance of
the function block.

The SCADAPack will not send a control as instructed by this function block if the digital object
was not found, was read-only (for example, associated with a physical input point), if a remote
control interlock point was active for this point, or if a pulse is currently being executed on this
point.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

REQ BOOL Request to control an output point

TRUE = Pulse initiated on transition to TRUE

FALSE = Pulse point function disabled

OBJ_ID DWOR
D

Object services identifier. Connect a T_SPx70_xxx DDT variable's
OBJ_ID element to this input. Or, connect the output of an
OBJ_xxxxToID function block to this input.

ONTIME Time Pulse on duration (ms timer format) when CTRLCODE specifies a
pulse trip or close operation

OFFTIME Time Pulse off duration (ms timer format) when CTRLCODE specifies a
pulse operation

Specified by the task 

If an OFFTIME value of 0 is set, 10 ms is used as the default
pulse off duration

COUNT DINT Number of pulse cycles in the pulse train when CTRLCODE
specifies a pulse operation

The number of pulses generated is determined by the count
variable which is limited to a maximum value of 255 

Once initiated by the program, the digital output pulse is
independent of the logic task cycle time.

FUNCCODE DINT The function code to send if control is for a DNP3 binary output
on a remote device.

The following constants are valid for this function.

If a local SCADAPack digital object is to be controlled, use
CROB_Func_DirOp.

Constant Value Description

CROB_Func_DirOp 16#050
C01

Direct operate

CROB_Func_SelOp 16#030
C01

Select before operate*
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Parameter Data
Type

Description

CROB_Func_DirOpNoAck 16#060
C01

Direct operate, no
acknowledgment

For information on importing constants, see Importing System
Constants .

*SCADAPack sends a control request with the DNP3 Select
function code to the remote device. If the response is successful,
then a control request with the DNP3 Operate function code is
automatically sent to complete the control activation.

CTRLCODE DINT The control code specifies the control operation. If the object is
associated with a remote DNP3 device output, the control code is
sent to the device for executing the control. 

The following constants are valid for this function:

Constant Value Description

CROB_Ctrl_PulseOn 1 Pulse on

CROB_Ctrl_PulseOff 2 Pulse off

CROB_Ctrl_LatchOn 3 Latch on

CROB_Ctrl_LatchOff 4 Latch off

CROB_Ctrl_Clear 32 Clear

CROB_Ctrl_Close 65 Close

CROB_Ctrl_Trip 129 Trip

For information on importing constants, see Importing System
Constants .

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

CONF BOOL Confirm that status is ready

TRUE = Pulse has completed or pulse request is unsuccessful

19

19
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Parameter Data
Type

Description

Indicates the Status output is ready to read

FALSE = Pulse has not been completed or REQ = FALSE

STATUS DINT Only read if the CONF output is TRUE

Value Description

-1 Unknown status

0 Output pulse has completed executing

1 Pulse not yet completed (status changes to 1
as the pulse command is initiated and returns to
0 after the pulse has been generated)

OR

Digital object not found (status stays at 1)

2 Unsuccessful: remote interlock active

3 Unsuccessful: pulse already executing

4 Invalid FUNCCODE input

5 REQ input was changed from TRUE to FALSE
before the Pulse was completed. The request is
cancelled.

6 COUNT input is outside of the range of 0...255

7 Internal error that is not identified by any other
error message. The system my need to be cold
restarted to recover.

10 Pulse object could not be found in the database
or in the remote device.

11 'Select before operate' was used and an ARM
timeout occured because there was too much
time between the select message and the
operate message. 

12 'Select before operate' was used and the remote
DNP3 device received an operate message that
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Parameter Data
Type

Description

was not preceded by a select message.

13 CTRLCODE input is invalid

Status values of -1, 0,1, 4, 11 or 12 can be returned when
controlling points on a remote device 

Other status codes can be returned if controlling an output point
on the local SCADAPack

9.4 Device_ExecuteCommand: Execute a Command Line Command

Use the Device_ExecuteCommand function block to execute a subset of the SCADAPack's
command line functions. The command to execute is passed into the function block as a string
and executed by the SCADAPack when requested.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parame
ter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

REQ BOOL Command execute request 

Initiates command when asserted (rising edge)

CMD string[256] String up to
255
characters

Command to be executed 

The commands listed below are accepted by the
Device_ExecuteCommand function block. For more
information about command syntax, see the
Operations Technical Reference manual.

Command Description
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APPEND Append a file to
another file

CLEAR Clear specified
information

COPY Duplicate a file

DEL, DELETE Delete a file

REN, RENAME Rename a file

RESTART Restart services

GETCONFIG Generate a
configuration file

FILEDIAG Enable and disable file
diagnostics

SYSDIAG Enable and disable
system diagnostics

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

READY BOOL Command execute confirm 

Indicates completion of request

STATUS DINT Transaction status value:

0 = Success

1 = Incomplete command

2 = Command not found

3 = Command unsuccessful
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 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment monitored and controlled by the SCADAPack
prior to restarting services.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.
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10 DNP3 Controlling Station Communication Function Blocks

This function block transfers data directly between the point databases of a DNP3 Controlling
Station and Outstation device. 

Function Block Name Purpose

DNP3Master_Poll Force an integrity poll

10.1 DNP3Master_Poll: Force an Integrity Poll

Use the DNP3Master_Poll function block to force the DNP3 Controlling Station to send a DNP3
integrity poll (Class 1, 2, 3, 0 poll) to communicate with each DNP3 Outstation. This updates the
local database with a current image of DNP3 Outstation point values. 

The DNP3Master_Poll function block operates even if the DNP3 Controlling Station is disabled. If
the DNP3Master_Poll request is issued while the DNP3 Controlling Station is disabled, IED
responses will not generate local events in the DNP3 Controlling Station.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Paramete
r

Data Type Description

REQ BOOL Data transfer request

Initiates data transfer request on rising edge

Output parameter descriptions

Paramete
r

Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Data transfer confirm

Indicates completion of request

54
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TRUE = Request completed

FALSE = Request not completed

CNF output is returned when every poll to the IEDs is
successfully queued

RDY BOOL Status of data

TRUE = Data ready

FALSE = Data not ready

STATUS DINT 0 = Successful poll

255 = Outstanding DNP3 request

Otherwise, see Status Codes . 54
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11 DNP3 Peer Communication Function Blocks

These function blocks transfer data directly between the point databases of two peer devices. 

Peer read or write point requests are added to a request list by the functions
DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList  and DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList , but executed by the
functions DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList  and DNP3Peer_ExecuteWRList . 

· A request that uses one or more DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList  calls to the same list is sent
to the destination device (or executed) by the function block DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList
using that list. 

· A request that uses one or more DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList  calls to the same queue is
sent to the destination device (or executed) by the function block
DNP3Peer_ExecuteWRList  using that list. 

Lists hold any number of point requests. For example, a program can use an instance of the
DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList  function to send read requests into a list, named Lane Cove
West A, and another instance of DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList  to send read requests into
another list, named North Head STP. Two lists are created, each of which is executed
independently.

The lists persist while the SCADAPack is running, but are cleared when the SCADAPack is
restarted. Point requests added using DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList  do not need to be re-
added unless the SCADAPack is restarted.

Function Block Name Purpose

DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList Add an Object to a Remote DNP3 Points Read Request
List

DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList Add an Object to a Remote DNP3 Points Write Request
List

DNP3Peer_ClearRDList Clear a read request list

DNP3Peer_ClearWRList Clear a write request list

DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList Execute listed DNP3 read requests

DNP3Peer_ExecuteWRList Execute listed DNP3 write requests

Status Codes  shows the status codes that are returned by the function blocks described in
this section. 

11.1 DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList: Add an Object to a Remote DNP3 Points Read
Request List

This function block is provided for associating an object with a read of a DNP3 Peer to Peer point
from a remote device.
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Use the DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList function block to add a local object to a read request list.
Each added object is associated with a remote device DNP3 point from which data for the object
will be read. The list is specified by name. If the list name does not exist it will be created with
the given name. The DNP3 read request is executed by the DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList
function block, requesting data for all objects on the list from the specified remote device’s DNP3
points.

The DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList is typically only executed once for each object, when the logic
task first runs. This is not true if the list of objects is being rebuilt by the logic application to
create different lists at different times.

This function block and DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList require that the remote DNP3 device
supports DNP3 Level 3 Qualified 00 and 01 point range request reads. See the remote device
DNP3 Device Profile document for more information.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Para
meter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

REMP
T

UDINT DNP3 point number in the remote device to read from 

Valid values: 0 to 65534

OBJT
Y

UDINT DNP3 data object to read from peer device

The following constants are valid for this function:

Constant Value Data Object
Type

PEER_AnalogIn
_16

16#011E02 Read DNP3 16-
bit Analog Input
Group 30,
Variation 2

PEER_AnalogIn
_16_NoFlag

16#011E04 Read DNP3 16-
bit Analog Input
without flags

64
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Para
meter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

Group 30,
Variation 4

PEER_AnalogIn
_32

16#011E01 Read DNP3 32-
bit Analog Input
Group 30,
Variation 1

PEER_AnalogIn
_32_NoFlag

16#011E03 Read DNP3 32-
bit Analog Input
without flags
Group 30,
Variation 3

PEER_AnalogIn
_Float

16#011E05 Read DNP3
Short Floating
Point Analog
Input Group 30,
Variation 5

PEER_AnalogO
ut_16_Status

16#012802 Read DNP3 16-
bt Analog Output
Status Group 40,
Variation 2

PEER_AnalogO
ut_32_Status

16#012801 Read DNP3 32-
bit Analog
Output Status
Group 40,
Variation 1

PEER_AnalogO
ut_Float_Status

16#012803 Read DNP3
Short Floating
Point Analog
Output Status
Group 40,
Variation 3

PEER_BinCount
er_16

16#011402 Read DNP3 16-
bit Binary
Counter Group
20, Variation 2

PEER_BinCount
er_16_NoFlag

16#011406 Read DNP3 16-
bit Binary
Counter without
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Para
meter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

flags Group 20,
Variation 6

PEER_BinCount
er_32

16#011401 Read DNP3 32-
bit Binary
Counter Group
20, Variation 1

PEER_BinCount
er_32_NoFlag

16#011405 Read DNP3 32-
bit Binary
Counter without
flags Group 20,
Variation 5

PEER_BinaryInp
ut

16#010101 Read DNP3
Binary Input
Group 1,
Variation 1

PEER_BinaryInp
utStatus

16#010102 Read DNP3
Binary Input
Status Group 1,
Variation 2

PEER_BinaryOu
tput_Status

16#010A02 Read DNP3
Binary Output
Status Group 10,
Variation 2

OBJ_I
D

DWO
RD

Object services identifier. Connect a T_SPx70_xxx DDT
variable's OBJ_ID element to this input. Or, connect the
output of an OBJ_xxxxToID function block to this input.

QNAM
E_L

string[
51]

String up to 50
characters

Name of list

The "space" character is permitted

Output parameter descriptions

Param
eter

Data
Type

Description

STATU
S

BOOL TRUE if object successfully added to read list
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Param
eter

Data
Type

Description

FALSE if not successful

11.2 DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList: Add an Object to a Remote DNP3 Points Write
Request List

This function block is provided for associating an object with a control (write) of a DNP3 Peer to
Peer point in a remote device.

Use the DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList function block to add a local object to a write request list.
Each added object is associated with a remote device DNP3 point from to data from the object
will be written. The list is specified by name. If the list name does not exist it will be created with
the given name. The DNP3 write request is executed by the DNP3Peer_ExecuteWRList
function block, sending a request to write data for all objects on the list to the specified remote
device’s DNP3 points.

The DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList is typically only executed once for each object, when the logic
task first runs. This is not true if the list of objects is being rebuilt by the logic application to
create different lists at different times.

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

You will not receive any acknowledgment from the remote equipment indicating that the control
operation has been completed. 

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored and controlled by applications
that include this function block.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Function block diagram

66
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Input parameter descriptions

Parame
ter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

REMPT UDINT DNP3 point number to write to in the remote device

Range: 0 to 65534

OBJTY UDINT DNP3 control object to write to the peer device

The following constants are valid for this function:

Constant Value Data Object Type

PEER_Analog
Out_16_DirOp

16#052902 Direct operate
DNP3 16-bit
Analog Output
Group 41, Variation
2

PEER_Analog
Out_32_DirOp

16#052901 Direct operate
DNP3 32-bit
Analog Output
Group 41, Variation
1

PEER_Analog
Out_Float_Dir
Op

16#052903 Direct operate
DNP3 Floating
Point Analog
Output Group 41,
Variation 3

PEER_Binary
Output_CROB
_DirOp

16#050C01 Direct operate
DNP3 Control
Relay Output
Block Group 12,
Variation 1

· LATCH_OFF
control operation
is sent when the
peer list is
executed and
the digital
object's value is
0

· LATCH_ON
control operation
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Parame
ter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

is sent when the
peer list is
executed and
the digital
object's value is
1

· Pulse and other
CROB control
operations are
not supported
using this
function block.
Instead, use the
Device_CROB

 function
block.

OBJ_ID DWOR
D

Object services identifier. Connect a T_SPx70_xxx
DDT variable's OBJ_ID element to this input. Or,
connect the output of an OBJ_xxxxToID function block
to this input.

QNAME
_L

string[5
1]

String up to 50
characters

Name of list

The "space" character is permitted

Output parameter descriptions

Paramet
er

Data
Type

Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if object successfully added to write list

FALSE if not successful

11.3 DNP3Peer_ClearRDList: Clear a Read Request List

Use the DNP3Peer_ClearRDList function block to clear every point in a named read request list. 

47
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

QNAME_L string[51] String up to 50
characters

Name of list

The "space" character is permitted

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if specified list is found and its points removed
successfully

FALSE otherwise

11.4 DNP3Peer_ClearWRList: Clear a Write Request List

Use the DNP3Peer_ClearWRList function block to clear every point in a named write request
list.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

QNAME_L string[51] String up to 50
characters

Name of list

The "space" character is permitted

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if successful

FALSE otherwise

11.5 DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList: Execute DNP3 Read Request List

Use the DNP3Peer_ExecuteRDList function block to look for a list name that matches the one
supplied by the user when triggered with a rising edge on the REQ input. If found, it will iterate
the list in order to build up one or more DNP3 request fragments. Consecutive point numbers are
packed into the DNP3 request fragment in an efficient manner.

The returned values or states of the remote points are written directly to the local objects
specified when the request list was configured with the DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList  function
block. If you have configured the request lists with remote DNP3 point types that support status
flags, then the response quality flags are also written to the local objects. 

The local objects will contain valid data (and quality flags) when CNF and RDY both transition
into the true state.

If the DNP3 request is unsuccessful, you can set the objects’ Set Offline by User quality flag on
local points. This can be done in one of two ways

· Use an Advanced DDT type for the object’s Variable Type configuration remote connect. That
is, use variable type T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL for a digital object, T_SPx70_ADV_ANALOG for
an analog object, and T_SPx70_ADV_COUNTER for a counter object. Use the status from
this function block and set the variable’s USER_SET_OFFLINE_QUAL element to false if the
peer communication status was good, and to true if the status indicates unsuccessful
communication

· Use the OBJ_WriteField  function block, using the variable’s OBJ_ID element on the
OBJ_ID input to identify the object, set the ATTRIB input to the constant
ATTRIB_QUserSetOffline (or use value 6), with function block DATATYPE input set to
DATATYPE_BOOL (or use value 1). Connect the VALUE to a BOOL variable indicating the
state to set the quality flag, false if the peer communication status was good, and true if the
status indicates unsuccessful communication

56
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

REQ BOOL Data transfer request 

Initiates data transfer request on rising
edge

DNP_ADDR DINT DNP3 destination device address 

Valid range: 0 to 65534

QNAME_L string[51] String up to 50
characters

Name of list

The "space" character is permitted

TIME_OUT UINT Transaction time-out in ms (peer device
request only)

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Data transfer confirm 

TRUE if request is completed

FALSE otherwise

RDY BOOL TRUE indicates data is ready

FALSE otherwise

STATUS DINT 0 = Successful

255 = Outstanding DNP3 request
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Otherwise, see Status Codes . 

11.6 DNP3Peer_ExecuteWRList: Execute DNP3 Write Request List

Use the DNP3Peer_ExecuteWRList function block to trigger a DNP3 direct operate control for
local objects which were added to the request list using the DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList
function. The local objects in the write list will not have any of their properties changed.

When triggered with a rising edge on the REQ input, the function block will look for a list name
that matches the one supplied by the user. If found, it will iterate the list in order to build up one
or more DNP3 request fragments. 

The control is complete (that is, the values have been written) when CNF and RDY outputs both
transition into the true state. 

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

You will not receive any acknowledgment from the remote equipment indicating that the control
operation has been completed. 

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored and controlled by applications
that include this function block.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

REQ BOOL Data transfer request

Initiates data transfer request
on rising edge

67
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Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

DNP_ADDR DINT DNP3 destination device
address 

Valid range: 0 to 65534

QNAME_L string[51] String up to 50
characters

Name of list

The "space" character is
permitted

TIME_OUT UINT Transaction time-out in ms
(peer device request only)

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Data transfer confirm 

TRUE if request is completed

FALSE otherwise

RDY BOOL TRUE indicates data is ready

FALSE otherwise

STATUS DINT 0 = Successful

255 = Outstanding DNP3 request

Otherwise, see Status Codes . 

11.7 Status Codes

The following status codes are returned by the DNP3 peer communication function blocks.

Status Code Description

0 Operation successful

6 Invalid parameter

8 DNP3 timeout

9 Invalid request
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10 Invalid control operation

11 Operation canceled

12 List name does not exist or not found

50 Response IIN indicates unknown function

51 Object unknown IIN set

52 Out of range IIN set

53 Control already executing

61 Control arm timeout expired

62 Control select not received

63 Incorrect control formatting

64 Control operation not supported

65 Control queue full

66 Check control hardware

127 Request could not be added to queue

130 Request not licensed

251 Invalid ObjectType parameter

252 Invalid ObjectType code

253 Point does not exist

254 Invalid ObjectType for this function block

255 Request is in progress
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12 DNP3 Routing Function Blocks

This function block allows you use logic to select one of the DNP3 routes available when
multiple DNP3 connections are available.

Function Block Name Purpose

DNP3Route_SelectOnline When SCADAPack x70 device has multiple DNP3
connections and where logic is required to select one of the
DNP3 routes for connection to a DNP3 destination, such as a
Controlling Station connection.

12.1 DNP3Route_SelectOnline: Select a DNP3 Route and put Online

NOTICE

POSSIBLE OVERWRITE OF CONFIGURATION

When using the DNP3Route_SelectOnline function block, the logic can modify the DNP3
routing configuration. 

Because of the changes made by the executing logic, when you read the configuration on the
device back into SCADAPack RemoteConnect, the project may be different than what was
originally written to the device.

Ensure that you have a copy of your configuration by making a backup copy of the original
project. Before writing the content read from the device, export the project or use the Save As
function.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in a configuration change.

Use the DNP3Route_SelectOnline function block where the SCADAPack x70 device has
multiple DNP3 connections and where logic is required to select one of the DNP3 routes for
connection to a DNP3 destination, such as a Controlling Station connection or DNP3 peer
device.

This function block is used in conjunction with the DNP3 routing table. The routing table is user-
configured with a separate entry for each alternate DNP3 connection to a desired destination
device. For more information see DNP3 Routing Table in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

Route entries in the routing table do not need to be configured on particular rows, but the order
that related routes are configured in the routing table is important. MATCHNUM refers to the
relative position of the route entry within the ordering of the matching routes and not the route
entry row number. See the example  below.

When triggered with a rising edge on REQ, the DNP3Route_SelectOnline function block
searches the DNP3 routing table for multiple route entries based on the DNP3 destination
address (DESTADDR). Matching routes are identified where DESTADDR is found in a route’s
Destination Start to Destination End address range.
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MATCHNUM determines which of the matching route entries is selected as the route to put in an
online state (i.e. to be the active route to the destination device). Other matching route entries
found in the routing table are put in an offline state. If the number provided in MATCHNUM
exceeds the number of matching route entries found in the routing table, then the function block
indicates a condition in STATUS and no route states are changed.

MAXMATCH provides a maximum number of matching routes that the routing table searches for.
If the function input is not connected, the default is set at 2. This means that 2 matching routes
are searched, with one of them being put online and the other offline. To select between more
than 2 alternate routes for the same destination, enter the number of routes in MAXMATCH.

When CNF is TRUE and STATUS is 0, the selected matching route entry is put online in the
routing table. The other identified matching routes in the routing table are put offline.

DESTPORT and DESTCNX provide details for the route that is put online.

Changes to the DNP3 routing states made by this function block are preserved when a
SCADAPack x70 device is restarted, including a power cycle. A full SCADAPack x70 device
reconfiguration will return the route states to the configured settings.

Function block guidance

To use this function block successfully, the remote DNP3 device must support DNP3
communications switching from one communication channel to another.

This function block is best used by identifying suitable trigger conditions and incorporating those
conditions into the user logic that triggers this function block. Common trigger conditions would
be various combinations of SCADAPack x70 device system conditions such as communication
status with a remote DNP3 device.

· For a SCADAPack x70 device acting as a DNP3 Data Concentrator Client the changing of
routes could be based on:

o A changing value indicating loss of communication. For example,

DNP3_RemoteDevice1_CommStatus

o A preemptive prediction of a change of communication status. For example,

DNP3_RemoteDevice1_RespErrCnt

· For a SCADAPack x70 device whose logic is generating DNP3 peer requests the changing of
routes could be based on:

o A changing status from a peer function block indicating loss of communication

· For a SCADAPack x70 device acting as a DNP3 Outstation the changing of routes could be
based on:

o A changing value indicating unsuccessful communication attempts For example,

SYS_StatsDNP3_M1_UnsolNotConf 

o The remote device Controlling Station having changed communication channels and the

local route table needing to reflect that. For example,
SYS_StatsETH_1_DNP3FramFromMastr, SYS_StatsSerial2_DNP3FramFromMst

For more information, in the Operations Technical Reference manual, see System Data.
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When triggering this function block, set it such that the system waits a much longer time than a
timeout associated with the trigger condition. For example, it is recommended to wait greater
than twice the period of a DNP3 response timeout before triggering this function block to change
routes.

DNP3 Routing Table guidance

Rows in the DNP3 Routing Table, which are used with this function block, should be structured
to represent the group of addresses accessible through an interface or via an IP address
connection.

A separate routing table row should be entered for each interface via which this device will initiate
messages, or route DNP3 messages on behalf of other devices.

Routes used by this function block to switch between interfaces should be configured in an “On”
state, e.g. “On Fixed”. This route will be the default interface, enabled when a configuration is
sent to this device, and it will operate even if the function block has not been activated to
reconfigure the routing tables. Other routes representing alternate interfaces or IP addresses for
the same group of devices should be configured in an “Off” state, e.g. “Off Fixed”.

It is recommended to use Fixed route types (i.e. “On Fixed” or “Off Fixed”) for routing table rows
where there is a fixed relationship between DNP3 device address and IP address for a
connection.

Where there is a variable relationship between DNP3 device address and IP address for a
connection, for example a redundant DNP3 Controlling Station for the same DNP3 device
address where the IP address may vary, use Static route types (i.e. “On Static” or “Off Static”).

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

REQ BOOL Initiates the search for route selection on the rising edge
of the input. 

Keep the REQ input active until the route updates are
completed. 
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DESTADDR UINT DNP3 destination device address to search for in
matching route entries using the Destination Start and
Destination End address range

Valid values: 0 to 65519

MATCHNUM UINT The occurrence number of a matching route to put online

1= first match found; 2 = second match found, etc.

Other matches are put offline. 

Valid values: 1 to MAXMATCH

MAXMATCH UINT Maximum number of matching routes to search and
manipulate. Searching stops after this number of
occurrences of matching routes are found in the routing
table.

If this input is not connected, the default value = 2

Valid values: 1 or greater

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

CNF BOOL TRUE indicates completion of
request. STATUS output indicates
the completion result. 

This parameter holds its state
while the REQ input remains
TRUE. 

STATUS DINT Status of the request

0 = Success

1 = MATCHNUM occurrence not
found

127 = Unable to queue request to
search & modify route

251 = Invalid input parameters

255 = Request in progress

This parameter holds its value
while the REQ input remains
TRUE. 
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Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

DESTPORT STRING* String up to 16
characters

Updates when CNF is TRUE and
STATUS = 0, indicating the name
of the port for the online route. For
example: ‘ETH1’, ‘PORT2’

DESTCNX string[51]* String up to 50
characters

Indicates the Connect Number of
the online route and updates when
CNF is TRUE and STATUS = 0.
Typically contains the IP address
of the destination for the interface
indicated by the DESTPORT
output.

Where the port is a DNP3 serial
port, the Connect Number is
usually blank (indicating a
connection-less interface)

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

Function Block Example

In the following example routing table, the DNP3Route_SelectOnline function block is used to
select between routes for 2 redundant communication connections with device 100. In this
configuration, the route for device 100 on Ethernet 2 (row 2) is initially selected to be online
(Routing Status is On Fixed). The route for device 100 on Serial 1 (row 4) is initially selected to
be offline (Routing Status Off Fixed). 

The route selection is dependent on the order of the configured routes, not the row numbers in
which the routes are configured. In the example function block diagram, LinkNumber 1 refers to
the Ethernet 2 route for device 100 (row 2) which must be configured earlier in the Routing Table
than the route for LinkNumber 2 which refers to the Serial 1 route for device 100 (row 4). Routes
in rows 1 and 3 are for other purposes and illustrate how the search for matching routes ignores
route entries that do not affect the selected destination device.
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In the example function block diagram, when changeRoute changes from FALSE to TRUE and
LinkNumber = 2, then the second matching route entry for device 100 (row 4) is put online and
the other matching route (row 2) is put offline. Outbound DNP3 communications to device 100
now uses Serial 1, DESTPORT output indicates 'PORT1', and DESTCNX output is blank
(indicating a connection-less interface).

When changeRoute value again changes from FALSE to TRUE and LinkNumber = 1, then the
first matching route for device 100 (row 2) is put online and the other matching route (row 4) is
put offline. Outbound DNP3 communications to device 100 now uses Ethernet 2, DESTPORT
output indicates 'ETH2' and DESTCNX output indicates '172.16.200.20'.
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13 Extensions Library

The SCADAPack x70 Extensions Library is a library of Derived Function Blocks (DFBs)
designed for applications using SCADAPack x70 controllers.

Function Block Name Purpose

CTD_Retained Counts downwards from a preloaded value and sets an output ON
when the counter reaches zero. 

CTU_Retained Counts upwards from zero and sets an output ON when the counter
reaches a specified limit.

DintToStr Converts DINT to STRING.

DLOG_F Logs the values of up to 8 different objects to a CSV file located on
the controller’s internal flash file system or on an external USB
drive. 

FLOW_35Periods Accumulates flow from pulse type devices such as turbine flow
meters.

FLOW_3Periods Accumulates flow from pulse type devices such as turbine flow
meters.

FLOW_Daily Accumulates flow from pulse type devices such as turbine flow
meters and logs data daily.

FLOW_Hourly Accumulates flow from pulse type devices such as turbine flow
meters and logs data every hour.

FLOW_Monthly Accumulates flow from pulse type devices such as turbine flow
meters and logs data every month.

RealToStr Converts REAL to STRING.

TOTAL_35Periods Integrates a rate analog input (typically a flow rate) over time.

TOTAL_3Periods Integrates a rate analog input (typically a flow rate) over time.

TOTAL_Daily Integrates a rate analog input over time and provides a record of
total, accumulation time in milliseconds, and time stamp at the end
of each daily accumulation period.

TOTAL_Hourly Integrates a rate analog input over time and provides a record of
total, accumulation time in milliseconds, and time stamp at the end
of each hourly accumulation period.
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TOTAL_Monthly Integrates a rate analog input over time and provides a record of
total, accumulation time in milliseconds, and time stamp at the end
of each monthly accumulation period.

UdintToStr Converts UDINT to STRING.

13.1 CTD_Retained: Non-Volatile Downwards Counter

Description

The CTD_Retained DFB (Derived Function Block) counts downwards from a preloaded value
and sets an output ON when the counter reaches zero. This DFB operates similarly to the CTD
EFB except that the counter value is retained over program initialization provided there is a
T_SPx70_DINT object variable connected to the CV_Retained input/output pins.

When the CD input changes from OFF to ON, the counter value CV decrements by 1. When the
counter value reaches zero or less than zero, the Q output turns ON.

When the L input is ON, the counter value CV is set equal to the preloaded value PV.

The preloaded value PV may be set to any value up to the maximum value of 4294967295. If the
counter is decremented after CV reaches zero, the counter continues decrementing as a
negative value.

The counter value CV is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered
off, and over program write and initialization. The values of CV and CV_Retained.value are
equal, however CV_Retained must be connected to an object variable to retain the counter
value. Take care to attach the same object variable to the CV_Retained input pin and its
corresponding output pin as shown in the example below.

142

146
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CD BOOL Counter decrement

Counter is decremented by 1 when CD transitions from
FALSE to TRUE.

L BOOL Load counter value

TRUE = load counter value with value = PV

FALSE = no action

PV UDINT Counter preload value

 Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CV_Retained T_SPx70_DINT Counter current value

Connect an object variable to these pins to retain
counter value over program initialization.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

Q BOOL Counter value is 0

TRUE when CV <= 0

FALSE when CV > 0

CV UDINT Counter current value.
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After program initialization, CV is reloaded with the
retained value saved in CV_Retained.value.

13.2 CTU_Retained: Non-Volative Upwards Counter

Description

The CTU_Retained DFB (Derived Function Block) counts upwards from zero and sets an output
ON when the counter reaches a specified limit. This DFB operates similarly to the CTU EFB
except the counter value is retained over program initialization provided there is a
T_SPx70_UDINT object variable connected to the CV_Retained input/output pins.

When the CU input changes from OFF to ON, the counter value CV increments by 1. When the
counter value reaches the limit defined by PV, the Q output turns ON.

When the R input is ON, the counter value CV is set to zero.

The preloaded value PV may be set to any value up to the maximum value of 4294967295. If the
counter is incremented beyond the maximum value 4294967295, the counter value rolls over to 0
and continues incrementing.

The counter value CV is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered
off, and over program write and initialization. The values of CV and CV_Retained.value are
equal, however CV_Retained needs to be connected to an object variable to retain the counter
value. Attach the same object variable to the CV_Retained input pin and its corresponding
output pin as shown in the example below.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CU BOOL Counter increment

Counter is incremented by 1 when CU transitions from
FALSE to TRUE.

R BOOL Reset counter value

TRUE = set counter value to zero

FALSE = no action

PV UDINT Counter value limit

Any 32-bit positive value

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CV_Retained T_SPx70_DINT Counter current value

Connect an object variable to these pins to retain
counter value over program initialization.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

Q BOOL Counter value exceeds limit

TRUE when CV >= PV

FALSE when CV < PV

CV UDINT Counter current value.

After program initialization, CV is reloaded with the
retained value saved in CV_Retained.value.

13.3 DintToStr: Convert DINT to STRING

Description

The DintToStr DFB (Derived Function Block) converts DINT to STRING, outputs in standard
format, and provides formatting options.
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To convert a UINT, INT, or BYTE to a string, first convert to DINT then use this function.

Input parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

iDint DINT Any number 0… 4294967295

iMinLength INT The output string will be padded with leading zeroes if it
is less than this length. This can be used for creating
tables of numbers with consistent alignment.

Output parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

sString STRING Numerical text string in standard format.

Related functions

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help, see:

· DINT_TO_STRING

13.4 DLOG_F: Data Log to File

Description

The DLOG_F DFB (Derived Function Block) logs the values of up to 8 different objects to a CSV
file located on the controller’s internal flash file system or on an external USB drive. If more than
8 object values need to be logged, create more DLOG_F instances.

 The object IDs need to be supplied. This can be looked up with the OBJ_NameToID function
block. You can search RemoteConnect’s help for documentation on how to use this DFB.

 Log entries can be made for any of the following reasons:

1. On demand
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2. Periodically (at a specified time interval)

3. Whenever an object changes value by more than its configured deviation

 

If a log is made for reasons one or two, all configured objects are logged together in a single row.

If a log is made for reason three, only the object with the significant change appears in the row.

To make the most efficient use of file space, some users may elect to log only value deviations
(reason three). When logDeviations is enabled but logInterval is set to zero, the first row of
any file created will contain the value of every configured object as a starting point from which
deviations are logged. The logNow input can also be used to log all configured values at other
times, such as when certain process conditions occur.

The output file is opened when the first log entry occurs. It will initially have a size of 0 KB. After
every 2 KB of logged entries, the logged data is flushed to file. When suspend is triggered,
enable is dropped, or fileMaxRecords is reached, the buffered entries are flushed to file and
the file is closed. A new log file with an incremented file number is then opened when the next
logged entry occurs. 

Dropping enable, choosing a new fileName, toggling saveToUsb, or setting deleteFiles
resets the file number back to one. Since disabling the function block resets the file number
back to one, subsequent enabling of the function block without choosing a new filename may
overwrite previous written logs. If you need to disconnect the USB drive, instead of disabling the
function block, while the USB drive is disconnected set the suspend input to TRUE.

When files are deleted for any reason, it is done in the order of oldest to newest without regard
to file name (or number). When fileQuantity is exceeded, the oldest file is deleted. If less than
32 MB are available, a low memory status is issued. If less than 20 MB are available a memory
full status is issued, all opened files are closed, and logging is terminated. This condition can
usually be avoided by reducing the fileQuantity or fileMaxRecords inputs. When the enable
input is OFF, the only activity the function block will perform is to close all actively opened files.

If you want to swap USB drives as part of an archive procedure while logging is enabled, enable
the suspend input before replacing the USB drive. This will close the currently active log file so
that it may be copied or removed. Logged entries that occur during this time are buffered to a
FIFO Queue. When the suspend input is set to FALSE, any buffered log entries are then written
to the next file. When the drive replacement or file copy is complete. You may copy any log file
(for example by using FTP or Telnet) but note that you will need to set the suspend input first if
you intend to copy the currently active log file.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable any activity other than flushing the
buffer and closing files.

Each object’s configuration (e.g. variable type,
deviation) is read when enable changes from FALSE
to TRUE.

suspend BOOL TRUE = suspend logging

When suspend is TRUE, logging is paused, and the
active log file is closed so that it may be copied
completely or so that the USB drive can be removed or
replaced. During this time period log entries are stored
into an internal buffer with size 10.

logInterval DINT Number of minutes between regular interval logs. Each
interval, the value of all configured objects is logged.

Set to FALSE to disable periodic logging.

logDeviations BOOL Set to TRUE to monitor and log any object that
changes value outside its deviation.
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Deviation is ignored for objects with Deviation = 100%
or Event/Alert Inhibit =Yes.

See “Configuration of Event Deviation”

logNow BOOL Log the current value of all objects when logNow
changes from FALSE to TRUE.

saveToUsb BOOL When TRUE, log files are saved to the external USB
flash drive.

When FALSE, log files are saved to the internal flash
drive.

fileName STRING Root name used for all log files. If fileName = sensors,
the first log file will go
into: /usr/dlog/mylogs/sensors.CSV

Any file extension specified in the fileName input will
be ignored.

The folder name will have no extension. The target files
will always have an extension of “.csv”

fileFormat DINT File format options:

0 = Omit cleartext timestamp

1 = Include timestamp in text format

fileMaxRecords DINT Number of records per log file.

Valid range: 10...100000

See details in section “Guidelines for configuring
fileMaxRecords and fileQuantity”.

fileQuantity DINT Maximum number of log files.

Valid range: 2...100000

When number of log files reaches fileQuantity, the
oldest log file is deleted and a new log file is created.

Alternatively, to stop logging when memory is full and
not overwrite older files, reset the public variable

CFG_bOverwriteWhenFull listed below.

See details in section “Guidelines for configuring
fileMaxRecords and fileQuantity”.

deleteFiles BOOL When enable is TRUE and deleteFiles changes from
FALSE to TRUE, all log files are deleted.
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obj_id1 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id2 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id3 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id4 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id5 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id6 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id7 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

obj_id8 DWORD Object ID of any object variable to be logged. Current
value of the object is logged when one or more logging
criteria are active.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT 0 = Normal

1 = Storage Unavailable.

· The most common reason for this is that saveToUsb
is set but no USB flash memory thumb drive is
installed in the SCADAPack. These are the
conditions that trigger this message:

o Unable to make directory (F_MKDIR)

o Unable to open File for writing (F_WOPEN)

o Unable to write to opened file (F_Write_STRING)
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o Unable to get directory Info (F_DirInfo)

o Unable to search for files (F_FindFile)

o Device not ready (F_DeviceReady)

4 = Memory Low

· Less than 32 MB free. Consider deleting other files
from the SCADAPack or reducing fileMaxRecords,
or fileQuantity.

5 = Memory Full

· Less than 20 MB free. All opened Files will be
closed, and logging will be ceased.

6 = Suspended

· This happens when suspend is set to true such as
when changing the USB thumb drive. In this state all
files are closed, and log entries are stored in in
internal buffer with size 10. The buffer that is flushed
to filesystem when the suspend input is once again
taken to false.

10 = logInterval < 0

11 = fileName is blank

12 = fileName is not 0 or 1

13 = fileMaxRecords is < 10 or > 100000

14 = fileQuantity is < 2 or > 100000

17 = ATTRIB_Value (State, Eng, or Raw)

20 = ATTRIB_ObjectName

21 = ATTRIB_ObjectType

22 = ATTRIB_LogicVariableType

24 = ATTRIB_EventDeviationType

25 = ATTRIB_EventDeviation

26 = ATTRIB_CounterLimitHi

27 = ATTRIB_CounterDeviation

· These status codes may indicate that an improper
object ID has been input into this DFB.

30 = Deletion in Progress

· This appears when deleteFiles is set true.

31 = Deletion Complete
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· This status code will remain until deleteFiles is set
false.

usbInUse BOOL FALSE when saveToUsb = FALSE.

TRUE when the saveToUsb input is TRUE and logging
to a USB flash drive is currently active, or if a
deleteFiles operation is in progress and has not yet
completed.

FALSE when the USB can be removed while the
suspend input is TRUE and the saveToUsb input is
TRUE.

Public variable descriptions

Note that some diagnostic values related to log files are only refreshed every 10 seconds.

Variable Data Type Description

DIAG_sLast10LogReco
rds

ARRAY[0..9] OF
string[256]

Rotating copy of the last 10 log records.

Records shown here are also logged to
the active log file every 10 seconds or
when buffer is full.

CFG_bOverwriteWhen
Full

BOOL It is recommended that disk usage be
limited by reducing the value of
fileMaxRecords and fileQuantity. If this
is done incorrectly, logging will stop when
available space drops below 20 MB.

Set TRUE to automatically delete files
from oldest to newest whenever free
space is less than 20 MB

Leave FALSE to stop logging if memory
becomes full.

DIAG_sWorkingDir string[30] Directory where log files are currently
being saved.

/usb0 = USB flash drive.

/user = internal flash file system

DIAG_sCurrentFile string[50] Currently active output file. This
diagnostic value is refreshed every 10
seconds.

DIAG_iCurrentNumRec
ords

DINT Number of records currently saved in the
active log file. This diagnostic value is
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refreshed every 10 seconds.

DIAG_iCurrentNumFile
s

DINT Number of log files created by this DFB.
This diagnostic value is refreshed every
10 seconds.

Should eventually equal the input
fileQuantity.

DIAG_uFreeSpaceKBy
tes

UDINT Space currently free on the drive of the
working directory (KB)

DIAG_iStatus DINT Duplicate of status output

DIAG_uDiscardedDevi
ations

UDINT This increments any time an event
deviation occurs but is not logged due to
excessive rate of event deviations.

DIAG_uOverFlowCoun
t

UDINT This indicates that log entries in the buffer
were discarded. This may occur if
suspend is kept true too long.

 

Configuration of Event Deviation

You need to appropriately configure any points that you want to use event deviation logging on.
After changing any point configuration, you need to toggle enable on the DLOG_F for the
changes to take effect.

 

Using RemoteConnect to configure object for Event Deviation

Use Object Configuration dialog’s Basic
settings to enable Value Deviation and set the
threshold.

Only Percentage of Span and Absolute are
supported by DLOG_F.

Even if the threshold and deviation type is
configured, deviations will not be logged for
any point that is set to alert inhibit. This
allows you to toggle event deviation logging
for an object more easily.
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The rate of event deviations logged is limited. Up to 30 deviations can be logged in a short time
frame if a high rate of deviations continues to occur, long term average rate of logging will be
limited to 1 log entry every 2 seconds. If event deviations are discarded rather than logged,
DIAG_uDiscardedDevations will be incremented. Disabling or suspending this DFB sets
DIAG_uDiscardedDevations back to zero.

If suspend is set true for an excessive period of time logged entries in the FIFO queue might be
discarded. If this happens, Diag_uOverFlowCount is incremented. Diag_uOverFlowCount is
set back to zero if disabled, deleteFiles, or a new fileName is specified or saveToUsb is
toggled.

Example of a data log file

The example below shows a series of records in a log file. The first column contains the Reason
for the logged record.

· The first 3 records shown contain the reason Intv (Interval) indicating that these records were
triggered by a logInterval input set to 1 minute as indicated by the timestamp of each record.

· Column 2 contains the Object Mask which indicates which of the 8 object values were logged
in this record. For logInterval and logNow triggers, the mask is 255 as all 8 objects are
logged.

· The 4th to 11th records were triggered by a Dev (deviation change). Only one object is logged
when its deviation changes. The Object Mask indicates which object value was recorded and
the value is found in the column corresponding to the object number: 1 to 8.

· The 12th record was triggered by toggling the logNow (LNow)
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Program example

The following example shows the DLOG_F FB in the FBD program.

Guidelines for configuring fileMaxRecords and fileQuantity

 

Check available memory for data logging

Whether logging to the internal drive or to an external USB drive, the DLOG_F public variable
DIAG_uFreeSpaceKBytes (listed in the table above) is a convenient source to monitor the free
space currently available on the selected drive. Checking the free space available on the
selected drive is useful when configuring values for fileMaxRecords and fileQuantity. Add your
DLOG_F instance to an Animation Table to view the public variables for this FB as shown below:
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fileMaxRecords

Number of records (rows) per log file. Each record is one line in a CSV log file and average 70
bytes.

· Logging 1 record each minute for 1 day = 60min x 24hr = 1440 records

· 1440 records x 70 b per record = 100 KB

· The internal drive typically has 80 MB of free space

 File size should be limited as necessary to facilitate easy downloading of files via FTP or DNP.

 

fileQuantity

When the number of log files reaches fileQuantity, the oldest log file is deleted and a new log
file is created. After setting fileMaxRecords and observing the average size of a file, and the
frequency with which new files are created, fileQuantity can be set to limit the total space used
for logging and the period of time covered by the logs. Whether logging to the internal drive or to
an external USB drive, the DLOG_F public variable DIAG_uFreeSpaceKBytes (listed in the
table above) is provided to monitor the free space currently available on the selected drive.

 

Remotely retrieving log files from the RTU

Log files saved to an external USB drive may be retrieved from the RTU in the field by removing
or swapping the USB drive. They may also be retrieved remotely using the FTP or DNP3 file
transfer protocol. The DNP3 method permits copying only one file at a time, while FTP can be
used to obtain a group of files.
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DNP3 method

1. Obtain the currently active output file using the DLOG_F public variable’s
DIAG_sWorkingDir + DIAG_sCurrentFile.

If DIAG_sWorkingDir=‘/usr/dlog/MyLogs’ and DIAG_sCurrentFile=’MyLogs_1.csv’ this
would be ‘usr/dlog/MyLogs/MyLogs_1.csv’

2. With RemoteConnect connected to the RTU, right-click the DeviceDTM and select the
command Additional Functions > Read File from Device.

3. Enter the file path into the Source File field in the dialog as shown below. 

4. Enter a destination path as desired. 

5. Click OK to retrieve the file.

FTP method

1. To use an FTP client to retrieve log files, enable the FTP service in the RemoteConnect
configuration and write this change to the RTU.
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2. Using an FTP Client, connect to the RTU. To connect to the RTU’s internal drive, connect
directly to the RTU’s IP address. The log files are found in the folder /user/dlog/<file name>
as shown below:

3. To connect to the RTU’s external USB drive, append the folder /usb0 to the connection
address: i.e. <IP address>/usb0. The log files are found in the folder /usb0/dlog/<file name>
as shown below:
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4. Select and copy the desired log files.

13.5 FLOW_35Periods: Non-Volatile Flow Accumulator

Description

The FLOW_35Periods DFB (Derived Function Block) accumulates flow from pulse type devices
such as turbine flow meters.

It uses three arrays (of length 35) to record each of these three parameters shown below during
35 time periods.

· volumeLog: Total Accumulation each period (usually totalized flow)

· accumMsLog: Total time spent accumulating each period

· endTimeLog: A time stamp indicating the end of accumulation into that period

Each of the three arrays has indices from 1 to 35. Index one is used for the accumulation and is
typically increasing if the input counter is moving and accumulate is TRUE. Index two is the
2nd newest period of accumulation. Index 35 is the oldest period of accumulation. These arrays
are input/output arguments to the FB. This means that you declare the arrays and pass them
into this FB, which then can read and write to them. To preserve data through an update of your
program via a full download, use RemoteConnect objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather
than Logic Editor local variables.

To help avoid inaccuracies due to floating point quantization, this DFB internally uses a 64-bit
counter to accumulate flow. Flow is totalized every scan. Time is totalized once per second. At
the end of each of these intervals, flow and time may be off by up to an entire interval. When the
next interval starts, time and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

Rising edge of log causes all three arrays to be pushed down by one period (or up by one
index). Period 35’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from zero. Use a time between log
periods of 49 days or less, otherwise the accumulated time for the period will rollover and restart
from zero. During power cycles or stop/start cycles of the logic, accumulation is preserved but
the period does not automatically advance unless a rising edge of log occurs.

If accumulate is true, rate is calculated every 300 counts or every 10 seconds whichever
comes first but is never calculated more often than once per second. The DFB calculates the
flow rate in engineering units based on the k input provided.
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retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

This DFB requires 3 object arrays of 35 elements each. Each instance of this DFB creates 107
objects in the RemoteConnect database. If you need only 3 logged flow periods, see the
FLOW_35Periods DFB which creates only 11 objects per DFB instance.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation and rate calculations are enabled. When the
enable input is OFF, the accumulators and all stored data are erased.

The FLOW_35Periods DFB reads and accumulates the number of pulses, and divides by k to
calculate the total volume. This is done on each scan of the controller logic.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.

This DFB has two different accumulation modes that can be selected with the inputType pin. 

If you have a free-running counter from a turbine meter or other flow sensor (for example from a
reed switch, hall effect sensor, or other type with a pulse-type output), you could connect it a
digital input such as DI-1 and connect object element PIO_SP470_CI1.Value to the
inputCounter of this DFB. In this type of configuration set the inputType to 0. 

If you have a counter providing a difference in accumulated counts, set the inputType to 1.The
input applied to the inputCounter pin is the number of counts that occurred since the last time
the DFB was called. An example of using a difference in accumulated counts is a hydraulic
system where flow sensed by a single turbine meter can be directed to multiple targets. Multiple
instances of this DFB could be used in this case. Depending on system state (as determined by
digital inputs or outputs, for example) the application directs the difference in counts to the
appropriate flow DFB instance for accumulation.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate flow

TRUE = accumulate flow, calculate rate

FALSE = no accumulation occurs, rate indicates 0

log BOOL Rising edge causes all three arrays describe above to
be pushed down by one period. (or up by index) Period
35’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from
zero.

inputCounter UDINT Pulse Input. (See inputType)

inputType DINT Input type

0 = 32-bit running counter

1 = 32-bit difference

units DINT Units applied to the rate output
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0 = units per second

1 = units per minute

2 = units per hour

3 = units per day

k REAL K Factor is the counts per unit volume.

k needs to be a positive value.

periodSelect DINT Specified period (1 to 35) to be published to these
outputs:

volumeSelect, accumMsSelect, and
endTimeSelect

Even if these outputs will not be used, periodSelect
needs to be specified to avoid a nonzero status code.

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

volumeLog ARRAY[1..35] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated volume for periods 1 to
35.

In engineering units defined by k.

endTimeLog ARRAY[1..35] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for periods 1 to 35.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

accumMsLog ARRAY[1..35] OF
T_SPx70_UDINT

Flow time for periods 1 to 35.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedPulses T_SPx70_UDINT Used internally to retain the active
period.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Used internally to retain the active
period.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description
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status DINT Status

0 = normal

1 =invalid k input. Needs to be greater than zero.

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

4 = invalid periodSelect. These will be zero:
volumeSelect, endTimeSelect, and
accumMsSelect.

5 = invalid inputType

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rate REAL Flow rate

volumeSelect REAL This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: volumeLog [periodSelect].Value

endTimeSelect DINT This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: accumMsLog [periodSelect].Value

accumMsSelect UDINT This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: endTimeLog [periodSelect].Value

Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect object browser as follows:

1. Consider the FBD program shown below. The object arrays obj_volumeLog,
obj_endTimeLog, and obj_accumMsLog contain the logged data for the last 35 flow
periods.
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2. Create an object browser in RemoteConnect, then add all 35 elements of the array at once
by selecting the obj_volumeLog array as shown below. If the array is missing from the list,
select the button Update & Build Logic from the Configuration > SCADAPackx70 Logic page
in RemoteConnect to resynchronize the object database with the logic variables.

3. All 35 elements of the array are added to the object browser.
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4. The logged volume data may now be viewed from the Online Diagnostics page as follows:

13.6 FLOW_3Periods: Non-Volatile Flow Accumulator

Description

The FLOW_3Periods DFB (Derived Function Block) accumulates flow from pulse type devices
such as turbine flow meters.
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It uses three arrays (of length three) to record each of these three parameters shown below
during three time periods.

· volumeLog: Total Accumulation each period (usually totalized flow)

· accumMsLog: Total time spent accumulating each period

· endTimeLog: A time stamp indicating the end of accumulation into that period

Each of the three arrays has indices from one to three. Index one is used for the accumulation
and is typically increasing if the input counter is moving and accumulate is TRUE. Index two is
the 2nd newest period of accumulation. Index three is the oldest period of accumulation. These
arrays are input/output arguments to the FB. This means that you declare the arrays and pass
them into this FB, which then can read and write to them. To preserve data through an update of
your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect objects in the arrays passed into the FB
rather than Logic Editor local variables. If you need more than three logged periods, see the
TOTAL_35Periods DFB which offers a logging capacity for 35 periods.

To help avoid inaccuracies due to floating point quantization, this DFB internally uses a 64-bit
counter to accumulate flow. Flow is totalized every scan. Time is totalized once per second. At
the end of each of these intervals, flow and time may be off by up to an entire interval. When the
next interval starts, time and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

Rising edge of log causes all three arrays to be pushed down by one period (or up by one
index). Period three’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from zero. The time between log
periods should not be allowed to exceed 49 days otherwise the accumulated time for the period
will rollover and restart from zero. During power cycles or stop/start cycles of the logic,
accumulation is preserved but the period does not automatically advance unless a rising edge of
log occurs.

If accumulate is true, rate is calculated every 300 counts or every 10 seconds whichever
comes first but is never calculated more often than once per second. The DFB calculates the
flow rate in engineering units based on the k input provided.

retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.
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When the enable input is ON, accumulation and rate calculations are enabled. When the
enable input is OFF, the accumulators and all stored data are erased.

The FLOW_3Periods DFB reads and accumulates the number of pulses, and divides by k to
calculate the total volume. This is done on each scan of the controller logic.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.

This DFB has two different accumulation modes that can be selected with the inputType pin. 

If you have a free-running counter from a turbine meter or other flow sensor (for example from a
reed switch, hall effect sensor, or other type with a pulse-type output), you could connect it a
digital input such as DI-1 and connect object element PIO_SP470_CI1.Value to the
inputCounter of this DFB. In this type of configuration set the inputType to 0. 

If you have a counter providing a difference in accumulated counts, set the inputType to 1. The
input applied to the inputCounter pin is the number of counts that occurred since the last time
the DFB was called. An example of using a difference in accumulated counts is a hydraulic
system where flow sensed by a single turbine meter can be directed to multiple targets. Multiple
instances of this DFB could be used in this case. Depending on system state (as determined by
digital inputs or outputs, for example) the application directs the difference in counts to the
appropriate flow DFB instance for accumulation.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data
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accumulate BOOL Accumulate flow

TRUE = accumulate flow, calculate rate

FALSE = no accumulation occurs, rate indicates 0

log BOOL Rising edge causes all three arrays describe above to
be pushed down by one period. (or up by index) Period
three’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from
zero.

inputCounter UDINT Pulse Input. (See inputType)

inputType DINT Input type

0 = 32-bit running counter

1 = 32-bit difference. (# of counts since last time
FLOW_3Periods was called).

units DINT Units applied to the rate output

0 = units per second

1 = units per minute

2 = units per hour

3 = units per day

k REAL K Factor is the counts per unit volume.

k needs to be a positive nonzero value.

periodSelect DINT This specifies an index from each of the 3 arrays to be
published to these outputs:

volumeSelect, accumMsSelect, and
endTimeSelect

Even if these outputs will not be used, periodSelect
needs to be specified to avoid a nonzero status code.

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

volumeLog ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated volume for periods 1 to
3.

In engineering units defined by k.

endTimeLog ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for periods 1 to 3.
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Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

accumMsLog ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Flow time for periods 1 to 3.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedPulses T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

1 =invalid k. Needs to be greater than zero.

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

4 = invalid periodSelect. These will be zero:
volumeSelect, endTimeSelect, and
accumMsSelect.

5 = invalid inputType

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rate REAL Flow rate. Depends on inputCounter, k, and units

volumeSelect REAL This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: volumeLog [periodSelect].Value

endTimeSelect DINT This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: accumMsLog [periodSelect].Value

accumMsSelect UDINT This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: endTimeLog [periodSelect].Value
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Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect object browser as follows:

1. Consider the FBD program shown below. The object arrays;obj_volumeLog,
obj_endTimeLog, and obj_accumMsLog contain the logged data for the last 3 flow
periods.

2. Create an object browser in RemoteConnect, then add all 3 elements of the array at once by
selecting the obj_volumeLog array as shown below. If the array is missing from the list,
select Update & Build Logic from the Configuration > SCADAPackx70 Logic page in
RemoteConnect to resynchronize the object database with the logic variables.
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3. Repeat the last step to add the remaining two arrays.
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4. The logged data may now be viewed from the Online Diagnostics page as follows:

13.7 FLOW_Daily: Non-Volatile Daily Flow Accumulator

Description

The FLOW_Daily DFB (Derived Function Block) accumulates flow from pulse type devices such
as turbine flow meters and logs data daily.

When using a counter input for the flow function, refer to the specifications section of your
hardware manual for minimum and maximum input frequencies.

When the accumulate input is ON the function accumulates volume and calculates the flow
rate.

When the RTU clock changes day (e.g. midnight + 1 sec), data accumulated during the previous
day is logged and a new daily period begins totalizing flow volume starting from zero. The logged
flow data consists of flow volume, flow time in milliseconds, and a time stamp equal to the end of
the accumulation period (start of the next day: e.g. midnight + 1 sec).

Logged data is saved for the last 3 days: the current day, and the last two logged days. Older
daily periods are pushed down, and the oldest day’s data is discarded.

To preserve data through an update of your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect
objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than Logic Editor local variables. retainedTotal
and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this function block
but are not used and do not need to be connected.

To help avoid inaccuracies due to floating point quantization, this DFB internally uses a 64-bit
counter to accumulate flow. Flow is totalized every scan. Time is totalized once per second. At
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the end of each of these intervals, flow and time may be off by up to an entire interval. When the
next interval starts, time and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

If using block diagram, take care to attach the same object array to both the input pin and its
corresponding output pin as shown in the example below.

If you require more than 3 logged flow periods, see the FLOW_35Periods DFB which offers a
logging capacity for 35 flow periods.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation and rate calculations are enabled. When the
enable input is OFF, the accumulators and all stored data are erased.

The FLOW_Daily DFB reads and accumulates the number of pulses, and divides by the k input
to calculate the total volume. This is done on each scan of the controller logic. If accumulate is
true, rate is calculated every 300 counts or every 10 seconds whichever comes first but is never
calculated more often than once per second.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.

This DFB has two different accumulation modes that can be selected with the inputType pin. 

If you have a free-running counter from a turbine meter or other flow sensor (for example from a
reed switch, hall effect sensor, or other type with a pulse-type output), you could connect it a
digital input such as DI-1 and connect object element PIO_SP470_CI1.Value to the
inputCounter of this DFB. In this type of configuration set the inputType to 0. 

If you have a counter providing a difference in accumulated counts, set the inputType to 1. The
input applied to the inputCounter pin is the number of counts that occurred since the last time
the DFB was called. An example of using a difference in accumulated counts is a hydraulic
system where flow sensed by a single turbine meter can be directed to multiple targets. Multiple
instances of this DFB could be used in this case. Depending on system state (as determined by
digital inputs or outputs, for example) the application directs the difference in counts to the
appropriate flow DFB instance for accumulation.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate flow

TRUE = accumulate flow

inputCounter UDINT Pulse Input

inputType DINT Input type

0 = 32-bit running counter

1 = 32-bit difference. (# of counts since last time
FLOW_3Periods was called).

units DINT Units applied to the rate output

0 = units per second

1 = units per minute

2 = units per hour

3 = units per day

k REAL K Factor is the counts per unit volume.
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k needs to be a positive nonzero value.

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

dailyVolume ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated volume for 3 daily
periods:

array index 1 = today

array index 2 = yesterday

array index 3 = 2 days ago.

In engineering units defined by the
k.

dailyEndTime ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for today and the last 2
daily periods.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

dailyAccumMs ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Flow time for today and the last 2
daily periods.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedPulses T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

1 =invalid k. Needs to be greater than zero.

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

5 = invalid inputType
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8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rtuClock DT Current date and time in RTU

It is important to set the RTU time correctly as the
daily logging interval is synchronized with the RTU
clock day.

rate REAL Flow rate

volumeToday REAL Volume accumulating today.

In engineering units defined by k.

flowTimeToday TIME Flow time accumulating today.

volumeYesterd
ay

REAL Volume accumulated yesterday.

In engineering units defined by k.

flowTimeYester
day

TIME Flow time accumulated yesterday.

 

Generating a test daily log

Instead of temporarily changing the RTU time to test the logging at the end of a day, a public
variable is made available that can be used to trigger an end of day log. Find the public variable
for the specific DFB instance in the Derived FB Instances folder (shown below). Add the
variable to an Animation Table and write zero to the variable once to trigger a daily log now.
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Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect object browser. See the help text for the FLOW_3Periods DFB for an
example using the Object Browser.

13.8 FLOW_Hourly: Non-Volatile Hourly Flow Accumulator

Description

The FLOW_Hourly DFB (Derived Function Block) accumulates flow from pulse type devices
such as turbine flow meters and logs data every hour.

When using a counter input for the flow function, refer to the specifications section of your
hardware manual for minimum and maximum input frequencies.

When the accumulate input is ON the function accumulates volume and calculates the flow
rate.

When the RTU clock changes hour, data accumulated during the previous hour is logged and a
new hourly period begins totalizing flow volume starting from zero. The logged flow data consists
of flow volume, flow time in milliseconds, and a time stamp equal to the end of the accumulation
period (i.e. the end of the hour).

Logged data is saved for the last 3 hours: the current hour, and the last two logged hours. Older
hourly periods are pushed down, and the oldest hour’s data is discarded.

To preserve data through an update of your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect
objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than Logic Editor local variables. The variables
retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

To help avoid inaccuracies due to floating point quantization, this DFB internally uses a 64-bit
counter to accumulate flow. Flow is totalized every scan. Time is totalized once per second. At
the end of each of these intervals, flow and time may be off by up to an entire interval. When the
next interval starts, time and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

If using a block diagram, attach the same object array to both the input pin and its
corresponding output pin, as shown in the example below.
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If you need more than 3 logged flow periods, see the FLOW_35Periods DFB which offers a
logging capacity for 35 flow periods.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation and rate calculations are enabled. When the
enable input is OFF, the accumulators and all stored data are erased.

The FLOW_Daily DFB reads and accumulates the number of pulses, and divides by the k input
to calculate the total volume. This is done on each scan of the controller logic. If accumulate is
true, rate is calculated every 300 counts or every 10 seconds whichever comes first but is never
calculated more often than once per second.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.

This DFB has two different accumulation modes that can be selected with the inputType pin. 

If you have a free-running counter from a turbine meter or other flow sensor (for example from a
reed switch, hall effect sensor, or other type with a pulse-type output), you could connect it a
digital input such as DI-1 and connect object element PIO_SP470_CI1.Value to the
inputCounter of this DFB. In this type of configuration set the inputType to 0. 

If you have a counter providing a difference in accumulated counts, set the inputType to 1. The
input applied to the inputCounter pin is the number of counts that occurred since the last time
the DFB was called. An example of using a difference in accumulated counts is a hydraulic
system where flow sensed by a single turbine meter can be directed to multiple targets. Multiple
instances of this DFB could be used in this case. Depending on system state (as determined by
digital inputs or outputs, for example) the application directs the difference in counts to the
appropriate flow DFB instance for accumulation.
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate flow

TRUE = accumulate flow

inputCounter UDINT Pulse Input

inputType DINT Input type

0 = 32-bit running counter

1 = 32-bit difference. (# of counts since last time
FLOW_3Periods was called).

units DINT Units applied to the rate output

0 = units per second

1 = units per minute

2 = units per hour

3 = units per day

k REAL K Factor is the counts per unit volume.

k needs to be a positive nonzero value.
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 Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

hourlyVolume ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated volume for 3 hourly
periods:

array index 1 = current hour

array index 2 = last hour

array index 3 = 2 hours ago.

In engineering units defined by the
k.

hourlyEndTime ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for the current hour and
last 2 hourly periods.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

hourlyAccumM
s

ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Flow time for the current hour and
last 2 hourly periods.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedPulses T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

1 =invalid k input. Needs to be greater than zero.

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

5 = invalid inputType

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)
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rtuClock DT Current date and time in RTU

Set the RTU time correctly as the hourly logging
interval is synchronized with the RTU clock hour.

rate REAL Flow rate

volumeThisHou
r

REAL Volume accumulating in the current hour.

In engineering units defined by the k.

flowTimeThisH
our

TIME Flow time accumulating in the current hour.

volumeLastHou
r

REAL Volume accumulated during the last hour.

In engineering units defined by the k.

flowTimeLastHou
r

TIME Flow time accumulated during the last hour.

 

Generating a test hour log

Instead of temporarily changing the RTU time to test the logging at the end of an hour, a public
variable is made available that can be used to trigger an end of hour log.

1. Find the public variable for the specific DFB instance in the Derived FB Instances folder
(shown below).

2. Add the variable to an Animation Table and write zero to the variable once to trigger an hourly
log now.
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Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect Object Browser. See the help text for the FLOW_3Periods DFB for an
example using the Object Browser.

13.9 FLOW_Monthly: Non-Volatile Monthly Flow Accumulator

Description

The FLOW_Monthly DFB (Derived Function Block) accumulates flow from pulse type devices
such as turbine flow meters and logs data every month.

When using a counter input for the flow function, refer to the specifications section of your
hardware manual for minimum and maximum input frequencies.

When the accumulate input is ON the function accumulates volume and calculates the flow
rate.

When the RTU clock changes month, data accumulated during the previous month is logged and
a new monthly period begins totalizing flow volume starting from zero. The logged flow data
consists of flow volume, flow time in milliseconds, and a time stamp equal to the end of the
accumulation period (i.e. the end of the month).

Logged data is saved for the last 3 months: the current month, and the last two logged months.
Older monthly periods are pushed down, and the oldest month’s data is discarded.

To preserve data through an update of your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect
objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than Logic Editor local variables. The variables
retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

To help avoid inaccuracies due to floating point quantization, this DFB internally uses a 64-bit
counter to accumulate flow. Flow is totalized every scan. Time is totalized once per second. At
the end of each of these intervals, flow and time may be off by up to an entire interval. When the
next interval starts, time and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

If using block diagram, take care to attach the same object array to both the input pin and its
corresponding output pin as shown in the example below.
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If you need more than 3 logged flow periods, see the FLOW_35Periods DFB which offers a
logging capacity for 35 flow periods.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation and rate calculations are enabled. When the
enable input is OFF, the accumulators and all stored data are erased.

The FLOW_Daily DFB reads and accumulates the number of pulses, and divides by the k input
to calculate the total volume. This is done on each scan of the controller logic. If accumulate is
true, rate is calculated every 300 counts or every 10 seconds whichever comes first but is never
calculated more often than once per second.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.

This DFB has two different accumulation modes that can be selected with the inputType pin. 

If you have a free-running counter from a turbine meter or other flow sensor (for example from a
reed switch, hall effect sensor, or other type with a pulse-type output), you could connect it a
digital input such as DI-1 and connect object element PIO_SP470_CI1.Value to the
inputCounter of this DFB. In this type of configuration set the inputType to 0. 

If you have a counter providing a difference in accumulated counts, set the inputType to 1.The
input applied to the inputCounter pin is the number of counts that occurred since the last time
the DFB was called. An example of using a difference in accumulated counts is a hydraulic
system where flow sensed by a single turbine meter can be directed to multiple targets. Multiple
instances of this DFB could be used in this case. Depending on system state (as determined by
digital inputs or outputs, for example) the application directs the difference in counts to the
appropriate flow DFB instance for accumulation.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate flow

TRUE = accumulate flow

inputCounter UDINT Pulse Input

inputType DINT Input type

0 = 32-bit running counter

1 = 32-bit difference. (# of counts since last time
FLOW_3Periods was called).

units DINT Units applied to the rate output

0 = units per second

1 = units per minute

2 = units per hour

3 = units per day
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k REAL K Factor is the counts per unit volume.

k needs to be a positive nonzero value.

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

monthlyVolume ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated volume for 3 monthly
periods:

array index 1 = current month

array index 2 = last month

array index 3 = 2 months ago.

In engineering units defined by the
k.

monthlyEndTim
e

ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for the current month and
last 2 monthly periods.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

monthlyAccum
Ms

ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Flow time for the current month
and last 2 monthly periods.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedPulses T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

1 =invalid k. Needs to be greater than zero.

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.
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5 = invalid inputType

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rtuClock DT Current date and time in RTU

It is important to set the RTU time correctly as the
monthly logging interval is synchronized with the RTU
clock month.

rate REAL Flow rate

volumeThisMo
nth

REAL Volume accumulating in the current month.

In engineering units defined by the k.

flowTimeThisM
onth

TIME Flow time accumulating in the current month.

volumeLastMo
nth

REAL Volume accumulated during the last month.

In engineering units defined by k.

flowTimeLastM
onth

TIME Flow time accumulated during the last month.

Generating a test monthly log

Instead of temporarily changing the RTU time to test the logging at the end of a month, a public
variable is made available that can be used to trigger an end of month log. Find the public
variable for the specific DFB instance in the Derived FB Instances folder (shown below). Add
the variable to an Animation Table and write zero to the variable once to trigger a monthly log
now.
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Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect object browser. See the help text for the FLOW_3Periods DFB for an
example using the Object Browser.

13.10 RealToStr: Convert REAL to STRING

Description

The RealToStr DFB (Derived Function Block) converts REAL to STRING and outputs in
standard format.

Input parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

iReal REAL A numerical floating-point value from -2.0e09…2.0e09

Output parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

sString STRING Numerical text string in standard format if the input is
within the bounds specified above.

Otherwise, Over9DigitRange is output.

Related functions

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help, see:

· REAL_TO_STRING
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13.11 TOTAL_35Periods: Non-Volatile Totalizer

Description

The TOTAL_3Periods DFB (Derived Function Block) integrates a rate analog input (typically a
flow rate) over time.

It uses three arrays (of length 35) to record each of these three parameters shown below during
35 time periods.

· totalLog: Total Accumulation each period (usually totalized flow)

· accumMsLog: Total time spent accumulating each period

· endTimeLog: A time stamp indicating the end of accumulation into that period

Each of the three arrays has indices from one to 35. Index one is used for the accumulation and

is typically increasing if the input rate is nonzero and accumulate is TRUE. Index two is the 2nd

newest period of accumulation. Index 35 is the oldest period of accumulation. These arrays are
input/output arguments to the FB. This means you declare the arrays and pass them into this
FB, which then can read and write to them. To preserve data through an update of your program
via a full download, use RemoteConnect objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than
Logic Editor local variables.

Rising edge of log causes all three arrays to be pushed down by one period (or up by one
index). Period three’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from zero. The time between log
periods should not be allowed to exceed 49 days otherwise the accumulated time for the period
will rollover and restart from zero. During power cycles or stop/start cycles of the logic,
accumulation is preserved but the period does not automatically advance unless a rising edge of
log occurs.

Sample interval is rounded to the nearest second. At the end of an accumulation period, elapsed
time and totalized flow may be off by up to an entire interval. When the next interval starts, time
and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

This DFB requires 3 object arrays of 35 elements each. Each instance of this DFB creates 107
objects in the RemoteConnect database. If you need only 3 logged periods, see the
TOTAL_3Periods DFB which creates only 11 objects per DFB instance.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

log BOOL Rising Edge causes all three arrays describe above to
be pushed down by one period. (or up by index) Period
three’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from
zero.

inputRate REAL Typically, this is a flow rate. Its value is accumulated
each sample. This accumulation can be observed by
monitoring totalLog[1].Value

units DINT If inputRate is 1.0, this is the amount of time needed
for the totalized value to reach 1.0.

This is the “time” unit for inputRate.

 0 = units per second

 1 = units per minute

 2 = units per hour
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 3 = units per day

sampleInterval DINT Units = 0.1 seconds. This is how often accumulation
occurs.

If set to zero (or less than 2.1 times the scan interval),
accumulation will occur every scan. This is usually OK
but If your program has either excessive scan time
variations, a very fast, or “cyclic” task period, it is
possible that accumulating every scan could reduce
totalization accuracy.

Increasing this value reduces the impact of floating-
point quantization error that occurs when adding a
small floating-point number to a large total that has
been accumulating for a long time.

Max Value: 65535

periodSelect DINT Specified period to display (1 to 35).

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

totalLog ARRAY[1..35] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated total for periods 1 to
35.

endTimeLog ARRAY[1..35] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for periods 1 to 35.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

accumMsLog ARRAY[1..35] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Accumulation time for periods 1 to
35.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedTotal T_SPx70_REAL Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description
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status DINT Status

0 = normal

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

4 = invalid periodSelect. These will be zero:
totalSelect, endTimeSelect, and accumMsSelect.

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

totalSelect REAL Total for the selected period (periodSelect).

endTimeSelect DINT Time at end of the selected period (periodSelect).

Seconds from January 1, 1970 (UNIX time).

accumMsSelec
t

UDINT Accumulated time for the selected period
(periodSelect).

Time in milliseconds.

Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect Object Browser as follows:

1. Consider the FBD program shown below. The object arrays obj_totalLog,
obj_endTimeLog, and obj_accumMsLog contain the logged data for the last 35 flow
periods.

2. Create an object browser in RemoteConnect, then add all 35 elements of the array at once
by selecting the obj_totalLog array as shown below. If the array is missing from the list,
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click Update & Build Logic from the Configuration > SCADAPackx70 Logic page in
RemoteConnect to resynchronize the object database with the logic variables.

3. All 35 elements of the array are added to the object browser.
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4. The logged data may now be viewed from the Online Diagnostics page as follows:

13.12 TOTAL_3Periods: Non-Volatile Totalizer

Description

The TOTAL_3Periods DFB (Derived Function Block) integrates a rate analog input (typically a
flow rate) over time.

It uses three arrays (of length three) to record each of these three parameters shown below
during three time periods.
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· totalLog: Total Accumulation each period (usually totalized flow)

· accumMsLog: Total time spent accumulating each period

· endTimeLog: A time stamp indicating the end of accumulation into that period

Each of the three arrays has indices from one to three. Index one is used for the accumulation
and is typically increasing if the input rate is nonzero and accumulate is TRUE. Index two is
the 2nd newest period of accumulation. Index three is the oldest period of accumulation. These
arrays are input/output arguments to the FB. This means you declare the arrays and pass them
into this FB, which then can read and write to them. To preserve data through an update of your
program via a full download, use RemoteConnect objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather
than Logic Editor local variables. If you need more than three logged periods, see the
TOTAL_35Periods DFB which offers a logging capacity for 35 periods.

Rising edge of log causes all three arrays to be pushed down by one period (or up by one
index). Period three’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from zero. The time between log
periods should not be allowed to exceed 49 days otherwise the accumulated time for the period
will rollover and restart from zero. During power cycles or stop/start cycles of the logic,
accumulation is preserved but the period does not automatically advance unless a rising edge of
log occurs.

Sample interval is rounded to the nearest second. At the end of an accumulation period, elapsed
time and totalized flow may be off by up to an entire interval. When the next interval starts, time
and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description
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enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate total

TRUE = accumulation can occur into period 1

FALSE = no accumulation occurs

log BOOL Rising Edge causes all three arrays describe above to
be pushed down by one period. (or up by index) Period
three’s data is pushed out. Period one starts over from
zero.

inputRate REAL Typically, this is a flow rate. Its value is accumulated
each sample. This accumulation can be observed by
monitoring totalLog[1].Value

units DINT If inputRate is 1.0, this is the amount of time needed
for the totalized value to reach 1.0.

This is the “time” unit for inputRate.

 0 = units per second

 1 = units per minute

 2 = units per hour

 3 = units per day

sampleInterval DINT Units = 0.1 seconds. This is how often accumulation
occurs.

If set to zero (or less than 2.1 times the scan interval),
accumulation will occur every scan. This is usually OK
but If your program has either excessive scan time
variations, a very fast, or “cyclic” task period, it is
possible that accumulating every scan could reduce
totalization accuracy.

Increasing this value reduces the impact of floating-
point quantization error that occurs when adding a
small floating-point number to a large total that has
been accumulating for a long time.

Max Value: 65535

periodSelect DINT This specifies an index from each of the 3 arrays to be
published to these outputs:

totalSelect, accumMsSelect, and endTimeSelect
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Even if these outputs will not be used, periodSelect
needs to be specified to avoid a FB status code.

 Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

totalLog ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated total for each period.

See the discussion at the top of
this document for details.

endTimeLog ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT Timestamp of the last accumulation
into each period.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

accumMsLog ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Time spent accumulating into each
period. (in milliseconds)

retainedTotal T_SPx70_REAL Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

4 = invalid periodSelect. These will be zero:
totalSelect, endTimeSelect, and accumMsSelect.

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

totalSelect REAL This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: 
totalLog [periodSelect].Value
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endTimeSelect DINT This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: accumMsLog [periodSelect].Value

accumMsSelec
t

UDINT This outputs the same data that can be found below
here: 
endTimeLog [periodSelect].Value

 Public variables – For information only

Outputs Data Type Description

udiSampleCou
nt

UDINT The running total samples accumulated since the last
rising edge of enable.

You can optionally view this parameter in an animation
table while developing your program so that you can
better understand how this function block works .

bSampleEvery
Scan

BOOL TRUE if sampleInterval > 2.1 Scan Interval

FALSE if sampleInterval <= 2.1 Scan Interval

Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect object browser as follows:

1. Consider the FBD program shown below. The object arrays obj_totalLog, obj_endTime,
and obj_accumMsLog contain the logged data for the last 3 flow periods.

2. Create an object browser in RemoteConnect, then add all 3 elements of the array at once by
selecting the obj_totalLog array as shown below. If the array is missing from the list, click
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Update & Build Logic from the Configuration > SCADAPackx70 Logic page in
RemoteConnect to resynchronize the object database with the logic variables.

3. Repeat the last step to add the remaining two arrays.
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4. The logged data may now be viewed from the Online Diagnostics page as follows:

13.13 TOTAL_Daily: Non-Volatile Daily Totalizer

Description

The TOTAL_Daily DFB (Derived Function Block) integrates a rate analog input over time and
provides a record of total, accumulation time in milliseconds, and time stamp at the end of each
daily accumulation period.
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When the accumulate input is ON the function accumulates the total.

When the RTU clock changes day (e.g. midnight + 1 sec), data recorded during the previous day
is logged and a new daily period begins totalizing starting from zero.

Logged data is saved for the last 3 days: the current day, and the last two logged days. Older
daily periods are pushed down, and the oldest day’s data is discarded. 

To preserve data through an update of your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect
objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than Logic Editor local variables. The variables
retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

Accumulation will lag reality by up to an entire scan interval. When the next scan occurs, all flow
and time elapsed during that scan interval will accumulate.

If you need more than 3 logged periods, see the TOTAL_35Periods DFB which offers a logging
capacity for 35 periods.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation is enabled. When the enable input is OFF, the
accumulators and all stored data are erased.

Sample interval is rounded to the nearest second. At the end of an accumulation period, elapsed
time and totalized flow may be off by up to an entire interval. When the next interval starts, time
and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.
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Function block diagram

 Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate total

TRUE = accumulation can occur into period 1

FALSE = no accumulation occurs.

inputRate REAL Typically, this is a flow rate. Its value is accumulated
each sample

units DINT If inputRate is 1.0, this is the amount of time needed
for the totalized value to reach 1.0.

This is the “time” unit for inputRate.

 0 = units per second

 1 = units per minute

 2 = units per hour

 3 = units per day

sampleInterval DINT Units = 0.1 seconds. This is how often accumulation
occurs.

If set to zero (or less than 2.1 times the scan interval),
accumulation will occur every scan. This is usually OK
but If your program has either excessive scan time
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variations, a very fast, or “cyclic” task period, it is
possible that accumulating every scan could reduce
totalization accuracy.

Increasing this value reduces the impact of floating-
point quantization error that occurs when adding a
small floating-point number to a large total that has
been accumulating for a long time.

Max Value: 65535

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

dailyTotal ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated total for 3 daily
periods:

array index 1 = today

array index 2 = yesterday

array index 3 = 2 days ago.

dailyEndTime ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for today and the last 2
daily periods.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

dailyAccumMs ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Accumulation time for today and the
last 2 daily periods.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedTotal T_SPx70_REAL Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.
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3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rtuClock DT Current date and time in RTU

It is important to set the RTU time correctly as the
daily logging interval is synchronized with the RTU
clock day.

totalToday REAL Total accumulating today.

accumTimeTod
ay

TIME Time when accumulating today.

totalYesterday REAL Total accumulated yesterday.

accumTimeYest
erday

TIME Time when accumulating yesterday.

 

Generating a test daily log

Instead of temporarily changing the RTU time to test the logging at the end of a day, a public
variable is made available that can be used to trigger an end of day log. Find the public variable
for the specific DFB instance in the Derived FB Instances folder (shown below). Add the
variable to an Animation Table and write zero to the variable once to trigger a daily log now.

Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
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a RemoteConnect object browser. See the help text for the TOTAL_3Periods DFB for an
example using the Object Browser.

13.14 TOTAL_Hourly: Non-Volatile Hourly Totalizer

Description

The TOTAL_Hourly DFB (Derived Function Block) integrates a rate analog input over time and
provides a record of total, accumulation time in milliseconds, and time stamp at the end of each
hourly accumulation period.

When the accumulate input is ON the function accumulates the total.

When the RTU clock changes hour, data recorded during the previous hour is logged and a new
hourly period begins totalizing starting from zero.

Logged data is saved for the last 3 hours: the current hour, and the last two logged hours. Older
hourly periods are pushed down, and the oldest hour’s data is discarded. 

To preserve data through an update of your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect
objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than Logic Editor local variables. The variables
retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

Sample interval is rounded to the nearest second. At the end of an accumulation period, elapsed
time and totalized flow may be off by up to an entire interval. When the next interval starts, time
and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

If you need more than 3 logged periods, see the TOTAL_35Periods DFB which offers a logging
capacity for 35 periods.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation is enabled. When the enable input is OFF, the
accumulators and all stored data are erased.

Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate total

TRUE = accumulation can occur into period 1

FALSE = no accumulation occurs.

inputRate REAL Typically, this is a flow rate. Its value is accumulated
each sample

units DINT If inputRate is 1.0, this is the amount of time needed
for the totalized value to reach 1.0.

This is the “time” unit for inputRate.

 0 = units per second

 1 = units per minute

 2 = units per hour

 3 = units per day

sampleInterval DINT Units = 0.1 seconds. This is how often accumulation
occurs.

If set to zero (or less than 2.1 times the scan interval),
accumulation will occur every scan. This is usually OK
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but If your program has either excessive scan time
variations, a very fast, or “cyclic” task period, it is
possible that accumulating every scan could reduce
totalization accuracy.

Increasing this value reduces the impact of floating-
point quantization error that occurs when adding a
small floating-point number to a large total that has
been accumulating for a long time.

Max Value: 65535

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

hourlyTotal ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated total for 3 hourly
periods:

array index 1 = current hour

array index 2 = last hour

array index 3 = 2 hours ago.

hourlyEndTime ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for the current hour and
last 2 hourly periods.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

hourlyAccumM
s

ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Accumulation time for the current
hour and last 2 hourly periods.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedTotal T_SPx70_REAL Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal
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2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rtuClock DT Current date and time in RTU

It is important to set the RTU time correctly as the
hourly logging interval is synchronized with the RTU
clock hour.

totalThisHour REAL Total accumulating in the current hour.

accumTimeThis
Hour

TIME Time when accumulating in the current hour.

totalLastHour REAL Total accumulated during the last hour.

accumTimeLast
Hour

TIME Time when accumulating during the last hour.

 

Generating a test hourly log

Instead of temporarily changing the RTU time to test the logging at the end of an hour, a public
variable is made available that can be used to trigger an end of hour log. Find the public variable
for the specific DFB instance in the Derived FB Instances folder (shown below). Add the
variable to an Animation Table and write zero to the variable once to trigger an hourly log now.
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Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect object browser. See the help text for the TOTAL_3Periods DFB for an
example using the Object Browser.

13.15 TOTAL_Monthly: Non-Volatile Monthly Totalizer

Description

The TOTAL_Monthly DFB (Derived Function Block) integrates a rate analog input over time and
provides a record of total, accumulation time in milliseconds, and time stamp at the end of each
monthly accumulation period.

When the accumulate input is ON the function accumulates the total.

When the RTU clock changes month, data recorded during the previous month is logged and a
new monthly period begins totalizing starting from zero.

Logged data is saved for the last 3 months: the current month, and the last two logged months.
Older monthly periods are pushed down, and the oldest month’s data is discarded. 

To preserve data through an update of your program via a full download, use RemoteConnect
objects in the arrays passed into the FB rather than Logic Editor local variables. The variables
retainedTotal and retainedTime are preserved for compatibility with previous versions of this
function block but are not used and do not need to be connected.

Sample interval is rounded to the nearest second. At the end of an accumulation period, elapsed
time and totalized flow may be off by up to an entire interval. When the next interval starts, time
and flow elapsed during the interval will then accumulate.

If you need more than 3 logged periods, see the TOTAL_35Periods DFB which offers a logging
capacity for 35 periods.

When the enable input is ON, accumulation is enabled. When the enable input is OFF, the
accumulators and all stored data are erased.
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Stored data is retained when the program is stopped, when the controller is powered off, and
over program write and initialization.

The accumulated total is a floating-point number. Floating-point numbers are approximations. If
the accumulated total grows large, then low rate inputs will have little or no effect on the
accumulated total and the accumulated total will not be accurate. In low rate applications like
this, use a TOTAL_Daily DFB instead of the TOTAL_Monthly DFB and obtain the monthly
total by adding daily totals.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

enable BOOL TRUE = enable accumulation

FALSE = erase accumulators and logged data

accumulate BOOL Accumulate total

TRUE = accumulation can occur into period 1

FALSE = no accumulation occurs.

inputRate REAL Typically, this is a flow rate. Its value is accumulated
each sample.

units DINT If inputRate is 1.0, this is the amount of time needed
for the totalized value to reach 1.0.

This is the “time” unit for inputRate.

 0 = units per second
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 1 = units per minute

 2 = units per hour

 3 = units per day

sampleInterval DINT Units = 0.1 seconds. This is how often accumulation
occurs.

If set to zero (or less than 2.1 times the scan interval),
accumulation will occur every scan. This is usually OK
but If your program has either excessive scan time
variations, a very fast, or “cyclic” task period, it is
possible that accumulating every scan could reduce
totalization accuracy.

Increasing this value reduces the impact of floating-
point quantization error that occurs when adding a
small floating-point number to a large total that has
been accumulating for a long time.

Max Value: 65535

Input/output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

monthlyTotal ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_REAL Accumulated total for 3 monthly
periods:

array index 1 = current month

array index 2 = last month

array index 3 = 2 months ago.

monthlyEndTi
me

ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_DINT End time for the current month and
the last 2 monthly periods.

Seconds since January 1, 1970
(UNIX time).

monthlyAccum
Ms

ARRAY[1..3] OF T_SPx70_UDINT Accumulation time for the current
month and the last 2 monthly
periods.

Time in milliseconds.

retainedTotal T_SPx70_REAL Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.
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retainedTime T_SPx70_UDINT Not Used. Preserved to maintain
backwards compatibility.

Output parameter descriptions

Outputs Data Type Description

status DINT Status

0 = normal

2 = invalid units. Accumulation will not occur.

3 = invalid sampleInterval. Accumulation will occur
every 6553.5 seconds.

8 = logging arrays not passed into (or connected to)
the FB. (See Input/Output arguments)

rtuClock DT Current date and time in RTU

It is important to set the RTU time correctly as the
monthly logging interval is synchronized with the RTU
clock month.

totalThisMonth REAL Total accumulating this month.

accumTimeThis
Month

TIME Time when accumulating this month.

totalLastMonth REAL Total accumulated last month.

accumTimeLast
Month

TIME Time when accumulating last month.

 

Generating a test monthly log

Instead of temporarily changing the RTU time to test the logging at the end of a month, a public
variable is made available that can be used to trigger an end of month log.

1. Find the public variable for the specific DFB instance in the Derived FB Instances folder
(shown below).
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2. Add the variable to an Animation Table and write zero to the variable once to trigger a
monthly log now.

Viewing logged data in an Object Browser

Logged data is saved in the object variable arrays connected to this DFB. The data in these
arrays can be viewed in an Animation Table in the logic editor. The data may also be viewed from
a RemoteConnect Object Browser. See the help text for the TOTAL_3Periods DFB for an
example using the Object Browser.

13.16 UdintToStr: Convert UDINT to STRING

Description

The UdintToStr DFB (Derived Function Block) converts UDINT to STRING. 

Input parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

iUdint UDINT Any number 0…4294967295
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Output parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

sString STRING Numerical text string in standard format.

Related functions

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help, see:

· DINT_TO_STRING

· INT_TO_STRING
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14 File System Interface Function Blocks

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

These function blocks support access to the SCADAPack file system. 

Function Block
Category

Purpose

Directory
Management

Provide similar functionality to the command line interface for file
system access

File Management Provide access to functions for individual files

File System Status Codes  lists the status codes that are returned by the function blocks
described in this section. 

14.1 Directory Management Function Blocks

The following function blocks allow IEC 61131-3 logic applications to manage the file system. 

Function Block Name Purpose

F_CD Change the current working directory

F_DelTree Delete a directory and its contents

F_DeviceReady Determine if a file device is ready

F_DirInfo Read directory information

F_MKDIR Create a directory

F_PWD Display the present working directory

F_RMDIR Remove a directory

148
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14.1.1 F_CD: Change the Current Working Directory

Use the F_CD function block to change the current working directory, including device. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Paramete
r

Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

DIR STRING String up to 255
characters

Target directory

“..” changes the working directory to one
level above the current working directory

File names and paths are case insensitive.

If the directory is directly below the current
working directory, only the directory name
is required, otherwise the complete path is
required 

The / character delimits the device and
directory path

Using the device name is optional if the
target directory and the current working
directory are on the same device

Accepted device names are:

· /user (the SCADAPack flash storage
device)

· /usb0 (external USB memory device)

· /ramdir (internal RAM device for
temporary storage only)

· /sd0 (external micro SD memory device)

String examples are: 

· /user/mydir

· /usb0/log

· ../localfiles
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Output parameter descriptions

Paramet
er

Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status of request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block while the
status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an unsuccessful
operation

See File System Status Codes .

14.1.2 F_DelTree: Delete a Directory and its Contents

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_DelTree function block to remove the specified directory and files in that directory.
Subdirectories and files below the specified directory are also deleted. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

176
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

REQ BOOL Delete directory request

Initiates deletion of directory
and its contents on rising
edge

DIRNAME string[256] String up to 255
characters

Directory to delete

File names and paths are
case insensitive.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Deletion complete confirm

TRUE if request is completed

FALSE if request is still in progress

STATUS DINT Status of request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block
while the status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an
unsuccessful operation

See File System Status Codes .176
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14.1.3 F_DeviceReady: Determine if a File Device is Ready

Use the F_DeviceReady function block to determine whether the specified file device is mounted
and ready. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

DEVICE STRING String up to 10
characters

Target file device to be
checked, for
example /user, /ramdir, /usb0,
or /sd0

File names and paths are case
insensitive

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL Status of request

TRUE if file device is mounted and ready

FALSE otherwise

14.1.4 F_DirInfo: Read Directory Information

Use the F_DirInfo function block to read the following information for a given directory:

· Number of files in the directory (according to specified filter)

· Total Kbytes used in directory (according to specified filter)

· Kbytes available in the current working drive

o For SCADAPack 57x: 82 MB in /user and 12 MB in /ramdir 

o For SCADAPack 47x: 128 MB in /user and 12 MB in /ramdir
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

REQ BOOL Directory information request

Initiates collecting the
information on rising edge

DIRNAME string[256] String up to 255
characters

The directory for the information
search

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

If no directory is specified, the
current working directory is
referenced for the directory
information search

FILTER string[256] String up to 255
characters

The filter for the directory
information search, for example *
to include every file

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

If no filter is specified then * is
used

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CNF BOOL Information read confirm
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Parameter Data Type Description

TRUE if request is completed

FALSE if request is still in progress

STATUS DINT Status of the directory information search

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block
while the status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an
unsuccessful operation

See File System Status Codes .

FILES UDINT The number of files in the directory according to the
search criteria, i.e. the FILTER input

This value is only valid if the STATUS output indicates
success

USED UDINT The total number of Kbytes used by files in the directory
that satisfy the search criteria, i.e. the FILTER input

This value is only valid if the STATUS output indicates
success

FREE UDINT The total number of Kbytes available in the file system

This value is only valid if the STATUS output indicates
success

14.1.5 F_MKDIR: Create a Directory

Use the F_MKDIR function block to create a directory using a single parameter which specifies
the directory name (or complete path) to be created. 

If the directory name alone is specified, the directory is created as a subdirectory of the current
working directory. A complete path specification allows directories to be created wherever
required. To change the current working directory, use the F_CD  function. 

The F_MKDIR function supports creation of directories on drives other than the current drive. 

176
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

DIR STRING String up to 255
characters

Directory to create

File names and paths are
case insensitive.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status of request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block
while the status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an
unsuccessful operation

See File System Status Codes .

14.1.6 F_PWD: Display the Present Working Directory

Use the F_PWD function block to display the present (current) working directory for the task in
which the function is called.

176
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Function block diagram

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

F_PWD string[256]*
String up to 255
characters

Present (current) working
directory

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

14.1.7 F_RMDIR: Remove a Directory

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_RMDIR function block to remove directories. The directory is deleted only if it is
empty. 
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If the directory name alone is specified, the directory needs to exist as a subdirectory of the
current working directory. A full path specification allows directories to be removed wherever
required. The current working directory can be changed using the F_CD  function. 

The F_RMDIR function supports removal of directories on other drives, i.e., other than the current
drive.

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

DIRNAME string[256] String up to 255
characters

Name of directory to remove

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status of request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block
while the status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an
unsuccessful operation

See File System Status Codes .

149
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14.2 File Management Function Blocks

This section describes the functions that provide access to files in the file system and allow for
transfer of both ASCII and binary data. 

Function Block Name Purpose

F_CLOSE Close an open file

F_COPY Copy a file

F_DEL Delete a file

F_EOF Test for end of file

F_FindFile Search for a file

F_Read_DINT Read DINT analog values from a binary file

F_Read_STRING Read a string from a binary file

F_REN Rename a file

F_ROPEN Open a file in read mode

F_WOPEN Open a file in write mode

F_Write_DINT Write DINT analog values to a binary file

F_Write_STRING Write a string to a binary file

14.2.1 F_CLOSE: Close an Open File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_CLOSE function block to close files that have been opened with F_WOPEN  or
F_ROPEN . 
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Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) returned in calls to F_WOPEN
or F_ROPEN

Valid ID for a currently open file is non-zero

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if file is closed successfully

FALSE otherwise

14.2.2 F_COPY: Copy a File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

172
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Use the F_COPY function block to copy the specified source file to a new file in the file system
whose name is specified as the destination file name. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

SOURCE STRING String up to 255
characters

File name of the source file to be copied

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working directory
in IEC 61131-3 logic, use the F_CD
function

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

DEST STRING String up to 255
characters File name for the newly copied file

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working directory
in IEC 61131-3 logic, use the F_CD
function function

149
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Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

File names and paths are case
insensitive

FORCE BOOL Forces copy over existing files

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status of copy request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block while the
status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an unsuccessful
operation

See File System Status Codes .

14.2.3 F_DEL: Delete a File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_DEL function block to delete the specified file from the file system from within a
program. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

176
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

FILENAME STRING String up to 255
characters

File name to delete (including path)

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working directory
in IEC 61131-3 logic, use the F_CD
function

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status of delete request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block while the
status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an unsuccessful
operation

See File System Status Codes .

149
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14.2.4 F_EOF: Test for End of File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_EOF function block to test if the end of the file has been reached. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) returned in calls toF_WOPEN  or
F_ROPEN

Valid ID for a currently open file is non-zero

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

E_EOF BOOL TRUE if the end of the file has been reached in the last
read or write procedure call

FALSE otherwise

172
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14.2.5 F_FindFile: Search for a File

Use the F_FindFile function block to search a given directory for a specific file. The file details to
be returned are determined by the specified file operation, for example “first file”, “next file”, or
“oldest file”. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Param
eter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

REQ BOOL File search request. 

Initiates the file search request on rising edge.

OPER DINT The file operation to carry out

The following constants are valid for this function:

Constant Val
ue

Operation

FIND_FIRS
T

0 Instructs the F_FindFile function
block to search for the first file in the
specified directory

FIND_NEX
T

1 Instructs the F_FindFile function
block to search for the next file in the
specified directory 

The filter for the search would have
been specified in the previous OPER
call

FIND_OLD
EST

2 Instructs the F_FindFile function
block to search for the oldest file in
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Param
eter

Data
Type

Accepted
Data Size

Description

the specified directory

The filter for the oldest file search is
specified by the DIR input parameter

FIND_FIRS
T_DIR

3 Instructs the F_FindFile function
block to search for the first directory
in the specified directory

FIND_NEX
T_DIR

4 Instructs the F_FindFile function
block to search for the next directory
in the specified directory

The filter for the search would have
been specified in the previous OPER
call

For information on importing constants, see Importing
System Constants .

DIR string[2
56]

String up
to 255
characters

The directory for the file search 

File names and paths are case insensitive.

If no directory path is specified, the /user directory is
referenced for the search 

FILTE
R

string[2
56]

String up
to 255
characters

The filter for the search criteria, for example, * to search all
files 

Only required when searching for the first file 

File names and paths are case insensitive.

If no filter is specified, then * is used

Output parameter descriptions

Para
meter

Data
Type

Accepte
d Data
Size

Description

CNF BOOL Search complete confirmation

TRUE if request is completed

FALSE if request is still in progress

19
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Para
meter

Data
Type

Accepte
d Data
Size

Description

STATU
S

DINT Status of request

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block while the
status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an unsuccessful
operation

See File System Status Codes .

NAME string[2
56]*

String up
to 255
character
s

The file name retrieved

Valid only if the STATUS output = 0 

SIZE UDINT The size of the detected file in bytes

Valid only if the STATUS output = 0

TIMED
ATE

UDINT The time and date stamp of the detected file in seconds since
00:00:00 Jan 1, 1970

Valid only if the STATUS output = 0

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

176
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14.2.6 F_Read_DINT: Read Analog Values From a Binary File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_Read_DINT function block to read analog values from a binary file. Use this function
block with the F_ROPEN  and F_CLOSE  functions. 

The F_Read_DINT function block provides sequential access to the file from the previous
position. The first call after F_ROPEN  reads the first 4 bytes of the file. Each call pushes the
read pointer. To check whether the end of the file has been reached, use the F_EOF
function.

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) returned in the call to F_ROPEN

Valid ID for a currently open file is non-zero
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

DATA DINT Analog value read from file

14.2.7 F_Read_STRING: Read a String From a Binary File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_Read_STRING function block to read string values from a binary file. Use this function
block with the F_ROPEN  and F_CLOSE  functions. 

The F_Read_STRING function block provides sequential access to the file from the previous
position. The first call after F_ROPEN  reads the first string of the file. Each call pushes the
“read” pointer. A string is terminated by null ('\0'), end of line (‘\n’) or return (‘\r’). To check
whether the end of the file has been reached, use the F_EOF  function.

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) returned in the call to F_ROPEN

Valid ID for a currently open file is non-zero

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

DATA string[256]*
String up to 255
characters

Variable read from file

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

14.2.8 F_REN: Rename a File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_REN function block to rename a specified file. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

171
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type
Accepted Data
Size

Description

OLD STRING String up to 255
characters

Existing file name

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working
directory in IEC 61131-3 logic, use the
F_CD  function.

File names and paths are case
insensitive.

NEW STRING String up to 255
characters

New file name

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working
directory in IEC 61131-3 logic, use the
F_CD  function

File names and paths are case
insensitive

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status of request

149
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Parameter Data Type Description

0 = Successful

-1018 = Request pending

Do not change the parameters on the function block while the
status is -1018

Negative values other than -1018 indicate an unsuccessful
operation

See File System Status Codes .

14.2.9 F_ROPEN: Open a File in Read Mode

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_ROPEN function block to open the specified file in read mode. Use this function block
with the F_Read_DINT , F_Read_STRING , and F_CLOSE  functions.

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

FILENAME string[256] String up to 255
characters

File name to open in read mode 

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working
directory in IEC 61131-3 logic, use
the F_CD  function.

File names and paths are case
insensitive

Maximum number of files that can
be opened at one time is 10

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) to be used for subsequent file access

0 = The specified file could not be opened in read mode

14.2.10 F_WOPEN: Open a File in Write Mode

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

149
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NOTICE

DATA LOSS

Opening an existing file using the F_WOPEN function block will erase all previous content
from that file. If you wish to preserve this information, use the F_COPY function before opening
the file with F_WOPEN.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Use the F_WOPEN function block to open the specified file in write mode. If the file already
exists, all previous content will be erased. Use this function block with the F_Read_DINT ,
F_Read_STRING , and F_CLOSE  functions.

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Accepted Data Size Description

FILENAME string[256] String up to 255
characters

File name to open in write mode 

Can include the complete path

If only the file name is specified, the
current working directory is used to
determine the complete path

To change the current working
directory in IEC 61131-3 logic, use the
F_CD  function.

File names and paths are case
insensitive

Maximum number of files that can be
opened at one time is 10
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle)

0 = The specified file could not be opened in write mode

14.2.11 F_Write_DINT: Write Analog Values to a Binary File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_Write_DINT function block to write analog values to a binary file. Use this function
block with the F_WOPEN  and F_CLOSE  functions. 

The F_Write_DINT function block provides sequential access to the file from the previous
position. The first call after F_WOPEN  writes the first 4 bytes of the file. Each call pushes
the “write” pointer. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) returned in the call to F_WOPEN

Valid ID for a currently open file is non-zero

DATA DINT Actual value to be written (in 4 bytes) to specified file

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if the file was written successfully

FALSE otherwise

14.2.12 F_Write_STRING: Write a String to a Binary File

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Do not access files from processes outside of the system logic while the file is being
accessed through the logic.

Do not delete files while they are in use.

Fully test code to ensure that the same file is not accessed by multiple file handles to avoid
RTU reset. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Use the F_Write_STRING function block to write a string variable to a binary file as a null
terminated string. Use this function block with the F_WOPEN  and F_CLOSE  functions. 

The F_Write_STRING function block provides sequential access to the file from the previous
position. The first call after F_WOPEN  writes the first string to the file. Each call pushes the
“write” pointer. 

Removing a file while it is in use by this function block, can lead to data loss and unexpected
behavior, including interruption of the logic application. Files in use by logic programs are closed
when logic is not running. A logic application needs to reopen any files it uses when the logic
starts running. 
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

FILE_ID DINT File ID (file handle) returned in
the call to F_WOPEN

Valid ID for a currently open
file is non-zero

DATA string[256] String up to 255
characters

The variable to be written to a
file

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS BOOL TRUE if file is successfully written

FALSE otherwise

14.3 File System Status Codes

Many file system functions and function blocks return a DINT status code. The status code
values are detailed in the following table.

Status Value Description

0 Success

-1 Unknown status code

On SCADAPack x70 devices, this status value is
returned any time the specific nature of the status event
is unknown
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-1000 Source name is illegal

-1001 Source file is in use

-1002 Source file does not exist or end of directory reached

-1003 Invalid file pointer

-1004 Invalid position

-1005 Invalid destination name

-1006 Source file name in use

-1007 Invalid query structure

-1008 Destination file name in use

-1009 Could not create working buffer

-1010 Could not write to file

-1011 Could not create file

-1012 New file would exceed the maximum file size

-1013 Requested operation not supported

-1014 Directory in use

-1015 File or directory does not exist

-1016 Invalid path

-1017 File or directory already exists

-1018 Request pending

-1019 Directory is not empty
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15 HART Function Blocks

These function blocks allow a logic application to operate HART device(s) when using 6602
HART Analog Modules on SCADAPack x70 devices.

Function Block Name Purpose

HART_6602Control Enable HART operation on a 6602 HART Analog
Module (for automatic scanning or for HART Pass
Through)

HART_Command Send raw HART command requests to and receive
responses from a HART device connected to a 6602
HART Analog Module. Use this only where a HART
device manufacturer provides details for device-
specific information.

This command is not supported in the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor V14.0.

HART_DeviceScan Enable automatic scanning of a HART device
connected to a 6602 HART Analog Module

HART Status Codes  lists the status codes that are returned by the function blocks described
in this section. 

15.1 HART_6602Control: Enable HART Module

For the SCADAPack x70 device to discover HART devices connected to a 6602 module, for
device scanning, or for HART Pass Through* operation, it is necessary to enable the 6602
module's HART interface. Use the HART_6602Control function block to enable a 6602 module
and HART device discovery. 

CHnACT (Channel Active) function block outputs indicate whether a HART device has been
discovered on the channel and is in communication with the 6602 module. The 'n' in CHnACT
indicates the physical analog channel number and the Pass Through* 'mux channel number'
presented by the 6602 module. See Mux channel number description  below. The Channel
Active indication (CHnACT) outputs from this function block may be connected to the ENABLE
input of HART_DeviceScan  function blocks for each channel where enabling automatic
collection of data from a HART device is required. 

For more information on the 6602 HART Analog module, see About the 6602 HART Module in
the SCADAPack 6602 HART Module manual. 

Where only HART Pass Through* is required to a HART channel (meaning there is no automatic
data collection from the device connected to the channel), the use of this function block is
required, but the appropriate channel does not need to be connected to a HART_DeviceScan
function block.

The Pass Through* "mux channel number" presented by the 6602 module and the SCADAPack
(to a HART communication DTM) is sequential across configured 6602 modules. For more
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information, in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software manual, see Using
HART Device DTMs in SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

*SCADAPack 570, SCADAPack 574, and SCADAPack 575 models support HART Pass
Through. SCADAPack 470 and SCADAPack 474 models do not presently support this
functionality.

Mux channel number description

For the 6602 8 AI, 4 AO model:

· HART device channel communications active status is available as function block outputs
CH1ACT through CH8ACT for analog inputs 1...8

· Analog inputs 1...8 are presented as Pass Through mux channels 1...8

· HART device channel communications active status is available as function block outputs
CH9ACT through CH12ACT for analog outputs 1...4

· Analog outputs 1...4 are presented as Pass Through mux channels 9...12

For the 6602 8 AI model:

· HART device channel communications active status is available as function block outputs
CH1ACT through CH8ACT for analog inputs 1...8

· Analog inputs 1...8 are presented as Pass Through mux channels 1...8

· Function block outputs CH9ACT through CH12ACT are inactive for the 6602 8 AI model

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description
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ENABLE BOOL Transition from FALSE to TRUE = Enables discovery and
scanning*

FALSE = Disables scanning

* Enabling the HART 6602 Module to discover devices
when the SCADAPack starts may require the use of
system status bit %S13 First Scan in RUN. See System
Status Bits in the Logic Programming Overview manual.

To discover a HART device which has been connected to
a module after SCADAPack x70 device startup, the
ENABLE parameter must again be transitioned from
FALSE to TRUE.

See HART_DeviceScan  for an example of using the
HART_6602Control function block.

MODULE DINT Valid value: 0

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

CH1ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 1 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH2ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 2 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH3ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 3 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH4ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 4 HART Active status
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TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH5ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 5 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH6ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 6 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH7ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 7 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH8ACT BOOL 6602 Module AI Channel 8 HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH9ACT BOOL 6602 Module AO 1 (Channel 9) HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH10ACT BOOL 6602 Module AO 2 (Channel 10) HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH11ACT BOOL 6602 Module AO 3 (Channel 11) HART Active status
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TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

CH12ACT BOOL 6602 Module AO 4 (Channel 12) HART Active status

TRUE = HART channel active (HART device discovered
and online)

FALSE = HART channel not active (no HART device
discovered, or offline)

15.2 HART_Command: Program Functionality

Use the HART_Command function block when a HART device manufacturer provides HART
protocol exchanges for accessing device-specific information over the HART data channel. This
function block is intended for advanced functions that are not covered by the
HART_DeviceScan  or HART_6602Control  function blocks.

When the ENABLE input is in the TRUE state, the HART_Command function block sends a
command request to the HART device on a HART analog channel given by the HARTCHAN
input. The request is sent using the HART command number given by the COMMAND input.
HART preamble (NUM_PREA) and HART delimiter (DELIMIT) parameters should be set
according to the guidelines in the Input parameter descriptions  table. HART data sent in the
request to the device is given by the contents of the CMD_DATA array. The number of bytes
sent is given by the CMD_LEN input value. A request is sent to the device every 10 seconds
while the ENABLE input remains TRUE. Setting the ENABLE input to FALSE stops the function
block from sending requests. When each new request is sent, the READY output is set to
FALSE. When a response is received, the READY output is set to TRUE and data received from
the device is available in the RESPONSE array. Each new response overwrites previous data in
the RESPONSE array.

The STATUS output updates according to request or response problems, or success.

This command is not supported in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor V14.0.

Function block diagram

184 178
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

ENABLE BOOL TRUE = Command sending enabled. Command is sent
to the HART device every 10 seconds while ENABLE
remains in the TRUE state.

FALSE = Command sending disabled

HARTCHAN DINT Channel number in the range 1 to 12 (sequential HART
I/O channels for adjacent 6602 Analog In and 6602
Analog I/O modules)

NUM_PREA DINT Number of preamble bytes in the HART message
header

Minimum: 5

Maximum: 20

DELIMIT BYTE HART command delimiter

The expected delimiter value should be 130 (0x82)

COMMAND DINT HART command number (0 to 255)

CMD_DATA IEC_BYTE256 HART command data array[0...255]

CMD_LEN DINT HART command length in bytes

Calculated as the length of CMD_DATA

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

READY BOOL Flag is turned on when response is ready

RESPONSE IEC_BYTE320 HART response data array[0...319]

STATUS BOOL Command status

See HART Status Codes .186
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15.3 HART_DeviceScan: Scan HART Devices

Use the HART_DeviceScan function block to turn on automatic scanning and access to data
from a discovered HART device. You need to use a HART_6602Control  function block to
enable HART communication on the 6602 module and initiate HART device discovery.

Use this function block when you want the SCADAPack x70 to automatically scan a discovered
HART device for standard data. The automatic scanning of a HART device can be controlled by
logic. Setting the ENABLE input pin to TRUE and leaving it in the TRUE state enables the
SCADAPack x70 device to automatically scan the HART device. When set to FALSE the
scanning is stopped.

The SCADAPack x70 device automatically multiplexes HART Pass Through* and automatic
scanning of the HART device when both operations are in use at the same time. 

You don't need to use this function block if HART Pass Through* communication with the HART
device is the only communication required. 

For more information on the 6602 HART Analog module, see About the 6602 HART Module in
the SCADAPack 6602 HART Module manual. 

*SCADAPack 570, SCADAPack 574, and SCADAPack 575 models support HART Pass
Through. SCADAPack 470 and SCADAPack 474 models do not presently support this
functionality.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

ENABLE BOOL

Enables the 6602 channel to scan the HART device for
standard data

TRUE = Issue scan requests for HART device data

FALSE = Stop HART device data scanning
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Parameter Data Type Description

HARTCHAN DINT

Channel number in the range 1 to 12

HART channel numbers are consecutive within the configured
6602 HART modules. 

For example:

· A 6602 HART module with 8 AI uses channels 1 to 8

· A 6602 HART module with 8 AI, 4 AO uses channels 1 to 12

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

DEVICEID DINT HART device ID (returned from the HART device)

MANUF_ID DINT HART device manufacturer ID (returned from the HART device)

PV REAL HART primary variable (returned from the HART device)

PV_CURR REAL Analog loop current value of the primary variable, in mA
(returned from the HART device)

PV_PERC REAL Primary variable percent value (calculated from HART device
PV_CURR value as a percentage of 4...20 mA range)

SV REAL HART secondary variable (returned from the HART device)

TV REAL HART tertiary variable (returned from the HART device)

QV REAL HART quaternary variable (returned from the HART device)

UPDTIMER DINT A running timer that is updated when the HART channel data is
refreshed. It is presented as the number of seconds since the
SCADAPack x70 device was last started.

STATUS DINT Status (updated after each communication transaction with the
HART device)

See HART Status Codes .

The following settings are shown in the example for a SCADAPack 6602 HART Analog Module
that discovers HART devices and enables scanning for 3 HART devices:

· Set the 6602 HART Analog Module to Address 0

· Connect 6602 Analog Input channels 1, 2, and 3 to HART capable devices

See the HART_6602Control  function block for additional information.

186
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· Set EnableHartModule0 (BOOL variable) to TRUE

System status bit %S13 (see System Status Bits in the Logic Programming Overview manual.)
is used to trigger HART device discovery after SCADAPack x70 device restart.

Other logic application content can trigger new device discovery by toggling EnableHartModule0
state from TRUE to FALSE and back to TRUE.

15.4 HART Status Codes

Some HART functions and function blocks return a status code. The status code values are
detailed in the following table.

Status
Value

Description

-1 Field instrument is not responding

0 Successful

2 Invalid poll address

3 Passed parameter too large

4 Passed parameter too small
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5 Too few data bytes

6 Device-specific command invalid for field
instrument

9 Field instrument not yet scanned

12 Invalid mode selection

14 Dynamic variables returned for device variables

16 Access restricted

17 Too many items requested

21 Invalid card number

22 Invalid channel number

30 Command response truncated

31 No update

32 Busy

33 Delayed response initiated

34 Delayed response running

35 Delayed response timeout

64 Command not implemented 

65 Invalid first parameter

66 Invalid second parameter

67 Invalid third parameter

68 Invalid fourth parameter
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16 IP Interface Function Blocks

These function blocks provide interfaces to IP communication and configuration services. 

Function Block Name Purpose

IP_AddRoute Add an IP routing table entry

IP_DeleteRoute Delete an IP routing table entry

IP_Ping Ping a remote IP node

16.1 IP_AddRoute: Add an IP Routing Table Entry

Use the IP_AddRoute function block to add an entry to the IP Routing Table. Execute the
IP_AddRoute function block once when the route first needs to be added. 

Depending on the input parameter settings, one of these route entry types is added:

· HOST route

· NETWORK route

· GATEWAY route

· DEFAULT GATEWAY route

For more information on IP address, subnet mask and gateway input parameters for each of
these route entry types see IP Route Types and Priorities in the SCADAPack Communication
Interfaces Technical Reference manual.

Route entries added using this function are not preserved in non-volatile RAM so are not retained
if the device is restarted or powered off.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data
Size

Description

IP_DEST STRING String up to 255
characters

Destination IP address for route

MASK STRING String up to 255
characters

Destination subnet mask for route

IP_GW STRING String up to 255
characters

Gateway host IP address for route

METRIC DINT Route metric (cost) for added route 

0 = Use default interface metric

TTL TIME Time to live (IP packet lifetime). Not in
use.

INTF DINT Number of IP interface

The function block interface and the
associated port type assignments are
shown in the table below:

Function
Block
Interface
Number

Port Type

1 PPP on serial port 1
(SCADAPack 57x only)

2 PPP on serial port 2
(SCADAPack 57x only)

3 PPP on serial port 3
(SCADAPack 47x only)

4 PPP on serial port 4
(SCADAPack 47x only)

5 PPP on serial port 5
(SCADAPack 47x only)

10 Ethernet 1
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Function
Block
Interface
Number

Port Type

11 Ethernet 2

12 Ethernet 3 (SCADAPack
57x only)

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Indicates status code when adding to IP table

Status
Code

Description

0 Success

EINVAL:
2019

An invalid parameter was provided to a
TCP/IP function or function block, for
example an invalid syntax, such as
single quotes to define an IP address

Check the TCP/IP function and function
block inputs and the Advanced IP Route
Table entries

ERTFULL:
2037

This is reported when an entry cannot
be added to the routing table because it
is full.

16.2 IP_DeleteRoute: Delete an IP Routing Table Entry  

Use the IP_DeleteRoute function block to remove an entry from the IP Routing Table. Execute
the function once when it is required to delete a specific route.

The specified IP address and mask information needs to match those used previously to add an
entry to the route table, i.e. via static routes in the configuration, command line ROUTE ADD
command or IP_AddRoute  function.

Configured static route entries previously preserved in non-volatile RAM are not permanently
removed by the IP_DeleteRoute function. The permanent route entries are restored when the
device is restarted or powered on.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

IP_DEST STRING String up to 255
characters

Destination IP address for route

MASK STRING String up to 255
characters

Destination subnet mask for route

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Indicates status code when adding to IP table

Status Code Description

0 Success

EINVAL: 2019 An invalid parameter was provided to a
TCP/IP function or function block, for
example an invalid syntax, such as
single quotes to define an IP address

Check the TCP/IP function and
function block inputs and the
Advanced IP Route Table entries

ERTNOTFOUND:
2036

Routing Table entry not found 

Requested entry is not in the Routing
Table
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16.3 IP_Ping: Ping a Remote IP Node

Use the IP_Ping function block to send an ICMP ECHO request to the IP host specified by the
DEST_STR parameter. This tests IP (Network Layer) operations on the remote host. 

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

ENABLE BOOL FALSE by default

When changed to TRUE, the ICMP
ECHO request is sent according to
the input specifications described in
this table

To send ping request again, wait for
last ping request to complete, change
ENABLE to FALSE, then change
back to TRUE

DEST_STR string[24] String up to 24
characters

Destination IP address of remote host

DATA_LEN DINT Number of bytes to send in ping
request (maximum 2000 bytes) 

If DATA_LEN is less than 9, the
default data length of 64 will apply

TTL UDINT Time To Live for ping packet on IP
network (ms)

Default = 0

TIMEOUT UDINT Time to wait for remote IP host to
respond 
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Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

If TIMEOUT is less than 100
milliseconds, the default timeout of
500 milliseconds will apply

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS DINT Status

Value Description

-1 Disabled by default

 0 Success

1 Waiting for response from remote host

When a function block is in this state,
any new ping request is ignored

 OR

EADDRNOTAVAIL:
2001

Endpoint address not available

Reported when the destination IP
address is not provided or is invalid

ETIMEDOUT: 2040 Timeout 

Reported when an operation such as
connect, read or write times out

Could occur during a write operation if
the remote host is not responding with
acknowledgments or if the remote host
is not responding to an ARP request

ELAPS_MS UDINT Elapsed time in milliseconds between ping response and ping
request

Valid when: 

STATUS = 0
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17 Modbus Function Blocks

These function blocks support Modbus communication.

Function Block Name Purpose

MB_SERIAL_MASTER Generate requests and process responses on serial ports for
regular Modbus registers.

MB_IP_MASTER Generate requests and process responses on TCP sockets
for regular Modbus registers.

Modbus Client EFB Status Codes and Messages  shows the status codes that are returned
by the function blocks described in this section. 

17.1 MB_SERIAL_MASTER

Use the MB_SERIAL_MASTER function block to generate requests and process responses on
serial ports for regular Modbus registers.

The SCADAPack x70 device supports Modbus Standard and Extended Addressing with the
consideration of the addressing range:

· If the Modbus Device Address (DEV_ADDR ) is between 0 and 254, the Addressing mode
of the Modbus RTU Server for the serial port PORT  can be either Standard or Extended. 

· If the Modbus Device Address (DEV_ADDR ) is 255, the Addressing mode of the Modbus
RTU Server for the serial port PORT  needs to be set to the same addressing mode as the
server device. 

· If the Modbus Device Address (DEV_ADDR ) is between 256 and 65534, the Addressing
mode of the Modbus RTU Server for the serial port PORT  needs to be set to Extended. 

· For details about setting up Modbus/RTU Server Addressing mode, see the Modbus RTU
Server Setup Parameters topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

A serial port supports concurrent Modbus communication on the same serial port of each of the
following:

· Modbus Client when using MB_SERIAL_MASTER EFB

· Modbus Client when using Modbus Scanner
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

REQUEST BOOL When REQUEST goes from OFF to ON, the EFB sends one client
message to the server device. The REQUEST input needs to go
OFF and ON again to send another message.

The processing of a response is cancelled if the REQUEST input
goes OFF prior to the function block operation completing. In this
case, SUCCESS and UNSUCCES outputs are OFF, MB_DATA is
not updated, and STATUS is set to code 13
(RESPONSE_CANCELD).

Following a cancelled request, wait the timeout period before
generating a new request.

A request is complete when either the SUCCESS or UNSUCCES
outputs are activated. See Output parameter descriptions . A
new request should be generated only after one of these outputs
becomes active.

PORT UINT The serial port number for the request. 

Valid values:

1: Serial 1

2: Serial 2

3: Serial 3

4: Serial 4
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Parameter Data
Type

Description

5: Serial 5 (for SCADAPack 47x only)

To use this function block, the serial port function needs to be set
to Modbus. See the General Setup topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DEV_ADDR UINT The Modbus Server Device Address or Unit Identifier (1...65534)
when Modbus broadcast is disabled.

The Modbus Server Device Address or Unit Identifier (0...65534)
when Modbus broadcast is enabled.

Note: Address 0 can be used only with write function codes

FN_CODE UINT One of the following values:

 1 = MB_FC_01_ReadCoilStatus

 2 = MB_FC_02_ReadInputStatus

 3 = MB_FC_03_ReadHoldingRegisters

 4 = MB_FC_04_ReadInputRegisters

 5 = MB_FC_05_WriteSingleCoil

 6 = MB_FC_06_WriteSingleRegister

15 = MB_FC_15_WriteMultipleCoils

16 = MB_FC_16_WriteMultipleRegisters 

REG_ADDR DINT 5-digit or 6-digit Modbus register address

See Modbus Client EFB Valid REG_ADDR Ranges .

NUMREGS UINT Number of registers.

Minimum: 1

Maximum: (see table below)

FN_CODE Description Maximum Number

1 Read Coil Status 2000

2 Read Input Status 2000

3 Read Holding
Registers

125
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Parameter Data
Type

Description

4 Read Input Registers 125

5 Write Single Coil 1

6 Write Single Register 1

15 Write Multiple Coils 1976

16 Write Multiple
Registers

123

TIMEOUT DINT Transaction timeout (in milliseconds)

Determines how long to wait for a response before closing the
connection and reporting a status code. The connection is re-
attempted automatically when the next request is sent.

Default: 200 ms

Minimum: 20 ms

Maximum: 300000 ms (5 mins)

MB_DATA IEC_W
ORD12
5

Array of WORD variables used as an input for write requests,
(contains data to write to the server device)

Output parameter descriptions

Paramete
r

Data
Type

Accept
ed
Data
Size

Description

SUCCESS BOOL The request has been sent and a valid response is received
successfully. For a read request, the data received from the
server device is available in the MB_DATA output array.

UNSUCCE
S

BOOL The request was unsuccessful, possibly due to:

· Incorrect function block parameters

· Invalid response from the server

· Exception response from the server

· No response from the server within the timeout period
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Paramete
r

Data
Type

Accept
ed
Data
Size

Description

STATUS INT The STATUS output changes to -1 to indicate the request is in
progress. Other codes are updated when the SUCCESS or
UNSUCCES pins turn ON. STATUS = 0 indicates a
successful transaction. Other STATUS values indicate the
reason for an unsuccessful operation.

See Modbus Client EFB Status Codes and Messages .

MESSAG
E

STRI
NG*

String
up to
16
charact
ers

Text message associated with the STATUS value

MB_DATA IEC_
WOR
D125

Array of WORD variables used as an output for read requests,
(contains data read from server device)

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

Public parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

INVFORMT UDINT Count of received messages with an invalid or unsupported
message format

CHECKSUM UDINT Count of received messages with a checksum mismatch

REQ_SENT UDINT Count of request messages sent

VAL_RESP UDINT Count of valid responses received

EXC_RESP UDINT Count of exception responses received

204
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Public parameters are accessible through SPx70 logic programs, the logic editor animation table
on demand, etc. They are used instead of output pins to simplify the look of the EFB,
considering the content is largely of a diagnostic nature and optional.

17.2 MB_IP_MASTER

Use the MB_IP_MASTER function block to generate requests and process responses on TCP
sockets for regular Modbus registers.

The SCADAPack x70 device supports Modbus Standard and Extended Addressing with the
consideration of the addressing range:

· If the Modbus Device Address or Unit Identifier (DEV_ADDR ) is between 0 and 254, the
Addressing mode of the Modbus/TCP Server can be either Standard or Extended.

· If the Modbus Device Address or Unit Identifier (DEV_ADDR ) is 255, the Addressing mode
of the Modbus/TCP Server needs to be set to the same addressing mode as the Modbus/TCP
Client device.

· If the Modbus Device Address or Unit Identifier (DEV_ADDR ) is between 256 and 65534,
the Addressing mode of the Modbus/TCP Server needs to be set to Extended. 

· For details about setting up Modbus/TCP Server Addressing mode, see the Modbus/TCP
Server (Basic) Parameters topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

A MB_IP_MASTER function block uses a TCP connection when a request message is sent.
That TCP connection is closed when the request times out. 

For details on the maximum number of concurrent TCP connections for the SCADAPack x70
device in use, in the hardware manual for your device, see Specifications > Communications.

For details about TCP limits using the Modbus scanner, see the Configuring Client Operation
Using the Modbus Scanner topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

A SCADAPack x70 device supports concurrent Modbus/TCP communication for each of the
following:

· Modbus/TCP Client when using MB_IP_MASTER EFB

· Modbus/TCP Client when using Modbus Scanner

201
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Accep
ted
Data
Size

Description

REQUEST BOOL When REQUEST goes from OFF to ON, the EFB sends one
client message to the server device. The REQUEST input
needs to go OFF and ON again to send another message. 

The processing of a response is cancelled if the REQUEST
input goes OFF prior to the function block operation
completing. In this case, SUCCESS and UNSUCCES
outputs are OFF, MB_DATA is not updated, and STATUS is
set to code 13 (RESPONSE_CANCELD).

Following a cancelled request, wait the timeout period before
generating a new request.

A request is complete when either the SUCCESS or
UNSUCCES outputs are activated. See Output parameter
descriptions . A new request should be generated only
after one of these outputs becomes active.

IP string[
50]

String
up to
50
charac
ters

The IP address of the server device for the request. 

For example, '172.16.2.100'

PORT UINT IP port number of the server device
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Parameter Data
Type

Accep
ted
Data
Size

Description

Default: 502 

Range: 0...65535

PROTOCO
L

UINT Default 0 = Modbus/TCP

DEV_ADD
R

UINT The Modbus Server Device Address or Unit Identifier
(0...65534)

FN_CODE UINT One of the following values:

 1 = MB_FC_01_ReadCoilStatus

 2 = MB_FC_02_ReadInputStatus

 3 = MB_FC_03_ReadHoldingRegisters

 4 = MB_FC_04_ReadInputRegisters

 5 = MB_FC_05_WriteSingleCoil

 6 = MB_FC_06_WriteSingleRegister

15 = MB_FC_15_WriteMultipleCoils

16 = MB_FC_16_WriteMultipleRegisters

REG_ADD
R

DINT 5-digit or 6-digit Modbus register address

See Modbus Client EFB Valid REG_ADDR Ranges .

NUMREGS UINT Number of registers

Minimum: 1

Maximum: see table

FN_CODE Description Maximum
Number

1 Read Coil
Status

2000

2 Read Input
Status

2000
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Parameter Data
Type

Accep
ted
Data
Size

Description

3 Read Holding
Registers

125

4 Read Input
Registers

125

5 Write Single
Coil

1

6 Write Single
Register

1

15 Write Multiple
Coils

1976

16 Write Multiple
Registers

123

TIMEOUT DINT Transaction timeout (in milliseconds)

Determines how long to wait for a response before closing
the connection and reporting a status code. The connection
is re-attempted automatically when the next request is sent.

Default: 200 ms

Minimum: 20 ms

Maximum: 300000 ms (5 mins)

MB_DATA IEC_W
ORD1
25

Array of WORD variables used as an input for write requests,
(contains data to write to the server device)

Output parameter descriptions

Paramete
r

Data
Type

Accep
ted
Data
Size

Description

SUCCES
S

BOOL The request has been sent and a valid response is received
successfully. For a read request, the data received from the
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Paramete
r

Data
Type

Accep
ted
Data
Size

Description

server device is available in the MB_DATA output array.

UNSUCC
ES

BOOL The request was unsuccessful, possibly due to:

· Incorrect function block parameters

· Invalid response from the server

· Exception response from the server

· No response from the server within the timeout period

STATUS INT The STATUS output changes to -1 to indicate the request is in
progress. Other codes are updated when the SUCCESS or
UNSUCCES pins turn ON. STATUS = 0 indicates a
successful transaction. Other STATUS values indicate the
reason for an unsuccessful operation.

See Modbus Client EFB Status Codes and Messages .

MESSAG
E

STRIN
G*

String
up to
16
charac
ters

Text message associated with the STATUS value

MB_DATA IEC_
WOR
D125

Use as an output for read requests, contains data read from
server device

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page

204
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Public parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

INVFORMT UDINT Count of received messages with an invalid or unsupported
message format

CHECKSUM UDINT Count of received messages with a checksum mismatch

REQ_SENT UDINT Count of request messages sent

VAL_RESP UDINT Count of valid responses received

EXC_RESP UDINT Count of exception responses received

Public parameters are accessible through SPx70 logic programs, the logic editor animation table
on demand, etc. They are used instead of output pins to simplify the look of the EFB,
considering the content is largely of a diagnostic nature and optional.

17.3 Modbus Client EFB Status Codes and Messages

The following Status Codes and Messages are provided by the Modbus Serial Master  and
Modbus IP Master  EFB STATUS and MESSAGE output pins. MESSAGE string maximum
length is 16 characters.

STATUS
Code

MESSAGE output pin
text

Description

-1 PENDING Request sent, waiting for a Response

0 SUCCESS Response received successfully. No abnormal status

3 INVALID_FN_CODE Invalid Function Code was requested on the
FN_CODE input

4 INVALID_DEV_ADDR Invalid Device Address was requested on the
DEV_ADDR input

5 INVALID_REG_ADDR Invalid Modbus register address was requested on the
REG_ADDR input

6 INVALID_NUM_REGS Invalid number of registers for the protocol requested
on the NUMREGS input

7 INVALID_PORT Invalid PORT for the request. To use the Modbus
Serial Master  function block, the serial port
function needs to be set to Modbus. See the General
Setup topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration

194
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manual.

9 UNSUPP_PROTOCOL Unsupported Protocol requested on the Protocol input

11 INVALID_LENGTH Invalid message length received

12 RESPONSE_TIMEOUT No response received from the device within the
Timeout period

13 RESPONSE_CANCELD Processing the response is cancelled because of a
REQUEST pin OFF. Following a cancelled request,
wait the timeout period before generating a new
request.

14 INVALID_IP_ADDR Invalid IP address

15 REQ_NOT_SENT Request was not able to be sent because of an
internal error (for example, out of memory)

16 NO_CONNECTION No response to connection attempts

17 BAD_CHECKSUM Message received that did not match the checksum

24 EXCEPTN_FNCODE Exception response received: Invalid Function Code

25 EXCEPTN_ADDR Exception response received: Invalid Modbus
Register Address

26 EXCEPTN_VALUE Exception response received: Invalid Value

27 PORT_BUSY Port is busy, or another Modbus Client EFB has a
pending request on the same port. Request was not
sent.

28 SAME_SLAV_MASTER A Modbus request cannot be sent to a station whose
Server address is the same as this port’s Client
address

29 EXCEPTN_UNREACHB Exception response received: A gateway reports the
Server Device is unreachable

30 EXCEPTN_DEV_BUSY Exception response received: Server Device Busy

31 IDLE No request has been issued

17.4 Modbus Client EFB Valid REG_ADDR Ranges

The following table shows the REG_ADDR parameter (input pin) for the Modbus Serial
Master  and Modbus IP Master  EFBs. The valid values are shown for 5-digit and 6-digit194 199
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addressing for each FN_CODE selection. Names of constants (as for all SPx70 logic variable
names) are limited to 32 characters.

FN_CODE 

(constant)

FN_CODE 

Pin value

REG_ADDR parameter valid
range

(5-digit, 6-digit)

MB_FC_01_ReadCoilStatus 1 1...9999

1...65536

MB_FC_02_ReadInputStatus 2 10001...19999

100001...165536

MB_FC_03_ReadHoldingRegisters 3 40001...49999

400001...465536

MB_FC_04_ReadInputRegisters 4 30001...39999

300001...365536

MB_FC_05_WriteSingleCoil 5 1...9999

1...65536

MB_FC_06_WriteSingleRegister 6 40001...49999

400001...465536

MB_FC_15_WriteMultipleCoils 15 1...9999

1...65536

MB_FC_16_WriteMultipleRegisters 16 40001...49999

400001...465536

17.5 Modbus System Constants

The system constants in the SPx70_SYS_CONSTANTS.XSY file give you the option of
programming Modbus Serial Master  and Modbus IP Master  EFBs with named constants
rather than raw numbers. See Importing System Constants .

17.6 Modbus Conversion Function Blocks

These function blocks assist you in converting data received from or set to the Modbus Serial
Master  or Modbus IP Master  EFB.

194 199
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194 199
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Use of the conversion functions is optional. You can choose to interpret the data elements in the
array any way you want to. Elements from the same input data array can be used on multiple
conversions to extract data of varying types from various places in the Modbus word response.

Not all EFB input pins need to be connected for a conversion. A simple 1:1 type conversion
(using IEC types) occurs when the FORMAT pin remains unconnected.

Function Block
Category

Purpose

Modbus Read Convert Modbus data to logic variables when reading data from an
external Modbus device

Modbus Write Convert logic variables to Modbus data to write this data to an
external Modbus device

17.6.1 Modbus Read Conversion Function Blocks

The following conversion functions are described in this section for data read from an external
Modbus device:

· MB_WORD_TO_BOOL  

· MB_WORD_TO_BYTE  

· MB_WORD_TO_DINT  

· MB_WORD_TO_INT  

· MB_WORD_TO_REAL  

· MB_WORD_TO_STRING

17.6.1.1 MB_WORD_TO_BOOL

Use the MB_WORD_TO_BOOL function block to convert data read from an external Modbus
device to variables of type BOOL.

207
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA WORD Modbus data, typically from a Modbus Client
function block output array element when reading
data from a server device

FORMAT UINT · 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

· 18 = Default format conversion. Most significant
bit first. Typically used with Modbus Coil & Input
Status registers

· 81 = Least significant bit first. Typically used with
bit-packed Holding Registers

· All other values = Default format conversion

Only bit order is affected by this setting. Byte order
is not affected by this setting. The high byte of the
WORD will always use BOOL 8...15 and the low
byte of the WORD will always use BOOL 0...7
regardless of the bit order format selected.
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

BOOL_0

BOOL_1

...

BOOL_15

BOOL

BOOL

...

BOOL

The converted result from the Modbus Word to
variables of type BOOL.

17.6.1.2 MB_WORD_TO_BYTE

Use the MB_WORD_TO_BYTE function block to convert data read from an external Modbus
device to variables of type BYTE.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA WORD Modbus data, typically from a Modbus Client
function block output array element when reading
data from a server device

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

12 = High byte first (default)

21 = Low byte first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

BYTE_0 BYTE The Low Byte of the converted results from the
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Parameter Data Type Description

Modbus word to a variable of type BYTE

BYTE_1 BYTE The High Byte of the converted results from the
Modbus word to a variable of type BYTE

17.6.1.3 MB_WORD_TO_DINT

Use the MB_WORD_TO_DINT function block to convert data read from an external Modbus
device to a variable of type DINT.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MBDATA_0 WORD Low word Modbus data, typically from a Modbus
Client function block output array element (lower
index) when reading data from a server device

MBDATA_1 WORD High word Modbus data, typically from a Modbus
Client function block output array element (higher
index) when reading data from a server device

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

3412 = High byte / Low word first (default)

1234 = High byte / High word first

2143 = Low byte / High word first

4321 = Low byte / Low word first
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

OUT_DATA DINT The converted result from the Modbus words to a
variable of type DINT

17.6.1.4 MB_WORD_TO_INT

Use the MB_WORD_TO_INT function block to convert data read from an external Modbus device
to a variable of type INT.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA WORD Modbus data, typically from a Modbus Client
function block output array element when reading
data from a server device

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

12 = High byte first (default)

21 = Low byte first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

OUT_DATA INT The converted result from the Modbus word to a
variable of type INT
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17.6.1.5 MB_WORD_TO_REAL

Use the MB_WORD_TO_REAL function block to convert data read from an external Modbus
device to a variable of type REAL.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MBDATA_0 WORD Low word Modbus data, typically from a Modbus
Client function block output array element (lower
index) when reading data from a server device

MBDATA_1 WORD High word Modbus data, typically from a Modbus
Client function block output array element (higher
index) when reading data from a server device

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

3412 = High byte / Low word first (default)

1234 = High byte / High word first

2143 = Low byte / High word first

4321 = Low byte / Low word first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

OUT_DATA REAL The converted result from Modbus words to a
variable of type REAL
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17.6.1.6 MB_WORD_TO_STRING

Use the MB_WORD_TO_STRING function block to convert data read from an external Modbus
device to a variable of type STRING.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA IEC_WORD125 Data from a Modbus Client function block output when
reading data from a server device

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

12 = High byte first (default)

21 = Low byte first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

OUT_DATA  string[250]* String up to 250
characters

The converted result from the
Modbus words to a string
variable

* A string overflow condition may result if the attached string variable has a size that is smaller
than the output string variable size. String overflow does not necessarily indicate an operational
problem. To avoid the string overflow condition, choose the string variable length to be equal to
the size of the string output of the function block. A String overflow indication may be visible in
the following ways: 

· in logic system bit %S15 in the Logic Programming Overview manual

· in the logic editor diagnostic viewer

· on the RemoteConnect online logic status page
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17.6.2 Modbus Write Conversion Function Blocks

The following conversion functions are described in this section for data written to an external
Modbus device:

· MB_BOOL_TO_WORD

· MB_BYTE_TO_WORD

· MB_DINT_TO_WORD

· MB_INT_TO_WORD

· MB_REAL_TO_WORD

· MB_STRING_TO_WORD

17.6.2.1 MB_BOOL_TO_WORD

Use the MB_BOOL_TO_WORD function block to convert BOOL data for writing to an external
Modbus device.

Function block diagram

214
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

BOOL_0

BOOL_1

...

BOOL_15

BOOL

BOOL

...

BOOL

Data to be converted to a Modbus word

FORMAT UINT · 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

· 18 = Default format conversion. Most significant
bit first. Typically used with Modbus Coil & Input
Status registers

· 81 = Least significant bit first. Typically used with
bit-packed Holding Registers

· All other values = Default format conversion

Only bit order is affected by this setting. Byte order
is not affected by this setting. The high byte of the
WORD will always use BOOL 8...15 and the low
byte of the WORD will always use BOOL 0...7
regardless of the bit order format selected.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA WORD The converted result in Modbus word format,
typically a word array element for input to a Modbus
Client function block

17.6.2.2 MB_BYTE_TO_WORD

Use the MB_BYTE_TO_WORD function block to convert BYTE data for writing to an external
Modbus device.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

BYTE_0 BYTE Low Byte data to be converted to a Modbus word

BYTE_1 BYTE High Byte data to be converted to a Modbus word

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

12 = High byte first (default)

21 = Low byte first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA WORD The converted result in Modbus word format,
typically a word array element for input to a Modbus
Client function block

17.6.2.3 MB_DINT_TO_WORD

Use the MB_DINT_TO_WORD function block to convert DINT data for writing to an external
Modbus device.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

IN_DATA DINT Data to be converted to Modbus words

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

3412 = High byte / Low word first (default)

1234 = High byte / High word first

2143 = Low byte / High word first

4321 = Low byte / Low word first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MBDATA_0 WORD The converted low word result in Modbus word
format, typically a word array element (lower index)
for input to a Modbus Client function block

MBDATA_1 WORD The converted high word result in Modbus word
format, typically a word array element (higher index)
for input to a Modbus Client function block

17.6.2.4 MB_INT_TO_WORD

Use the MB_INT_TO_WORD function block to convert INT data for writing to an external Modbus
device.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

IN_DATA INT Data to be converted to a Modbus word

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

12 = High byte first (default)

21 = Low byte first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA WORD The converted result in Modbus word format,
typically a word array element for input to a Modbus
Client function block

17.6.2.5 MB_REAL_TO_WORD

Use the MB_REAL_TO_WORD function block to convert REAL data for writing to an external
Modbus device.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

IN_DATA REAL Data to be converted to Modbus words

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default format conversion

3412 = High byte / Low word first (default)

1234 = High byte / High word first

2143 = Low byte / High word first

4321 = Low byte / Low word first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MBDATA_0 WORD The converted low word result in Modbus word
format, typically a word array element (lower index)
for input to a Modbus Client function block

MBDATA_1 WORD The converted high word result in Modbus word
format, typically a word array element (higher index)
for input to a Modbus Client function block

17.6.2.6 MB_STRING_TO_WORD

Use the MB_STRING_TO_WORD function block to convert STRING data for writing to an
external Modbus device.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Accepted Data Size Description

IN_DATA string[250] String up to 250
characters

Data to be converted to
Modbus word format

FORMAT UINT 0 (and unconnected) = Default
format conversion

12 = High byte first (default)

21 = Low byte first

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

MB_DATA IEC_WORD12
5

The converted result as an array of Modbus words,
typically for input to a Modbus Client function block
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18 Object Attribute Function Blocks

These function blocks set or return the property or attribute of an object stored in the object
database. Point properties or attributes that can be set or retrieved using the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software can also be accessed using the function blocks
presented in this section of the manual. 

Objects have both property and attribute fields associated with them. The distinction between
these field types within an object is particularly needed for object processing.

A property field of an object represents a physical or derived quantity, describing a particular
aspect of the real time condition of an object.

An attribute field of an object dictates how the SCADAPack should manipulate or present a
particular aspect of an object. In terms of data processing, some attributes describe how some
object properties are derived. Multiple object attributes can impact a object property. Similarly,
multiple object properties can be impacted by a single attribute.

The read and write object attribute function blocks make extensive use of system resources and
should be called only when significant data changes need to be updated. For additional
information, see System Performance Guidance .

Function Block Name Purpose

OBJ_DNP3PointToID Get ID for an object by DNP3 point reference

OBJ_ModbusRegToID Get ID for an object by Modbus register reference

OBJ_NameToID Get ID for an object by name

OBJ_ReadField Read object field

OBJ_WriteField Write object field

Status Constants  lists the constants that can be used with these function blocks.

18.1 OBJ_DNP3PointToID: Get ID for an Object by DNP3 Point Reference

Use the OBJ_DNP3PointToID function block to find an object, by its DNP3 point reference, and
get its object services identifier (OBJ_ID) from the SCADAPack x70 device database. 

The object services identifier output from this function block can be used as input to other
function blocks such as OBJ_ReadField , OBJ_WriteField , Device_CROB ,
DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList , or DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList .

It is not necessary to use this function block if a T_SPx70_xxx variable representing the
SCADAPack x70 device database object is already available in logic. Use the DDT variable’s
OBJ_ID field instead.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

PT_NUM UINT DNP3 Point Number

Valid values: 0...65534

PT_TYPE UINT DNP3 Point Type 

These constants come from importing
SPx70_SYS_CONSTANTS.XSY .

Valid values are: 

1 = PT_TYPE_DNP_DI (DNP3 Binary Input point type)

2 = PT_TYPE_DNP_DO (DNP3 Binary Output point type)

3 = PT_TYPE_DNP_AI (DNP3 Analog Input point type)

4 = PT_TYPE_DNP_AO (DNP3 Analog Output point type)

5 = PT_TYPE_DNP_CI (DNP3 Counter point type)

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier

0 = Object reference not found

18.2 OBJ_ModbusRegToID: Get ID for an Object by Modbus Register Reference

Use the OBJ_ModbusRegToID function block to find an object, by its Modbus register reference,
and get its object services identifier (OBJ_ID) from the SCADAPack x70 device database. 

19
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The object services identifier output from this function block can be used as input to other
function blocks such as OBJ_ReadField , OBJ_WriteField , Device_CROB ,
DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList , or DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList .

It is not necessary to use this function block if a T_SPx70_xxx variable representing the
SCADAPack x70 device database object is already available in logic. Use the DDT variable’s
OBJ_ID field instead.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

REG_ADD
R

DINT Object Modbus 5-digit or 6-digit register address

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier

0 = Object reference not found

18.3 OBJ_NameToID: Get ID for an Object by Name

Use the OBJ_NameToID function block to find an object, by name, and get its object services
identifier (OBJ_ID) from the SCADAPack x70 device database. 

The object services identifier output from this function block can be used as input to other
function blocks such as OBJ_ReadField , OBJ_WriteField , Device_CROB ,
DNP3Peer_AddObjToRDList , or DNP3Peer_AddObjToWRList .

It is not necessary to use this function block if a T_SPx70_xxx variable representing the
SCADAPack x70 device database object is already available in logic. Use the DDT variable’s
OBJ_ID field instead.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

NAME string[65
]

Object name or System data reference name (up to 64 characters)

Examples: Well1_TotalFlow,
SYS_PROTOCOL_MB_ModbusTCPUnitID

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier. 0 = Object name or System data reference
not found

18.4 OBJ_ReadField: Read an Object Field

Use the OBJ_ReadField function block to read a field of an object from the SCADAPack x70
device database. OBJ_ReadField supports System Data reference object-ids as inputs. When
reading and writing a System Data field, the ATTRIB input is ignored, as these fields have only a
single current value/state attribute.
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Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier. Connect a T_SPx70_xxx DDT variable's
OBJ_ID element to this input. Or, connect the output of an
OBJ_xxxxToID function block to this input.

ATTRIB DINT Object attribute

An integer value corresponding to the attribute

Attribute values are listed in the tables below.

DATATYP
E

UINT The type of the variable on the VALUE output. See the DATATYPE
corresponding to the ATTRIB constant in the tables below.

These constants come from importing
SPx70_SYS_CONSTANTS.XSY .

Valid values are listed in the DATATYPE Value column of the
attribute table.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Accepted Data Size Description

CNF BOOL Confirm status

TRUE = Field successfully read

19
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FALSE = Status not yet available,
changes to true when the status is
determined

STATUS DINT Status of read request

See Status Constants .

VALUE ANY The maximum accepted
length for attributes
using
DATATYPE_STRING is
dependent on the
attribute. See the
Description
corresponding to the
ATTRIB constant in the
tables below.

The value of the field read from the object
database.

Use a variable type for this output
appropriate to the DATATYPE selected.

Attribute constants common to all objects

Constant  Val
ue

Description DATATYPE DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_DNPpoint
Index

0 DNP3 Point Index  DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ObjectTy
pe

1 Object type

1 = Digital

2 = Analog

3 = Counter

DATATYPE
_DINT

4

ATTRIB_DNPstati
cObject

3 DNP3 static object type where the
least significant 8 bits represent the
object’s DNP3 point Group, and the
most significant 8 bits represent the
object’s DNP3 point Variation.

For example, a digital object with a
DNP3 Static object type of "g1v2
Binary Input with Flags", returns
513, which in Hexadecimal display
format is 16#0201.

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_QUserSe
tOffline

6 Object quality set offline by user DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

250
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ATTRIB_AlertInhib
it

7 Alerts are inhibited DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_DNPClas
sMAll

66 DNP3 data class for all Controlling
Stations

Represented in binary format
cccbbbaaa where:

· aaa = object’s data class for
Controlling Station 1

· bbb = object’s data class for
Controlling Station 2

· ccc = object’s data class for
Controlling Station 3

The binary triplet values for the
DNP3 data class for each
Controlling Station are:

· 000 = Class 0

· 001 = Class 1

· 011 = Class 2

· 101 = Class 3

· 111 = Local (no DNP3 data class)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_DNPClas
sM1

67
DNP3 class Value

Local 7

Class 0 0

Class 1 1

Class 2 3

Class 3 5

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_DNPClas
sM2

68
DNP3 class Value

Local 7

Class 0 0

Class 1 1

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5
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Class 2 3

Class 3 5

ATTRIB_DNPClas
sM3

69
DNP3 class Value

Local 7

Class 0 0

Class 1 1

Class 2 3

Class 3 5

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ModbusR
egister

94 Modbus Server register DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ModbusD
ataType

95 Modbus data type

0 = Discrete (digital objects only)

1 = INT (analog objects only)

2 = UINT (analog and counter
objects only)

3 = DINT (analog objects only)

4 = UDINT (analog and counter
objects only)

5 = REAL (analog objects only)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ObjectNa
me

99 Object name string

Maximum length: 64 characters

DATATYPE
_STRING

11

ATTRIB_ObjectQu
ality

100 Object quality

0 = Good Quality

Bit mask of quality flags:

0x01 = Quality: I/O not responding

0x02 = Quality: set offline by user

0x04 = Quality: check analog
reference (analog objects only)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5
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0x08 = Quality: under range
(analog objects only)

0x10 = Quality: over range (analog
objects only)

0x20 = Quality: exceeded Rate of
Rise (analog objects only)

0x40 = Quality: exceeded Rate of
Fall (analog objects only)

0x80 = Quality: no change
detected (analog objects only)

ATTRIB_QOffline 101 Object offline due to unsuccessful
quality flag

DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_QIOnoRe
sponse

102 I/O not responding quality flag DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_LogicCon
trolled

103 Object is updated by logic DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_LogicVari
ableType

327 Logic variable type

0 = None

2 = T_SPx70_INT

3 = T_SPx70_UINT

4 = T_SPx70_DINT

5 = T_SPx70_REAL

6 = T_SPx70_UDINT

7 = T_SPx70_ADV_ANALOG

8 = T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL

9 = T_SPx70_ADV_COUNTER

11 = T_SPx70_BOOL

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_LogicTas
k

328 Logic task

0 = MAST

1 = FAST

2 = AUX0

3 = AUX1

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5
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ATTRIB_ObjectCo
mment

330 Object comment string

Maximum length: 128 characters

DATATYPE
_STRING

11

ATTRIB_GroupNa
me

331 Object group string

Maximum length: 32 characters

DATATYPE
_STRING

11

Attribute constants for analog objects

Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_AlertTime
Deadband

10 Time deadband going into alert
condition (sec)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_AlertClear
Time

14 Time Deadband clearing an alert
condition (sec)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_Lim4L 21 Engineering limit 4L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be -
3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim3L 22 Engineering limit 3L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be -
3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim2L 23 Engineering limit 2L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be -
3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6
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Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_Lim1L 24 Engineering limit 1L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be -
3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim1H 25 Engineering limit 1H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be
+3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim2H 26 Engineering limit 2H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be
+3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim3H 27 Engineering limit 3H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be
+3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim4H 28 Engineering limit 4H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6
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Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATATYPE
Value

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be
+3.4E+038.

ATTRIB_ScalingR
awMin

29 Raw minimum DATATYPE
_DINT

4

ATTRIB_ScalingR
awMax

30 Raw maximum DATATYPE
_DINT

4

ATTRIB_ScalingE
ngMin

31 Engineering minimum

For additional details, see Scaling
in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_ScalingE
ngMax

32 Engineering maximum

For additional details, see Scaling
in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimOR 33 Over range limit

For additional details, see Out of
Range Limits in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be
+3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimUR 34 Under range limit

For additional details, see Out of
Range Limits in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be -
3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimRise 35 Rate of rise limit

Valid value = 0.0 to 100.0 %

For additional details, see Rate of
Change in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6
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Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_LimFall 36 Rate of fall limit

Valid value = 0.0 to 100.0 %

For additional details, see Rate of
Change in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimNoCh
ange

37 No change limit

Valid value = 0.0 to 100.0 %

For additional details, see No
Change in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_AlertClear
Value

40 Value deadband clearing an alert
condition

For additional details, see Alert
Notifications in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimRoCTi
me

38 Rate of change time (sec) DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_NoChang
eTime

39 No change time (sec) DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_LimZero 41 Lower limit below where value
reports as zero

For additional details, see Out of
Range Limits in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

When the limit is disabled, the
function block value will be -
3.4E+038.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim4LEna
ble

42 Enable limit event 4L DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim3LEna
ble

43 Enable limit event 3L DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim2LEna
ble

44 Enable limit event 2L DATATYPE
_BOOL

1
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Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_Lim1LEna
ble

45 Enable limit event 1L DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim1HEn
able

46 Enable limit event 1H DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim2HEn
able

47 Enable limit event 2H DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim3HEn
able

48 Enable limit event 3H DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim4HEn
able

49 Enable limit event 4H DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_EventDevi
ation

50 Event deviation

For additional details, see Value
Deviation in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_EventDev
Unsol

65 Event deviation unsolicited enable

0 = Disabled

1 = Enabled

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventDevi
ationType

97 Event deviation type

0 = Percentage of Span

1 = Absolute

2 = Integration

3 = None

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_Lim4LExc
eeded

107 Alert limit 4L transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim3LExc
eeded

108 Alert limit 3L transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim2LExc
eeded

109 Alert limit 2L transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim1LExc
eeded

110 Alert limit 1L transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1
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Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_Lim1HEx
ceeded

111 Alert limit 1H transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim2HEx
ceeded

112 Alert limit 2H transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim3HEx
ceeded

113 Alert limit 3H transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim4HEx
ceeded

114 Alert limit 4H transgressed DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_ValueRaw 115 Current integer value of analog
object 

DATATYPE
_DINT

4

ATTRIB_ValueEng 116 Current engineering value of analog
object

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

ATTRIB_RateOfRi
seAlert

117 Rate of rise exceeded DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_RateOfFal
lAlert

118 Rate of fall exceeded DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_NoChang
eAlert

119 No change detected DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_OverRang
eAlert

120 Analog object over range DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_UnderRan
geAlert

121 Analog object under range DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_QCheckR
ef

122 Check analog reference DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_AnalogDe
adbandActive

129 Analog object deadband timer active DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_EventPeri
odicRate

312 Periodic Event Rate (seconds) DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventPeri
odicOffset

313 Periodic Event Offset (seconds after
the top of the minute or hour)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5
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Attribute constants for digital objects

Constant  Val
ue

Description DATATYPE DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_AlertTime
Deadband

10 Time deadband going into alert
condition (sec)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_InvertDigit
alState

11 Invert state for digital physical input DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_AlertActiv
eState

12 Indicates the alert state of the digital
object

DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_AlertClear
Time

14 Time Deadband clearing an alert
condition (sec)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_DigitalDe
bounceTime

16 Debounce time (ms)

Valid value = 0...2500

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ValueStat
e

105 Digital object current state DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_DigitalAle
rtActive

106 Digital object has active alert DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_DigitalDe
adbandActive

128 Digital object deadband timer active DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

Attribute constants for counter objects

Constant  Val
ue

Description DATATYPE DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_CounterLi
mitHi

51 Counter high limit DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_CounterD
eviation

52 Counter change deviation DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventDev
Unsol

65 Event deviation unsolicited enable DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_ValueRa
w

115 Current integer value of counter
object 

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5
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ATTRIB_CounterHi
ghLimAlert

123 Counter object high limit exceeded DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_ValueRa
wTotal

140 Current total integer value of counter
object 

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventPeri
odicRate

312 Periodic Event Rate (seconds) DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventPeri
odicOffset

313 Periodic Event Offset (seconds after
the top of the minute or hour)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

ATTRIB_CounterR
esetPeriod

314 Counter Periodic Event Reset
Period (minutes)

DATATYPE
_UDINT

5

Attribute constants for system data references

The following constants are applicable to the OBJ_ReadField EFB when the OBJ_ID input
parameter is connected to an OBJ_NameToID EFB output parameter where the object name is a
system data reference ('SYS_xxxx')

For example: 

Use the Constant and DATATYPE fields appropriate to the specific system data reference.

When accessing system data string values, check that the STRING variable size is of sufficient
length for the specific system data reference. E.g. string[32]

Data type, data access and maximum string length for system data references are documented
in the System Data topics in the Operations Technical Reference manual.

Constant Valu
e

Description DATATYPE DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_ValueSta
te

105 System data 

Boolean current state

DATATYPE
_BOOL

1

ATTRIB_ValueSta
te

105 System data 

String current value

DATATYPE
_STRING

11
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Constant Valu
e

Description DATATYPE DATATYPE
Value

ATTRIB_ValueRa
w

115 System data 

Integer current value

DATATYPE
_INT

DATATYPE
_UINT

DATATYPE
_DINT

DATATYPE
_UDINT

2

3

4

5

ATTRIB_ValueEng 116 System data 

Real (floating point) current value

DATATYPE
_REAL

6

Example

fWriteVal := 12.4;
fReadVal := 0.0;

OBJ_WriteField_1 (REQ := True,
OBJ_ID := db_access_float.OBJ_ID, 
(* db_access_float is a derived variable *) 
ATTRIB := 35,
VALUE := fWriteVal,
DATATYPE := 6,
CNF => Cnf1,
STATUS => Status1);

OBJ_ReadField_0 (OBJ_ID := db_access_float.OBJ_ID,
ATTRIB := 35,
DATATYPE := 6,
CNF => Cnf2,
STATUS => Status2,
VALUE => fReadVal);
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18.5 OBJ_WriteField: Write to an Object Field

NOTICE

POSSIBLE OVERWRITE OF CONFIGURATION

When using the OBJ_WriteField function block, the logic can modify the object configuration
by updating variable elements. 

Because of the changes made by the executing logic, when you read the configuration on the
device back into SCADAPack RemoteConnect, the project may be different than what was
originally written to the device.

Ensure that you have a copy of your configuration by making a backup copy of the original
project. Before writing the content read from the device, export the project or use the Save As
function.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in a configuration change.

Use the OBJ_WriteField function block to write to the field of a SCADAPack x70 device
database object. OBJ_WriteField supports System Data reference object-ids as inputs. When
reading and writing a System Data field, the ATTRIB input is ignored, as these fields have only a
single current value/state attribute.

Each time the function block is called, the SCADAPack x70 device updates the specified object
database field value.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Accepted Data Size Description

REQ BOOL An object field write request that
initiates on the rising edge
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OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier. Connect a
T_SPx70_xxx DDT variable's OBJ_ID
element to this input. Or, connect
the output of an OBJ_xxxxToID
function block to this input.

ATTRIB DINT Object attribute 

An integer value corresponding to the
attribute

Attribute values are listed in the
tables below.

VALUE ANY The maximum accepted
length for attributes using
DATATYPE_STRING is
dependent on the
attribute. See the
Description
corresponding to the
ATTRIB constant in the
tables below.

Desired field value to write to the
object database. 

Types: BOOL, DINT, UDINT, REAL,
or STRING according to the
DATATYPE selection. 

When using DATATYPE REAL, this
field expects input in floating point
format of 0.0.

See the DATATYPE corresponding
to the ATTRIB constant in the tables
below.

DATATYPE UINT The type of variable or type of literal
on the VALUE input. 

These constants come from
importing
SPx70_SYS_CONSTANTS.XSY .

Valid values are listed in the
DATATYPE Value column of the
attribute table.

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

CNF BOOL Confirm status

TRUE = Field successfully written

FALSE = Status not yet available, changes to true when the
status is determined

19
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STATUS DINT Status of write request

See Status Constants .

Attribute constants common to all objects

Constant
 Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATA
TYPE
Value

ATTRIB_DNPstaticO
bject

3 DNP3 static object type where the
least significant 8 bits represent the
object’s DNP3 point Variation, and
the most significant 8 bits represent
the object’s DNP3 point Group.

For example, a digital object with a
DNP3 Static object type of "g1v2
Binary Input with Flags", assigns
513 and in binary, it is "0000 0010
000 00001"

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_QUserSetOf
fline

6 Object quality set offline by user

0 = Online

1 = Offline

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_AlertInhibit 7 Alerts are inhibited

0 = Off (alert enable)

1 = On (alert disable)

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_DNPClass
MAll

66 DNP3 data class for all Controlling
Stations

Represented in binary format
cccbbbaaa where:

· aaa = object’s data class for
Controlling Station 1

· bbb = object’s data class for
Controlling Station 2

· ccc = object’s data class for
Controlling Station 3

The binary triplet values for the
DNP3 data class for each
Controlling Station are:

· 000 = Class 0

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

250
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Constant
 Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATA
TYPE
Value

· 001 = Class 1

· 011 = Class 2

· 101 = Class 3

· 111 = Local (no DNP3 data class)

ATTRIB_DNPClass
M1

67
DNP3 class Value

Local 7

Class 0 0

Class 1 1

Class 2 3

Class 3 5

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_DNPClass
M2

68
DNP3 class Value

Local 7

Class 0 0

Class 1 1

Class 2 3

Class 3 5

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_DNPClass
M3

69
DNP3 class Value

Local 7

Class 0 0

Class 1 1

Class 2 3

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5
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Constant
 Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATA
TYPE
Value

Class 3 5

ATTRIB_ModbusReg
ister

94 Modbus Server register DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ModbusDat
aType

95 Modbus data type

0 = Discrete (digital objects only)

1 = INT (analog objects only)

2 = UINT (analog and counter
objects only)

3 = DINT (analog objects only)

4 = UDINT (analog and counter
objects only)

5 = REAL (analog objects only)

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_ObjectCom
ment

330 Object comment string

Maximum length: 128 characters

DATATYPE_
STRING

11

ATTRIB_GroupName 331 Object group string

Maximum length: 32 characters

DATATYPE_
STRING

11

Attribute constants for analog objects

Constant
Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATA
TYPE
Value

ATTRIB_AlertTimeDe
adband

10 Time deadband going into alert
condition (sec)

Valid value = 0...65535

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_AlertClearTi
me

14 Time Deadband clearing an alert
condition (sec)

Valid value = 0...65535

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_Lim4L 21 Engineering limit 4L DATATYPE_
REAL

6
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For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

ATTRIB_Lim3L 22 Engineering limit 3L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim2L 23 Engineering limit 2L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim1L 24 Engineering limit 1L

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim1H 25 Engineering limit 1H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim2H 26 Engineering limit 2H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim3H 27 Engineering limit 3H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim4H 28 Engineering limit 4H

For additional details, see Alert
Notification Limits in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6
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ATTRIB_ScalingRaw
Min

29 Raw minimum

Only valid when
ATTRIB_ScalingRawMin <
ATTRIB_ScalingRawMax

Limit: Greater than -1000000000
(negative 1 Billion)

DATATYPE_
DINT

4

ATTRIB_ScalingRaw
Max

30 Raw maximum

Only valid when
ATTRIB_ScalingRawMin <
ATTRIB_ScalingRawMax

Limit: Less than 1000000000 (1
Billion)

DATATYPE_
DINT

4

ATTRIB_ScalingEng
Min

31 Engineering minimum

For additional details, see Scaling in
the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_ScalingEng
Max

32 Engineering maximum

For additional details, see Scaling in
the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimOR 33 Over range limit

For additional details, see Out of
Range Limits in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimUR 34 Under range limit

For additional details, see Out of
Range Limits in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimRise 35 Rate of rise limit

Valid value = 0.0 to 100.0 %

For additional details, see Rate of
Change in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimFall 36 Rate of fall limit

Valid value = 0.0 to 100.0 %

DATATYPE_
REAL

6
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For additional details, see Rate of
Change in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

ATTRIB_LimNoChan
ge

37 No change limit

Valid value = 0.0 to 100.0 %

For additional details, see No
Change in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimRoCTim
e

38 Rate of change time (sec) DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_NoChangeTi
me

39 No change time (sec) DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_AlertClearV
alue

40 Value deadband clearing an alert
condition

For additional details, see Alert
Notifications in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_LimZero 41 Lower limit below where value
reports as zero

For additional details, see Out of
Range Limits in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_Lim4LEnabl
e

42 Enable limit event 4L

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim3LEnabl
e

43 Enable limit event 3L

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim2LEnabl
e

44 Enable limit event 2L

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim1LEnabl
e

45 Enable limit event 1L

0 = Event disabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1
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1 = Event enabled

ATTRIB_Lim1HEnabl
e

46 Enable limit event 1H

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim2HEnabl
e

47 Enable limit event 2H

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim3HEnabl
e

48 Enable limit event 3H

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_Lim4HEnabl
e

49 Enable limit event 4H

0 = Event disabled

1 = Event enabled

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_EventDeviati
on

50 Event deviation

For additional details, see Value
Deviation in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

ATTRIB_EventDevUn
sol

65 Event deviation unsolicited enable

0 = Disable

1 = Enable

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventDeviati
onType

97 Event deviation type

0 = Percentage of Span

1 = Absolute

2 = Integration

3 = None

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventPeriodi
cRate

312 Periodic Event Rate (seconds) DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventPeriodi
cOffset

313 Periodic Event Offset (seconds after
the top of the minute or hour)

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5
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Attribute constants for digital objects

Constant
 Valu

e
Description DATATYPE

DATA
TYPE
Value

ATTRIB_AlertTimeDe
adband

10 Time deadband going into alert
condition (sec)

Valid value = 0...65535

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_InvertDigital
State

11 Invert state for digital physical input

Valid value = 0 or 1

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_AlertActiveS
tate

12 Indicates the alert state of the
digital object

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_AlertClearTi
me

14 Time Deadband clearing an alert
condition (sec)

Valid value = 0...65535

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_DigitalDebou
nceTime

16 Debounce time (ms)

Valid value = 0...2500

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

Attribute constants for counter objects

Constant Value Description DATATYPE DATA
TYPE
Value

ATTRIB_CounterLimi
tHi

51 Counter high limit DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_CounterDevi
ation

52 Counter change deviation DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventDevUn
sol

65 Event deviation unsolicited enable

Valid values: 0 or 1

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_EventPeriodi
cRate

312 Periodic Event Rate (seconds) DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

ATTRIB_EventPeriodi
cOffset

313 Periodic Event Offset (seconds after
the top of the minute or hour)

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5
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ATTRIB_CounterRes
etPeriod

314 Counter Periodic Event Reset
Period (minutes)

DATATYPE_
UDINT

5

Attribute constants for system data references

The following constants are applicable to the OBJ_WriteField EFB when the OBJ_ID input
parameter is connected to an OBJ_NameToID EFB output parameter where the object name is a
system data reference ('SYS_xxxx')

Use the Constant and DATATYPE fields appropriate to the specific system data reference.

Check the data access for the system data reference is R/W (Read/Write) or Write only when
using the OBJ_WriteField EFB. 

When accessing system data string values, check that the STRING variable size is of sufficient
length for the specific system data reference. E.g. string[32]

Data type, data access and maximum string length for system data references are documented
in the System Data topics in the Operations Technical Reference manual.

Constant Valu
e

Description DATATYPE DATA
TYPE
Value

ATTRIB_ValueState 105 System data 

Boolean current state

DATATYPE_
BOOL

1

ATTRIB_ValueState 105 System data 

String current value

DATATYPE_
STRING

11

ATTRIB_ValueRaw 115 System data 

Integer current value

DATATYPE_I
NT

DATATYPE_
UINT

DATATYPE_
DINT

DATATYPE_
UDINT

2

3

4

5

ATTRIB_ValueEng 116 System data 

Real (floating point) current value

DATATYPE_
REAL

6

Example

fWriteVal := 12.4;
fReadVal := 0.0;
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OBJ_WriteField_1 (REQ := True,
OBJ_ID := db_access_float.OBJ_ID, 
(* db_access_float is a derived variable *) 
ATTRIB := 35,
VALUE := fWriteVal,
DATATYPE := 6,
CNF => Cnf1,
STATUS => Status1);

OBJ_ReadField_0 (OBJ_ID := db_access_float.OBJ_ID,
ATTRIB := 35,
DATATYPE := 6,
CNF => Cnf2,
STATUS => Status2,
VALUE => fReadVal);

18.6 Status Constants

The following constants indicate the status of object attribute write requests.

Constant Value Description

STATUS_UnknownStatus -1 Unknown status code

STATUS_Success 0 Success

STATUS_ObjectNotExist 1 Object does not exist in the object database

STATUS_InvalidObjectType 2 Invalid object type

STATUS_UnknownAttribute 3 Invalid attribute for the object type

STATUS_InvalidValueForAttribute 4 Invalid value for an object attribute

STATUS_InvalidAttribute 5 Invalid attribute for the system function

STATUS_InvalidParameter 6 Invalid value for function block parameter

STATUS_ObjectLocked 8 Object is locked, preventing operation

STATUS_DatabaseLocked 12 Database is locked, preventing operation

STATUS_ObjectOffline 17 Object is offline, check operation status

STATUS_DataProcessorBusy 18 Data processor is unavailable, preventing operation

STATUS_RequestInProgress 255 Request is in progress
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19 Real-time Clock Function Blocks

These function blocks provide access to the SCADAPack real-time clock.

Function Block Name Purpose

TIME_GetLocal Return local time

TIME_GetOs Return operating system time

TIME_GetTimedate Return local time and date

TIME_SetTimedate Set time and date

19.1 TIME_GetLocal: Return Local Time

Use the TIME_GetLocal function block to return the elapsed time in milliseconds since midnight
(local time). Resets to 0 at midnight (local time).

The local time is determined from the system time by applying:

· The Time Offset From UTC configuration

· The system data reference SYS_CLOCK_DST_State to add 1 hour (if the DST State is set to
true) when daylight saving time (summer time) is in effect

Function block diagram

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

LOC_TIME DINT Local time in milliseconds since midnight

19.2 TIME_GetOs: Return Operating System Time

Use the TIME_GetOs function block to return the current device system time since 00:00:00, 1st
Jan 1970 as used by the SCADAPack operating system. 

This function block does not adjust for time zone offsets or daylight saving time. It returns the
time from the real time clock.

251

251

252

253
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Function block diagram

Output parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

OS_TIME DINT Current device system time in seconds since 00:00:00, 1st
Jan 1970

19.3 TIME_GetTimedate: Return Local Time and Date

Use the TIME_GetTimedate function block to return the local time and date. 

The local time is determined from the system time by applying:

· The Time Offset From UTC configuration

· The system data reference SYS_CLOCK_DST_State to add 1 hour (if the DST State is set to
true) when daylight saving time (summer time) is in effect

Function block diagram
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

HOUR DINT Current hour in 24 hour format (0 to 23)

MINUTE DINT Current minute (0 to 59)

SECOND DINT Current second (0 to 59)

DAY DINT Current day (1 to 7 where 1 = Sunday)

D_MONTH DINT Current date (1 to 31)

MONTH DINT Current month (1 to 12)

YEAR DINT Current year (2019 to 2037)

19.4 TIME_SetTimedate: Set Time and Date

Use the TIME_SetTimedate function block to set the time and date on the SCADAPack using
either:

· System time

· Local time adjusted to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)

Time and date setting is triggered by a boolean transition. Accuracy is within about one second.

Function block diagram
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Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

ENABLE BOOL FALSE by default

When changed to TRUE, the time and date on the
SCADAPack are set once on the rising edge according
to the input specifications below.

To set the time again, change ENABLE to 0, then back
to 1.

HOUR DINT Current hour in 24-hour format (0 to 23)

MINUTE DINT Current minute (0 to 59)

SECOND DINT Current second (0 to 59)

M_SECOND DINT Current millisecond (0 to 999)

D_MONTH DINT Current date (1 to 31)

Validated against the specified MONTH and YEAR

MONTH DINT Current month (1 to 12)

Validated against the supported range

YEAR DINT Current year (2019 to 2037)

Validated against the supported range

LOC_UTC BOOL When FALSE:

· The time specified by the input parameters is
considered to be RTU System Time (UTC).

· The time specified by the input parameters is not
adjusted by the Time Offset From UTC configuration or
daylight saving time (summer time).

When TRUE:

· The time specified by the input parameters is
considered to be local time

· The time specified in the input parameters is adjusted
according Time Offset From UTC configuration and
daylight saving time (summer time).
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

STATUS UDINT Status

Value Description

0 If ENABLE is set to FALSE

1 If ENABLE is TRUE and the time
is set

2 If ENABLE is TRUE but the input
parameters are invalid

4 If ENABLE is TRUE but the time
zone or day light saving
configuration was not read from
database
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20 System Status Function Blocks

This section describes the elementary functions of the System Status family which provide task
synchronized access to system information. These functions can be found in the Types Library
Browser and Types Library Manager in the System > System Status family.

Function Block Name Purpose

SYST_READ_FLOAT_STATU
S

Read task synchronized floating-point status

SYST_READ_TASK_BIT:
Read

Read task synchronized system bit

SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT Reset system bit

SYST_TIME Read task synchronized time management system
information

20.1 SYST_READ_FLOAT_STATUS: Read Task Synchronized Floating-Point
Status

Use the SYS_READ_FLOAT_STATUS function in MAST, FAST, AUX0 and AUX1 tasks to return
the floating-point status code. The value returned has the same format as System Status Word
%SW17 in the Logic Programming Overview manual, but has relevance to the timing of the
calling task, whereas reading %SW17 in a task may return a value not synchronized with the
logic execution in the task, if the system status is generated in a different task.

EN and ENO can be configured as additional parameters.

Function block diagram

Output parameter description

Parameter Data Type Description

OUTP WORD Floating-point status code.

Format of the output parameter value is the same as %SW17.
See System Status Words in the Logic Programming Overview
manual.

256

257

257

258
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20.2 SYST_READ_TASK_BIT: Read Task Synchronized System Bit

Use the SYST_READ_TASK_BIT function in MAST, FAST, AUX0 and AUX1 tasks to return the
value of a specified system task bit. The value has the same meaning as the corresponding
System Status Bit, but has relevance to the timing of the calling task (whereas reading the
equivalent %S status bit in a task may return a value not synchronized with the logic execution
in the task, if the system status is generated in a different task).

EN and ENO can be configured as additional parameters.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

NUM INT The number of the system bit to be read.

System bit numbers supported by SCADAPack x70 are:

· 15: String overflow (see %S15 in the Logic Programming
Overview manual)

· 18: Type or arithmetic overflow (see %S18 in the Logic
Programming Overview manual)

· 20: Array index overflow (see %S20 in the Logic Programming
Overview manual)

Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

OUTP BOOL The state of the system bit given by the NUM input parameter

20.3 SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT: Reset System Bit

Use the SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT function in MAST, FAST, AUX0 and AUX1 tasks to set the
specified system status bit to a value of 0. Using this function is like setting a %S system
status bit to 0, but takes effect in synchronization with the task from which it is called, whereas
setting the %S system status bit in a task may result in resetting the value out of
synchronization with the logic execution in the task. 

EN and ENO can be configured as additional parameters.
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NOTE: Schneider Electric recommends that the EN parameter be used and operation of the
function enabled only when it is required to acknowledge the information set by the
corresponding %S, which has been set to a value of 1 by the system.

Function block diagram

Input parameter descriptions

Parameter Data Type Description

NUM INT The number of the system bit to reset to a value of 0

System bit numbers supported for SCADAPack x70 are:

· 15: String overflow (see %S15 in the Logic Programming
Overview manual)

· 18: Type or arithmetic overflow (see %S18 in the Logic
Programming Overview manual)

· 20: Array index overflow (see %S20 in the Logic Programming
Overview manual)

20.4 SYST_TIME: Read Task Synchronized Time Management System Information

Use the SYST_TIME function in MAST, FAST, AUX0 and AUX1 tasks to return time
management system information, relevant to the timing of the calling task, whereas reading the
equivalent %S status bits and %SD status double word in FAST, AUX0 or AUX1 tasks may
return values not synchronized with the logic execution in the task.

EN and ENO can be configured as additional parameters.

Function block diagram
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Output parameter descriptions

Parameter Data
Type

Description

STB10MS BOOL System Timebase 10ms. This output toggles every 5 ms (see %S4
in the Logic Programming Overview manual)

STB100MS BOOL System Timebase 100ms. This output toggles every 50 ms (see %
S5 in the Logic Programming Overview manual)

STB1S BOOL System Timebase 1s. This output toggles every 500 ms (see %S6
in the Logic Programming Overview manual)

STB1MN BOOL System Timebase 1 min. This output toggles every 30 seconds (see
%S7 in the Logic Programming Overview manual)

S1MSCOU
NT

UDINT Millisecond free running counter with 1 ms increment. Similar
functionality to %SD20 in the Logic Programming Overview manual,
but presented as UDINT (unsigned double integer)
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2017 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who are responsible for the initial set up and configuration of a
SCADAPack x70. These individuals are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual describes:

· The SCADAPack x70 family of products available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about configuring, monitoring and managing your SCADAPack
x70 device

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
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available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart

Technical
Reference

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces

· USB, serial and IP communications
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Manuals Technical Reference · Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 SCADAPack x70 Overview

The SCADAPack x70 family is comprised of:

· SCADAPack x70 device that you can use to remotely monitor and control physical
equipment. For example, in a water management environment, you can use a SCADAPack
x70 device to monitor and control the valves on flow-monitoring devices at pumping stations.

· Input and output (I/O) modules that you can use to expand the I/O on the SCADAPack. A
variety of modules with different I/O combinations are available.

· Configuration software that provides a user interface so you can configure and manage
communications and operations for SCADAPack x70 devices and I/O modules. The
configuration software also includes an IEC 61131-3 logic programming environment so you
can develop custom applications that meet your Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) requirements.

· Security software that lets you use security keys with DNP3 to configure and manage security
across your SCADA system.

The table below lists the SCADAPack x70 components available in this release.

Category Product Name Description

SCADAPack x70 device SCADAPack 570 Provides:

· 4 serial ports

· 3 Ethernet ports

· 1 USB A-type receptacle

· 1 USB B-type receptacle

· 2 digital inputs with counter
capabilities

· 1 digital output

SCADAPack 574 Provides:

· 4 serial ports

· 3 Ethernet ports

· 1 USB A-type receptacle

· 1 USB B-type receptacle

· 18 digital inputs

· 11 digital outputs

· 8 analog inputs, 2 with counter
capabilities

· 2 analog outputs
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SCADAPack 575 Provides:

· 4 serial ports

· 3 Ethernet ports

· 1 USB A-type receptacle

· 1 USB B-type receptacle

· 18 digital inputs, 10 with counter
capabilities

· 9 digital outputs

· 6 analog inputs

· 2 analog outputs

SCADAPack 470 Provides:

· 5 serial ports

· 2 Ethernet ports

· 1 USB A-type receptacle

· 1 USB C-type receptacle

· 4 digital inputs with counter
capabilities

· 2 digital outputs

· 4 analog inputs

SCADAPack 474 Provides:

· 5 serial ports

· 2 Ethernet ports

· 1 USB A-type receptacle

· 1 USB C-type receptacle

· 20 digital inputs, 12 with counter
capabilities

· 12 digital outputs

· 12 analog inputs

· 2 analog outputs

SCADAPack I/O module 6601 input output
module

Provides:

· 16 digital inputs, 8 with counter
capabilities
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· 8 digital outputs

· 6 analog inputs

· 2 analog outputs

6602 HART module Model 1 provides:

· 8 analog inputs

· 4 analog outputs 

Model 2 provides:

· 8 analog inputs

6607 input output
module

Provides:

· 16 digital inputs, 8 with counter
capabilities

· 10 digital outputs

· 8 analog inputs

· 2 analog outputs

5304 analog output
module

Provides:

· 4 analog outputs 

5405 digital input
module

Provides:

· 32 digital inputs

5410 high speed
counter input module

Provides: 

· 4 counter inputs

5414 digital input
module

Provides:

· 16 digital inputs

5415 relay output
module

Provides:

· 12 relay outputs

5505 RTD input module Provides:

· 4 RTD inputs

5506 analog input
module

Provides:

· 8 analog inputs
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5606 input output
module

Provides:

· 32 digital inputs

· 16 relay outputs

· 8 analog inputs

· 2 analog outputs

5607 input output
module

Provides:

· 16 digital inputs

· 10 relay outputs

· 8 analog inputs

· 2 analog outputs

Configuration software SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

A Field Device Technology (FDT) 2.1-,
FDT 2.0-, and FDT 1.2-compliant frame
application that includes:

· The PC Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM for
managing communications with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

· The SCADAPack x70 configuration
software for configuring and
monitoring device and I/O operations
and for logic programming.

Security software Security Administrator Provides a graphical user interface for
configuring DNP3 Secure Authentication
across your SCADA system.

6.1 Roles Your SCADAPack x70 Device Can Perform

Your SCADAPack x70 device can be configured to perform any of the following roles in your
SCADA network:

· DNP3 Outstation (server) that reports events to up to 3 DNP3 Controlling Stations

· DNP3 Router between any combination of serial and Ethernet ports 

· DNP3 Peer to Peer Client communications device that writes or reads DNP point data from a
DNP3 Outstation

· DNP3 Data Concentrator Client that requests events from DNP3 Outstations

· Modbus RTU Server that reports information to a Modbus RTU Client

· Modbus RTU Client that writes or reads Modbus register data from Modbus RTU Servers

· Modbus IP Servers that responds to requests for information from Modbus IP Clients
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· Modbus IP Clients that sends requests for information to Modbus IP Servers

· Realflo Flow Computer (Licensed Feature) that measures natural gas or petroleum liquid flow

The roles are selected when you create a project for the device in the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software. The roles determine which configuration parameters are
available for the device.
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7 The Basic Steps to Get Started

The steps below summarize the tasks required to get your SCADAPack x70 device running and
communicating with the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. Each step links to
the detailed procedure. 

You don't need to physically install your device in the field before you install the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software and power up the device. Depending on where your
device will be installed, it may be easier to become familiar with device configuration and
operation before installing it in its permanent location. 

If you have a SCADAPack 470 or SCADAPack 474, and you are ready to configure the device or
to activate the device after it is installed, you need to remove the battery switch sticker and
toggle the battery switch to the down (on) position using a non-conductive tool

Before following the steps below, install the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software
as described in the Installation manual.

1. Connect the SCADAPack x70 device to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer .

2. Power up the SCADAPack x70 device.

3. Start the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software and create a new project for
your SCADAPack x70 device .

4. Configure SCADAPack x70 device operation .

5. Confirm communication with the SCADAPack x70 device .

6. Set up security locking for the device .

7. Write the updated configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device .

The figure below shows a basic USB connection between the SCADAPack x70 device and the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. You can also set up a serial or Ethernet
connection between the SCADAPack x70 device and SCADAPack RemoteConnect. 
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7.1 Connecting the SCADAPack x70 Device to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
Computer

You can use a serial, Ethernet or USB connection for communication between the SCADAPack
x70 device and the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer. 

· Setting Up a USB Connection

· Setting Up an RS232 Serial Connection

· Setting Up an Ethernet Connection

For details about the communication cables available from Schneider Electric, see the
SCADAPack Part Ordering List manual.

7.1.1 Setting Up a USB Connection

A USB connection is a often a good choice for the following reasons:

· A USB connection does not require configuration as it automatically detects addressing for
immediate connection to the SCADAPack x70 device.

· The USB Device port on the SCADAPack x70 device uses TCP/IP communications so you
can access TCP/IP services on the SCADAPack x70 devices as well as configuration,
monitoring and logic programming capabilities. IP traffic is transported using RNDIS protocol
over USB.

· USB is a local connection to help you comply with security and administrative policies.

· A USB connection leaves the serial and Ethernet ports free for connection to other devices in
your SCADA network.

Only a single SCADAPack x70 device can be connected to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer. 

You cannot connect a USB hub, or other types of USB devices to the SCADAPack x70 device.

The SCADAPack 570, SCADAPack 574, and SCADAPack 575 each provide a USB Type B
connector. The figure below shows a USB Type B connector.

21
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The SCADAPack 470 and SCADAPack 474 each provide a USB Type C connector. The figure
below shows a USB Type C connector.

To set up a USB connection

1. Connect a USB Type B or C connector to the port labeled USB Device on the SCADAPack
x70 device.

The figure below shows the USB ports on a SCADAPack 575. The USB ports on the
SCADAPack 570 and SCADAPack 574 are in the same location.
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The figure below shows the USB ports on a SCADAPack 470. The USB ports on the
SCADAPack 474 are in the same location.
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2. Connect the other end of the USB cable to the computer running the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect software. 

7.1.2 Setting Up an RS232 Serial Connection

There are several methods for wiring the RS232 serial port to Data Terminal Equipment (DTE)
and Data Communications Equipment (DCE) devices. The simplest connection is DTE to DTE
and requires only three wires: RxD, TxD and signal ground. This wiring is illustrated below. For
additional RS232 wiring options, see the hardware manual for your SCADAPack x70 device. 
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For additional details about serial ports, see the hardware manual for your SCADAPack x70
device. 

The figure below shows the serial ports on a SCADAPack 575. The serial ports on the
SCADAPack 570 and SCADAPack 574 are in the same location.
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The figure below shows the serial ports on a  SCADAPack 470. The serial ports on the
SCADAPack 474 are in the same location.
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To set up an RS232 serial connection

1. Connect the RJ45 end of the serial cable to the port on the SCADAPack x70 device.

These serial ports default to DNP3 communications at 9600 baud.

2. Connect the other end of the serial cable to a COM port on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer. 

Use a COM port that is configured for serial communication.
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7.1.3 Setting Up an Ethernet Connection

The Ethernet ports on the SCADAPack x70 device automatically configure themselves for
Medium Dependent Interface (MDI) or MDI-X. This means that either a crossover or a straight-
through Ethernet cable can be used. The device automatically detects the interface used and
serves the cable appropriately. For more information about Ethernet cabling, see the hardware
manual for your SCADAPack x70 device.

For a direct Ethernet connection to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer, you will likely
need to change the network adapter settings on the computer. Contact your IT department for
information about the IPv4 address and subnet mask you need to use for a direct Ethernet
connection. 

The figure below shows the Ethernet ports on a SCADAPack 575. The Ethernet ports on the
SCADAPack 570 and SCADAPack 574 are in the same location.

The figure below shows the Ethernet ports on a SCADAPack 470. The Ethernet ports on the
SCADAPack 474 are in the same location.
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To set up an Ethernet connection

1. Connect a CAT5 UTP cable to the ETH1 port on the SCADAPack x70 device.

This port has a default IP address of 172.16.1.200 and a default subnet mask of
255.255.255.0.

2. Connect the other end of the Ethernet cable to the computer running the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect software, to a switch, a hub, or a wall outlet for your LAN.

If you are connecting directly to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer, the Ethernet
port on the computer needs to be on the same subnet mask as ETH1 (255.255.255.0).

7.2 Powering Up the SCADAPack x70 Device

To power up your SCADAPack x70 device, you will need:

· A 12...30 Vdc power supply that meets the requirements for your configuration. See the
hardware manual for your SCADAPack x70 device for details.

The following procedure describes how to apply power to the SCADAPack x70 device. There is
no on/off switch on the device; it starts automatically when power is applied. By default, the
device starts in Run mode, the normal operating mode for day-to-day tasks. For information
about starting the device in other modes, see the hardware manual for your device.

The SCADAPack x70 device is powered through a 12...30 Vdc power supply that is wired to the
2 power input connectors. 
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To power up the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time

1. Connect the output leads from your DC power supply to the positive and negative power
terminals on the device, as illustrated below. 

NOTICE

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Install an external 1.6 A fast acting fuse on the input voltage side of the power supply
connection. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.
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The Power LED on the front cover lights when power is successfully applied.

2. Watch the Run LED on the front cover. After about 15 seconds, it will begin blinking
approximately once every 2 seconds. This indicates that the device is operating in Run
mode. 

7.3 Starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Creating a Project

The following procedure provides the steps to start the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software for the first time and create a new project. The project tells the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software:

· What type of SCADAPack x70 device you are using. This determines which inputs and
outputs are automatically added to the configuration software.

· How you are connecting to the SCADAPack x70 device from the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software. If you are setting up Ethernet communications, you
will need to obtain an IP address and subnet mask from your network administrator.

· How you are using the SCADAPack x70 device in your SCADA network. The device role
determines which configuration parameters are displayed in the configuration software.

Create a separate project for each SCADAPack x70 device that you are managing.

To start SCADAPack RemoteConnect and create a new project

1. Select the Start or Windows icon, then navigate to the Schneider Electric or Schneider
Electric RemoteConnect folder and select RemoteConnect.

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect Start page is displayed, as shown below.
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2. Click Create Project.

The Project Settings dialog is displayed.
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3. Select the SCADAPack Device Type with which you will be communicating.

4. In the SCADAPack DNP3 Address field, enter the DNP3 address that the SCADAPack x70
device will use to communicate with the SCADA network. This is also the address that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will connect with once the configuration is written to the
SCADAPack x70 device.

5. Select the role(s) that your SCADAPack x70 device will perform by checking each box that
applies. 

By default, the device operates as a DNP3 Outstation that responds to requests from a
DNP3 Controlling Station and you need to select the Number of DNP3 Controlling
Stations with which the device will communicate.

The role that the SCADAPack x70 device performs determines which configuration
parameters are displayed in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

6. Click Next.

The PC Communication Settings dialog is displayed. Use this dialog to set up
communications between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your SCADAPack x70 device.
Set the parameters to communicate with the device in its currently configured state.
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7. Select the PC Communication Type then configure the communication parameters that are
displayed for that communication type. If you select a Serial connection and select Use
Dialup Modem, click Next to configure the Dialup Modem Settings. 

· DNP3 USB Communication Parameters

· DNP3 Serial Communication Parameters

· DNP3 Dialup Modem Settings

· DNP3/TCP Communication Parameters

· DNP3/UDP Communication Parameters

· Modbus/TCP USB Communication Parameters

· Modbus RTU Communication Parameters

· Modbus/TCP Communication Parameters

8. Click Next.

9. In the Project Summary dialog, click Finish.
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The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70
Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  are added to the Network View in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect, as shown below, and the offline configuration parameters for the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software are displayed. 

You can now use the SCADAPack x70 configuration software to configure device operation
and develop a logic application . 

7.3.1 DNP3 USB Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic DNP3 USB Communication Settings. 

Only a single SCADAPack x70 device can be connected to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer at a time. You cannot connect a USB hub, or other types of USB devices to the
SCADAPack x70 device.

49
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If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the following default parameters:

· Target DNP3 Address: 0

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Connect to a
Remote
Routed Device

To connect to a remote routed
device, select this checkbox and
enter a DNP3 address of the remote
routed device in the Target DNP3
Address field. 

A corresponding DNP3 route needs
to be added to the DNP3\Routing
Table that will route the PC DNP3
address (default 32000) to the Target
DNP3 Address.

Checked

Unchecked

When checked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the Target
DNP3 Address using
the routing entry in the
DNP3 Routing Table.

When unchecked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the
connected device.

Default: Unchecked

Routed Target
DNP3 Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

0 to 65519 Default: 0

USB
Connection
Established
with 

The serial number for the
SCADAPack x70 device.

If no USB is connected, USB not
connected is displayed.

This read-only information is provided
by the SCADAPack x70 device once
you are connected to it.

7.3.2 DNP3 Serial Communication Parameters

NOTICE

COMMUNICATION LOSS

COM port settings may change unexpectedly when:

· COM ports are added to or removed from the PC that the project is on

· A project is moved from one PC to another

Check the COM port settings to ensure that you can still communicate with the SCADAPack.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in unexpected communication issues.

The table below describes the basic DNP3 Serial Communication Settings.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
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Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below. If you are using a
SCADAPack 57x, connect Serial1 to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer. 

· Target DNP3 Address: 0

· COM Port set to a serial port on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer

· Baud Rate: 9600

· Stop Bits: 1

· Parity: None

· Ignore CTS: Checked

· Use Dialup Modem: Unchecked

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Target DNP3
Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
will communicate with. 

0 to
65519

Default: 0

COM Port The serial port that the
computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
uses to communicate with
the SCADAPack x70 device.

USB serial-to-RS232 adapters are included
in the COM Port list as a standard serial
port. When using an external adapter:

· Check that any drivers associated with
an external adapter are installed prior to
starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect. 

· Check whether you need to change the
Data Link Confirm Mode parameter from
its default setting of Never. Some
external adapters might require this
confirmation. The Data Link Confirm
Mode parameter is in the Advanced
Configuration section.

· Check whether you need to change the
Transmit Data Link Frame Size
parameter from its default setting of 292
bytes. Some external devices, such as
radios, might require a smaller packet
size. The Transmit Data Link Frame
Size parameter is in the Advanced
Configuration section.

Baud Rate The data rate for the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
COM port.

Up to
115200

Select the baud rate that
matches the rate used at the
other end of the connection. 

Default: 9600
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Stop Bits The number of stop bits
included with data sent from
the COM port.

The stop bits at each end of
the connection need to
match.

1 Sends 1 stop bit.

Default: 1

2 Sends 2 stop bits.

Parity The type of parity checking
that is included with the
data. 

The parity at each end of the
connection needs to match.

None No parity bit is sent.

Default: None

Odd Sends one parity bit to check
that the total number of ones
equals an odd number.

Even Sends one parity bit to check
that the total number of ones
equals an even number.

Ignore CTS Determines whether
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
uses the Clear to Send (CTS)
line on the serial port to
determine if it is connected to
a remote device. 

This method of determining
the connection status is
needed for devices such as
leased-line modems. 

If the cable connecting the
computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
to the SCADAPack x70
device does not have the CTS
line connected, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is not aware
that a connection is
established. 

When checked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect ignores the state of the
CTS line.

When unchecked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses the state of the CTS
line to determine whether the serial port
can be disconnected.

Default: Checked

Use Dialup
Modem

Determines whether
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
uses a modem connection to
communicate with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

When checked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses a modem connection
to communicate with the SCADAPack x70
device.

When unchecked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses a serial connection
to communicate with the SCADAPack x70
device.

The modem connection uses the
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communication settings defined in the
Dialup Modem Settings topic.

Default: Unchecked

7.3.3 Dialup Modem Settings

The table below describes the basic Dialup Modem Settings.

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting
Description

Modem Init
String

The Hayes commands that a local
modem needs to communicate with
dial-up DNP3 devices. 

ATE0Q0V0&D
2S0=1

The default string
is sufficient in
most situations.

Phone
Number

The phone number of the remote DNP3
device that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect will call from a local
modem. 

A numerical string including the
area code.

Dial Type Determines the type of dialing the
modem uses. 

Tone Dialing Default

Pulse Dialing

Dial Attempts The number of times the computer
running SCADAPack RemoteConnect
attempts to connect with the
SCADAPack x70 device before stopping
attempts.

1 to 10 Default: 3

Connect
Time

The interval the computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect waits for
a local modem to connect with the
SCADAPack x70 device once the
number has been dialed. 

When the connect time is exceeded,
the modem is disconnected. 

6 to 300
seconds (s)

Default: 60 s

Pause Time The interval the computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect waits
before attempting to reconnect with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

6 to 300
seconds (s)

Default: 60 s

Inactivity
Time

The number of minutes the computer
running SCADAPack RemoteConnect
waits to disconnect the modem when
there has not been any communication
with the SCADAPack x70 device.

1 to 30
minutes (min)

Default: 15 min
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7.3.4 DNP3/TCP Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic DNP3/TCP Communication Settings.

Use TCP communication from SCADAPack RemoteConnect to the SCADAPack x70 device
when using remote TCP/IP network communication technologies, such as Ethernet data radios,
cellular IP networks or other IP network infrastructures that can be unreliable.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below and connect Eth1 to a
computer network interface that is on the same subnet (mask 255.255.255.0).

· Target DNP3 Address: 0

· IP Address: 172.16.1.200 for Ethernet 1

For a direct Ethernet connection to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer, you will likely
need to change the network adapter settings on the computer. Contact your IT department for
information about the IPv4 address and subnet mask you need to use for a direct Ethernet
connection. 

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Target DNP3
Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
will communicate with. 

0 to
65519

Default: 0

IP Address or
Hostname

The IP address or DNS
hostname of the SCADAPack
x70 device that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

Standard IP address format

DNS hostname format: www.example.com

7.3.5 DNP3/UDP Communication Parameters

Use DNP3/UDP communication from SCADAPack RemoteConnect to the SCADAPack x70
device when using local TCP/IP network communication such as a local area Ethernet
connection between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 device. You can
also use UDP to minimize network traffic compared to TCP. 

The following table describes the basic UDP Communication Settings.

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Target DNP3
Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

0 to 65519 Default: 0
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IP Address or
Hostname

The IP address or DNS hostname of
the SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

Standard IP address format

DNS hostname format:
www.example.com

7.3.6 Modbus/TCP USB Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic Modbus/TCP USB Communication Settings. 

Only a single SCADAPack x70 device can be connected to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer at a time. You cannot connect a USB hub, or other types of USB devices to the
SCADAPack x70 device.

USB Communication Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Connect to a
Remote
Routed Device

To connect to a remote routed
device, select this checkbox and
enter a Modbus address of the
remote routed device in the Unit
Identifier field. 

A corresponding Modbus route
needs to be added to the Modbus
Store and Forward Table that
forward PC requests to the Target
Modbus Address.

Checked

Unchecked

When checked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the Unit
Identifier using a Store
and Forward entry in
the Modbus Store and
Forward Table.

When unchecked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the
connected device.

Default: Unchecked

Addressing Select the addressing mode for the
Modbus protocol. 

Determines the maximum number
of stations that the RTU can work
with. 

For addressing mode information,
see: the Configuring Standard and
Extended Addressing topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

· Standard
(default)

o Range:

1...255

· Extended

o Range:

1...65534

Available when
Connect to a Remote
Routed Device is
selected. 

Unit Identifier Enter the Unit Identifier for the
SCADAPack x70 device

· Minimum: 1

· Maximum
with

Available when
Connect to a Remote
Routed Device is
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Standard
addressing:
255

· Maximum
with
Extended
addressing:
65534

selected. 

Local IP
Address

The IP address for the USB port on
the computer running the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software.

This read-only IP address is the
computer’s USB connection address,
automatically assigned when you
connect a SCADAPack x70 device to
the computer. It enables the USB port
on the computer to provide similar
capabilities to an Ethernet port, such
as communication with the
SCADAPack x70 device using
SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

Default: 10.2.3.1

Remote IP
Address

The IP address of the USB Device
port on the device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

This read-only IP address is the
SCADAPack x70 device’s USB
connection address. It enables the
USB Device port on the SCADAPack
x70 device to provide capabilities that
are similar to an Ethernet port, such as
communication with SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

For details about the USB Device port,
see the Configuring USB
Communication topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Default: 10.2.3.4

Send Periodic
Connection
Check
Message

When enabled, sends a status
check message at an interval
configured by Connection Check
Period. You may want to disable
this parameter to help minimize
data costs. 

Default: Enabled

Connection
Check Period

When Send Periodic Connection
Check Message is enabled, a
message is sent every Connection
Check Period.

Sends a status check to a
connected targeted device to

10...65535 seconds (s)

Default: 10 s
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determine if the device is
connected. If the device is
disconnected, the status displays
Disturbed in the bottom bar in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and
in the Control Actions section on
the Status tab.

If a periodic check determines that
the connection is Disturbed or if
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
offline, the periodic check needs to
be re-established. Ensure that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
Connected and that
communication is established. You
can establish communication
several ways. For example:

· Read the status of the device

· Write the configuration to the
device

USB
Connection
Established
with

The serial number for the
SCADAPack x70 device.

If no USB is connected, USB not
connected is displayed.

This read-only information is provided
by the SCADAPack x70 device once
you are connected to it.

7.3.7 Modbus RTU Communication Parameters

NOTICE

COMMUNICATION LOSS

COM port settings may change unexpectedly when:

· COM ports are added to or removed from the PC that the project is on

· A project is moved from one PC to another

Check the COM port settings to ensure that you can still communicate with the SCADAPack.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in unexpected communication issues.

The table below describes the basic Modbus RTU Communication Settings for serial
communication.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below. If you are using a
SCADAPack 57x, connect Serial2 to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer. If you are
using a SCADAPack 47x, connect Serial3 to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer.
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· Station Address: 1

· Addressing: Standard

· COM Port set to a serial port on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer

· Baud Rate: 9600

· Stop Bits: 1

· Parity: None

· Serial Connection Type: Direct Connection

Serial Communication Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Addressing Select the addressing mode
for the Modbus protocol. 

Determines the maximum
number of stations that the
RTU can work with. 

For addressing mode
information, see: the
Configuring Standard and
Extended Addressing topic
in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

· Standard (default)

o Range: 1...255

· Extended

o Range:

1...65534

Station
Address

Enter the station address
for the SCADAPack x70
device

· Minimum: 1

· Maximum with
Standard
addressing: 255

· Maximum with
Extended
addressing:
65534

COM Port The serial port that the
computer running
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses to
communicate with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

USB serial-to-RS232 adapters are included in
the COM Port list as a standard serial port.
When using an external adapter:

· Check that any drivers associated with an
external adapter are installed prior to
starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect. 

· Check whether you need to change the
Advanced Configuration\Timeout or
Attempts settings from their default values.
Some external adapters might require
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different values.

· Check whether you need to change the
Advanced Configuration\ Message Size
setting. Some external devices, such as
radios, might require a smaller packet size.

Baud Rate The data rate for the
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect COM port.

Up to 115200 Select the baud rate
that matches the rate
used at the other end of
the connection. 

Default: 9600

Stop Bits The number of stop bits
included with data sent from
the COM port.

The stop bits at each end of
the connection need to
match.

1 Sends 1 stop bit.

Default: 1

2 Sends 2 stop bits.

Parity The type of parity checking
that is included with the
data. 

The parity at each end of
the connection needs to
match.

None No parity bit is sent.

Default: None

Odd Sends one parity bit to
check that the total
number of ones equals
an odd number.

Even Sends one parity bit to
check that the total
number of ones equals
an even number.

Serial
Connection
Type

· Direct (default)

· Use CTS Delay
Time

· Use Hardware
Control Lines

Use Direct where the
serial port does not
require the use of
hardware control lines to
communicate.

Use CTS Delay Time if
the device cannot
generate a CTS signal.
Transmission begins
automatically after the
specified delay time.

Use Hardware Control
Lines to specify a half-
duplex connection that
uses a Request to Sent
(RTS) and Clear to Send
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(CTS) hardware control
lines to control the flow
of data. 

Send Periodic
Connection
Check
Message

When enabled, sends a
status check message at
an interval configured by
Connection Check Period.
You may want to disable
this parameter to help
minimize data costs. 

Default: Enabled

Connection
Check Period

When Send Periodic
Connection Check
Message is enabled, a
message is sent every
Connection Check Period.

Sends a status check to a
connected targeted device
to determine if the device is
connected. If the device is
disconnected, the status
displays Disturbed in the
bottom bar in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and in the
Control Actions section on
the Status tab.

If a periodic check
determines that the
connection is Disturbed or if
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is offline,
the periodic check needs to
be re-established. Ensure
that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is
Connected and that
communication is
established. You can
establish communication
several ways. For example:

· Read the status of the
device

· Write the configuration to
the device

10 to 65535 seconds (s)

Default: 30 s
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Flow Control Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

CTS Delay
Time

Determines the period (in
milliseconds) after which the
transmission begins. 

Available only when Serial
Connection Type is set to
Use CTS Delay Time.

· Minimum: 0 (default)

· Maximum: The value of the Timeout
parameter. Note that the Timeout
parameter is entered in seconds and the
CTS Delay Time is in milliseconds. 

RTS Hold Time Holds the RTS line for a
specified duration after
transmitting the last character
of a message. This is useful
for devices that immediately
end the transmission as soon
as RTS is turned off. 

· Minimum: 0 (default)

· Maximum: The value of the Timeout
parameter. Note that the Timeout
parameter is entered in seconds and the
CTS Delay Time is in milliseconds. 

7.3.8 Modbus/TCP Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic Modbus/TCP Communication Settings. 

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below and connect Eth1 to a
computer network interface that is on the same subnet (mask 255.255.255.0).

· Modbus Unit Identifier: 1

· IP Address: 172.16.1.200 for Ethernet 1

For a direct Ethernet connection to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer, you will likely
need to change the network adapter settings on the computer. Contact your IT department for
information about the IPv4 address and subnet mask you need to use for a direct Ethernet
connection. 

TCP Communication Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting

Addressing Select the addressing mode for the
Modbus protocol. 

Determines the maximum number of
stations that the RTU can work with. 

For addressing mode information, see:

· Standard (default)

o Range: 1...255

· Extended

o Range: 1...65534
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the Configuring Standard and
Extended Addressing topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

Unit Identifier Enter the Unit Identifier for the
SCADAPack x70 device

· Minimum: 1

· Maximum with Standard
addressing: 255

· Maximum with Extended
addressing: 65534

IP Address or
Hostname

The IP address or DNS hostname of
the SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

Standard IP address format

DNS hostname format:
www.example.com

Send Periodic
Connection
Check
Message

When enabled, sends a status check
message at an interval configured by
Connection Check Period. You may
want to disable this parameter to help
minimize data costs. 

Default: Enabled

Connection
Check Period

When Send Periodic Connection
Check Message is enabled, a
message is sent every Connection
Check Period.

Sends a status check to a connected
targeted device to determine if the
device is connected. If the device is
disconnected, the status displays
Disturbed in the bottom bar in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and in
the Control Actions section on the
Status tab.

If a periodic check determines that the
connection is Disturbed or if
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
offline, the periodic check needs to be
re-established. Ensure that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
Connected and that communication is
established. You can establish
communication several ways. For
example:

· Read the status of the device

· Write the configuration to the device

10 to 65535 seconds (s)

Default: 20 s
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7.4 Configuring SCADAPack x70 Device Operation

Once you have created a new project for your SCADAPack x70 device and set up
communication between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the device, you can use the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software to specify how the device operates in your SCADA
network. 

Each SCADAPack x70 device needs to be configured according to its role(s) in the network. For
example, if the device is operating as a DNP3 Outstation, you need to define the parameters
that determine how the Outstation communicates with and sends events to the DNP3 Controlling
Station(s). For simplicity, the SCADAPack x70 configuration software displays only the
parameters that are relevant to the configured role. 

Configuration parameters are defined offline and only take effect when you take the SCADAPack
x70 online and write the configuration to the device.

The procedure below provides the high-level configuration steps when the SCADAPack x70
device is operating as a DNP3 Outstation. These steps are similar for each of the different roles
the SCADAPack x70 device can perform in your network. See the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual for details and for parameter descriptions.

To configure a SCADAPack x70 device to operate as a DNP3 Outstation

1. If the offline configuration parameters are not already open, under My Network, right-click on
SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and select Configure.

2. On the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack > Settings, and click Advanced
Configuration, then configure identification information for the SCADAPack x70 device.

3. On the Configuration tab, select Physical I/O > Local, then double-click on the I/O device
entry in the I/O Configuration table to define the operating characteristics for the SCADAPack
x70 device.
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4. If required, click Add I/O to add any I/O modules that are connected to the SCADAPack x70
device.

5. In the Physical I/O > Local page Channel Configuration table, double-click on each
channel to define how it operates.

6. On the Configuration tab, select one or more of the following to configure the physical
connection to each DNP3 Controlling Station(s). A DNP3 Outstation can have up to 3 DNP3
Controlling Stations.

· Serial Communication > Ports > Serial #.

· IP Communication > Ethernet Ports > Ethernet #.

7. On the Configuration tab, select DNP3, then select:

· Outstation > Connection to Controlling Station to configure the connection to each
DNP3 Controlling Station.

· Events if you need to customize how the DNP3 Outstation generates events. 

· Layer Settings if you need to customize the default DNP3 layer settings.

· Routing Table if you want the DNP3 Outstation to send events to a DNP3 Controlling
Station before the DNP3 Controlling Station has tried to communicate with it, or if this
SCADAPack x70 device will route messages between ports on behalf of other DNP3
devices.

8. On the Objects tab, select Object Configuration, then add database objects if required.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect automatically creates objects for the physical I/O on the
SCADAPack x70 device and links each one with a logic variable for immediate use in logic
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programming. You can optionally add objects to store information such as status for physical
I/O, system data and logic programming data.

9. If you will be developing a logic application to customize SCADAPack x70 device operation,
on the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic then click Open Editor.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor opens in the background, so you may not see it
immediately. Check your taskbar for one of the following icons:

 

Use the documentation provided with the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to develop and build
your logic application. The logic application is considered to be part of the configuration and
is written to the SCADAPack x70 device with the updated parameters.

When you have completed the configuration, the next steps are to confirm communication with
the SCADAPack x70 device  then write the updated configuration to the SCADAPack x70
device .

7.5 Confirming Communication with the SCADAPack x70 Device

Once you have created a project for your SCADAPack x70 device, follow the procedure below to
connect to it and read status information from it. This allows you to confirm that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is communicating with the SCADAPack x70 device before you try to write the
updated configuration to the device.

To confirm communication with the SCADAPack x70 device

1. Under My Network, right-click on SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and
select Go Online.

The SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  name is displayed in italics when it is
going online with the SCADAPack x70 device. The name is displayed in bold and the status
bar at the bottom of SCADAPack RemoteConnect displays the word Connected when it is
online. When you take the SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  online, the PC
Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM automatically goes online as well. 

2. If the online configuration parameters are not already open, under My Network, right-click on
SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and select Online Diagnostics.

The Status tab is displayed as shown below. The question marks indicate unknown
information.

51
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3. Click Refresh.

The information on the Status tab is updated with details from the SCADAPack x70 device.

You can now write the updated configuration, including the logic application, to the device .
Leave the SCADAPack x70 online to write the configuration. 

60
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Connecting a SCADAPack 470 or SCADAPack 474 for the first time

If this is the first time that you are starting a SCADAPack 470 or SCADAPack 474, the following
may be displayed: 

· A banner across the top of the screen indicating that there may be a problem with the battery

· Restart history diagnostics Reset Reasons includes Non-volatile RAM initialized. (See the
Restart Reasons topic in the Operations Technical Reference manual (mask value 0x0001).)

· Memory Battery of 0.0 Vdc or Low 

To continue working

1. Place the battery switch in the down (on) position. 

For the SCADAPack 470, see the Removing the Battery Switch Sticker topic in the
SCADAPack 470 Hardware manual.

For the SCADAPack 474, see the Removing the Battery Switch Sticker topic in the
SCADAPack 474 Hardware manual. 

2. Click Set Device Time. See the Setting the Time on the Device topic in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

7.6 Working With Security Locking

You can manage the security access of your SCADAPack x70 device. Depending on your
needs, you can set a password that needs to be entered whenever you want to make changes
to the configuration of a SCADAPack x70 device. Or, you can set it so that a password is not
required.

The SCADAPack x70 device will be in one of the following states:

· Initial

o The state when a new SCADAPack x70 is delivered

o You will need to decide whether you are going to set a password or not. If you choose not

to set a password, and then later decide that you want to have password protection, you will
need to cold boot, factory boot, or initialize the security locking mode by using
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and service booting the device locally.

· No password required

o The state when a SCADAPack x70 does not require a password for configuration.

o This state can be set only after cold or factory booting the device, or after following the

service boot process to initialize the SCADAPack x70 security

· Locked

o The state when the SCADAPack x70 is password protected and locked, preventing

configuration changes

· Unlocked
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o The state when the SCADAPack x70 is password protected and unlocked, allowing

configuration changes to be made

See:

· Password Rules

· Setting the security mode the first time

· Changing the security mode

· Initializing the device security mode after service booting

· SCADAPack x70 device operation in Security Lock modes

Password Rules

The security mode password needs to meet the following criteria:

· 8 to 32 characters

· Only characters that can be entered from a keyboard

Setting the security mode the first time

The first time you start the SCADAPack x70 device, you need to determine the security mode
for the device that you want to use. You can change the security mode  later, if needed. 

1. Go online. See Starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Creating a Project .

You are prompted with the Security Lock dialog.

2. Select one of the following:

o Device requires a password for configuration

§ Enter and confirm a password to set up the SCADAPack x70 device. This password will
be needed later to make configuration changes to the device.

54
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o Device does not require a password

§ You do not need to enter a password. You can configure the SCADAPack x70 device
without unlocking.

3. Click Apply.

If you selected Device requires a password for configuration, the following dialog is
displayed, indicating that the password has been applied to the SCADAPack x70 device. 

Click Ok and on the Status page, the Locked State changes to Locked.

If you selected Device does not require a password, you are prompted with the following
dialog.

Click OK and on the Status page, the Locked State changes to No password required. See
your hardware manual for details on cold, factory, or service booting your device. 

Changing the security mode

You can change the security mode of the SCADAPack x70 device, for example to unlock the
device and change the configuration. 

1. On the Status page, click Device Lock.

2. Depending on the state, choose an option from one of the following dialogs:

· If the device was in a Locked state, the following dialog is displayed:
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o You can unlock the device, leave the device in a locked state, or change the password. If

you unlock the device for configuration or maintenance, lock the device when you are
finished.

· If the device was in an Unlocked state, the following dialog is displayed:

o You can leave the device in a locked state, lock the device, or change the password.

3. Click Apply.

On the Status page, the Locked State changes to reflect the updates. 

Depending on the option that you chose, one of the following dialogs is displayed:

· If you set the password:
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· If you changed the password:

· If you unlocked the device:

· If you locked the device:

Initializing the device security mode after service booting

If you service booted the device, SCADAPack RemoteConnect displays the Initialize device lock
option. This allows you to change the security mode to the Initial state. See Setting the security
mode the first time . You need to change the security mode within 5 minutes of starting the
SCADAPack x70 device using a service boot. After this period the SCADAPack x70 device will
not allow the security mode to be initialized. If initializing the security mode is unsuccessful,
restart the SCADAPack x70 device using a service boot and promptly choose the initialization
option.

54
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If the device is password configured, either of the following dialogs are displayed, depending
on whether the SCADAPack x70 device is Locked or Unlocked:

· Select the Initialize device lock radio button and click Apply.

The next time you click Device Lock or go online, you can set the security mode. See
Setting the security mode the first time .

If there is no password configured for the device, the following dialog is displayed:

54
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· Select the Initialize device lock radio button and click Apply.

The next time you click Device Lock or go online, you can set the security mode. See
Setting the security mode the first time .

SCADAPack x70 device operation in security lock modes

The following topics describe how the SCADAPack x70 device operates in each security lock
mode.

Initial security mode

The SCADAPack x70 device’s security lock mode is in its initial state in the following situations:

· When the SCADAPack x70 device is used for the first time

· Following a cold boot

· Following a factory boot

· Following a service boot where within the first 5 minutes after the SCADAPack x70 device
restarts, SCADAPack RemoteConnect can be used to initialize the security lock mode

When the security lock mode is in its initial state, the following SCADAPack x70 device
functionality is available:

· Allow connection of SCADAPack RemoteConnect to a SCADAPack x70 USB, serial, or
Ethernet port (Eth 1)

· Allow the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software to indicate that the security
lock mode is in its initial state and prompt you to configure the security lock mode

· Allow you to configure the security lock mode as Device does not require a password or
Device requires a password for configuration

Device does not require a password

When the SCADAPack x70 device is configured to not require a password, the following
SCADAPack x70 functionality is available:

· All SCADAPack x70 functionality
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Device requires a password for configuration, and is Unlocked

When the SCADAPack x70 device requires a password for configuration and the device is
presently Unlocked, the following SCADAPack x70 functionality is available:

· All SCADAPack x70 functionality

Device requires a password for configuration, and is Locked

When the SCADAPack x70 device requires a password for configuration and the device is
presently Locked, the following functionality will not operate on the SCADAPack x70 device. The
SCADAPack x70 device needs to be Unlocked using the security password to access the
following functionality.

· Writing a configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device from SCADAPack RemoteConnect or
other mechanisms

· Querying the SCADAPack x70 device for Object Browser content from SCADAPack
RemoteConnect or other mechanisms

· Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect or other external mechanisms to execute commands that
affect SCADAPack x70 services

· Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect or other mechanisms to upgrade SCADAPack x70 device
firmware

· Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect or other mechanisms to change security settings

· Connecting the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to the device for Online maintenance or
modification of the logic project

· Connecting Schneider Electric OFS or other packages to the controller for querying data using
the Logic Debug service

· Using a local command line port to issue commands that modify configuration, affect RTU
services, or change data on the SCADAPack x70 device

· Using a remote command line channel

· Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect or other mechanisms to write files to the SCADAPack
x70 device

· Opening an FTP connection, even if FTP is enabled as an IP Service

· Opening a Telnet connection, even if Telnet is enabled as an IP Service

7.7 Writing the Updated Configuration to the SCADAPack x70 Device

Once you have confirmed that SCADAPack RemoteConnect can communicate with the
SCADAPack x70 device, the next step is to write the configuration, including the logic
application, to the device. 

To write the updated configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device

1. Verify that the SCADAPack x70 configuration software is online. 
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The SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  name is displayed in bold and the
status bar at the bottom of SCADAPack RemoteConnect displays the word Connected when
SCADAPack x70 is online.

2. Under My Network, right-click on SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and
select Write to Device.
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8 Importing and Exporting Overview

SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor provide a variety of options
for importing and exporting items such as configuration, logic content, and Logic Editor
environment settings. The purpose for each import and export function is described briefly in the
following overview, along with a link to the appropriate documentation section where more
detailed descriptions can be found for that functionality.

· Exporting your project

· Exporting to and importing from an Excel file

· Importing an archived logic project

· Exporting and importing logic project content

· Exporting and importing program task content

· Exporting and importing program logic

· Exporting and importing derived function blocks (DFBs), derived data types (DDTs), and
variables

· Exporting and importing logic editor environment settings

· Exporting and importing DTM configurations

Exporting your project

Purpose

· Create a single compressed archive (.RCZ) file as a convenient way to relocate complete
projects to other users or computers. The file contains the complete configuration and logic
associated with the project. It can be used to:

o Create a backup of the project

o Transfer a complete project, including the logic project, in a single file to other parties for

troubleshooting or technical support

For details on creating the .RCZ file, see the Exporting Project Files to a Single File topic in the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software manual.

For details on opening a project with the .RCZ file, see the Opening an Existing Project topic in
the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software manual.
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Background

The exported file [project name].RCZ can be opened using SCADAPack RemoteConnect in a
similar way to opening a .PRJ file. 

Exporting to and importing from an Excel file

· Only .XLS format is supported
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Purpose

· Export SCADAPack RemoteConnect database objects for templating purposes. Creating large
and/or repetitive projects can be made more efficient by maintaining configuration templates
for import into new projects

· Export various SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration items for manipulation in Excel

· View and manipulate object lists in Excel. For example, map objects to protocols as an aid to
determining which protocol registers or objects may be used during modification or extension
of existing configurations

· Import object names, dataypes, and protocol addresses into a SCADA Host Software
package for simplified generation of the corresponding SCADA Host database

Background

The exported Excel file includes the following SCADAPack RemoteConnect current parameter
settings:

· Export Settings · Modbus Scanner - Object associations

· Project Settings · Modbus Store and Forward

· Database Objects · IP Firewall

· Local Physical I/O · Serial Ports

· Local Physical I/O Channels · Parameters

o SCADAPack Identification, time zone, and

miscellaneous settings

o Modbus/TCP Server protocol settings 

o DNP3 Outstation protocol and event

settings 

o DNP3 protocol layer settings

o IP services settings

o HART Pass Through protocol settings

o IEC 60870-5-104 settings

· DNP3 Controlling Station Devices

· DNP3 Controlling Station Points

· DNP3 Routing

· IP Routing

· Modbus Server Devices

· Modbus Scanners

· DNP3 Controlling Station Device - Object
associations

· Ethernet Ports

· DNP3 Controlling Station Point - Object
associations

· Browser Lists

· Modbus Server Device - Object associations · Browser objects

· Data Logs
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For details, see the Exporting and Importing Object Parameters topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

Importing an archived logic project

The archived logic project file is a .sta file type. The .sta files are produced automatically by the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor when the project is built or saved from within the logic editor or
SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

Purpose

· Import a logic project archive file to work with a logic project developed previously using the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, without transferring the complete project

· Copy .sta files for backing-up the logic project prior to making changes, allowing for the
possibility to later import it and revert back to a previous logic project version

Background

A [project name].auto.sta file is also automatically created by the logic editor. This could be
imported to revert to a previous revision of an edited logic project if unintentional changes are
made prior to building a logic application

The .sta files are not dependent on specific SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor versions, therefore
they may be imported by newer versions of SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor.

For details, see the Importing an Archived Logic Project topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

Exporting and importing logic project content

Logic project content can be exported from the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, and imported to
replace the logic project within another SCADAPack RemoteConnect project.

The exported content is contained in a .xef file or compressed .zef file. A project .xef or .zef file
needs to be imported using SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

The device type of the SCADAPack RemoteConnect project must be compatible with the device
type of the exported .xef or .zef project file, otherwise the import into SCADAPack
RemoteConnect will be rejected. For example, a logic project export from a SCADAPack 57x
project cannot be imported into SCADAPack RemoteConnect with a device type of SCADAPack
47x. Change the SCADAPack RemoteConnect device type either before exporting, or before
importing to a compatible type.
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Purpose

· Export an entire logic project along with all its content from the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.
In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, right-click on the top-level Project and select Export.
Choose either XEF or ZEF content. For SCADAPack x70, the content in the two file formats is
the same. ZEF is in a compressed format.

· Import an entire logic project along with all its content into a new SCADAPack
RemoteConnect project. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, under My Network, right-click on
SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM and select Additional Functions >
Import Logic Project.

Background

While the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor provides the export facility, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect provides the import facility, which automatically synchronizes variables used in
the logic project with SCADAPack x70 objects.

Exporting and importing program task content 

Program tasks (MAST, FAST, AUX0, or AUX1) and their logic content can be exported and
imported as a whole task into another project. 

The exported content is contained in an .xpg file. A program task .xpg file must be imported
using SCADAPack RemoteConnect.
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Purpose

· Export an entire task along with its program logic content from the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, right-click on the task and select Export.

· Import an entire task along with its program logic content into a new SCADAPack
RemoteConnect project. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, under My Network, right-click on
SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM and select Additional Functions >
Import Logic Project.

Background

While the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor provides the export facility, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect provides the import facility which automatically synchronizes variables used in
the logic programs with SCADAPack x70 objects.

Exporting and importing program logic

Program logic Sections or Program Units can be individually exported and then imported into
program logic in the same or different projects. This includes program logic from SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor projects or Control Expert (Unity Pro) projects. When exchanging content with
Control Expert (Unity Pro) projects, there are some restrictions. For details, see the Exporting
and Importing External Program Logic topic in the Logic Programming Overview manual. Also, in
the Control Expert (Unity Pro) help, see Importing/Exporting the various elements of Control
Expert (Unity Pro) for information.

Purpose

· Export each logic Section or Program Unit individually from a SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
project or a Control Expert (Unity Pro) project to archive and/or reuse specific program logic

· Import program logic into a SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor project or a Control Expert (Unity
Pro) project
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· If there is a need for several instances of the same program logic Section or Program Unit
within a project with only minor variations, rename the duplicated items and import the logic
back into the same project as another instance.

Background

The file types resulting from program section export correspond to the logic type used to create
the section, and are listed below:

· .XST - Structured Text logic section

· .XIL - Instruction List logic section

· .XBD - Function Block Diagram logic section

· .XLD - Ladder Diagram logic section

· .XSF - Sequential Function Chart logic section

· .XPU - Logic Program Unit

For details, see the Exporting and Importing External Program Logic topic in the Logic
Programming Overview manual.

Exporting and importing Derived Function Blocks (DFBs), Derived Data Types
(DDTs), and variables

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can export and import function blocks, data types, and
variables using these file types:

· .XDB - Derived Function Blocks

· .XDD - Derived Data Types

· .XSY - Variable data

This includes DDTs, DFBs and variable data from SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor projects, or
Control Expert (Unity Pro) projects. When exchanging content with Control Expert (Unity Pro)
projects, there are some restrictions. For details, see the Exporting and Importing External
Program Logic topic in the Logic Programming Overview manual. Also, in the Control Expert
(Unity Pro) help, see Importing/Exporting the various elements of Control Expert (Unity Pro) for
information.

· To export DFBs, in the Project Browser in SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, or Control Expert
(Unity Pro), click Derived FB Types. Click ‘+’ to open the selection. Right-click the desired
DFB and select Export.

· To import DFBs, in the Project Browser in SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, right-click Derived
FB Types and select Import.

· To export DDTs, in the Project Browser in SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, or Control Expert
(Unity Pro), click Derived Data Types. Click ‘+’ to open the selection. Right-click the desired
DDT and select Export.

· To import DDTs, in the Project Browser in SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, right-click Derived
Data Types and select Import.

· To export variable data, in the Project Browser in SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, or Control
Expert (Unity Pro), click Variables & FB instances . Click ‘+’ to open the selection. Right-
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click the desired variable type or Variables & FB instances for all variable types, and select
Export.

· To import variable data, in the Project Browser in SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, right-click
Variables & FB instances  and select Import.

Purpose

· Archive or transfer DFBs, DDTs, or variables between SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor projects
or Control Expert (Unity Pro) projects

Background

For details, see the Exporting and Importing External Program Logic topic in the Logic
Programming Overview manual.

Exporting and importing logic editor environment settings

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor allows you to configure various options and settings that
affect how the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor functions. This includes two configuration groups,
each of which supports an export and import function:

· Options Management: select Tools > Options to access

· Project Settings: select Tools > Project Settings to access

Purpose

· Export Options configurations if they have been modified and you want to archive or replicate
these settings in other installations of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

· Export Project Settings to import into another project

Background

The Options Management configuration settings are stored with the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor installation and apply to every logic application project. They may vary between
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor installations. The Options Management export file is of type
.XOO.

The Project Settings are stored with the project, therefore they remain with the project
regardless of which SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor installation is in use. The Project Settings
export file is of type .XSO.

For help with the Options Management, see Logic Editor Help Contents tab > SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor > Operating Modes > Programming > Control Expert Software Options > Options.

For help with Project Settings, see the Logic Editor Help Contents tab > SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor > Operating Modes > Programming > Control Expert Software Options > Project Settings.
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Exporting and importing DTM configurations

Some FDT 2.1, FDT 2.0, and FDT 1.2 DTMs include the ability to copy and paste or export and
import configuration parameters. Access these functions from the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
Network View menu by right-clicking on the DTM name.

Purpose

· Copy/Paste DTM parameters between multiple instances of a DTM in the same project

· Export/Import DTM parameters between DTMs in different SCADAPack RemoteConnect
projects

Background

DTM exports are in XML file format.

The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM and SCADAPack x70 Controller
Settings -DeviceDTM  do not support DTM copy/paste and export/import.

· Use the Export to Excel and Import from Excel functions to externally manage SCADAPack
x70 DTM configurations instead

For details on adding and managing 3rd party DTMs, see the Adding and Removing DTMs topic
in the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM manual.
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9 Accessing Help

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software provides an extensive set of hardware,
configuration and technical reference manuals as described in About the Book . You can
access:

· The online documentation

· The complete documentation set

· Context-sensitive help

· Logic programming help

· The individual manuals .

9.1 Using the Online Documentation

There are two main ways to find information in the SCADAPack x70 documentation set:

· Searching for information

· Navigating through the manuals

Searching for information 

Click the Search tab to find information based on specific search criteria. 

Searching tips:

· Avoid searching on single words that are likely to be used throughout the documentation set.
For example, searching on the word security on its own returns hundreds of search results.

· Use quotation marks to search for words that are used together. For example, searching on
"security key" helps to narrow your search results to the information you're looking for. If you
search for security key without quotation marks, your results list will include all topics that
include the word security or the word key.

· Use the AND, OR, NEAR and NOT operators to refine your search criteria. For example,
searching on "security key" NEAR authentication helps you quickly locate the relevant
security key information.   

· Use the three check boxes at the bottom of the Search tab to further refine your search. For
example, searching for "security key" only in topic titles helps to narrow your results to topics
where security key is the main idea.

· Once you have a list of search results, click the Location heading to sort your results
according to the manual in which they are located. This helps you quickly locate the most
relevant instances of your search terms. 
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Navigating through the manuals

Expand the folders listed on the Contents tab to navigate through the SCADAPack manuals
down to the topic level. 

9.2 Accessing the Documentation Set

The complete documentation set is available through SCADAPack RemoteConnect.
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To access the SCADAPack x70 documentation set

1. Click on the question mark icon in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar and select
Help.

2. Click SCADAPack x70 Documentation Set to see the list of manual categories. 

For help on searching for information in the documentation set and navigating through the
manuals, see the Finding Information topic.

3. Expand the manual category to see the available manuals and then expand the manual
name to see the topics in that manual.

In the image below, the SCADAPack 575 manual has been expanded to the Hardware
Overview topic.
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9.3 Accessing Context-Sensitive Help

Context-sensitive help is available for offline and online parameters in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

To access context-sensitive help

· Click in any configurable field in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect user interface or tab to a
button or drop-down list, then press F1.

When you click in a configurable field your selection is outlined in green, as shown in the
image below.

When you tab to a button or drop-down list your selection is indicated by a dotted rectangle.
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The appropriate topic is displayed in the specific manual only. To access the whole
SCADAPack x70 documentation set, see Accessing the Documentation Set . 

9.4 Accessing SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is based on components from the Schneider Electric
EcoStruxure Control Expert (Unity Pro) logic programming environment, but it is not identical.
For your convenience, relevant sections of the Control Expert documentation are included
with the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Accessing SCADAPack x70 Logic.

To access SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, click Help > Find.

72
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The figure below shows the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor documentation contents.

To access the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual, see the SCADAPack
Documentation Set.
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9.5 Accessing Individual Manuals

The individual user manuals in the SCADAPack x70 documentation set are stored in:

· 64-bit systems: C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help

· 32-bit systems: C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help

When you open a user manual outside of the documentation set, links to information within the
same manual work, but links to other manuals do not work.
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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3 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to develop or modify IEC 61131-3 applications for
SCADAPack x70 devices. These individuals are already familiar with SCADAPack x70 device
operation and they understand IEC 61131-3 programming practices and application
requirements. They are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual provides an overview of the programming functionality available in the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor. It describes:

· The main functional differences between the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro).

· SCADAPack x70 Derived Data Types (DDTs).

· How programming concepts, such as forcing, apply to SCADAPack x70 devices.

· The Elementary Function Blocks (EFBs) available for SCADAPack x70 devices.

· The basic steps required to start programming in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
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The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project
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· Compatibility chart

Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 About the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is an IEC 61131-3 programming environment that lets you
develop logic applications that run on your SCADAPack x70 device. These logic applications are
optional. You can use them to customize the way the device operates in your Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) network, but they are not required to configure the
SCADAPack x70 device to operate in your network.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect is the main configuration tool for the SCADAPack x70 device. It
provides a graphical user interface that lets you configure device operation based on the role it
plays in your SCADA network. The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is opened from the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect software.

Language and library support

You can use the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to develop applications in the following
languages:

· Structured Text (ST)

· Instruction List (IL)

· Function Block Diagram (FBD)

· Sequential Function Chart (SFC)

· Ladder Diagram (LD)

A number of standard libraries, as well as a custom library for your SCADAPack x70 device are
provided. For details, see Library Support .

Relationship with SCADAPack RemoteConnect

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and the SCADAPack x70 configuration software share
information about the physical I/O objects that are shared between SCADAPack x70 logic and
the SCADAPack x70 object database. The SCADAPack x70 configuration software is used to
transfer the logic application to the device and to monitor its operation. 

The table below summarizes the main logic programming activities and where they are
performed.

Activity Software Location

Configure the SCADAPack x70
object information to be shared with
logic variables by specifying the
variable type and logic task

Specify that the object is under
exclusive control of the logic
application

Associate physical I/O channels with
objects

SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

· Configuration tab >
Physical I/O > Local page

· Objects tab > Object
Configuration page

25
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Open and close the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor

Update variables and build the logic
application

Unlock and resynchronize variables

Replace the logic variables in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor with
those in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

SCADAPack x70
configuration software

Configuration tab >
SCADAPack x70 Logic page

Disable logic debugging over
Ethernet or USB interfaces

SCADAPack x70
configuration software
 

Configuration tab >
SCADAPack x70 Logic page

Create or edit logic program content,
including program tasks, sections,
subroutines, user-defined data types,
function blocks and variables

SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor

Context menu items in the
Project Browser structural
view

Analyze or build logic program
content

SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor

Build menu items

Specify the TCP port number used
for communication with the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

Configuration tab >
SCADAPack x70 Logic
page 

Simulate the application SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor 

Mode > Start simulation
menu item

Debug the application SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor 

· Mode > Connect menu
item

· Debug > Go menu item

Transfer the application to the
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
configuration software
 

Write to Device context
menu item when the
SCADAPack x70
configuration software is
online

Modify logic application online SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor

See Modifying a Logic
Application Online

Update logic application source in
the SCADAPack x70 device after an
online logic modification

SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

· On the Logic tab in the
SCADAPack x70 online
parameters, Write Logic
Source button

· SCADAPack
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RemoteConnect Online
Modification dialog

Monitor application status

Restart the application

Reset scan times

SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

Logic tab in the SCADAPack
x70 online parameters

Import an archived logic application SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

Additional Functions >
Import Logic Project context
menu item when the
SCADAPack x70
configuration software is offline

Save object data values SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

Use T_SPx70_ variable types
to link logic variable data to
SCADAPack x70 objects for
each data value that you want
to save.

1. Create a configuration for
the Object Browser lists.

2. Navigate to the online
Object Browser.

3. Select the browser and
click Refresh.

4. Click Transfer Current
Values to copy values to
the offline Object Browser
Preset Values.

5. Navigate to the offline
Object Browser and click
Apply.

6. Save the project.

Restore object data values SCADAPack x70
configuration
software 

Logic variable data values for
T_SPx70_ variable types have
their values restored when
their linked SCADAPack x70
object data values are written.

1. Open the project.

2. Navigate to the online
Object Browser.

3. Select the browser and
click Refresh.
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4. Click Write All.

Relationship with Control Expert (Unity Pro)

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is based on the Schneider Electric EcoStruxure Control
Expert (Unity Pro) logic programming environment, but it is not identical. For your convenience,
large sections of the Control Expert documentation are included with the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor. However, because the Control Expert documentation references functionality that is not
provided in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, it is important to understand the differences
between the 2 programming environments. For details, see Differences Between the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and Control Expert (Unity Pro) .21
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6 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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7 Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Control Expert (Unity
Pro) Concurrently

If you already use Control Expert (Unity Pro) with Modicon PLCs and you want to use
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor with SCADAPack x70
RTUs,Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can run concurrently
without interfering with each other. 

Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can both be installed on the
same computer. However, Control Expert (Unity Pro) cannot be used directly with the
SCADAPack x70 RTUs. You need to use SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor uses some specific components from Control Expert (Unity
Pro). For details, see Differences Between the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and Control Expert
(Unity Pro) .

If Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor are installed on the same
computer and you then install, remove, or upgrade one of the software packages, their shared
common components may be affected. You need to use the Repair utility for an affected
package after installing, removing, updating, or repairing the other package. Refer to one of the
following in the Software Installation manual:

· Post-Installation Steps for Unity Pro (V13.1 or earlier) and SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Post-Installation Steps for Control Expert (V14.0 and V14.1) and SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Post-Installation Steps for Control Expert (V15.0) and SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Post-Installation Steps for Control Expert (V15.0 - SP1) and SCADAPack RemoteConnect

21
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8 Differences Between the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and
Control Expert (Unity Pro)

If you are a Control Expert (Unity Pro) user, review the information in this section to understand
the main differences between the the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and the Control Expert
(Unity Pro) environment:

· Menu Options

· Project Browser Content

· Project Properties

· Using System Bits and System Words

· Library Support

· Located Variables

· EBOOL Variable Type

· Device DDT Types and I/O Derived Variables

· Ladder Diagram Halt Coil

· SFC Program Sections Warm Start

· Multitasking

· Task Configuration

· Task Properties

· Logic Task Watchdogs

· Task Control Using System Bits and Words

· File Types

· Structured Variable Types (DDTs)

8.1 Menu Options

This topic describes the main differences in menu options available in Control Expert (Unity Pro)
compared to the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

See:

· File menu options

· Tools menu options

· PLC menu options

· Mode menu options

· Help menu options
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File menu options

Because SCADAPack RemoteConnect manages activities such as opening and creating
projects for the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, the File menu includes only basic file
management functions, such as Save and Print. Additional menu items, such as Export and
Import, are displayed based on the selected item in the Project Browser.

Tools menu options

The Tools menu includes only items that are relevant to the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and
that are not already managed by SCADAPack RemoteConnect. For example:

· The Hardware Catalog and PLC Screen options in Control Expert (Unity Pro) do not apply to
the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

· The Ethernet Network Manager is not required because connections to the SCADAPack x70
device are managed by SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

PLC menu options

Control Expert (Unity Pro) provides an extensive set of menu options in the PLC menu. The
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor functionality provided in its Mode menu options  is a subset of
that available in Control Expert (Unity Pro). SCADAPack RemoteConnect provides equivalent
functionality for many of the missing options.

The following functionality is not provided directly in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. See the
indicated SCADAPack RemoteConnect functionality.

PLC Menu Options RemoteConnect Functionality

Compare In online mode: Additional Functions > Compare Project
Configuration

Transfer Project to PLC In online mode: Write to Device

Transfer Project from PLC In online mode: Read from Device

Save Data from PLC to File Use T_SPx70_ types to link variable data to SCADAPack
x70 objects for each data value you want to save.

23
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To save logic variable data to file, see Saving and Restoring
Logic Data Using Animation Tables .

Restore Data from File to PLC Use offline Object Browser Preset Values saved in the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect project (see Save Data from
PLC to File above).

The object values written, where linked with T_SPx70_ type
logic variables, restore the variable data to the same values.

To restore logic variable data from file, see Saving and
Restoring Logic Data Using Animation Tables .

Update Upload Information On the Logic tab in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters,
click Write Logic Source 

Update Init Values with Current
Values

Not available

Update Local Init Values with
PLC Init Values

Not available

Project Backup In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, select Save Project >
Export Project

Mode menu options

The Mode menu in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor replaces the PLC menu in Control Expert
(Unity Pro). It includes the options needed to simulate the application and to connect to the
SCADAPack x70 device for online debugging, starting, stopping, and initializing an application,
and for checking the memory consumption of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

The Mode menu does not include the Control Expert (Unity Pro) PLC menu options for
download, upload, status, or version identification. These functions are managed by the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. In general, SCADAPack RemoteConnect
manages the communication settings of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. If needed, specific
communication settings can be configured using the Mode > Set Address menu item.

115

115
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Help menu options

The User Information menu item does not provide confirmation or display of user rights. This
feature is not supported by the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

8.2 Project Browser Content

The following Control Expert (Unity Pro) features are not included in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor, primarily because device configuration and communications are managed by
SCADAPack RemoteConnect:

· Configuration elements

· Motion elements

· Communication elements

· Ethernet Network configuration

· DTM management

Although the Events folder is displayed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, it is not supported.

8.3 Project Properties

To view the project properties

1. In the Project Browser, right-click Project.

2. Select Properties.

The following tabs provide configuration information and settings for project properties:

· General: Change the name of the logic project, view the Libset version used by the project

· Program & Safety Protection: Activate protected Sections and Program Units, change and
clear the project password

· Identification: View and update the project version

· Comment: View and update the project comment

For more information see SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help > Operating Modes > General >
Project browser > Introduction to the project browser > Project Properties.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor does not support the Application, Firmware and Data Storage
protection configured in the Program & Safety Protection tab of the Control Expert (Unity Pro)
project properties.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor does support Program Unit, Section and Subroutine
protection. For more information see SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help > Operating Modes >
General > Project browser > Introduction to the project browser > Program Unit, Section and
Subroutine Protection.
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The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor also supports protecting DFB code sections. For more
information see SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help > Languages Reference > User Function
blocks (DFB) > Description of User Function Blocks (DFB) > DFB Code Section.

8.4 Using System Status Bits and Words

The way you access SCADAPack x70 device system bits and system words in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is different than in Control Expert (Unity Pro).

In Control Expert (Unity Pro), you can assign an Address to a variable in the Data Editor. The
Address refers to a system bit (%S) or a system word (%SW). You can also use a system bit
or a system word in a logic program. 

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, the Address column for variables is not available in the
Data Editor. Instead, you can access system bits and system words by including a %S or %
SW reference in a logic program.

Unlike Modicon PLC devices, the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor does not have task sensitivity
for system status bits and words. Where more than one task is used in logic (i.e. MAST and 
FAST, AUX0, and/or AUX1 tasks), the read and writing system status bits %S14-29 or system
status word %SW17 may not provide consistent results. 

The System Status Function Blocks topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual
describes the function blocks to use to provide equivalent functionality to the affected system
status bits and words, when operating in a multi-tasking environment. 

For more information, see:

· System Status Bits

· System Status Words

8.5 Library Support

· Types Library <Libset> folder

· Types Library <Catalog> folder

Types Library <Libset> folder

SCADAPack x70 devices support a subset of the libraries available in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor. The supported subset shares similarities with some, but not all, of the Control
Expert (Unity Pro) library set.

When developing logic applications, use only the libraries as listed in the table below.

130

134
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 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Including unsupported library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application can lead to:

· Build errors

· Runtime application diagnostic warnings and errors

· The application stopping unexpectedly

· The SCADAPack x70 device continuously restarting

Before including library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application, carefully review the
table below to verify that the content is listed. Do not include any other library content in your
SCADAPack x70 logic application.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Library
Name

Supported Content More Information

Base Lib Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > Standard library
section in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
help

Communica
tion

Not supported

CONT_CTL Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > Control library
section in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
help

Custom Lib The user-defined content
supported for SCADAPack x70
devices 

SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor > Operating
Modes > General > Type Library Manager >
Creating a new library and family topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help

Diagnostics Not supported

I/O
Managemen
t

Not supported

MotionFunct
ionBlock

Not supported

Motion Not supported

Obsolete
Lib

Not supported
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Safety Not supported

System >
Events

Not supported

System >
File
Managemen
t

Not supported

System >
Hot Standby

Not supported

System >
SFC
Managemen
t

Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > System library >
SFC Management section in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help

System >
SysClock

Every Elementary Function EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > System library >
SysClock section in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor help

System >
System
specials

Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > System library >
System Specials section in the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor help

System >
System
Status

Every Elementary Function See System Status Function Blocks in the
Function Blocks Technical Reference manual

UnityLL984 Not supported

SCADAPac
k_x70

Every Elementary Function
Block and Device Data Type
(DDT)

SCADAPack x70 system library content
described in the Derived Data Types and
Logic Variables  section in this manual.

The SCADAPack system function blocks for
your SCADAPack x70 device are described
in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
documentation set. See Function Blocks
Technical Reference manual.

Types Library <Catalog> folder

The <Catalog> folder shows a sub-folder for SCADAPack x70 devices. 

As the SCADAPack x70 system does not provide IODDT or Device DDT type definitions, there is
no viewable content in this section of the Types Library Manager. Ignore messages if you are
attempting to access content in this section.

93
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8.6 Located Variables

Located variables including Modicon State RAM and IODDT types are not supported in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. The Address field shown in the Data Editor window in Control
Expert (Unity Pro) is not available in SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

Where Topological Addresses would be used in Control Expert (Unity Pro) to access physical
I/O, these are configured in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect physical I/O configuration. See the
Configuring Physical I/O topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

The following table lists the relation between the SCADAPack RemoteConnect I/O connection
type for physical I/O and the SCADAPack RemoteConnect object type:

Control
Expert
(Unity
Pro)
topologic
al
address

Description Use
SCADA
Pack
Remote
Connect
object
type

Use SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
logic variable
type

Associate with
SCADAPack Physical I/O
type

%I Discrete IN Digital T_SPx70_BOOL
or
T_SPx70_ADV_DI
GITAL

DI (Digital Input)

%ID Double Word IN Analog T_SPx70_DINT or
T_SPx70_ADV_A
NALOG

AI (Analog Input)

Counter T_SPx70_UDINT
or

T_SPx70_ADV_C
OUNTER

CI (Counter Input)

%IF Real (Floating
Point) IN

Analog T_SPx70_REAL or
T_SPx70_ADV_A
NALOG

AI (Analog Input)

%IW Analog IN Analog T_SPx70_INT or
T_SPx70_ADV_A
NALOG

AI (Analog Input)

%Q Discrete OUT Digital T_SPx70_BOOL
or
T_SPx70_ADV_DI
GITAL

DO (Digital Output)

%QD Double Word
OUT

Analog T_SPx70_DINT or
T_SPx70_ADV_A

AO (AnalogOutput)
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NALOG

%QF Real (Floating
Point) OUT

Analog T_SPx70_REAL or
T_SPx70_ADV_A
NALOG

AO (AnalogOutput)

%QW Analog OUT Analog T_SPx70_INT or
T_SPx70_ADV_A
NALOG

AO (AnalogOutput)

%CH IODDT channel Any of
the
above

Any of the above Any of the above

Where a variable address would be used in Control Expert (Unity Pro) to provide access as
Modbus Server registers, these are configured in SCADAPack RemoteConnect objects. See the
Modbus tab in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect object editor. See the Modbus Tab topic in the
 SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual for more information.

Use the following table to understand how to convert Control Expert (Unity Pro) addresses to an
equivalent Modbus Server register configuration in SCADAPack RemoteConnect objects.

Control
Expert
(Unity
Pro) IEC
address
type

Descriptio
n

Use
SCADAP
ack
RemoteC
onnect
object
type

Use
SCADAPack
RemoteConn
ect logic
variable type

Select
object
Modbu
s Data
Type

Configure
Modbus
Register (5
digit range)

Configure
Modbus
Register (6
digit
range)

%I Discrete IN Digital T_SPx70_BO
OL or
T_SPx70_AD
V_DIGITAL

Discret
e

10001-19999 100001-
165534

%ID Double
Word IN

Analog T_SPx70_DIN
T or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

DINT 30001-39998 300001-
365533

Counter T_SPx70_UDI
NT or
T_SPx70_AD
V_COUNTER

UDINT 30001-39998 300001-
365533

%IF Real
(Floating
Point) IN

Analog T_SPx70_RE
AL or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

REAL
(Floatin
g Point)

30001-39998 300001-
365533
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%IW Analog IN Analog T_SPx70_INT
or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

INT 30001-39999 300001-
365534

%I ERR IODDT
Implicit
error bit

– – – – –

%KD Constant
Double
Word

– – – – –

%KF Constant
Real

– – – – –

%KW Constant
Word

– – – – –

%M Memory Bit Digital T_SPx70_BO
OL or
T_SPx70_AD
V_DIGITAL

Discret
e

1-9999 1-65534

%MD Memory
Double
Word

Analog T_SPx70_DIN
T or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

DINT 40001-49998 400001-
465533

Counter T_SPx70_UDI
NT or
T_SPx70_AD
V_COUNTER

UDINT 40001-49998 400001-
465533

%MF Memory
Real
(Floating
Point)

Analog T_SPx70_RE
AL or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

REAL
(Floatin
g Point)

40001-49998 400001-
465533

%MW Memory
Word

Analog T_SPx70_INT
or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

INT 40001-49999 400001-
465534

%Q Discrete
OUT

Digital T_SPx70_BO
OL or
T_SPx70_AD
V_DIGITAL

Discret
e

1-9999 1-65534
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%QD Double
Word OUT

Analog T_SPx70_DIN
T or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

DINT 40001-49998 400001-
465533

Counter T_SPx70_UDI
NT or
T_SPx70_AD
V_COUNTER

UDINT 40001-49998 400001-
465533

%QF Real
(Floating
Point) OUT

Analog T_SPx70_RE
AL or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

REAL
(Floatin
g Point)

40001-49998 400001-
465533

%QW Analog
OUT

Analog T_SPx70_INT
or
T_SPx70_AD
V_ANALOG

INT 40001-49999 400001-
465534

· %KD, %KF, and %KW are not supported by Modicon M340 or M580 PLCs or SCADAPack
x70 devices. 

· %I ERR is not supported by SCADAPack x70 devices. There is no equivalent in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect for these types.

8.7 EBOOL Variable Type

The logic elementary variable type EBOOL represents a Boolean variable state with forcing
capability. When used in Control Expert (Unity Pro) it can also represent an edge triggered
condition with Modicon I/O module channels.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor does not support EBOOL edge detection, but is otherwise
compatible with Control Expert (Unity Pro) program and DFB (Derived Function Block) usage of
the EBOOL elementary type.

· EBOOL is the only variable type in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor that supports forcing.
For managing forcing on data values of all types, use SCADAPack x70 object forcing. See the
Managing the Online Object Browser List and Managing Object Forcing topics in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

· Edge detection is generated by the SCADAPack x70 for protocols supporting events (e.g.
DNP3)

8.8 Device DDT Types and I/O Derived Variables

There are no Device DDT variables defined for SCADAPack x70 devices. IO Derived Variables
are also not supported in SCADAPack x70 devices. 
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To use physical I/O in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software, go to Physical I/O and attach I/O channels to object associations. Then,
link the objects to logic by setting the Logic Variable Type to T_SPx70_xxxx, where xxxx is one
of:

· T_SPx70_INT

· T_SPx70_UINT

· T_SPx70_DINT

· T_SPx70_REAL

· T_SPx70_ADV_ANALOG

· T_SPx70_BOOL

· T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL

· T_SPx70_UDINT

· T_SPx70_ADV_COUNTER

For more details about configuring channels, see:

· the Configuring Analog and Digital I/O Channels topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual

· the Configuring Counter I/O Channels topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual

8.9 Ladder Diagram Halt Coil

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Ladder Diagram (LD) language editor includes a ladder
diagram Halt coil element. Use of this element in LD programs is not supported by
SCADAPack x70 devices.

Using a Halt coil in an LD program results in the message E1149 internal error when
attempting to build the logic project. Remove the Halt coil to allow the logic application to build
normally.

8.10 SFC Program Sections Warm Start

On a SCADAPack x70 device, SFC program sections do not retain internal states across a logic
Warm Start. 

A logic Warm Start typically occurs as the result of loss of power to the SCADAPack x70
device, or the stopping and starting of a logic application. 

SFC program sections starting under Warm Start conditions initialize their operation, starting
from their initial step. They operate the same was as when a logic Cold Start occurs.
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8.11 Multitasking

The SCADAPack x70 task operation varies from the Control Expert (Unity Pro) implementation
on Modicon PAC and ePAC devices. For more information see the following Key Concepts
topics:

· Multitasking Software Structure

· Available Logic Functions for SCADAPack x70 Devices

· Sequencing of Tasks in a Multitasking Structure

· Multitasking Logic Considerations

8.12 Task Configuration

This topic describes the differences in configuring tasks in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
compared with Control Expert (Unity Pro).

Configuring the MAST task

The MAST task is where most logic control for the process should be executed. It can operate in
one of two modes:

· Periodic

· Cyclic

Periodic 

Periodic is the default configuration for the MAST task. Periodic scan rates allow the
SCADAPack x70 device to effectively share time in a controlled way between the MAST task
execution and other SCADAPack x70 services. 

A recommended starting value of the Period for MAST task execution on SCADAPack x70 logic
is 125 ms. The smaller the Period value, and the longer the time that the logic application takes
to execute a scan, the more likely it is that the scan may be interrupted by, or impact other
SCADAPack x70 services. 
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Where a process being controlled by a SCADAPack x70 logic program is more sensitive to
variants in execution scan rate (for example when one or more PID controllers are being used in
a fast acting process), then the Periodic mode for MAST may perform better.

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect Online Logic page displays logic scanning statistics. In
general, for best logic scan stability and SCADAPack x70 system performance, the logic task
Period should be set longer than the typical task Current Time and task Maximum Time values.

During device reconfiguration, system status bit %S19  Task period overrun might be raised.
Because the system is busy with reconfiguring, the MAST task scan time could be longer than
the configured scan period time. 

Cyclic

Cyclic mode may be used to execute logic scan cycles more frequently than in Periodic mode.
However, this may lead to more logic scan time variability, increased interruption of the logic
scanning, and impact available time for other SCADAPack x70 services.

Configuring the FAST task

When using the FAST task, take care to check and adjust the Period by comparing it against
the actual current cycle time for the FAST task execution as shown on the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect Online Logic page. A short Period for the FAST task can significantly affect
SCADAPack x70 device performance.

The Period should be increased well above the observable fluctuations for the task execution
time.

A recommended starting value of the Period for FAST task execution on SCADAPack x70 Logic
is 25 ms. 

If it is desired to have the FAST task execute more often than 25 ms, reconsider the application
architecture so that less work needs to be done in the FAST task.

133
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Configuring Auxiliary tasks

Use Auxiliary tasks for logic that is not time sensitive, and does not need rapid execution for
controlling a process. It is ideally suited to gathering statistics or performing ancillary or routine
operations. When an Auxiliary task is used, it only executes when there is available time after
running the other higher priority Periodic tasks.

Ancillary processing can be split into two additional tasks, if desired (AUX0 and AUX1).

The AUX1 task has lower priority than the AUX0 task. 

Choose longer Period times for the Auxiliary tasks compared with MAST and FAST tasks.

8.13 Task Properties

This topic describes the differences in setting and using task properties in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor, compared with Control Expert (Unity Pro).

Watchdog

The watchdog operation in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor task properties dialog does not
apply to SCADAPack x70 devices. If you set a watchdog time in this dialog, the SCADAPack
x70 device ignores the timer because it provides its own software watchdog mechanism. See
Logic Task Watchdogs . 36
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 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

SCADAPack x70 devices do not stop the logic application or restart the device CPU if a logic
task exceeds the watchdog timer that is specified in the task properties dialog in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

Watchdog functionality provided by the SCADAPack x70 device monitors software operation.

For details about SCADAPack x70 watchdog functionality, see the Logic Task Watchdogs
topic and the Operations Technical Reference manual.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

8.14 Logic Task Watchdogs

Watchdog management for the logic user tasks is independent of the general RTU task
watchdog management mechanism. 

The logic tasks MAST, FAST, AUX0, and AUX1 have watchdogs that monitor that the user logic
is running. 

If a watchdog activates on a logic user task, meaning that one of the tasks is not executing after
the watchdog period, the logic application is stopped and unloaded, and no further execution
occurs. As well, a system status code is set, the STATUS LED  activates, and the logic status
changes to NOCONF. 

To recover from a user logic task watchdog activation on a logic user task, you can:

· Use SCADAPack RemoteConnect across a remote link to Restart the application choosing
Initialize and Restart Application

· Write the configuration to the devie (potentially after modifying the logic program)

· Restart the SCADAPack x70 device
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The SCADAPack x70 logic tasks have watchdog management to detect task inactivity and
perform actions, as shown in the following table. The watchdog inactivity time is not configurable
in SCADAPack x70 logic. 

Logic Task Watchdog inactivity
time

Actions if Watchdog is activated

MAST 15.0 seconds Stop and unload the logic application, set a
System Status Code of 5018, set logic task
status to NOCONF, set SYS_LOGIC_Running
system data value to FALSE

FAST 5.0 seconds Stop and unload the logic application, set a
System Status Code of 5019, set logic task
status to NOCONF, set SYS_LOGIC_Running
system data value to FALSE

AUX0 20.0 seconds Stop and unload the logic application, set a
System Status Code of 5020, set logic task
status to NOCONF, set SYS_LOGIC_Running
system data value to FALSE

AUX1 25.0 seconds Stop and unload the logic application, set a
System Status Code of 5021, set logic task
status to NOCONF, set SYS_LOGIC_Running
system data value to FALSE

8.15 Task Control Using System Bits and Words

This topic describes the differences in controlling tasks in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
compared with Control Expert (Unity Pro).

Cyclic and Periodic operation

It is recommended that the MAST task not be configured for Cyclic operation.

In multitasking operation, the highest priority task shall be used in Periodic mode to allow
enough time for lower priority tasks to be executed.

For this reason, only the task with the lowest priority can be used in Cyclic mode. Thus,
choosing cyclic operating mode for the Mast task excludes using lower priority Auxiliary tasks.

Measurement of task durations

The duration of task execution for MAST and FAST tasks is continually measured by the
system. This measurement represents the duration between the start and the end of execution
of the task. This measurement includes the time taken by tasks and system services of higher
priority which may interrupt the execution of the task being measured.
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The following system words give the current, maximum and minimum cycle times for the MAST
and FAST tasks (value in ms):

Measurement of times MAST FAST

Current %SW30 %SW33

Maximum %SW31 %SW34

Minimum %SW32 %SW35

These values are also displayed in SCADAPack RemoteConnect’s Online Logic page.

SCADAPack x70 logic does not provide the measurement of execution time for the Auxiliary
tasks.

Setting task modes, task periods, watchdogs, manipulating task control, and inhibiting input and
output phases by system data is not supported in SCADAPack x70 logic.

SCADAPack x70 logic does not support additional system bits and system words for controlling
task execution.

8.16 File Types

SCADAPack RemoteConnect provides a variety of options for importing and exporting
configuration content. See the Importing and Exporting Overview topic in the Getting Started
manual.

While Control Expert (Unity Pro) supports a large number of file types for saving, restoring,
importing and exporting logic content, not all this content is supported by the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor.

The following file types are NOT supported by the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. Equivalent
functionality available in SCADAPack RemoteConnect (if applicable) is shown.

File
Type
NOT
Supporte
d

Content
Description

Use this SCADAPack RemoteConnect Functionality

BIN OS loader files In online mode: Additional Functions > Update Device
Firmware or Bootloader

DAT, DTX PLC Save / Restore
data files

In offline mode: use Object Browser Preset Values

In online mode: use Object Browser Write All and Transfer
Current Values

To save logic variable data to file, see Saving and
Restoring Logic Data Using Animation Tables .115
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SCY PL7 Program files Not applicable 

X9N, X9S LL984 networks and
segments

Not applicable - use SCADAPack x70 Logic LD
programming

XCM Communication
networks

In offline mode: Additional Functions > Export to Excel File

In offline mode: Additional Functions > Import from Excel
File  

XHW Inputs / Outputs
Configuration

In offline mode: Additional Functions > Export to Excel File

In offline mode: Additional Functions > Import from Excel
File  

8.17 Structured Variable Types (DDTs)

When using T_SPx70_xxxx DDT element types in a logic DDT structure, only a single level of
user DDT is permitted (DDT nesting is not permitted). Only a single dot in the logic variable
name, and therefore in the SCADAPack object name, is permitted. The total variable name
length must not exceed 64 characters including the dot. This means that the variable instance
name length + the DDT element name length must not exceed 63 characters. 

When using DDT structures in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor (with element types other than
T_SPx70_xxxx types), nested DDTs can be created.

See Creating a Structure Variable .61
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9 Getting Started in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

The topics in this section describe how to access basic functionality in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor. 

· Viewing SCADAPack x70 Logic Variables

· Developing your Application

· Managing the Application in the SCADAPack x70 Device

· Adding or Updating Custom Library Content

· Backing Up the Libraries

· Saving and Closing the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

Before you begin

Before you begin programming in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, use SCADAPack
RemoteConnect to:

· Configure the physical I/O on the SCADAPack x70 device

· Add objects that are associated with status and system information as required 

· Assign logic variables and tasks to the objects that you want to access in the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor

9.1 Viewing SCADAPack x70 Logic Variables

Each SCADAPack x70 object with a configured Logic Variable Type and Logic Task
parameter in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software is available for programming in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

If you are programming and you need a variable that will be shared as a SCADAPack x70 object
but was not configured in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software, you can add it in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor as you program. Variables that are created in the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor are updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software when you build the
logic in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. For details, see:

· Creating a New Variable as You Program

· Updating Variables and Building Logic

Follow the steps below to view the logic variables and fields that are available to add to your
program.

To view SCADAPack x70 variables in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Project Browser, expand Variables & FB instances.
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2. Double-click on Derived Variables and verify that the DDT and Device DDT boxes are
checked.

3. To view the available fields, expand the variable.

The type and number of fields available depends on the variable type. 
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9.2 Developing your Application

The topics in this section provides the basic steps required to develop an application in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and transfer it to the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Viewing Function Block Libraries

· Adding the First Function Block

· Connecting an Existing Variable to a Function Block

· Creating a New SCADAPack x70 Variable

· Linking Function Blocks

· Updating Variables and Building Logic

· Writing the Configuration and Logic Application to the Device

· Managing the Application Memory Size

· Forcing Data

· Simulating the Application

· Exporting and Importing Logic

· Unlocking and Modifying a SCADAPack x70 Variable
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· Replacing SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Variables with SCADAPack RemoteConnect
Variables

9.2.1 Viewing Function Block Libraries

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor provides a library of standard Elementary Functions (EFs)
and Elementary Function Blocks (EFBs) as well as system function blocks for your
SCADAPack x70 device. You can also include your own custom content in the library.

After reviewing the library support information, follow the procedure below to view the function
blocks that are available to you. 

Library support

SCADAPack x70 devices support a subset of the libraries available in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor. 

When developing logic applications, use only the libraries as listed in the table below.

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Including unsupported library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application can lead to:

· Build errors

· Runtime application diagnostic warnings and errors

· The application stopping unexpectedly

· The SCADAPack x70 device continuously restarting

Before including library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application, carefully review the
table below to verify that the content is listed. Do not include any other library content in your
SCADAPack x70 logic application.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Library Name Supported Content More Information

Base Lib Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > Standard library
section in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor help

Communicatio
n

Not supported

CONT_CTL Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > Control library
section in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor help

81
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Custom Lib The user-defined content
supported for SCADAPack x70
devices 

SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor >
Operating Modes > General > Type
Library Manager > Creating a new library
and family topic in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor help

Diagnostics Not supported

I/O
Management

Not supported

MotionFunctio
nBlock

Not supported

Motion Not supported

Obsolete Lib Not supported

Safety Not supported

System >
Events

Not supported

System > File
Management

Not supported

System > Hot
Standby

Not supported

System > SFC
Management

Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > System library >
SFC Management section in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help

System >
SysClock

Every Elementary Function EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > System library >
SysClock section in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor help

System >
System
specials

Every Elementary Function and
Elementary Function Block 

EF/EFB/DFB Libraries > System library >
System Specials section in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help

System >
System Status

Every Elementary Function See System Status Function Blocks in
the Function Blocks Technical Reference
manual

UnityLL984 Not supported

SCADAPack_
x70

Every Elementary Function
Block and Device Data Type

SCADAPack x70 system library content
described in the Derived Data Types and
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(DDT) Logic Variables  section in this
manual.

The SCADAPack system function blocks
for your SCADAPack x70 device are
described in the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect documentation set. See
Function Blocks Technical Reference
manual.

To view the Library Manager

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor main menu, select Tools > Types Library Manager.

2. Expand the folders.

In the Types Library Manager you can manage data types and function blocks in the project and
in the library including:

· Updating library versions

· Deleting a library component

· Loading a library component into a project

· Transferring a component from a project into a library
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To view the function block libraries

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor main menu, select Tools > Types Library Browser.

2. Select the Library name and Family name.

3. Select EF (Elementary Function), EFB (Elementary Function Block) and DFB (Derived
Function Block).

In the Types Library Browser you can search the library for function blocks and drag & drop them
into program sections. For more information, see SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor > Operating
Modes > Programming > Types Library Browser > Drag & Drop of FFBs in a program section. 

9.2.2 Adding the First Function Block

The procedure below provides the basic steps to add the first function block in a program. For
more detailed programming information, select Help > Index or Help > Find in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. To view the full SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor documentation set,
click the Contents tab. 
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1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Project Browser, select Program > Tasks.

2. Expand the Tasks folder then select the task type.

3. Expand the task type, then right-click on Logic and select New Section.

4. Enter a Name for the section and set the Language to FBD, then click OK.

5. In the Section window, right-click on the background and select FFB Input Assistant.
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6. Beside the FFB type, click 

7. Expand the Libset folder and navigate to the function block you want to add. 
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8. In the list on the right, double-click on the name of the function block you want to add, then
click OK.
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9. Click in the section window to display the function block.

You can now attach variables to the inputs and outputs, or create another function block and
link it to this one. For details, see:

· Connecting an Existing Variable to a Function Block

· Linking Function Blocks  

9.2.3 Connecting an Existing Variable to a Function Block

The procedure below explains how to connect an existing SCADAPack x70 variable to a function
block input or output. Each database object that has a configured Logic Variable Type in the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software is automatically available for programming in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

The procedure assumes that you have already added a function block .

To connect an existing SCADAPack x70 variable to a function block

1. Select the input or output so that the I/O connector line is displayed, as shown for the
LOC_TIME output below.

50
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2. With the pointer tool displayed, double-click on the I/O connector line. 

The variable box is displayed, as shown below.

3. Do one of the following:

· To connect a recently used variable, select it from the drop-down list, as shown in the
example below.

· To select a variable from the list of those available, click  to display the FBD Editor.

4. To display the SCADAPack x70 variables, click Inside structure. 
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If the variables are not displayed, verify that there is an asterisk (*) in the Name field.

5. Expand the variable, select the required field, then click OK. 

The variable field is connected to the input or output, as shown in the example below.

9.2.4 Creating a New SCADAPack x70 Variable

The procedure below explains how to create a new variable in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
Data Editor. The Data Editor also supports copy/paste functions so you can accelerate the
process by using an existing variable as the basis for a new variable.

Once you create the variable, you can use it in an application. Variables created in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor are updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software when
you build the application in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

You can also:

· Create a new variable as you are programming

· Create an array variable

· Create a structure variable

To create a new SCADAPack x70 variable in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. Select Tools > Data Editor.
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2. Double-click in the empty row at the end of the Name column.

3. When the cursor is flashing, type the Name for the variable then press Enter.

The variable name cannot start with SYS_ as this prefix is reserved for system data. If SYS_
is entered, the variable is locked and marked as invalid. It cannot be renamed. If this occurs,
delete the object in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software Object table, then recreate it
with a valid name.
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4. Do one of the following:

· To select a standard variable type, use the Type drop-down list. The procedure is now
complete.

· To select a SCADAPack x70 variable type, click ... and continue following the steps below.

5. In the Variable Type Selection dialog, navigate to the SCADAPack x70 variable types.

6. Select the variable type, then click OK.

The new variable is displayed in the Data Editor and can be connected to an input or output
on a function block.
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The next time you open the Data Editor, the new variable will be sorted with the other
variables. If you do not see it in the list, verify that the DDT and Device DDT boxes at the top
of the Data Editor are checked as it is a derived variable. 

The association between the variable you created in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and
the SPx70 object is completed when you build the logic in the SCADAPack x70 configuration
software. For details, see Updating Variables and Building Logic .

9.2.4.1 Creating a New SCADAPack x70 Variable as You are Programming

The procedure below explains how to create a new SCADAPack x70 variable while you are
developing your application. SCADAPack x70 variables created in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor are updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software when you build the application
in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. 

64
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The procedure below assumes that you have already added a function block .

To create a new SCADAPack x70 variable as you program

1. Select the input or output so that the I/O connector line is displayed, as shown for the
ATTRIB input below.

2. With the pointer tool displayed, double-click on the I/O connector line. 

The variable box is displayed, as shown below.

3. In the text box, type the name of the new variable you want to create and click Enter.

The variable name cannot start with SYS_ as this prefix is reserved for system data. If SYS_
is entered, the variable is locked and marked as invalid. It cannot be renamed. If this occurs,
delete the variable in the Data Editor, then recreate it with a valid name.

The Create variable box is displayed, as shown below.

4. Select the type, then click the green check mark.

The variable is connected to the input or output, as shown in the example below.

5. Click on the new variable to select it, then select Tools > Data Editor.

46
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6. In the Data Editor, double-click on the Type for the new variable, then click 

7. In the Variable Type Selection dialog, navigate to the SCADAPack x70 variable type that you
want to use, then click OK.

8. To confirm the modification, click Yes.
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The new variable is now underlined in red.

9. Double-click on the new variable and append the required variable field to the variable name,
using a period to separate the variable name from the field name, as shown in the example
below.

The association between the variable you created in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and
the SPx70 object is completed when you build the logic in the SCADAPack x70 configuration
software. For details, see Updating Variables and Building Logic .

9.2.4.2 Creating an Array Variable

The procedure below explains how to create an array variable in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor Data Editor. The Data Editor also supports copy/paste functions so you can accelerate
the process by using an existing array variable as the basis for a new array variable.

Once you create the array variable, you can use it in an application. Array variables created in
the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor are updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software
when you build the application in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

You can also define array objects that are not of SCADAPack x70 variable data type. Only array
objects with a SCADAPack x70 variable data type are shown in SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

If you delete any part of the array, you will not be able to recover the missing part. You will need
to create a new instance of the array. 

64
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To create a new array variable in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. Select Tools > Data Editor.

2. Double-click in the empty row at the end of the Name column.

3. When the cursor is flashing, type the Name for the array variable, then press Enter.

The variable name cannot start with SYS_ as this prefix is reserved for system data. If SYS_
is entered, the variable is locked and marked as invalid. It cannot be renamed. If this occurs,
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delete the object in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software Object table, then recreate it
with a valid name.

4. Double-click in the Type column and enter the type as: ARRAY[1..n] of SCADAPack x70
type, where n is the number of array elements and SCADAPack x70 type is a known
SCADAPack x70 variable type, such as T_SPx70_BOOL.

5. Press Enter. 

6. Do one of the following:
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· In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, select Build > Analyze. 

· In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, on the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic.
Click Update & Build Logic.

In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, on the Objects tab, select Object Configuration. Each of
the array variable elements that are defined with a SCADAPack x70 variable type should be
available there. 

9.2.4.3 Creating a Structure Variable

The procedure below explains how to create a structure variable in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor Data Editor. The Data Editor also supports copy/paste functions so you can accelerate
the process by using an existing structure variable as the basis for a new structure variable.

Once you create the structure variable, you can use it in an application. Structure variables
created in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor are updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration
software when you build the application in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

You can also define structure objects that are not of SCADAPack variable data type or are a mix
of SCADAPack variable data types and logic variable local data types. In that case, only the
structure objects with a SCADAPack variable data type are shown in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

If you delete any part of the structure, you will not be able to recover the missing part. You will
need to create a new instance of the structure.

If you delete all of the entries in the structure, the associated Derived Data Type (DDT) is also
deleted unless the DDT was used in another structure. 

See Structured Variable Types (DDTs) .

To create a new structure variable in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. Select Tools > Data Editor.

39
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2. In the Data Editor window, click DDT Types. 

3. Double-click in the empty row of the Name column.

4. When the cursor is flashing, type the Name for the structure variable then press Enter.

The variable name cannot start with SYS_ as this prefix is reserved for system data. If SYS_
is entered, the variable is locked and marked as invalid. It cannot be renamed. If this occurs,
delete the object in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software Object table, then recreate it
with a valid name.

5. Click the + beside the name of the structure and then double-click in the row under the
structure name.
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6. Type the name for the first entry in the structure and press Enter.

7. For each entry in the structure, 

a. Double-click the row, enter a name, and press Enter.

b. Double-click the row in the Type column and enter the variable type, and press Enter.

8. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, select Build > Analyze. 

9. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, on the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic.
Click Update & Build Logic.

In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, on the Objects tab, select Object Configuration. Each of
the structure variable elements should be available there. 

If you are using structure objects, you need to analyze the structure definition using Build >
Analyze or CTRL+SHIFT+B in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor or click the Update & Build
Logic button a second time.

9.2.5 Linking Function Blocks

You can link the inputs and outputs on a function block to inputs and outputs of the same data
type on another function block. For example, you can link a BOOL output to a BOOL input and a
DINT input to a DINT output. The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor will not let you connect invalid
combinations.

The procedure below explains how to link 2 function blocks when both function blocks have
already been added to the section, as shown below.

To link function blocks

1. Right-click on the section background and select Link. 

2. Click on the input or output where you want the link to start then drag the link to the input or
output where you want the link to end and click to make the connection.

The pointer displays an asterisk (*) at valid link start and end points and a circle with a line
through it for invalid start and end points. 

The link color is red while you are dragging it then turns black when you click on a valid
connection point. The link color remains red and will not connect to the other end if the
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connection is invalid. This typically occurs when you are trying to connect an input and an
output with different data types.

9.2.6 Updating Variables and Building Logic

When you have completed your logic application, use the Update & Build Logic button on the
SCADAPack x70 Logic page to build the application and update the logic variables in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect with any new variables created in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor. 

This button is available only when the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is open. If you have pending
updates that have not been applied, or if there are any validation errors, the button is not
available. 

Alternatively, you can select Build > Rebuild All Project in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.
However, using this command does not update the variables in the SCADAPack x70 object
database. It can also result in a message indicating there are inconsistencies with variables. If
you see this message, click Update & Build Logic on the SCADAPack x70 Logic page.

To update variables and build logic

1. On the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic.

2. If you used the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to modify or create your own DDT structures
containing T_SPx70_xxxx variables, analyze the DDT structure definition using Build >
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Analyze or CTRL+SHIFT+B in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor before proceeding.

3. Click Update & Build Logic.

In a new project, save the project to enable the Update & Build Logic button.

You are prompted to confirm that you accept that the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration and logic will be modified, and that the project file will be saved.

4. To proceed with the operation, click Yes.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor may prompt you to confirm modifications to the
application. If the build operation does not complete, check whether you need to
acknowledge this prompt in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, the following message is displayed:
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5. To maintain synchronization of the variables in the SCADAPack x70 object database and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, click Yes.

If you click No, you will be unable to build your application. A message similar to the
following is displayed in SCADAPack RemoteConnect:

6. Click OK and then click Update & Build Logic.

9.2.7 Writing the Configuration and Logic Application to the Device

Write the configuration to the device to transfer and activate the latest parameter settings and
the logic application in the SCADAPack x70 device. The SCADAPack x70 device needs to
match the device type configured for the project. You can use Additional Functions > Project
Settings to change the Device Type.
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 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

When you write the configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Any parameter settings that have been updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration
software since the last write operation take effect in the device.

· The logic application automatically begins to run in the device.

Before writing the configuration and the logic application to the SCADAPack x70 device,
evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored and controlled by the
SCADAPack x70 device.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Note: Schneider Electric believes cybersecurity is critical in today’s connected world. Improved
cybersecurity mechanisms are now included in SCADAPack products and updated tools are
required to apply the new device configurations. Before installing the new hardware, install the
latest version of the configuration software. Old versions of software will not be able to configure
products equipped with these enhanced cybersecurity features. See the Working With Security
Locking topic in the Getting Started manual.

For assistance in obtaining these updated versions, contact Technical Support .

To write the configuration and logic application to the device

1. Under My Network, select SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and click
Online.

2. Do one of the following:

· On the Network View toolbar, click Write. 

· Under My Network, right-click on SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM 
and select Write to Device.

10
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3. In the confirmation dialog, click Yes.

If the project's configured controller type does not match the actual configured device, a
message similar to the following is displayed:
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9.2.8 Managing the Application Memory Size

After building your project, you can check the amount of space used by the application. 

· Select Mode > Memory Consumption

The Memory Usage dialog indicates the internal memory organization that is used in the
SCADAPack x70 device for the logic application. It shows two broad memory area charts. One
chart shows memory used by the application program and the other chart shows memory used
by the application saved data. A breakdown of each these memory areas is shown by color. The
memory usage is described in more detail when you hover the mouse over each item in the
memory usage chart. 

For additional information, in the Memory Usage dialog, click Help, or select Help > Index or
Help > Find in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and search for the Memory Usage topic.
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9.2.9 Forcing Data

Forcing is a mechanism that lets you set data to a required state or value. It is typically used
when you are performing system commission or maintenance activities. You can:

· Force object data values in the SCADAPack x70 device database using SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software online features. See the Managing Object Forcing topic
in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

· Force EBOOL variables in the SCADAPack x70 logic environment. See EBOOL Variable
Type .

 CAUTION

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Logic variables and database objects in the SCADAPack x70 device are connected. When you
force a database object to a particular state or value, the logic variable is set to the same
forced state or value when you apply the forcing action. 

The behavior that occurs when you remove forcing depends on the external data that is
associated with the object and on the logic control settings. This behavior may differ from that
of Modicon PLC and PAC products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.

When SCADAPack x70 device data is forced, a visual indication is provided by the red Force
LED on the SCADAPack x70. See the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual for more
information. 

9.2.10 Simulating the Application

Simulating your application lets you test a subset of your IEC 61131-3 logic content within the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor without writing the application to an operating SCADAPack x70
device. 

Because the application is not running in the device, the simulation does not provide functionality
for the:

· SCADAPack x70 device operating conditions

· I/O data, including data from the SCADAPack x70 database

· SCADAPack x70 function blocks

To write the logic application to the device, stop simulation mode.

To simulate an application

1. Build the application by selecting Build > Build Changes or Build > Rebuild All Project. 

The green Built indicator is shown in the status bar.

31
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2. Select Mode > Start Simulation.

To stop the simulation

· Select Mode > Stop Simulation.

9.2.10.1 Limitations of the Simulator

General limitations 

· The PLC simulator simulates a project with its user tasks. However, the runtime behavior of
the simulator cannot be compared to that of a real SCADAPack x70 device and cannot be
used to draw conclusions about the behavior of a real SCADAPack x70 device. This includes
multitasking behavior and time information. 

· The PLC Simulator does not support any form of I/O including T_SPx70_xxx DDTs. Although
the simulation contains project components for these DDTs, they are not processed by the
PLC simulator. Input and output elements of the T_SPx70_xxx DDTs can be accessed only
via the project or via the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor online functions (read, write,
animate, ...). 

· The PLC Simulator does not support any Hot Standby feature

System services 

The PLC simulator does not support all SCADAPack services such as library functions. Some
services are only implemented as dummy services. 

This means that functions and function blocks can be used in the loaded project, but they may
not work as expected and/or they may return an error message. 

This mainly affects functions and function blocks that access special platform functionality, such
as I/O, communication, and hardware specific functions. 

The following SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor services are supported: 

· Diagnostics functions 

· SysClock functions to read the date and time 

· Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

The following SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor services are not supported: 

· Closed loop control (CLC) 

· Configuration 

· Communication 

· Functions to set the date and time 
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Memory structure 

The PLC simulator memory structure varies from that of SCADAPack x70 devices. 

PLC Simulator is a 16-bit application, whereas SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor applications are
32-bit. This is why you must rebuild your application when you switch from a real SCADAPack
x70 device to the Simulator. 

Communication limitations 

· The PLC simulator supports only TCP/IP based communication with the SCADAPack x70

Logic Editor. The simulator uses TCP port 502. This is not configurable. The simulator will not

operate if this port is in use by another application on the PC.

· Modbus is not supported by the PLC simulator

· The PLC simulator does not support communication to other PCs or PLC simulators, neither
remote nor local

· The PLC simulator has no communication timeout

Debugging limitations 

The PLC simulator could enter HALT state when executing the Step Into or Step Over debugging
command in textual languages. 

If the current element is a complex instruction (i.e. copying a huge array from one variable to
another), the execution of this instruction takes a very long time, because it will be executed in
single step mode on the PLC simulator. 

Setting a breakpoint on the next instruction and executing the Go command helps to prevent the
PLC simulator from entering the HALT state. 

9.2.11 Exporting and Importing Logic

You can export and import logic content as well as derived function blocks (DFBs), data types,
and variables developed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor or in the Control Expert (Unity Pro)
programming software.

See the following:

· Exporting and Importing External Program Logic

· Exporting and Importing External Derived Function Blocks, Data Types, or Variables

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, if you have set options, you can export and import these
options. This can be helpful if you want to maintain the same option choices across more than
one computer or project. The exported file is a *.XOO type of file. For details about the options
available, see the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help at SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor >
Operating Modes > Programming > Control Expert Software Options > Options. 
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9.2.11.1 Exporting and Importing External Program Logic

You can export and import logic content that is developed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
or in the Control Expert (Unity Pro) programming software.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can export and import any of the following types:

· .XST

o ST - Structured Text logic section

· .XIL

o IL - Instruction List logic section

· .XBD

o FBD - Function Block Diagram logic section

· .XLD

o LD - Ladder Diagram logic section

· .XSF

o SFC - Sequential Function Chart logic section

· .XPU

o Logic program unit

Importing logic sections

SCADAPack x70 logic supports a subset of the Control Expert (Unity Pro) %S system bits and
%SW system words. For a list of supported ones, see System Status Bits  and System
Status Words . When importing content from Control Expert (Unity Pro), check that the %S
system bits and %SW system words are supported. 

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Including unsupported library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application can lead to:

· Build errors

· Runtime application diagnostic warnings and errors

· The application stopping unexpectedly

· The SCADAPack x70 device continuously restarting

Before including library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application, carefully review the
supported libraries to verify that the content is listed. Do not include any other library content
in your SCADAPack x70 logic application.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor cannot import .X9S file types from Control Expert (Unity Pro)
(LL984 ladder logic sections). 
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Program logic imported from Control Expert (Unity Pro) or DFBs that are referenced in such logic
cannot contain direct addresses, topological addresses, IODDTs, or EFBs that are not
supported by SCADAPack x70 logic. 

To import logic into the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. In the Project Browser, click Program > Tasks.

2. Expand Tasks and expand the task that you want to import into. 

3. Right-click Logic.

4. Select Import.

Exporting program logic

Logic content that is developed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can be exported from the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Project Browser and imported by Control Expert (Unity Pro)
programming software or the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

When exporting to Control Expert (Unity Pro), exported logic from the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor should not contain or reference DFBs containing T_SPx70_xxxx DDT variable types, or
SCADAPack x70 logic system EFBs, as these function blocks and variable types are
SCADAPack specific and, therefore, not usable in the PLCs.

To export logic content from the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. In the Project Browser, click Program > Tasks.

2. Expand Tasks and expand the task containing the content that you want to export. 

3. Expand Logic and right-click the logic section or program unit that you want to export.

4. Select Export.

9.2.11.2 Exporting and Importing External Derived Function Blocks, Data Types, or Variables

You can export and import derived function blocks (DFBs), data types, and variables that are
developed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor or in the Control Expert (Unity Pro) programming
software. 

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can export and import any of the following types:

· .XDD

o DDT - Derived Data Types

· .XDB

o DFB - Derived Function Blocks

· .XSY

o Variable data
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Importing external DFBs, data types, or variables

SCADAPack x70 supports a subset of the %S system bits and %SW system words. For a list
of supported ones, see System Status Bits  and System Status Words . When importing
content from Control Expert (Unity Pro), check that the %S system bits and %SW system
words are supported. 

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Including unsupported library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application can lead to:

· Build errors

· Runtime application diagnostic warnings and errors

· The application stopping unexpectedly

· The SCADAPack x70 device continuously restarting

Before including library content in a SCADAPack x70 logic application, carefully review the
supported libraries to verify that the content is listed. Do not include any other library content
in your SCADAPack x70 logic application.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Exported Derived Function Blocks from Control Expert (Unity Pro) should not reference direct
addresses, topological addresses, IODDTs, or EFBs that are not supported by SCADAPack
x70. 

Exported Variables from Control Expert (Unity Pro) should not include an address with direct or
topological addresses including %S system bit addresses and %SW system word addresses.
Exported variables should not be of type IODDT.

To import these file types into the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. In the Project Browser, right-click Derived Data Types, Derived FB Types, or Variables
& FB instances.

2. Select Import.

Exporting external DFBs, data types, or variables

Content that is developed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can be exported for Derived Data
Types, Derived FB Types, or Variables & FB instances in the Project Browser and imported by
Control Expert (Unity Pro) programming software or the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

When exporting to Control Expert (Unity Pro), the exported DFB sections from the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor should not contain or reference other DFBs containing T_SPx70_xxxx DDT
variable types, or SCADAPack x70 system EFBs. These DFBs and variable types are specific
to the SCADAPack and, therefore, not usable in the PLCs.
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To export these file types from the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. In the Project Browser, right-click Derived Data Types, Derived FB Types, or Variables
& FB instances.

2. Select Export.

9.2.12 Unlocking and Modifying a SCADAPack Variable

NOTICE

OBJECT CONFIGURATION LOSS

Editing a DDT definition may result in the loss of object configuration, specifically DNP3
Address and/or Modbus register assignments and Physical I/O channel associations. 

After editing of the DDT definition is complete, check the object configuration of any objects in
the edited DDT.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Use the Unlock Variable button in the Advanced section of the SCADAPack x70 Logic page
to:

· Unlock a SCADAPack x70 logic variable in the Logic Editor

· Make changes to the variable 

· Analyze the variable to apply the modification across the project if it is a structured variable

· Resynchronize the variable in the Logic Editor with the SCADAPack x70 object database

If you unlock a structured variable (user DDT), every other variable with the same type is also
unlocked so you can modify the DDT structure.

If you increase the size of an array of T_SPx70_xxxx type, objects are added to the object
database entries with default attributes. If you decrease the size of an array, the corresponding
object database entries are removed.

If you delete a structured variable while it is unlocked in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, every
object linked to that variable is also deleted.

To unlock, modify and resynchronize a SCADAPack x70 variable

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, select Tools > Data Editor and locate the name of the
variable that you want to unlock. 
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2. On the Configuration tab in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software, select SCADAPack
x70 Logic, then expand the Advanced Configuration parameters.
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3. Click Unlock Variable.

4. Enter the name of the logic variable that you want to unlock, then click Unlock.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor may prompt you to confirm modifications to the
application. If the build operation does not complete, check whether you need to
acknowledge this prompt in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

If you click No, a message similar to the following is displayed:
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5. Click OK and click Unlock Variable. 

The lock icon is no longer shown beside the variable name in the Data Editor.

6. Modify the variable name and fields as required.

7. If the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor indicates that the variable needs to be analyzed, select
it then select Build > Analyze from the main menu. 

The Analyze icon  indicates when the variable requires the Analyze function. It is
typically needed for structured variables (user DDTs).
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8. Return to the SCADAPack x70 Logic page and click Resynchronize.

The dialog shows the original name for the variable, even if you renamed it as part of your
modifications.

When the resynchronization is complete, the variable is updated and relocked in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and updated in the SCADAPack x70 object database. In the
examples below, the variable PIO_SP575_DI2 was renamed to
DigitalInput2_SwitchConnection and the VALUE was set to 3 while it was unlocked.
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9.2.13 Replacing SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Variables with SCADAPack RemoteConnect
Variables

Use the Replace Variables button in the Advanced section of the SCADAPack x70 Logic page
to replace the SCADAPack x70 (T_SPx70_xxxx) logic variables in the Logic Editor with the
corresponding objects in SCADAPack RemoteConnect. This is only required if the Logic Editor
is missing variables that are available in SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

NOTICE

DATA LOSS

Clicking the Replace Variables button when changes to the object database have not been
applied can lead to further inconsistencies between the variables in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor and in SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

Do not click the Replace Variables button when the Apply button on the Objects tab, or on
the SCADAPack x70 Logic page is active. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

To replace SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor variables with SCADAPack
RemoteConnect variables

1. On the SCADAPack x70 Configuration tab in SCADAPack RemoteConnect, select
SCADAPack x70 Logic, then expand the Advanced Configuration parameters.
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2. Click Replace Variables.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor may prompt you to confirm modifications to the
application. If the build operation does not complete, check whether you need to
acknowledge this prompt in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

If you do not click Yes, a message similar to the following is displayed in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect:

3. Click Replace Variables and in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, click Yes to confirm the
modification to the variables.

9.3 Managing the Application in the SCADAPack x70 Device

The topics in this section describe how to manage the logic application once it has been
transferred to the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Debugging the Application

· Stopping and Restarting the Application 

83
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· Resetting Variables to their Default Values

9.3.1 Debugging the Application

You can connect to the SCADAPack x70 device locally or remotely to debug the application
after it has been transferred. 

Local and remote debugging

Communication between the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and the SCADAPack x70 device is
configured when you set up the project in SCADAPack RemoteConnect. To change the
communication type, see the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM manual, or
select Mode > Set Address in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to override the communication
settings configured in SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

· For local debugging, use USB or Ethernet communication between SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 device. 

· For remote debugging, use Ethernet communication between SCADAPack RemoteConnect
and the SCADAPack x70 device and enable the Logic Debugger service in the SCADAPack
x70 configuration software. 

· Logic debugging always uses an IP connection over Ethernet, USB, or PPP. A serial
connection to the SCADAPack x70 device is never used for logic debugging. IP traffic is
transported using the RNDIS protocol over USB.

Modifying a logic application online

NOTICE

APPLICATION LOSS

If you use the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to modify the logic application online, for example
when you are debugging, and you do not write the configuration, the logic application project
may not initialize correctly in the future. If this occurs, you will not be able to read the logic
application from the SCADAPack x70 device in the future. 

After modifying the logic application online, make sure to build it and write the configuration to
the SCADAPack x70 device.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

To debug the application

1. If required, change the communications between the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and the
SCADAPack x70 device to support your local or remote debugging requirements.

2. To connect to the SCADAPack x70 device, select Mode > Connect.

3. To start debugging, select Debug > Go.

86
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9.3.2 Stopping and Restarting the Application

The logic application automatically starts running in the SCADAPack x70 device when you use
the SCADAPack x70 configuration software to write the configuration to the device. You can
connect to the SCADAPack x70 device to stop or restart the logic application as required. 

There are 2 ways to stop then restart the logic application in the device:

· Use the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to stop the logic application then restart it when
required. This procedure is described below.

· Use the Restart Application button on the Logic tab in the SCADAPack x70 online
parameters to restart the logic application. Using this method, you cannot stop the logic
application in the SCADAPack x70 device.

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored and controlled by the
SCADAPack x70 device before:

· Stopping a logic application that is running in the device.

· Initializing variable data to their default settings.

· Restarting the logic application in the device.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 WARNING

DATA LOSS, APPLICATION LOSS

When the logic application running in the SCADAPack x70 devices stops unexpectedly, the
SCADAPack x70 firmware turns OFF all physical digital outputs and sets all physical analog
outputs to a value of zero. This can occur in the following situations:

· Logic application unexpectedly HALTs

· Logic application is put into a STOP state by the user

· Logic application restarts from a user initiated SCADAPack RemoteConnect command

· SCADAPack x70 device is restarted

· Logic application is removed

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored or controlled by the
SCADAPack x70 device and the logic application before resuming operation. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.
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To stop and restart the logic application from the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor

1. To connect to the SCADAPack x70 device, select Mode > Connect.

2. To stop the application, select Mode > Stop.

When the application is stopped, you can also reset (initialize) the value for each variable in
the Data Editor to its default value. For details, see Resetting Variables to their Default
Values .

3. To restart the application, select Mode > Run.

To restart the logic application from the SCADAPack x70 online parameters

1. In the SCADAPack x70 configuration software, open the online parameters for the device and
select the Logic tab.

2. Click Restart Application.

86
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3. Select the type of restart required, then click Yes.

· Warm Restart Application: Restarts the application in the SCADAPack x70 device
without initializing variables to the default values specified in the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor Data Editor. This option is equivalent to selecting Mode > Stop then Mode > Run
in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. It is the same as the application restarting after the
SCADAPack x70 device is restarted.

· Initialize and Restart Application: Initializes every variable to the default value specified
in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Data Editor then restarts the application. This option
is equivalent to selecting Mode > Stop then Mode > Init then Mode > Run in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. It is the same as the application starting after it has been
loaded on a new SCADAPack x70 device.

9.3.3 Resetting Variables to their Default Values

When the logic application is stopped, you can reset (initialize) the value for every variable in the
Data Editor to its default value. If no initial value was configured for the VALUE field for a variable,
the value is set to 0. 

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored and controlled by the
SCADAPack x70 device before:

· Stopping a logic application that is running in the device.

· Initializing variable data to their default settings.

· Restarting the logic application in the device.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

To reset variables to their default values

1. To connect to the SCADAPack x70 device, select Mode > Connect.

2. To stop the application, select Mode > Run/Stop.

3. To reset the VALUE field for every variable in the Data Editor, select Mode > Init.
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4. To restart the logic application, select Mode > Run/Stop.

9.4 Adding or Updating Custom Library Content

This section describes how you can add or update custom library content in the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor types library on a computer where SCADAPack RemoteConnect is installed.
You can add new derived function block (DFB) and derived data type (DDT) definitions to use in
logic programs developed on the computer.

The content you add or install comes from an Installable Family. You may want to install this
content in a library when:

· You start developing logic applications on another computer and you want to copy custom
library content

· Custom library content has been removed and you want to re-install it

See the following topics: 

· Creating an Installable Family

· Installing a Family

9.4.1 Creating an Installable Family

A custom family is a group of related derived function blocks (DFBs) or derived data types
(DDTs) that is stored in the logic library. Custom families can be created in the library and
managed using the Types Library Manager tool inside the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

A predefined example is available in the library called Custom Lib with a family called custom
FAMILY.

87
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For more information refer to the following section in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help:
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor > Operating Modes > General > Type Library Manager > Creating
a new library and family

To create an Installable Family

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor main menu, select Tools > Types Library Manager.

2. Expand the folders.

3. Right-click on the family and select Create Installable Family.
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4. Enter the directory for the Installable Family and click OK.

5. Install the family .

For more information refer to the following section in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help:
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor > Operating Modes > General > Type Library Manager > Creating
an installable family

9.4.2 Installing a Family

Before installing a family, close SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Control Expert (Unity Pro) (if
you are using it).

To use a family in several Libset versions of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor,
for each Libset version

1. Select the Start or Windows icon, then enter Types Library Update.

2. Click Types Library Update.

89
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3. Click ... to select the directory where the family is stored. 

The SCADAPack_x70 family is stored in one of the following locations. Your family may be
saved somewhere else. In the following, Vxx.x represents the version of the Libset:

· For 64-bit systems: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\FDT\DTMs\Schneider
Electric\SCADAPack x70\SCADAPack Logic Library Definitions\Vxx.x\RTU
System\family.dsc

· For 32-bit systems: C:\Program Files\Common Files\FDT\DTMs\Schneider
Electric\SCADAPack x70\SCADAPack Logic Library Definitions\Vxx.x\RTU
System\family.dsc

4. Select the library version number in which to install the custom family content (e.g., V14.0,
V15.1). 

5. If you have more than one library version, install your custom family content in each library
version in use by your applications, including in the library version that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses for new projects. SCADAPack RemoteConnect may use a library
version for new projects that is lower than the highest Control Expert library version available. 

6. If you have more than one folder at the CustomLibset level, from the version drop-down menu,
select the Libset that you want to update (e.g. V11.1). If there is only one folder at the
CustomLibset level, the Libset is automatically included in the path name. 

7. Click Install family. 

8. Click Yes. 

9. Click OK and click Exit. 

Note: SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor 15.1 uses the same LIBSET as SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor 14.0. 
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To reinstall the SCADAPack_x70 family in the latest LIBSET for SCADAPack
Logic Editor 15.1

1. Navigate to …\Schneider Electric\SCADAPack x70\SCADAPack Logic Library
Definitions\V14.0\RTU System\family.dsc

2. Select LIBSET V15.1.

9.5 Backing Up the Libraries

The upgrade of Control Expert affects custom library content for Control Expert and for
SCADAPack RemoteConnect’s Logic Editor. The original content is not automatically ported to
the upgraded Control Expert version.

Note: If you have added customizations to the Types Library using the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor Types Library Manager, it is strongly recommended that you create backup copies of your
content by exporting the library content. This way content can be imported in to new projects or
retrieved should changes be made to the library content and you need to revert to an earlier
version of your content.

For more information see: Exporting and Importing External Derived Function Blocks, Data
Types, or Variables  and Adding or Updating Custom Library Content .

9.6 Saving and Closing the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

Saving your project

By default, projects are saved on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer in C:
\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect. Saving to a network drive
may not be successful if the network drive performance is not optimal.

To save your project in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

· In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, select File > Save.

Saving your project in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor also saves your project in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect. 

Closing your project

Use the Close Editor button on the SCADAPack x70 Logic page to close the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor.

74 87
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Alternatively, you can select File > Exit in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

To close the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. On the Configuration tab, select SCADAPack x70 Logic.

2. Click Close Editor.
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10 Key Concepts of the SCADAPack Logic Editor

The topics in this section describe some of the key programming concepts used in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor:

· Derived Data Types and Logic Variables

· Accessing System Data in a Logic Program

· Available Logic Functions for SCADAPack x70 Devices

· Saving and Restoring Logic Data Using Animation Tables

· Logic Tasks

· Multitasking

10.1 Derived Data Types and Logic Variables

Objects in the SCADAPack x70 device database and logic data interact through Derived Data
Types (DDTs). The database object in SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the logic variable in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor share the same name. The DDT is the type of logic variable
associated with the database object.

NOTICE

INCONSISTENT DATA, UNPREDICTABLE RESULTS

Do not use the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor import or export functionality (.XSY files) for
SCADAPack x70 DDTs.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

For more information, see:

· Object State and Logic Variable Guidance

· Simple and Advanced Logic Variables

· Making Database Objects Available for Programming

· Selecting Variables for Exclusive Logic Control

· Programming Guidance for Logic Variables

10.1.1 Object State and Logic Variable Guidance

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor makes objects and variables that are created in the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software available for programming. 

Object states are non-volatile and retained by the SCADAPack x70 device when a device is
restarted or when there is power loss.

Logic variables that are connected to objects and internal to the logic application are retained
when a device restarts or when there is power loss. There is no special configuration required for
a variable's value to be retained. As all values are retained across a restart, you need to consider
if specific code is needed in the application to initialize data or logic states at a restart. Logic
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system bits %S13, %S21 and other logic system data provide information that can be used to
trigger user application initialization logic, if needed. See System Status Bits  and System
Status Words .

Logic variables are returned to their Initial Value under the following circumstances:

· When a new build of a logic application is loaded as part of the SCADAPack x70 device
configuration

· In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Connected mode, when a user activates the Mode > Init
action. See Resetting Variables to their Default Values .

· The Initial Value of a variable is configured by the user in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor's
Data Editor window in the Value field. Where blank, the initial value of a variable is set to 0 (for
numeric variables), false for Boolean variables, and NULL for string variables.

10.1.2 Simple and Advanced Logic Variables

NOTICE

POSSIBLE OVERWRITE OF CONFIGURATION

When using advanced logic variables, the logic can modify the object configuration by updating
variable elements. 

Because of the changes made by the executing logic, when you read the configuration on the
device back into SCADAPack RemoteConnect, the project may be different than what was
originally written to the device.

Ensure that you have a copy of your configuration by making a backup copy of the original
project. Before writing the content read from the device, export the project or use the Save As
function.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in a configuration change.

The number and type of fields available in each SCADAPack x70 variable depends on the
variable type and whether its database object is selected as a simple logic variable or an
advanced logic variable.

· Simple logic variable types represent the current data value and simple indicators of quality for
the database object. Every SCADAPack x70 variable type, except those that include ADV in
the name, is a simple logic variable.

· Advanced logic variable types provide a broader view of the database object's internal status,
including some configuration information that can be adjusted at runtime. These variables
include ADV in the name.

The figure below shows an example of the different fields available in the simple logic variable
T_SPx70_BOOL and the advanced logic variable T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL.
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In general, we recommend that you use the simple SCADAPack x70 DDT logic variable types.
Use the advanced logic variable types only when you have specific requirements for the
additional fields provided by the advanced type. In a typical application, fewer than 10% of
objects require an advanced logic variable type.

10.1.3 Making Database Objects Available for Programming

Each SCADAPack x70 database object that has a configured Logic Variable Type in the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software is automatically available for programming in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. The figure below shows the Logic Variable Type parameter
options for each object type in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. To see a list of the
attributes that are exposed in each logic variable type, see:

· Analog Logic Variable Types

· Digital Logic Variable Types

· Counter Logic Variable Types
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The figure below shows the same logic variable types in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.
Expand the logic variables to see the available attributes. For details about accessing the Data
Editor, see Viewing SCADAPack x70 Logic Variables .

You can also create logic variables in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. Variables created in
the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor are updated in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software
when you build the application in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. For details, see
Creating a New SCADAPack x70 Variable .

10.1.3.1 Analog Logic Variable Types

The following table summarize the attributes that are exposed for analog logic variable types. 

All attributes are read-only, except where noted as "Writable".

40
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Logic Variable
Type

Attributes Exposed Data
Type

Comments

T_SPx70_INT OBJ_QUALITY BYTE Object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 1 =
UNDER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 2 = OVER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 3 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

UNDER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is under-
range (see the Out of Range
Limits Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

OVER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is over-range
(see the Out of Range Limits
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)

VALUE INT Analog object current integer
value (Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID
input)

T_SPx70_UINT OBJ_QUALITY BYTE Object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 1 =
UNDER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 2 = OVER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 3 = FORCED_QUAL
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ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

UNDER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is under-
range (see the Out of Range
Limits Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

OVER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is over-range
(see the Out of Range Limits
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)

VALUE UINT Analog object current integer
value (Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier
(connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID
input)

T_SPx70_DINT OBJ_QUALITY BYTE Object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 1 =
UNDER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 2 = OVER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 3 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

UNDER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is under-
range (v

OVER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is over-range
(see the Out of Range Limits
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
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user)

VALUE DINT Analog object current integer
value (Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID
input)

T_SPx70_REAL OBJ_QUALITY BYTE Object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 1 =
UNDER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 2 = OVER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 3 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

UNDER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is under-
range (see the Out of Range
Limits Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

OVER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is over-range
(see the Out of Range Limits
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)

VALUE REAL Analog object current scaled
Engineering value (Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID
input)

T_SPx70_ADV_AN
ALOG

COMMON_OBJ_QUALI
TY

WORD Object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL
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bit 1 =
IO_NORESPONSE_QUAL

bit 2 =
USER_SET_OFFLINE_QUAL

bit 3 = LOGIC_QUAL

bit 5 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

IO_NORESPONSE_QU
AL

BOOL I/O not responding

USER_SET_OFFLINE_
QUAL

BOOL Object set Offline by user
ONLINE_QUAL = 0 (Writable)

LOGIC_QUAL BOOL Updated by logic

INTERLOCK_ACTIVE_Q
UAL

BOOL Not available for use

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)

ANALOG_OBJ_QUALIT
Y

BYTE Counter object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = OVER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 1 =
UNDER_RANGE_QUAL

bit 2 =
ROR_EXCEEDED_QUAL

bit 3 =
ROF_EXCEEDED_QUAL

bit 4 = NO_CHANGE_QUAL

bit 5 =
CHECK_REFERENCE_QUAL

OVER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is under-
range (see the Out of Range
Limits Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

UNDER_RANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value is over-range
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(see the Out of Range Limits
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

ROR_EXCEEDED_QUA
L

BOOL Engineering value change has
exceeded the Rate of Rise
limit (see the Rate of Change
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

ROF_EXCEEDED_QUA
L

BOOL Engineering value change has
exceeded the Rate of Fall limit
(see the Rate of Change
Parameters topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

NO_CHANGE_QUAL BOOL Engineering value has not
changed as expected (see the
Rate of Change Parameters
topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)

CHECK_REFERENCE_
QUAL

BOOL Check analog input hardware
is reporting correctly

VALUE_ENG REAL Analog object current scaled
Engineering value (Writable)

VALUE_RAW DINT Analog object current integer
value (Writable)

ANALOG_OBJ_CONFIG BYTE Analog object configuration
fields value comprising the
following bits (writable):

bit 0 = ALERT_INHIBIT

ALERT_INHIBIT BOOL Inhibits protocol events on this
object (Writable)

TREND_INHIBIT BOOL Not available for use

HNLN_STATES BYTE Analog object Engineering
High and Low alert limit
exceeded indications
comprising the following bits: 

bit 0 = H4_STATE
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bit 1 = H3_STATE

bit 2 = H2_STATE

bit 3 = H1_STATE

bit 4 = L1_STATE

bit 5 = L2_STATE

bit 6 = L3_STATE

bit 7 = L4_STATE

H4_STATE BOOL Engineering High Limit 4
exceeded

H3_STATE BOOL Engineering High Limit 3
exceeded

H2_STATE BOOL Engineering High Limit 2
exceeded

H1_STATE BOOL Engineering High Limit 1
exceeded

L1_STATE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 1
exceeded

L2_STATE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 2
exceeded

L3_STATE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 3
exceeded

L4_STATE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 4
exceeded

HNLN_ENABLES BYTE Analog object fields indicating
enabled Engineering Limits
alert checking, comprising the
following bits:

bit 0 = H4_ENABLE

bit 1 = H3_ENABLE

bit 2 = H2_ENABLE

bit 3 = H1_ENABLE

bit 4 = L1_ENABLE

bit 5 = L2_ENABLE
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bit 6 = L3_ENABLE

bit 7 = L4_ENABLE

H4_ENABLE BOOL Engineering High Limit 4
enabled

H3_ENABLE BOOL Engineering High Limit 3
enabled

H2_ENABLE BOOL Engineering High Limit 2
enabled

H1_ENABLE BOOL Engineering High Limit 1
enabled

L1_ENABLE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 1
enabled

L2_ENABLE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 2
enabled

L3_ENABLE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 3
enabled

L4_ENABLE BOOL Engineering Low Limit 4
enabled

H4_LIMIT REAL Engineering High Limit 4 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be +3.4E+038
(Writable).

H3_LIMIT REAL Engineering High Limit 3 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be +3.4E+038
(Writable).

H2_LIMIT REAL Engineering High Limit 2 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be +3.4E+038
(Writable).

H1_LIMIT REAL Engineering High Limit 1 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be +3.4E+038
(Writable).

L1_LIMIT REAL Engineering Low Limit 1 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
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value will be -3.4E+038
(Writable).

L2_LIMIT REAL Engineering Low Limit 2 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be -3.4E+038
(Writable).

L3_LIMIT REAL Engineering Low Limit 3 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be -3.4E+038
(Writable).

L4_LIMIT REAL Engineering Low Limit 4 value.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be -3.4E+038
(Writable).

UNDER_RANGE_LIMIT REAL Engineering Under Range
Limit. When the limit is
disabled, the value will be -
3.4E+038 (Writable)

OVER_RANGE_LIMIT REAL Engineering Over Range Limit.
When the limit is disabled, the
value will be +3.4E+038
(Writable)

RAW_MINSCALE DINT Raw Minimum Scaling integer
value (Writable)

RAW_MAXSCALE DINT Raw Maximum Scaling integer
value (Writable)

ENG_MINSCALE REAL Engineering Minimum Scaling
value (Writable)

ENG_MAXSCALE REAL Engineering Maximum Scaling
value (Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID
input)

10.1.3.2 Digital Logic Variable Types

The following table summarize the attributes that are exposed for digital logic variable types. 

All attributes are read-only, except where noted as "Writable".
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Logic Variable
Type

Attributes Exposed Data
Type

Comment

T_SPx70_BOOL

OBJ_QUALITY BYTE Object quality value comprising
the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 3 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)

VALUE BOOL Digital object current state
(Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID input)

T_SPx70_ADV_DIGI
TAL

COMMON_OBJ_QUALI
TY

WORD Object quality value comprising
the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 1 =
IO_NORESPONSE_QUAL

bit 2 =
USER_SET_OFFLINE_QUAL

bit 3 = LOGIC_QUAL

bit 5 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

IO_NORESPONSE_QU
AL

BOOL I/O not responding

USER_SET_OFFLINE_
QUAL

BOOL Object set Offline by user,
ONLINE_QUAL = 0 (Writable)

LOGIC_QUAL BOOL Updated by logic

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)
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DIGITAL_OBJ_QUALIT
Y

BYTE Digital object quality value
comprising the following bits:

bit 0 = CHATTER_QUAL

bit 1 = ALERT_STATE_QUAL

CHATTER_QUAL BOOL Physical digital input updates
are suppressed or restricted
due to rapidly state changes
(see I/O module hardware
manual for more information)

ALERT_STATE_QUAL BOOL Object is in an Alert State.
ALERT_STATE_QUAL = 1
when VALUE =
ALERT_ACTIVE_STATE

VALUE BOOL Digital object current state
(Writable)

DIGITAL_OBJ_CONFIG BYTE Digital object configuration
fields value comprising the
following bits (Writable):

bit 0 = ALERT_INHIBIT

bit 1 = ALERT_ACTIVE_STATE

ALERT_INHIBIT BOOL Inhibits protocol events on this
object 

ALERT_STATE_QUAL = 0 
(Writable)

ALERT_ACTIVE_STAT
E

BOOL The active state of this object
that constitutes an Alert
(Writable).
ALERT_STATE_QUAL = 1
when VALUE =
ALERT_ACTIVE_STATE

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID input)

10.1.3.3 Counter Logic Variable Types

The following table summarize the attributes that are exposed for counter logic variable types. 

All attributes are read-only, except where noted as "Writable".
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Logic Variable
Type

Attributes Exposed Data
Type

Comment

T_SPx70_UDINT

OBJ_QUALITY BYTE Object quality value comprising
the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 3 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)

VALUE UDINT Counter object current value
(Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID input)

T_SPx70_ADV_CO
UNTER

COMMON_OBJ_QUALI
TY

WORD Object quality value comprising
the following bits:

bit 0 = ONLINE_QUAL

bit 1 =
IO_NORESPONSE_QUAL

bit 2 =
USER_SET_OFFLINE_QUAL

bit 3 = LOGIC_QUAL

bit 5 = FORCED_QUAL

ONLINE_QUAL BOOL Object is online and reports
good quality

IO_NORESPONSE_Q
UAL

BOOL I/O not responding

USER_SET_OFFLINE_
QUAL

BOOL Object set offline by user
ONLINE_QUAL = 0 (Writable)

LOGIC_QUAL BOOL Updated by logic

FORCED_QUAL BOOL Object value is forced (by a
user)
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COUNTER_OBJ_QUAL
ITY

BYTE Counter object quality value
comprising the following bits
(Writable):

bit 0 = HIGH_LIMIT_QUAL

HIGH_LIMIT_QUAL BOOL High Limit Alert state.
HIGH_LIMIT_QUAL = 1 when 

VALUE >= HIGH_LIMIT

VALUE UDINT Counter object current value
(Writable)

HIGH_LIMIT UDINT High Limit Alert value (Writable)

COUNTER_OBJ_CONF
IG

BYTE Counter object configuration
fields value comprising the
following bits:

bit 0 = ALERT_INHIBIT

ALERT_INHIBIT BOOL Inhibits protocol events on this
object (Writable)

OBJ_ID DWORD Object services identifier (used
to connect to logic function
blocks having an OBJ_ID input)

.

10.1.4 Selecting Variables for Exclusive Logic Control

Each SCADAPack x70 variable can operate in shared control mode or in exclusive logic control
mode. 

Shared control mode

In shared control mode, SCADAPack x70 logic can update the value of a logic variable to
change the value of the corresponding object data value. Similarly, other SCADAPack x70
services or protocols, such as DNP3 or Modbus can write to the same object data value and that
change is visible to the logic variable. By default, each SCADAPack x70 object that is
configured with a Logic Variable Type (T_SPx70_xxxx) in the SCADAPack x70 configuration
software operates in shared control mode.

To allow a combination of sources to update the same SCADAPack x70 object, write your logic
code so that it preserves changes made by other SCADAPack x70 services or protocols. For
example, write your code so that it only conditionally updates the corresponding variable value in
logic rather than overwriting it on each scan. This allows a value changed outside of the logic to:

· Be read during the logic Input Management (IN) phase
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· Remain unchanged by logic scanning until it is necessary to update the value

· Remain at the same value for writing during the logic Output Management (OUT) phase

Exclusive logic control mode

In exclusive logic control mode, only the logic application can write to the SCADAPack x70
object. Any attempts by other SCADAPack x70 services or by protocols to write to the object
are not accepted and generate a status code. Exclusive logic control is typically needed when
the logic application is performing real-time control functions. One example is when the logic
application is solely responsible for controlling the physical outputs on a SCADAPack x70
device. This control occurs through a logic variable to a SCADAPack x70 object that is
associated with a physical output channel.

To configure a SCADAPack x70 object for exclusive logic control, select the Exclusive Logic
Control checkbox for the object in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. For details
about configuring objects, see the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

10.1.5 Programming Guidance for Logic Variables

When using a logic variable, such as a DDT variable or an array variable, with user-defined
function blocks (DFBs), keep in mind the following programming principles:

· If you add a variable as a DFB output only type, the function block writes to unused elements
of the variable as if all of its values are 0. This action overwrites any values that were already
stored in the original variable. When the variable is next used, the only values preserved are
those that were last written to it. The other original values are lost.

· If you add a variable as a DFB input only type, the function block uses the values that were
already stored in the variable elements when it executes, but it does not write new values to
the variable. The original values that were stored in the variable elements are retained and can
be accessed again.
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· If you add a variable as a DFB input/output type, the function block uses the values that were
already stored in the variable elements when it executes, then writes the resulting new value
elements to the output. The original values that were stored in the variable elements and not
modified by the function are retained and can be accessed again. This is the preferred method
of using complex data variables with DFBs.

The figure below illustrates these concepts.

10.2 Accessing System Data in a Logic Program

System data is internal information that represents the operating status of the SCADAPack x70
device. This topic describes how to access system data in logic programs. This system data is
separate from logic System Status Bits and Words .

1. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, create a database object and configure an association with
a System Data Reference.

130
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2. The System Data Reference, and other information required to configure the object, is
obtained from the tables describing system data in the System Data topic in the Operations
Technical Reference manual.

For example, in a logic program, if you want to use the Ethernet statistics system data for
DNP3 frames from a MAST task, choose the following system data reference:

3. Set up the System Data Reference for the created object.

4. Set the correct Data Type from the table. For this example, use Counter.
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5. Link the object to a logic variable using the correct Logic Variable Type from the table. For
this example, T_SPx70_UDINT.

6. Set the name of the object to one of the following:

· The name of the system data reference (needs to be an exact match with the association’s
System Data Reference configuration)

o To set the name of the object to the system data reference, click the Copy System Data

Reference to Name button, shown below.
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· An object name of your choosing (that does not begin with the prefix “SYS_”)

For example:

or
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7. When the object changes are applied in SCADAPack RemoteConnect, the system data is
available as a logic variable with the same name as the object.

8. Use the variable in the same way as other SCADAPack x70 linked variables (for example,
MasterFrameCount.VALUE). The logic variable value will update at a rate determined by the
SCADAPack x70 firmware. Typically, at 2, 5, or 10 second intervals depending upon the
characteristics of the system data.

The same SCADAPack object could also be configured to provide the system data value in a
remote protocol. For more information, see the Accessing System Data in a Remote
Protocol topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

10.3 Available Logic Functions for SCADAPack x70 Devices

This topic describes sections and program units, the available SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
languages, tasks, and processes that are available for various SCADAPack x70 devices.

Sections and Program Units

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor provides two methods for creation of logic:

· Sections

o A global programming entity than can be constructed in one of the IEC 61131-3

Programming Languages . They provide a simple way to generate logic code accessing
global variables and logic resources

· Program Units

o Program Units are autonomous programming entities that each define a public interface and

local variables, can be configured with their own animation tables, and contain one or more
programmed sections referring to the defined public interface and local variables. The
programmed sections in a Program Unit can be constructed in one of the IEC 61131-3
Programming Languages . The public interface of a Program Unit is connected to global
variables and logic resources. Program Units provide a way to re-use logic, for example
where multiple instances of the same logic are needed in the same logic program, or where
program units are used across multiple controller devices. 

For information see the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help.

Programming languages

The following IEC 61131-3 logic languages are available for SCADAPack x70 device platforms:

114

114
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· Structured Text (ST)

· Instruction List (IL)

· Function Block Diagram (FBD)

· Sequential Function Chart (SFC)

· Ladder Diagram (LD)

SCADAPack x70 devices do not support LL984 logic programming.

Tasks and processes

The following table describes the available tasks and processes for SCADAPack x70 devices:

Tasks

Processes

SCADAPack 570

SCADAPack 574

SCADAPack 575

SCADAPack 470

SCADAPack 474

MAST task – Cyclic Not recommended Not recommended

MAST task – Periodic Supported Supported

FAST task – Periodic Supported Supported

Auxiliary tasks – Periodic 2 Supported 2 Supported

Maximum application size 3072 Kbytes 3072 Kbytes

Maximum saved (variable) data size 1024 Kbytes 1024 Kbytes

10.4 Saving and Restoring Logic Data Using Animation Tables

Logic variable values can be saved to file and restored from file using animation tables. This can
be useful for preserving selected, or all, internal logic application variable values, for example
when a logic application is updated.

SCADAPack object-mapped variables (variables of T_SPx70_ types) cannot be restored this
way. Instead, when a logic application is updated, or a SCADAPack configuration is modified,
they are saved automatically by the SCADAPack object database and provided to the logic
application at the start of each program scan. 

Additionally, SCADAPack object values can be saved separately, for example when moving a
configuration to a different SCADAPack x70 device. Use the SCADAPack offline Object
Browsers to create Use the SCADAPack RemoteConnect offline Object Browsers to create lists
of objects in conjunction with the online Transfer Current Values to save values in browser
Preset values. See the Working with Preset Values topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.
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Retrieving logic data values

To retrieve values from the running SCADAPack logic project, create a new animation table
and add selected, or all logic variables to the table

1. In the Logic Editor Connected mode, on the animation table, select Modification mode.

2. On the animation table, click the icon Swaps to multiple mode.   

3. Click the icon Populates multiple values using existing values. 

When you confirm this action, the current values of the animation table variables are read
from the logic application in the SCADAPack x70 device into the Set Value column of the
table.

Saving logic data values

To save the animation table data

1.  In the logic Project Browser, right-click on the animation table that you created and select
Export. 

2. Select a location for the export file to be saved. The export file is of type .XTB.

Restoring logic data values

1. Import the animation table data by right-clicking on the Animation Tables menu item in the
logic Project Browser and select Import. 

2. Choose the saved animation export file (.XTB) and click Import. 

3. If prompted to keep or replace data, select Replace All and click Ok. 

4. Open the imported animation table and, in Logic Editor Connected mode, on the animation
table select Modification mode.

5. On the animation table, click the icon Swaps to multiple mode. 

6. Click the icon Executes multiple.  
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When you confirm this action the Set Value for each variable is written to the logic
application in the SCADAPack x70 device.

10.5 Logic Tasks

Each SCADAPack x70 object that has a configured Logic Variable Type in the SCADAPack
x70 configuration software can be assigned a Logic Task. The logic task determines the speed
and priority at which the logic is executed.

For more information, see:

· Selecting Logic Tasks

· Logic Task Descriptions

10.5.1 Selecting Logic Tasks

The Logic Task for a SCADAPack x70 object is selected in the SCADAPack x70 configuration
software when you configure the object. The default logic task is the MAST task, however other
logic tasks may be available depending on your SCADAPack x70 device model and object
configuration.

117
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When you are programming in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, logic tasks are automatically
created if the Logic Task is configured in one or more SCADAPack x70 objects . You can also
create a task using the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor even if no SCADAPack x70 objects are
configured for use in the task. A SCADAPack x70 logic variable (of T_SPx70_XXXX type) needs
to be used only in the logic content in one task (the same task as selected in the Logic Task
configuration for the corresponding SCADAPack x70 object).

See Multitasking  for more information on how to use tasks in your logic application.

Use the following guidelines when using a SCADAPack x70 variable in a logic task:

· SCADAPack x70 variables that correspond to objects configured for a MAST task can be
used only in MAST task logic.

· SCADAPack x70 variables that correspond to objects configured for a FAST task can be used
only in FAST task logic.

· SCADAPack x70 variables that correspond to objects configured for an AUX0 task can be
used only in AUX0 task logic.

· SCADAPack x70 variables that correspond to objects configured for an AUX1 task can be
used only in AUX1 task logic.

NOTICE

INCONSISTENT DATA, UNPREDICTABLE RESULTS

· Never use a SCADAPack x70 variable in logic sections or program units in more than one
task.

· Never use a SCADAPack x70 variable in a logic section or program unit in a task that is
different from the task configured for the corresponding SCADAPack x70 object. 

Before using a SCADAPack x70 variable in logic, verify which Logic Task is configured for the
corresponding object in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

120
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10.5.2 Logic Task Descriptions

Depending on the model type and configuration, your SCADAPack x70 device supports one or
more of the logic tasks described in the table below.

Logic Task Description

MAST The task that typically executes the majority of logic programmed in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. 

The MAST task is executed in 3 phases: 

· Input Management (IN): SCADAPack x70 object data is copied to MAST
variables that are T_SPx70 types. 

· Program Processing: The program sections are executed.

· Output Management (OUT): MAST variables that are T_SPx70 types are
copied to writeable SCADAPack x70 object data. 

FAST An optional, time-triggered task that executes short duration, time-sensitive
logic at a higher priority than the MAST task. The FAST task can solve logic
more than once per MAST task scan.

The FAST task is executed in 3 phases: 

· Input Management (IN): SCADAPack x70 object data is copied to FAST
variables that are T_SPx70 types. 
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· Program Processing: The program sections are executed.

· Output Management (OUT): FAST variables that are T_SPx70 types are

copied to writeable SCADAPack x70 object data during the Output

Management (OUT) phase. 

AUX0 An optional Auxiliary task that executes slower, less important background
logic at a lower priority than logic in the MAST tasks. 

Using Auxiliary tasks for low priority tasks relieves some of the burden from
MAST tasks and helps to improve MAST task scanning for essential
functions. 

The AUX0 task operates in a similar way to the MAST task regarding IN,
Program Processing and OUT phases.

The AUX0 task executes its code sections in the time remaining after the
FAST and MAST task sections are executed, and other SCADAPack x70
system processing is complete. 

Configure the MAST task for Periodic scanning when you are using the AUX0
task.

AUX1 An optional Auxiliary task that executes slower, less important background
logic at a lower priority than MAST and AUX0 logic. 

The AUX1 task typically has a slower Periodic scan rate than the AUX0 task.

The AUX1 task operates in a similar way to the MAST task regarding IN,
Program Processing and OUT phases.

The AUX1 task executes its code sections in the time remaining after the
FAST, MAST and AUX0 task sections are executed, and other SCADAPack
x70 system processing is complete. 

Configure the MAST task for Periodic scanning when you are using the AUX1
task.

10.6 Multitasking

The following topics describe SCADAPack x70 logic multitasking:

· Multitasking Software Structure

· Sequencing of Tasks in a Multitasking Structure

· Multitasking Logic Considerations

· Logic Execution Examples

· Accessing Consistent System Status Bits and Words when Multitasking

10.6.1 Multitasking Software Structure

This topic describes the SCADAPack x70 software structure when using multiple logic tasks.

120
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Tasks and processing

The task structure of a SCADAPack x70 logic application is as follows:

Task Designation Description

MAST Always present, typically executes the majority of logic code;
may be Periodic (default) or Cyclic (not recommended)

FAST Optional, always Periodic

AUX0, AUX1 Optional, always Periodic (requires MAST to be Periodic)

The following diagram shows the tasks in a multitasking structure and their level of priority.

The tasks available may differ depending on the type of SCADAPack x70 device. See Available
Logic Functions for SCADAPack x70 Devices .

Levels of priority are fixed for each task to prioritize certain types of processing.

Higher priority tasks are processed in preference to lower priority tasks, causing any processing
in progress to be suspended until the higher priority task has completed.

Subroutine limitations

Subroutines can only be used in the task within which they are defined. For example,
subroutines defined in MAST cannot be called from FAST.

SCADAPack x70 Object limitations 

Where a SCADAPack x70 object is configured in SCADAPack RemoteConnect with a Logic
Variable Type of T_SPx70_XXXX and a configured Logic Task, the linked logic variable of the
same name must only be used in the program sections belonging to the configured task. For
example, a SCADAPack RemoteConnect object with a Logic Task configured for MAST must
not be referenced in a program section that is part of FAST, AUX0 or AUX1. References must
only be made to the variable/object name in the MAST task in this case.

114
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 CAUTION

UNEXPECTED MULTITASK APPLICATION BEHAVIOR

The sharing of SCADAPack x70 logic variables between different tasks can lead to unforeseen
behavior by the application.

We specifically recommend that you associate each T_SPx70_XXXX variable type with one
task only.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.

Recommendation

While T_SPx70_XXXX variable types cannot be shared across multiple tasks, other logic variable
types can be. Where the value of a T_SPx70_XXXX type variable is required to be used in other
tasks, assign internal variable(s) (of types other than T_SPx70_XXXX) from the .VALUE element
or other elements of the T_SPx70_XXXX variable. The internal variable can then be shared across
multiple tasks.

10.6.2 Sequencing of Tasks in a Multitasking Structure

This topic introduces the sequence of logic task execution when multiple SCADAPack x70 logic
tasks are configured.

General

The MAST task is active by default.

The FAST task and Auxiliary tasks (AUX0 and AUX1) are automatically created if SCADAPack
RemoteConnect objects are linked with T_SPx70_XXXX variable types and assigned to FAST,
AUX0 or AUX1 tasks. The user can also create FAST, AUX0 and/or AUX1 tasks in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

The equivalent of Control Expert (Unity Pro) Event processing tasks are not supported in
SCADAPack x70 logic.

Operation

The table below describes the execution of a priority task (this operation is also illustrated in the
diagram below).

Phase Description

1 Start of the FAST task cycle

2 Execution of lower priority tasks in progress are stopped

3 Execution of the priority task
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4 The interrupted task takes over again when processing of the priority task is
complete

Description of the task sequence

The following diagram illustrates the task sequence of multitasking processing with a MAST task
and a FAST task with a 50 ms Period.

Legend

I: Get SCADAPack object values into T_SPx70_ variables in the logic task

P: Logic task processing

O: Put T_SPx70_ variables out from the logic task into SCADAPack objects

SCADAPack x70 logic does not support additional system bits and system words for controlling
task execution.

10.6.3 Multitasking Logic Considerations

This topic describes aspects of logic execution that should be considered when using
multitasking.

As described in Multitasking Software Structure  and Sequencing of Tasks in a Multitasking
Structure  an application’s logic can be divided among up to 4 logic tasks on a SCADAPack
x70 device.

The following table may provide some insight into setting up your application structure. See
Available Logic Functions for SCADAPack x70 Devices  to check which tasks and processes
your device supports.

Application Type Constraints Tasks/Operation selection
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Simple No significant timing constraints MAST / Periodic mode

(Cyclic mode not
recommended)

Simple to moderate
complexity

Some process timing
constraints

MAST / Periodic mode

Moderate complexity Some process timing
constraints, some elements
with ancillary purpose

MAST / Periodic mode

AUX0

Moderate complexity Some elements requiring
precise process timing

MAST / Periodic mode

FAST

Moderate to high complexity Some elements requiring
precise process timing, some
elements with ancillary purpose

MAST / Periodic mode

FAST

AUX0

High complexity Elements requiring precise
timing, many elements with
ancillary purposes

MAST / Periodic mode

FAST

AUX0

AUX1

Recommendations

· In all cases, the logic associated with controlling the bulk of the process should be in the
MAST task

· Configure the MASK task to use Periodic mode. Cyclic mode is not recommended. In many
cases, no additional task optimization may be needed.

· The recommended minimum Period for MAST task execution on a SCADAPack x70 device is
125 ms.

· Logic associated with precise timing in the FAST task should be kept to a minimum. For
analytical applications, consider a logic architecture where the FAST task captures data, but
processing of the data is performed in MAST or Auxiliary tasks.

· The recommended minimum Period for FAST task execution on a SCADAPack x70 device is
50 ms

· Where minimizing the MAST task execution time is important, move as much of the ancillary
logic to one or two Auxiliary tasks

· For every task, the period configuration should be set greater than the observed peak in
execution time for the task. The higher the priority of the task, the greater the period should be
relative to the execution time. Here are some typical examples:
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Task Typical Execution
Time

Typical
Period
Configuratio
n

Typical Uses

FAST 3 ms 50 ms High speed control logic, high
speed data gathering

MAST 40 ms 200 ms General process control,
processing data gathered for
control decisions

AUX0 20 ms 500 ms Ancillary process control,
statistical processing of gathered
data

AUX1 30 ms 1000 ms statistical processing of low rate
data

When designing a multitasking system, it is important to consider the task periods relative to
each other and relative to the execution time of the task. 

A poorly tuned multitasking application can have an undesirable impact on other RTU system
functions. In general, the simpler the task arrangement in a logic application the better.

The following topics provide examples on how multitasking can be used:

· MAST task Cyclic mode

· MAST task Periodic mode

· MAST and Auxiliary tasks

· MAST and FAST tasks

10.6.4 Logic Execution Examples

The following topics provide some visual examples of how the SCADAPack x70 device shares
time between logic tasks and SCADAPack x70 system functions. Some examples show
interaction between multiple tasks, and the need to tune task period configurations to allow
sufficient time for all tasks to operate efficiently.

See the following examples: 

· MAST task Cyclic mode (not recommended)

· MAST task Periodic mode

· MAST and Auxiliary tasks

· MAST and FAST tasks  
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MAST task Cyclic mode (not recommended)

Legend

I: Get SCADAPack object values into T_SPx70_ variables in the logic task

P: Logic task processing

O: Put T_SPx70_ variables out from the logic task into SCADAPack objects

S: System busy time

In Cyclic mode, the MAST task uses all available time. Sufficient time should be allowed for
bursts of other activity on the SCADAPack x70 device. For this reason, Cyclic mode is not
recommended. The length of time periods (1), (2), and (3) can vary depending on the
SCADAPack x70 device system activities.

MAST task Periodic mode

Legend

I: Get SCADAPack object values into T_SPx70_ variables in the logic task

P: Logic task processing

O: Put T_SPx70_ variables out from the logic task into SCADAPack objects

S: System busy time
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X: Available idle time 

In Periodic mode, time periods (1), (2), and (3) are less variable when the MAST Period is
configured such that available time is provided for SCADAPack x70 device system activities
between each MAST cycle. MAST cycles are less likely to be interrupted providing improved
scanning consistency. Some variance in the time to complete the execution of a cycle can be
expected (for example as shown in period 3). If the MAST Period is configured too low, variances
become more like those in Cyclic mode.

MAST and Auxiliary tasks

Legend

I: Get SCADAPack object values into T_SPx70_ variables in the logic task

P: Logic task processing

O: Put T_SPx70_ variables out from the logic task into SCADAPack objects

S: System busy time

X: Available idle time 

Similar to the MAST task Periodic mode, this arrangement introduces an Auxiliary Task that
executes between MAST periods and when the system isn’t busy. The Auxiliary Task
processing may be interrupted by MAST execution (at the start of period 2 in this example) or by
system execution (later in period 2 in this example).

The Auxiliary Task Period should be configured to be much longer than the MAST task Period.
In this example the AUX0 task period 4 was scheduled early in period 1, but was delayed
starting to nearer the end of period 1 owing to higher priority tasks and processes already
running.
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MAST and FAST tasks

Legend

I: Get SCADAPack object values into T_SPx70_ variables in the logic task

P: Logic task processing

O: Put T_SPx70_ variables out from the logic task into SCADAPack objects

S: System busy time

X: Available idle time 

Execution of the FAST task interrupts the MAST task and system processing to ensure its logic
is executed at a consistent rate (the FAST Period). This may impact system operation if not
carefully tuned.

The FAST task also has I / P / O (in / processing / out) phases, as described above for the
MAST and Auxiliary tasks. They are not indicated on the diagram as |I|P|O|, rather they are
shown as |||| for clarity. 

The FAST Period should be as large as possible for the application and the amount of logic in
the FAST task should be kept to a minimum.

The MAST task may be in Cyclic mode (with no Auxiliary tasks), or Periodic mode (with optional
Auxiliary tasks). When in cyclic mode, the MAST task scan rate will vary significantly according
to system processing and interruptions by the FAST task. A more consistent MAST scan rate is
achievable when using Periodic mode; the MAST Period must be configured to provide available
system time in this case.

10.6.5 Accessing Consistent System Status Bits and Words when Multitasking

On SCADAPack x70 devices, discrete system bits and system words (provided for logic to
access system status and system timing information) is synchronized with the operation of the
MAST task.

In a multitasking application, use of system bits and words for timing may result in inconsistent
results in logic executing in FAST, AUX0, and AUX1. 
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Where multiple tasks are used in a SCADAPack x70 logic application and where access to
consistent status or time from system bits and words in required, System Status Function
Blocks (see the System Status Function Blocks topic in the Function Blocks Technical
Reference manual) should be used according to the following list:

· SYST_READ_FLOAT_STATUS

· SYST_READ_TASK_BIT

· SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT

· SYST_TIME

Where a system function is not provided for a particular system status bit or word, the system
status bit or word can be used directly in any task.

For example, instead of using %S4, %S5, %S6, %S7, or %SD20 in FAST, AUX0, and AUX1
task program sections, use the SYST_TIME function. This function may also be used in MAST
task program sections for consistency across an application.
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11 System Status Bits and Words

For a list of the system status bits that the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor supports, see System
Status Bits .

For a list of the system status words that the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor supports, see
System Status Words .

11.1 System Status Bits

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, system bits are accessed through logic program sections
and animation table entries that include a %S reference. 

System status bits using %S references are equivalent to logic BOOL variables.  

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor supports the system status bits described below. System
status bits %S15  to %S20  apply to MAST tasks only.

System
Status
Bit

Function Read-Only /
Read-Write

Additional Information

%S0 First cycle after
program update

Read-Write Normally 0, this bit is set to 1 when:

· An updated logic application is loaded
(excludes logic Online Modification)

· Power is restored with loss of data (for
example, if the battery is no longer
functioning and memory is not retained) 

· The user program sets %S0

In each of the above cases, this bit is then set
to 1 during the first complete restored cycle of
the logic program. 

It is not set to 1 if, in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor, the user performs Mode > Stop,
then Mode > Init, and then Mode > Run. 

This bit is reset to 0 at the end of the first
cycle of the MAST task in RUN mode.

To detect the first cycle in the run after any
cold start, refer to %SW10 . 

%S0 is not always set in the first scan of the
logic. If a signal set for every start of the logic
is needed, %S21  should be used instead.

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored.
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%S1 First cycle after
warm start

Read-Write Normally 0, this bit is set to 1 when:

· Power is restored with data save (for
example, a normal power)

· The user program sets %S1

· The logic application is restarted

This bit is reset to 0 at the end of the first
cycle of the MAST task in RUN mode, and
before the outputs are updated.

%S1 is not always set in the first scan of the
logic. If a signal set for every start of the logic
is needed, %S21  should be used instead.

%S4 10 ms Read-Only A 10 ms clock tick (bit toggles every 5 ms)

Free running

Timing pulses to assist MAST logic task
program sections in accumulating time values
or triggering timed actions. All tick indications
are BOOL type.

%S5 100 ms Read-Only A 100 ms clock tick (bit toggles every 50 ms)

Free running

Timing pulses to assist MAST logic task
program sections in accumulating time values
or triggering timed actions. All tick indications
are BOOL type.

%S6 1 second Read-Only A 1 second clock tick (bit toggles every 500
ms)

Free running

Timing pulses to assist MAST logic task
program sections in accumulating time values
or triggering timed actions. All tick indications
are BOOL type.

%S7 1 minute Read-Only A 1 minute clock tick (bit toggles every 30
seconds)

Free running

Timing pulses to assist MAST logic task
program sections in accumulating time values
or triggering timed actions. All tick indications
are BOOL type.

133
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%S13 First scan in
RUN

Read-Only On for 1 scan of the MAST task

Use %S21  for other tasks

%S15 String overflow Read-Write A destination string in a task logic is
insufficient in size. 

To locate the overflow, use the logic editor
Tools > Diagnostic Viewer.

This status indication may be reset by writing
a value of 0 to %S15 in a program section. 

In a multi-tasking application, the String
overflow status can be read after an operation
in a task program section using elementary
function SYST_READ_TASK_BIT with input
15.

To reset the String overflow status in a multi-
tasking application, use elementary function
SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT with input 15.

It is recommended to use one or more fewer
characters in the string than the size of the
string variable, to allow space for a NULL
(ASCII 0) termination character at the end of
the string.

For example:

· For a variable of type STRING, use 1 to 15
characters

· For a variable of type STRING[64] use 1 to
63 characters

%S18 Type or
arithmetic
overflow

Read-Write There is an arithmetic or type overflow in a
logic task, such as an assignment overflow,
divide by 0, or invalid parameter value passed
to a function or function block. 

To locate the overflow, use the logic editor
Tools > Diagnostic Viewer.

This status indication may be reset by writing
a value of 0 to %S18 in a program section.

In a multi-tasking application, the Type or
arithmetic overflow status can be read after an
operation in a task program section using
elementary function SYST_READ_TASK_BIT
with input 18.

To reset the Type or arithmetic overflow status
in a multi-tasking application, use elementary

133
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function SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT with input
18.

%S19 Task period
overrun

Read-Write In a single task application this indicates that
the MAST task execution time has exceeded
the configured scan period. This may occur as
a result of an Online Modification or long
execution time of logic. The status indication
is undefined in a multi-tasking application.

This status indication may be reset by writing
a value of 0 to %S19 in a MAST program
section.

%S20 Array index
overflow

Read-Write An array index exceeds the defined size of an
array, in a logic task. 

To locate the overflow, use the logic editor
Tools > Diagnostic Viewer.

This status indication may be reset by writing
a value of 0 to %S20 in a program section.

In a multi-tasking application, the Array index
overflow status can be read after an operation
in a task program section using elementary
function SYST_READ_TASK_BIT with input
20.

To reset the Array index overflow status in a
multi-tasking application, use elementary
function SYST_RESET_TASK_BIT with input
20.

%S21 First task scan
after logic in
RUN

Read-Only Similar to %S13  but remains on until every
task has scanned at least once

See %SW10 .

%S51 Time loss in
real-time clock

Read-Only False = Clock OK

True = Clock not operational

This reference is set only at startup.

See the SYS_CLOCK: System Clock topic in
the Operations Technical Reference manual.

%S76 Diagnostics
buffer
configured

Read-Only Status indicating the system diagnostic buffer
is configured and can be read by the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor debugger

%S77 Diagnostics
buffer full

Read-Only Status indicating the system diagnostic buffer
is full 
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%S78 Halt on overflow
condition
(configurable)

Read-Write When set to 1, the logic program halts when
any of the following status bits are set: %
S15 , %S18  or %S20

Requires one of the following actions to
recover:

· Select the INIT and RUN commands in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Mode menu

· Click Restart Application on the Logic tab
in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters,
then select the Initialize and Restart
Application option

· Execute the RESTART LOGIC COLD
command from a command line, or from the
SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -
DeviceDTM  select Additional Functions >
Execute Command dialog in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

11.2 System Status Words

In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, system status words are accessed through logic program
sections and animation table entries. 

System status words using %SW references are equivalent to logic signed INT variables. See
the 16-bit system status words  table.

System status words using  %SD references are equivalent to logic signed DINT variables. See
the 32-bit system status words  table.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor supports the 16-bit system status words described below.

System
Status
Word

Function Read-Only /
Read-Write

Additional Information

%SW0 MAST period
ms
(configurable
from the MAST
properties)

Read-Write Indicates the configured scan mode or period of
the MAST task.

A change from the MAST task properties
requires that you build the application in the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software and
write the configuration to the SCADAPack x70
device.
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Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored.

Valid values: 

· 1...255 ms = MAST task scan period
(Periodic Mode)

· 0 = MAST task Cyclic Mode (not
recommended)

%SW1 FAST period
ms
(configurable
from the FAST
properties)

Read-Write Indicates the configured scan period of the high
priority FAST task.

A change from the FAST task properties
requires that you build the application in the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software and
write the configuration to the SCADAPack x70
device.

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored.

Valid values:

· 2...255 ms = FAST task scan period

· 0 = FAST task not configured in logic project

%SW2 AUX0 task
period in 10ms
units
(configurable
from the AUX0
task properties)

Read-Write Indicates the configured scan period of the low
priority AUX0 task.

A change from the AUX0 task properties
requires that you build the application in the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software and
write the configuration to the SCADAPack x70
device.

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored.

Valid values:

· 1...255 = AUX0 task scan period* 10...2550
ms

· 0 = AUX0 task not configured in logic project

* scan period may be extended as this is a low
priority task

%SW3 AUX1 task
period in 10ms
units
(configurable

Read-Write Indicates the configured scan period of the
lowest priority AUX1 task.

A change from the AUX1 task properties
requires that you build the application in the
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from the AUX1
task properties)

SCADAPack x70 configuration software and
write the configuration to the SCADAPack x70
device.

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored.

Valid values:

· 1...255 = AUX1 task scan period* 10...2550
ms

· 0 = AUX1 task not configured in logic project

* scan period may be extended as this is a low
priority task

%
SW10

First cycle after
cold start

Read-Only If the value of the current task bit is set to 0,
the task is performing its first cycle after a cold
start:

· %SW10.0 = assigned to the MAST task 

· %SW10.1 = assigned to the FAST task 

· %SW10.2 = assigned to the AUX0 task

· %SW10.3 = assigned to the AUX1 task

The current task bit is set to 1 by the system
before the second cycle.

%
SW14

Logic
commercial
version

Read-Only For example, BCD 16#100 = Version 1.00

%
SW15

Logic
commercial
patch

Read-Only Numeric 1 to 26 = A to Z

0 = no patch

%
SW16

Internal logic
firmware version
(hex)

Read-Only For example, BCD 16#0050 = 0.50

%
SW17

Floating point
status

Read-Write When an invalid floating arithmetic operation is
detected, bit %S18  is set to 1 and the %
SW17 status is updated as follows: 

· %SW17.0 = invalid operation; result is not a
number 

· %SW17.1 = denormalized operand; result is
acceptable 

· %SW17.2 = division by 0; result is infinity

· %SW17.3 = overflow; result is infinity 
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· %SW17.4 = underflow; result is 0

· %SW17.5 to %SW17.15 = not used

This word is reset to 0 by the system on cold
start. It can also be cleared in logic, for
example by including the following in a
Structured Text section so further status can
be detected:

%SW17 := 0;

For MAST task only

To read the Floating point status in FAST,
AUX0, or AUX1 task program sections, use
elementary function
SYST_READ_FLOAT_STATUS.

%
SW18

100 ms counter
low

Read-Write Free running 100 ms counter (16-bit each for
low and high)

Count is retained across a SCADAPack x70
device restart, initializing a logic application,
and across loading of a configuration that
updates the logic application.

· Counts 0 to 32767 and -32768 to -1

· Resets to zero every 6553.6 seconds

%
SW19

100 ms counter
high

Read-Write Free running 100 ms counter (16-bit each for
low and high)

Count is retained across a SCADAPack x70
device restart, initializing a logic application,
and across loading of a configuration that
updates the logic application.

· Increments when %SW18  rolls over to
zero

· Counts 0 to 32767 and -32768 to -1

· Resets to zero approx. every 13.6 years

%
SW20

1 ms counter
low 

Read-Only Free running 1 ms counter (16-bit each for low
and high)

Starts at 0 when the SCADAPack x70 device
restarts, a logic application is initialized, and
when a configuration updating the logic
application is loaded to the SCADAPack x70
device

· Counts 0 to 32767 and -32768 to -1

· Resets to zero every 65.536 seconds
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%
SW21

1 ms counter
high

Read-Only Free running 1 ms counter (16-bit each for low
and high)

Starts at 0 when the SCADAPack x70 device
restarts, a logic application is initialized, and
when a configuration updating the logic
application is loaded to the SCADAPack x70
device.

· Increments when %SW20  rolls over to
zero

· Counts 0 to 32767 and -32768 to -1

· Resets to zero approx. every 49.7 days

%
SW30

MAST current
scan time

Read-Write Indicates the MAST task execution time 1  

Not relevant when debugging the application

Unit: Milliseconds (ms) 

Time elapsed between start of Input phase and
end of Output phase for the most recent logic
scan)

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored. 

%
SW31

MAST
maximum time

Read-Write Indicates the longest Master task execution

time since the last cold start 1

Unit: Milliseconds (ms) 

%
SW32

MAST
minimum time

Read-Write Indicates the shortest Master task execution

time since the last cold start 1

Unit: Milliseconds (ms)

%
SW33

FAST current
scan time

Read-Write Indicates the execution time of the last FAST

task cycle 1

Unit: Milliseconds (ms)

Time elapsed between start of Input phase and
end of Output phase for the most recent logic
scan)

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored. 

%
SW34

FAST
maximum time

Read-Write Indicates the longest FAST task execution

time since the last cold start 1

Unit: Milliseconds (ms)
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%
SW35

FAST minimum
time

Read-Write Indicates the shortest FAST task execution

time since the last cold start 1

Unit: Milliseconds (ms)

%
SW49

Current time
and date: Day
of the week

Read-Only The current device system time that is used by
the SCADAPack operating system. This time
does not adjust for time zone offsets or
daylight saving time (summer time). It returns
the time from the real time clock. 

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored. 

%SW49 to %SW53 are read only.

%SW49: Day of the week 

1 = Monday

2 = Tuesday

3 = Wednesday

4 = Thursday

5 = Friday

6 = Saturday

7 = Sunday

16#000D (where D is the number for the day of
the week)

%SW50: Seconds 

16#SS00

%SW51: Hours and Minutes 

16#HHMM

%SW52: Month and Day 

16#MMDD

%SW53: Year

16#YYYY

Also, see %SW70

%
SW50

Current time
and date:
Seconds

Read-Only

%
SW51

Current time
and date: Hours
and Minutes

Read-Only

%
SW52

Current time
and date:
Month and Day

Read-Only

%
SW53

Current time
and date: Year

Read-Only

%
SW54

Last power
interruption or
last
SCADAPack
x70 logic stop
date and time:

Read-Only The device system time of the last power
interruption or last SCADAPack x70 logic stop.
This time does not adjust for time zone offsets
or daylight saving time (summer time). It
returns the time from the real time clock. If no
stop time is available (e.g. after a firmware

142
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Seconds upgrade, after a Cold Boot) the start time is
used.

%SW54 to %SW58 are read only.

%SW54: Seconds 

16#00SS

%SW55: Hours and Minutes 

16#HHMM

%SW56: Month and Day

16#MMDD

%SW57: Year

16#YYYY

%SW58:  

The most significant byte contains the Day of
the week:

1 = Monday

2 = Tuesday

3 = Wednesday

4 = Thursday

5 = Friday

6 = Saturday

7 = Sunday

and the least significant byte contains the
code for the last stop:

1 = Change from RUN to STOP by the terminal
or the dedicated input

2 = Stop on SFC overrun

4 = Power outage

5 = Stop on hardware fault

6 = Stop on software fault

Details on the type of software fault are stored
in %SW125

16#0DXX (where D is the number for the day of
the week and XX is the stop code)

%
SW55

Last power
interruption or
last
SCADAPack
x70 logic stop
date and time:

Hours and
Minutes

Read-Only

%
SW56

Last power
interruption or
last
SCADAPack
x70 logic stop
date and time:

Month and Day

Read-Only

%
SW57

Last power
interruption or
last
SCADAPack
x70 logic stop
date and time:

Year

Read-Only

%
SW58

Last power
interruption or
last
SCADAPack
x70 logic stop
date and time:

Day of the
week and code
for the last stop

Read-Only
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%
SW70

Current time
and date: Week
of the year

Read-Only The device system time that is used by the
SCADAPack operating system. This time does
not adjust for time zone offsets or daylight
saving time (summer time). It returns the time
from the real time clock. 

Changes made from the animation table and
logic programs are ignored. 

%SW70: Week of the year

BCD 01-52 or 16#00WW (where WW is the
number for the week of the year)

%
SW76

Diagnostic
registration

Read-Write Result of the last diagnostic registration
operation: 

· 0 = The registration was successful

· 1 = The diagnostic buffer has not been
configured

· 2 = The diagnostics buffer is full

%
SW77

Diagnostic de-
registration

Read-Write Result of the last diagnostic de-registration
operation:

· 0 = The de-registration was successful

· 1 = The diagnostic buffer has not been
configured

· 21 = The error identifier is invalid

· 22 = The error has not been recorded 

%
SW78

Number of
diagnostic
entries

Read-Only The number of entries in the diagnostics buffer

%
SW94

Application
modification
signature low

Read-Only
Contains a 32-bit value that changes every time
the application is modified

%
SW95

Application
modification
signature high

Read-Only

%
SW108

Number of
forced EBOOL
variables

Read-Only Counts the number of forced EBOOL logic
variables. This word is incremented for every
new forced variable, and decremented for every
unforced variable. See EBOOL Variable
Type .31
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%
SW125

Last fault
detected

Read-Only The following list of error codes is not
complete. If you encounter an error code that is
not listed below, search the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor Help for the error code. If not
found, contact Schneider Electric technical
support for assistance.

· 8792 (16#2258): Execution of HALT
instruction

· 8962 (16#2302): Call to non-supported
system function in a user function block

· -26992 (16#9690): Mismatch of application
CRC detected in background

· - 8569 (16#DE87): Calculation alert on
floating-point numbers (%S18  is also set
to 1 and floating point conditions are shown
in the system word %SW17 )

· - 8464 (16#DEF0): Division by 0 (%S18  is
also set to 1)

· - 8463 (16#DEF1): Character string transfer
alert (%S15  is also set to 1)

· - 8462 (16#DEF2): Arithmetic alert (%
S18  is also set to 1)

· - 8461 (16#DEF3): Index overflow (%S20
is also set to 1)

· - 8457 (16#DEF7): SFC execution alert

· 16#8xF4, 16#9xF4: Indicates an issue on
Sequential Function Chart (SFC)

1 Execution time is the time elapsed between the start (input acquisition) and the end (output
update) of a scanning period. It includes the time required to process the task and to process
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor requests when it is connected online.

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor supports the 32-bit system status words described below.

System
Status
Word

Function Read-Only /
Read-Write

Additional Information

%SD18 100 ms
counter 

(System double
word)

Read-Write Free running 100 ms counter (32-bit)

%SD18 should only be used in MAST logic
task program sections
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Count is retained across a SCADAPack x70
device restart, initializing a logic application,
and across loading of a configuration that
updates the logic application.

· Counts 0 to 2147483647 and -2147483648 to
-1

· Resets to zero approx. every 13.6 years

%SD20 1 ms counter 

(System double
word)

Read-Only Free running 1 ms counter (32-bit)

%SD20 can be used in MAST logic task
program sections. For FAST, AUX0 and AUX1
program sections, see the Using Logic System
Status Library Time EF for Multi-Tasking
Applications topic in the Operations Technical
Reference manual.

Starts at 0 when the SCADAPack x70 device
restarts, a logic application is initialized, and
when a configuration updating the logic
application is loaded to the SCADAPack x70
device.

· Counts 0 to 2147483647 and -2147483648 to
-1

· Resets to zero approx. every 49.7 days
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12 Example Applications

The following very basic example applications are available:

· Synchronizing Digital Inputs and Outputs

12.1 Synchronizing Digital Inputs and Outputs

The examples below show how you can use a Function Block Diagram (FBD) or Structured Text
(ST) to synchronize digital output and digital input actions so that:

· Digital outputs 1 though 4 turn on when the corresponding digital inputs turn on

· Digital outputs 1 through 4 turn off when the corresponding digital inputs turn off

Function block example

144
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Structured text example
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to connect to the SCADAPack x70 device to perform
file system management tasks, command line operations and device management tasks. These
individuals are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual describes:

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.
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Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart
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Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 SCADAPack x70 Memory Capacity

The SCADAPack x70 provides several areas for memory storage and operation for SCADAPack
x70 device services.

The primary areas are:

· Logic Program Memory

· Logic Saved Data Memory

· Object Database and Event Pool Memory

· Object-Logic Variable Links

Each of these 4 areas are independent. A specific SCADAPack x70 device configuration using
memory in one of the areas does not affect the available memory in the other two areas.

The capacity of each memory area is shown in the following table:

Memory Type Capacity

Logic Program 3584 KB

Logic Saved Data 1024 KB

Object Database

3000 KB

Event Pool

Object-Logic Variable Links 64 KB

6.1 Logic Program Memory

Up to 3584 KB of memory is available for a logic program. The content and organization of the
logic program memory is managed by the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

When a Build is performed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, the memory organization and
usage can be viewed using Mode > Memory Consumption.

An example logic program memory organization from Mode > Memory Consumption is shown
in the following image. 

18
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22
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The chart on the left represents the Logic Program Memory, which indicates the % of memory
available (88.4% in this example) and the size of the available space (3243984 bytes in this
example). The chart also shows the contribution of other components making up the logic
program memory. Hovering over the colored chart areas shows the size of each area. The legend
on the left also includes a description and size of each area.

For a SCADAPack x70, the following components may be displayed:

· Constants: Static data associated with initial variable values. Where logic project variables are
tagged in the data editor as “Constant”, they reside in logic program memory (instead of saved
data memory). When examining memory optimization, consider whether some logic variable
values remain constant over the life a program. If so, setting them as Constant moves them
from Logic Saved Data memory to Logic Program memory. This may be advantageous as the
memory capacity available for Logic Program memory exceeds that of Logic Saved Data
memory.

· Executable Code: The logic that executes in the SCADAPack x70 device logic program,
derived from project program EFs, EFBs, and DFB types. The more code sections and the
larger the content of the code sections, the larger this area.

· Upload information: Some devices using Control Expert (Unity Pro) (e.g. Modicon PLCs)
support an Upload information area in the logic program memory for graphic code of
languages, symbols, etc). This is not provided for SCADAPack x70 devices as it supports an
integrated but separate upload of device configuration and logic via SCADAPack
RemoteConnect. While the Memory Usage display indicates “Upload information” in the
legend, it will not appear in Logic program memory chart for SCADAPack x70 devices.

· Configuration: Fixed information inside the logic program to indicate that the program is
intended to operate on a SCADAPack x70 device, along with hardware information such as
memory layout.
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· System: Fixed information inside the logic program to help the SCADAPack x70 device
execute the logic program.

· Diagnostic: Fixed information inside the logic program to help the Diagnostic Viewer to be
used at debug time.

· Data Dictionary: This area helps provide the linkage between named logic variables and
SCADAPack x70 objects. The more individual variables that are declared in the logic project,
the larger this area.

A Pack button is provided if you want to reorganize memory to optimize it. Memory can become
fragmented owing to successive Build Changes and Online Modifications, particularly when
using large DFB instances. The Pack button becomes available when the Logic Editor
determines that fragmentation has reached a level where reorganization may yield a useful
reduction in memory usage. 

For more details on how the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor uses the Total, Greatest, and
Fragmentation % information with the Pack command, see How the PLC detects it’s
recommended to make a Pack command for Internal Memory in SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor > Operating Modes > General > Global project management > Project
management > Function Pack for Memory. 

6.2 Logic Saved Data Memory

Up to 1024 KB of memory is available for the logic program saved data. The content and
organization of the logic saved data memory is managed by the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.
This memory retains logic data across a SCADAPack x70 device restart as well as across a
power loss. The battery needs to be charged for the data to be retained. Data is retained if there
is no loss of power to the SCADAPack x70 device. 

When a Build is performed in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, the memory organization and
usage can be viewed using Mode > Memory Consumption.

An example logic program memory organization from Mode > Memory Consumption is shown
in the following image. 
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The chart on the right represents the Logic Saved Data Memory, which indicates % of memory
available (89.3% in this example) and the size of memory available (936032 bytes in this
example). The chart also shows the contribution of other components making up the logic saved
data memory. Hovering over the colored chart areas shows the size of each area. The legend on
the left also includes a description and size of each area.

For a SCADAPack x70, the following components may be displayed:

· Data: Located data. For a SCADAPack x70 this refers to a fixed memory area for %S system
bits and %SW system words.

· Declared Data: Unlocated data (declared in the data editor). The more variables that are
configured in the data editor, the larger the memory required. This includes elementary
variables, arrays, strings, T_SPx70_xxxx DDT variables connected to SCADAPack x70
objects, as well as user DDT variables, variables within DFB instances, and data required by
EFB instances. See more information below on memory optimization.

· Diagnostic: Fixed information inside the logic saved data to help the Diagnostic Viewer to be
used at debug time.

The contribution to memory usage for Declared Data by individual variables, DDT instances,
DFB instances, and EFB instances can be found by right-clicking on a representation for each of
these (e.g. in the data editor, language editor, etc) and selecting Data Properties. The Size
information is shown in the data properties information, as shown in the following image:
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When examining memory optimization, consider the following points:

· Some logic variable values remain constant over the life of a program, for example in
elementary variables and strings. Setting them as Constant moves them from Logic Saved
Data memory to Logic Program memory. This may be advantageous as the memory capacity
available for Logic Program memory exceeds that of Logic Saved Data memory

· Select variable types appropriate to the data being represented. For example, using
elementary data type DINT instead of INT uses twice as much memory. If you don’t need to
represent values outside of the range -32768 to 32767, then it is more memory-economical to
use type INT.

· Select an appropriate T_SPx70_xxxx DDT variable type in SCADAPack RemoteConnect for
representing SCADAPack objects. For example, a variable of type T_SPx70_ADV_ANALOG
consumes much more memory than a variable of type T_SPx70_INT. If you are not using the
advanced object features in every variable, use the simpler type for those variables that don’t
need it.

· The size of STRING variables depends upon the length defined. For example, variables of
STRING type are 16 characters, variables of string[255] type are 255 characters each. Choose
string lengths according to the information they will contain. 

6.3 Object Database and Event Pool Memory

The SCADAPack x70 event pool and object database share a memory section. This memory
section has a maximum size of approximately 3000 KB.

See:

· Event Pool Memory

· Object Database Memory

23
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6.3.1 Event Pool Memory

The Event Pool size is determined by the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration for the
SCADAPack x70 device. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, go to DNP3 > Outstation > Events
> Advanced Configuration.

The event pool size is constant once the Maximum Event Storage is configured, regardless of
the number of events buffered in the event pool at any given time.

The memory required for the event pool can be calculated as follows:

Event Pool Size (KB) = Maximum Event Storage / 28

For the default setting of 5000 events, the event pool size is 5000 / 28 = approximately 137 KB.

The maximum of 40000 events corresponds to an event pool of approximately 1094 KB.

6.3.2 Object Database Memory

The available object database size is reduced by the Event Pool Size. See Event Pool
Memory .

The number of objects supported in the object database is limited by:

· A maximum of 15,000 objects

· Maximum Event Storage configuration

· Mix of object types 

In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, select Objects > Object Statistics to display the number of
objects and mix of object types relevant to the object database memory. 

23
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Each pie chart shows the memory used by each data type, including the unused memory when
the Show Unused box is checked. This is checked by default. When the box is not checked, the
relative memory use of each type is displayed.

If a total memory statistic exceeds 100%, a message is shown on the Object Statistics and
Object Configuration pages.

The approximate number of objects supported in the SCADAPack x70 database is shown in the
following table:

Maximum
Event Storage
(configuration)

Approximate Number of Objects

Minimum

(all analog
objects, no

Flow Computer
configuration)

Typical Mix 

(half analog,
half digital
objects, no

Flow Computer
configuration)

Minimum

(all analog
objects with 10-

run Flow
Computer

configuration)

Typical Mix 

(half analog,
half digital

objects, with
10-run Flow
Computer

configuration)

100 9300 11900 7000 9000

5000 8900 11300 6600 8400

20000 7400 9400 5100 6500

40000 5500 7000 3200 4100
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The information in the following table can be used to provide a more detailed assessment of
object database size: 

Object Type Approximate Object Size
(bytes)

Digital 124 + text field characters*

Analog 248 + text field characters*

Counter 140 + text field characters*

*The number of characters used in the object name + group name + comment fields in each
object

The following table provides an approximate indication of the available object database size for
various event pool sizes:

Maximum Event
Storage

(configuration)

Event Pool size
(KB)

Available Object
Database size with
no Flow Computer
configuration (KB)

Available Object
Database size with

10-run Flow
Computer

configuration (KB)

100 3 2673 2023

5000 137 2539 1889

20000 547 2128 1478

40000 1094 1582 932

6.4 Object-Logic Variable Links

Up to 64 KB of memory is available for linking logic program variables with the object database.

The number of links is limited by:

· The number of SCADAPack RemoteConnect objects linked to SCADAPack x70 logic
variables

· The variable type selected on the objects

· The size of the T_SPx70_ DDT variable type

A typical mix of variable types should allow up to approximately 6000 object-variable links in a
project.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect shows the use of Object-Variable links on the Object Statistics
page.
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The information in the following table can be used to provide a more detailed assessment of
memory use for object-logic variable links.

Logic variable Type  DDT Type Memory Size (bytes)

T_SPx70_INT  8

T_SPx70_UINT  8

T_SPx70_DINT 12

T_SPx70_REAL 12

T_SPx70_ADV_ANALOG 76

T_SPx70_BOOL  8

T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL 12

T_SPx70_UDINT 12

T_SPx70_ADV_COUNTER 20

The Advanced variable types (T_SPx70_ADV_ANALOG, T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL and
T_SPx70_ADV_COUNTER) consume more memory than the equivalent simple types.

In a typical application, fewer than 10% of objects require an advanced logic variable type.

For more information on configuring object variable types, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring Database Objects.

For more information on simple and advanced logic variables, in the Logic Programming Overview
manual, see Simple and Advanced Logic Variables.
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7 File System

The file system on the SCADAPack x70 device is stored in flash memory. It is typically used to
store or load the following information:

· Configuration files for the device, licenses and security

· Configuration logs

· IEC 61131-3 logic applications

· Output data from specific tasks

· Logged diagnostics

File system structure and sizes

The table below describes the basic file system directory structure and the maximum size for
each directory.

To maintain device performance, we recommend storing no more than 500 files in any file
system directory. For details about the files in the file system, see File Names .

Directory Description Maximum Size

/user Flash memory file system directory. For SCADAPack 57x: 82 MB

For SCADAPack 47x: 128 MB

/ramdir Volatile directory. Resides in RAM. Used
for temporary files and diagnostic log
files.

12 MB

/usb0 Directory on plug-in USB drive inserted in
the USB Host port. Used to transfer files
to and from the device.

Use single-partition plug-in USB drives
only. 

Up to 32 GB

/sd0 Directory on plug-in microSD card
inserted in the SD slot. 

Used to transfer files to and from the
device.

Use single-partition microSD cards only.

Up to 32 GB

/user/logic Directory used to store binary, signature
and source archive files generated by the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

Sub-directory of /user

28
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7.1 File Names

The file system supports a maximum file name length of 255 characters, including the path.
Spaces in the file name and path are supported. However, because some FTP clients may not
support them, including spaces in file names and paths is discouraged. File names are not case
sensitive and can include a file extension, such as .txt.

The table below lists file names that are typically found in the SCADAPack x70 device file
system.

File Name Default Location Description

configuration.rtz /user The configuration file for the SCADAPack x70
device.

This file contains the full configuration that is read
from or written to a SCADAPack x70 device. It
does not include project information, such as
communication settings, project structure and
configuration information for additional Device
Type Managers (DTMs) that is contained in the
project (.prj) file. 

The .rtz file Includes the component files
identified below.

configuration.rtu /user A component of the configuration file (.rtz file) for
the device.

Stores configuration and communication settings
generated by SCADAPack RemoteConnect, Geo
SCADA Expert or other SCADA management
tools. 

The content of this file is loaded into the database
on the device when you write the configuration to
the device.

This file is updated by the device when the
configuration is read by SCADAPack
RemoteConnect, Geo SCADA Expert or another
SCADA application. 

station.apx /user/logic A component of the configuration file (.rtz file) for
the device.

It is the binary file representing the compiled logic
application. This is generated by the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. The device loads
this file as part of the configuration process to
execute the logic application. 
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logicapp1.sig /user/logic A component of the configuration file (.rtz file) for
the device.

It is a text file of metadata representing the
signature of the built logic application. The table
below summarizes the information provided.

Metadata Description

Version The version number of the
logicapp1.sig file.

CID The logic Creation Identifier
signature.

The CID does not change
during the life of the logic
project. It is included for
debugging purposes.

MID The logic Modification Identifier
signature.

The MID changes each time
the logic project is built and is
the primary indicator that the
logic project has changed. 

ProjectName The name given to the logic
project in the SCADAPack x70
Logic Editor.

BuildVersion The build version of the logic
project. 

The build version is updated
each time the project is built in
the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor.

logicapp1.sta /user/logic A component of the configuration file (.rtz file) for
the device.

It is a compressed, version-independent logic
archive that defines the logic project structure,
logic tasks, program sections, variable objects,
components used from the library, animation
tables, and the run-time build image. 

The device does not interpret the content of the
.sta file. It simply stores it so it can be included
in the configuration read from the device.
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SCADAPack RemoteConnect uses this file to
allow the configuration settings and the logic
application to be read from the device, for
example for debugging or editing by the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor.

If the logic application is modified online, the .sta
file is deleted so that an outdated project archive
is not retrieved from the device. 

test.log /user/logic The logic debugging file generated by
SCADAPack x70 logic. This file includes status
codes that can be helpful when troubleshooting.

Config.log /user Messages saved from the last configuration
attempt.

devicediag.log /user Diagnostic stream log file for the device.

*.fwz

*.biz

/user Compressed firmware file

*.blz /user Device bootloader firmware file
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8 Using Time Services

The SCADAPack x70 device provides a variety of time services. The following topics describe
the time services available in SCADAPack x70 facilities, and provides guidance on which time
services to use for which applications. 

· Understanding RTU System Time

· Daylight Saving Time

· Which Services Use Which Clock?

· Using Logic Library Time EFBs

· Using Logic Time System Status Bits 

· Using Logic Time System Status Words

· Using Logic Time System Status Double Words

· Using Logic System Status Library Time EF for Multi-Tasking Applications

· Using Logic SysClock Library EFs

· Using System Data Time References

· Understanding Time Data Formats

8.1 Understanding RTU System Time

Time in the SCADAPack x70 device is known as RTU System Time. Each SCADAPack x70
device includes a battery-backed real-time clock. This battery keeps the RTU System Time
clock running even when the SCADAPack x70 device power is off.

There are two ways to read and set the real-time clock in the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Local Time only

· RTU System Time and Local Time

Local time only

The simplest way to use SCADAPack x70 device time is with local time. You can set this up
by:

· Configuring the Time Offset from UTC setting described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual > Configuring SCADAPack x70 Device Operation > Configuring SCADAPack x70
Settings and Identification Strings topic to zero, and 

· Having the Daylight Saving mode control set to OFF

In this case, both RTU System Time and local time always have the same value.

The local time only approach can be used in the following situations:

· Where a distributed SCADA system operates in a single time zone

· Where daylight saving time changes are not made in the locale

· Where daylight saving time changes are not made as part of system operations
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· Where twice-yearly time changes are accepted practice for system operation

If you have multiple devices in different time zones or in a time zone that alternates between
standard and daylight saving time, using local time only does not provide consistent time across
devices. This can result in inconsistent time tracking causing loss of data, inaccurate data, or
confusion in timestamped data. 

Using local time only for event timestamps in SCADA protocols, such as DNP3, may not meet
the requirements of the protocol standards.

RTU System Time and Local time

By using RTU System Time and local time, the SCADAPack x70 allows time of day to be
represented consistently across a system. 

If you set the RTU System Time clock to UTC, the base time for the device does not alter across
daylight saving time changes. Even when devices are in different time zones, time is consistent
across multiple devices. 

The local time clock is provided for operations that need to occur in local time. Local time is the
time shown on your watch or phone in the same locale as the SCADAPack x70 device. 

The local time clock, which is available in software, is derived from the RTU System Time clock,
but is offset by:

· Time Offset from UTC configuration as described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual
> Configuring SCADAPack x70 Device Operation > Configuring SCADAPack x70 Settings and
Identification Strings topic

· Daylight Saving mode control

For time-of-day sensitive applications (for example in logic), it is recommended that you set the
RTU System Time clock to UTC time and that you configure the time zone offset so that local
time is available.

When configured this way, the two time-of-day clocks indicate:

· UTC (Universal) time, and

· Local Time

8.2 Daylight Saving Time

Daylight saving time, when enabled, adds an additional +1.0 hour offset to the Time Offset from
UTC value described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual > Configuring SCADAPack
x70 Device Operation > Configuring SCADAPack x70 Settings and Identification Strings topic.
You can enable daylight saving time on the SCADAPack x70 device using the system data
reference SYS_CLOCK_DST_State. This system data reference can be linked to a logic
variable, allowing user logic to determine when to enable and disable daylight saving mode. The
system data reference can also be mapped to remote protocols to control the daylight saving
mode from a SCADA client, or set from SCADAPack RemoteConnect using the online logic
browser and adding system reference SYS_CLOCK_DST_State.

See: System Data 133
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8.3 Which Services Use Which Clock?

The following table provides a summary of the device services available and lists which services
use RTU System Time (UTC) and which use local time. 

Device Service Type Device Service Details Time Service
Used

Logic Function Blocks · TIME_GetOS

o Operating system time

· TIME_SetTimedate

o Set system or local time

· SysClock > PTC

o Logic stop time

· SysClock > R_NTPC

o Network time

· SysClock > RRTC_DT

o Read current date/time

· SysClock > RRTC_DT_MS

o Read date/time with ms

· SysClock > WRTC_DT

o Write date/time

RTU System Time

Logic Function Blocks · TIME_GetLocal

o Get ms since midnight

· TIME_GetTimeDate

o Get current date/time

· TIME_SetTimedate

o Set system or local time

· SysClock > SCHEDULE

o Time scheduler

Local time

Logic System Words · %SW49-53, 70

o Current date/time/week

· %SW54-57

o Logic application stop time

· %SD18, 20

o Time scheduler

RTU System Time
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System Data References · SYS_CLOCK_OsTime

o Operating system time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Hour

o Current date/time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Minute

o Current date/time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Second

o Current date/time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Year

o Current date/time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Month

o Current date/time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_DayOfMonth

o Current date/time

· SYS_CLOCK_TIME_DayOfWeek

o Current date/time

· SYS_LOGIC_StartTime

o Logic application start time

· SYS_LOGIC_StopTime

o Logic application stop time

· SYS_CODE_n_StatusTime

o Date/time of status report

· SYS_RESTART_n_ReasonTime

o Date/time of restart report

· SYS_STATUS_LicenseExpiryDate

o Date/time of license expiry

RTU System Time

System Data References · SYS_CLOCK_LocalTime

o Device’s UTC offset and daylight

saving time adjusted clock

Local time

DNP3 Protocol · Write time

· Read time

· Event timestamps

DNP3 / IEEE 1815 standard requires the
use of UTC time format

RTU System Time
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IEC 60870-5-104 Protocol Write time, Read time, Event
Timestamping

RTU System Time

Realflo Write time, Read time, audit logs, flow
history

Local time

Device diagnostic
timestamps

Shown on device diagnostic output to: 

· Serial command line port

· Diagnostic File

· Telnet sessions

RTU System Time

8.4 Using Logic Library Time EFBs

You can choose a SCADAPack x70 logic function block to interact with the device clock
according to the time format that is most useful for your application. 

See each of the following function blocks for more details:

· TIME_GetLocal in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual > Real-time Clock
Function Blocks topic

· TIME_GetOs in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual > Real-time Clock Function
Blocks topic

· TIME_GetTimedate in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual > Real-time Clock
Function Blocks topic

· TIME_SetTimedate in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual > Real-time Clock
Function Blocks topic

8.5 Using Logic Time System Status Bits

The SCADAPack x70 logic engine provides several system status bits to assist time-based
triggering in applications. The system status bits are free-running and operate independently of
the device’s real-time clock. 

The functionality of these system status bits is compatible with the operation of Modicon M340
and M580 PLCs when used in MAST logic task program sections.

When using %S timing pulses in FAST, AUX0, and AUX1 logic task program sections, refer to
Using Logic System Status Library Time EF for Multi-Tasking Applications .

See each of the following system status bits for more details:

· %S4 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Bits topic

· %S5 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Bits topic

· %S6 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Bits topic

· %S7 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Bits topic

37
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8.6 Using Logic Time System Status Words

The SCADAPack x70 logic engine provides several system status words that allows your logic
program to read RTU System Time without using function blocks. 

Local time is not available when using these system status words. To access local time, see
Using Logic Library Time EFBs .

Time values associated with system status words are provided in several formats. Where BCD
(Binary Coded Decimal) format is described, the values are shown in a readable form when
viewed in Hexadecimal (16#) format in the logic editor Animation Table or, where linked with a
SCADAPack x70 Object, in Hex (Raw) format in the online Object Browser in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect. Each BCD digit is shown in one Hexadecimal digit.

These system status words are compatible with the operation of Modicon M340 and M580
PLCs.

For current date and time, see each of the following system status words for more details:

· %SW49 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW50 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW51 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW52 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW53 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW70 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

For last logic-stop date and time, see each of the following system status words for more
details:

· %SW54 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW55 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW56 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW57 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

· %SW58 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic

35
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8.7 Using Logic Time System Status Double Words

Two system status double words are provided by SCADAPack x70 logic for representing free-
running counter values in 32-bit format.

· %SD18 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic is equivalent to the value presented in the %SW18 and %SW19 pair of 16-bit words, but
is presented as a single 32-bit DINT value

· %SD20 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System Status Words
topic is equivalent to the value presented in the %SW20 and %SW21 pair of 16-bit words, but
is presented as a single 32-bit DINT value

The functionality of these system status double words is compatible with the operation of
Modicon M340 and M580 PLCs when used in MAST logic task program sections.

8.8 Using Logic System Status Library Time EF for Multi-Tasking Applications

The SCADAPack x70 logic library provides a function in the System > System Status family
that should be used instead of discrete system status bits and words when the free-running logic
time mechanisms are used in a multi-tasking logic environment. In FAST, AUX0 and AUX1
program sections, it is recommended to use the outputs of the SYST_TIME function block
instead of individual system status bits %S4, %S5, %S6, %S7 and system status double word
%SD20. 

This function block can also be used in MAST task program sections.

The timing outputs on this function block are free-running and operate independently of the
device’s real-time clock.

See: 

· SYST_TIME in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual > System Status Function
Blocks > SYST_TIME: Read Task Synchronized Time Management System Information topic

8.9 Using Logic SysClock Library EFs

You can choose a SysClock family function from the logic library to interact with the device
clock according to the time format that is most useful for your application. These functions are
generic to the logic library.

This topic describes SCADAPack x70 device compatibility for SysClock functions, comparing
operation with Modicon M340 and M580 PLCs.

Time values associated with SysClock library EFs are provided in several formats. Where BCD
(Binary Coded Decimal) format is described for a function, the values are shown in a readable
form when viewed in Hexadecimal (16#) format in the logic editor Animation Table or, where
linked with a SCADAPack x70 Object, in Hex (Raw) format in the online Object Browser in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect. Each BCD digit is shown in one Hexadecimal digit.

The following table of SysClock functions shows the SCADAPack x70 device time with which
each function interacts, and describes the functionality provided by each function. See the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help for more details. 
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Function Time Service Used Description

System > SysClock >
FREERUN

Free running Free running microsecond counter
(32-bit)

Typically used in applications to
measure elapsed time.

· Counts 0 to 2147483647 and -
2147483648 to -1

· Resets to zero approx. every 71.5
minutes

· SCADAPack x70 devices
increment this value every
microsecond

System > SysClock > PTC RTU System Time Read the Stop Date and Stop Code

System > SysClock >
R_NTPC

RTU System Time Network real-time clock function

In the SCADAPack x70 this function
returns RTU System Time (regardless
from where the time is set). Unlike
Modicon PLCs, it is not NTP specific
time.

On SCADAPack x70 devices, the
STATUS output indicates 0 if the
clock is unavailable or time is invalid
or 257 if time is available. This value
is used to avoid system status bit
used to avoid system status bit %S18
in the Logic Programming Overview
manual > System Status Bits and
Words > System Status Bits topic
indicating bad status. For
SCADAPack x70 devices, the
accuracy of time provided by the
function is NOT indicated or implied
by the STATUS output.

System > SysClock >
RRTC_DT

RTU System Time Read current date/time (1 second
resolution)

System > SysClock >
RRTC_DT_MS

RTU System Time Read current date/time (1ms
resolution)

On SCADAPack x70 devices, the
STATUS output indicates 0 if the
clock is available, independent of
time synchronization. Value 12800 is
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displayed if the clock is not
available. 

Value 0 is provided to avoid system
status bit %S18 in the Logic
Programming Overview manual >
System Status Bits and Words >
System Status Bits topic indicating
bad status.

For SCADAPack x70 devices, the
accuracy of time provided by the
function is NOT indicated or implied
by the STATUS output.

System > SysClock >
Schedule

Local time Time Scheduler

On SCADAPack x70 devices,
SCHEDULE will not operate if the
real-time-clock is unavailable.
Otherwise, the function operates
using Local Time from the
SCADAPack x70 device clock,
independent of time synchronization.

System status bit %S18 in the Logic
Programming Overview manual >
System Status Bits and Words >
System Status Bits topic is set if the
SCHEDULE function cannot operate
owing to invalid parameters or non-
operational clock.

System > SysClock >
WRTC_DT

RTU System Time Write date/time (1 second resolution)

System > SysClock >
GET_TS_EVT_M

System > SysClock >
GET_TS_EVT_Q

These function blocks are not
supported on SCADAPack x70
devices. Use SCADA protocol events
instead

8.10 Using System Data Time References

You can create objects in the database and associate them with system data references related
with time. The main reasons for associating system data with a database object are to:

· Make system data time values available to read from a logic application

· Make system data time values available to read from remote protocols

As logic already has access to a wide range of time services, the main use for time related
system data is for access via protocols. For example, while DNP3 has standardized
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mechanisms for reading and writing time, MODBUS does not. Mapping clock settings into
Modbus registers for reading the time is a common use case. 

System data references for time are not available to be written from a remote protocol. To set
SCADAPack x70 device time from a Modbus register write, for example, create a set of objects
linked to logic and mapped to Modbus. Provide a trigger mechanism (e.g. always writing an
extra register whose object is also linked to a logic variable, to a known value such as “1”). Use
a TIME_SetTimedate function block to set the time according to the objects, with ENABLE
connected to the detection of the trigger mechanism. Clear the trigger mechanism (e.g. write the
trigger logic variable to 0 after the time is set).

Object values from System data references are updated at various rates according to the
importance of the system data. See each of the following System data references for more
details. 

System Data Reference Time Service Used

SYS_CLOCK_LocalTime Local time

SYS_CLOCK_OsTime RTU System Time

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Hour

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Minute

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Second

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Millisecond

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Year

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Month

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_DayOfMonth

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_DayOfWeek

RTU System Time

SYS_LOGIC_StartTime

SYS_LOGIC_StopTime

RTU System Time

SYS_CODE_n_StatusTime

SYS_RESTART_n_ReasonTime

SYS_STATUS_LicenseExpiryDate

RTU System Time

8.11 Understanding Time Data Formats

The following topics explain the different time data formats:

· Logic TIME type

· Logic TOD type

· Logic DATE type
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· Logic DT type

· Operating System Time Format

· Network time

· Elapsed time

Logic TIME type

The logic TIME type expresses a period in milliseconds. It is encoded as an unsigned 32-bit

value and can be used to represent periods from 0 to 232-1 milliseconds (approximately 49.7
days).

The TIME logic type is used to represent time periods for time function blocks such as TON,
TOF, TP. It can be used in time math functions and converted to other types.

When used as a literal value, it is represented with a preceding T# or t# using a combination of
units: days (d) hours (h) minutes (m) seconds (s) and milliseconds (ms). 

Examples: T#25h15m, t#14.7S, T#5d10h23m45s3ms

NOTE: When using this time format to compare advancing values, take care when the value
approaches 49 days as the value rolls over to 0 soon after, which can produce unexpected
results. 

Logic TOD type

The logic TOD type expresses an absolute clock time value. It is represented as a 32-bit value in
BCD format. When viewing a TOD time value in the logic editor, it can be useful to view it in
Hexadecimal (16#) format, which shows each BCD digit in a hexadecimal digit.

When used as a literal value, it is represented with a preceding TOD# or tod# using the format:
TOD#<Hour>:<Minute>:<Second>

Example: tod#21:46:16

The TOD logic type is used to represent time in display values. It can be useful in converting
time values from %SW50 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts > System
Status Words topic and %SW51 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > Key Concepts >
System Status Words topic. It may be used in time math functions and can be converted to
other data types.

Logic DATE type

The logic DATE type expresses a calendar date. It is encoded as a 32-bit value in BCD format.
When viewing a DATE value in the logic editor, it can be useful to view it in Hexadecimal (16#)
format, which shows each BCD digit in a hexadecimal digit.

When used as a literal value, it is represented with a preceding D# or d# using the format:
D#<Year>-<Month>-<Day>

Example: D#2019-01-17
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The DATE logic type is used to represent a date in display values. It can be useful in converting
date values from %SW52 and %SW53. It may be used in time math functions and can be
converted to other types.

Logic DT type

The logic DT type expresses an absolute clock date and time value. It is represented as a 64-bit
value in BCD format. When viewing a DT time value in the logic editor, it can be useful to view it
in Hexadecimal (16#) format, which shows each BCD digit in a hexadecimal digit.

The DT logic type is used to represent date and time from time function blocks such as
R_NTPC,  RRTC_DT, RRTC_DT_MS, WRTC_DT, including for display values. It may be used in
time math functions and converted to other types.

When used as a literal value, it is represented with a preceding DT# or dt# in the format:
DT#<Year>-<Month>-<Day>-<Hour>:<Minute>:<Second>

Example: DT#2019-01-17-21:46:16

Operating System Time Format

The SCADAPack x70 device provides some services using Operating System Time Format. This
was historically known as UNIX time and is the time format used by several underlying time
services in SCADAPack devices. It represents RTU System Time as a signed 32-bit value in
seconds, where:

· 0 represents 1970-Jan-01-00:00:00 UTC

· The maximum time (231-1 seconds) represents 2038-Jan-19-03:14:07 UTC

Operating System Time Format is available as:

· Output by the TIME_GetOs function block

· Display format selection in SCADAPack RemoteConnect Object Browser lists (OSTIME)

· Representing times in System Data reference values. See Using System Data Time
References .

Network time

On SCADAPack x70 devices, Network time is recovered from the internal battery-backed real-
time clock, and represents the same time as RTU System Time, as described in the topics
above.

It differs from the Modicon PLC treatment of time, where Network time is presented where an
external time source has set the RTU System Time clock (via NTP). In SCADAPack x70
devices, time is represented the same regardless of the source of setting the time. Therefore,
where logic services refer to Network time this is the equivalent of RTU System Time in a
SCADAPack x70 device.

The following function blocks return Network time:

· Logic function block RRTC_DT_MS outputs two Time formats: 
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o Display_NTPC which includes a DT element containing date/time and an INT element

representing millliseconds (derived from RTU System Time in a SCADAPack x70 device)

o Calc_NTPC which includes a UDINT element containing the number of seconds since 1980-

Jan-01-00:00:00 UTC and an INT element representing milliseconds (derived from RTU
System Time in a SCADAPack x70 device). Maximum time represented is in the year 2048.

· Logic function block R_NTPC outputs two Time formats:

o Display_NTPC which includes a DT element containing date/time and an INT element

representing millliseconds (derived from RTU System Time in a SCADAPack x70 device as
for RRTC_DT_MS above)

o Calc_NTPC which includes a UDINT element containing the number of seconds since 1900-

Jan-01-00:00:00 UTC and an INT element representing milliseconds (derived from RTU
System Time in a SCADAPack x70 device). Maximum time represented is in the year 2036.

NOTE: This is a different time format as compared with RRTC_DT_MS above which uses 1980
as the time-base.

Elapsed time

Several sources present elapsed time in the SCADAPack x70 system.

· Function block

o TIME_GetLocal in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual > Real-time Clock

Function Blocks topic

o FREERUN in the Using Logic SysClock Library EFs topic

· System data references

o SYS_STATUS_Uptime

o SYS_LOGIC_MASTcurrentTime

o SYS_LOGIC_FASTcurrentTime

· System status words

o %SW18 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

o %SW19 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

o %SW20 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

o %SW21 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

o %SW30 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

o %SW33 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

· System status double word
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o %SD18 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic

o %SD20 in the Logic Programming Overview manual > System Status Bits and Words >

System Status Words topic
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9 Command Line Operations

SCADAPack x70 devices provide a range of commands to help you manage the operational
state of your equipment. 

Accessing the command line

· If there is a USB connection to the SCADAPack x70 device, use terminal emulation software,
such as PuTTY, to create a Telnet connection to IP address 10.2.3.4 on the device.

· If there is an Ethernet connection to the SCADAPack x70 device, use terminal emulation
software, such as PuTTY, to create a Telnet connection to the IP address of the Ethernet port
on the device.

· You can connect up to 5 concurrent Telnet sessions to the device's command line interface.

· If there is a serial connection to the SCADAPack x70 device, configure the connected serial
port for Command Line operation then use terminal emulation software, such as PuTTY, to
create a serial connection to the port. By default, serial port 4 on the SCADAPack x70 device
is configured for Command Line operation. You can use a different serial port for Command
Line operation, but only 1 serial port can be configured for Command Line operation. 

Once you are at the /user> command line, you can enter any of the available commands:

· Session Management Commands

· Device Information Commands

· Device Management Commands

· File Commands

· Status Commands

· TCP/IP Commands

To view the output for diagnostics commands, you need to start a diagnostics session at the
command line prompt. For details, see:

· Diagnostics Commands

To view the list of available commands

· Type ? at the command prompt, as shown in the example below.

/user>?
?              Display this information
APPEND         Alias: JOIN - Append file to end of another
BYE            Disconnect command session (Telnet)
CANdiag        Filter CANBus protocol diagnostics
CD             Change working directory
CLEAR          Clear specified device information
COPY           Duplicate a file
DATE           Display device date
DEL            Delete a file
DELTREE        Delete files and directories
DEVINFO        List drive information
DIAG           Connect to diagnostic display
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DIR            List existing files
DNPdiag        Filter DNP3 diagnostics
DNPROUTE       Display DNP3 routing table
DUMP           Dump the contents of a file as HEX
EDIT           Create ASCII file from console input
FILEdiag       Write diagnostics to log file (devicediag.log)
GetConfig      Get active device configuration and write it to a file
GetInfo        Save output from multiple commands (VER, WHOAMI, etc) to file
HARTdiag       Filter HART protocol diagnostics
HELP           Alias: ? - Display this information
IEC104DIAG     Filter IEC 60870-5-104 Controlled Station diagnostics
IFCONFIG       Set interface IP address and subnet
MD             Make a new directory
MemShow        Display device memory usage
MODBUSdiag     Filter Modbus protocol diagnostics
NETINFO        Display network connection and statistics information
PERF           Display performance information
PING           Send IP network test messages
PPPecho        Send PPP test message
RealfloDiag    Filter Realflo flow computer diagnostics*
RealfloStatus  Display Realflo flow computer status*
RENAME         Alias: REN - Rename a file
RESTART        Restart specified device facilities
RMDIR          Remove a directory
ROUTE          Manipulate IP network routing table
STATUS         Display device operational status
SYSdiag        Filter device system diagnostics
TASKS          Display device task information
TCPdiag        Filter TCP/IP diagnostics
TIME           Display device time
TYPE           Dump the contents of a file as ASCII
UNPACK         Unpack a configuration package file without applying it
VER            Display device firmware versions
WhoAmI         Display device identity

*For details of RealfloDiag and RealfloStatus, see the Realflo documentation set.

To view help for a specific command

· Type /? after the command name, as shown in the example below.

/user>dnpdiag /?
Set DNP3 Diag Filters.
Usage: DNPDIAG mode filter [filter ....] [param]
Where: mode   = ENABLE DISABLE
Where: filter = * 1 2 3 4 ETH1 ETH2 ETH3 REMIO_ETH_1 REMIO_ETH_2 REMIO_ETH_3
                APPL BYTES DBASE EVENTS FILTER_ADDR LINK NETWORK RAW_NET 

SECURITY TIME TRANSP USER
DNP3 Diags: --- link, *** net, ~~~ trans, === appl, +++ user, < tx, > rx
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9.1 Session Management Commands

Use the following commands to disconnect from and start a session:

· BYE: Disconnect Command Line Session

· DIAG: Start Diagnostics Session

9.1.1 BYE: Disconnect Command Line Session

Disconnects a command line session, except for a SCADAPack x70 device serial port
configured for Command Line operation. 

Usage

BYE

Guidance

If a Telnet terminal is connected to a command line session, the Telnet session is terminated.

Example

/user>bye

9.1.2 DIAG: Start Diagnostics Session

Connects the command line to a diagnostics session and exits command line mode. 

Even though multiple Telnet and serial command line interfaces can be active at the same time,
only one interface can activate the diagnostic session at any given time.

If a high volume of diagnostics are enabled on a command line serial port with a low baud rate
configured, some diagnostics may be discarded and you may notice time gaps in the
diagnostics displayed. This can be mitigated by configuring a higher baud rate for the command
line serial port.

Usage

DIAG

Guidance

Press <ESC>, <CTRL>K or <CTRL>\ to return to command line.

A diagnostics session can also be disconnected from a remote service if required:

· If the diagnostic session is already being directed to a command line or a Telnet session, and
you want to activate the diagnostic session on this interface, use RESTART DIAG  to
disconnect the active diagnostic session. 

· If the diagnostic session is being directed to a file, use the FILEDIAG  0 command to
disable diagnostic file logging.
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Example

/user>diag
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect

9.2 Diagnostics Commands

To view the output from diagnostics commands, use the DIAG  command at the command

line prompt to start a diagnostics session, as shown below:

/user>diag
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect

Use the following commands at the command line to specify how the diagnostics session
displays information for protocols and system operation:

· CANDIAG: Display CAN Bus Protocol Diagnostics

· DNPDIAG: Display DNP3 Protocol Diagnostics

· FILEDIAG: Write Diagnostics to a Log File

· HARTDIAG: Display HART Protocol Diagnostics

· MODBUSDIAG: Display Modbus Protocol Diagnostics

· IEC104DIAG: Display IEC 60870-5-104 Protocol Diagnostics

· SYSDIAG: Display System Diagnostics

· TCPDIAG: Display TCP/IP Protocol Diagnostics

9.2.1 CANDIAG: Display CAN Bus Protocol Diagnostics

Displays the specified CAN bus protocol diagnostic filter.

Usage 

CANDIAG mode filter [filter ....]

Parameter Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow

Filter Description

* Enables each of the filters listed below

APPL Application layer of the CAN bus protocol

EVENT Node events
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MODULE Application layer Module Management

Guidance

The 6602 HART module communicates with the SCADAPack using a link that is based on CAN
bus. CANDIAG displays information about communications on this link.

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use.

Examples

Example Description

/user>candiag enable * Enables CAN bus application layer and data link layer
diagnostics

/user>candiag enable APPL Enables only CAN bus application layer diagnostics

9.2.2 DNPDIAG: Display DNP3 Protocol Diagnostics

Displays the specified DNP3 protocol diagnostics.

Usage

DNPDIAG mode filter [filter ....][param]

Parameter Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow

Filter Description

* Enables or disables every filter described below, except BYTES, DBASE,
FILTER_ADDR, and RAW_NET which can be individually enabled.

1 to 5 DNP3 communication channels for the specified SCADAPack x70 device serial
port number

ETH1 DNP3 communication using Ethernet 1 TCP/IP (diagnostics indicate ch# = 10)

ETH2 DNP3 communication using Ethernet 2 TCP/IP (diagnostics indicate ch# = 11)

ETH3 DNP3 communication using Ethernet 3 TCP/IP (diagnostics indicate ch# = 12)
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APPL DNP3 application layer information

BYTES DNP3 link layer packet bytes (requires LINK filter to be enabled)

DBASE Read response information for DNP3 database points

EVENTS DNP3 event information

FILTER_AD
DR

Restrict diagnostics messages to the specified DNP3 node address

LINK DNP3 link layer packet header information

NETWORK DNP3 network functions information

RAW_NET Routed frames information

SECURITY DNP3 security information

TIME Time of DNP3 message diagnostic

When the time filter is enabled, the following system diagnostics also display
message diagnostic time:

· DNP3 TCP/IP messages

· Modem messages

· RS485 messages

· GPRS diagnostic messages

· Terminal Server port messages

The time displayed is in RTU System Time. See Understanding RTU System
Time .

TRANSP DNP3 transport functions information

USER User application request and response information

Guidance

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use. 

Filters are retained in non-volatile memory and are retained after the device is restarted.

Entering ENABLE * does not enable the BYTES, DBASE or RAW_NET filters. These filters
produce high volumes of diagnostics that would overload the diagnostics display when the other
filters are also active. 
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Entering ENABLE * does not enable the FILTER_ADDR filter because this filter requires a DNP3
address to operate. 

Examples

Example Description

/user>dnpdiag enable appl
trans filter_addr 125

Enables application layer and transport layer
diagnostics for DNP3 node address 125 only.

/user>dnpdiag disable
filter_addr

Removes the DNP3 node address filtering
restriction and displays enabled protocol layer
diagnostics for every DNP3 node address.

/user>dnpdiag enable 2
security events

Enables DNP3 security and event information for
serial port 2 on the device.

9.2.2.1 Example DNP3 Protocol Diagnostics Session

The example diagnostic session below shows DNP3 link layer, transport layer, application layer
and user (object) layer diagnostics using the commands: 

DNPDIAG ENABLE ETH1 APPL DBASE LINK TIME TRANSP USER 
TCPDIAG ENABLE DNP 

The table below describes the content in the command output.

Indicat
or

Description

ASSOC This DNP3 link layer indicator shows this communication is managed as a
DNP3/IP association. 

To view diagnostic information about DNP3/IP associations that this device knows
about, use the STATUS ASSOCIATION  command.

[30001] Shows these transactions are coming from and going to DNP3 device 30001 (a
DNP3 Controlling Station in this case).

There are matching sequence numbers SEQ# 2 for this transaction at the
application layer for the received Request, transmitted Response and received
Confirm fragments.

The Response includes two binary output event objects with time. The Timestamps
on the event objects are marked "(invalid)" indicating that the time is potentially
unreliable. This may be due to loss of an external time synchronization source on
the device, for example. 

---> Inbound link layer messages.

<--- Outbound link layer messages.
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~~~> Inbound transport layer information.

<~~~ Outbound transport layer information.

===> Inbound application layer information.

<=== Outbound application layer information.

 +++> Inbound user layer information.

 <+++ Outbound user layer information.

Command output

19:47:36.291: ---> ASSOC Primary Frame - Unconfirmed User Data
19:47:36.297: LEN(17) DIR(1) PRM(1) FCV(0) FCB(0) DEST(1) 

SRC(30001)

19:47:36.303: ~~~> [30001] Transport Header
19:47:36.307: FIR(1) FIN(1) SEQ# 23

19:47:36.313: ===> [30001] Application Header, Read Request
19:47:36.318: FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 2

19:47:36.358: Rx Object 60(Class Data), variation 2, qualifier 
0x06(All Points)

19:47:36.364: <+++ [30001] Build DNP3 Message: Read Response

19:47:36.370: Rx Object 60(Class Data), variation 3, qualifier 
0x06(All Points)

19:47:36.377: <+++ [30001] Build DNP3 Message: Read Response

19:47:36.383: Rx Object 60(Class Data), variation 4, qualifier 
0x06(All Points)

19:47:36.388: <+++ [30001] Build DNP3 Message: Read Response

19:47:36.424: Tx Object 11(Binary Output Event), variation 2, 
qualifier 0x17(8 Bit Index)

19:47:36.430: 15Apr11 19:46:34.923 (invalid) Binary Output 000000 = 0x81
19:47:36.436: 15Apr11 19:47:36.129 (invalid) Binary Output 000001 = 0x81

19:47:36.446: <+++ [30001] Insert request in queue: Read Response

19:47:36.493: <=== [30001] Application Header, Response
19:47:36.498: FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(1) UNS(0) SEQ# 2 IIN(0x0000)
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19:47:36.504: <~~~ [30001] Transport Header
19:47:36.508: FIR(1) FIN(1) SEQ# 6

19:47:36.514: <--- ASSOC Primary Frame - Unconfirmed User Data
19:47:36.519: LEN(30) DIR(0) PRM(1) FCV(0) FCB(0) DEST(30001) 

SRC(1)

19:47:36.557: IP>>TX Message for node 30001 to TCP address: 
172.16.28.11:T

19:47:36.560: IP>>Sending to TCP socket no. 138

19:47:36.630: I P>>RX DNP Message on interface 10 from address: 
172.16.28.11, on TCP socket 138

19:47:36.645: ---> ASSOC Primary Frame - Unconfirmed User Data
19:47:36.650: LEN(8) DIR(1) PRM(1) FCV(0) FCB(0) DEST(1) 

SRC(30001)

19:47:36.656: ~~~> [30001] Transport Header
19:47:36.660: FIR(1) FIN(1) SEQ# 24

19:47:36.666: ===> [30001]    Application Header, Application Confirmation
19:47:36.671:                 FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 2

9.2.3 FILEDIAG: Write Diagnostics to a Log File

Writes the contents of the diagnostics session to a file called devicediag.log.

Usage 

FILEDIAG [FILE LOCATION] [MAXIMUM FILE SIZE]

Parameter Description

FILE LOCATION The location where the devicediag.log file is stored.

r = RAM (/ramdir) 

f = flash (/user)

RAM locations are volatile and provide less storage capacity than flash
locations, but offer higher performance.

For details about when the log file is written, see Log file storage ,
below. 

For information about drive and directory sizes, see File System . 

Default: r (/ramdir)

MAXIMUM FILE
SIZE

The maximum size of the devicediag.log file in bytes.
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· If file size is not specified, the only limit to the devicediag.log file size is
the amount of available space in the location where it is stored. See File
System  for maximum available space for /ramdir and /user locations.

· If file size is specified, diagnostic file logging is stopped when the
devicediag.log file exceeds that size. Because the file size parameter is
used as a trigger to stop diagnostic logging, a few seconds worth of
diagnostic information may be appended to the devicediag.log file after
the specified file size is reached.

Activating diagnostic file logging overwrites existing devicediag.log files.

0 Disable diagnostic file logging

Guidance

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use. 

The FILEDIAG command will exit automatically when the SCADAPack x70 device is restarted. 

You can view only one diagnostics session at a time. If a diagnostics session is already
enabled, use the RESTART DIAG command to restart the diagnostic display session so

diagnostic file logging can begin. If you use the FILEDIAG command while a diagnostic display

session is active, the following message is displayed:

Diagnostic display already in-use
Use RESTART DIAG to disconnect remote user

Checking file logging status

To check the current state of diagnostic file logging, use the STATUS command.

· If diagnostic file logging is active, the STATUS command indicates this, along with the current

size of the devicediag.log file.

· If diagnostic file logging is not active, the devicediag.log file is not included in the output. 

For an example, see STATUS .

Log file storage

The devicediag.log file is written to the selected location at runtime.

If you entered f (flash) as the file location, the devicediag.log file is stored at the root of the /user
directory on the device. 

If you entered r (RAM) as the file location, the devicediag.log file is stored at the root of
the /ramdir directory on the device. Because RAM is a volatile location, the devicediag.log file is
copied to the root of the /user directory: 

· Every 60 seconds

· When the FILEDIAG 0 command is used to disable diagnostic file logging
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· When the RAM location is becoming full. For information about drive and directory sizes, see
File System .

· The devicediag.log file under /ramdir is automatically deleted when FILEDIAG is stopped

Examples

Example Description

/user>filediag Starts diagnostic file logging in /ramdir with no maximum log file
size.

/user>filediag f
120000

Starts diagnostic file logging in /user with a maximum log file size
of 120000 bytes.

/user>filediag 0 Disables diagnostic file logging.

9.2.3.1 Example Diagnostic Log File

The devicediag.log file includes a header and a footer that indicate when logging was started and
stopped and which service issued the command. The file also includes the DNP3 protocol
indicators described in the table below.

Indicator Description

---> Inbound link layer messages.

<--- Outbound link layer messages.

~~~> Inbound transport layer information.

<~~~ Outbound transport layer information.

===> Inbound application layer information.

<=== Outbound application layer information.

 +++> Inbound user layer information.

 <+++ Outbound user layer information.

Diagnostic log file example

Logged file diags (devicediag.log) started at 11:37:19 on 18-06-2016 (by TELNET)

===> [32000] Application Header, Authentication Request
FIR (1)  FIN (1)  CON (0) UNS (0)  SEQ# 6

<+++ [32000] Insert request in queue: NULL Response
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<=== [32000] Application Header, Response 
FIR (1)  FIN (1)  CON (0) UNS (0)  SEQ# 6 IIN (0x0100)

<=== [32000] IIN Bits:
IIN2.0 Function Code Not Implemented

===> [32000] Application Header, Write Request
FIR (1)  FIN (1)  CON (0) UNS (0)  SEQ# 7

<+++ [32000] Insert request in queue: Writer Response

<=== [32000] Application Header, Response 
FIR (1)  FIN (1)  CON (0)  UNS (0)  SEQ# 7 IIN (0x0000)

Logged file diags (devicediag.log) stopped at 11:38:24 on 18-06-2016 (by TELNET)

9.2.4 HARTDIAG: Display HART Protocol Diagnostics

Displays the specified HART protocol diagnostics when the SCADAPack x70 device is
connected to a 6602 HART module.

Usage 

HARTDIAG mode filter [filter ....]

Paramete
r

Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow

Filter Description

* Enables or disables every filter described below

TX Displays the commands transmitted from the HART Client to the field instrument
and the channel on which each command was transmitted

RX Displays the response message received from the field instrument and the
command to which the response is related

The resp.status field in the command output displays the response code
associated with the response message in hexadecimal format. 

The upper byte of the status word displays the response code. The table
below  maps the hex values to the equivalent decimal values and response
messages. 

DATA Displays the bytes of data in the commands sent and responses received
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Use this detail to determine whether an invalid command was sent to the field
instrument. The field instrument does not respond to invalid commands. 

SHOW Displays parsing information for completed HART protocol commands

The following HART protocol commands are parsed and displayed: 0, 3, 13, 14,
15, 38, 42, 48, 59, 128-131, 135, 136, 150-154 and 248. 

PASS Displays the commands sent on the HART Pass Through TCP port and the
responses sent by the field instrument, for example when using a HART device
DTM in maintenance software, or an Asset Management System (AMS).

Guidance

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use. 

Examples

Example Description

/user>hartdiag enable
tx rx data

Displays transmitted commands and received responses as
well as the bytes of data in the commands and responses.

/user>hartdiag enable
show

Adds parsing information for completed HART protocol
commands to the diagnostic display. 

/user>hartdiag disable
tx rx

Removes transmitted commands and received responses
from the diagnostic display.

HART response codes and messages

The table below lists the equivalent decimal value and the response message for the hex values
shown in the upper byte of the status word.

Hex Value in
Upper Byte

Equivalent
Decimal Value

Response Message

FF -1 Instrument is not responding.

00 0 No command errors.

02 2 Invalid poll address.

03 3 Passed parameter too large.
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04 4 Passed parameter too small.

05 5 Too few data bytes.

06 6 Device-specific command error for field instrument.

09 9 Field instrument not yet scanned.

0C 12 Invalid mode selection.

0E 14 Dynamic variables returned for device variables.

10 16 Access restricted.

11 17 Too many items requested.

15 21 Invalid card number.

16 22 Invalid channel number.

1E 30 Command response truncated.

1F 31 No update.

20 32 Busy.

21 33 Delayed response initiate.

22 34 Delayed response running.

23 35 Delayed response dead.

40 64 Unknown instrument.

41 65 Invalid first parameter.

42 66 Invalid second parameter.

43 67 Invalid third parameter.

44 68 Invalid fourth parameter.

9.2.5 MODBUSDIAG: Display Modbus Protocol Diagnostics

Displays the specified Modbus protocol diagnostics.
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Usage

MODBUSDIAG mode filter [filter ....]

Parameter Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow.

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow.

Filter Description

* Enables or disables every filter described below.

TX Displays Modbus protocol data transmitted by the Modbus RTU Client,
Modbus/TCP Client, device operating as a Modbus RTU Server, or
Modbus/TCP Server. 

RX Displays Modbus protocol data received by the Modbus RTU Client,
Modbus/TCP Client, device operating as a Modbus RTU Server, or
Modbus/TCP Server.

EXCEPTION Displays messages when there are communication interruptions between
the device and the Modbus RTU Client or Modbus/TCP Client, or the
device and Modbus RTU Server or Modbus/TCP Server. 

Message examples include no response, timeout, or connection success.

SERIAL Displays receive and transmit data for the Modbus RTU protocol when the
SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Client or Modbus
RTU Server.

TCP_CLIENT Displays receive and transmit data for the Modbus/TCP protocol when the
SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Client. 

TCP_SERVER Displays receive and transmit data from a communications device
connecting to the SCADAPack x70 device Modbus/TCP Server. 

Guidance

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use. 

Hexadecimal format is used to display protocol data bytes.

Times displayed on Modbus diagnostic messages are displayed in RTU System Time. See
Understanding RTU System Time .31
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Examples

Example Description

/user>modbusdiag
enable tx rx

Displays Modbus protocol data transmitted and received by
the device.

/user>modbusdiag
disable rx

Removes data received by the device from the diagnostic
display.

/user>modbusdiag
enable exception

Adds messages about communications interruptions to the
diagnostic display. 

9.2.6 IEC104DIAG: Display IEC 60870-5-104 Protocol Diagnostics

Displays the specified IEC 60870-5-104 protocol diagnostics when the SCADAPack x70 device
is operating as an IEC 60870-5-104 Controlled Station.

Usage

IEC104DIAG mode filter [filter ....]

Paramet
er

Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow.

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow.

Filter Description

* Enables or disables every filter described below, except BYTES and DBASE,
which can be individually enabled and disabled.

APPL Displays IEC 60870-5-104 application layer information.

BYTES Displays received and transmitted bytes for enabled protocol layers. Requires the
LINK or APPL filter to be enabled.

DBAS Read response information for IEC 60870-5-104 database points.

EVENTS IEC 60870-5-104 event information.

LINK Displays IEC 60870-5-104 link layer packet header information.

TIMEST
AMP

Displays the time of the IEC 60870-5-104 message diagnostic.
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USER Displays user application response information.

Guidance

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use. 

The filters can be individually enabled or disabled. They are retained in non-volatile memory.

Examples

Example Description

/user>IEC104DIAG
enable appl

Displays IEC 60870-5-104 application layer information.

/user>IEC104DIAG
enable appl link bytes

Displays IEC 60870-5-104 application layer and link layer
information as well as the number of bytes for each layer.

/user>IEC104DIAG
enable timestamp

Includes the time of each diagnostic message.

9.2.6.1 Example IEC 60870-5-104 Protocol Diagnostics Session

The examples below show filtered diagnostics information for the SCADAPack x70 device
communicating with an IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station. 

The protocol indicators used in the diagnostic output are described in the table below.

Indicator Description

---> Inbound link layer messages.

<--- Outbound link layer messages.

=== Inbound application layer information.

= Outbound application layer information.

+++ Outbound user layer information.

Link layer diagnostics

---> TCP port 2404, socket 28 Unnumbered
                STOPDT ACT  
<--- TCP port 2404, socket 28 Unnumbered
                STOPDT CON  
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IEC104>>Socket no. 28 disconnected from IEC60870-5-104 channel
TCP port 2404, socket 28: closed due to remote close or communications failure

IEC104>>New IEC60870-5-104 TCP connection accepted from: 10.0.0.190 
using socket no. 28 TCP port 2404, socket 28: opened 

---> TCP port 2404, socket 28 Unnumbered
                STARTDT ACT  

<--- TCP port 2404, socket 28 Unnumbered
                STARTDT CON  

Link layer diagnostics (including bytes)

---> TCP port 2404, socket 28 Unnumbered
                TESTFR ACT  
                68 04 43 00 00 00 

<--- TCP port 2404, socket 28 Unnumbered
                TESTFR CON  
                68 04 83 00 00 00 

---> TCP port 2404, socket 28 Information
                N(S) 78  N(R) 172 
                68 0e 9c 00 58 01 
                65 01 06 00 01 00 00 00 00 45 

  

  Application and user layer diagnostics
===> 104 Controlling Station  Addr(0) Sector(1) Application Header, 

Interrogation Command Quantity(1) SQ(0) COT(6, activation)

<+++ 104 Controlling Station  Insert request in queue: General 
Interrogation Response

<=== 104 Controlling Station  Addr(0) Sector(1) Application Header, 
Interrogation Command Quantity(1) SQ(0) COT(7, positive activation
confirmation)

<+++ 104 Controlling Station  Insert request in queue: General Interrogation
Response

<=== 104 Controlling Station  Addr(0) Sector(1) Application Header, 
Measured value, short floating point number Quantity(1) SQ(0) 
COT(20, interrogated by station interrogation)

IEC104>>Single-point information event, IOA: 1, value: 1, time: 09Dec20 
22:26:32.976

<+++ 104 Controlling Station  Insert request in queue: Event Response

<=== 104 Controlling Station  Addr(0) Sector(1) Application Header, 
Single-point information with 56-bit time tag Quantity(1) 
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SQ(0) COT(3, spontaneous)

9.2.7 SYSDIAG: Display System Diagnostics

Displays the specified system-level diagnostics.

Usage

SYSDIAG mode filter [filter ....]

Parameter Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow

Filter Description

* Enables or disables every filter described below

IOP Display statistics for the I/O processor queue. The time displayed is updated
every 60 seconds.

MEM System memory statistics display. Updated in the diagnostics session every
60 seconds.

OVERRIDE Forces a serial port configured for Command Line operation into a diagnostics
session when the SCADAPack x70 device starts up.

Use this parameter when you are troubleshooting and want to maintain a
diagnostics session after the device is restarted so you can capture startup
and configuration details for the device. 

If you have used the DIAG  command, and have not used the OVERRIDE
option, the diagnostics session is not maintained when you restart the device.

TIME Displays the device current time in the diagnostic session. The time displayed
is updated every 60 seconds.

5000/6000 Displays statistics corresponding to I/O expansion module updates

Guidance

Using diagnostics can impact system performance. As a result, you may want to disable
diagnostics when not in use. 

The filters can be individually enabled or disabled. They are retained in non-volatile memory.

Examples

The following examples assume a diagnostic display session  is already started.

47

47
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Example Description

/user>sysdiag enable mem Displays system memory information.

Information Description

PDB Mem Indicates the lower boundary of the
object database configuration
memory. This is internal
information. 

The database configuration size is
available through system data
reference

SYS_CAPACITY_ConfigMemory
Size. To obtain other useful
database size information and
system resource statistics, use
the MEMSHOW command, or see
the system data group
SYS_CAPACITY.

total blocks and
free blocks

Used to gauge memory
fragmentation.

bytes allocated
and largest free
block

Used to gauge memory activity.

The memory free and memory size statistics are also
available through system data references
SYS_CAPACITY_SystemMemoryFree and
SYS_CAPACITY_SystemMemorySize.

The device automatically performs memory system
diagnostics regardless of the state of a diagnostics
session.

The device may restart when memory is low, setting
appropriate Restart Reason  masks. 

/user>sysdiag enable
override

When this mode is enabled, the output diagnostic
display session shows the following text during startup:

** Forcing Diagnostics **

9.2.8 TCPDIAG: Display TCP/IP Protocol Diagnostics

Displays the specified diagnostics for the TCP/IP protocol stack on the SCADAPack x70 device.

129
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Usage

TCPDIAG mode filter [filter…]

Parameter Description

mode ENABLE = Activate the filters that follow.

DISABLE = Deactivate the filters that follow.

Filter Description

* Enables or disables every filter described below, except BYTES_PPP.

ARP Address Resolution Protocol messages, such as retries and timeouts.

DNP DNP3 over IP messages, including IP addresses, UDP/TCP transport, and
ports.

PPP Point-to-point protocol messages, including LCP and IPCP negotiation and
hardware handshaking diagnostics.

SERVERS FTP, Telnet, Modbus/TCP and Web server messages, including
connection and disconnection.

TCP Other TCP/IP stack diagnostics including TCP transport errors.

TERMINAL_SE
RVER

Terminal Server port messages, including connection and disconnection.

RX Receive message information, for example, for the TERMINAL_SERVER
filter.

GPRS GPRS dialer diagnostics, including modem responses.

BYTES_PPP Displays the number of bytes for PPP protocol layers.

Guidance

Enabling TCP/IP diagnostics locally can display large amounts of text, affect SCADAPack x70
device performance, and reduce the effectiveness of the diagnostics display. As a result, you
may want to disable diagnostics when not in use. 

The filters can be individually enabled or disabled. They are stored in non-volatile memory and
are retained when the device is restarted.

Examples

The following examples assume a diagnostic display session  is already started.47
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Example Description

/user>tcpdiag enable dnp Displays DNP3 over IP messages.

/user>tcpdiag enable
terminal_server rx

Adds Terminal Server port messages and the
associated receive information to the diagnostic
display.

/user>tcpdiag disable * Disables every enabled TCP diagnostics filter.

/user>tcpdiag e bytes Enables BYTES_PPP.

/user>tcpdiag d bytes Disables BYTES_PPP.

9.3 Device Information Commands

Use the following command to display information about the SCADAPack x70 device:

· DATE: Display Device Date

· DNPROUTE: Display DNP3 Routing Table

· GETINFO: Save Device Information to File

· PERF: Display Performance Statistics

· TASKS: Display Device Task Information

· TIME: Display Device Time

· VER: Display Device Version Information

· WHOAMI: Display Device Identification Information

9.3.1 DATE: Display Device Date

Displays the system and local date.

Format: Day name date/month/year (dd/mm/yyyy) 

Usage

DATE

Guidance

The system date is usually the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) date, depending on how the
time is synchronized.

Example

/user>date
System Date (UTC) WED 06/04/2016
Local Date        WED 06/04/2016

66
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9.3.2 DNPROUTE: Display DNP3 Routing Table

Displays the DNP3 routing table. 

Usage

DNPROUTE

Guidance

In the command window, enter DNPROUTE.

Example

/user>dnproute

DNP3 Routing table:

Source
Port:

Source
Start:

Source
End:

Dest.
Start:

Dest.
End:

Dest.
Port:

Routing
Status:

Connect
Number:

Any Port 0 65535 200 299 Ethernet 2 On Static 172.16.200.50
Any Port 0 65535 100 100 Ethernet 2 On Fixed 172.16.200.20
Any Port 0 65535 300 399 Ethernet 3 On Static 172.16.150.99
Any Port 0 65535 100 100 Serial 1 Off Fixed

9.3.3 GETINFO: Save Device Information to File

Saves diagnostic information to a file. Creates a text file in the format of SCADAPackInfo.txt.

 

Usage

GETINFO

Guidance

To view the contents of the text file created by GETINFO

1. In the command window, enter GETINFO.

2. Enter type SCADAPackInfo.txt. 

In the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual, see Getting Device Information File.

Example

/user>getinfo
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Output file '/user/SCADAPackInfo.txt' has been created

9.3.4 PERF: Display Performance Statistics

Displays performance statistics for the SCADAPack x70 device.

Usage

PERF option

Where option is the name of the item for which you want to view performance statistics.

Option Description

WATCHDOGS Displays statistics for task watchdogs.

IOP_STATS Display statistics for the I/O processor queue.

LOGIC Displays statistics for logic tasks.

Example

/user>perf iop_stats
IO Processor statistics (last restart 1578 minutes ago):

Average queue size        : 1.41
Maximum queue size        : 40
Current queue size        : 1
Total requests received   : 2320641
Number of queue reads     : 1642827
Queue error count         : 0
Queue full count          : 0
Proc. cap exceeded count  : 0
Average queue time (ms)   : < 10
Maximum queue time (ms)   : 96
Input rate (per sec)      : 24.5
Times queue cap reached   : 0
Total message count       : 17948
Number of queue checks    : 3943077
Number of queue full      : 0
Number of queue full cause data lost: 0
Number of Modbus send delay cause by IOP full load: 0
Current IOP queue level: 3943077

9.3.5 TASKS: Display Device Task Information

Displays internal task information.

Operating system tasks are shown in separate rows.
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Usage

TASKS

Example

/user>tasks
Task Information:
TASK NAME       State    StkSize   Free     Margin   Pri    Delay   StkBase

tIdleTask0      READY    4096      4052     4020     31     0       0x02237570
miiBusMonito    DELAY    4096      3968     3848     100    143     0x02491998
tIsr0           PEND     8192      8120     7912     0      0       0x0249ba58
tJobTask        PEND     8000      7864     7596     0      0       0x024bcd00
tExcTask        PEND     8192      7992     7932     0      0       0x022337b8
tErfTask        PEND     4096      3972     2508     10     0       0x024bef78
tLogTask        PEND     5000      4716     4656     0      0       0x024c1578
tUsb2Clr        PEND     4096      3880     3820     100    0       0x024c4888
FTCMP00         DELAY    12288     12100    12040    255    192     0x024d5150
tXbdService     PEND     8192      8052     3820     100    0       0x024d83c8
vnSyncer        DELAY    4096      4000     3940     200    49      0x024df010
tHrfsCommit:    PEND+T   65536     65308    64828    2      220     0x02d9e7b0
FTCMP01         DELAY    12288     12100    12040    255    80      0x02dc2980
tXbdService     PEND     8192      8052     3820     100    0       0x02dc5f38
tNet0           PEND     10000     9844     8364     50     0       0x035fc720
ipcom_syslog    PEND     6144      5812     5544     50     0       0x03afe810
tNetConf        PEND     6144      5728     4948     50     0       0x043f6690
ipcom_telnet    PEND     6144      5744     5252     90     0       0x044070f8
ipppp_work      PEND     6144      6016     5000     50     0       0x0440cf58
ipftps          PEND     6144      5760     5308     90     0       0x044103f8
ipdhcps         PEND+T   6144      5336     5092     50     238     0x044130a0
tJitter         PEND     4096      3968     3908     1      0       0x0441e720
tVxdbgTask      PEND     8192      8076     8016     25     0       0x04422680
ipcom_tickd     PEND     6144      5992     5732     20     0       0x039eef48
BusM A          READY    8192      8112     8016     100    0       0x0591b548
EHCD_IH0        PEND     8192      8076     8016     100    0       0x0591d9c8
UdpDrv          PEND+T   4096      2088     1880     55     95      0x039e9638
Watchdog        DELAY    4096      3872     3812     3      43      0x039ea8a0
IO_Proc         PEND+T   16384     15992    15144    100    199     0x05907d38
Sampler         DELAY    8192      8032     6620     100    145     0x0590d740
Profile         PEND     8192      7880     4972     100    0       0x05913298
BackGnd         DELAY    8192      8036     6848     100    61      0x05918b90
Cmdline         READY    8192      6260     5888     100    0       0x059265f0
DNP             READY    32768     32632    0        100    0       0x0595d890
UnSvcTsk        PEND+T   4096      3756     2812     100    130     0x05961550
UnitTsk         PEND+T   4096      3728     1000     100    85      0x05965440
STCD_IH0        PEND     8192      7956     7388     49     0       0x0596b010
taskIntHandl    PEND     8192      8092     7820     100    0       0x0597f010
Sampchld        PEND     8192      7860     6660     100    0       0x05a76718
Mbus_Mst        PEND+T   8192      7832     6988     100    1       0x05aa72a0
I2C             READY    8192      7824     6128     100    0       0x05aafbe8
CAN             READY    8192      8068     6984     100    0       0x05ab8bb0
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ViewTrace       READY    4096      4008     4008     255    0       0x05b0acf8
ScbTask1ms      PEND     20000     19852    19468    27     0       0x05b12da0
bkptMonitor     PEND     10000     9864     9804     200    0       0x05b16728
ScbPilot        PEND     10000     9696     9636     100    0       0x05b1a0b0
ScbUmasSrv_5    PEND+T   10000     9636     9428     100    63      0x05b1fa08
ScbUser4        READY    10000     9792     9076     108    0       0x05b45630

Column Information

Task
Name

The internal operating system name for each task. The task names displayed
depend on the SCADAPack x70 device model. Common task names include:

· Watchdog 

· Cmdline

· DNP

You may also see the names of additional tasks that are executed by the real-
time operating system. Examples include:

· tJobTask

· vxbUsbBulkCl

· tXbdService

· miiBusMonito

State What the task is doing.

Common task states include:

· READY Ready to execute

· PEND Waiting to execute

· PEND+T Waiting for a timed event before executing

· DELAY Execution delayed

StkSize The maximum stack size for the task (bytes).

Free The amount of free stack space when the stack was at its peak usage (bytes).

Margin The amount of the total stack size that is not currently in use (bytes).

Pri The preemption priority for the task. The lower the number, the higher the priority.
Tasks with a priority of 0 have the highest priority.

Delay The amount of time the task is waiting before it executes again. The unit of time
displayed is specific to the operating system; it may be in ms or in ticks. A tick
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represents a fixed number of ms. For example, on the SCADAPack 570,
SCADAPack 574, and SCADAPack 575, 1 tick = 10 ms.

StkBase The stack base values for various tasks can be useful for technical support
investigations in the field. This information cannot be used directly by the user.

9.3.6 TIME: Display Device Time

Displays the system and local time including the time offset from UTC. Also displays the date
associated with the system and local time. 

Format: 24-hour (hh:mm:ss.sss ±hh:mm Day name date/month/year (dd/mm/yyyy))

Usage

TIME

Guidance

The system time is usually the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) date, depending on how the
time is synchronized.

Example

/user>time
System Time (UTC) 10:59:42.410 +00:00 WED 06/04/2016
Local Time        05:59:42.410 -05:00 WED 06/04/2016

9.3.7 VER: Display Device Version Information

Displays SCADAPack x70 device firmware and hardware version information.

Usage

VER

Example

/user>ver

Release Number   SCADAPack x70 Firmware R2.4
Copyright (C) Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc. and licensors

Controller            SCADAPack 575
Firmware              Version 9.4.1.390
Realflo Flow Computer Version 7.00.1
DNP3                  Version 3.16.0001
RTOS                  VxWorks 6.9 SMP
BOOTLOADER            Version 1.30
I/O INTERFACE         Version 2.0.16
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HARDWARE              Version 3.02

I/O MODULES
 6601 Address 0 Version 2.0.16
 6601 Address 1 Version 2.0.16
 5607 Address 2 INACTIVE
 5415 Address 3 Version 1.0

9.3.8 WHOAMI: Display Device Identification Information

Displays SCADAPack x70 device identification information. 

Usage

WHOAMI

Example

/user>whoami

Schneider Electric SCADAPack 470 - SCADAPack x70 Device
Serial Number        B025813
Ethernet MAC Addr 1  00-05-21-02-4D-1E
Ethernet MAC Addr 2  00-05-21-02-4D-1F
Ethernet IP  Addr 1  172.16.22.45  Subnet-Mask 255.255.0.0
Ethernet IP  Addr 2  0.0.0.0 (disabled) Subnet-Mask 255.255.255.0
USB      IP  Addr    10.2.3.4  Subnet-Mask 255.255.255.248
USB Parent serial string: 3_SP470_B025813_0_65534

IP Service listener ports:    

  DNP3/IP : 20000

  Modbus/TCP (server) : 502
  Telnet : 23
  FTP : 20, 21
  Logic : 504

IP Forwarding : Disabled
IP Firewall : Disabled
Device Boot Mode : Normal

Licensed Services: IEC 61131-3 Logic, 
Supports Multiple DNP3 Masters, Authentication SAv2

Licensed Applications:

Name Level Options (hex)
RealfloRuns  4  00
Device DNP3 Address   # 0 (0000 Hex)
DNP3 Controlling Station 1 Address # 30000, Local Address # 0

Modbus/TCP    Server Unit ID  # 65534  Enron Unit ID # 65533  Mode: Extended
Modbus PORT 1 Station Address # 255    Enron Address # 10     Mode: Standard
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Modbus PORT 2 Station Address # 65534  Enron Address <none>   Mode: Extended
Modbus PORT 3 Station Address # 1      Enron Address # 2      Mode: Standard

PORT    1 ( 38400 bps): Modbus - RS485
PORT    2 ( 38400 bps): Modbus - RS485
PORT    3 ( 38400 bps): Modbus - RS232 (RTS On)
PORT    4 (  9600 bps): Command Line
PORT    5 (  9600 bps): Disabled

/user>

9.4 Device Management Commands

Use the following commands to manage services, service data and configuration files:

· CLEAR: Initialize Service Data

· MEMSHOW: Display Device Memory Usage

· GETCONFIG: Generate Device Configuration

· RESTART: Restart Device Services

9.4.1 CLEAR: Initialize Service Data

Clears SCADAPack x70 device data for the specified service.

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Use the CLEAR command with care as it can disrupt system operation. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Usage

CLEAR service [param]

Where service is the name of the device service for which you want to clear and initialize data.

Service
Name

Description

EVENTS Clears non-volatile DNP3 Outstation event lists.

9.4.2 MEMSHOW: Display Device Memory Usage

Displays the SCADAPack x70 device system memory related information.

Usage

MEMSHOW

73
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Guidance

Memshow displays information about dynamic RAM, non-volatile RAM and flash memory usage.
It is useful for evaluating how much demand the current configuration is putting on the memory
resources of the device. The information provided by this command is also available as part of
the system data group SYS_CAPACITY.

The output values for device memory usage are updated approximately every 60 seconds. 

Example

/user>memshow
Device Memory Usage
    System dynamic memory usage:
    size               = 73113 KBytes
    free               = 4898 KBytes
    free blocks        = 115
    largest free block = 4890 KBytes
    total blocks       = 12459

    System non-volatile memory usage:
    Includes object database (ODB) and DNP3 event buffer memory usage
    ODB memory size = 3019 KBytes
    ODB Memory free = 2846 KBytes

    DNP3 event buffer usage:
    size = 5000 events
    free = 4998 events

    Individual object and event sizes:
    Use the sizes below to calculate approximate memory usage
    when you add new objects to the ODB and when you change
    the DNP3 event buffer configuration
    Analog object size = 200 bytes
    Digital object size = 76 bytes
    Counter object size = 92 bytes
    Event size = 28 bytes

    Flash file system:
    used = 22540 KBytes, free = 61588 KBytes
    The USB Drive is not mounted

9.4.3 GETCONFIG: Generate Device Configuration

Writes the active configuration information into the specified file in the SCADAPack x70 device
file system.

Usage

GETCONFIG filename 
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Where: filename is the name of the file to which you want to write the configuration.

 

Guidance

The file that you write the configuration to can be transferred to the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software, transferred to another device, or viewed using a text
editor.

Examples

Example Description

/user>getconfig myconfig.txt Writes the configuration to a file called myconfig.txt.

9.4.4 RESTART: Restart Device Services

Restart a SCADAPack x70 device service.

Restarting services impacts process control and device availability. 

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Before entering the RESTART command:

· Evaluate the impact of the RESTART command on the operational state of the equipment
that is monitored and controlled by the SCADAPack x70 device.

· Verify that the correct service name is entered in full. This helps to avoid an accidental
restart of an unintended service. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Usage

RESTART service [param1] [param2]

Where: service is the name of the service to restart.

Where: [param] is an optional parameter that applies to some services. See the table below

for details.

Service Name Description

DNP Reinitializes the DNP3 service on the device.
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DEVICE Restarts the device. This is equivalent to powering the device off then on
again.

DIAG Restarts a remote diagnostic display session and returns the session to
command line mode. 

MASK Clears current restart reason, task watchdog mask, and device system
status code, but does not clear the history. 

CONFIG Rebuilds the device database configuration online. The configuration file
used to rebuild the database is specified as a parameter. Files need to be of
type .rtz for complete configuration files, .rtu for non-logic configuration file,
or .inc for incremental update files. 

The results of a reconfiguration or update is available in the file config.log in
the file system.

PATCH Takes a file name with .biz (for SCADAPack 57x) or .fwz (for SCADAPack
47x)file extension as a parameter. 

Updates system firmware to the specified firmware  to the operating system
flash EEPROM. 

This command restarts the device. The device retains its configuration and
IEC 61131-3 applications. 

BOOTMON Takes a file name with the .blz extension as a parameter. 

Updates bootloader firmware to the specified bootloader firmware file. 

This command restarts the device. The device retains its configuration and
IEC 61131-3 applications.

LICENSE Updates license features in the device as specified in the license file.
Requires an additional argument that specifies the name of the license file. 

Example: restart license Device2581.lic

To activate the licensed features, type RESTART DEVICE to restart the
device after executing this command. Use the WHOAMI  command to
determine the currently licensed features in the device.

IEC104 Restarts the IEC 60870-5-104 driver in the device. This forces the driver to
initialize communications and load new configuration parameters.

TERMINAL_SE
RVER

Restarts the Terminal Server function on serial ports where the Port
Function parameter is set to Terminal Server. Any open TCP
connections associated with the serial port are closed. 

An optional parameter lets you specify which Terminal Server serial port to
restart. 

Examples:

72
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restart terminal_server Restarts every port configured for Terminal Server
operation

restart terminal_server 1 Restarts the Terminal Server function on Serial 1

restart terminal_server 4 Restarts the Terminal Server function on Serial 4

IOFIRM Takes a file name with the .bin extension as a parameter. 

An additional optional parameter specifies the module number for the
firmware upgrade. This is the address set on a 6000 series module. Default:
0. 

On a 6000 series I/O expansion module, updates the I/O expansion module
firmware with a new binary image file. 

IOP_STATS Clears the performance statistics that are recorded for the Data processor
task.

WATCHDOGS Clears the performance statistics that are recorded for the task watchdogs.

LOGIC Performs a warm logic restart or cold logic restart of the application. 

If the logic editor is in debug mode while connected and the application is
restarted, the connection between the logic editor and SCADAPack x70
device is disconnected.

In the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual, see Managing the Logic
Application in the Device and in the Logic Programming Overview manual,
see Stopping and Restarting the Application for further information about
restarting logic applications.

LOGIC_PERF
STATS

Clears the performance statistics that are recorded for the logic application.
These are visible when using PERF LOGIC at the SCADAPack x70 device
command line.

LOGIC_SCAN
STATS

Clears the scan statistics that are recorded for the logic application. These
are visible in System Data references in the SYS_LOGIC  system data
group, and in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Online mode Logic page.

Examples

Example Description

/user>restart iofirm
fw6601.bin 0

Updates the 6601 input output module firmware with a new
binary image file. 

/user>restart
license
Device2581.lic

Updates the features available in the SCADAPack x70 device
based on the information in the license file.

160
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/user>restart
BOOTMON mon_206.blz

Programs the SCADAPack x70 device bootloader flash ROM
with a new bootloader binary image file.

9.5 File Commands

Use the following commands to view and manage files on the SCADAPack x70 device:

· APPEND: Alias: JOIN - Add One File to the End of Another

· CD: Change Directory

· COPY: Copy Source Content into Destination File

· DEL: Delete a File or Files

· DELTREE: Delete Directory and Contents

· DEVINFO: Display Device Information

· DIR: List Directory Contents

· DUMP: Display File Contents

· EDIT: Add Data to a File

· MD: Make Directory

· RENAME: Alias: REN - Rename a file

· RMDIR: Remove Directory

· TYPE: Display File Contents

· UNPACK: Unpack a Configuration Package File

9.5.1 APPEND: Alias: JOIN - Add One File to the End of Another

Adds one file to the end of another.

Usage

APPEND srcfilename destfilename [max dest. size]

Parameter
Name

Description

srcfilename Specifies a single source file, or multiple source files that are indicated using
the wildcard character (*). Source files are appended in ascending
alphanumeric file name order. 

Once appended to the destination file, each source file is deleted. 

destfilename Specifies a destination file to which the source file (or files) indicated by the
second parameter are appended. You can include the path to the destination
file.
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If the file in the second parameter does not exist, it is created. 

max dest.
size

An optional parameter that specifies the maximum number of bytes for the
destination file. Use this parameter to limit the destination file size when a
large number of source files may be appended. 

If appending another source file to the destination file will increase the
destination file size beyond the specified maximum size, the source file is not
appended and no further files are appended to the destination file. 

If this parameter is not specified, source files are appended to the destination
file with no size limitation.

Examples

Example Description

/user>append
summarydata history

Adds the content of a file called summarydata to a file called
history then deletes the file called summarydata.

/user>append sum*
history 8000

Adds the content of every file that starts with sum to a file called
history in alphanumeric sequence. When the file called history
reaches 8000 bytes in size, no further files are appended.

9.5.2 CD: Change Directory

Switches to the specified directory. 

Usage

CD directory

Guidance

If the target directory is directly below the current working directory, only the directory name is
required. In every other case, the complete path is required. 

Using CD without specifying a path changes the working directory to one level above the current
working directory. 

Examples

Example Description

/user>CD /ramdir Switches to the /ramdir directory.
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9.5.3 COPY: Copy Source Content into Destination File

Copies the contents of one file into another.

Usage

COPY src_filename dest_filename [o]

Parameter
Name

Description

src_filename The name of the existing source file that you want to copy. 

dest_filename The name of the destination file to create and copy the source file contents
into.

o An optional parameter that forces the destination file to be overwritten with
the source file.

Examples

Example Description

/user>copy 570config.rtz
570config.rtz_old

Creates a copy of the file 570config.rtz with the
name 570config.rtz_old. 

/user>copy 570config.rtz
570config.rtz_old overwrite

Overwrites a file with the name
570config.rtz_old with the contents of the file
570config.rtz.

/user>copy 570config.rtz
570config.rtz_old o

Overwrites a file with the name
570config.rtz_old with the contents of the file
570config.rtz.

9.5.4 DEL: Delete a File or Files

The DEL command takes a single file name parameter or complete path and deletes a single
file, or multiple files with a matching wildcard file specification.

Deleting hundreds of files may require multiple executions of the DEL command, as the DEL
command may time out before all the files are removed. Check the directory contents following
the completion of the command. Execute the command again if some files were not deleted.

Usage

DEL wildcard_filename 
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Parameter Name Description

wildcard_filename Takes a single file name parameter or a complete path to
a file name.

Deletes a single file, or multiple files with a matching
wildcard file specification.

Examples

Example Description

/user>del myfile Deletes a file called myfile in the directory /user.

/user>del my* Deletes every file with a name that beings with my in the
directory /user.

9.5.5 DELTREE: Delete Directory and Contents

Removes the specified directory as well as any subdirectories and files in that directory. 

Usage

DELTREE PATH 

Guidance

You can enter the complete path to the directory, or you can specify a local directory.

Example

Example Description

/user>deltree /user/tes
ts/old

Deletes the directory called tests as well as the
subdirectory called /old and the files within both directories.

9.5.6 DEVINFO: Display Device Information

Lists the devices in the file system

Usage

DEVINFO
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Example

/user>devinfo
File System Device List
=======================
/user   : root directory on internal file system
/ramdir : root directory on RAM (not persistent)
/usb0   : root directory on removable USB drive
/sd0    : root directory on removable microSD card

9.5.7 DIR: List Directory Contents

Lists the subdirectories and files in the current directory.

Usage

DIR [wildcard_filename]

Parameter
Name

Description

wildcard_filenam
e

An optional parameter that lets you specify an individual filename, or use
a wildcard specification to list multiple file names that match a particular
text pattern. 

Guidance

The DIR command also returns the number of files and bytes free in the current volume. When a
file is added, the number of bytes free may decrease by more than the size of the file added.
This decrease is due to block size partitioning. If the file size is larger than the size of a single
block, it will consume a second block, even if all of the space in the second block is not
required.

Examples

Example Description

/user>dir Lists the subdirectories and files in the /user directory.

/user>dir *.txt Lists every file in the /user directory with a .txt file
extension. 

9.5.8 DUMP: Display File Contents

Displays the content of a single file in hex and ASCII.
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Usage

DUMP filename [hex-offset]
 

Parameter
Name

Description

filename The name of the file you want to view.

hex-offset An optional parameter that starts the file content display from the offset
specified. 

If not specified, the content displayed starts at the beginning of the file
(offset 0000 hex).

Guidance

While a file is displaying, you can:

· Press the space bar to pause the display. To restart the display, press the space bar again. 

· Press ESC to stop the DUMP command.

Examples

Example Description

/user>DUMP 570config.rtz Displays the contents of the file 570config.rtz.

/user>DUMP 570config.rtz
hex-offset

Displays the contents of the file 570config.rtz with
hex offset information.

9.5.9 EDIT: Add Data to a File

Creates a file from command line input.

Usage

EDIT filename

Guidance

The EDIT command is supported only when you are using a serial connection to a port
configured for Command Line operation. 
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9.5.10 MD: Make Directory

Creates a new directory.

Usage

MD directory 

Where directory is the name of the directory you want to create.

Guidance

If you specify just the directory name, the new directory is created as a subdirectory of the
current working directory. 

If you specify a path, the new directory is created at the end of the path.

Examples

Example Description

/user>md testlogs Creates a directory called testlogs in the /user
directory.

9.5.11 RENAME: Alias: REN - Rename a file

Renames a file. It can also be used to move a file to another directory with the same file name or
a different file name. 

Usage

RENAME srcfilename destfilename

Parameter
Name

Description

srcfilename The name or complete path of an existing file. 

The existing file must be located in the current directory or one of its
subdirectories. 

destfilename The new file name and complete path to the new location (if applicable) for
the file. 

The new file name and location must be a directory or subdirectory of the
current root directory. For example, if the current directory is /user/archive,
the new location must be /user or a different /user subdirectory. 
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Examples

Example Description

/user>rename
testdataresults.txt
testdataresultsOld.txt

Renames a file called testdataresults without
changing its location.

/user>rename
testdataresults.txt /user/archi
ve/testdataresultsOld.txt

Renames a file called testdataresults and moves
it to another directory.

/user>rename
testdataresults.txt /user/archi
ve/testdataresults.txt 

Moves a file called testdataresults to another
directory without changing its name.

9.5.12 RMDIR: Remove Directory

Deletes the specified directory.

Usage

RMDIR directory 

Where directory is the name of the directory you want to delete.

Guidance

The directory is only deleted if it is empty.

You cannot use the wildcard symbol (*) with the RMDIR command.

You can specify the complete path to a directory that you want to delete.

If you specify only the directory name, the directory needs to exist as a subdirectory of the
current working directory. 

Examples

Example Description

/user>rmdir testlogs Deletes a directory called testlogs in the /user
directory.

/user>rmdir /user/archive Deletes a directory called archive in the /user
directory.
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9.5.13 TYPE: Display File Contents

Displays the contents of a single file in ASCII text.

Usage

TYPE filename 

Where filename is the name of the file you want to view.

Guidance

You can specify a filename in the current working directory, or you can specify the complete
path to a filename in a different directory.

While a file is displaying, you can:

· Press the space bar to pause the display. To restart the display, press the space bar again. 

· Press ESC to stop the DUMP command.

Example

Example Description

/user>type 570config.rtz Displays the contents of the file 570config.rtz.

/user>type /user/logs/devicedia
g.log

Displays the contents of the file devicediag.log.

9.5.14 UNPACK: Unpack a Configuration Package File

Unpacks a configuration package file, but does not execute the configuration.

Usage

UNPACK filename

Where filename is the name of the file you want to unpack.

Guidance

This command can be used to unpack a .rtz file into its component files. This is most useful
when diagnosing setup issues. The typical configuration process does not need to make use of
this command.

9.6 Status Commands

Use the following commands to display status information for the SCADAPack x70 device:
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· STATUS: Display Operational Status

· STATUS PPP: Check PPP Interface Status

· STATUS IP_STATS: Display IP Interface Statistics

· STATUS EVENTS: Display DNP3 and IEC 60870-5-104 Event Count Statistics

· STATUS ASSOCIATION: Display DNP3 IP Associations

9.6.1 SCADAPack x70 Logic States

For each Status command, the SCADAPack x70 logic state is displayed. The following table
lists the possibles states. 

State Definition

HALT

A programmed condition or an exception has occurred while executing the
logic. 

Check for the following:

· System bit %S78, in the Logic Programming Overview manual.  If set, logic
has been programmed to halt upon %S15, %S18, or %S20 conditions. Use
the Logic Editor Tools > Diagnostic Viewer to determine the condition and
location in logic.

· Unsupported EF or EFB used in a logic project. See Library Support, in the
Logic Programming Overview manual for more information

· RemoteConnect online Logic page Logic Status Code or logic system word
%125, in the Logic Programming Overview manual. Search for the status
code in the SCADAPack x70 Logic Help. Information on EF/EFB specific
values can be found in the Appendices section for each library in the
EF/EFB/DFB Libraries topic.

To restart a logic application in HALT state, the logic needs to be re-initialized
by one of the following methods:

· In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, perform Mode > Init and then Mode >
Run

· On the Logic tab in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters, use the Restart
Application button to Initialize and Restart the logic application

· Execute the command RESTART LOGIC COLD

IDLE Logic project is loaded but has not yet been started.

NOCONF

Logic project is not loaded, or the loaded project is invalid.

A logic project may be automatically unloaded as the result of an unexpected
condition.

Perform one of the following:
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· On the Logic tab in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters, use the Restart
Application button to Initialize and Restart the logic application. Check that
the logic status returns to a RUN state.

· Write the configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device using
RemoteConnect. Check that the logic status returns to a RUN state.

· Restart the SCADAPack x70 device and check that the logic status is in a
RUN state

· On the Status tab in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters, check the
System Status Code. If one of the values in the following table is displayed,
check the application logic, task properties, and RemoteConnect object
configurations related to the indicated logic task:

System Status Code Check logic, task
properties and object
configurations related
to the logic task below

5014 MAST

5015 FAST

5016 AUX0

5017 AUX1

· Check that the configuration and logic is applicable to the SCADAPack x70
device type and application

· During a cold boot or factory boot, as the logic files would be deleted from
file system, the logic reports a NOCONF state instead of a blank state.

RUN Logic project with at least one task is running.

STOP
Logic project is not running, but the loaded project was in a RUN state at least
once.

UNAVAILAB
LE

The logic engine is unavailable to execute the logic project. This condition
coincides with the "ERROR" state reported by the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor. The SCADAPack x70 device needs to be restarted to attempt recovery
from this condition.

OBJMISSIN
G

The SCADAPack x70 device configuration is corrupted or totally blank, but
valid logic files are on the file system. The corrupted device configuration could
be caused by RemoteConnect and the firmware being out of sync, the battery
is low and there is a loss of power, or the reconfiguration was disturbed while
communicating.

BREAKPOI
NT

If the logic editor is running in debug mode and a break point is encountered,
either by the logic hitting the break point or the user stepping through the code
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and hitting the break point, the BREAKPOINT value is set. The logic returns to
a RUN state if user lets the logic run without hitting a break point or all break
points are removed.

9.6.2 STATUS: Display Operational Status

View basic operational information about the SCADAPack x70 device. All timestamps shown in
SCADAPack x70 status information are in System Time  format. 

Usage

Usage: STATUS [opt1...]
Where: opt1 = PPP       :PPP interface status checked
              IP_STATS  :IP interface statistics displayed
              EVENTS    :DNP event statistics displayed
              ASSOCIATION :DNP IP associations displayed       

Guidance

For more information about the opt1 parameters, see:

· STATUS PPP

· STATUS IP_STATS

· STATUS EVENTS

· STATUS ASSOCIATION

Example

/user>status
Device uptime:       0 days, 00:14:58

SCADAPack x70 Logic: RUN
Project Name: Project
Project Build Version: 0.0.2
Application Size: 31 KBytes
Application Signature: 178692345-135679236
MAST Task times: Period=125ms, Current=0ms, Maximum=162ms, 

Minimum=0ms

PPP   interface 3 (IP addr 0.0.0.0)

Restart counter:     1
Restart reason mask: 0x0005
Task watchdog mask:  0x0000
System last status:  0
System memory free:  104102 KBytes
System memory size:  131071 KBytes

Restart reason log:
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Restart reason      Timestamp
0x0004              <16:05:22 25/03/2020>
0x0001              <16:05:21 25/03/2020>

System status code log: No system status code set

Security:
Device Locked state:        Password not required
DNP3 Secure Authentication: Not licensed
System key:                 Not set

9.6.3 STATUS PPP: Check PPP Interface Status

Check the status of the PPP interfaces on the SCADAPack x70 device.

Usage

STATUS PPP

Guidance

STATUS PPP displays PPP specific status information in addition to status information shown
by the STATUS  command without arguments.

To determine whether the PPP link is up or down, the device sends an LCP ECHO command on
each PPP interface. 

· The link is considered to be up if the peer PPP node responds to the LCP ECHO. 

· The link is considered to be down if the local PPP FSM is not in an open state, or if the peer
PPP node does not respond to the LCP ECHO. 

If multiple PPP interfaces are configured on the same device, the link status for each PPP
interface is displayed.

The PPPECHO  command will also send an LCP ECHO command to a peer PPP device and

report the status of the PPP link.

Example

/user>status ppp
Device uptime:       0 days, 02:13:58

SCADAPack x70 Logic: RUN
Project Name: Project
Project Build Version: 0.0.0
Application Size: 29 KBytes
Application Signature: 896514507-896514507
MAST Task times: Period=125ms, Current=8ms, Maximum=15ms, 

Minimum=0ms

PPP   interface 3 (IP addr 0.0.0.0)DOWN

89
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      Negotiation attempts: 0 Address changes: 0

Restart counter:     1
Restart reason mask: 0x0005
Task watchdog mask:  0x0000
System last status:  0
System memory free:  103979 KBytes
System memory size:  131070 KBytes

Restart reason log:
Restart reason      Timestamp
0x0004              <16:05:22 25/03/2020>
0x0001              <16:05:21 25/03/2020>

System status code log: No system status code set

Security:
Device Locked state:        Password not required
DNP3 Secure Authentication: Not licensed
System key:                 Not set

9.6.4 STATUS IP_STATS: Display IP Interface Statistics

Displays statistics for the IP interfaces on the SCADAPack x70 device.

Usage

STATUS IP_STATS

Guidance

When the IP_STATS option is included, statistics for each IP interface are displayed.

Example

/user>status ip_stats
Device uptime:       0 days, 00:12:47

SCADAPack x70 Logic: RUN
Project Name: Project
Project Build Version: 0.0.0
Application Size: 29 KBytes
Application Signature: 896514507-896514507
MAST Task times: Period=125ms, Current=3ms, Maximum=15ms, 

Minimum=0ms

PPP   interface 3 (IP addr 0.0.0.0)

Restart counter:     1
Restart reason mask: 0x0005
Task watchdog mask:  0x0000
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System last status:  0
System memory free:  104034 KBytes
System memory size:  131070 KBytes

Restart reason log:
Restart reason      Timestamp
0x0004              <16:05:22 25/03/2020>
0x0001              <16:05:21 25/03/2020>

System status code log: No system status code set

IP Interface Statistics:

Ethernet IP Addr 1  172.16.22.49  Subnet-Mask  255.255.0.0
MAC Addr 1 00:52:5a:4e:31:01  Queue:none
 status: UP RUNNING SIMPLEX BROADCAST MULTICAST
MTU:1500  metric:1  ifindex:2
RX packets:1283 errors:0 dropped:3
TX packets:915 errors:0
collisions:0 unsupported proto:0
RX bytes:120263  TX bytes:67615

Ethernet IP Addr 2  0.0.0.0 (disabled)  Subnet-Mask  255.255.255.0
MAC Addr 2 00:52:5a:4f:32:02  Queue:none
 status: UP RUNNING SIMPLEX BROADCAST MULTICAST
MTU:1500  metric:1  ifindex:4
RX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0
TX packets:7 errors:0
collisions:0 unsupported proto:0
RX bytes:0  TX bytes:522

Security:
Device Locked state:        Password not required
DNP3 Secure Authentication: Not licensed
System key:                 Not set

9.6.5 STATUS EVENTS: Display DNP3 and IEC 60870-5-104 Event Count Statistics

Displays statistics for DNP3 and IEC 60870-5-104 events on the SCADAPack x70 device.

Usage

STATUS EVENTS
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Guidance

Displays standard status information as well as information related to the event buffers of the dev
ice.

Example

/user>status events
Device uptime:       0 days, 00:03:05

SCADAPack x70 Logic: RUN
Project Name: Project
Project Build Version: 0.0.0
Application Size: 32 KBytes
Application Signature: 780252-780252
MAST Task times: Period=125ms, Current=0ms, Maximum=14ms, 

Minimum=0ms

Restart counter:     1
Restart reason mask: 0x4005
Task watchdog mask:  0x0000
System last status:  0
System memory free:  20138 KBytes
System memory size:  88139 KBytes

Restart reason log:
Restart reason      Timestamp
0x4000              <22:09:55 09/12/2020>
0x0004              <22:09:55 09/12/2020>
0x0001              <22:09:53 09/12/2020>

System status code log: No system status code set

DNP3 Events:
Controlling Station no. 1
   Binary Input Events: 0
  Counter Input Events: 0
   Analog Input Events: 0
    Float Input Events: 0
  Binary Output Events: 0
  Analog Output Events: 0
   Float Output Events: 0
 Binary Command Events: 0
 Analog Command Events: 0
  Float Command Events: 0

Free Pool size: 1000 events

IEC60870-5-104 Events:
Controlling Station 1
Number     |            |
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of events  | Event Type | Description
---------------------------------------------------------------
      0    | M_SP_NA_1  | Single Point Information
      0    | M_DP_NA_1  | Double Point Information
      0    | M_ST_NA_1  | Step Position Information
      0    | M_ME_NA_1  | Measured Value, Normalized
      0    | M_ME_NB_1  | Measured Value, Scaled
      0    | M_ME_NC_1  | Measured Value, Short Float
      0    | M_IT_NA_1  | Integrated Totals
      0    | M_ME_ND_1  | Measured Value, Normalized (no qual.)

Free Pool size: 4000 events

Security:
Device Locked state:        Password not required
DNP3 Secure Authentication: Not configured
System key:                 Not set

9.6.6 STATUS ASSOCIATIONS: Display DNP3 IP Associations

Displays DNP3 IP associations for the SCADAPack x70 device.

Usage

STATUS ASSOCIATIONS

Guidance

The maximum number of associations is 100, although this number can be reduced if other IP
services, such as the Modbus/TCP protocol, are also using TCP sockets.

The following information is displayed for each association: 

· Association type: Local, paired routing or solitary routing.

· Local or source DNP3 address. The local address is the device DNP3 address.

· Remote or destination DNP3 address.

· Remote or destination IP address.

· IP connection type: TCP or UDP.

· Socket or port number:

o The TCP socket number varies depending on the current connection.

o The UDP port number is typically 20000.

· Time since last activity on the association (hours:minutes:seconds).

· The current state of the association (ACTIVE, PAIR PENDING, INACTIVE, NO SOCKET).

Example

/user>status associations
Device uptime:       1 days, 00:10:14
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SCADAPack x70 Logic: RUN
Project Name: Project
Project Build Version: 0.0.0
Application Size: 29 KBytes
Application Signature: 896514507-896514507
MAST Task times: Period=125ms, Current=0ms, Maximum=17ms, 

Minimum=0ms

PPP   interface 3 (IP addr 0.0.0.0)

Restart counter:     1
Restart reason mask: 0x0005
Task watchdog mask:  0x0000
System last status:  0
System memory free:  103979 KBytes
System memory size:  131070 KBytes

Restart reason log:
Restart reason      Timestamp
0x0004              <16:05:22 25/03/2020>
0x0001              <16:05:21 25/03/2020>

System status code log: No system status code set

DNP IP Associations:
Current dynamic list size is 100 associations

Local Associations
Local | Remote| Remote IP       | TCP/ | Sock/ | Time     | State       |
DNP3  | DNP3  | address         | UDP  | Port  | since    |             |
addr  | addr  |                 | Type | Num   | last msg |             |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
    1<->32000 |  10. 80. 13.  1 | TCP  | 23    |  0:00:10 | ACTIVE      |

Paired Routing Associations
Source| Dest  | Remote IP       | TCP/ | Sock/ | Time     | State       |
DNP3  | DNP3  | address         | UDP  | Port  | since    |             |
addr  | addr  |                 | Type | Num   | last msg |             |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Solitary Routing Associations
Source| Dest  | Remote IP       | TCP/ | Sock/ | Time     | State       |
DNP3  | DNP3  | address         | UDP  | Port  | since    |             |
addr  | addr  |                 | Type | Num   | last msg |             |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Security:
Device Locked state:        Password not required
DNP3 Secure Authentication: Not licensed
System key:                 Not set
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9.6.6.1 DNP3 Association Types

There are three types of DNP3 associations:

· Local associations

· Paired routing associations

· Solitary routing associations

9.6.6.1.1 Local Associations

Local associations track the status of DNP3 over IP communications between two nodes where
one of the nodes is the local SCADAPack x70 device. If the device has multi-client functionality
enabled and configured, then the local device is any of the configured DNP3 Outstations.

The protocol stack communications and connection management configuration for local
associations is shown in the figure below:

96
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9.6.6.1.2 Paired Routing Associations

Paired routing associations are routing associations between 2 nodes, neither of which is the
local SCADAPack x70 device. The local device performs DNP3 routing on behalf of the other
devices. There are two associations; one for each transmission direction between the 2 devices.

The protocol stack communications and connection management configuration for paired routing
associations is shown below.

 

9.6.6.1.3 Solitary Routing Associations

Solitary routing associations are similar to paired routing associations. Solitary routing
associations apply to a single pair of nodes, neither of which is the local SCADAPack x70
device. One node in the pair is connected serially, and the other node is connected over IP. The
solitary routing association stores the information that is required to communicate with the
device connected over IP. Association for the serially connected node is not necessary. The
required information is stored in the DNP3 route table.

The protocol stack communications and connection management configuration for solitary
routing associations is shown in the figure below.
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9.6.6.2 DNP3 Association States

The DNP3 association types can have the association states described below.

Active

The association is complete and fully operational.

Pair pending

This state is valid for paired routing associations only. The first association of a pair of routing
associations is set to pair pending when the second association is not correctly set up. Once
the second association is correctly set up, the pair pending association changes to Active.

Inactive

The association is inactive, typically because the socket is closed. New outgoing traffic that
needs this association can usually trigger negotiation of a new socket. This action moves the
association to the No Socket state. Incoming traffic must establish a new socket before it can
be received. This moves the association to the Active state.
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No socket

The association has been set up, but is waiting for the TCP/IP stack to successfully negotiate
with the other device to establish a socket. After the socket is established, the association
moves to the Active state.

DNP3 associations are applicable to both Ethernet and PPP connections. During variable
connection states, for example, when a connection is active or inactive over a keep-alive time
interval, DNP3 TCP keep-alive messages are sent only when a TCP connection over IP or PPP
is involved.

DNP3 TCP keep-alive messages are issued on active DNP3 channels according to the
configured keep-alive interval. Typically, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a DNP3
channel and a DNP3 association.

Under certain circumstances, in addition to these regular keep-alive messages, an association
that is experiencing communication difficulties also triggers the transmission of a DNP3 keep-
alive message. When a DNP3 keep-alive message is unsuccessful, it triggers the closure of a
DNP3 channel. This prompts the deactivation of any associations using that channel.

9.7 TCP/IP Commands

Use the following commands to manage, configure and diagnose TCP/IP operation.

· IFCONFIG: Set Interface IP Address

· NETINFO: Display Network Connection and Statistics Information

· PING: Contact Remote IP Address

· PPPECHO: Display PPP Interface State

· ROUTE ADD: Add an IP Route

· ROUTE DELETE: Delete an IP Route

· ROUTE PRINT: Display Configured IP Interfaces

9.7.1 IFCONFIG: Set Interface IP Address

Configures network interface IP address and subnet mask. Changes take effect immediately.

Usage

IFCONFIG interface-port ip-address NETMASK net-mask [services...]

Parameter Description

INTERFACE-PORT 1 to 4 for serial ports on SCADAPack 57x 

1 to 5 for serial ports on SCADAPack 47x

ETH1 for Ethernet port 1

ETH2 for Ethernet port 2
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ETH3 for Ethernet port 3 (for SCADAPack 57x only)

IP-ADDRESS The IP address that you want to configure.

NET-MASK The subnet mask for the IP address that you want to configure.

SERVICES FTP for FTP Server

TELNET for Telnet Server

MODTCP for Modbus TCP Server

UMAS for Logic Debug Service

NTP for Network Time Protocol (NTP) client/server (SCADAPack 47xi
only)

Example

/user>ifconfig eth1 192.168.12.15 netmask 255.255.255.0 FTP Telnet MODTCP
Interface List:
 10: ETHERNET     IP Addr: 192.168.12.15   Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0

Services: TEL FTP MODTCP

9.7.2 NETINFO: Display Network Connection and Statistics Information

Displays network connections for the first 100 entries and network statistics information.

Usage

NETINFO [filter ...]

Filter Description

* Displays all of the information described by the filters below.

CONNECTIONS Displays a table listing up to 100 active socket connections, both
connected and unconnected.

IP Displays IP protocol statistics.

TCP Displays TCP protocol statistics.

UDP Displays UDP protocol statistics.
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Guidance

Filters can be combined to display multiple selections of information. If no filter option is
provided, the CONNECTIONS data is displayed by default.

Example

/user>netinfo *
Network connection information
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Proto | Recv-Q | Send-Q | Local Address      | Foreign Address | State       |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 0.0.0.0.1534       | 0.0.0.0.*       | LISTEN      |
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 172.16.1.200.20000 | 0.0.0.0.*       | LISTEN      |
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 10.2.3.4.20000     | 0.0.0.0.*       | LISTEN      |
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 0.0.0.0.504        | 0.0.0.0.*       | LISTEN      |
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 0.0.0.0.23         | 0.0.0.0.*       | LISTEN      |
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 0.0.0.0.21         | 0.0.0.0.*       | LISTEN      |
| TCP   | 0      | 0      | 172.16.1.200.20000 | 172.16.1.2.6644 | ESTABLISHED |
| UDP   | 0      | 0      | 0.0.0.0.67         | 0.0.0.0.*       |             |
| UDP   | 0      | 0      | 127.0.0.1.20033    | 127.0.0.1.20032 |             |
| UDP   | 0      | 0      | 0.0.0.0.1534       | 0.0.0.0.*       |             |
| UDP   | 0      | 0      | 172.16.1.200.20000 | 0.0.0.0.*       |             |
| UDP   | 0      | 0      | 10.2.3.4.20000     | 0.0.0.0.*       |             |
| UDP   | 0      | 0      | 127.0.0.1.20059    | 127.0.0.1.20058 |             |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Network statistics information
IP:
    1161 total packets received
    0 with invalid headers
    0 with invalid addresses
    0 forwarded
    0 with unknown protocol
    0 incoming packets discarded
    2 incoming packets delivered
    0 requests sent out
    0 outgoing packets dropped
    0 dropped because of missing route
    0 fragments dropped after timeout
    0 reassemblies required
    0 packets reassembled ok
    0 packet reassembles failed
    0 fragments received ok
    0 fragments failed
    0 fragments created
TCP:
    0 active connection openings
    1 passive connection openings
    0 attempts failed
    0 connection resets received
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    1 connections established
    36 segments received
    40 segments sent out
    0 segments retransmitted
    0 bad segments received
    1 resets sent
UDP:
    1120 packets received
    2 packets to unknown port received
    0 packet receive errors
    816 packets sent

The CONNECTIONS table provides the following information for each connection:

Proto The protocol of the connection, typically TCP or UDP

Recv-Q The number of bytes received by the local network interface but not
yet read by the connected process

Send-Q The number of bytes sent out by the local network interface but not
yet acknowledged by the remote host

Local Address The local IP address and port number for the connection, in the
format ip1.ip2.ip3.ip4.port

Foreign Address The IP address and port number for the connected host, in the
format ip1.ip2.ip3.ip4.port

State The state of the connection. Only applies to TCP connections, all
other protocols will leave this field blank. For TCP connections, this
will have a value that matches one of the standard TCP states, e.g.
LISTEN, ESTABLISHED, etc.

9.7.3 PING: Contact Remote IP Address

Sends an ICMP ECHO command to a remote IP address. The output display time has a
minimum of 100 ms and displays in multiples of 100 ms. 

Usage

PING [-t] [-n count] [-l size] [-i TTL] [-w timeout] dest-ip

Parameter Name Description

-t Ping the specified host until stopped.

This argument is not valid for DNP3 VT command line interfaces and is
equivalent to the following command in a Telnet session:
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ping -n 20 ip-addr

Use the escape (Esc) key to stop.

-n count The number of ping requests to send.

The count is limited to 3 for DNP3 VT command line interfaces.

-l size The size of the ping packet in bytes.

Valid entries: 1 to 2000.

-i TTL The time-to-live in seconds for a ping packet.

-w timeout The number of milliseconds to wait for a response from the remote
device.

dest-ip The IP address of the destination device to be pinged.

Guidance

The ping request is sent out on an interface on the SCADAPack x70 device with a corresponding
subnet, or according to the routes in the device IP Routing Table.

Examples

Example Description

/user>ping
162.168.0.18

Sends an ICMP ECHO request to a device with the IP
address 162.168.0.18.

/user>ping -w 100
162.168.0.18

Sends an ICMP ECHO request to a device with the IP
address 162.168.0.18 and waits 100 milliseconds for a
response.

/user>ping -n 3 -l 128
162.168.0.18

Sends 3 ICMP ECHO requests with a size of 128 bytes
each to a device with the IP address 162.168.0.18.

Example response

The example below pings IP address 162.168.0.57 five times with 128-byte ping packets, waiting
up to 300 ms for each ping response.

PING -n 5 -l 128 -w 300 162.168.0.57
Pinging 162.168.0.57 with 128 bytes of data:
Reply from 162.168.0.57: bytes=128 time=100ms
Reply from 162.168.0.57: bytes=128 time=100ms
Reply from 162.168.0.57: bytes=128 time=200ms
Reply from 162.168.0.57: bytes=128 time=200ms
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Reply from 162.168.0.57: bytes=128 time=200ms
Ping statistics for 162.168.0.57:

    Packets:  Sent = 5, Received = 5, Lost = 0 (0% loss),
Approximate round trip time in milli-seconds:

    Minimum = 100ms, Maximum = 200ms, Average = 160ms

9.7.4 PPPECHO: Display PPP Interface State

Queries the state of a single PPP interface on the SCADAPack x70 device.

Usage

PPPECHO interface-port [timeout (ms)] [echo-size]

Parameter
Name

Description

interface port The interface port number listed in the output of the ROUTE PRINT
command.

timeout (ms) An optional number of milliseconds to wait for the LCP ECHO response
from the peer PPP device.

echo-size The number of bytes to send in the LCP ECHO request.

Guidance

Similar to the STATUS PPP  command, the PPPECHO command sends an LCP ECHO to a

peer PPP device and reports the status of the PPP link.

Example

Example Description

/user>pppecho
2

Sends an LCP ECHO request to PPP interface 2.

If the request is successful, the message PPPecho successful is
returned.

9.7.5 ROUTE ADD: Add an IP Route

Adds the specified route to the IP routing table.  

90
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NOTICE

IP ROUTE LOSS

Routes added manually using the ROUTE ADD command or the IP_AddRoute function block
are not stored in non-volatile memory and are lost when the SCADAPack x70 device is
restarted.

Store a copy of temporary route details in a safe location so routes can be accurately re-added
if required.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Usage

ROUTE ADD dest-ip [MASK net-mask] [g/way-ip] IF interface-port [METRIC metric]

Parameter Name Description

dest-ip The IP address of the destination device at the other end of the IP
route.

MASK net-mask The subnet mask for the route.

Example: MASK 255.255.255.255

g/way-ip The IP address of the gateway IP device if there is one along the
route.

IF interface-port The interface number of the port where the IP route starts.

· SCADAPack 57x device

o Serial ports: 1 to 4

o Ethernet ports: 10 to 12

o Example: IF 2 for serial port

2

· SCADAPack 47x device

o Serial ports: 1 to 5

o Ethernet ports: 10 and 11

o Example: IF 2 for serial port 2

METRIC metric A cost for a route. The cost is used to determine the priority of an
interface when there are multiple paths interconnecting IP hosts.
Generally, PPP interfaces have a higher cost, and therefore a lower
priority, than an Ethernet interface. 

Guidance

Routes that need to be retained permanently by the device should be entered in the IP Routing
Table in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Routing Table.
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The destination IP address format needs to match the type of route that is being added. For
example, a NETWORK route entry with mask 255.255.255.0 should have a destination IP
address in standard format.  If you use an invalid destination IP address in a manually added
route, you may not be able to manually delete the route entry.

You can also use the SCADAPack x70 logic IP_AddRoute function block (see the IP_AddRoute
topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual) to add route entries to the IP routing
table in the device.

Examples

Example Description

/user>ROUTE ADD  158.234.169.151
 MASK 255.255.255.255  IF 2

Adds a HOST route entry where the Host IP
address is specified with a mask composed
entirely of ones.

/user>ROUTE ADD  158.234.170.1 
MASK 255.255.255.0  IF 2

Adds a NETWORK route entry where the
subnetwork IP address is specified with the
subnet mask.

/user>ROUTE ADD  192.168.10.1 
MASK 255.255.255.0 
192.168.0.247  IF 5

Adds a GATEWAY route entry where the
subnetwork IP address and subnet mask are
specified with a Gateway Host IP address.

/user>ROUTE ADD  0.0.0.0 
192.168.0.248  IF 5

Adds a DEFAULT GATEWAY route entry with
an IP address composed entirely of zeros
specified with a Gateway Host IP address.

9.7.6 ROUTE DELETE: Delete an IP Route

Deletes the specified IP route.

Usage

ROUTE DELETE dest-ip subnet-mask

Parameter Name Description

dest-ip The destination IP address of the IP route you want to delete.

subnet-mask The subnet mask of the IP route you want to delete.
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Guidance

The destination IP address and network mask need to be entered exactly as they were when the
route was created. To determine the destination IP and network mask of the entry that is to be
deleted, use the ROUTE PRINT  command.

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of equipment being monitored or controlled by the SCADAPack
x70 device before restarting the device.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

If the route was incorrectly entered initially, it may not be possible to delete the route. In this
case, you may need to reconfigure the route correctly, or restart the device to remove the route.

Any IP route can be manually deleted from the table, including routes added using:

· Interface configurations

· Automatic route configuration

· Configuration tool IP route configurations

· ROUTE ADD  command 

· IP_AddRoute function block

You can also use the SCADAPack x70 logic IP_DeleteRoute function block (see the
IP_DeleteRoute topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual) to delete route entries
from the IP Routing table. 

Routes that are removed manually using the ROUTE DELETE command or the IP_DeleteRoute

function block are not removed from the IP Routing table in the configuration tool. As a result,
these routes are restored when the device is restarted.

To permanently remove a route, you also need to delete the route entry from the IP Routing
Table in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. For more information, in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual, see the Routing Table topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

Examples

Example Description

/user>ROUTE DEL
158.234.169.151
255.255.255.255

Deletes a HOST route entry where the Host IP
address is specified with a mask composed
entirely of ones.

108
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/user>ROUTE DEL 158.234.170.1
MASK 255.255.255.0

Deletes a NETWORK route entry where the
subnetwork IP address is specified with the
subnet mask.

/user>ROUTE DEL 162.168.10.1
MASK 255.255.255.0
162.168.0.247

Deletes a GATEWAY route entry where the
subnetwork IP address and subnet mask are
specified with a Gateway Host IP address.

/user>ROUTE DEL 0.0.0.0
162.168.0.248 

Deletes a DEFAULT GATEWAY route entry with
an IP address composed entirely of zeros and
specified with a Gateway Host IP address.

9.7.7 ROUTE PRINT: Display Configured IP Interfaces

Displays the configured IP interfaces and the current routing table entries. 

Usage

ROUTE PRINT

Example

/user>route print

Interface List:
10: ETHERNET 1 IP Address: 172.16.22.49 Subnet-Mask: 255.255.0.0
11: ETHERNET 2 IP Address: 0.0.0.0      Subnet-Mask: 255.255.255.0
13: USB        IP Address: 10.2.3.4     Subnet-Mask: 255.255.255.248

Routes:
Type     Destination-IP   Net-mask          Gateway-IP      Interface  Metric
DFLT-GW  0.0.0.0          0.0.0.0           172.16.0.1      10         0
NETWORK  10.2.3.0         255.255.255.248   10.2.3.4        13         0
HOST     10.2.3.4         255.255.255.255   10.2.3.4        13         0
HOST     127.0.0.1        255.255.255.255   127.0.0.1        0         0
NETWORK  172.16.0.0       255.255.0.0       172.16.22.49    10         0
HOST     172.16.22.49     255.255.255.255   172.16.22.49    10         0

ROUTE PRINT information

The Interface List provides the following information:

Interface number Same as the port number for serial ports

Ethernet ports: 10, 11 and 12

USB port: 13

Interface type Such as PPP, ETHERNET, or USB
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IP address and subnet mask for each
interface

The Routes list provides the following information for each route:

Destination IP address

Network mask

Gateway-IP The IP address of the node through which these
routed packets will be sent

Interface number as indicated in the
interface list

Used in the route entry description and is the
destination interface to which the routed IP packet is
sent if the destination routing criteria are met

Metric Cost of a route entry

Lowest cost is chosen where there are multiple
matching routes for a particular packet

For more information about route types and the meaning of the fields for each route type, see the
Communication Interfaces Technical Reference manual.
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10 Diagnostics Information

All timestamps shown in SCADAPack x70 device diagnostics are in System Time  format. 

The following diagnostic information is available to help you troubleshoot SCADAPack x70
device operation:

· The DNP3 Diagnostics tab in the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM
online parameters. For details, in the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM
manual, see Configuring Database Objects.

· A diagnostics session  where you can view the output of diagnostics commands for
protocols and system operation.

· Startup diagnostics  that provide information about the information about the device startup
sequence and configuration when it starts up.

· System status codes  that provide information about system operation. Status codes are
displayed in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters. For details, in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Reading Status and Version Information from the Device.

· Restart reason masks  that indicate why the device restarted.

· Task watchdog masks  that indicate which operating system tasks caused the device to
restart. 

10.1 Startup Diagnostics

Details about the SCADAPack x70 device startup sequence and configuration are displayed if
the device is in a diagnostics session  when it starts up. There are two ways to view startup
diagnostics:

· If you use the DIAG  command to start a diagnostics session right after the device starts

up, startup diagnostics are displayed as shown in the example below, but you may miss
some information at the beginning of the session. When startup is complete, the device
automatically terminates the diagnostics session and enters command line mode. The
diagnostics session is not maintained when you restart the device.

· If you use the SYSDIAG OVERRIDE  command to force the device into a diagnostics

session, the diagnostics session is maintained when you restart the device and you will see
startup diagnostics as shown in the example below. This is the preferred method of viewing
startup diagnostics when you are troubleshooting device operations. 

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment being monitored and controlled by the
SCADAPack x70 device before restarting the device.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.
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Typical startup diagnostic information

The following information is provided as an example only. Dates and version numbers do not
necessarily reflect the latest release.

Release Number        : SCADAPack x70 Firmware R2.4
Copyright (C) Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc. and licensors

Controller             : SCADAPack 575
CPU speed              : 500 MHz
Firmware version       : 9.4.1.372
RTOS                   : VxWorks 6.9 SMP
BOOTLOADER version     : 1.30
Serial Number          : B025813
Ethernet MAC Addr 1    : 00-05-21-02-4D-1E
Ethernet MAC Addr 2    : 00-05-21-02-4D-1F
Ethernet MAC Addr 3    : 00-05-21-02-4D-20

Startup at: 15/5/2019  15:27:20.424
Restart Reason mask    : 0x4004
Task Watchdog mask     : 0x0000

Using Factory Default settings
IO_PROCESSOR>>Task Starting
IO_PROCESSOR>>Task Started
MODBUS>>Task started on Port 2
PORT DRIVER>>Task Started on PORT3
MODBUS>>Task started on Port 3
CMDLINE>>Task started
DNP3>>Task Started
LOGIC>>Service Task Started
ETH>>Interface: 10  MY IP: 172.16.22.45
ETH>>Driver Task Started for channel index 10
USB>>Interface: 13  MY IP: 10.2.3.4
USB>>Driver Task Started for channel index 13
DNP3>>Building Event lists...
DNP3>>Free Event Pool size: 5000
Modbus Client>>Task Started
BOARD_IO>>5000/6000 Series I/O Main Task Started
BOARD_IO>>CAN Series I/O Main Task Started
LOGIC>>Application File found and loaded
TCPIP>>LOGIC listen port opened
TELNET>>Server daemon started
FTP>>Server daemon started
LOGIC>>Application state is RUN
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10.2 System Status Codes

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

If system status code 1400 is generated, the SCADAPack x70 device is automatically
restarted.

Verify the operational state of the equipment being monitored or controlled by the device after it
has been restarted.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

The following table describes the system status code values. To view the most recent value, you
can

· Check the System Status Code parameter in the SCADAPack x70 online diagnostic
parameters

· View the system data reference SYS_CODE_StatusCode

· Use the STATUS command at the RTU command line

A history of status codes is available by accessing system data group SYS_CODE.

Status
Code

Status Code Description Further Actions

0 Normal operation

100 to
999

User-defined status codes Use the Device_ChangeParam function block in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor to set a user status
code.

1011 The configuration file format is
invalid

See the config.log file created in the root directory
of the file system for a list of messages saved from
the configuration attempt.

1012 The configuration contains an
unknown attribute. 

Click Open Configuration
Log for details.

See the config.log file created in the root directory
of the file system for a list of messages saved from
the configuration attempt.

1013 Object configuration error. 

Click Open Configuration
Log for details.

1014 Object could not be deleted.
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Status
Code

Status Code Description Further Actions

Click Open Configuration
Log for details.

1015 The file could not be written
to flash memory

Verify that there is adequate space in the file
system.

1016 The point on the DNP3
Outstation could not be
added to the Remote Points
table

1017 The DNP3 Outstation could
not be added to the Remote
Devices table

1018 The DNP3 Controlling Station
could not create a block of
status objects for a DNP3
Outstation

1019 An unlicensed feature was
detected in the configuration

Remove the configuration for the unlicensed feature
or order a license for the feature. To order a
license, contact Schneider Electric customer
support at ordersTRSS@se.com. 

1028 The device has buffered IEC
60870-5-104 events
exceeding the event threshold
limit (80%)

Do one of the following:

· Reconfigure the IEC-104 Controlling Station to
collect events from the device more frequently.

· Reconfigure the device to generate fewer events.

For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring IEC 60870-5-104
Operation.

1029 An event buffer on the IEC
60870-5-104 Controlled
Station has overflowed and
the newest or oldest event
data has been discarded
according to the configured
settings

Do one of the following:

· Reconfigure the IEC-104 Controlling Station to
collect events from the device more frequently.

· Reconfigure the device to generate fewer events.

For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring IEC 60870-5-104
Operation.

1030 The device has buffered
DNP3 events exceeding the
event threshold limit (80%)

Do one of the following:

mailto:ordersTRSS@se.com
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Status
Code

Status Code Description Further Actions

· Reconfigure the DNP3 Controlling Station to
collect events from the device more frequently.

· Reconfigure the device so that it sends
unsolicited events to the DNP3 Controlling
Station.

· Reconfigure the device to generate fewer events.

For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring DNP3 Operation.

1031 An event buffer on the DNP3
Outstation has overflowed
and the newest or oldest
event data has been
discarded according to the
configured settings

Do one of the following:

· Reconfigure the DNP3 Controlling Station to
collect events from the device more frequently.

· Reconfigure the device so that it sends
unsolicited events to the DNP3 Controlling
Station.

· Reconfigure the device to generate fewer events.

For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring DNP3 Operation.

1036 Backup firmware license not
found. Contact Schneider
Electric Technical Support.

Apply the license to the device again and make
sure that the license is up to date. 

1037 File system has low free
space available. This may
impact some operations.

This system status code is raised when available
memory drops below 20 MB. 

Free up enough space in the User directory before
downloading files.

1038 Unable to create object due
to insufficient configuration
memory space

See the data capacity specifications in the
hardware manual for your SCADAPack x70 device.

If the problem persists, cold boot or factory the
device and then write the configuration again. 

1039 File system free space is
critically low. There may be
insufficient space to carry out
some operations. 

This system status code is raised when available
memory drops below 10 MB. 

Free up enough space in the User directory before
downloading files.

1040 The current value of an object
has been set to a large
floating point value and

Change the scaling parameter settings for the
object.
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scaling of this value has
caused an integer overflow or
integer underflow

1041 An external queue is not
available for data processing.
Data processing may be
incomplete

This is an operating system inter-task
communication message.

Check whether a logic application is performing a
large number of writes to or reads from the
database then contact Schneider Electric
Technical Support  for assistance.

1042 An internal queue is not
available for data processing.
Data processing may be
incomplete

Check whether a logic application is performing a
large number of writes to or reads from the
database then contact Schneider Electric
Technical Support  for assistance. 

1046 Invalid Data Log configuration Do one of the following:

· Check that objects configured for logging refer to
a valid log file

· If configuring using a tool other than
SCADAPack RemoteConnect, check that the
maximum number of log files has not been
exceeded

1047 RTU could not open, modify
or delete a data logging file.

Do one of the following:

· Check that drives used by data logging
configuration are mounted.

· Check that the file system has free space.

· Check that the “data_logs” subdirectory is
accessible.

For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring Data Logging.

1048 An internal data logging
queue was full or
inaccessible.

Do one of the following:

· Reconfigure the DNP3 Controlling Station to
collect events from the device more frequently.

· Modify logic applications to minimize long logic
scan times.

· Reconfigure the device to generate fewer events
that are collected by the data logger.

9

9
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For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring Data Logging.

1049 Data Logging directory
contains an invalid data
logging file or a file unrelated
to data logging.

Do one of the following:

· Check “data_logs” subdirectory for out of place
files and delete files that are unrelated to data
logging (*.CSV & *.ZIP). 

· Check logic application for file system EFBs. 

For details, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, see Configuring Data Logging.

1050 No objects in object database May occur as a result of a low battery, loading
recovery firmware, or other conditions. Check
battery condition and replace if necessary. Use
SCADAPack RemoteConnect to write the
configuration to the device.

1051 Operating System firmware
patch attempted on
SCADAPack device with a
file that is invalid, corrupt or
does not exist.

Use the correct firmware file for the model type of
the connected SCADAPack. Confirm that you are
connected to the correct SCADAPack.

1052 Operating System firmware
patch attempted on
SCADAPack device with
firmware of the incorrect
model type.

Use the correct firmware file for the model type of
the connected SCADAPack. Confirm that you are
connected to the correct SCADAPack.

1053 Bootloader firmware patch
attempted on SCADAPack
device with firmware of the
incorrect model type.

Use the correct bootloader firmware file for the
model type of the connected SCADAPack. Confirm
that you are connected to the correct
SCADAPack.

1054 The requested firmware
update was unsuccessful.

Verify that the firmware file is correct. Verify that
there is adequate space in the file system.

1055 Operating System firmware
patch was unable to back up
flash memory contents to file.

Verify that there is adequate space in the file
system.

1056 Operating System firmware
patch attempted on
SCADAPack device with a
file that is corrupt.

Verify that the firmware file is correct. The firmware
binary image file may have been truncated or
corrupted during the file transfer.
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1057 The requested bootloader
firmware update was
unsuccessful.

Verify that the bootloader firmware file is correct.
Verify that there is adequate space in the file
system.

1058 A bootloader firmware patch
was attempted on this device
but the firmware cyclic
redundancy check (CRC)
value was incorrect

The firmware binary image file may have been
truncated or corrupted during the file transfer.

Compare the size of the transferred file to the size
of the original file to confirm that the entire file
transferred successfully.

1059 Bootloader file is corrupt or
not valid for this device type.

Use the correct bootloader firmware file for the
model type of the connected SCADAPack. Confirm
that you are connected to the correct
SCADAPack.

1060 A bootloader firmware update
was attempted on this device,
but the boot loader and
hardware version are not
compatible.

Use a compatible bootloader firmware file for the
hardware version of the connected SCADAPack.
Confirm that you are connected to the correct
SCADAPack.

1061 An operating System
firmware update was
attempted on this device, but
the firmware and hardware
version are not compatible.

Use a compatible operating firmware file for the
hardware version of the connected SCADAPack.
Confirm that you are connected to the correct
SCADAPack.

1201 The Invert State object
parameter is not supported
for digital inputs on 5000
series I/O modules

Reported when the Invert State parameter is set to
YES for a digital input on a 5000 series I/O
expansion module. 

Change the Invert State attribute for the point to
NO.

1202 The Debounce Time object
parameter is not supported
for digital inputs on 5000
series I/O modules

Reported when the Debounce Time parameter is
set to a time other than 0 ms for a digital input on a
5000 series I/O expansion module. 

Change the Debounce Time for the input to 0 ms. 

1300 Two or more objects have
overlapping Modbus register
addresses

Check the Modbus Register parameter values in
the SCADAPack x70 configuration software. A red
exclamation mark indicates an invalid parameter
setting.

1302 A Modbus Register
configuration is invalid for the

Check the Valid Modbus Register Range
information and the object Data Type setting in the
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object type SCADAPack x70 configuration software. A red
exclamation mark indicates an invalid parameter
setting.

1303 There are no Modbus
communications interfaces
configured, but there are
Modbus registers configured

Configure the Modbus communication interface.

1304 A Modbus Data Type
configuration is invalid for the
object type

Check the object Data Type setting and the
Modbus Data Type setting in the SCADAPack x70
configuration software. A red exclamation mark
indicates an invalid parameter setting.

1350 Invalid Modbus Client Device
configuration

Check the Modbus Client Device configuration for
incorrect settings including invalid or missing IP
Address, or an incompatible serial port selection.

1351 Invalid Modbus Client
Scanner configuration

Check the Point Scanner configuration for incorrect
settings including register range incompatibility
with the object type or a mismatch of operation
with the register range.

1400 Unable to mount the root
folder /user. The device was
restarted so a remount could
be attempted.

Verify the operational state of the equipment being
monitored or controlled by the device after it has
been restarted.

1401 The root folder /user could not
be mounted, even after the
device was restarted

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

1402 There was an overflow when
calculating the file system
statistics. The indicated
"used" and "free" values may
not be accurate. See
MEMSHOW: Display Device
Memory Usage .

If using a USB drive, verify that it is supported by
the device, or contact Schneider Electric Technical
Support  for assistance.

1410 The real-time clock (RTC) on
the SCADAPack x70 device
could not be initialized. 

This condition is checked
when the device is started
and when the clock is set.

Check the Memory Battery voltage and replace the
battery, if needed. See the hardware manual about
replacing the battery.

You may need to restart the device. Before
restarting, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual, Restarting the Device.

112
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1510 A task software watchdog
was activated, but the device
was not restarted

2001 An IP address configured in
the IP Routing Table was not
found

Review the IP configuration

2004 The Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) table is full

Check your network for devices sending excessive
ARP broadcasts.

2008 An invalid TCP/IP interface
number was detected

2009 An invalid subnet mask
setting was detected on a
TCP/IP interface

Verify that the Subnet Mask parameter is not set
to 255.255.255.255

2019 An invalid parameter was
provided to a TCP/IP function
or function block

Verify that you did not use an invalid syntax. 

Check the TCP/IP function and function block
inputs and the IP Routing Table entries.

2031 The maximum number of
TCP/IP devices has been
exceeded

Use UDP instead of TCP/IP.

2036 The device was instructed to
delete an IP route that could
not be found in the IP Routing
Table

2037 The IP Routing Table is full so
a route could not be added

3000 A DNP3 Data Concentrator or
Modbus Scanner
configuration contains either
more remote devices OR
more mapped objects than
permitted.

This status code is reported when one of the
following occurs:

· DNP3 data concentrator is not licensed

· Modbus scanner has more than 150 devices

· Modbus scanner has more than 3000 mapped
objects

Remove the extra devices or objects. 
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3001 An invalid Digital Trip/Close
Object pair has been
detected in the configuration.

An invalid Trip/Close configuration was detected for
a Digital object pair. This can occur, for example, if
one of the paired objects does not exist or is not
configured correctly.

3002 The DNP3 Controlling Station
could not instantiate the
configuration for one of its
DNP3 Outstations so the
session could not be created

Check the DNP3 Outstation configuration in the
SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

3004 The IEC 60870-5-104 task
has detected a configuration
incompatibility 

Check the following: 

· SCADAPack x70 device memory usage

· Duplicate IOA object configuration

· Invalid ASDU type object configuration

3005 Unable to add an IP route to
the IP Routing Table

Verify the settings in the IP routing table.

3007 A configuration
incompatibility was detected
for a 5000 series I/O module

This status is also reported when a 5000 series I/O
configuration is detected in a device that does not
have the required I/O bus hardware installed.

3008 The object for storing status
information about a 5000
series I/O module could not
be created

Review the configuration for conflicts.

3009 Unable to create a DNP3
Controlling Station session
due to missing or invalid IP
address or destination port

Check the DNP3 routing table for a DNP3
Controlling Station route and determine if the IP
address or destination port is missing or invalid. 

3010 The object for storing status
information about a 5000
series I/O module could not
be found

3012 There is one or more
unknown or duplicate I/O
device record in the
configuration applied to the
device.

Review the I/O configuration
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3014 A configuration
incompatibility was detected
for a 6000 series I/O module

This status is also reported when a 6000 series I/O
configuration is detected in a device that does not
have the required I/O bus hardware installed.

3015 The firmware update on a
6000 series I/O module was
not successful

The firmware binary image file may have been
truncated or corrupted during the file transfer.

Compare the size of the transferred file to the size
of the original file to confirm that the entire file
transferred successfully.

3016 The device is operating in
production mode instead of
field mode

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

3017 There is one or more invalid
I/O channel record in the
configuration applied to the
device

Metadata displays details about the invalid channel
record where the channel is configured with a
DNP3 point number.

The first digit of the metadata value represents the
Channel Data Type. The remaining digits represent
the DNP3 point number, up to a maximum of
65534.

First
number

Channel Data
Type

0 String

1 Digital Input

2 Digital Output

3 Analog Input

4 Analog Output

5 Counter

For example, a Metadata value of 500007 indicates
that point 7 of type Counter is invalid. If the invalid
point is of type STRING, the Metadata value
displays only the point number. 

3018 There is one or more invalid
Modbus Scanner record in

9
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the configuration applied to
the device

3019 Too many objects configured
for periodic events. 

Reduce the number of objects configured with
Periodic Event Generation.

3202 Configuration conflict in the
System Data object table

Verify that the database object or the System Data
field exists or that the data types match.

3203 Device is in Service boot
mode

3300 One or more default IP
Firewall rules was not
successfully applied

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

3301 A user-created IP Firewall
rule was not successfully
applied

Verify the settings in the IP Firewall table.

5000 The logic application could
not be loaded into the device

To resolve a system status code 5000:

1. In RemoteConnect, perform the Export to
Excel File function.

2. In the logic editor, perform Export Project.

3. Create a new project and use RemoteConnect
Additional Functions > Import from Excel
File.

4. Use RemoteConnect Additional Functions >
Import Logic Project.

5. Open the logic editor using SCADAPack x70
Logic page Open Editor.

6. From the SCADAPack x70 Logic page, perform
Update & Build Logic.

5001 The memory for the logic
application could not be
validated

Check the memory. It is possible that the memory
could not be allocated or that there is insufficient
memory.

5002 Unable to load application as
the logic engine reports that it
is busy

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

9
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5003 Unable to load application as
another application is already
running

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

5004 Object database / Logic
Variable inconsistency

This status occurs as the logic application starts,
when the SCADAPack object configuration is
linked to a logic variable, but where a variable of the
same name does not exist in the logic application.

This usually occurs as the result of
unsynchronized configuration in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

To diagnose and correct the problem, perform the
following steps from SCADAPack RemoteConnect
when connected to the SCADAPack device.

1. In the Network View, select SCADAPack
x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and go
into Online mode.

2. Right-click SCADAPack x70 Controller
Settings -DeviceDTM  and select Additional
Functions > Execute Command.

3. In the Command Line field, enter the
following command, where name.log is a
name that you choose for the log:

     copy /user/logic/test.log name.log

4. Click Ok.

5. When the command completes, click OK.

6. Right-click SCADAPack x70 Controller
Settings -DeviceDTM  and select Additional
Functions > Read File from Device.

7. Click Browse and select a local file location.

8. In the File name field, enter the name of the
log file that you created in step 3.

9. Click Save.

10. Click Ok.

11. When the file is retrieved from the RTU, open
it with an editor such as Notepad or other
formatting editor.

9
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12. Examine the file for messages similar to
Variable <XXXX> was not found indicating
an object could not be matched to a variable
of that name.

13. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, locate the
affected object(s) in the Object Editor. 

14. Modify the Logic Variable Type to None. 

15. Click OK and then Apply.

16. Repeat steps 13, 14, and 15 until all affected
objects are modified.

5006 There is an arithmetic
overflow in the logic
application

Review the logic application.

5007 There is an array index
overflow in the logic
application

Review the logic application.

5008 The maximum number of
objects that can be
associated with logic
programming has been
exceeded

See the data capacity specifications in the
hardware manual for your SCADAPack x70 device.

5009 The data associated with the
logic application could not be
saved to the flash file system

Check the log file for the message and return code
that was generated. Return codes:

-1: Invalid file name

-2: The data file could not be opened

-3: The header could not be written

-4: The context data could not be written

-5: The data could not be saved

-6: The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) could not
be written

-9: Adequate memory could not be allocated

5010 The data associated with the
logic application could not be
restored from the flash file
system

If you are using command line operations or Telnet,
a diagnostic message will be displayed in the
format "Unity restore context data not completed
with return code x", where 'x' is one of the following
return codes:
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-1: Invalid file name

-2: The data file could not be opened

-3: The header could not be restored

-4: The context data could not be restored

-5: The saved data could not be restored

-6: The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) could not
be restored

-7: There was a version mismatch across the 2
data files

-8: The cyclic redundancy check did not succeed

-9: Adequate memory could not be allocated

5011 New Logic execution status
code generated. See
RemoteConnect Online Logic
page, SCADAPack Logic
Diagnostic Viewer or Logic
variable %SW125.

Activate the Logic Debug Service and, in the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, select Tools >
Diagnostic Viewer to assess the logic status.

Alternatively, use SCADAPack RemoteConnect to
check System Data Reference
SYS_LOGIC_EngineStatusCode  and, in the
Logic Programming Overview manual, see logic
system word %SW125.

5012 Logic execution unavailable.
Restart the device.

1. Restart the device.

2. Clear the status code by clicking Reset
Diagnostic Status on the Status page in the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters

3. Check if logic execution resumes. 

If logic execution remains unavailable or this status
code recurs, contact Schneider Electric Technical
Support  for assistance.

5013 Logic application incomplete.
Please rewrite the
SCADAPack x70
configuration

Rewrite the configuration to the SCADAPack x70
device after the firmware upgrade.

5014 Logic MAST task execution
unavailable.  Contact
Schneider Electric Technical
Support.  

The logic application is no longer available. Check
the logic and then restart the application or
reconfigure it with new logic. 

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

162
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5015 Logic FAST task execution
unavailable.  Contact
Schneider Electric Technical
Support.  

The logic application is no longer available. Check
the logic and then restart the application or
reconfigure it with new logic. 

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

5016 Logic AUX0 task execution
unavailable.  Contact
Schneider Electric Technical
Support.  

The logic application is no longer available. Check
the logic and then restart the application or
reconfigure it with new logic. 

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

5017 Logic AUX1 task execution
unavailable.  Contact
Schneider Electric Technical
Support.  

The logic application is no longer available. Check
the logic and then restart the application or
reconfigure it with new logic. 

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

5018 MAST logic task execution
has exceeded watchdog
time. Logic application is
stopped and unloaded.

Check logic in the MAST task for continuous or
long loops. Use SCADAPack RemoteConnect to
restart the application choosing Initialize and
Restart Application. Modify code to limit the use
of loops and write configuration or restart the
device.

5019 FAST logic task execution
has exceeded watchdog
time. Logic application is
stopped and unloaded.

Check logic in the FAST task for continuous or
long loops. Use SCADAPack RemoteConnect to
restart the application choosing Initialize and
Restart Application. Modify code to limit the use
of loops and write configuration or restart the
device.

5020 AUX0 logic task execution
has exceeded watchdog
time. Logic application is
stopped and unloaded.

Check logic in the AUX0 task for continuous or
long loops. Use SCADAPack RemoteConnect to
restart the application choosing Initialize and
Restart Application. Modify code to limit the use
of loops and write configuration or restart the
device.

5021 AUX1 logic task execution
has exceeded watchdog
time. Logic application is
stopped and unloaded.

Check logic in the AUX1 task for continuous or
long loops. Use SCADAPack RemoteConnect to
restart the application choosing Initialize and
Restart Application. Modify code to limit the use
of loops and write configuration or restart the
device.

9
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5304 A communications issue was
detected for a 5304 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5405 A communications issue was
detected for a 5405 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5410 A communications issue was
detected for a 5410 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5414 A communications issue was
detected for a 5414 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5415 A communications issue was
detected for a 5415 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5505 A communications issue was
detected for a 5505 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.
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5506 A communications issue was
detected for a 5506 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5606 A communications issue was
detected for a 5606 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

5607 A communications issue was
detected for a 5607 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

6202 The SCADAPack 47x I/O is
not functioning correctly.

Contact Schneider Electric Technical Support
for assistance.

6601 A communications issue was
detected for a 6601 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

6602 A communications issue was
detected for a 6602 I/O
module. Check the relevant
status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -
Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

6607 A communications issue was
detected for a 6607 I/O
module. Check the relevant

When there are multiple I/O modules of the same
type connected to the bus, the address of the I/O
module is displayed in the Metadata field of the
SCADAPack x70 online parameters Status tab -

9
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status object for the current
state of the I/O module.

Advanced Status. In the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual, see Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status.

10.3 Restart Reasons

SCADAPack x70 devices maintain a list of reasons that caused the device to restart. 

System data reference SYS_RESTART_RestartMask  (also visible on the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect Online Diagnostic display) uses the mask values listed in the table below to
indicate the reason for the restart. 

The restart reason mask is displayed in hexadecimal and is accessible in any of the following
ways:

· Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect, in the SCADAPack x70 online parameters. See Working
Online with the SCADAPack x70 Device, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

· By accessing system data reference SYS_RESTART_RestartMask  in logic and in the
object browser

· Using the command line when you execute a STATUS  command or in the Startup
Diagnostics

A history of restart reasons is available by accessing system data group SYS_RESTART .

The mask value is a single value from the table below if it represents the only restart reason. If
additional device restarts occur and the mask value is not cleared in between restarts , the
new mask values are added to the existing value. For example:

· 0x0040 is a single mask value. 

· 0x6808 is the additive sum of mask values 0x4000, 0x2000, 0x0800 and 0x0008. Use the
table below to break down a combined mask value. 

Mask Value Description

0x0001 Non-volatile RAM initialized

0x0002 Hardware restart

0x0004 Operating system firmware changed

0x0008 Externally commanded restart

0x0010 Internal BSP reset (for SCADAPack 47x only)

0x0040 System memory exhausted
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0x0200 Task software watchdog

See Task Software Watchdogs

0x0400 Processor exception 

See Reporting processor exception information

0x0800 Processor exception due to an interrupt

See Reporting processor exception information

0x1000 Reserved for future use 

0x2000 Exception during initialization of the real-time operating system

See Reporting processor exception information

0x4000 Processor restart

Clearing the mask value

If you are using a mask value to diagnose device operation, you typically want to clear the value
before starting so that no additional values are added to the mask. This makes it easier to
identify new activities that generate a restart reason mask value. There are two ways to clear a
mask value:

· Click Reset Diagnostic Status on the Status page in the SCADAPack x70 Online
Diagnostics page

· From the SCADAPack command line, issue the command RESTART MASK

Reporting processor exception information

A processor exception occurs when firmware on the device executes an unexpected code path.
If this occurs, report the information listed below to Schneider Electric Technical Support .
You can include screenshots of the relevant online parameters in the SCADAPack x70 online
parameters.

· Device type

· Device serial number

· Firmware release number

· Firmware version number

· System status codes

· Restart reason mask values

· Task watchdog mask values

· Configuration (.rtz) file for the device

· A short description of what was happening when the exception occurred

131

130

130

130

9

112

129

131
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10.4 Task Watchdogs

SCADAPack x70 devices use task watchdogs to maintain a list of operating system tasks that
caused the device to restart. If task watchdogs activate, it may mean that the configuration or
application in use is loading the device beyond its processing capability.

System data reference SYS_RESTART_TaskWdogMask (also visible on the RemoteConnect
SCADAPack x70 Online Diagnostic display) uses the mask values listed in the table below to
indicate tasks exceeding their watchdog times. The mask is displayed in hex:

· In the Startup Diagnostics

· When you execute a STATUS  command

· In the SCADAPack x70 online parameters

· By accessing system data reference SYS_RESTART_TaskWdogMask

If you are using a diagnostics session to monitor the device, the “!” character is displayed to
indicate that the device is restarting.

The mask value is a single value from the table below if it represents the only restart reason. If
additional device restarts occur and the mask value is not cleared in between restarts , the
new mask values are added to the existing value. For example:

· 0x0040 is a single mask value. 

· 0x6808 is the additive sum of mask values 0x4000, 0x2000, 0x0800 and 0x0008. Use the
table below to break down a combined mask value. 

If multiple instances of a task are started, there is no indication which task instance caused the
task watchdog to activate.

If a task software watchdog occurs because the device did not record operating system activity
for an internal task, the device:

· Sets the task watchdog restart reason mask 

· Sets the task software watchdog mask value

· Restarts the SCADAPack x70 device

Mask Value Description

0x0002 HART RS-485 task

0x0008 Device background task

0x0010 Data processor task

0x0080 DNP3 task

0x0100 Command line task

0x0800 Hardware watchdog service task

110

89

132
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Mask Value Description

0x1000 PPP driver task

0x2000 Ethernet driver task

0x4000 Communications driver task

0x8000 Unknown task

0x20000 Terminal Server port task

0x80000 Modbus Server task

0x800000 IEC 60870-5-104 Server task

0x2000000 5000 series I/O module bus task

0x4000000 USB driver task

0x8000000 Logic Management task

0x10000000 Modbus Scanner task

0x40000000 HART Scanner task

0x80000000 Logic Function Block Helper task

Clearing the mask value

If you are using a mask value to diagnose device operation, you typically want to clear the value
before starting so that no additional values are added to the mask. This makes it easier to
identify new activities that generate a restart reason mask value. There are two ways to clear a
mask value:

· Click Reset Diagnostic Status on the Status page in the SCADAPack x70 Online
Diagnostics page

· From the SCADAPack command line, issue the command RESTART MASK
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11 System Data

System data is internal information that represents the operating status of the SCADAPack x70
device. A large variety of system data is available, and can be accessed by:

· On demand viewing using the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Online Browser

· Mapping objects to a remote protocol

· Linking objects to logic variables

When viewed from the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Online Browser, system data may be
accessed by one of the following methods:

· Referring to one or more individual system data references by name

· As a collection of related system data information by selecting a System Data Group name

For more information see Reading Object Values from the Device, in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

When mapping system data to a remote protocol:

1. Create a database Object and configure an association with an individual System Data
Reference.

2. Expose the object to a remote protocol using Modbus register configuration or DNP3 point
configuration.

For more information, see Associations Tab, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

When accessing system data from a logic program:

1. Create a database Object and configure an association with an individual System Data
Reference.

2. Link to a logic variable using the Logic Variable Type and Logic Task configuration in the
object.

Each table in the following sections lists system data references in a system data group, along
with information relevant to using each system data reference. System Data References are not
case sensitive. 

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optiona
l)

Select
Object's
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acce
ss

Comment
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The System Data Reference can be used in an ad-hoc way from a SCADAPack RemoteConnect
browser list and in configuring an object association as described above. Use system data
references from the tables in the topics following this one.

When a system data reference is optionally configured as an association with a SCADAPack
object, the table shows the object type to use when accessing the system data reference. The
table also shows the optional variable type to use when accessing the system data reference in
logic. The data access column in the table indicates whether the system data reference is
read/write (R/W), read-only or write-only. The access method applies to usage of the system
data reference in a SCADAPack RemoteConnect browser list, a remote protocol, or a logic
variable.

The following sections detail the system data references, are organized by System Data Group.
System data references in the same system data group are closely related by the SCADAPack
functions they represent.

For details on each System Data Reference, see:

· SYS_CAPACITY: Capacity Statistics

· SYS_CLOCK: System Clock

· SYS_CODE: System Status Codes

· SYS_CONFIG: Active Configuration Information

· SYS_DEVICE: Device Information

· SYS_DNP3Hosts: DNP3 Hosts Information

· SYS_EVENTS: Event Statistics

· SYS_EVENTS104: Event Statistics for IEC 60870-5-104

· SYS_INFO: External Information

· SYS_LICENSE: Licensed Applications

· SYS_LOCATION: Location Information

· SYS_LOGIC: Logic Status

· SYS_RESTART: System Restart Information

· SYS_SET: Internal Settings

· SYS_STATUS: Internal Status

· Communication Statistics

o SYS_ResetStats: Clear Statistics

o SYS_StatsDNP3: DNP3 Controlling Station Statistics

o SYS_StatsETH: Ethernet DNP3 Statistics

o SYS_StatsIO: Global I/O Statistics 

o SYS_StatsIOP: I/O Processor Statistics 

o SYS_StatsIP: IP Statistics

135
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o SYS_StatsMODEM: Internal Modem Statistics

o SYS_StatsSecLock: Security Lock Statistics

o SYS_StatsSerial1...4: Serial 1 to Serial 4 Statistics

· Communication Status & Settings

o SYS_ETH: Ethernet

o SYS_MODEM: Internal Modem

o SYS_PROTOCOL: Protocols

o SYS_Serial1...4: Serial 1 to Serial 4

11.1 SYS_CAPACITY: Capacity Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_CAPACITY refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Asso
ciate
with
Obje
ct
Type
(opti
onal)

Select
Object's
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional
)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

Object
Database

       

Object
database
number of
items

SYS_CAPACITY_Object
DBItems

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Number of objects in
the SCADAPack
x70 device database

Object-Logic
number of
links

SYS_CAPACITY_Object
LogicLinks

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Number of objects
linked with logic
variables

Object-Logic
links memory
maximum
size

SYS_CAPACITY_ObjVa
rLinksMaxSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB 

Maximum size of
memory for object
links with logic
variables

Object-Logic
links memory
size used

SYS_CAPACITY_ObjVa
rLinksMemUsed

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB 

SCADAPack x70
device memory used

180

181

183

191

191

192

193

196
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for object links with
logic variables

Object &
Event
memory
maximum
size

SYS_CAPACITY_ObjEv
entMemMaxSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Maximum size of
object database and
event pool memory
for this type of
SCADAPack x70
device

Event Pool
memory size
used

SYS_CAPACITY_Event
MemSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

SCADAPack x70
device memory used
by the Event Pool
(varies according to
the Maximum Event
Storage
configuration) 

See Event
Configuration, in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration
manual.

Buffered
events
memory size
within the
Event Pool

SYS_CAPACITY_Event
DataSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Object
database
memory size

SYS_CAPACITY_Object
DataSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of configured
objects in the object
database

Event Pool -
percentage of
device
memory

SYS_CAPACITY_Event
MemPercentage

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Percentage of the
maximum Object
and Event memory
that Event Pool
memory uses

Object
database -
percentage of
device
memory

SYS_CAPACITY_Object
MemPercentage

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Percentage of the
maximum Object
and Event memory
that configured
object database
memory uses 
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Free memory
- percentage
of device
memory
available for
new objects

SYS_CAPACITY_FreeM
emPercentage

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Percentage of the
maximum Object
and Event memory
available for new
objects that is free

Logic        

Logic APX
size

SYS_CAPACITY_Logic
APXsize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of the logic
APX configuration
component
(transferred between
RemoteConnect and
the SCADAPack
x70 device)

Logic
Program
maximum
size

SYS_CAPACITY_Logic
ProgramMaxSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Maximum size of
the logic program for
this type of
SCADAPack x70
device

In the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor,
see Mode > Memory
Consumption for
program size
information.

Logic Saved
Data
percentage
used

SYS_CAPACITY_Logic
DataPercentage

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Percentage used of
logic saved data

In the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor,
see Mode > Memory
Consumption for
saved data size
information.

Logic Saved
Data memory
size used

SYS_CAPACITY_Logic
DataMemUsed

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of logic saved
data used

In the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor,
see Mode > Memory
Consumption for
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saved data size
information.

Logic Saved
Data
maximum
size

SYS_CAPACITY_Logic
DataMaxSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Maximum size of
logic saved data for
this type of
SCADAPack x70
device

In the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor,
see Mode > Memory
Consumption for
saved data size
information.

Internal
Memory

       

System
memory
maximum
size

SYS_CAPACITY_Syste
mMemorySize

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Maximum size of
available operating
system memory for
this device

System
memory free

SYS_CAPACITY_Syste
mMemoryFree

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of operating
system memory free

System files
number of
files

SYS_CAPACITY_SysFil
es_NumFiles

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Number of files in
the SCADAPack
x70 device /user root
directory

System files
size used

SYS_CAPACITY_SysFil
es_SizeUsed

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Total size of system
files on the
SCADAPack x70
device file system

System files
size free

SYS_CAPACITY_SysFil
es_SizeFree

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of free space
on the SCADAPack
x70 device file
system
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Data log
percentage of
space used

SYS_CAPACITY_SysFil
es_DL_Percent

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Percentage of the
configured space
used for data logging
that has been used.
Due to periodic
deletion of old log
files, it is unlikely to
read 99 or 100
percent.

Range: 0...100

External
Memory

       

USB device
files size
used

SYS_CAPACITY_USB_
Files_SizeUsed

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Total size of files on
the USB device file
system

USB device
files size free

SYS_CAPACITY_USB_
Files_SizeFree

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of free space
on the USB device
file system

USB device
files number
of files

SYS_CAPACITY_USB_
Files_NumFiles

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Number of files in
the USB
device /usb0 root
directory

SD device KB
used

SYS_CAPACITY_SD_Fi
les_SizeUsed

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Total size of files on
the SD device file
system

SD device KB
free

SYS_CAPACITY_SD_Fi
les_SizeFree

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

KB

Size of free space
on the SD device file
system

SD device
number of
files

SYS_CAPACITY_SD_Fi
les_NumFiles

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
Only

Number of files in
the SD device /sd0
root directory
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11.2 SYS_CLOCK: System Clock

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_CLOCK refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Descriptio
n

System Data Reference Assoc
iate
with
Obje
ct
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acc
ess

Comment

Time

Real time
clock hour

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Hour Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Hour 

Valid range: 0 to 23

Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock
minute

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Minu
te

Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Minute

Valid range: 0 to 59

Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock
second

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Seco
nd

Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Second 

Valid range: 0 to 59

This field updates in
the object database
and optionally in
logic every 2
seconds. For faster
second value
updates in logic, use
the SCADAPack x70
TIME_GetOS or
TIME_GetTimeDate
function block (see
the TIME_GetOS or
TIME_GetTimeDate
topics in the
Function Blocks
Technical Reference
manual), or the
system word %
SW50 (see the
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System Status
Words topic in the
Logic Programming
Overview manual),
which is in Modicon
BCD format
16#SS00.

Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock
millisecond

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Millis
econd

Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Millisecond 

Valid range: 0 to 999

This field updates in
the object database
and optionally in
logic every 2
seconds. For faster
millisecond value
updates in logic use
the system word %
SW20 (see the
System Status
Words topic in the
Logic Programming
Overview manual),
system double word
%SD20 (see the
System Status
Words topic in the
Logic Programming
Overview manual), or
the System Status
SYST_TIME function
block

Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock year

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Year Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Year

Valid range: 2019 to
2037

Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock
month

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Mont
h

Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Month 

Valid range: 1 to 12
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Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock day

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Day
OfMonth

Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Date 

Valid range: 1 to 31

Updated every 2
seconds

Real time
clock day
of week

SYS_CLOCK_TIME_Day
OfWeek

Analo
g

T_SPx70_U
INT

Rea
d
Only

Clock Day 

Valid range: 1 to 7,
where 1 = Sunday

Updated every 2
seconds

RTU’s raw
operating
system
real time
clock value

SYS_CLOCK_OsTime Analo
g

T_SPx70_D
INT

Rea
d
Only

In secs since Jan
1,1970 00:00:00

Uses operating
system time in
operating system
time format

Updated every 2
seconds

RTU’s UTC
offset and
daylight
saving time
adjusted
clock

SYS_CLOCK_LocalTime Analo
g

T_SPx70_D
INT

Rea
d
Only

In secs since Jan
1,1970 00:00:00

Uses local time in
operating system
time format

Updated every 2
seconds

Clock
Status

Clock UTC
offset

SYS_CLOCK_SET_UTCof
fset

Analo
g

T_SPx70_R
EAL

R/W Configuration 

Valid range: -12.0 to
+13.0 hours

Clock
adjust
seconds

SYS_CLOCK_SET_Adjus
tSeconds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_I
NT

Writ
e
Only

Signed number of
seconds

Clock
synchroniz

SYS_CLOCK_QUALITY_
Synchronized

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Rea
d

False = Not
synchronized
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ed Only True = Synchronized

Clock
status

SYS_CLOCK_QUALITY_
Alert

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Rea
d
Only

False = Clock OK

True = Clock not
operational

This reference is set
only at startup. If you
need to reset it, you
need to restart the
SCADAPack x70
device.

External
reference
clock

SYS_CLOCK_QUALITY_
RefClockOnline

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Rea
d
Only

False = External
reference clock not
online

True = External
clock OK

Daylight
Saving

Clock
daylight
saving
mode

SYS_CLOCK_DST_State Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W User controlled

11.3 SYS_CODE: System Status Codes

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_CODE refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Descriptio
n

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optiona
l)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

Status
code

SYS_CODE_Status
Code

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Most recently
reported System
status code (since a
RemoteConnect
Reset Diagnostic
Status or RESTART
MASK command).
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See System Status
Codes .

Status
metadata

SYS_CODE_Metad
ata

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Additional information
associated with the
SYS_CODE_StatusC
ode value. See
System Status
Codes  for the
status code number.
The Further Actions
field describe the
meaning of the
metadata information
for the status code.

History

Status
code 1

SYS_CODE_1_Stat
usCode

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Most recently
reported System
status code.

See System Status
Codes .

SYS_CODE_1_Met
adata

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Additional information
associated with the
SYS_CODE_1_Statu
sCode value. See
System Status
Codes  for the
status code number.
The Further Actions
field describes the
meaning of the
metadata information
for the status code

SYS_CODE_1_Stat
usTime

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Time of occurrence of
SYS_CODE_1_Statu
sCode.

Reported in Operating
System Time
Seconds since Jan 1,
1970.

Updates every 5
seconds.

112

112

112

112
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Status
code 2

SYS_CODE_2_Stat
usCode

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Previously reported
System status code. 

See System Status
Codes .

SYS_CODE_2_Met
adata

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Metadata for
previously reported
System status code

SYS_CODE_2_Stat
usTime

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Time of occurrence of
previously reported
System status code.

Status
code 3

SYS_CODE_3_Stat
usCode

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Previously reported
System status code. 

See System Status
Codes .

SYS_CODE_3_Met
adata

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Metadata for
previously reported
System status code

SYS_CODE_3_Stat
usTime

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Time of occurrence of
previously reported
System status code.

Status
code 4

SYS_CODE_4_Stat
usCode

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Previously reported
System status code. 

See System Status
Codes .

SYS_CODE_4_Met
adata

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Metadata for
previously reported
System status code

SYS_CODE_4_Stat
usTime

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Time of occurrence of
previously reported
System status code.

Status
code 5

SYS_CODE_5_Stat
usCode

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Previously reported
System status code. 

See System Status
Codes .

SYS_CODE_5_Met
adata

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Metadata for
previously reported
System status code

112

112

112

112
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SYS_CODE_5_Stat
usTime

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Time of occurrence of
previously reported
System status code.

11.4 SYS_CONFIG: Active Configuration Information

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_CONFIG refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optiona
l)

Select
Object’s Logic
Variable Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

System

Configuratio
n name

SYS_CONFIG_Na
me

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum
length: 255

Logic
project
name

SYS_CONFIG_Lo
gicProjectName

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum
length: 32

Logic
project
version

SYS_CONFIG_Lo
gicApplVersion

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum
length: 16

Config
signature

SYS_CONFIG_Co
nfigSignature

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum
length: 128

Logic
signature

SYS_CONFIG_Lo
gicSignature

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum
length: 32

11.5 SYS_DEVICE: Device Information

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_DEVICE refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associa
te with
Object
Type

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable

Data
Acces
s

Comment
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(option
al)

Type
(optional)

SCADAPac
k x70 device
type

SYS_DEVICE_Typ
e

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
32

Serial
number

SYS_DEVICE_Seri
alNumber

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
32

Firmware
revision

SYS_DEVICE_Firm
wareRevision

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
16

Bootloader
revision

SYS_DEVICE_Boot
loaderRevision

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
16

I/O Board 0
revision

SYS_DEVICE_IObo
ard0Revision

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
16

The firmware
version number of
the first 6601 input
output module in
the device. If there
is no 6601 input
output module, then
the firmware version
number displays
0.0.00.

For SCADAPack
575 only. See the
Status Tab Details -
Advanced Status
topic in the
SCADAPack x70
Configuration
manual.

Hardware
revision

SYS_DEVICE_Hard
wareRevision

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
16

Firmware
name

SYS_DEVICE_Firm
wareName

String n/a Read
only

Maximum length:
128
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11.6 SYS_DNP3Hosts: DNP3 Hosts Information

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_DNP3Hosts refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associ
ate
with
Object
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

DNP3 Host 1

DNP3 Host 1
DNP3
address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_1_DNP3addr

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

R/W User selected - DNP3
device address 

Valid range: 0 to 65519

DNP3 Host 1
IP address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_1_IPaddr

String n/a Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this IP address

DNP3 Host 1
interface

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_1_Interface

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this interface:

1 to 4 = Serial1 to
Serial4

  5 = Internal modem

10 = Eth1

11 = Eth2

12 = Eth3

13 = USB

DNP3 Host 1
connection A

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_1_ConnectionA

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 1
connection B

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_1_ConnectionB

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 2

DNP3 Host 2
DNP3
address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_2_DNP3addr

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

R/W User selected - DNP3
device address 

Valid range: 0 to 65519
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DNP3 Host 2
IP address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_2_IPaddr

String n/a Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this IP address

DNP3 Host 2
interface

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_2_Interface

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this interface:

1 to 4 = Serial1 to
Serial4

  5 = Internal modem

10 = Eth1

11 = Eth2

12 = Eth3

13 = USB

DNP3 Host 2
connection A

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_2_ConnectionA

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 2
connection B

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_2_ConnectionB

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 3

DNP3 Host 3
DNP3
address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_3_DNP3addr

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

R/W User selected - DNP3
device address 

Valid range: 0 to 65519

DNP3 Host 3
IP address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_3_IPaddr

String n/a Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this IP address

DNP3 Host 3
interface

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_3_Interface

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this interface:

1 to 4 = Serial1 to
Serial4

  5 = Internal modem

10 = Eth1

11 = Eth2

12 = Eth3

13 = USB
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DNP3 Host 3
connection A

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_3_ConnectionA

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 3
connection B

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_3_ConnectionB

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 4

DNP3 Host 4
DNP3
address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_4_DNP3addr

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

R/W User selected - DNP3
device address 

Valid range: 0 to 65519

DNP3 Host 4
IP address

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_4_IPaddr

String n/a Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this IP address

DNP3 Host 4
interface

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_4_Interface

Analog T_SPx70_U
INT

Read
Only

Receiving from DNP3
host on this interface:

1 to 4 = Serial1 to
Serial4

  5 = Internal modem

10 = Eth1

11 = Eth2

12 = Eth3

13 = USB

DNP3 Host 4
connection A

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_4_ConnectionA

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

DNP3 Host 4
connection B

SYS_DNP3Hosts
_4_ConnectionB

String n/a R/W User - private string

Maximum length: 51

11.7 SYS_EVENTS: Event Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_EVENTS refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with

Select
Object’s
Logic

Data
Acces
s

Comment
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Objec
t
Type
(optio
nal)

Variable
Type
(optional)

System

DNP3 event pool
size

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3_
PoolSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

DNP3 events free
in pool

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3_
FreeInPool

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

DNP3 Controlling Station 1

Binary input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_BinaryInputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Counter input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_CounterInputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
input events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_IntegerAIs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_FloatAIs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Binary output
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_BinaryOutputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
output events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_IntegerAOs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float
output events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_FloatAOs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Binary command
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_BinaryCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
command events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_IntegerCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float
command events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_FloatCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Data set events SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
1_DataSets

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Available in a
future release
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DNP3 Controlling Station 2

Binary input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_BinaryInputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Counter input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_CounterInputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
input events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_IntegerAIs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_FloatAIs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Binary output
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_BinaryOutputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
output events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_IntegerAOs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float
output events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_FloatAOs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Binary command
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_BinaryCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
command events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_IntegerCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float
command events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_FloatCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Data set events SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
2_DataSets

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Available in a
future release

DNP3 Controlling Station 3

Binary input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_BinaryInputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Counter input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_CounterInputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
input events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_IntegerAIs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float input
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_FloatAIs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only
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Binary output
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_BinaryOutputs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
output events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_IntegerAOs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float
output events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_FloatAOs

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Binary command
events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_BinaryCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog integer
command events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_IntegerCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Analog float
command events

SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_FloatCmds

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Data set events SYS_EVENTS_DNP3M
3_DataSets

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Available in a
future release

11.8 SYS_EVENTS104: Event Statistics for IEC 60870-5-104

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_EVENTS104 refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with
Objec
t
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

System

IEC 60870-5-104
event pool size

SYS_EVENTS104_Poo
lSize

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-104
events free in pool

SYS_EVENTS104_Fre
eInPool

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station 1

Single point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_SinglePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only
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Double point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_DoublePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Step position
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_StepPosition

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_Normalized

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
scaled value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_Scaled

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
short floating point
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_Float

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Integrated totals
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_IntegTotals

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
without quality
descriptor events

SYS_EVENTS104_M1
_Normalized_NQ

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station 2

Single point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_SinglePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Double point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_DoublePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Step position
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_StepPosition

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_Normalized

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
scaled value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_Scaled

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
short floating point
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_Float

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only
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Integrated totals
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_IntegTotals

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
without quality
descriptor events

SYS_EVENTS104_M2
_Normalized_NQ

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station 3

Single point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_SinglePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Double point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_DoublePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Step position
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_StepPosition

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_Normalized

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
scaled value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_Scaled

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
short floating point
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_Float

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Integrated totals
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_IntegTotals

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
without quality
descriptor events

SYS_EVENTS104_M3
_Normalized_NQ

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station 4

Single point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_SinglePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Double point
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_DoublePoint

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Step position
information events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_StepPosition

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only
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Measured value,
normalized value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_Normalized

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
scaled value
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_Scaled

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
short floating point
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_Float

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Integrated totals
events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_IntegTotals

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Measured value,
normalized value
without quality
descriptor events

SYS_EVENTS104_M4
_Normalized_NQ

Analo
g

T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

11.9 SYS_INFO: External Information

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_INFO refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associ
ate
with
Object
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

Input supply
voltage

SYS_INFO_InputSu
pplyVoltage

Analog T_SPx70_R
EAL

Read
Only

Volts

Input supply
low volts
threshold

SYS_INFO_InputSu
pplyLowVthresh

Analog T_SPx70_R
EAL

R/W Volts – Configuration

Input supply
status

SYS_INFO_InputSu
pplyLow

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Read
Only

False = Normal

True = Alert: Input
Supply Low

CPU module
temperature

SYS_INFO_CPUmo
duleTempC

Analog T_SPx70_R
EAL

Read
Only

Degrees Celsius
(rounded off to the
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in degrees
Celsius

whole degree)

CPU module
temperature
in degrees
Fahrenheit

SYS_INFO_CPUmo
duleTempF

Analog T_SPx70_R
EAL

Read
Only

Degrees Fahrenheit
(rounded off to the
whole degree)

Serial port
power

SYS_INFO_SerialPo
rtPowerOn

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W

NV retention
status

SYS_INFO_NVreten
tionAlert

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Read
Only

For firmware 9.1.1 or
earlier (SCADAPack
57x models only)

False = Normal

True = Alert

(Lithium battery low)

Memory
battery alert

SYS_INFO_Memory
BatteryAlert

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Read
Only

For firmware 9.1.2 or
later (SCADAPack
57x models only)

For firmware 9.4.1 or
later (SCADAPack
47x models only)

False = Normal

True = Alert

(Lithium battery low)

Memory
battery
voltage

SYS_INFO_Memory
BatteryVoltage

Analog T_SPx70_R
EAL

Read
Only

Volts

Calibration
status

SYS_INFO_Calibrati
onAlert

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Read
Only

False = Normal

True = Alert

Local IO
status

SYS_INFO_LocalIO
offline

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Read
Only

False = Normal

True = Alert

(SCADAPack 57x
models only)
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11.10 SYS_LICENSE: Licensed Applications

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_LICENSE refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associ
ate
with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object's
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

Application
1...10 license
level

SYS_LICENSE_Ap
pl01_Level
...
SYS_LICENSE_Ap
pl10_Level

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
only

Application
1...10 license
options

SYS_LICENSE_Ap
pl01_Options
...
SYS_LICENSE_Ap
pl10_Options

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
only

Application
1...10 license
name

SYS_LICENSE_Ap
pl01_Name
...
SYS_LICENSE_Ap
pl10_Name

String n/a Read
only

DNP3 Secure
Authentication
licensed

SYS_LICENSE_DN
P3SecAuth

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
only

False = DNP3
Secure
Authentication not
licensed

True = DNP3 Secure
Authentication
licensed

DNP3 Data
Concentrator
Client licensed

SYS_LICENSE_DN
P3DataCon

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
only

False = DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client
license not active

True = DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client
license active
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11.11 SYS_LOCATION: Location Information

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_LOCATION refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associ
ate
with
Object
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acce
ss

Comment

Location
name

SYS_LOCATION_N
ame

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 254

Asset / ID
code

SYS_LOCATION_A
ssetIDcode

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 31

Device
name

SYS_LOCATION_D
eviceName

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 31

Location
altitude in
meters

SYS_LOCATION_Al
titude_m

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Above mean sea level –
user determined

· If this value is entered
and
SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_ft is not entered,
the value is converted
to feet in
SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_ft

· If this value and
SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_ft are both
entered, the value in
SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_m is ignored. 

Location
altitude in
feet

SYS_LOCATION_Al
titude_ft

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Above mean sea level –
user determined

· If this value is entered
and SYS_LOCATION
_Altitude_m is not
entered, the value is
converted to meters in
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SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_m

· If this value and
SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_m are both
entered, the value in
SYS_LOCATION_Altit
ude_m is ignored. 

Location
longitude

SYS_LOCATION_Lo
ngitude_degE

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Decimal Degrees East 

Range: -180...180
degrees

Location
latitude

SYS_LOCATION_La
titude_degN

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Decimal Degrees North

Range: -90...90 degrees

Location
accuracy

SYS_LOCATION_A
ccuracy_m

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Decimal meters – user
determined

Location
direction

SYS_LOCATION_Di
rection_deg

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Decimal degrees – user
determined

Location
speed

SYS_LOCATION_S
peed_m_per_s

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

R/W Meters per second –
user determined

11.12 SYS_LOGIC: Logic Status

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_LOGIC refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associa
te with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acce
ss

Comment

Logic running
state

SYS_LOGIC_Runn
ing

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
Only

False = Stopped

True = Running

String size
mismatch

SYS_LOGIC_Strin
gSizeMismatch

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
Only

False = OK

True = Alert
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Arithmetic
overflow

SYS_LOGIC_Arith
meticOverflow

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
Only

False = OK

True = Alert

Array index
overflow

SYS_LOGIC_Array
IndexOverflow

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
Only

False = OK

True = Alert

Total number
of variables
in logic with
EBOOL data
type that are
forced

SYS_LOGIC_Num
ForcedEBOOLs

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

EBOOL variables can
be forced via the Logic
editor separately from
the main forcing
interface of
RemoteConnect.

Logic status SYS_LOGIC_Statu
s

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

1=NOCONF, 2=IDLE,
3=STOP, 4=RUN,
5=HALT,
6=UNAVAILABLE,
7=OBJMISSING
8=BREAKPOINT

Project name SYS_LOGIC_Proje
ctName

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum length: 32

Project
version

SYS_LOGIC_Proje
ctVersion

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum length: 16

Project
creation
signature

SYS_LOGIC_Sign
atureCID

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

This is often used as a
UDINT value

Project
modification
signature

SYS_LOGIC_Sign
atureMID

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

This is often used as a
UDINT value

Project
saved data
percentage
used

SYS_LOGIC_Save
dDataPercentage

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

% of logic saved-data
memory capacity
used. 

Same as
SYS_CAPACITY_Logic
DataPercentage

Start time SYS_LOGIC_Start
Time

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Operating System
Time 

Seconds since Jan 1,
1970 00:00:00

Updated every 5
seconds

137
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Stop time SYS_LOGIC_Stop
Time

Analog T_SPx70_
DINT

Read
Only

Operating System
Time 

Seconds since Jan 1,
1970 00:00:00

Updated every 5
seconds

MAST period SYS_LOGIC_MAS
Tperiod

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

0 = Cyclic

1 to 255 in ms

MAST
current scan
time

SYS_LOGIC_MAS
TcurrentTime

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

ms

Time elapsed between
start of Input phase and
end of Output phase for
the most recent scan

MAST max
scan time

SYS_LOGIC_MAS
TmaxTime

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

ms

MAST min
scan time

SYS_LOGIC_MAS
TminTime

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

ms

FAST period SYS_LOGIC_FAS
Tperiod

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

2 to 255 in ms

65535 = No FAST task

FAST current
scan time

SYS_LOGIC_FAS
TcurrentTime

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

ms

Time elapsed between
start of Input phase and
end of Output phase for
the most recent scan

FAST max
scan time

SYS_LOGIC_FAS
TmaxTime

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

ms

FAST min
scan time

SYS_LOGIC_FAS
TminTime

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

ms

AUX0 period SYS_LOGIC_AUX0
period

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

10 to 2550 in ms

65535 = No AUX0 task

AUX1 period SYS_LOGIC_AUX1
period

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

10 to 2550 in ms

65535 = No AUX1 task

Logic engine
status code

SYS_LOGIC_Engi
neStatusCode

Analog T_SPx70_I
NT

Read
Only

Often used as INT or
Hex value
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See logic system word
%SW125 in the Logic
Programming Overview
manual.

11.13 SYS_RESTART: System Restart Information

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_RESTART refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optiona
l)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional
)

Data
Access

Comment

Restart
count

SYS_RESTART_Count Analog T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

Increments each
time the device
restarts.

Restart
reasons

SYS_RESTART_Resta
rtMask

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Accumulated
reason codes for
previous device
restarts
(accumulated since
a RemoteConnect
Reset Diagnostic
Status or
RESTART MASK
command).

See Restart
Reasons .

Task
watchdogs

SYS_RESTART_Task
WdogMask

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Accumulated task
watchdogs
(accumulated since
a RemoteConnect
Reset Diagnostic
Status or
RESTART MASK
command).

See Task
Watchdogs .

129
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History

Restart
reason 1

SYS_RESTART_1_Re
asonCode

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

The value of a
single reason code
for the most recent
device restart.

See Restart
Reasons .

SYS_RESTART_1_Re
asonTime

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Time of occurrence
of
SYS_RESTART_1_
ReasonCode.

Reported in
Operating System
Time Seconds
since Jan 1, 1970.

Updates every 10
seconds.

Restart
reason 2

SYS_RESTART_2_Re
asonCode

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

The value of a
single reason code
for a previous
device restart. 

See Restart
Reasons .

SYS_RESTART_2_Re
asonTime

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Time of occurrence
of previously
reported reason
code.

Restart
reason 3

SYS_RESTART_3_Re
asonCode

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

The value of a
single reason code
for a previous
device restart. 

See Restart
Reasons .

SYS_RESTART_3_Re
asonTime

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Time of occurrence
of previously
reported reason
code.

Restart
reason 4

SYS_RESTART_4_Re
asonCode

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

The value of a
single reason code

129

129

129
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for a previous
device restart. 

See Restart
Reasons .

SYS_RESTART_4_Re
asonTime

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Time of occurrence
of previously
reported reason
code.

Restart
reason 5

SYS_RESTART_5_Re
asonCode

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

The value of a
single reason code
for a previous
device restart. 

See Restart
Reasons .

SYS_RESTART_5_Re
asonTime

Analog T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Time of occurrence
of previously
reported reason
code.

11.14 SYS_SET: Internal Settings

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_SET refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with
Objec
t Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

DNP3
Outstation
discard new
events if full

SYS_SET_DNP3S_Di
scardEvntsIfFull

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W Configuration

DNP3
Controlling
Station stop
event polling
if full

SYS_SET_DNP3M_St
opPollingIfFull

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W Configuration

129

129
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USB status
LED

SYS_SET_USBstatus
LED

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W User controlled –
turn off/on the USB
Status LED

(SCADAPack 57x
models only)

USB store
LED

SYS_SET_USBstoreL
ED

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W User controlled –
turn off/on the USB
Store LED

Terminal
Server
Serial1
disconnect

SYS_SET_Serial1_TS
vrDisconnect

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
only

Turn on to
disconnect Serial1
terminal server
session. The Current
Value field is always
0.

Terminal
Server
Serial2
disconnect

SYS_SET_Serial2_TS
vrDisconnect

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
only

Turn on to
disconnect Serial2
terminal server
session. The Current
Value field is always
0.

Terminal
Server
Serial3
disconnect

SYS_SET_Serial3_TS
vrDisconnect

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
only

Turn on to
disconnect Serial3
terminal server
session. The Current
Value field is always
0.

Terminal
Server
Serial4
disconnect

SYS_SET_Serial4_TS
vrDisconnect

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
only

Turn on to
disconnect Serial4
terminal server
session. The Current
Value field is always
0.

Modbus
Store and
Forward

SYS_SET_ModbusSto
reForward

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W Configuration

IEC 60870-5-
104
Controlled
Station
discard new
events if full

SYS_SET_104_Discar
dEvntsIfFull

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W Configuration
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11.15 SYS_STATUS: Internal Status

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_STATUS refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with
Objec
t Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional
)

Data
Access

Comment

Uptime SYS_STATUS_Uptime Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Seconds since
SCADAPack x70
device startup

Starts at 0 when the
SCADAPack x70
device is powered on
and starts its internal
operating system

Device
ready

SYS_STATUS_DeviceR
eady

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

SCADAPack x70
device ready to start
logic and
communications

DNP3
Outstation
ready

SYS_STATUS_DNP3Sla
veReady

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

DNP3 driver is ready
to accept Outstation
requests

DNP3
Controlling
Station
ready

SYS_STATUS_DNP3Ma
sterReady

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

DNP3 driver has
started
communication with
remote devices

Configuratio
n status

SYS_STATUS_NoConfig
uration

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

False = Configuration
OK

True = Configuration
missing / not loaded

Force LED SYS_STATUS_ForceLE
D

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

State of the
SCADAPack x70
device Force LED

Status LED SYS_STATUS_StatusL
ED

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

State of the
SCADAPack x70
device Status LED
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Mode
switch

SYS_STATUS_ModeSwi
tch

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
only

Available for
SCADAPack 57x
devices only

Select or
RST button
status

SYS_STATUS_SelectBu
tton

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

State of the
SCADAPack 57x
device Select button
or the SCADAPack
47x device RST
button.

Modem
signal
strength

SYS_STATUS_ModemS
ignalStrength

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_REAL

Read
only

Internal or external
modem signal
strength – user
derived

Security
System Key
set

SYS_STATUS_Security
MasterKeySet

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

False = System Key
not set

True = System Key
set

DNP3
Secure
Authenticati
on licensed

SYS_STATUS_DNP3Se
c_AuthLicensed

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

False = DNP3
Secure
Authentication not
licensed

True = DNP3 Secure
Authentication
licensed

DNP3
Secure
Authenticati
on active

SYS_STATUS_DNP3Se
c_AuthActive

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

False = DNP3
Secure
Authentication not
active

True = DNP3 Secure
Authentication active

Number of
forced
objects

SYS_STATUS_NumForc
edObjects

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

DNP3 Data
Concentrato
r Client
licensed

SYS_STATUS_DNP3Da
taCon_Licensed

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

False = DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client
license not active

True = DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client
license active
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License
expiry date

SYS_STATUS_License
ExpiryDate

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

Read
only

Operating System
Time 

Seconds since Jan
1, 1970 00:00:00

Updated on loading
license

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 1
and Data
Class 1 

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M1
_Class1_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 1
and Data Class 1

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 1
and Data
Class 2

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M1
_Class2_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 1
and Data Class 2

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 1
and Data
Class 3

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M1
_Class3_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 1
and Data Class 3

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 2
and Data
Class 1

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M2
_Class1_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 2
and Data Class 1

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 2
and Data
Class 2

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M2
_Class2_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 2
and Data Class 2

Unsolicited
responses

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M2
_Class3_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
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for
Controlling
Station 2
and Data
Class 3

enabled for
Controlling Station 2
and Data Class 3

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 3
and Data
Class 1

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M3
_Class1_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 3
and Data Class 1

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 3
and Data
Class 2

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M3
_Class2_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 3
and Data Class 2

Unsolicited
responses
for
Controlling
Station 3
and Data
Class 3

SYS_STATUS_DNP3M3
_Class3_Enable

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

Read
only

True = Unsolicited
Responses are
enabled for
Controlling Station 3
and Data Class 3

11.16 Communication Statistics

For details, see:

· SYS_ResetStats: Clear Statistics

· SYS_StatsDNP3: DNP3 Controlling Station Statistics

· SYS_StatsETH: Ethernet DNP3 Statistics

· SYS_StatsIO: Global I/O Statistics

· SYS_StatsIOP: I/O Processor Statistics 

· SYS_StatsIP: IP Statistics

· SYS_StatsMODEM: Internal Modem Statistics

· SYS_StatsSecLock: Security Lock Statistics

· SYS_StatsSerial1...4: Serial 1 to Serial 4 Statistics

171
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183
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11.16.1 SYS_ResetStats: Clear Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_ResetStats refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associa
te with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

Clear Eth1
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Eth1

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Eth2
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Eth2

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Eth3
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Eth3

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Serial1
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Serial1

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Serial2
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Serial2

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Serial3
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Serial3

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Serial4
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Serial4

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear Modem
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_Modem

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Available for future
models only

Clear DNP3
Controlling
Station 1
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_DNP3M1

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear DNP3
Controlling
Station 2
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_DNP3M2

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Clear DNP3
Controlling
Station 3
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_DNP3M3

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only
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Clear IP
statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_IP

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Write
Only

Reset I/O
Processor
Statistics

SYS_ResetStats
_IOP

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

R/W

11.16.2 SYS_StatsDNP3: DNP3 Controlling Station Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsDNP3 refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with
Objec
t
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

Controlling
Station 1
frames
received

SYS_StatsDNP3_M1_Fr
amesRx

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 1
unsolicited
fragments
sent

SYS_StatsDNP3_M1_U
nsolFragTx

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 1
unsolicited
fragments
not
confirmed

SYS_StatsDNP3_M1_U
nsolNotConf

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 2
frames
received

SYS_StatsDNP3_M2_Fr
amesRx

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 2
unsolicited

SYS_StatsDNP3_M2_U
nsolFragTx

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W
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fragments
sent

Controlling
Station 2
unsolicited
fragments
not
confirmed

SYS_StatsDNP3_M2_U
nsolNotConf

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 3
frames
received

SYS_StatsDNP3_M3_Fr
amesRx

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 3
unsolicited
fragments
sent

SYS_StatsDNP3_M3_U
nsolFragTx

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Controlling
Station 3
unsolicited
fragments
not
confirmed

SYS_StatsDNP3_M3_U
nsolNotConf

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

11.16.3 SYS_StatsETH: Ethernet DNP3 Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsETH refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data Reference Associ
ate
with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acce
ss

Comment

Ethernet
DNP3

Eth1 DNP3
frames
received

SYS_StatsETH_1_DNP3Fr
amesRx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W
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Eth1 DNP3
frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsETH_1_DNP3Fr
amesTx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth1 DNP3
frames from
Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

SYS_StatsETH_1_DNP3Fr
amFromMastr

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth1 DNP3
link ACKs
timed out

SYS_StatsETH_1_DNP3Li
nkACKTimout

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth1 DNP3
frame CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsETH_1_DNP3C
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth2 DNP3
frames
received

SYS_StatsETH_2_DNP3Fr
amesRx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth2 DNP3
frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsETH_2_DNP3Fr
amesTx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth2 DNP3
frames from
Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

SYS_StatsETH_2_DNP3Fr
amFromMastr

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth2 DNP3
link ACKs
timed out

SYS_StatsETH_2_DNP3Li
nkACKTimout

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth2 DNP3
frame CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsETH_2_DNP3C
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Eth3 DNP3
frames
received

SYS_StatsETH_3_DNP3Fr
amesRx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W SCADAPack
57x models
only

Eth3 DNP3
frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsETH_3_DNP3Fr
amesTx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W SCADAPack
57x models
only

Eth3 DNP3
frames from

SYS_StatsETH_3_DNP3Fr
amFromMastr

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W SCADAPack
57x models
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Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

only

Eth3 DNP3
link ACKs
timed out

SYS_StatsETH_3_DNP3Li
nkACKTimout

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W SCADAPack
57x models
only

Eth3 DNP3
frame CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsETH_3_DNP3C
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W SCADAPack
57x models
only

11.16.4 SYS_StatsIO: Global I/O Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsIO refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optional
)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

Global
statistics for
I2C-based
boards

Number of I2C
unsuccessful
read attempts

SYS_StatsIO_I2CRe
adError

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of I2C
unsuccessful
write attempts

SYS_StatsIO_I2CW
riteError 

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of I2C
invalid
checksums

SYS_StatsIO_I2CCh
ecksum 

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of I2C
unsuccessful
start/stop
attempts

SYS_StatsIO_I2CSt
artStopError 

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only
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Number of
times the
board address
was not in the
expected
range

SYS_StatsIO_I2CW
rongAddress 

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of
times the
board was
busy and
didn't accept
the command

SYS_StatsIO_I2CBo
ardBusy 

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of
times the
board
firmware
update was
unsuccessful

SYS_StatsIO_I2CF
wUpdated

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of
times the
board received
a message an
incorrect CRC

SYS_StatsIO_I2CRe
ceivedBadCRC

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Global
statistics for
CAN bus-
based
boards

Number of
CAN bus
transactions
per  last
second

SYS_StatsIO_CANT
ransactions

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

CAN bus
current load
percentage

SYS_StatsIO_CANL
oadPercentage

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

CAN bus
peak load
percentage

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
PeakLoadPercent

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of
CAN bus

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
Error

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only
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unsuccessful
transmissions

CAN bus
arbitration lost
counter

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
ArbLost

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Number of
CAN bus
passive
unsuccessful
events

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
PassErr

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

CAN bus
wake up
counter

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
Wakeup

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

CAN bus
overrun
counter

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
Overrun

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Unsuccessful
attempts
above
threshold
counter

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
WarnErrors

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

CAN bus last
unsuccessful
attempt

SYS_StatsIO_CANL
astMask

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

Unsuccessful
attempt to
update the
CAN bus
queue

SYS_StatsIO_CAN
QueueFail

Analog T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read only

11.16.5 SYS_StatsIOP: I/O Processor Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsIOP refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table. These statistics are also available on the command line
using PERF: Display Performance Statistics .

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optional
)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment

68
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Maximum queue
size

SYS_StatsIOP_M
axQueueSize

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Current queue
size

SYS_StatsIOP_Cu
rrQueueSize

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Total requests
received

SYS_StatsIOP_To
talReqReceived

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Number of queue
reads

SYS_StatsIOP_Nu
mQueueReads

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Number of
unsuccessful
attempts in the
queue

SYS_StatsIOP_Qu
eueErrorCount

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Queue full count SYS_StatsIOP_Qu
eueFullCount

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Processor
capacity
exceeded count

SYS_StatsIOP_Pr
ocCapExceedCoun
t

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Maximum queue
time (ms)

SYS_StatsIOP_M
axQueueTime

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
Only

Average queue
size

SYS_StatsIOP_Av
gQueueSize

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

Read
Only

Average queue
time (ms)

SYS_StatsIOP_Av
gQueueTime

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

Read
Only

Input rate (per
second)

SYS_StatsIOP_Qu
eueInputRate

Analog T_SPx70_
REAL

Read
Only

11.16.6 SYS_StatsIP: IP Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsIP refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associa
te with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Access

Comment
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Modbus
unsupported FN
code

SYS_StatsIP_MB
UnsuppFnCode

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus invalid
format responses

SYS_StatsIP_MBI
nvalidFormat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus CRC
mismatch
responses

SYS_StatsIP_MB
CRCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
requests received

SYS_StatsIP_MB
ServerReqRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
responses
transmitted

SYS_StatsIP_MB
ServerRespTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
requests
transmitted

SYS_StatsIP_MB
ClientReqTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
responses
received

SYS_StatsIP_MB
ClientRespRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus stored
messages

SYS_StatsIP_MB
StoredMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus forwarded
messages

SYS_StatsIP_MB
ForwardedMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

TCP Active open
connections

SYS_StatsIP_TC
PActiveOpens

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only

TCP Passive
open connections

SYS_StatsIP_TC
PPassiveOpens

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only

TCP
Unsuccessful
open attempts

SYS_StatsIP_TC
PUnsuccOpens

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only

TCP Connection
resets 

SYS_StatsIP_TC
PConnectionRese
ts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only

TCP Connections
established

SYS_StatsIP_TC
PConnectionsEst
abl

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only
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UDP Packets for
unknown port

SYS_StatsIP_UD
PUnknownPortPc
kts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only

IP Packets for
unknown protocol

SYS_StatsIP_IPU
nknownProtocPck
ts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

Read
Only

11.16.7 SYS_StatsMODEM: Internal Modem Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsMODEM refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

This system data group is available for SCADAPack 47x devices only.

System Data
Description

System Data Reference Associa
te with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acc
ess

Comment

Internal Modem

Raw bytes
received

SYS_StatsMODEM_Raw
BytesRx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Raw bytes
transmitted

SYS_StatsMODEM_Raw
BytesTx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

Raw bad
frames

SYS_StatsMODEM_Raw
BadFrames

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
received

SYS_StatsMODEM_DNP
3FramesRx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsMODEM_DNP
3FramesTx

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
from Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

SYS_StatsMODEM_DNP
3FramFromMastr

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

DNP3 link
ACKs timed
out

SYS_StatsMODEM_DNP
3LinkACKTimout

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W
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DNP3 frame
CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsMODEM_DNP
3CRCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

DCD dropouts SYS_StatsMODEM_DCD
dropouts

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

PPP
successful
negotiations

SYS_StatsMODEM_PPP
negotiation

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

PPP IP
address
changes

SYS_StatsMODEM_PPPi
pAdrChnges

Counter T_SPx70_
UDINT

R/W

11.16.8 SYS_StatsSecLock: Security Lock Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_StatsSecLock refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with
Objec
t Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

Unexpected
messages

SYS_StatsSecLock_Un
expected

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Unsuccessf
ul
authorizatio
ns

SYS_StatsSecLock_Un
succAuthoriz

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Unsuccessf
ul
authenticati
ons

SYS_StatsSecLock_Un
succAuthent

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Received
secure
locking
messages

SYS_StatsSecLock_Re
ceived

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only
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Discarded
messages

SYS_StatsSecLock_Dis
carded

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Unexpected
status
messages
sent

SYS_StatsSecLock_Un
expectStatus

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Successful
authenticati
ons

SYS_StatsSecLock_Su
ccessAuthent

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Successful
password
changes

SYS_StatsSecLock_Su
ccessPwdChg

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Unsuccessf
ul password
change

SYS_StatsSecLock_Un
succPwdChg

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

Locked
state

SYS_StatsSecLock_Loc
kedState

Count
er

T_SPx70_
UDINT

Read
only

0 = SCADAPack is
locked. It is a new
device or has been
Cold Booted. Either
a new password
must be entered to
use the device (see
values 1 and 2), or
the device needs to
be set to operate
with no password
(see value 3).

1 = Configuration
cannot be modified
on the SCADAPack
until the password
used to lock the
device is entered.

2 = The password
used to unlock the
SCADAPack has
been entered and
configuration can be
modified

3 = SCADAPack is
unlocked. No
password is required
to modify
configuration and no
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password can be set
on the device.

Excessive
requests
alert

SYS_StatsSecLock_Ex
cessiveAlert

Digital T_SPx70_
BOOL

Read
only

Alert raised when
excessive secure
locking messages
are received (e.g. 20
or more received in a
60s period)

11.16.9 SYS_StatsSerial1...4: Serial 1 to Serial 4 Statistics

The SCADAPack x70 system data groups SYS_StatsSerial1, SYS_StatsSerial2,
SYS_StatsSerial3, and SYS_StatsSerial4 refer to the collection of system data references
shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associ
ate
with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acce
ss

Comment

Serial1

Raw

Raw bytes
received

SYS_StatsSerial1_Raw
BytesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bytes
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial1_Raw
BytesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bad frames SYS_StatsSerial1_Raw
BadFrames

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3

DNP3 frames
received

SYS_StatsSerial1_DNP
3FramesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial1_DNP
3FramesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
from Controlling

SYS_StatsSerial1_DNP
3FramFromMst

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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Station (excl.
heartbeats)

DNP3 link
ACKs timed out

SYS_StatsSerial1_DNP
3LinkACKTim

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frame
CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsSerial1_DNP
3CRCmismat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

External Modem

Dial-in
connections

SYS_StatsSerial1_DialIn
Connects

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Successful dial-
outs

SYS_StatsSerial1_Succ
esDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Unsuccessful
dial-outs

SYS_StatsSerial1_Unsu
ccDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DCD dropouts SYS_StatsSerial1_DCD
dropouts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP successful
negotiations

SYS_StatsSerial1_PPP
negotiation

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP IP address
changes

SYS_StatsSerial1_PPPi
pAdrChnges

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus

Modbus
unsupported FN
code responses

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBU
nsuppFnCode

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus invalid
format
responses

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBIn
valdFormat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
checksum
mismatch
Responses

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBC
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
requests
received

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBSl
aveReqRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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Modbus Server
responses
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBSl
aveRespTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
requests
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBM
asterReqTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
responses
received

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBM
asterRespRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus stored
messages

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBst
oredMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
forwarded
messages

SYS_StatsSerial1_MBfo
rwardMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Serial2

Raw

Raw bytes
received

SYS_StatsSerial2_Raw
BytesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bytes
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial2_Raw
BytesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bad frames SYS_StatsSerial2_Raw
BadFrames

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3

DNP3 frames
received

SYS_StatsSerial2_DNP
3FramesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial2_DNP
3FramesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
from Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

SYS_StatsSerial2_DNP
3FramFromMst

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 link
ACKs timed out

SYS_StatsSerial2_DNP
3LinkACKTim

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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DNP3 frame
CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsSerial2_DNP
3CRCmismat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

External Modem

Dial-in
connections

SYS_StatsSerial2_DialIn
Connects

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Successful dial-
outs

SYS_StatsSerial2_Succ
esDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Unsuccessful
dial-outs

SYS_StatsSerial2_Unsu
ccDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DCD dropouts SYS_StatsSerial2_DCD
dropouts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP successful
negotiations

SYS_StatsSerial2_PPP
negotiation

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP IP address
changes

SYS_StatsSerial2_PPPi
pAdrChnges

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus

Modbus
unsupported FN
code responses

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBU
nsuppFnCode

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus invalid
format
responses

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBIn
valdFormat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
checksum
mismatch
responses

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBC
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
requests
received

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBSl
aveReqRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
responses
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBSl
aveRespTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
requests

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBM
asterReqTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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transmitted

Modbus Client
responses
received

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBM
asterRespRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus stored
messages

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBst
oredMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
forwarded
messages

SYS_StatsSerial2_MBfo
rwardMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Serial3

Raw

Raw bytes
received

SYS_StatsSerial3_Raw
BytesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bytes
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial3_Raw
BytesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bad frames SYS_StatsSerial3_Raw
BadFrames

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3

DNP3 frames
received

SYS_StatsSerial3_DNP
3FramesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial3_DNP
3FramesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
from Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

SYS_StatsSerial3_DNP
3FramFromMst

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 link
ACKs timed out

SYS_StatsSerial3_DNP
3LinkACKTim

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frame
CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsSerial3_DNP
3CRCmismat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

External Modem
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Dial-in
connections

SYS_StatsSerial3_DialIn
Connects

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Successful dial-
outs

SYS_StatsSerial3_Succ
esDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Unsuccessful
dial-outs

SYS_StatsSerial3_Unsu
ccDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DCD dropouts SYS_StatsSerial3_DCD
dropouts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP successful
negotiations

SYS_StatsSerial3_PPP
negotiation

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP IP address
changes

SYS_StatsSerial3_PPPi
pAdrChnges

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus

Modbus
unsupported FN
code responses

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBU
nsuppFnCode

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus invalid
format
responses

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBIn
valdFormat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
checksum
mismatch
responses

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBC
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
requests
received

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBSl
aveReqRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
responses
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBSl
aveRespTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
requests
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBM
asterReqTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
responses
received

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBM
asterRespRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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Modbus stored
messages

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBst
oredMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
forwarded
messages

SYS_StatsSerial3_MBfo
rwardMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Serial4

Raw

Raw bytes
received

SYS_StatsSerial4_Raw
BytesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bytes
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial4_Raw
BytesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Raw bad frames SYS_StatsSerial4_Raw
BadFrames

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3

DNP3 frames
received

SYS_StatsSerial4_DNP
3FramesRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial4_DNP
3FramesTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frames
from Controlling
Station (excl.
heartbeats)

SYS_StatsSerial4_DNP
3FramFromMst

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 link
ACKs timed out

SYS_StatsSerial4_DNP
3LinkACKTim

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DNP3 frame
CRC
mismatches

SYS_StatsSerial4_DNP
3CRCmismat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

External Modem

Dial-in
connections

SYS_StatsSerial4_DialIn
Connects

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Successful dial-
outs

SYS_StatsSerial4_Succ
esDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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Unsuccessful
dial-outs

SYS_StatsSerial4_Unsu
ccDialOuts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

DCD dropouts SYS_StatsSerial4_DCD
dropouts

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP successful
negotiations

SYS_StatsSerial4_PPP
negotiation

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

PPP IP address
changes

SYS_StatsSerial4_PPPi
pAdrChnges

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus

Modbus
unsupported FN
code responses

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBU
nsuppFnCode

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus invalid
format
responses

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBIn
valdFormat

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
checksum
mismatch
responses

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBC
RCmismatch

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
requests
received

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBSl
aveReqRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Server
responses
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBSl
aveRespTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
requests
transmitted

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBM
asterReqTx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus Client
responses
received

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBM
asterRespRx

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus stored
messages

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBst
oredMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W

Modbus
forwarded
messages

SYS_StatsSerial4_MBfo
rwardMsgs

Counter T_SPx70_U
DINT

R/W
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11.17 Communication Status & Settings

For details, see:

· SYS_ETH: Ethernet

· SYS_MODEM: Internal Modem

· SYS_PROTOCOL: Protocols

· SYS_Serial1...4: Serial 1 to Serial 4

11.17.1 SYS_ETH: Ethernet

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_ETH refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associat
e with
Object
Type
(optional
)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

IP default
gateway

SYS_ETH_IPdefa
ultGateway

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

Eth1 IP
address

SYS_ETH_1_IPad
dr

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

Eth1 IP
subnet mask

SYS_ETH_1_IPsu
bnetMask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

Eth1 MAC
address

SYS_ETH_1_MA
Caddr

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum length:
18

Eth2 IP
address

SYS_ETH_2_IPad
dr

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

Eth2 IP
subnet mask

SYS_ETH_2_IPsu
bnetMask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

191
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Eth2 MAC
address

SYS_ETH_2_MA
Caddr

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum length:
18

Eth3 IP
address

SYS_ETH_3_IPad
dr

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

(SCADAPack 57x
models only)

Eth3 IP
subnet mask

SYS_ETH_3_IPsu
bnetMask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length:
51

(SCADAPack 57x
models only)

Eth3 MAC
address

SYS_ETH_3_MA
Caddr

String n/a Read
Only

Maximum length:
18

(SCADAPack 57x
models only)

11.17.2 SYS_MODEM: Internal Modem

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_MODEM refers to the collection of system data
references shown in the following table.

This system data group is available for SCADAPack 47x devices only.

System Data
Description

System
Data
Reference

Associa
te with
Object
Type
(option
al)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optional)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

Internal Modem

Baud SYS_MODE
M_Baud

Analog T_SPx70_DI
NT

R/W Configuration

Values: 300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600,
19200, 38400, 57600,
115200

Format SYS_MODE
M_Format

Analog T_SPx70_UI
NT

R/W Configuration
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0=8N1, 1=8E1, 2=8O1,
8=8N2

Modem status SYS_MODE
M_Status

Analog T_SPx70_UI
NT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Fault

2 = Modem OK

Modem
connection
status

SYS_MODE
M_ConnectS
tatus

Analog T_SPx70_UI
NT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Connected

2 = Modem Available

Modem SIM card
missing

SYS_MODE
M_SIMcard
Missing

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL

Read
Only

False = SIM card OK or
modem inactive

True = SIM card
missing

Note: This system data
reference is reserved for
future use

IP address SYS_MODE
M_IPaddr

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

IP subnet mask SYS_MODE
M_IPsubnet
Mask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

Power SYS_MODE
M_PowerCo
ntrol

Digital T_SPx70_B
OOL 

R/W 0 = Modem Power
Disabled

1 = Modem Power
Enabled

Note: Modem power is
enabled by default after
an RTU boot up

11.17.3 SYS_PROTOCOL: Protocols

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_PROTOCOL refers to the collection of system
data references shown in the following table.

System Data
Description

System Data
Reference

Associ
ate
with
Object

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable

Data
Acces
s

Comment
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Type
(option
al)

Type
(optional)

DNP3

DNP3
Controlling
Station 1
address

SYS_PROTOCOL
_DNP3_M1_Mast
erAddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

DNP3
Outstation
address for
Controlling
Station 1

SYS_PROTOCOL
_DNP3_M1_Slave
Addr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

DNP3
Controlling
Station 2
address

SYS_PROTOCOL
_DNP3_M2_Mast
erAddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

DNP3
Outstation
address for
Controlling
Station 2

SYS_PROTOCOL
_DNP3_M2_Slave
Addr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

DNP3
Controlling
Station 3
address

SYS_PROTOCOL
_DNP3_M3_Mast
erAddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

DNP3
Outstation
address for
Controlling
Station 3

SYS_PROTOCOL
_DNP3_M3_Slave
Addr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

Modbus

Modbus/TCP
unit ID

SYS_PROTOCOL
_MB_ModbusTCP
UnitId

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

Modbus/TCP
Server listen
port

SYS_PROTOCOL
_MB_ModbusTCP
Port

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration
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Enron
Modbus/TCP
unit ID

SYS_PROTOCOL
_MB_EnronTCPU
nitId

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

Configuration

Modbus
Function Code 7
status

SYS_PROTOCOL
_MB_FC7ExcepS
tatus

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

R/W Use to set the value
returned by Modbus
function code 7. 

Valid values: 0...15

For Modbus RTU
Server operation, see
the Modbus RTU
Server Operation >
Conformance
Classes and
Function Codes topic
in the SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference manual 
and for Modbus/TCP
Server operation, see
the Modbus/TCP
Server Operation >
Conformance
Classes and
Function Codes topic
in the SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference manual .

IEC 60870-5-104

IEC 60870-5-
104 ASDU
Address for
Controlling
Station 1

SYS_PROTOCOL
_104_M1_ASDUa
ddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-
104 ASDU
Address for
Controlling
Station 2

SYS_PROTOCOL
_104_M2_ASDUa
ddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

IEC 60870-5-
104 ASDU
Address for
Controlling
Station 3

SYS_PROTOCOL
_104_M3_ASDUa
ddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only
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IEC 60870-5-
104 ASDU
Address for
Controlling
Station 4

SYS_PROTOCOL
_104_M4_ASDUa
ddr

Analog T_SPx70_
UINT

Read
Only

11.17.4 SYS_Serial1...4: Serial 1 to Serial 4

The SCADAPack x70 system data group SYS_Serial1, SYS_Serial2, SYS_Serial3, and
SYS_Serial4 refers to the collection of system data references shown in the following table.

System
Data
Descriptio
n

System Data
Reference

Assoc
iate
with
Objec
t
Type
(optio
nal)

Select
Object’s
Logic
Variable
Type
(optiona
l)

Data
Acces
s

Comment

Serial1

Baud SYS_Serial1_Baud Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

R/W Configuration 

Values: 300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,
38400, 57600, 115200

Format SYS_Serial1_Format Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

0=8N1, 1=8E1, 2=8O1,
5=7E1, 6=7O1, 8=8N2

Port mode SYS_Serial1_Mode Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

  2 = RS232 (RTS On)

  9 = Dialup modem

11 = RS232 (RTS) Keyed

20 = RS232 (RTS Off)

Port
function

SYS_Serial1_Function Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

  0 = None

  2 = Command line

10 = DNP3

30 = PPP/TCPIP
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40 = Modbus

50 = Com User (FB)

81 = Terminal Server

Modbus
RTU Server
address

SYS_Serial1_Modbus
RTUslaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

Enron
Modbus 
address

SYS_Serial1_EnronM
odbusAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

External
modem
inactivity
hangup

SYS_Serial1_ModemI
nactHangup

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

R/W Configuration

False = Don’t hang-up

True = Hang-up if no
activity after configured
time

External
modem
status

SYS_Serial1_Modem
Status

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Fault

2 = Modem OK

External
modem
connection
status

SYS_Serial1_Modem
ConnectStatus

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Connected

2 = Modem Available

IP address SYS_Serial1_IPaddr String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

IP subnet
mask

SYS_Serial1_IPsubnet
Mask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

Serial2
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Baud SYS_Serial2_Baud Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

R/W Configuration

Values: 300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,
38400, 57600, 115200

Format SYS_Serial2_Format Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

0=8N1, 1=8E1, 2=8O1,
5=7E1, 6=7O1, 8=8N2

Port mode SYS_Serial2_Mode Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

  2 = RS232 (RTS On)

  9 = Dialup modem

11 = RS232 (RTS) Keyed

20 = RS232 (RTS Off)

Port
function

SYS_Serial2_Function Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

  0 = None

  2 = Command line

11 = DNP3

31 = PPP/TCPIP

41 = Modbus

51 = Com User (FB)

82 = Terminal Server

Modbus
RTU Server
address

SYS_Serial2_Modbus
RTUslaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

Enron
Modbus
Server
address

SYS_Serial2_EnronM
odbusSlaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534
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External
modem
inactivity
hangup

SYS_Serial2_ModemI
nactHangup

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

R/W Configuration

False = Don’t hang-up

True = Hang-up if no
activity after configured
time

External
modem
status

SYS_Serial2_Modem
Status

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Fault

2 = Modem OK

External
modem
connection
status

SYS_Serial2_Modem
ConnectStatus

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Connected

2 = Modem Available

IP address SYS_Serial2_IPaddr String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

IP subnet
mask

SYS_Serial2_IPsubnet
Mask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

Serial3

Baud SYS_Serial3_Baud Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

R/W Configuration

Values: 300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,
38400, 57600, 115200

Format SYS_Serial3_Format Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

0=8N1, 1=8E1, 2=8O1,
5=7E1, 6=7O1, 8=8N2

Port mode SYS_Serial3_Mode Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

2 = RS232

4 = RS485 2w

Port
function

SYS_Serial3_Function Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

  0 = None

  2 = Command line

12 = DNP3

42 = Modbus
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52 = Com User (FB)

83 = Terminal Server

Modbus
RTU Server
address

SYS_Serial3_Modbus
RTUslaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

Enron
Modbus
Server
address

SYS_Serial3_EnronM
odbusSlaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

External
modem
inactivity
hangup

SYS_Serial3_ModemI
nactHangup

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

R/W Configuration

False = Don’t hang-up

True = Hang-up if no
activity after configured
time

External
modem
status

SYS_Serial3_Modem
Status

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Fault

2 = Modem OK

External
modem
connection
status

SYS_Serial3_Modem
ConnectStatus

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Connected

2 = Modem Available

IP address SYS_Serial3_IPaddr String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

IP subnet
mask

SYS_Serial3_IPsubnet
Mask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

Serial4
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Baud SYS_Serial4_Baud Analo
g

T_SPx70
_DINT

R/W Configuration

Values: 300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,
38400, 57600, 115200

Format SYS_Serial4_Format Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

0=8N1, 1=8E1, 2=8O1,
5=7E1, 6=7O1, 8=8N2

Port mode SYS_Serial4_Mode Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

2 = RS232

4 = RS485 2w

Port
function

SYS_Serial4_Function Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

  0 = None

  2 = Command line

13 = DNP3

43 = Modbus

53 = Com User (FB)

84 = Terminal Server

Modbus
RTU Server
address

SYS_Serial4_Modbus
RTUslaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

Enron
Modbus
Server
address

SYS_Serial4_EnronM
odbusSlaveAddr

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

R/W Configuration

Valid range: 

· Standard addressing:
1...255

· Extended addressing:
1...65534

External
modem
inactivity
hangup

SYS_Serial4_ModemI
nactHangup

Digital T_SPx70
_BOOL

R/W Configuration

False = Don’t hang-up
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True = Hang-up if no
activity after configured
time

External
modem
status

SYS_Serial4_Modem
Status

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Fault

2 = Modem OK

External
modem
connection
status

SYS_Serial4_Modem
ConnectStatus

Analo
g

T_SPx70
_UINT

Read
Only

0 = No modem config

1 = Modem Connected

2 = Modem Available

IP address SYS_Serial4_IPaddr String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51

IP subnet
mask

SYS_Serial4_IPsubnet
Mask

String n/a R/W Configuration

Maximum length: 51
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12 Telnet Server Operations

The SCADAPack x70 device includes a built-in Telnet server that you can connect to using
Telnet client software such as PuTTY. 

To activate the Telnet server on the device, select the Telnet Server checkbox in the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software, as shown below. For details, see Services,
in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

NOTICE

INSECURE COMMUNICATIONS

The Telnet server on the SCADAPack x70 device can be insecure if it is not externally
secured. This is because TCP/IP application protocols transmit data, including user names
and passwords, in clear text.

It is strongly recommended that the Telnet server on the device be disabled when not in use.
Leaving the Telnet server enabled can create a security vulnerability if the remote IP
connection to the device is not secured. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Once the Telnet server is active, you can configure your Telnet client to connect to the device
and access the command line prompt: /user>. For details, see Using the Telnet Command
Line .

Telnet connection support

The Telnet server on the device:

· Opens a Telnet server listener socket on TCP port number 23 and supports 5 simultaneous
Telnet sessions. Connection requests beyond this limit are rejected. The 5 Telnet connections

204
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can use any combination of USB Device port, serial ports configured for PPP/TCPIP operation
and Ethernet ports.

· Supports 1 diagnostics session. If you try to run 2 or more diagnostics sessions — for
example through a serial port configured for Command Line operation and through a Telnet
session on an Ethernet port — the second session connection to the diagnostic stream
session is rejected. Use the RESTART DIAG command to disconnect the first session. 

12.1 Using the Telnet Command Line

Once your Telnet client is connected to the SCADAPack x70 device, you can execute
command line operations , including diagnostics commands , at the command line prompt.
For example, you can use the WHOAMI command to verify device identity and configuration, as
shown below.

You cannot use the EDIT  command from a Telnet client as this command requires a serial

connection. 

The output from diagnostics commands is provided on a best effort basis. See below for details.

Diagnostic display session

The diagnostic display session can only be connected to one user terminal at a time — either a
device serial port configured for the Command Line function, or a Telnet client. As a result, you
may need to use the RESTART DIAG command, as shown below, to disconnect another

diagnostics session before you can start your own session.

/user> diag
Diagnostic display already in use
Use RESTART DIAG to disconnect remote user
/user> restart diag
/user>diag
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect

If there is a large volume of diagnostic data, the Telnet server might not keep up with the data
provided to it. If this occurs, bytes are dropped by the Telnet server and do not appear in the
diagnostic output in the Telnet client. To reduce the diagnostic output volume, use the filters for
the diagnostic command to eliminate messages you do not need to see. 

12.2 Telnet Inactivity Timeout and Exiting Telnet

Telnet inactivity timeout

The Telnet server in the SCADAPack x70 device disconnects the Telnet client after five
consecutive minutes of inactivity.

If you have used the DIAG  command to start diagnostics display mode in the Telnet session,

the inactivity timeout is not applied and the Telnet session continues indefinitely. 

45 48
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Exiting Telnet

To close a Telnet session with the device’s Telnet Server, use the BYE  command, as shown

below.

/user>bye

47
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13 FTP Server Operations

The SCADAPack x70 device includes a built-in FTP server that you can connect to using FTP
client software such as FileZilla. 

To activate the FTP server on the device, select the FTP Server checkbox in the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software, as shown below. For details, see Services, in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

NOTICE

INSECURE COMMUNICATIONS

The FTP server on the SCADAPack x70 device can be insecure if it is not externally secured.
This is because TCP/IP application protocols transmit data, including user names and
passwords, in clear text.

It is strongly recommended that the FTP server on the device be disabled when not in use.
Leaving the FTP server enabled can create a security vulnerability if the remote IP connection
to the device is not secured. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

Once the FTP server is active, you can configure your FTP client to connect to the device and
access the /user, /ramdir, /usb0, and /sd0 directories. For details, see Using the FTP Command
Line .

FTP connection support

The FTP server on the device opens an FTP server listener socket on TCP port number 21 and
supports simultaneous connections from up to 5 FTP clients. Connection requests beyond this
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limit are rejected. The 5 FTP client connections can use any combination of USB Device port,
serial ports configured for PPP/TCPIP operation and Ethernet ports. 

13.1 Using the FTP Command Line

Once your FTP client is connected to the SCADAPack x70 device, you can execute FTP
commands at the command line prompt. 

The FTP server on the device interprets the raw FTP commands described below as defined in
RFC 959. 

The FTP client software you are using may not expose these exact FTP server commands.
Instead, the FTP client may provide its own user commands, each of which sends the
corresponding raw FTP command to the FTP server. For example, in some FTP clients, the
command CD sends the CWD command to the FTP server. Similarly, DIR might send the LIST
command, and GET might send the RETR (retrieve) command. 

To find out which FTP commands are available through your FTP client software, see the user
manual or online help for your FTP client software. 

FTP
Command

Description SCADAPack x70
Device FTP Server
Support

ABOR
Abort the previous FTP service command and
any associated transfer of data

No

ACCT Identifies the user's account No

ALLO
Allocates sufficient storage to accommodate the
new file to be transferred

No

APPE
Append data to the end of a file on the remote
host

Yes

CDUP Change to parent directory Yes

CWD Change working directory Yes

DELE Delete file Yes

HELP List the supported FTP server commands Yes

LIST List detailed directory information Yes

MKD Make directory Yes

MODE Select mode (stream, block or compressed) No

NLST List only files in the directory Yes
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NOOP No operation No

PASS Specify user password No

PASV
Request the server-DTP to listen and wait for a
connection rather than initiate one upon receipt
of a transfer command

No

PORT Reassign data port Yes

PWD Show present working directory Yes

XPWD Return “\” for the SCADAPack file system No

QUIT
Quit the FTP server connection and closes the
FTP session

Yes

REIN Reset parameters to default settings No

REST
Skip over the file to a specified data checkpoint
at which the file transfer is to be restarted

No

RETR Retrieve a file from FTP server to FTP client Yes

RMD Remove directory Yes

RNFR Rename file from Yes

RNTO Rename file to Yes

SITE Provide essential system-specific services No

SMNT
Mount a different file system data structure
(without altering your login or account
information)

No

STAT Show the current server status Yes

STOR Store a file from FTP client to FTP server Yes

STOU
Store a file from FTP client to FTP server in the
current directory under a name unique to that
directory

No

STRU Specify the file structure No

SYST Display system type Yes
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TYPE Set the file transfer type (ASCII or binary) Yes

13.2 FTP Inactivity Timeout and Usage Restrictions

FTP inactivity timeout

The FTP server in the SCADAPack x70 device disconnects the FTP client after five consecutive
minutes of inactivity. When this occurs, your FTP client may receive a message similar to the
following if it attempts to access the connection after the inactivity timeout:

Connection closed by remote host

FTP usage restrictions

The FTP server in the device does not support FTP firewall Passive mode. Before you try to
transfer data from the device to the FTP client, switch off Passive mode in the FTP client. For
more information see the user manual or online help for your FTP client software.

To maintain device performance, do not use FTP to transfer more than the recommended
maximum number of 500 files per file system directory at one time.
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14 DNP3/UDP Broadcast Server Operations

The SCADAPack x70 device includes DNP3/UDP broadcast server to respond to DNP3
broadcast requests.

To activate the DNP3/UDP broadcast server on the device, select the DNP3/UDP Broadcast
Server checkbox in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software, as shown below.
For details, see Services, in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

NOTICE

INSECURE COMMUNICATIONS

The DNP3/UDP broadcast server on the SCADAPack x70 device can be insecure if it is not
externally secured. This is because TCP/IP application protocols transmit data in clear text.
Disable the DNP3/UDP broadcast server when not in use. Leaving the DNP3/UDP broadcast
server enabled can create a security vulnerability if the remote IP connection to the device is
not secured.  

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

DNP3/UDP broadcast support

The DNP3/UDP broadcast server, when enabled on the device, opens a listener socket on the
DNP3 UDP port. The default DNP3 Port number for TCP and UDP communication is 20000, or
as configured in the DNP3 > Layer Settings in the advanced application layer setup Default
DNP3 Port setting.

Devices claiming conformance to the IEEE 1815 (DNP3) standard and supporting DNP3
communications over IP are required to support receiving and processing DNP3 broadcast
messages from the UDP broadcast address. The DNP3/UDP Broadcast Server should be
enabled on the SCADAPack x70 device while conformance testing is being performed.
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to configure and manage SCADAPack x70 device
operations. These individuals are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual provides an overview of the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software that
is used to configure and manage communications and operations for SCADAPack x70 devices.
It describes:

· Creating a new project

· Accessing SCADAPack RemoteConnect functionality

· Managing configuration files

· Adding and removing DTMs

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content
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Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart

Technical SCADAPack · USB, serial and IP communications
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Reference
Manuals

Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 Recommended Security Practices

To help ensure that your SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation is more secure, keep the
following in mind:

· Keep your Windows environment up-to-date with the latest patch level

· Install only trustworthy DTMs and applications

· Check the setup of the DTM or application before installation to verify that the DTM or
application has the correct signature

· Check the signature of the DTM or application again after installation
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7 About the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software provides a user interface that allows
you to configure and manage communications and operations for SCADAPack x70 devices. It is
comprised of 2 software components that are added to SCADAPack RemoteConnect when you
create a project  for the SCADAPack x70 device. 

Creating a project involves:

· Setting up communication between the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software
and the SCADAPack x70 device.

· Specifying the role(s) the device will perform in the network. 

Once you create a project, the two software components in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software are added to the Network View, as shown below. 

SCADAPack RemoteConnect software components 

The 2 software components in SCADAPack RemoteConnect are FDT 2.1-compliant Device Type
Managers (DTMs). They provide the functionality that lets you configure the SCADAPack x70
device and monitor its operation. The SCADAPack RemoteConnect software components are
supported only in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect container application. 

The table below summarizes the functionality available in each SCADAPack RemoteConnect
software component.

Software
Component

Used To More
Information

PC
Communication
Settings -
SCADAPack
CommDTM

(When the
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
configuration
software is first
installed, the
DTM is called PC

· Change the parameters that define how the
computer running SCADAPack RemoteConnect
communicates with the SCADAPack x70 device.

· Specify the security file and manage the
RemoteConnect key if you are using Security
Administrator.

· View statistics and DNP3 diagnostic messages
for communication between SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 device.

PC
Communication
Settings -
SCADAPack
CommDTM
manual

26
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Communication
Settings -
SCADAPack
CommDTM)

SCADAPack x70
Controller
Settings -
DeviceDTM  

(also referred to
as SCADAPack
x70 configuration
software)

· Configure SCADAPack x70 device operation 

· Configure communication with other devices in
your SCADA network

· Access the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor 

· Update the SCADAPack x70 device firmware and
bootloader

· View status and diagnostic information from the
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration
manual

Each software component operates in 2 modes: 

· Offline

· Online

The tasks you can perform depend on the mode in which the software component is operating.
Each mode provides a set of parameters and a context menu that give you access to the
available functions. 

When the software component is offline, you can define and review configuration parameters, but
you cannot communicate with the SCADAPack x70 device to monitor is operation. The
configuration parameters take effect when you switch to online mode and write the configuration
to the SCADAPack x70 device.

When the software component is online, you can communicate directly with the SCADAPack
x70 device to view status and diagnostic information, and to apply parameter settings that were
defined in offline mode. The device needs to be communicating with SCADAPack
RemoteConnect to operate in online mode. 

Adding non-SCADAPack x70 DTMs

Because SCADAPack RemoteConnect is an FDT 2.1-, FDT 2.0-, and FDT 1.2-compliant frame
application, you can add any FDT 2.1-, FDT 2.0-, and FDT 1.2-compliant DTM at the My
Network level. For details, see Adding and Removing DTMs .

Language support

The user interface for SCADAPack RemoteConnect can be displayed in English or in French.
For details, see Changing the User Interface Language .

7.1 Start Page and Catalog Tabs

When you launch SCADAPack RemoteConnect, 2 tabs are displayed — the Start Page and the
Catalog. Once you create a project , you can open other tabs. 

61

46

26
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You can detach the tabs from the main frame and move them around or expand them to full
screen. For details, see Working with Tabs .

Start Page tab

Use the Start Page to:

· Create a new project for the SCADAPack x70 device

· Open an existing project 

· Read a configuration from the SCADAPack x70 device

If you close the Start Page tab, then need to access it, click the RemoteConnect icon in the
upper left to redisplay it.

 

Catalog tab

The Catalog tab displays the Device Type Managers (DTMs) that are installed on the computer.
Use the catalog to browse the available DTMs. To add DTMs that are in the catalog to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect, see Adding and Removing DTMs .

21

61
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7.2 Status Indicators

The status indicators described in the table below are displayed along the bottom bar in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect. The icons that are displayed relate to the information on the
currently active tab.

Indicator Description

The Stand by icon indicates that the DTM is ready for connection. 

To connect to the SCADAPack x70 device, right-click on the DTM
in the Network View and select Go Online.

The Checking icon indicates that the DTM is checking for
communications with the SCADAPack x70 device.

The Connecting icon indicates that the DTM is attempting to
connect to the SCADAPack x70 device.
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The Connected icon indicates that the DTM is connected and is
communicating with the SCADAPack x70 device.

The Disconnecting icon indicates that the DTM is disconnecting
from the SCADAPack x70 device.

The Disconnected icon indicates that the DTM is not connected and
is not communicating with the SCADAPack x70 device. 

This icon appears when the DTM is offline. 

To connect to the SCADAPack x70 device, right-click on the DTM
in the Network View and select Go Online.

The Disturbed icon indicates that the connection to the
SCADAPack x70 device has been lost. 

To re-establish the connection, try taking the DTM offline then online
again. 

The Data set icon indicates that the information displayed reflects
the information in the project file on the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect computer. 

Depending on when you last read or wrote the configuration, the
information displayed may or may not match the information in the
SCADAPack x70 device. 

The Device icon indicates that the active tab contains online
information.

The out-of-sync icon indicates that the DTM configuration and the
SCADAPack x70 device configuration are not synchronized. The
word Different may also be present. 

To resynchronize, read or write the configuration. 

For information about writing to a SCADAPack x70 device, see the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

The pencil icon indicates that configuration changes have not yet
been applied. 

To save your configuration changes, click the Apply button.

Changes will take effect the next time you write the configuration to
the SCADAPack x70 device.

The red exclamation mark indicates that there is a configuration
conflict.
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7.3 Working with Tabs

· To close a tab

· To move a tab position

· To expand a tab

· To show a list of tabs

· To move a tab into a separate window

· To return a tab to the main frame

To close a tab

When a tab is closed, any changes within that tab that have not been applied will be lost. Before
closing a tab, check for the Modified indicator on the RemoteConnect status bar. Press the
Apply button to apply changes, or press the Close button to discard modifications not yet
applied. A re-opened tab will include project content that was previously applied.

· Click the x in the upper right corner of the tab or,

  

·  Click the Close button at the lower-right corner of the display to close the current tab

 

21

22

22

22

23

24
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To move a tab position

1. Left-click and hold on the tab name. 

2. Slide the tab across to its desired position, relative to other tabs. 

3. Release when the vertical arrows indicate the desired new position of the tab.

To expand a tab

1. Click on a tab to make it the active tab.

2. In the general toolbar at the top-left of the screen, click on the full screen icon, shown below,
or press F11.

3. While in the full screen view, click on the small rectangle in the upper-right corner to return to
the regular view, or press F11.

To show a list of tabs

· Left-click on the small down-arrow on the far-right of the green tab bar.

The list of tabs is displayed.
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Select a tab to display from the list.

To move a tab into a separate window

· Detached Window

1. Left-click and hold on the tab name. 

2. Drag the mouse pointer to a different position on the screen, or on a different screen.

3. Release the mouse button.

· Docked Window

1. Left-click and hold on the tab name.

2. Drag the mouse pointer toward the center of the RemoteConnect frame. A directional icon
is displayed. 

3. Drag the mouse pointer onto the desired direction indicator. When the indicator is lit, the
window shadow indicates where the window will be docked. 

· To dock the window in the upper half of the RemoteConnect frame, position on the upper
arrow.

· To dock the window in the lower half of the RemoteConnect frame, position on the lower
arrow.

· To dock the window in the left half of the RemoteConnect frame, position on the left
arrow.

· To dock the window in the right half of the RemoteConnect frame, position the right
arrow.
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4. Release to move the window to the new location.

To return a tab to the main frame

1. Left-click in the green bar at the top of the tab and drag it back to the main frame. 

A directional icon appears in the centre of the main frame.

2. Drag the tab until your mouse pointer is in the centre of the directional icon and drop it.

7.4 Resizing Frames

There are 2 frames in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software.

Frame Description

Network View Contains the Network View toolbar and a hierarchical view of the Device
Type Managers (DTMs) in the network.

Main Contains the tabs for the Catalog page, the Start Page, and for the online,
offline and configuration parameters associated with each DTM in the
network.

The size of the frames can be adjusted to suit your preferences.

To resize a frame

1. Position your mouse over the border between the frames until you see the resizing pointer.

2. Left-click and drag the border until the frame is the size you want. 
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To minimize the Network View

The Network View frame in RemoteConnect can be minimized to make more screen space
available for the Main frame.

· Click on the left-arrow to the left of the green Network View frame title.

Restore the Network View frame to perform operations such as going Online or Offline, Writing a
configuration or executing Additional Functions.

· Click on the right-arrow above the minimized Network View bar, to the left of the green tab bar.
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8 Creating a New Project

Each SCADAPack x70 device that you are managing needs a separate project in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect. 

The procedure below guides you through the wizard that lets you set up the basics of a project:

· Configuring the communications link between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the
SCADAPack x70 device. 

· Identifying the device role(s) in the network.

Once you set up the basics of a project, you can define how the SCADAPack x70 device
operates in your network, as described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

To base a new project on an existing project, see Reusing Project Files .

If the Start Page is not currently displayed, click the RemoteConnect icon on the
RemoteConnect toolbar  to open it.

To create a new project

1. On the Start Page, click Create Project.

The Project Settings dialog is displayed.

58

44
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2. Select the SCADAPack Device Type with which you will be communicating.

3. In the SCADAPack DNP3 Address field, enter the DNP3 address that the SCADAPack x70
device will use to communicate with the SCADA network. This is also the address
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will connect with once the configuration is written to the
SCADAPack x70 device.

4. Select the role(s) that your SCADAPack x70 device will perform by checking each box that
applies. 

By default, the device operates as a DNP3 Outstation that responds to requests from a
DNP3 Controlling Station and you need to select the Number of DNP3 Controlling Station
with which the device will communicate.

The role that the SCADAPack x70 device performs determines which configuration
parameters are displayed in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software.

5. Click Next.

The PC Communication Settings dialog is displayed. Use this dialog to set up
communications between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your SCADAPack x70 device.
Set the parameters to communicate with the device in its currently configured state.
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6. Select the PC Communication Type then configure the communication parameters that are
displayed for that communication type. If you select a Serial connection and select Use
Dialup Modem, click Next to configure the Dialup Modem Settings. 

· DNP3 USB Communication Parameters

· DNP3 Serial Communication Parameters

· Dialup Modem Settings

· DNP3/TCP Communication Parameters

· DNP3/UDP Communication Parameters

· Modbus/TCP USB Communication Parameters

· Modbus RTU Communication Parameters

· Modbus/TCP Communication Parameters

7. Click Next.

8. In the Project Summary dialog, click Finish.

The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70
Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  are added to the Network View, as shown below. 

29
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37

41
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You can now use the SCADAPack x70 configuration software to configure device operation
and develop logic applications. For details, see the Configuring SCADAPack x70 Device
Operation topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

If the address settings have been changed from their original settings when you write the
configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device, you will need to modify the communications
parameters in the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM to communicate
with the device using its new settings.

8.1 DNP3 USB Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic DNP3 USB Communication Settings. 

Only a single SCADAPack x70 device can be connected to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer at a time. You cannot connect a USB hub, or other types of USB devices to the
SCADAPack x70 device.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the following default parameters:

· Target DNP3 Address: 0

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Connect to a
Remote
Routed Device

To connect to a remote routed
device, select this checkbox and
enter a DNP3 address of the remote
routed device in the Target DNP3
Address field. 

A corresponding DNP3 route needs
to be added to the DNP3\Routing
Table that will route the PC DNP3
address (default 32000) to the Target
DNP3 Address.

Checked

Unchecked

When checked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the Target
DNP3 Address using
the routing entry in the
DNP3 Routing Table.

When unchecked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the
connected device.

Default: Unchecked

Routed Target
DNP3 Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that

0 to 65519 Default: 0
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SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

USB
Connection
Established
with 

The serial number for the
SCADAPack x70 device.

If no USB is connected, USB not
connected is displayed.

This read-only information is provided
by the SCADAPack x70 device once
you are connected to it.

8.2 DNP3 Serial Communication Parameters

NOTICE

COMMUNICATION LOSS

COM port settings may change unexpectedly when:

· COM ports are added to or removed from the PC that the project is on

· A project is moved from one PC to another

Check the COM port settings to ensure that you can still communicate with the SCADAPack.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in unexpected communication issues.

The table below describes the basic DNP3 Serial Communication Settings.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below. If you are using a
SCADAPack 57x, connect Serial1 to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer. 

· Target DNP3 Address: 0

· COM Port set to a serial port on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer

· Baud Rate: 9600

· Stop Bits: 1

· Parity: None

· Ignore CTS: Checked

· Use Dialup Modem: Unchecked

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Target DNP3
Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
will communicate with. 

0 to
65519

Default: 0
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COM Port The serial port that the
computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
uses to communicate with
the SCADAPack x70 device.

USB serial-to-RS232 adapters are included
in the COM Port list as a standard serial
port. When using an external adapter:

· Check that any drivers associated with
an external adapter are installed prior to
starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect. 

· Check whether you need to change the
Data Link Confirm Mode parameter from
its default setting of Never. Some
external adapters might require this
confirmation. The Data Link Confirm
Mode parameter is in the Advanced
Configuration section.

· Check whether you need to change the
Transmit Data Link Frame Size
parameter from its default setting of 292
bytes. Some external devices, such as
radios, might require a smaller packet
size. The Transmit Data Link Frame
Size parameter is in the Advanced
Configuration section.

Baud Rate The data rate for the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
COM port.

Up to
115200

Select the baud rate that
matches the rate used at the
other end of the connection. 

Default: 9600

Stop Bits The number of stop bits
included with data sent from
the COM port.

The stop bits at each end of
the connection need to
match.

1 Sends 1 stop bit.

Default: 1

2 Sends 2 stop bits.

Parity The type of parity checking
that is included with the
data. 

The parity at each end of the
connection needs to match.

None No parity bit is sent.

Default: None

Odd Sends one parity bit to check
that the total number of ones
equals an odd number.

Even Sends one parity bit to check
that the total number of ones
equals an even number.

Ignore CTS Determines whether
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

When checked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect ignores the state of the
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uses the Clear to Send (CTS)
line on the serial port to
determine if it is connected to
a remote device. 

This method of determining
the connection status is
needed for devices such as
leased-line modems. 

If the cable connecting the
computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
to the SCADAPack x70
device does not have the CTS
line connected, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is not aware
that a connection is
established. 

CTS line.

When unchecked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses the state of the CTS
line to determine whether the serial port
can be disconnected.

Default: Checked

Use Dialup
Modem

Determines whether
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
uses a modem connection to
communicate with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

When checked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses a modem connection
to communicate with the SCADAPack x70
device.

When unchecked, SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses a serial connection
to communicate with the SCADAPack x70
device.

The modem connection uses the
communication settings defined in the
Dialup Modem Settings topic.

Default: Unchecked

8.3 Dialup Modem Settings

The table below describes the basic Dialup Modem Settings.

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting
Description

Modem Init
String

The Hayes commands that a local
modem needs to communicate with
dial-up DNP3 devices. 

ATE0Q0V0&D
2S0=1

The default string
is sufficient in
most situations.

Phone
Number

The phone number of the remote DNP3
device that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect will call from a local
modem. 

A numerical string including the
area code.
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Dial Type Determines the type of dialing the
modem uses. 

Tone Dialing Default

Pulse Dialing

Dial Attempts The number of times the computer
running SCADAPack RemoteConnect
attempts to connect with the
SCADAPack x70 device before stopping
attempts.

1 to 10 Default: 3

Connect
Time

The interval the computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect waits for
a local modem to connect with the
SCADAPack x70 device once the
number has been dialed. 

When the connect time is exceeded,
the modem is disconnected. 

6 to 300
seconds (s)

Default: 60 s

Pause Time The interval the computer running
SCADAPack RemoteConnect waits
before attempting to reconnect with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

6 to 300
seconds (s)

Default: 60 s

Inactivity
Time

The number of minutes the computer
running SCADAPack RemoteConnect
waits to disconnect the modem when
there has not been any communication
with the SCADAPack x70 device.

1 to 30
minutes (min)

Default: 15 min

8.4 DNP3/TCP Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic DNP3/TCP Communication Settings.

Use TCP communication from SCADAPack RemoteConnect to the SCADAPack x70 device
when using remote TCP/IP network communication technologies, such as Ethernet data radios,
cellular IP networks or other IP network infrastructures that can be unreliable.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below and connect Eth1 to a
computer network interface that is on the same subnet (mask 255.255.255.0).

· Target DNP3 Address: 0

· IP Address: 172.16.1.200 for Ethernet 1

For a direct Ethernet connection to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer, you will likely
need to change the network adapter settings on the computer. Contact your IT department for
information about the IPv4 address and subnet mask you need to use for a direct Ethernet
connection. 
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Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Target DNP3
Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
will communicate with. 

0 to
65519

Default: 0

IP Address or
Hostname

The IP address or DNS
hostname of the SCADAPack
x70 device that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

Standard IP address format

DNS hostname format: www.example.com

8.5 DNP3/UDP Communication Parameters

Use DNP3/UDP communication from SCADAPack RemoteConnect to the SCADAPack x70
device when using local TCP/IP network communication such as a local area Ethernet
connection between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 device. You can
also use UDP to minimize network traffic compared to TCP. 

The following table describes the basic UDP Communication Settings.

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Target DNP3
Address

The DNP3 address of the
SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

0 to 65519 Default: 0

IP Address or
Hostname

The IP address or DNS hostname of
the SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

Standard IP address format

DNS hostname format:
www.example.com

8.6 Modbus/TCP USB Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic Modbus/TCP USB Communication Settings. 

Only a single SCADAPack x70 device can be connected to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
computer at a time. You cannot connect a USB hub, or other types of USB devices to the
SCADAPack x70 device.

USB Communication Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description
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Connect to a
Remote
Routed Device

To connect to a remote routed
device, select this checkbox and
enter a Modbus address of the
remote routed device in the Unit
Identifier field. 

A corresponding Modbus route
needs to be added to the Modbus
Store and Forward Table that
forward PC requests to the Target
Modbus Address.

Checked

Unchecked

When checked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the Unit
Identifier using a Store
and Forward entry in
the Modbus Store and
Forward Table.

When unchecked,
RemoteConnect
communications are
directed to the
connected device.

Default: Unchecked

Addressing Select the addressing mode for the
Modbus protocol. 

Determines the maximum number
of stations that the RTU can work
with. 

For addressing mode information,
see: the Configuring Standard and
Extended Addressing topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

· Standard
(default)

o Range:

1...255

· Extended

o Range:

1...65534

Available when
Connect to a Remote
Routed Device is
selected. 

Unit Identifier Enter the Unit Identifier for the
SCADAPack x70 device

· Minimum: 1

· Maximum
with
Standard
addressing:
255

· Maximum
with
Extended
addressing:
65534

Available when
Connect to a Remote
Routed Device is
selected. 

Local IP
Address

The IP address for the USB port on
the computer running the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software.

This read-only IP address is the
computer’s USB connection address,
automatically assigned when you
connect a SCADAPack x70 device to
the computer. It enables the USB port
on the computer to provide similar
capabilities to an Ethernet port, such
as communication with the
SCADAPack x70 device using
SCADAPack RemoteConnect.
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Default: 10.2.3.1

Remote IP
Address

The IP address of the USB Device
port on the device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

This read-only IP address is the
SCADAPack x70 device’s USB
connection address. It enables the
USB Device port on the SCADAPack
x70 device to provide capabilities that
are similar to an Ethernet port, such as
communication with SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

For details about the USB Device port,
see the Configuring USB
Communication topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Default: 10.2.3.4

Send Periodic
Connection
Check
Message

When enabled, sends a status
check message at an interval
configured by Connection Check
Period. You may want to disable
this parameter to help minimize
data costs. 

Default: Enabled

Connection
Check Period

When Send Periodic Connection
Check Message is enabled, a
message is sent every Connection
Check Period.

Sends a status check to a
connected targeted device to
determine if the device is
connected. If the device is
disconnected, the status displays
Disturbed in the bottom bar in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and
in the Control Actions section on
the Status tab.

If a periodic check determines that
the connection is Disturbed or if
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
offline, the periodic check needs to
be re-established. Ensure that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
Connected and that
communication is established. You
can establish communication
several ways. For example:

· Read the status of the device

10...65535 seconds (s)

Default: 10 s
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· Write the configuration to the
device

USB
Connection
Established
with

The serial number for the
SCADAPack x70 device.

If no USB is connected, USB not
connected is displayed.

This read-only information is provided
by the SCADAPack x70 device once
you are connected to it.

8.7 Modbus RTU Communication Parameters

NOTICE

COMMUNICATION LOSS

COM port settings may change unexpectedly when:

· COM ports are added to or removed from the PC that the project is on

· A project is moved from one PC to another

Check the COM port settings to ensure that you can still communicate with the SCADAPack.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in unexpected communication issues.

The table below describes the basic Modbus RTU Communication Settings for serial
communication.

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below. If you are using a
SCADAPack 57x, connect Serial2 to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer. If you are
using a SCADAPack 47x, connect Serial3 to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer.

· Station Address: 1

· Addressing: Standard

· COM Port set to a serial port on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer

· Baud Rate: 9600

· Stop Bits: 1

· Parity: None

· Serial Connection Type: Direct Connection

Serial Communication Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

Addressing Select the addressing mode
for the Modbus protocol. 

· Standard (default)
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Determines the maximum
number of stations that the
RTU can work with. 

For addressing mode
information, see: the
Configuring Standard and
Extended Addressing topic
in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

o Range: 1...255

· Extended

o Range:

1...65534

Station
Address

Enter the station address
for the SCADAPack x70
device

· Minimum: 1

· Maximum with
Standard
addressing: 255

· Maximum with
Extended
addressing:
65534

COM Port The serial port that the
computer running
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect uses to
communicate with the
SCADAPack x70 device.

USB serial-to-RS232 adapters are included in
the COM Port list as a standard serial port.
When using an external adapter:

· Check that any drivers associated with an
external adapter are installed prior to
starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect. 

· Check whether you need to change the
Advanced Configuration\Timeout or
Attempts settings from their default values.
Some external adapters might require
different values.

· Check whether you need to change the
Advanced Configuration\ Message Size
setting. Some external devices, such as
radios, might require a smaller packet size.

Baud Rate The data rate for the
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect COM port.

Up to 115200 Select the baud rate
that matches the rate
used at the other end of
the connection. 

Default: 9600

Stop Bits The number of stop bits
included with data sent from
the COM port.

The stop bits at each end of
the connection need to

1 Sends 1 stop bit.

Default: 1
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match. 2 Sends 2 stop bits.

Parity The type of parity checking
that is included with the
data. 

The parity at each end of
the connection needs to
match.

None No parity bit is sent.

Default: None

Odd Sends one parity bit to
check that the total
number of ones equals
an odd number.

Even Sends one parity bit to
check that the total
number of ones equals
an even number.

Serial
Connection
Type

· Direct (default)

· Use CTS Delay
Time

· Use Hardware
Control Lines

Use Direct where the
serial port does not
require the use of
hardware control lines to
communicate.

Use CTS Delay Time if
the device cannot
generate a CTS signal.
Transmission begins
automatically after the
specified delay time.

Use Hardware Control
Lines to specify a half-
duplex connection that
uses a Request to Sent
(RTS) and Clear to Send
(CTS) hardware control
lines to control the flow
of data. 

Send Periodic
Connection
Check
Message

When enabled, sends a
status check message at
an interval configured by
Connection Check Period.
You may want to disable
this parameter to help
minimize data costs. 

Default: Enabled

Connection
Check Period

When Send Periodic
Connection Check
Message is enabled, a
message is sent every
Connection Check Period.

Sends a status check to a

10 to 65535 seconds (s)

Default: 30 s
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connected targeted device
to determine if the device is
connected. If the device is
disconnected, the status
displays Disturbed in the
bottom bar in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and in the
Control Actions section on
the Status tab.

If a periodic check
determines that the
connection is Disturbed or if
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is offline,
the periodic check needs to
be re-established. Ensure
that SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is
Connected and that
communication is
established. You can
establish communication
several ways. For example:

· Read the status of the
device

· Write the configuration to
the device

Flow Control Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting Setting Description

CTS Delay
Time

Determines the period (in
milliseconds) after which the
transmission begins. 

Available only when Serial
Connection Type is set to
Use CTS Delay Time.

· Minimum: 0 (default)

· Maximum: The value of the Timeout
parameter. Note that the Timeout
parameter is entered in seconds and the
CTS Delay Time is in milliseconds. 

RTS Hold Time Holds the RTS line for a
specified duration after
transmitting the last character
of a message. This is useful
for devices that immediately
end the transmission as soon

· Minimum: 0 (default)

· Maximum: The value of the Timeout
parameter. Note that the Timeout
parameter is entered in seconds and the
CTS Delay Time is in milliseconds. 
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as RTS is turned off. 

8.8 Modbus/TCP Communication Parameters

The table below describes the basic Modbus/TCP Communication Settings. 

If you are configuring the SCADAPack x70 device for the first time, or if you have performed a
Cold Boot or Factory Boot, use the default parameters listed below and connect Eth1 to a
computer network interface that is on the same subnet (mask 255.255.255.0).

· Modbus Unit Identifier: 1

· IP Address: 172.16.1.200 for Ethernet 1

For a direct Ethernet connection to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer, you will likely
need to change the network adapter settings on the computer. Contact your IT department for
information about the IPv4 address and subnet mask you need to use for a direct Ethernet
connection. 

TCP Communication Settings

Parameter
Name

Parameter Description Setting

Addressing Select the addressing mode for the
Modbus protocol. 

Determines the maximum number of
stations that the RTU can work with. 

For addressing mode information, see:
the Configuring Standard and
Extended Addressing topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

· Standard (default)

o Range: 1...255

· Extended

o Range: 1...65534

Unit Identifier Enter the Unit Identifier for the
SCADAPack x70 device

· Minimum: 1

· Maximum with Standard
addressing: 255

· Maximum with Extended
addressing: 65534

IP Address or
Hostname

The IP address or DNS hostname of
the SCADAPack x70 device that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect will
communicate with. 

Standard IP address format

DNS hostname format:
www.example.com

Send Periodic
Connection
Check

When enabled, sends a status check
message at an interval configured by
Connection Check Period. You may

Default: Enabled
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Message want to disable this parameter to help
minimize data costs. 

Connection
Check Period

When Send Periodic Connection
Check Message is enabled, a
message is sent every Connection
Check Period.

Sends a status check to a connected
targeted device to determine if the
device is connected. If the device is
disconnected, the status displays
Disturbed in the bottom bar in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and in
the Control Actions section on the
Status tab.

If a periodic check determines that the
connection is Disturbed or if
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
offline, the periodic check needs to be
re-established. Ensure that
SCADAPack RemoteConnect is
Connected and that communication is
established. You can establish
communication several ways. For
example:

· Read the status of the device

· Write the configuration to the device

10 to 65535 seconds (s)

Default: 20 s
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9 Accessing SCADAPack RemoteConnect Functionality

Every SCADAPack x70 device management task that you can perform in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect is accessed through the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM
and the SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM , also referred to as the SCADAPack
x70 configuration software. These software components are added to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect when you create a new project for the SCADAPack x70 device . 

The tasks you can perform depend on whether the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  are offline or online. Each
mode provides a set of parameters and a context menu that give you access to the available
functions:

· PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM functions are described in the PC
Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM manual.

· SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  functions are described in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual

The following information is provided in this section:

· Using the Context Menu

· Using the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Toolbar 

· Using the Network View Toolbar

· Changing the User Interface Language

· Checking the Integrity of SCADAPack RemoteConnect

9.1 Using the Context Menu

A context menu is available at the network level, for the PC Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and for any
other Device Type Managers (DTMs) you have added to the network.

The tasks you can perform from the context menu depend on the item you have selected in the
network hierarchy and whether the DTM is offline or online. Functions that do not apply to the
current mode are greyed out in the context menu.

To access context menu functions

· Right-click on the network element and select the required context menu function:

· For details about the context menu functions available at the network level, see Adding and
Removing DTMs .
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· For details about the context menu functions available in the PC Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM context menu, see the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM manual.

· For details about the context menu functions available in the SCADAPack x70 Controller
Settings -DeviceDTM  context menu, see the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

9.2 Using the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Toolbar

Use the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar, shown below, to access basic functions.

The icons are described in the table below.

Icon Name Function

RemoteConnec
t

Opens the Start Page where you can create a new project or open
an existing project.

New Opens the Network View pane, in which you can add DTMs to the
network or create a project from the Start Page.

Open Opens a dialog from which you can select an existing project.

Save Project Opens a dialog in which you can save your project. If this is the first
time saving your project, you can choose a name and a location. 

Save Project >
Save As

Opens a dialog in which you can save your project with a new name
and in a new location. 

Save Project >
Export Project

Opens a dialog in which you can save your project and logic files to
a single, compressed archive file.

Close Project Closes the current project.

Cut Cuts the selected text from an editable field and saves it to the
clipboard.

Copy Copies the selected text from an editable field to the clipboard.

Paste Pastes text that was copied to the clipboard into the selected field.
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Options Opens the User Preferences dialog where you can select the
language that SCADAPack RemoteConnect displays.

Full Screen Expands the active tab to full screen.

Help Provides access to the SCADAPack x70 Documentation Set.

Opens the About dialog, which provides the version number and
license details and provides links to the License Agreement, System
Information and the Schneider Electric website.

You can copy the version number and license details using the Copy
Details link.

9.3 Using the Network View Toolbar

The Network View toolbar provides access to a subset of the functionality available in the
context menu. Toolbar items are greyed out when they do not apply to the current mode. For
example, the figure below shows the Network View toolbar items that are available in offline
mode. This toolbar is displayed after you create a project.

The icons are described in the table below.

Icon Name Function

DTM Context Menu When a component is selected, this icon opens a subset of
the menu that is displayed when you right-click the
component itself.

Go Online Takes the selected software component online.

Go Offline Takes the selected software component offline.

Read from Device Reads the configuration and logic application from the device.

For details, see Reading the Configuration and Logic
Application from the Device in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

Write to Device Writes the configuration to the device.

For details, see Writing the Configuration and Logic
Application to the Device in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.
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9.4 Changing the User Interface Language

The procedures below explain how to change the user interface language for SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor after the applications are installed.

· The SCADAPack RemoteConnect user interface is available in English and French. 

· The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor user interface is available in English, French, German,
Italian, Spanish and Chinese. The documentation language changes with the user interface
language except for the Welcome page. This content remains in English.

To propagate the language change, you will need to close then reopen the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect application after you have made your language selection.

To change the user interface language for SCADAPack RemoteConnect

1. In the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar, click the Options icon.

2. In the User Preferences dialog, select the Display Language, then click Ok.

3. If you will not be changing the user interface language for the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor,
close  then reopen the SCADAPack RemoteConnect application. If you will be changing75
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the user interface language for the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, follow the next procedure
before restarting SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

To change the user interface language for the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

1. Select the Start or Windows icon, then 

o If you are using V15.1 or later, open the EcoStruxure Control Expert folder and click

Language selection

§ If you are using the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor and Control Expert, the language is
changed in both packages

o If you are using V14.0, right-click EcoStruxure SCADAPack Logic > Language

selection and select Run as administrator

o If you are using V11.0, navigate to the Schneider Electric folder and select

SoCollaborative > SCADAPack Logic > Language selection

2. In the dialog that is displayed, select the language, then click Apply. 

3. Close  then reopen the SCADAPack RemoteConnect application

9.5 Checking the Integrity of SCADAPack RemoteConnect

When SCADAPack RemoteConnect is started, an integrity check is performed automatically. 

· If files that fail the integrity check are found, the following dialog is displayed: 

75
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You can save the list of files by clicking Save File List. 

When you click Close Application, SCADAPack RemoteConnect closes as well. You will
then need to reinstall SCADAPack RemoteConnect using the provided DVD.  

Checking the integrity manually

You can also check the integrity of SCADAPack RemoteConnect at any time.

To check the integrity of SCADAPack RemoteConnect while SCADAPack RemoteConnect is

running, click  and select Integrity Check. 

· When all files are checked, a dialog similar to the following is displayed: 
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You can save the list of files by clicking Save File List. 

When you click Close, the window closes and SCADAPack RemoteConnect remains open. 

· If the Current Status displays Valid for each file, you can close the dialog and continue
working in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· If the Current Status displays Invalid for a file, close the dialog and then close SCADAPack
RemoteConnect as well. You will then need to reinstall SCADAPack RemoteConnect using
the provided DVD.
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10 Managing Project and Configuration Files

This topic provides a brief overview of SCADAPack RemoteConnect project and configuration
files. 

Project files

The table below describes the project files associated with SCADAPack RemoteConnect. By
default, they are stored on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer in C:\Users\Public\Public
Documents\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect.

File Name Description

projectnam
e.prj

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect project file that defines the Device Type
Manager (DTM) structure, communication settings, object configuration, and the
configuration for other vendors' DTMs.

The .prj file is created when you create the project for the SCADAPack x70
device . The project name is displayed at the top of SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

projectnam
e.stu

The SCADAPack x70 logic file that stores the logic project and the most recent
build output for the application. 

The .stu file is created when you create the project for the SCADAPack x70
device . 

When you upgrade to a new version of RemoteConnect with an updated logic
editor, the .stu file is no longer valid. The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can
regenerate the .stu file from the .sta logic archive file. The logic editor loads the
.stu file if it is available and compatible, as it can load the application faster than
from the .sta file.

projectnam
e.sta

The version-independent logic archive that defines the logic project structure,
logic tasks, program sections, variable objects, components used from the
library, animation tables, and the run-time build image.

The .sta file is created when you click Update & Build Logic on the SCADAPack
x70 Logic page in the SCADAPack x70 configuration software (see the Updating
Variables and Building Logic topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

When you upgrade to a new version of RemoteConnect with an updated logic
editor, the .stu file is no longer valid. The .sta file is loaded by the logic editor
instead, and the .stu file is regenerated.

26
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projectnam
e.rcz

The compressed archive file that includes the .prj file and the .sta file.

The .rcz file is created when you export a SCADAPack RemoteConnect
project . 

Configuration file

The table below describes the configuration file that SCADAPack RemoteConnect generates. By
default, it is stored in the /user directory in the SCADAPack x70 device file system.

File Name Description

projectnam
e.rtz

The configuration file that includes:

· Configuration for the device

· Logic binary file

· Logic signature file

· Logic source archive

The .rtz file is created when you first write the configuration to the SCADAPack
x70 device. It does not include the communication settings, project structure or
the configuration for additional DTMs that are stored in the .prj file.

10.1 Saving a Project

By default, projects are saved on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer in C:
\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect. Saving to a network drive
may not be successful if the network drive performance is not optimal.

All DTM content is saved including PC Communication settings, the SCADAPack x70
configuration, the SCADAPack x70 logic, and the configuration of any additional DTMs in the
project.

If the SCADAPack RemoteConnect software has been upgraded, you will see the following
message when you attempt to save the project. 

If you want to be able to use the earlier version of the project, 

1. Use the Save As feature by clicking the small arrow beside the Save Project icon.

52
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2. In the Save As Project dialog, enter the File name for the project.

3. Click Save.  

To save a project

· In the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar, click the Save Project icon.

The project name appears above the Current User Role.

10.2 Exporting Project Files to a Single File

Exporting a SCADAPack RemoteConnect project saves the .prj file and the .sta file to a single,
compressed archive file with a .rcz extension. You can open a .rcz archive file the same way as
a .prj project file. See Opening an Existing Project .

You can use the exported SCADAPack RemoteConnect project as:

· A convenient way to relocate SCADAPack RemoteConnect projects.

· A backup of project files.

Before exporting:

· Make sure that there are no unsaved changes to any parameters or objects

· Make sure that the project is built. See the Updating Variables and Building Logic topic in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

To export project files to a single file

1. In the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar, select Save Project > Export Project.

53
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2. In the Select Folder dialog, browse to the folder into which the Export file will be written.

3. Click Select Folder.

10.3 Opening an Existing Project

You can open an existing project (.prj) file, or a compressed archive project (.rcz) file. By default,
projects are saved to the folder C:\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider
Electric\RemoteConnect.

If the Start Page is not currently displayed, click the RemoteConnect icon on the
RemoteConnect toolbar  to open it.

To open a project

1. On the Start Page, click Open Project.

44
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Alternatively, in the general toolbar, click the Open icon, shown below.

2. In the Open Project dialog, select the project (.prj) file or the exported project (.rcz) file that
you want to open and click Open.

a. If you select the exported project (.rcz) file that is in the same folder as the .sta and .stu
files, the following dialog is displayed:

b. If you agree, click Yes, otherwise, click No.

If the project is password protected, the Password dialog is opens. 

3. Enter the password for the project and click Ok.

4. If you have forgotten the password, in the Password field, press Shift+F2.

The Password Forgotten dialog is displayed with information for retrieving the forgotten
password. 
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5. Follow the instructions in the dialog and click Close. 

If the project is not password protected or when the password is successfully entered, the
PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70 Controller
Settings -DeviceDTM  are added to the Network View, as shown below. 

You can now use the SCADAPack x70 configuration software to configure device operation,
as described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

10.4 Reading a Configuration from the SCADAPack x70 Device

You can read a configuration that is already on your SCADAPack x70 device. The device needs
to be connected to your computer. 

If the Start Page is not currently displayed, click the RemoteConnect icon on the
RemoteConnect toolbar  to open it.

To read a configuration

1. On the Start Page, click Read Project.
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In the PC Communication Settings dialog is displayed where you can set up communications
between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your SCADAPack x70 device.

2. Select the PC Communication Type then configure the communication parameters that are
displayed for that communication type. If you select a Serial connection and select Use
Dialup Modem, click Next to configure the Dialup Modem Settings. 

· USB Communication Parameters

· Serial Communication Parameters

· Dialup Modem Settings

· TCP Communication Parameters

· UDP Communication Parameters

3. Click Next.

If the project is password protected, the Password dialog is opens. 

4. Enter the password for the project and click Ok.
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5. If you have forgotten the password, in the Password field, press Shift+F2.

The Password Forgotten dialog is displayed with information for retrieving the forgotten
password. 

6. Follow the instructions in the dialog and click Close. 

The configuration is read from the SCADAPack x70 device and the project is created. 

7. Click OK.

The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70
Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  are added to the Network View, as shown below. 
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You can now use the SCADAPack x70 configuration software to configure device operation,
as described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

10.5 Reusing Project Files

To save time, you can copy an existing set of .prj and .sta files and use them as the basis for a
new SCADAPack RemoteConnect project and logic application. 

Prior to copying, to ensure that the .prj and .sta files are up to date:

1. On the SCADAPack x70 Logic page, click the Update & Build Logic button.

2. Save the RemoteConnect project.

3. Close the RemoteConnect project.

To copy and rename project files

1. Make a copy of the following files then rename them. Do not change the file extension. 

File Name Default Location

projectname.prj SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer in 

C:\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider
Electric\RemoteConnectprojectname.sta

2. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, click Open.

3. In the Open Project dialog, select the renamed .prj file then click Open.

The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70
Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  are added to the Network View, as shown below. 
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You can now use:

· The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM to update the communication
settings between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 device, as
described in PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM.

· The SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  to update the parameter settings for
the device, as described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

10.6 Backing Up Project and Configuration Files

We recommend that you back up the project and configuration files so they can be restored at a
later date if necessary.

For details about the files listed below, see Managing Project and Configuration Files . 

To back up a RemoteConnect export file

1. Export the RemoteConnect project files as described in Exporting Project Files to a Single
File .

2. Copy the files listed below to another location. 

File Name Default Location

projectname.rcz SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer in 

C:\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider
Electric\RemoteConnect

To back up individual project and configuration files

· Copy the files listed below to another location. 

File Name Default Location

projectname.prj SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer in 

C:\Users\Public\Public Documents\Schneider
Electric\RemoteConnectprojectname.sta

Optionally, you can also copy the file projectname.stu to another location. However, it is not
necessary. SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor can regenerate
the .stu file from the .sta logic archive file. However, it can be convenient to have a copy of the
.stu file because the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor loads the application faster if the .stu file is
available. When you upgrade to a new version of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, the .stu file
is no longer valid and the .sta file is loaded when you open the project in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.
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10.7 Closing a Project

Closing a project does not close the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. After
you close a project you can use the Start Page or the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar
to create a new project  or open an existing project .

NOTICE

DATA LOSS

Configuration information can be lost if the DTMs are left in their online state when a project is
closed.

Before closing a project, take the DTMs offline.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

To close a project

1. Under My Network, right-click on SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and
select Go Offline.

2. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar, click the Close Project icon, shown below.

If you have unsaved changes, a confirmation dialog asks if you want to save the changes
before closing. 

3. In the confirmation dialog, click Yes to save the changes.
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11 Managing DTMs

This topic provides a brief overview of managing Device Type Managers (DTMs) for external
devices in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect environment.

General Information

SCADAPack RemoteConnect supports adding multiple DTMs to a project, including
communication DTMs and device DTMs.

Communication DTMs providing connection to external devices via Ethernet or Serial interfaces
on the PC are supported.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect does not support recognizing a device profile for automatic
configuration of communication scanners, or automatic creation of DDT logic variables for a
device. Alternate configuration mechanisms are available within SCADAPack x70 device
configuration and SCADAPack x70 device logic for interaction with external devices

· Adding and Removing DTMs

· Using Device DTMs in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Using HART Device DTMs in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Accessing Help

11.1 Adding and Removing DTMs

Each SCADAPack RemoteConnect project supports 1 PC Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM and 1 SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  Device Type
Manager (DTM). These DTMs are automatically added to SCADAPack RemoteConnect when
you create the project for the SCADAPack x70 device. If you inadvertently remove either the PC
Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM or the SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -
DeviceDTM , follow the procedure below to add them back into the project:

· The PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM can be added only to My Network

· The SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  can only be added to the PC
Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM

You can also add other FDT 2.1-, FDT 2.0-, and FDT 1.2-compliant DTMs that are in your
Catalog to the network view. For example:

· Other communication DTMs can be added to My Network

· Other device DTMs can be added to the associated communication DTM

To add a DTM to SCADAPack RemoteConnect

1. Right-click on the network level at which you want to add the DTM and select Add.

The figure below shows an example of the DTM selections that may be available at the My
Network level.
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2. In the DTM Selector, select the DTM you want to add, then click OK.

To remove a DTM from SCADAPack RemoteConnect

1. Under My Network, right-click on the DTM that you want to delete from the network and
select Remove.

2. To confirm the deletion, click Yes. 

For more information, see Using HART Device DTMs in SCADAPack RemoteConnect .

11.2 Using Device DTMs in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

Through the combination of SCADAPack RemoteConnect software and DTMs, smart devices
using software from their manufacturer or other generic software can be maintained either locally
from a physical communication port on the SCADAPack x70 device, or remotely via an IP
connection.

66
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Communication DTMs

SCADAPack RemoteConnect supports adding Communication DTMs to a project for
communicating with smart devices. Communications supported by SCADAPack
RemoteConnect generally fall into two categories:

· Serial communications

· IP communications

For specific information on HART communications see Using HART Device DTMs in
SCADAPack RemoteConnect .

Establishing serial communications to a device requires direct connection between the PC and
the device. A serial connection between a smart device and a SCADAPack x70 device cannot
generally be used for communication between the Communication DTM in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and the smart device. Either use a separate serial port on the smart device for
communication with the SCADAPack RemoteConnect PC, or disconnect the smart device from
the SCADAPack x70 device and connect it to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect PC.

IP communications to a smart device may be supported locally by connection to an Ethernet
switch, directly to the smart device, or through IP routing on the SCADAPack x70 device. 

· Configuring Device DTMs

11.2.1 Configuring Device DTMs

If serial communication is established between SCADAPack RemoteConnect and the smart
device, no specific SCADAPack x70 device configuration is required

If IP communication is used through an external switch between SCADAPack RemoteConnect
and the smart device, no specific SCADAPack x70 device configuration is required. However,
depending on the network arrangement, configuration of the smart device may be required, which
includes setting a Default Gateway IP Address. The Default Gateway IP Address may be a
network router or modem address.

If IP communication through a SCADAPack x70 device is used between SCADAPack
RemoteConnect and the smart device, configure a SCADAPack RemoteConnect project,
configuring Ethernet interface IP addresses, IP forward, IP Firewall and/or SCADAPack IP
routing configuration as required. Depending on the network arrangement, configuration of the
smart device may also be required including setting a Default Gateway IP Address. The Default
Gateway IP Address may be the SCADAPack x70 device’s Ethernet port IP address.

The following steps provide an outline of configuring a SCADAPack RemoteConnect to use
device DTMs with external devices.

To configure the system for maintenance of smart devices

1. Write a configuration to the SCADAPack x70 device setting up communication interfaces
with the smart device if necessary.

2. Connect smart device(s) and SCADAPack RemoteConnect communication links.

3. Add a Communication DTM to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Project.
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4. For each device that will be maintained by SCADAPack RemoteConnect, add a Device DTM.
In the Network View, right-click on the Communication DTM and select Add.
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5. Select the Device DTM for the device type and click OK.

· If there is no Device DTM matching the device type, check that the correct Communication
DTM was installed. Locate the Device DTM installer from the manufacturer and install it on
the same PC as SCADAPack RemoteConnect. Once installed, select the Catalog tab in
RemoteConnect and click Update Catalog, then repeat this step.
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· Alternatively, you could use a generic device DTM

6. Configure the Communication DTM, if required.

7. Add a Tag to the Device DTM name to indicate a designation for the smart device. Right-click
on the Device DTM and select Update Tag Name. 

This can help with system maintenance, for example when multiple devices of the same type
are connected, if devices are reconfigured, removed, or added.

8. Repeat adding additional device DTMs as required

9. Save the SCADAPack RemoteConnect project

10. Go online with the Device DTMs and check that communication is established with the
connected device

11.3 Using HART Device DTMs in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

Smart HART instruments or other HART devices that use software from their manufacturer or
other generic software can be maintained either locally from a USB or Ethernet communication
port on the SCADAPack x70 device, or remotely via an IP connection, through the combination
of the following:

Note: HART Pass Through is presently supported on SCADAPack 570, SCADAPack 574, and
SCADAPack 575 models only. Use HART function blocks to retrieve basic HART data for
SCADAPack 470 and SCADAPack 474 models.

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect software

· Schneider Electric HART STB Multiplexer DTM

· Generic HART DTM of 3rd party HART device DTM

· SCADAPack x70 device

· 6602 HART analog module

· HART devices

SCADAPack RemoteConnect supports adding a HART Communication DTM to a project for
communicating with the SCADAPack HART Multiplexer integrated in a SCADAPack x70 device.
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The internal SCADAPack HART multiplexer supports HART Pass Through communication with 1
6602 HART analog module.

Up to 12 HART Device DTMs may be added to a SCADAPack RemoteConnect project to
communicate with HART devices attached to 6602 HART module channels.

· Configuring HART Device DTMs

· Troubleshooting

11.3.1 Configuring HART Device DTMs

To configure a SCADAPack for HART device maintenance

1. Create a SCADAPack RemoteConnect project. See Creating a New Project .

2. Add a 6602 HART analog module to the configuration. See the Adding an I/O Module topic in
the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

3. Expand the Advanced Configuration parameters and configure the HART Pass Through
parameters. See the HART Pass Through topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

· The HART Pass Through Listen Port default value allows the SCADAPack x70 device to
operate with a direct connection to the Schneider Electric HART Multiplexer DTM.

· HART Pass Through is presently supported on SCADAPack 570, SCADAPack 574, and
SCADAPack 575 models only. Use HART function blocks to retrieve basic HART data for
SCADAPack 470 and SCADAPack 474 models.
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4. In SCADAPack RemoteConnect, configure the IP Firewall, if necessary, to allow external
client access from SCADAPack RemoteConnect PCs to the HART Pass Through service on
the SCADAPack x70 device. See the IP Firewall topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

5. Open the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. See the Accessing SCADAPack x70 Logic topic in
the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

6. Add a HART_6602Control function block (see the HART_6602Control function block topic in
the Logic Programming Overview manual) instance to the SCADAPack x70 logic application
for the 6602 HART analog module connected to the SCADAPack x70 device. See the
Developing your Application topic in the Logic Programming Overview manual.

7. Write the logic application to the SCADAPack x70 Device. (See the Write the Logic
Application to the SCADAPack x70 Device topic in the Logic Programming Overview manual.

8. Wire the HART device(s) to 6602 HART analog module channel(s).

To add and configure the Schneider Electric HART Multiplexer DTM

HART Pass Through is presently supported on SCADAPack 570, SCADAPack 574, and
SCADAPack 575 models only. Use HART function blocks to retrieve basic HART data for
SCADAPack 470 and SCADAPack 474 models.
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1. Add the Schneider Electric HART Multiplexer DTM to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
Project. See Adding and Removing DTMs .

· Add only one of these DTMs to the SCADAPack RemoteConnect project

2. Determine the HART multiplexer (mux) channel assignment for each connected HART device
based on the 6602 HART analog module configuration and I/O channel connection. 

· The first mux channel number on the 6602 HART module corresponds to the first analog
channel on that module. Numbering is the same, regardless of whether the channel is in
use by a HART device or not.

· For example, if the 6602 module is an 8 AI, 4 AO model type:

o A device connected to AI-1 will use mux Channel 1, AI-2 will use mux Channel 2, … AI-8

will use mux Channel 8, AO-1 will use mux Channel 9, … AO-4 will use mux Channel 12

· Similarly, if the 6602 module is an 8 AI only model:

o A device connected to AI-1 will use mux Channel 1, … AI-8 will use mux Channel 8

3. To add the Device DTM for each HART device connected to a 6602 module channel, right-
click on the Schneider Electric HART Multiplexer DTM and select Add.
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4. Select the Device DTM for the HART device type connected to the 6602 module channel, and
click OK.

· If there is no Device DTM matching the HART device, locate the installer from the
Manufacturer and install it on the same PC as SCADAPack RemoteConnect. Once
installed, select the Catalog tab in SCADAPack RemoteConnect and click Update
Catalog, then repeat this step. 

· Alternatively, you could use a generic device DTM

5. In the Channel Selection window, select the multiplexer channel for the device as determined
in Step 2, and click OK.
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6. Right-click the Device DTM and select Update Tag Name. 

7. Add a Tag Name that indicates the multiplexer channel number. This helps with system
maintenance, for example when devices are reconfigured, removed or added.

8. Repeat steps 3 to 7 to add additional Device DTMs, as required.

To set up the Schneider Electric HART Multiplexer DTM

1. Right-click the Schneider Electric HART Multiplexer DTM and select Configuration.
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2. Set the IP Address field to that of the SCADAPack x70 device as identified by SCADAPack
RemoteConnect on the intended communication interface. 

· If you are using a USB connection, use IP Address 10.2.3.4

· For wide area IP links, the remotely accessible IP Address may be different from that
configured on the SCADAPack x70 device. See your Network Administrator for details.

· HART Pass Through is not a secure operation. Cybersecurity compensating controls
(including setting up the IP Firewall (see the IP Firewall topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual)) should be considered when using this feature for remote
communication.

3. Save the SCADAPack RemoteConnect project. See Saving a Project .

SCADAPack RemoteConnect does not support recognizing a device profile for automatic
configuration of communication scanners, or automatic creation of logic DDT variables for the
device. Alternate configuration mechanisms are available for device communication and
interaction with logic.

4. Go online with the HART Device DTM and check that communication is established with the
HART device. See the Accessing Online Functionality topic in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual.

11.3.2 Troubleshooting DTM Communications

Use the SCADAPack Diagnostic tools to troubleshoot the communications.

· Check the 6602 analog channel LEDs

o See the Diagnostics topic in the SCADAPack 6602 HART Module manual

· Check the wiring of the HART device to the 6602 HART analog module terminals

o See the Field Wiring topic in the SCADAPack 6602 HART Module manual

· Check the logic function block status

o See the HART Status codes topic in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual

· Check the RTU system command line diagnostics
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o See the HARTDIAG: Display HART Protocol Diagnostics topic in the Operations Technical

Reference manual

Accessing help for the HART Communication DTM

For the help manual, see the HART - STB Multiplexer - Applications Guide.

The manual opens in a new window. 

On the HART STB Multiplexer page:

1. Click in any configurable field in the user interface or tab to a button or drop-down list, then
press F1

2. Press the Help button

11.4 Accessing Help

Documentation for the Communications or Device DTMs is installed along with the DTM and is
usually available from the DTM display.

Finding DTM Help Example 1
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Finding DTM Help Example 2
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12 Closing SCADAPack RemoteConnect

Closing SCADAPack RemoteConnect closes the application and the project. You are prompted
to save any unsaved changes in the project.

To close SCADAPack RemoteConnect, click the Close icon in the upper right corner of the
application.
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to set up a SCADAPack x70 device to communicate
using the DNP3 or Modbus protocol. These individuals are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual describes:

· Modbus protocol support

· DNP3 protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

19

42

107
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· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart

Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications
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SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 Modbus Protocol Reference Information

The table below summarizes Modbus protocol support on SCADAPack x70 devices.

Protocol Device Operation Setup Options

Modbus RTU Modbus RTU Client Modbus Scanner using SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software 

Modbus logic function blocks using
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

Modbus RTU Server SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software 

Modbus/TCP Modbus/TCP Client Modbus Scanner using SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software 

Modbus logic function blocks using
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

Modbus/TCP Server SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software 

Modbus RTU over
TCP  

Modbus RTU over TCP
Client

Modbus Scanner using SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software 

Modbus RTU over
UDP

Modbus RTU over UDP
Client

Modbus Scanner using SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software 

Modbus/UDP Not supported

Modbus/USB Not supported

Modbus ASCII in
TCP

Not supported

Modbus ASCII in
UDP

Not supported

6.1 Modbus RTU Reference Information

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Client, it requests information
from Modbus RTU Servers. A Modbus RTU Server can be another RTU or it can be a different
type of device, such as a programmable logic controller (PLC), smart instrument, a bridge or a
gateway. 

19

29

38

40
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When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Server, it responds to
requests from Modbus RTU Clients. A Modbus RTU Client can be another RTU or it can be a
different type of device, such as a SCADA host. 

The Modbus RTU protocol uses a serial connection between the Modbus RTU Client and the
Modbus RTU Server.

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Modbus RTU Client Operation

· Modbus RTU Server Operation

· Modbus Broadcast

· Modbus RTU Frame Structure

· Modbus RTU CRC-16 Calculation Method

6.1.1 Modbus RTU Client Operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Client, it can communicate
with up to 150 Modbus RTU Servers.

Choosing the Modbus RTU Client setup method

You can set up the SCADAPack x70 device to be a Modbus RTU Client with Modbus devices
using:

· The Modbus Scanner configuration. See Configuring Modbus Operation in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Use this method where the polling requirements will not vary (e.g., fixed polling rates), or
where the majority of data will be sent upstream of this SCADAPack x70 device (e.g., to a
Modbus Client or DNP3 Controlling Station).

· The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Modbus function blocks. See Modbus Function Blocks
in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual.

Use this method where the polling requirements will be variable (e.g., changing poll rates,
different registers, polled at different times), or where the majority of data will be manipulated
in the logic program.

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Modbus Addressing

· Supported Data Types

6.1.1.1 Modbus Addressing

SCADAPack x70 devices support 5-digit and 6-digit Modbus addressing. You can set up a
Modbus Client to poll any of the registers listed below, and you can set up a Modbus Server to
have any of these registers available to a Modbus Client that requests them.

20

23

27

27

28

20
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The numbering within each register data type follows the Modicon PLC numbering convention,
starting at register 1:

· In 5-digit Modbus addressing, the leading digit generally represents the register data type. For
example, if a SCADAPack x70 device reads Modbus register 40010, it is represented by
Modbus protocol function code 3 and protocol register address 0x0009.

· In 6-digit Modbus addressing, the address is composed of a single-digit numeric prefix and a
5-digit Modbus register number to enable access to additional registers in each register
range. 

Modbus RTU Clients and Modbus/TCP Clients support 5-digit and 6-digit Modbus addressing in
the ranges listed in the table below.

Type 5-Digit Modbus Address
Range

 6-Digit Modbus Address Range

Coil 1 to 9999 1 to 65536

Status register 10001 to 19999 100001 to 165536

Input register 30001 to 39999 300001 to 365536 

Holding register 40001 to 49999 400001 to 465536

The table below maps 5-digit Modbus address ranges to the equivalent 6-digit Modbus address
range. Use this information to stay within the appropriate address range when moving from 5-
digit to 6-digit Modbus addressing. 

Type 5-Digit Modbus Address
Range

Equivalent 6-Digit Modbus
Address Range

Coil 1 to 9999 1 to 9999

Status register 10001 to 19999 100001 to 109999

Input register 30001 to 39999 300001 to 309999

Holding register 40001 to 49999 400001 to 409999

6.1.1.2 Supported Data Types

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Client or a Modbus/TCP
Client, it supports the IEC 61131-3 data types described below.

SCADAPack Object
Type

Modbus IEC
Type

Function Code Modbus Operation

DIGITAL DISCRETE 1 Read Coils
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2 Read Status Registers

5 Write Coil

15 Write Multiple Coils

UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

ANALOG UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

DINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

INT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

REAL 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

DISCRETE 1 Real Coils (up to 16)

2 Read Input Status (up to 16)

15 Write Multiple Coils (up to 16)
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COUNTER UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

UDINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

6.1.2 Modbus RTU Server Operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Server, it can communicate
with up to 5 Modbus RTU Clients, 1 through each serial port on the device.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software allows you to configure a Modbus register
address and a Modbus data type for each database object in the SCADAPack x70 device.

As database objects can represent data from all sources in the SCADAPack (e.g., I/O, remote
devices, logic, system data), access to this data is available via Modbus RTU Server operation.

· Reading a Modbus register with no associated database object returns 0.

· Writing a Modbus register with no associated database object has no effect, meaning that no
action is taken. The response will indicate that the write was successful.

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Conformance Classes and Function Codes

· Supported Data Types

· Exception Codes

6.1.2.1 Conformance Classes and Function Codes

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Server, it supports the
conformance classes and function codes described below.

Conformance classes

The following Modbus conformance classes (and function codes) are supported by the Modbus
RTU Server.

· Class 0 (function codes 3 and 16)

· Class 1 (function codes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7)

· Class 2 (function code 15 only)

23
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For information about the data types supported for each function code, see Supported Data
Types .

Function code 7

When the Modbus RTU Server receives a function code 7 request, it returns an exception status
from system data reference SYS_PROTOCOL_MB_FC7ExcepStatus. See the
SYS_PROTOCOL: Protocols topic in the Operations Technical Reference manual.

Function code 8

When the Modbus RTU Server receives a function code 8 request from a Modbus RTU Client, it
returns a response to a Return Query Data request. The following functionality is provided:

· Function code 8 is supported on Modbus RTU Server serial connections only

· A function code 8 request on a Modbus/TCP connection returns an exception response with
exception code 1 (illegal function)

· Sub-function 00 00 is the only sub-function supported for a Modbus function code 8 request

· A response will only be generated to a FC8 sub-function 00 00 request when the data field
size is 2

· The response to an FC8 sub-function 00 00 (data field size 2) request is an echo of the
request

· A request for sub-functions other than 00 00 returns an exception response with exception
code 3 (illegal data value)

6.1.2.2 Supported Data Types

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Server, it supports the IEC
61131-3 data types described below.

SCADAPack Object
Type

Modbus IEC
Type

Function Code Modbus Operation

DIGITAL DISCRETE 1 Read Coils

2 Read Status Registers

5 Write Coil

15 Write Multiple Coils

ANALOG UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

24
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16 Preset Multiple Registers

DINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

INT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

REAL 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

DISCRETE 1 Real Coils (up to 16)

2 Read Input Status (up to 16)

15 Write Multiple Coils (up to 16)

COUNTER UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

UDINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

6.1.2.3 Exception Codes

Exception codes are generated by a Modbus RTU Server or Modbus/TCP Server and sent to a
Modbus RTU Client or Modbus/TCP Client.
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This topic lists some specific circumstances under which response exception codes are
generated. See the Modbus specification for a more detailed list of exception codes and their
descriptions.

Common exception codes

Exception
Code

Description Comment

0x01 Illegal Function The Modbus Server does not support the function
in the request

0x02 Illegal Data Address The Modbus Server does not have the register
specified in the request

0x03 Illegal Data Value The value in the request is out of range for a
register in the Modbus Server

0x04 Server Device Failure An unrecoverable error was detected while the
server was attempting to perform the requested
action

0x0A No Response From
Gateway Target Device

Returned by gateway when no response is
received from the remote device

Read or write multiple coils exceptions 

Requests to read multiple coils or registers generate a successful response regardless of
whether there are points mapped in the SCADAPack x70 device configuration. Data for register
addresses that are not found are returned with a value of 0.

Requests to write to multiple coils or registers generate a successful response only if the
requested addresses are valid and controls succeed. If any of the requested addresses are not
configured in the SCADAPack x70 device, or a control does not succeed, then the remaining
controls in the request are ignored and the Illegal Function (01) exception code is returned.

Writes to Modbus objects under logic control

Requests to write to coils or registers that are under the exclusive control of IEC 61131-3 logic
will generate the response exception code Illegal Function (01) even if previous controls in the
same multiple write request were successful. 

Read requests to objects under logic control will be successful. 
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Requests to objects with insufficient quality

Requests to write to a Modbus object that has insufficient quality will not update the object in
the SCADAPack x70 device database and generate the response exception code Illegal
Function (01). 

6.1.3 Modbus Broadcast

Modbus broadcast messaging allows for synchronized Modbus register changes to all devices
on the same serial bus. 

A Modbus broadcast command is defined by using station address 0 on a serial Modbus
protocol. The serial Modbus broadcast command is sent to all stations listening on the interface.
The receiving stations process the command, but do not respond to it. Therefore, the client
cannot expect responses for broadcast messages.

Because of the missing response, all broadcast read commands are ignored by the server. Only
these classic function codes are handled:

· 5 = Force Single Coil

· 6 = Load Single Register

· 15 = Force Multiple Coils

· 16 = Load Multiple Registers

In addition, the server must handle these TeleBUS commands:

· 70:65 = Set Real Time Clock

· 70:66 = Adjust RTC

· 70:156 = Set Real Time Clock Clock (UTC)

6.1.4 Modbus RTU Frame Structure

The basic frame structure for the Modbus RTU serial protocol is described below.

Request frame structure

Station
Address

Function
Code

Function dependent request
data

….

CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 4 to 252 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

The maximum request frame size is 256 bytes.
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Response frame structure

Station
Address

Function Code Function dependent response
data

….

CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 4 to 252 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

The Station Address of the request is returned in the response. The Function Code of the
request is returned in the response if the operation was successful. An exception response has
the most significant bit of the request function code set on (see Exception Response). 

The maximum response frame size is 256 bytes.

Exception response frame structure

Station
Address

Function Code Exception Code CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte

The Station Address of the request is returned in the Response. The Function Code in an
exception response has the most significant bit of the request function code set on. As a result:
Exception Function Code = Request Function Code + 0x80. 

The maximum exception response frame size is 256 bytes.

Useful exception codes include:

0x01 = Illegal function Server does not support function in request

0x02 = Illegal data address Server does not have register specified in request

0x03 = Illegal data value Value in request is out of range for register in Server

0x04 = Illegal response length Request would cause response to exceed 256 bytes

6.1.5 Modbus RTU CRC-16 Calculation Method

A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is performed only for Modbus RTU serial communications.
Two CRC codes are appended to the end of the Modbus request message and the Modbus reply
message. 

The CRC method used is a standard CRC-16 method with the following polynomial:

G(x) = x16 + x15 + x2 + x1 

Starting Value = FFFFH

Feedback = A001H
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The CRC is calculated using the body and header of the message — the whole message
excluding CRC bytes.

6.2 Modbus/TCP Reference Information

NOTICE

MODBUS/TCP IS AN INSECURE PROTOCOL

For information on mitigating the impact of the insecurity, refer to the Cybersecurity topic.

If this protocol is not needed, deactivate the protocol in the SCADAPack x70 device. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in unauthorized access.

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Client, it requests information
from Modbus/TCP Servers. A Modbus/TCP Server can be another RTU or it can be a different
type of device, such as a programmable logic controller (PLC), smart instrument, a bridge or a
gateway. 

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Server, it responds to
requests from Modbus/TCP Clients. A Modbus/TCP Client can be another RTU or it can be a
different type of device, such as a SCADA host. 

The Modbus/TCP protocol uses a TCP connection between the Modbus/TCP Client and the
Modbus/TCP Server.

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Modbus/TCP Client Operation

· Modbus/TCP Server Operation

· Modbus/TCP Frame Structure

6.2.1 Modbus/TCP Client Operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Client, it can communicate
with up to 150 Modbus/TCP Servers.

Choosing the Modbus/TCP Client setup method

You can set up the SCADAPack x70 device to be a Modbus/TCP Client with Modbus devices
using:

· The Modbus Scanner configuration. See Configuring Modbus Operation in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Use this method where the polling requirements will not vary (e.g., fixed polling rates), or
where the majority of data will be sent upstream of this SCADAPack x70 device (e.g., to a
Modbus Client or DNP3 Controlling Station).

· The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Modbus function blocks. See Modbus Function Blocks
in the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual.

29
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Use this method where the polling requirements will be variable (e.g., changing poll rates,
different registers, polled at different times), or where the majority of data will be manipulated
in the logic program.

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Modbus Addressing

· Supported Data Types

· Modbus/TCP Client Connections

6.2.1.1 Modbus Addressing

SCADAPack x70 devices support 5-digit and 6-digit Modbus addressing. You can set up a
Modbus Client to poll any of the registers listed below, and you can set up a Modbus Server to
have any of these registers available to a Modbus Client that requests them.

The numbering within each register data type follows the Modicon PLC numbering convention,
starting at register 1:

· In 5-digit Modbus addressing, the leading digit generally represents the register data type. For
example, if a SCADAPack x70 device reads Modbus register 40010, it is represented by
Modbus protocol function code 3 and protocol register address 0x0009.

· In 6-digit Modbus addressing, the address is composed of a single-digit numeric prefix and a
5-digit Modbus register number to enable access to additional registers in each register
range. 

Modbus RTU Clients and Modbus/TCP Clients support 5-digit and 6-digit Modbus addressing in
the ranges listed in the table below.

Type 5-Digit Modbus Address
Range

 6-Digit Modbus Address Range

Coil 1 to 9999 1 to 65536

Status register 10001 to 19999 100001 to 165536

Input register 30001 to 39999 300001 to 365536 

Holding register 40001 to 49999 400001 to 465536

The table below maps 5-digit Modbus address ranges to the equivalent 6-digit Modbus address
range. Use this information to stay within the appropriate address range when moving from 5-
digit to 6-digit Modbus addressing. 

Type 5-Digit Modbus Address
Range

Equivalent 6-Digit Modbus
Address Range

Coil 1 to 9999 1 to 9999
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Status register 10001 to 19999 100001 to 109999

Input register 30001 to 39999 300001 to 309999

Holding register 40001 to 49999 400001 to 409999

6.2.1.2 Supported Data Types

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Client or a Modbus/TCP
Client, it supports the IEC 61131-3 data types described below.

SCADAPack Object
Type

Modbus IEC
Type

Function Code Modbus Operation

DIGITAL DISCRETE 1 Read Coils

2 Read Status Registers

5 Write Coil

15 Write Multiple Coils

UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

ANALOG UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

DINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

INT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers
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6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

REAL 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

DISCRETE 1 Real Coils (up to 16)

2 Read Input Status (up to 16)

15 Write Multiple Coils (up to 16)

COUNTER UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

UDINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

6.2.1.3 Modbus/TCP Client Connections

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Client, it initiates
communications with the Modbus/TCP Server by connecting to a TCP port (default 502) on the
Modbus/TCP Server. The Client and the Server use this open TCP connection to exchange
Modbus/TCP packets that contain request and response information. 

If the Modbus/TCP Client receives an unexpected response from the Modbus/TCP Server, it
disconnects from the Server. Before the Modbus/TCP Client sends a new request, it attempts to
establish a new connection at the assigned port number on the server.

6.2.2 Modbus/TCP Server Operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Server, it can communicate
with up to 20 Modbus/TCP Clients.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software allows you to configure a Modbus register
address and a Modbus data type for each database object in the SCADAPack x70 device.
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As database objects can represent data from all sources in the SCADAPack (e.g., I/O, remote
devices, logic, system data), access to this data is available via Modbus/TCP Server operation.

· Reading a Modbus register with no associated database object returns 0.

· Writing a Modbus register with no associated database object has no effect, meaning that no
action is taken. The response will indicate that the write was successful.

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Conformance Classes and Function Codes

· Supported Data Types

· Exception Codes

· Modbus/TCP Server Connections

6.2.2.1 Conformance Classes and Function Codes

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Server, it supports the
conformance classes and function codes described below.

Conformance classes

The following Modbus conformance classes (and function codes) are supported by the
Modbus/TCP Server.

· Class 0 (function codes 3 and 16)

· Class 1 (function codes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7)

· Class 2 (function code 15 only)

For information about the data types supported for each function code, see Supported Data
Types .

Function code 7

When the Modbus/TCP Server receives a function code 7 request, it returns an exception status
from system data reference SYS_PROTOCOL_MB_FC7ExcepStatus. See the
SYS_PROTOCOL: Protocols topic in the Operations Technical Reference manual.

6.2.2.2 Supported Data Types

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU Server, it supports the IEC
61131-3 data types described below.

SCADAPack Object
Type

Modbus IEC
Type

Function Code Modbus Operation

DIGITAL DISCRETE 1 Read Coils

2 Read Status Registers
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5 Write Coil

15 Write Multiple Coils

ANALOG UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

DINT 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

INT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

REAL 3 Read Holding register pairs

4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

DISCRETE 1 Real Coils (up to 16)

2 Read Input Status (up to 16)

15 Write Multiple Coils (up to 16)

COUNTER UINT 3 Read Holding registers

4 Read Input registers

6 Preset Single Register

16 Preset Multiple Registers

UDINT 3 Read Holding register pairs
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4 Read Input register pairs

16 Preset Multiple Register pairs

6.2.2.3 Exception Codes

Exception codes are generated by a Modbus RTU Server or Modbus/TCP Server and sent to a
Modbus RTU Client or Modbus/TCP Client.

This topic lists some specific circumstances under which response exception codes are
generated. See the Modbus specification for a more detailed list of exception codes and their
descriptions.

Common exception codes

Exception
Code

Description Comment

0x01 Illegal Function The Modbus Server does not support the function
in the request

0x02 Illegal Data Address The Modbus Server does not have the register
specified in the request

0x03 Illegal Data Value The value in the request is out of range for a
register in the Modbus Server

0x04 Server Device Failure An unrecoverable error was detected while the
server was attempting to perform the requested
action

0x0A No Response From
Gateway Target Device

Returned by gateway when no response is
received from the remote device

Read or write multiple coils exceptions 

Requests to read multiple coils or registers generate a successful response regardless of
whether there are points mapped in the SCADAPack x70 device configuration. Data for register
addresses that are not found are returned with a value of 0.

Requests to write to multiple coils or registers generate a successful response only if the
requested addresses are valid and controls succeed. If any of the requested addresses are not
configured in the SCADAPack x70 device, or a control does not succeed, then the remaining
controls in the request are ignored and the Illegal Function (01) exception code is returned.
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Writes to Modbus objects under logic control

Requests to write to coils or registers that are under the exclusive control of IEC 61131-3 logic
will generate the response exception code Illegal Function (01) even if previous controls in the
same multiple write request were successful. 

Read requests to objects under logic control will be successful. 

Requests to objects with insufficient quality

Requests to write to a Modbus object that has insufficient quality will not update the object in
the SCADAPack x70 device database and generate the response exception code Illegal
Function (01). 

6.2.2.4 Modbus/TCP Server Connections

When a SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus/TCP Server, it listens on TCP port
502 for any incoming connections. When an incoming connection is detected, a new connection
is opened with a default inactivity timeout of 60 seconds (1 minute). The timeout can be
configured from 60 seconds to 86400 seconds. The inactivity timer is re-triggered each time a
Modbus/TCP request is received. If the Modbus/TCP Server receives only part of a message, a
shorter inactivity timeout of 10 seconds is applied.

The Modbus/TCP Client may close the connection following a successful transaction, but this is
dependent on the external client. However, if the inactivity timer expires while the connection is
open, the Modbus/TCP Server closes the connection. On disconnection, the task created to
handle this transaction is deleted.

SCADAPack x70 devices support a maximum of 20 concurrent Modbus/TCP Client
connections. 

The Modbus/TCP Server can disconnect a Modbus/TCP Client under the following conditions:

· Invalid header. For example, the header does not conform to the Open Modbus/TCP
specification.

· Invalid message. For example, the length differs from that specified in the header.

· The requested Unit Identifier differs from the SCADAPack x70 device configuration value.

· Inactivity timeout. 

· An orderly shutdown. This occurs, for example, when a remote restart command is received.

6.2.3 Modbus/TCP Frame Structure

The basic frame structure for the Modbus/TCP protocol is described below. This is the stream
data transported through the TCP socket connection and does not include TCP/IP protocol
bytes.
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Request frame structure

The table below describes the information in a request frame. A 0 indicates that the byte is set
to 0. An empty cell indicates that the data in the byte can vary. See the descriptions below the
table for details. 

Transaction ID
(msb)

0

Transaction ID
(lsb)

0

Protocol ID
(msb)

0

Protocol ID
(lsb)

0

Length
(msb)

0

Length
(lsb)

Unit ID Function Code Function dependent request data

….

· The Transaction ID is echoed by the Modbus/TCP Server and may be used by a
Modbus/TCP Client. The SCADAPack x70 device sets these bytes to 0 in requests.

· The Protocol ID identifies the message protocol following in the data stream. When both of
these bytes are 0, it indicates the Modbus/TCP protocol.

· The Length (lsb) indicates the number of bytes following in the rest of the frame. The
minimum value is 3, and the maximum value is 255.

· The Unit ID uniquely identifies the Modbus device and is equivalent to the Station Address in
the Modbus RTU protocol.

· Modbus/TCP communications rely on the CRC checking included in the TCP/IP stack layers.

· The Function Code and following data are equivalent to those used in the Modbus RTU
protocol .

Response frame structure

The table below describes the information in a response frame. A 0 indicates that the byte is set
to 0. An empty cell indicates that the data in the byte can vary. See the descriptions below the
table for details. 

Transaction ID
(msb)

0

Transaction ID
(lsb)

0

Protocol ID
(msb)

0

Protocol ID
(lsb)

0

Length
(msb)

0

Length
(lsb)

Unit ID Function Code Function dependent response data

….

· The Transaction ID is echoed by the Modbus/TCP Server in the response.

· The Length (lsb) indicates the number of bytes following in the rest of the frame. The
minimum value is 3, and the maximum value is 255.

· The Unit ID is equivalent to the Station Address in the Modbus RTU protocol.

27
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Exception response frame structure

The table below describes the information in an exception response frame. A 0 indicates that the
byte is set to 0. An empty cell indicates that the data in the byte can vary. See the descriptions
below the table for details. 

Transaction
ID (msb)

0

Transaction
ID (lsb)

0

Protocol ID
(msb)

0

Protocol
ID (lsb)

0

Lengt
h
(msb)

0

Length (lsb)

3

Unit ID Function
Code

Exception
Code

· The transaction ID is echoed by the Modbus/TCP Server in the response.

· The Unit ID of the request is returned in the Response.

· The Function Code in an exception response that has the most significant bit of the request
function code set on. As a result: Exception Function Code = Request Function Code + 0x80

· See Exception Codes  for a list of useful Exception Codes.

6.3 Modbus RTU over TCP Reference Information

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU over TCP Client, it requests
information from Modbus RTU over TCP Servers. A Modbus RTU over TCP Server can be another
RTU or it can be a different type of device, such as a programmable logic controller (PLC), a
bridge or a gateway. 

SCADAPack x70 devices cannot operate as a Modbus RTU over TCP Server.

The Modbus RTU over TCP protocol uses a TCP connection between the Modbus RTU over TCP
Client and the Modbus RTU over TCP Server.

The topics in this section describe the Modbus RTU over TCP communications format:

· Modbus RTU over TCP Frame Structure

· Modbus RTU over TCP Client Connections

6.3.1 Modbus RTU over TCP Frame Structure

The Modbus RTU over TCP message format is the same as that of the Modbus RTU protocol.
The main difference is that Modbus RTU over TCP protocol communicates with a device through
the Internet and the Modbus RTU protocol communicates through a serial port. 

The Modbus RTU over TCP protocol has the following differences from the Modbus/TCP protocol:

· Modbus RTU over TCP does not include a six-byte header.

· Modbus RTU over TCP does include a two-byte CRC-16 check field.

· The Modbus RTU over TCP message format supports Modbus RTU messages.

The basic frame structure for the Modbus RTU serial protocol is described below.
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Request frame structure

Station
Address

Function
Code

Function dependent request
data

….

CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 4 to 252 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

The maximum request frame size is 256 bytes.

Response frame structure

Station
Address

Function Code Function dependent response
data

….

CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 4 to 252 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

The Station Address of the request is returned in the response. The Function Code of the
request is returned in the response if the operation was successful. An exception response has
the most significant bit of the request function code set on (see Exception Response). 

The maximum response frame size is 256 bytes.

Exception response frame structure

Station
Address

Function Code Exception Code CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte

The Station Address of the request is returned in the Response. The Function Code in an
exception response has the most significant bit of the request function code set on. As a result:
Exception Function Code = Request Function Code + 0x80. 

The maximum exception response frame size is 256 bytes.

Useful exception codes include:

0x01 = Illegal function Server does not support function in request

0x02 = Illegal data address Server does not have register specified in request

0x03 = Illegal data value Value in request is out of range for register in Server

0x04 = Illegal response length Request would cause response to exceed 256 bytes
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6.3.2 Modbus RTU over TCP Client Connections

When a SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU over TCP Client, it initiates
communications by connecting to TCP port 49152 on the Modbus RTU over TCP Server. The
Client and the Server use this open TCP connection to exchange Modbus RTU over TCP
packets that contain request and response information. 

If the Modbus RTU over TCP Client receives an unexpected response from the Modbus RTU over
TCP Server, it disconnects from the Server. Before the Modbus RTU over TCP Client sends a
new request, it attempts to establish a new connection at the assigned port number on the
Server.

6.4 Modbus RTU over UDP Reference Information

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU over UDP Client, it requests
information from Modbus RTU over UDP Servers. A Modbus RTU over UDP Server can be
another RTU or it can be a different type of device, such as a programmable logic controller
(PLC), a bridge or a gateway. 

SCADAPack x70 devices cannot operate as a Modbus RTU over UDP Server.

The Modbus RTU over UDP protocol uses a UDP connection between the Modbus RTU over
UDP Client and the Modbus RTU over UDP Server.

The topics in this section describe the Modbus RTU over UDP communications format:

· Modbus RTU over UDP Frame Structure

· Modbus RTU over UDP Client Connections

6.4.1 Modbus RTU over UDP Frame Structure

The Modbus RTU over UDP message format is the same as that of the Modbus RTU protocol.
The main difference is that Modbus RTU over UDP protocol communicates with a device through
the Internet and the Modbus RTU protocol communicates through a serial port. 

The Modbus RTU over UDP protocol has the following differences from the Modbus/TCP
protocol:

· Modbus RTU over UDP does not include a six-byte header.

· Modbus RTU over UDP does include a two-byte CRC-16 check field.

· The Modbus RTU over UDP message format supports Modbus RTU messages.

The basic frame structure for the Modbus RTU serial protocol is described below.

Request frame structure

Station
Address

Function
Code

Function dependent request
data

….

CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)
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1 byte 1 byte 4 to 252 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

The maximum request frame size is 256 bytes.

Response frame structure

Station
Address

Function Code Function dependent response
data

….

CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 4 to 252 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

The Station Address of the request is returned in the response. The Function Code of the
request is returned in the response if the operation was successful. An exception response has
the most significant bit of the request function code set on (see Exception Response). 

The maximum response frame size is 256 bytes.

Exception response frame structure

Station
Address

Function Code Exception Code CRC16 (msb) CRC16 (lsb)

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte

The Station Address of the request is returned in the Response. The Function Code in an
exception response has the most significant bit of the request function code set on. As a result:
Exception Function Code = Request Function Code + 0x80. 

The maximum exception response frame size is 256 bytes.

Useful exception codes include:

0x01 = Illegal function Server does not support function in request

0x02 = Illegal data address Server does not have register specified in request

0x03 = Illegal data value Value in request is out of range for register in Server

0x04 = Illegal response length Request would cause response to exceed 256 bytes

6.4.2 Modbus RTU over UDP Client Connections

When a SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a Modbus RTU over UDP Client, it initiates
communications by connecting to UDP port 49152 on the Modbus RTU over UDP Server. The
Client and the Server use this open UDP connection to exchange Modbus RTU over UDP
packets that contain request and response information. 
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7 DNP3 Protocol Reference Information

When using DNP3 protocol, a SCADAPack x70 device can operate in one or more of the
following roles (simultaneously):

· DNP3 Server

· DNP3 Peer to Peer Client

· DNP3 Router

· DNP3 Data Concentrator Client

The table below summarizes DNP3 support on SCADAPack x70 devices.

Device Operation Used on SCADAPack x70
device when:

To Setup use:

DNP3 Server Communicating with a
Controlling Station using
DNP3 protocol, with a DNP3
Peer to Peer Client, or with a
DNP3 Data Concentrator
Client

SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

DNP3 Peer to Peer Client Requesting data or sending
controls for coordination of
activities between DNP3
Outstation devices on remote
assets

Logic application developed in
the SCADAPack x70 Logic
Editor

DNP3 Router Bridging DNP3 messages
across multiple
communication channels

SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

DNP3 Data Concentrator
Client

A hierarchical architecture is
used (not recommended)

SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

This section provides reference information for the following:

· Introduction to DNP3

· DNP3 Device Interoperability

· DNP3 Outstation Operation

· Using DNP3 with TCP/IP Communications

· DNP3 Routing

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· DNP3 Controlling Station Operation
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7.1 Introduction to DNP3

DNP3, the Distributed Network Protocol, is an IEEE standard communications protocol (IEEE
1815) developed to achieve interoperability among systems in the electric utility, oil and gas,
water/wastewater, and other industries. DNP3 is based on open standards to work within a
variety of communications networks.

DNP3 offers interoperable communications supporting time-stamped data, efficient data transfer
based on report-by-exception processing, scheduled polling of data from multiple Controlling
Stations, event buffering, and unsolicited message reporting.

As well, DNP3 offers the following features: 

· Multiple data types (data objects) included in both request and response messages

· Multiple Controlling Station connections may be supported for a DNP3 device

· Unsolicited messages may be initiated from a DNP3 device to Controlling Station

· Events record data changes with a timestamp to increase data accuracy, minimizes missing
data when communications are not operating, removes the need for continuous polling, and
improves reporting response time while reducing bandwidth requirements

· Events are assigned a priority (Class) and may be requested and transmitted based on the
priority

· Addressing of over 65000 devices in a single system

· Time synchronization for time-stamped events and device operations

· Data link and application layer confirmation

· Adjustable link frame and application fragment sizes

· Internal Indications signaling the health of a device and results of last request

· Select-Before-Operate controls providing extra reliability when operating outputs

· Nameplate and device attribute reporting

· Subset definitions to provide interoperability between devices from multiple vendors

· File Transfer, configuration and update management

· Secure Authentication for protecting critical messages

See:

· DNP3 Architecture

· Object Library

· Application Layer

· Pseudo-transport Layer

· Data Link Layer

· Physical Layer
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7.1.1 DNP3 Architecture

DNP3 is a layered protocol comprised of the following:

· Object Library

o DNP3 data objects reside in Controlling Station and Outstation devices for the purpose of

exchanging data. Objects are categorized in groups, for example binary inputs, binary
outputs, analog inputs, analog outputs, counter inputs, event objects, class objects, time
synchronization, and other objects such as file transfer, security, strings, and more. 

· Application Layer

o Providing mechanisms for sending solicited requests (Controlling Station messages) to

Outstation devices, response messages to the Controlling Station, unsolicited responses
from Outstation devices, confirmation messages from the Controlling Station. DNP3
application layer messages are known as fragments. Response messages can be a single
fragment or multi-fragment messages. Fragment size is adjustable, 2048 bytes by default.

· Pseudo-transport Layer  

o At the transmitting device, this layer breaks up the application layer messages into smaller

packets that can be handled by the data link layer. These packets are referred to as frames
in DNP3. At the receiving device, this layer recombines frames into a fragment that can be
handled by the Application Layer.

· Data Link Layer  

o Handles the transmission and reception of data frames across the physical layer. Frame

size is adjustable, 292 bytes by default.

· Physical Layer  

o The communications media such as serial or Ethernet over which DNP3 communicates.

When using TCP/IP communications, additional layers are present between the physical
layer and the DNP3 data link layer. These include a DNP3 Association layer and multiple
TCP/IP stack layers. See the IEEE 1815 DNP3 Specification for more information.

7.1.2 Object Library

The data types that are used in DNP3 are identified in object “groups” such as binary input
objects, analog input event objects, and so on. Individual data formats (objects within each
group) are further defined using object variations. For example:

· binary inputs with status (quality flags) are represented as DNP3 object group 1 variation 2
(abbreviated as g1v2)

· floating point analog input events with time are represented as DNP3 object group 32 variation
7 (abbreviated as g32v7)

There are two categories of data within each basic data type: 

· Static: Static objects contain the current value of a data item such as an I/O channel, a value
derived from logic, or a control value sent from a Controlling Station

· Event: Event objects are generated as the result of changes in static object values or quality

Each data item is represented with a Point Number (also known as a Point Index). Each data
item within a static “group” has its own point number, independent of point numbers for data
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items in other static groups. For example, binary input point number 0 has no relationship with
analog input point number 0. Both points can be defined in a configuration at the same time

As event objects represent changes in value of a static object, the point number for an event
object has the same point number as its corresponding static object. For example, binary input
events for point number 0 are generated as a result of changes of state or quality in binary input
point number 0. Analog input events for point number 0 are generated as a result of changes of
value or quality in analog input point number 0.

Data objects may also be assigned a Class. In DNP3 there are four object classes:

· Class 0

· Class 1

· Class 2

· Class 3

Class 0 contains static data only; the current values and quality of all DNP3 static objects
reported to the Controlling Station. 

Class 1, 2, and 3 contain event data only. The three classes provide a method to assign priority
(relative importance) to event data, being the changes in data for selected DNP3 objects. Where
it is desired to have a data item generate events, it is typical for the highest priority event data to
be assigned to Class 1; the lowest priority data assigned to Class 3. A data item assigned to
Class 0 reports its static value when requested, but does not generate events. A data item
assigned to Class 1, 2, or 3 (for its events) also has a representation of its static data in Class
0.

The DNP3 object library structure enables the efficient transfer of data between Controlling
Station and Outstation devices. The Controlling Station can poll for high priority data (class 1
events) more often than it polls for low priority data (class 3 events). Since the data objects
assigned to a class are for event data, when the Controlling Station polls for class 1, 2, or 3,
only the changed event data is return by the Outstation device to the Controlling Station. When a
Controlling Station polls for class 0 data it retrieves the static data values for points assigned to
any of the classes (0, 1, 2, or 3).

To keep Controlling Station and Outstation data synchronized, a Controlling Station may request
data for all data classes in a single request (Class 1, 2, 3 events and Class 0 static data). This
is known as an Integrity Poll and is typically requested by a Controlling Station periodically, but
infrequently, compared with polls for event class data.

Advanced DNP3 Controlling Station and Outstation devices may support requesting static data
for nominated point number ranges. While this does not take advantage of the DNP3 event
architecture, it can be useful in transferring occasional data independently of the data assigned
to classes. It can also be useful where a device reads data from a peer DNP3 device.
SCADAPack x70 devices support both these mechanisms.

Multiple Controlling Stations may request data from the Outstation device, if supported by the
device. SCADAPack x70 devices support reporting class data to up to 3 independent Controlling
Stations.

DNP3 allows Outstation devices to spontaneously report data to a Controlling Station without
having to wait for a request. This is known as an unsolicited response. Unsolicited responses
can be delivered to multiple Controlling Stations, if so configured. Typically, an Outstation device
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is configured to report unsolicited messages based on event class. For example, the device can
be configured to unsolicit events to the Controlling Station for high priority Class 1 events only.

7.1.3 Application Layer

The application layer in DNP3 processes complete messages for requesting, or responding to
requests, for data.

The following shows typical sequences of application layer messages between one Controlling
Station and one Outstation device.

DNP3 Controlling Station DNP3 Outstation device

Send request ----------------------> Accept request and process

Accept response and
process

<---------------------- Send response

Send request ----------------------> Accept request and process

Accept response and
process

<---------------------- Send response with events

Send application layer
confirm

----------------------> Remove confirmed events

Important Change detected

Accept unsolicited response
and process

<---------------------- Send events using unsolicited
response

Send application layer
confirm

----------------------> Remove confirmed events 

Application layer messages, known as fragments, can carry up to 2048 bytes of DNP3 data.
Multiple fragments can transfer data exceeding 2048 bytes. The application layer sequences the
fragments to ensure reception in the correct order.

Application layer fragments can be sent with or without a request for confirmation. When a
confirmation is requested, the receiver replies with an application layer confirm, indicating the
application layer content was received and processed successfully. Application layer confirms
are automatically requested when required. This occurs when multiple application fragments are
used in a single message, and when response fragments from a DNP3 Outstation device contain
event data. 

When a DNP3 Outstation device receives an application layer confirmation for events sent to a
DNP3 Controlling Station, this signals to the Outstation device that the Controlling Station
successfully received the events it sent, and it removes the events from its event list for that
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Controlling Station. In a SCADAPack x70 device, if multiple Controlling Stations are receiving the
same event, when all Controlling Stations have confirmed delivery of the event, then the
SCADAPack x70 device deletes the event from the event buffer.

Application layer messages are received from and passed to the Pseudo-transport Layer . 

7.1.4 Pseudo-transport Layer

The pseudo-transport layer breaks application layer fragments larger than 249 bytes into smaller
segments than can be handled by the Data Link Layer . These packets are referred to as
Frames in the DNP3 data link layer. The pseudo-transport layer at the sending device inserts a
single byte of information in the message header of each frame. This byte contains information
such as whether the frame is the first, or last, or middle frame of a message as well as a
sequence number for the frame, to ensure reception of frames in the correct order, at the
receiving device. 

7.1.5 Data Link Layer

The data link layer handles the transmission and reception of data frames across the physical
layer, or to and from a TCP/IP stack. Each data link frame contains a source and destination
address to identify the sending and receiving devices for responding to requests. Data integrity is
checked at the data link layer using a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code on every 16 bytes of
data.

Data link frames can be individually sent with or without a request for acknowledgment. When an
acknowledge is requested the receiving device replies with a confirmation indicating the frame
was received and the CRC integrity checks passed. This can enhance network robustness,
especially in noisy environments, by retrying individual frames should they not be acknowledged
as arriving at their destination. Use of acknowledgments is a configurable item. 

In modern systems, DNP3 frames are usually sent without requesting acknowledgments.
Message delivery can rely on the application layer or other protocol layers (e.g. TCP/IP) to
determine correct delivery.

7.1.6 Physical Layer

The physical layer handles the state of the communications media (for example, busy or clear)
and synchronizes data flow across the media (starting and stopping). The common physical
media for direct DNP3 communication is a simple serial layer such as RS-232 or RS-485.
SCADAPack x70 also supports DNP3 communication over IP links. In this case, additional
protocol layers between the DNP3 data link layer and the physical layer, such as Ethernet, are
present (including the DNP3 association layer and TCP/IP stack layers).

7.2 DNP3 Device Interoperability

One of the key tools in enabling analysis of compatibility between DNP3 devices is the DNP3
Device Profile. The DNP Users Group as owner of the DNP3 protocol requires all manufacturers
of devices using the DNP3 protocol to produce a Device Profile document. If the device profile is
not available for a device then there’s a chance of issues understanding its capabilities and being
able to successfully integrate it in a DNP3 system.

Device profiles are provided in SCADAPack documentation, in electronic XML format, as required
by the DNP Users Group. The XML profiles can be viewed on a Web browser and in the
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SCADAPack x70 Help. See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  and DNP3 Client Device
Profile  for links to the XML files.

The DNP3 subset requirements for devices provide a definition for compatible operation using a
minimum set of shared functionality. DNP3 functionality is divided into four subsets: Level 1,
Level 2, Level 3, and Level 4.

Typical DNP3 devices conform to DNP3 Subset Level 2 for basic functionality. Some devices
include additional functions beyond the minimum subset. 

7.2.1 SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Outstation Operation

SCADAPack x70 devices conform to DNP3 Subset Level 4 for DNP3 Outstation functionality.
Subset Level 4 provides an extensive set of DNP3 functionality as well as other features from the
DNP3 standard. SCADAPack x70 devices can be configured to operate with DNP3 Controlling
Stations supporting Subset Level 1, 2, 3, or 4. Other important extensions are available in the
SCADAPack x70 device beyond the minimum requirements of Subset Level 4. See section 1.1.9
in the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Outstation Device Profile for more information. See DNP3
Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files.

For example:

· Group 70 file transfer requests

· DNP3 Secure Authentication v2

· Counter change events with timestamp

Compatibility of generic DNP3 Controlling Station functions with SCADAPack x70 devices is
summarized in the following table.

NOTE: The information provided in the table is a guide only. Individual device implementations
can vary from the DNP3 subset requirements and the IEEE 1815 standard. You should
familiarize yourself with the device profiles of both devices prior to configuring and
interconnecting them, and test that required functionality is interoperable prior to deploying
devices. See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files.

Generic DNP3 Controlling Station Functions SCADAPack x70 Outstation
Support

Subset Level 1 minimum requirements

Subset Level 2 minimum requirements

Subset Level 3 minimum requirements

Subset Level 4 minimum requirements

DNP3 Secure Authentication v2

DNP3 Secure Authentication v5

DNP3 / TLS security

85

105

85

85
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g70 File Transfer

g22 Counter objects with timestamps

7.2.2 SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Client Operation

SCADAPack x70 DNP3 client functionality conforms to the minimum requirements for Subset
Level 2. Other important extensions are available in the SCADAPack x70 device beyond the
minimum requirements of Subset Level 2. See section 1.1.9 in the SCADAPack x70 DNP3
Client Device Profile for more information. See DNP3 Client Device Profile  for links to the XML
files.

For example:

· Issues Qualifier 00, 01 read requests and processes Qualifier 00, 01 read responses.
Requests are initiated by logic Peer function blocks and do not require DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client license on SCADAPack x70 device.

· Supports requests and responses in single-precision floating point format

· Processes binary output events in responses received by the SCADAPack x70 Controlling
Station

· Processes analog output events in responses received by the SCADAPack x70 Controlling
Station

· DNP3 Secure Authentication v2

Compatibility of SCADAPack x70 DNP3 client and generic Outstations is summarized in the
following table.

NOTE: The information provided in the table is a guide only. Individual device implementations
can vary from the DNP3 subset requirements and the IEEE 1815 standard. You should
familiarize yourself with the device profiles of both devices prior to configuring and
interconnecting them, and test that required functionality is interoperable priority to deploying
devices. See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  and DNP3 Controlling Station Device Profile
for links to the XML files.

Generic DNP3 Outstation Functions SCADAPack x70
Client Support

Subset Level 1 minimum requirements

Subset Level 2 minimum requirements

Subset Level 3 minimum requirements

Subset Level 4 minimum requirements

Qualifier 00,01 point range support (from Level 3)

g0 attributes support (from Level 4)

105

85 105
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g22 Counter objects with timestamps

g30v5 Floating-point Analog Inputs (from Level 4)

g32v3, g32v4 16-bit and 32-bit Analog Input events with
timestamp (from Level 4)

g32v5, g32v7 floating-point Analog Input events with and
without timestamp (from Level 4)

g11 Binary Output Events (from Level 4)

g13 Analog Output Events (from Level 4)

DNP3 Secure Authentication v2

DNP3 Secure Authentication v5

DNP3 / TLS security

g70 File Transfer

7.2.3 Analyzing Interoperability

Particularly where the subset level of Controlling Station and Outstation devices is not matched,
you should compare the device profiles for both devices. Analyze the object groups/variations for
the data types you want to transfer, along with their supported function codes and qualifier
support. See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  and DNP3 Client Device Profile , as
appropriate, for links to the XML files.

Using the Device Profile for the Controlling Station device and Outstation device together,
compare the table in section 4 of both device profiles. For each object group/variation row of
interest, compare the information in the REQUEST column from the Controlling Station device
profile (Controlling Station may issue) with the information in the REQUEST column from the
corresponding row in the Outstation device profile (Outstation must parse). 

Similarly, for each object group/variation row of interest, compare the information in the
RESPONSE column from the Controlling Station device profile (Controlling Station must parse)
with the information in the RESPONSE column from the corresponding row in the Outstation
device profile (Outstation may issue).

When configuring the two devices, choose objects whose function codes and qualifiers are
common for both requests and responses. For example, where support for a desired
group/variation is available on a SCADAPack x70 device as a DNP3 Outstation, but the function
code or qualifier is not provided by the Controlling Station, choose an alternate group/variation
configuration on the SCADAPack x70 device.

85 105
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7.3 DNP3 Outstation Operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a DNP3 Outstation, it responds to requests
from DNP3 Controlling Stations. A DNP3 Controlling Station can be a SCADA Host, another
SCADAPack x70 device, or a different type of device. 

When operating as a DNP3 Outstation, the SCADAPack x70 device can:

· Provide current value data of RTU objects in DNP3 points

· Provide data quality of RTU objects in DNP3 points

· Capture interesting changes in value or quality for an RTU object in DNP3 events

· Capture data at time intervals in DNP3 events

· Timestamp changes in value or quality in DNP3 events

· Buffer DNP3 events

· Provide configuration of the DNP3 attributes of an object:

o Point Number

o Static Group and Variation

o Point Data Class for up to 3 Controlling Stations: 

§ Local – available only through specific point requests

§ Class 0 (Static) – current value available through Integrity Polls

§ Class 1 – typically high priority events – available through Integrity Polls, Class 1 polls or
unsolicited responses

§ Class 2 – typically medium priority events – available through Integrity Polls, Class 2
polls or unsolicited responses

§ Class 3 – typically low priority events – available through Integrity Polls, Class 3 polls or
unsolicited responses

· Respond to requests for data or control actions from one, two, or three Controlling Stations
such as Geo SCADA Expert, SCADAPack Data Concentrator Client, other SCADA hosts

· Initiate spontaneous transmission of unsolicited DNP3 events (typically high priority data
only), upon changes of data value or quality, or on other criteria including:

o Absolute, relative or integrated deviation changes

o Alert limits

o Quantity of accumulated events

o Time constrained transmission

· Respond to request for specific point data or control actions from up to 90 peer nodes such as
other SCADAPack x70 devices

· Have device time synchronized from a Controlling Station over DNP3 protocol

· Receive a configuration change, firmware upgrade or other files over DNP3 protocol

· Enforce security authentication on transactions from Controlling Stations, configuration
terminals, other DNP3 devices. This is an optional licensed feature for SCADAPack x70
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devices. It protects critical transactions that affect device operation, checking they originate
from legitimate, recognized sources.

This section provides information for the following:

· Choosing the DNP3 Outstation Operating Method

· Steps to Configure DNP3 Outstation Operation

· DNP3 Design Considerations

· Time Synchronization

· DNP3 Events

· DNP3 Objects with Status Flags

· Control Functions

· Binary Output Controls

· Analog Output Controls

· Group 0 Device Attributes

· Resetting and Presetting Counters

· Event Deviation Changes by a DNP3 Controlling Station

· Point Data Class Changes by a DNP3 Controlling Station

· Internal Indication IIN Flags

· DNP3 Outstatin Reference Information

7.3.1 Choosing the DNP3 Outstation Operating Method

There are two ways to operate the SCADAPack x70 device as a DNP3 Outstation:

· Communicating with a DNP3 Controlling Station, such as a SCADA host or a DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client. See Communicating with a DNP3 SCADA Host or DNP3 Data
Concentrator .

· Communicating with DNP3 peer devices. See Communicating as a DNP3 Peer Outstation
Device .

SCADAPack x70 devices can operate in either of these ways, or both ways simultaneously.

7.3.1.1 Communicating with a DNP3 SCADA Host (Controlling Station) or DNP3 Data Concentrator

A SCADAPack x70 device can operate as a DNP3 Outstation with up to three (3) independent
DNP3 SCADA Host (Controlling Station) or DNP3 Data Concentrator Clients. As a DNP3
Outstation operating this way, the SCADAPack x70 device can present different data to each
Controlling Station. It can communicate as follows with the DNP3 Controlling Station:

· Respond to requests for Current (static) data values and data quality

· Respond to requests for Event data with quality and timestamps

· Action control requests

· Send Unsolicited reports for Event data

· Indicate device status
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· Receive time synchronization

· Respond to requests for device nameplate and attributes

· Clear counters and perform other actions according to received requests

This style of operation is intended to report on the overall status of a device and all its data,
including buffered event data, to the DNP3 Controlling Station.

In the above configuration, the Controlling Station / SCADA Host communicates with each DNP3
Outstation device (blue).

7.3.1.2 Communicating as a DNP3 Peer Device

A SCADAPack x70 device can operate as a DNP3 Outstation or client in a peer relationship with
other RTU devices, for example exchanging data with other SCADAPack x70 devices. 

Typically, a device operating as a DNP3 peer device also simultaneously operates as an
Outstation to a DNP3 Controlling Station (e.g., a SCADA Host as described above).

The configurations required to operate as a DNP3 peer device include:

· DNP3 Outstation Address (same as the Outstation address used for DNP3 Controlling
Station)

· Communication port settings (if using a different device port to the DNP3 Controlling Station)

· DNP3 Routing table entries for remote peer devices (one per remote device that this
SCADAPack x70 communicates with, for example, if each device has an individual IP
address)

· SCADAPack x70 object configurations with DNP3 Point Number and Static Group and
Variation settings for access by remote peer devices. Where a SCADAPack x70 object is
accessed by one or more peer devices but not with a DNP3 Controlling Station, as described
above, configure the Point Data Class to Local. Data from the object is not provided to the
DNP3 Controlling Station, while allowing access by remote peer devices

Each SCADAPack x70 device can operate as a DNP3 Outstation with up to 90 peer DNP3
devices. It can communicate as follows with peer DNP3 devices:

· Respond to requests for current (static) data values and data quality

· Action control requests
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This style of operation is intended to for exchanging small amounts of current value data
between devices, for example for coordinating system control between remote sites.

In the above example the SCADAPack x70 device (blue) simultaneously operates as a DNP3
Outstation to the Controlling Station / SCADA Host as well as a DNP3 Outstation to two DNP3
Peer client devices. The two peer data flows can use different physical communication links or
share the same communication link as the Controlling Station.

7.3.2 Steps to Configure DNP3 Outstation Operation

The following steps are necessary to configure a SCADAPack x70 device as a DNP3 Outstation.
Each step is described in Configuring DNP3 Outstation Operation Overview in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

1. Create a project and set basic project settings.

2. Enable DNP3 protocol on a serial port or configure an Ethernet port with appropriate IP
addressing.

3. Configure the DNP3 Outstation address for the SCADAPack x70 device and the DNP3
Controlling Station address with which it will communicate.

4. Carefully consider if the SCADAPack x70 device will send unsolicited messages to the
Controlling Station. See DNP3 Design Considerations  for more information.

5. Configure a DNP3 Routing table entry for the Controlling Station is unsolicited messages will
be sent. Consider if other routing entries are required. For example Main / Standby
Controlling Station connections

6. Configure the DNP3 Protocol Settings (Application and Data Link Layers).

7. Configure Event Transmission for DNP3 Class events.

8. Configure SCADAPack x70 digital objects as DNP3 Binary points. Consider event class
selection. Consider if priority alerts need to trigger unsolicited messages to the Controlling
Station. See DNP3 Design Considerations  for more information.

9. Configure SCADAPack x70 analog objects as DNP3 Analog points. Consider event class
selection. Carefully choose Deviation settings. See DNP3 Design Considerations  for more
information.
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10. Write configuration to controller.

11. Confirm successful configuration.

7.3.3 DNP3 Design Considerations

The strength of DNP3 (defined by the IEEE 1815 standard) lies in its ability to offer time-stamped
data, scheduled polling of data from multiple Outstations, time synchronization, event data
buffering to help avoid lost data during communication outages, data quality indication, and
unsolicited reporting in an interoperable way.

DNP3 was originally designed for use over serial point-to-point links (e.g. RS-232) or serial multi-
drop links (e.g. radio). As such, the protocol implements certain measures against data
corruption and data loss in its Application  and Data Link  layers. Such measures include
timeouts, retries, and integrity checksums.

More recently, it is popular to operate DNP3 over TCP/IP links. Carefully review the operational
behavior of systems when using DNP3 over wide-area media such as Ethernet radio and cellular
IP systems as the characteristics of these systems can differ significantly from wired Ethernet
and serial networks.

The data recovery mechanisms provided by the DNP3 protocol can be counter-productive when
not properly configured, particularly over an underlying communication medium, such as
Ethernet, that already provides robust transmission measures. In many such cases, the
recovery mechanisms offered by DNP3 need not be used. Use good engineering judgment when
embarking on the design of a large DNP3 network. 

This topic outlines special considerations of the DNP3 protocol and implications for the
SCADAPack x70 device that should be considered when designing large networks. Also listed
are common configuration misconceptions and a list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that
may arise during network design.

See:

· Configuration Recommendations

· Configuration FAQ

7.3.3.1 Configuration Recommendations

For consistent network performance, the following recommendations should be considered when
designing a DNP3 network using SCADAPack x70 devices as the main nodes.

DNP3 is a capable protocol that effectively transfers some of the system engineering effort from
designing a sophisticated logic program, to configuring and tuning the system using parameters.
However, you still need to properly evaluate and engineer the communication media to support
the performance expectations of the system, especially under worst case scenarios.

DNP3 networks can be designed around polling or unsolicited reporting, or both. In a polling
environment, each Controlling Station request can be viewed as an invitation for an Outstation
device to transmit data on the shared communications medium. The Controlling Station controls
which device can transmit, thereby helping to guard against collisions as the timing of responses
is predictable. In addition, Controlling Stations can ask again if a response is not received, thus
providing an opportunity for the Outstation to re-send lost data. Using this strategy, a Controlling
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Station effectively manages media access, thereby reducing contention with those Outstations
unexpectedly transmitting on their own.

DNP3 networks can also be designed around unsolicited communications. In this case, the
Outstations transmit events to the Controlling Station as they occur. When using this strategy,
evaluate the communications media carefully for collision detection and prevention capability.
This will be necessary to achieve consistent network performance. 

Given that typical systems are designed using a combination of both strategies, it is a good idea
to start by configuring the network for polling mode, as it can be easily tuned to cater for
unsolicited messaging, when system characteristics under worst case conditions become
known. As with any communications system, carefully consider bandwidth allocation and
management for a successful system implementation. 

See the following topics for several requirements of DNP3 system architecture that need careful
engineering judgment:

· Choosing Unsolicited and Peer to Peer Message Strategies

· Choosing Polling Strategies

· Causes of Event Buffer Overflows

· Outstation Reports to Multiple Controlling Stations with Poor Communications

· Choosing Analog Deviation, Analog Alerts, and Digital Debounce

· When to Use Data Link Layer Confirmations

· How to Set Application Layer Timeouts

7.3.3.1.1 Choosing Unsolicited and Peer to Peer Message Strategies

A common DNP3 misconfiguration is to enable numerous high priority events objects within an
Outstation and configure the Outstation to trigger an unsolicited message to the Controlling
Station each time a new event occurs. For example, in a SCADAPack x70 device, this is
accomplished by configuring numerous Class 1 event objects and enabling Class 1 Unsolicited
Responses. This would be compounded by configuring a low Event Notification Delay and a low
Minimum Unsolicited Event Tx Delay.

Similarly, if a device is generating peer to peer communications to other devices in the system,
it can cause the same type of collision and network congestion issues as excessive unsolicited
messages.

If this DNP3 device and others have a multitude of Class 1 event objects or peer to peer
requests, visualize a worst-case scenario as a burst of messages being transmitted to the
Controlling Station at the same time. Such a system, if not designed carefully for unsolicited
messaging, can be far more susceptible to network collisions. Proper management of bandwidth
is necessary for a communications system to successfully deliver messages.

Another symptom of excessive unsolicited messaging is duplicate data at the Controlling
Station. Collisions can potentially occur between outbound confirmation responses from the
Controlling Station and inbound unsolicited messages from other Outstations. The loss of
confirmation responses leads to the Outstation resending the same (unconfirmed) events in its
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next unsolicited or poll response. Duplicate data may be presented to the Controlling Station
when this occurs. Large message lengths can also lead to increased chance of collisions.

Recommendations: 

· In general, bandwidth is used more efficiently in a large DNP3 system if the Controlling Station
is designed to poll for event data more frequently and static data less regularly. 

· Recommended practice is to reserve unsolicited messaging for a small number of high priority
data items, such as alerts.

· Recommended practice is also to reserve peer to peer communications for a small number of
high priority data items, such as control requests or transfer of values for control decisions.

· If unsolicited messaging is the predominant data transfer method, an approach to manage
network usage could be to identify a limited number of devices (for example 3) to be grouped
with a common Event Notification Delay that is unique from other device groups.

· A good rule of thumb is to have 50% or more of unused communication bandwidth available,
evenly distributed over relatively short time frames.

7.3.3.1.2 Choosing Polling Strategies

Polling a device using DNP3 protocol can take many forms including event polling, integrity
polling, point-index static data polling, event-group polling, and others.

Various Controlling Stations can provide one or more of these strategies.

Recommendations:

The simplest and easiest approach to tune and manage among the various DNP3 polling
techniques, is a combination of event and integrity polling. 

Event polling for the highest priority event class (typically Class 1) should be set to occur most
often. Only events for the most important data in the system should be allocated to this event
class.

Event polling for the lower priority event classes (typically Class 2, then Class 3) should be set
to occur less often. Events for average importance data should be allocated to Class 2 and be
polled, along with Class 1 data at the same time, less often than Class 1. Events for the least
important data in the system should be allocated to Class 3. These can be polled less often
than Class 1 and Class 2 data, but corresponding with Class 2 and 3 data at the same time, for
further efficiency. Not all event classes need to be used in simple applications.

Integrity polling is a poll for the combinations of Class 1, 2, and 3 event data along with all the
static (current value) Class 0 data in the system. This type of poll synchronizes the data in the
Controlling Station with the latest data from the Outstation.

If unsolicited messaging is used to provide reporting of high-priority conditions to the Controlling
Station, the above polling strategies should be set to allow a good amount of free-time on the
communications system.

Similarly, if peer to peer or other remote maintenance traffic may use the network, a good rule of
thumb is to have 50% unused communication bandwidth available, evenly distributed over
relatively short time frames.
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Other polling types, such as point-index static data polling could also be added to the
recommended class polling, with very infrequent polls for static data that does not need
collected faster than a very slow background rate (for example). EcoStruxure Geo SCADA
Expert (ClearSCADA) calls this type of poll a Level 3 Scan (named after DNP3 subset Level 3
where this functionality is required to be supported).

Here is a typical event polling regime for a Controlling Station communicating with a simple
Outstation device on a remote communications system. 

Poll Request Example Polling
Interval

Class 1 event poll 5 minutes

Class 1, 2 event poll 10 minutes

Integrity poll (Class 1, 2, 3, 0) 30 minutes

While the data rates here may seem slow, this regime is extensible from dozens potentially up
to hundreds of Outstations on the same system, providing high-precision timestamped data,
resilience against communication system unreliability, sufficient network bandwidth available for
unsolicited messaging for selected high priority alerts, and bandwidth capacity for occasional
peer to peer communication or remote maintenance data.

For a more complex Outstation on a remote communications system, a polling regime similar to
the following may be useful.

Poll Request Example Polling
Interval

Class 1 event poll 5 minutes

Class 1, 2 event poll 10 minutes

Class 1, 2, 3 event poll 20 minutes

Integrity poll (Class 1, 2, 3, 0) 40 minutes

Point-index poll 4 hours

7.3.3.1.3 Causes of Event Buffer Overflows

A DNP3 device does not remove the events from its buffer until its configured Controlling Stations
have confirmed receipt of these events. This means that an Outstation event buffer may
eventually fill up and overflow, leading to loss of events. Buffer overflows typically indicate either
an unreliable communications connection, or a poorly configured system.

Event generation rates may exceed the ability to transmit the events and receive confirmations
to remove the data, or the remote communications channel may be overloaded, possibly by
access contention or collisions from unsolicited, or other messaging. 
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If the system is designed around frequent Controlling Station polls for event data, there will be
fewer chances of events not being delivered or missing confirmations. Immediate reporting of
events using unsolicited messaging should be reserved for those high priority, yet rarely
occurring events. This is because un-soliciting these messages back to the Controlling Station
will be predictable only if there is a substantial amount of unused bandwidth on the
communication media. 

Recommendation: 

Design the system around frequent Controlling Station poll of class events and less regular
integrity polls. Reserve unsolicited messaging for infrequent high priority events. If network traffic
is predominated by unsolicited messaging, allocate 50% or more unused bandwidth as quiet
time. 

7.3.3.1.4 Outstation Reports to Multiple Controlling Station with Poor Communications

A poor communication link to one of an Outstation’s multiple Controlling Station may cause the
Outstation’s event buffer to overflow, as events cannot be reported to the Controlling Station. This
could lead to a loss of event data to one or more Controlling Station.

Recommendation: 

Check that the communication path to all the Controlling Station of an Outstation is robust.

7.3.3.1.5 Choosing Analog Deviation, Analog Alerts, and Digital Debounce

DNP3 event generation on derived analog values and physical analog input channels is controlled
by a Deviation parameter, Alert notifications, and Alert deadbands. On physical digital inputs,
event generation is controlled by a Debounce parameter. 

Setting deviation and debounce values too low is the one of the common causes for
communication inefficiency, owing to excessive events being generated due to normal process
fluctuations. 

Recommendation: 

Set the analog Deviation and digital Debounce parameters appropriately to non-zero values
that make sense for the expected variation in data while keeping the volume of events low. 

For analogs, a rule of thumb is to set deviations above 5% for fast moving analogs and above 1%
for slow moving analogs.

Aggressively tune these parameters as part of system commissioning and when system
performance is being rationalized.

For analog quantities, set alert limits at important values (low and high) to allow lower volume of
event reporting in the normal operating range. Make use of the multiple levels of low and high
alerts to provide more accurate reporting beyond the normal operating range, without having to
decrease the normal deviation. Apply alert limit time and value deadbands to help prevent
excessive events around important thresholds.

Also consider using the integration deviation type for slow-moving analog values which can
provide high accuracy trends with a very low data volume.
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7.3.3.1.6 When to Use Data Link Layer Confirmations

While DNP3 includes a Data Link Layer  that supports recovery of messages in unreliable
communication system, the use of acknowledgments and retries can lead to degradation of
communications performance.

Recommendation:

The DNP3 standard recommends against using DNP3 data link confirmation to recover individual
frames in circumstances of unreliable message delivery. Use shorter application layer fragment
sizes instead. Application Layer  confirms will provide equivalent message delivery integrity
but also allow processing of received data more often (as DNP3 processes data once a fragment
is fully received, but not until all frames in a fragment are received). Reducing fragment size
increases communication channel efficiency significantly compared with using link layer
confirmations and retries. 

Set the DNP3 link layer mode to Never and reduce the Application Layer Fragment Size where
unreliable message delivery is experienced. For example, in a system losing many messages,
try reducing the fragment size below 249 bytes. This is the payload carried by a single frame,
meaning reduced issues since multi-frame delivery is more susceptible to collisions. A single
frame delivery can deliver a full fragment in this case, that otherwise would have taken several
frames with a number of retries to be successful.

Where TCP transport is used over IP, do not use data link confirmations. Set the DNP3 link
layer mode to Never and let the TCP transport layer deal with reliable packet delivery.

Where UDP transport is used over IP, if reliable message delivery is a concern, you should use
TCP transport in preference to enabling data link confirms with UDP.

In complex networks like multi-path radio or cellular IP systems, always use TCP transport. Do
not use DNP3 data link confirmations.

7.3.3.1.7 How to Set Application Layer Timeouts

On a high-speed link, such as Ethernet, configuring a high Application Layer  timeout does
not increase network reliability. Instead, this reduces system performance, as there will be a
significant portion of time within the timeout period, after which the IP transaction may have been
terminated. 

Recommendation:

When operating over high speed links, make Application Layer timeouts as small as possible. 

7.3.3.2 Configuration FAQ

Some frequently asked questions and answers:

Question In a DNP3 Controlling Station-Outstation architecture, what is the
recommended method to configure time synchronization?

Answer Recommended practice is to configure the Controlling Station to initiate time
synchronization to the Outstations. There are two methods available for DNP3
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to set time:

· Delay Measurement and time Write – use for serial links and remote IP
(WAN) links including Ethernet radio, cellular IP, and multi-path networks

· Record Current Time and time Write – use for Ethernet LAN links only 

SCADAPack x70 operating as a DNP3 Outstation supports both methods.
Configure the appropriate method at the DNP3 Controlling Station.

SCADAPack x70 operating as a DNP3 Controlling Station supports only the
Delay Measurement method.

Question What does a SCADAPack x70 object’s Point Data Class configuration of
‘Local’ mean?

Answer The object’s data is not part of the Class 0 (static) data returned in a DNP3
integrity poll and does not generate events. The object current value data and
quality is available to be read using DNP3 by a device using a point range
request (qualifier 00 or 01). If the object data is writeable, the object can be
controlled using DNP3 by a device using control requests. Examples of when
to use this include: Controlling Station issuing requests for scan of current
values by point range requests (Geo SCADA Expert calls these Level 3 scan
requests); DNP3 Peer to Peer read or control requests received by a device.

Question DNP3 provides 4 data classes; Class 0 (Static), Class 1, Class 2, and Class
3. SCADAPack x70 also provides a selection for Local Data. How do I decide
which class to assign any given object?

Answer Class 0 data is the current value or state of a DNP3 point. So, when a
Controlling Station does an Integrity poll to an Outstation, the current value or
state of objects configured as Class 0 (Static) are returned. Value or state
changes on an object are captured when configured for Class 1, Class 2, or
Class 3 event data. Typically, highest priority events are assigned to Class 1
and the lowest priority events to Class 3. To comply with DNP3 reporting rules,
an object configured for Class 1 or Class 2, or Class 3 event reporting also
reports its current value in an Integrity poll (i.e. when data is reporting in an
event class its current value automatically reports in Class 0). If an object's
data is desired to be available to other DNP3 devices but not reported as part
of Integrity poll or Event poll reporting, configure the point data class to Local.
See above. To exclude data from all DNP3 reporting, remove the DNP3 Point
Number configuration.

Question What does the DNP3 Event “Default Enabled Event Classes” configuration do?

Answer This setting enables the SCADAPack to operate with older DNP3 Controlling
Stations that do not support Function Code 20 or 0x14 (Enable Unsolicited
Responses). By default, this field is configured as “No Classes” so that the
SCADAPack x70 operates in compliance with the DNP3 requirements.
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Unsolicited response transmission does not include event data until event
classes are specifically enabled by receiving an Enable Unsolicited
Responses request. If using an old Controlling Station that does not support
this request, setting the Default Enabled Event Classes to a combination of
event classes enables the RTU to include event data in unsolicited responses
after RTU power is cycled or when its configuration is changed. If the
Controlling Station supports Function Code 20 or 0x14 (Enable Unsolicited
Responses) set this field to “No Classes”.

Question Why would I ever need to change the Application Layer Maximum Fragment
Length?

Answer The Application Layer Maximum Fragment Length determines the maximum
size for transmitted DNP3 data. The default is 2048 bytes on SCADAPack x70
devices. Conditions where this may need to be changed include:

· When communicating with devices that have limited memory and restrict the
size of data that can be received

· Certain data radios or modems may give better efficiency or have limited
buffer sizes when transmitting data packets. In these cases, it may be
necessary to reduce the application layer’s maximum fragment size as
required by the radio. Take into account that the frame size is larger than
the fragment limit owing to headers and consistency checking data. An
application layer fragment size of 249 fills a maximum sized 292 byte frame

· When the communication medium is noisy, it is typically more efficient to
transmit smaller packets than larger packets. In this case, setting small
Application Layer fragments would force smaller data link frames, and also
allow responses containing events to be delivered successfully and
confirmed to remove those events from the device event buffer. Reducing
application fragment size is a better strategy in a noisy environment than
reducing DNP3 frame size alone.

Limiting the application layer fragment size can also result in a reduction of the
rate at which event data is retrieved from the buffers and transmitted, thus
increasing the possibility of event buffer overflows. Check that event data is
being retrieved in a timely fashion. Reducing the maximum application layer
fragment size reduces data throughput, as an Application Layer Confirmation
is required for each fragment of a multi-fragment message.

Question What behavior should we expect from a SCADAPack x70 device when the
event buffers have been filled?

Answer By default, when a new event is collected and the SCADAPack DNP3 event
buffer has been filled, the oldest event is discarded, and the newest event
added into the buffer.
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Alternate behavior can be configured. Use the “Discard New Events in Buffer
Full” setting to retain oldest events and not add new events to the buffer when
it is full.

In both cases the RTU reports an EVENT_BUFFER_OVERFLOW internal
indication in all responses to the Controlling Station until events have been
confirmed and removed, making space for new events.

7.3.4 Time Synchronization

DNP3 time synchronization over serial and WAN connections

A SCADAPack x70 device operating as a DNP3 Outstation supports the non-LAN time
synchronization procedure using DNP3 DELAY_MEASURE and time WRITE requests. Use this
procedure for serial and IP wide area networks (WAN) to provide time synchronization, when the
DNP3 protocol is used as the time source.

DNP3 time synchronization over Ethernet LAN connections

A SCADAPack x70 device operating as a DNP3 Outstation also supports the LAN time
synchronization procedure using DNP3 RECORD_CURRENT_TIME and time WRITE requests.
Use this procedure for Ethernet local area network (LAN) time synchronization, when the DNP3
protocol is used as the time source.

Do not use this procedure for serial or IP wide area network WAN connections (such as Ethernet
radio, cellular IP, multi-path networks, etc.)

DNP3 time synchronization with multiple DNP3 Controlling Stations

If a DNP3 Outstation has multiple DNP3 Controlling Stations, it is strongly recommended to
allow time synchronization from only one specific Controlling Station. This includes time
synchronization from other protocols such as IEC 60870-5-104, Modbus via Logic, etc. 

Application Tip:

Geo SCADA Expert provides a set of configuration options for managing time synchronization.
Set Clock Method and other configuration options can be set in the DNP3 Outstation object.

7.3.5 DNP3 Events

Events record and transfer information about changes in object data. They are often used with
timestamps to provide an accurate history of data and quality changes.

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a DNP3 Outstation, it stores one copy of
each event in non-volatile memory, regardless of how many DNP3 Controlling Stations are
enabled and reporting events on the same DNP3 point. An event is only deleted when each
DNP3 Controlling Station has confirmed the event (assuming the Point Data Class parameter
was configured as Class 1, 2, or 3 for each DNP3 Controlling Station). For this reason, it is
recommended that you only configure the Point Data Class parameter for active DNP3
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Controlling Stations. Otherwise, non-volatile event storage will fill to the maximum configured on
the SCADAPack x70 device.

The topics in this section describe DNP3 events:

· Event Storage

· Event Classes

· Event Generation

· Digital Object Events

· Analog Object Events

· Counter Object Events

· Event Transmission

· Using Unsolicited Messages

7.3.5.1 Event Storage

SCADAPack x70 devices can store up to 40,000 events. These events are retained across a
SCADAPack x70 device restart and loss of power.

The Maximum Event Storage parameter in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software configures the maximum number of events that can be stored and retained. By default,
this value is set to 5000 events.

Changes to the Maximum Event Storage configuration take effect after the SCADAPack x70
device is restarted.

7.3.5.2 Event Classes

The DNP3 Outstation generates events based on the DNP3 configuration of objects in the
SCADAPack x70 object database.

The following Point Data Class settings are available in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software:

· Local

· Class 0 (static)

· Class 1

· Class 2

· Class 3

SCADAPack x70 objects configured with a DNP3 Point Number and with the DNP3 Point
Data Class parameter set to Local do not generate events and do not return data in response to
a DNP3 integrity poll. They can provide data via DNP3 for point range read or control requests
(for DNP3 Peer communication, for example).

Objects with the DNP3 Point Data Class parameter set to Class 0 (static) report current value
data in response to Integrity Polls from a DNP3 Controlling Station, but do not generate events.
These objects can also provide data for DNP3 point range read or control requests.
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Each object that is configured with a DNP3 Point Data Class of 1, 2, or 3 has a corresponding
static data value (Class 0) and events are generated from changes in the static data state, value
or quality. 

Of Classes 1, 2, and 3, Class 1 is nominally the highest priority, and Class 3 is nominally the
lowest priority. 

The DNP3 Controlling Station can enforce event priorities by polling for Class 1 events more
often than Class 2 or Class 3 events.

DNP3 Controlling Stations can request events from the DNP3 Outstation a single class at a
time, or in combinations of classes. The DNP3 Outstation can also perform unsolicited reporting
of events by Class. 

7.3.5.3 Event Generation

SCADAPack x70 devices that are configured as DNP3 Outstations generate events when the
objects that represent DNP3 points in SCADAPack RemoteConnect are configured to do so. 

Events are timestamped, based on the SCADAPack x70 device’s real-time clock time when the
event occurred. The timestamp uses the SCADAPack RTU System Time. See the
Understanding RTU System Time topic in the Operations Technical Reference manual. The
DNP3 standard defines time using UTC time. Daylight saving time (summer time) and time zone
settings do not affect event timestamps when using UTC.

Events are stored in SCADAPack x70 device memory and are retained if the device is powered
off then on again. 

7.3.5.4 Digital Object Events

When the state or quality of a digital object changes, a DNP3 Binary event is generated in the
Point Data Class configured for the object. The event is timestamped with the time the change
occurred and with the object quality.

Events for a digital object can be suppressed based on a time following a digital state being set
(Alert Set Time Deadband) and a time following a digital state being cleared (Alert Clear Time
Deadband). When configured to suppress further digital events in a deadband period, the digital
state value for the object is withheld, by default, from DNP3 Class 0 poll responses. This
approach is typically used to help prevent transient digital alerts being reported to a SCADA
Controlling Station. Alternatively, unconditional reporting of digital data in Class 0 responses can
be enabled by using the SCADAPack x70 configuration “Include Time Deadband data in Class
0”.

7.3.5.5 Analog Object Events

When a SCADAPack x70 analog object’s raw (integer) or engineering (floating point) value
changes to an “interesting” value, an event is generated in the Point Data Class configured for
the object. The event is timestamped with the time the change occurred and with the object’s
quality flags at the time of the event.

SCADAPack x70 analog objects can be configured with alert notification limits based on the
object’s engineering value. Up to 8 limits can be configured. When an object value exceeds a
limit, an event can be generated.
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Where an analog object is configured for Percentage of Span or Absolute event deviation, the
change-of-value for integer and floating-point data is calculated based on the difference between
the last transmitted value and the current value. The calculation is as follows:

change-of-value = ABS (last transmitted event value – current value)

If this value is greater or equal to the analog deviation value, an event is generated: 

if (change-of-value >= deviation) then generate a DNP3 point event

Analog events can also be generated based on integration. In the integration event mode, an
accumulation of value changes over time triggers the event generation. For some slow moving
quantities, configuring an analog object to use this type of event generation can significantly
reduce the number of events (and provide data with greater precision) when compared to
Percentage of Range or Absolute event deviation modes. 

Events for analog objects can be suppressed based on a time following an alert limit being set, a
time following an alert limit being cleared, and on a value change before clearing an alert. When
configured to suppress further analog events in a deadband value range or time period, the
analog value for the object is withheld, by default, from DNP3 Class 0 poll responses. This
approach is typically used to help prevent transient analog alerts being reported to a SCADA
Controlling Station. Alternatively, unconditional reporting of analog data in Class 0 responses
can be enabled by using the SCADAPack x70 configuration “Include Time Deadband data in
Class 0”.

Analog events can be optionally configured to replace events for the same point that have not yet
been transmitted. By default, the Analog Input/Float Input Event Buffer Mode is set to
Multiple mode to buffer events for each value change for all analog points. Alternatively, this can
be configured to Single mode where new value changes replace any previously buffered event for
the same analog point. In this mode, when events are transmitted from the SCADAPack x70
device, a maximum of one event is sent in an event response for each analog point.

7.3.5.6 Counter Object Events

When the value for a counter object’s value changes to an “interesting” value an event is
generated in the Point Data Class configured for the object. The event is timestamped with the
time the change occurred and with the object’s quality flags at the time of the event.

Where a counter object is configured with an event deviation, the change-of-value for the
counter’s integer value is calculated based on the difference between the last transmitted value
and the current value. If the change exceeds the configured deviation an event is generated.

SCADAPack x70 counter objects can be configured with an alert notification for a high limit.
When an object value exceeds the limit, an event can be generated.

7.3.5.7 Event Transmission

Each DNP3 event generated by the DNP3 Outstation is buffered (stored) in an event list in the
SCADAPack x70 device. The device can transmit these events to the DNP3 Controlling Station:

· in response to a DNP3 Controlling Station request for a quantity of events for one DNP3 object
type, for every stored event, or for a combination of event classes.

· when the number of events in the list for an event class exceeds a preset maximum. This
causes an unsolicited event transmission where the event class is enabled for unsolicited
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reporting. Once the number of events stored exceeds the minimum number configured for any
of the event classes, the SCADAPack x70 device sends an unsolicited transmission of every
event in the enabled event classes.

· if an event occurs for any point in a Point Data Class for which the DNP3 Controlling Station
has enabled unsolicited reporting, and other unsolicited criteria are met. See Using
Unsolicited Messages .

When an unsolicited response is transmitted by a SCADAPack x70 device, all events buffered in
the unsolicited-enabled event classes are transmitted, even if the transmission is triggered by a
single event in one of those classes. This ensures that the DNP3 data integrity rules are met so
that event data buffered in the unsolicited-enabled event classes are reported in time-of-
occurrence order.

7.3.5.8 Using Unsolicited Messages

As defined by the DNP3 specification, a DNP3 Outstation device that transmits an unsolicited
response (unsolicited message) expects a confirmation from the Controlling Station to which it is
sending. If the confirmation is not received within the configurable Application Layer timeout, the
device will retransmit the unsolicited message. Retransmission continues for a configurable
number of attempts, whereby the device will wait a “quiet” time before resuming transmission
attempts. This continues until the messages are eventually received by the Controlling Station.

Unsolicited responses provide immediate updates to the Controlling Station upon change, but
where communication network contention and collisions are a concern, it is recommended that
only high priority events be sent this way. For example, if you are going to use unsolicited
reporting, restrict unsolicited changes to Class 1 events only. As all DNP3 event data is
timestamped, medium and lower priority data can generally be collected via event class polls
conserving bandwidth. Integrity polls can be issued at a lower rate to collect values not selected
for generating events. This is a revolutionary way of thinking about data collection and is very
well suited to remote communications. Even on low bandwidth and unreliable links, DNP3
preserves data integrity with quality and timestamp indicating time-of-occurrence, including while
communications are not available. This also conserves communication bandwidth.

See: When will an Unsolicited Event be sent?

7.3.5.8.1 When Will an Unsolicited Event be Sent?

The following criteria needs to be met for an event for a SCADAPack x70 object to be sent to a
DNP3 Controlling Station using an unsolicited response.

· RTU configuration needs to have DNP3 Unsolicited Allowed configuration enabled. See the
Configuring Connection to Controlling Station topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual.

· Object needs to be configured with a DNP3 point address and a Point Data Class of Class 1,
Class 2, or Class 3

· Object needs to be configured to allow its event to generate an unsolicited response, or a
threshold needs to be set in the RTU configuration for unsoliciting based on number of events
buffered in a specific event class. See the DNP3 Outstation Events “Class N Minimum Events”
topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.
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·  RTU needs to have received an Enable Unsolicited Response request from a Controlling
Station for the DNP3 event class in which the object is configured (Class 1, Class 2, or Class
3)

While the RTU configuration sets the conditions that allow an event to be sent unsolicited to the
Controlling Station including the ability to allow unsolicited reporting, the DNP3 Controlling
Station has the final word on instructing the RTU from which event classes it will be permitted to
send unsolicited responses.

When an unsolicited transmission is sent, the content of the unsolicited transmission contains
ALL EVENTS that are buffered in the SCADAPack x70 device in ALL of the event classes that
the Controlling Station has ENABLED for unsolicited reporting.

It is common to see a Controlling Station showing an alert from an RTU indicating “Function
Code not Supported”. Often this is the result of the RTU rejecting a command from the
Controlling Station to “Enable Unsolicited Responses”. If the RTU is not configured to allow
unsolicited responses to that Controlling Station, this is the correct response from the RTU,
according to the DNP3 standard. Upon seeing this alert on a DNP3 Controlling Station, check
the RTU’s configuration for allowing unsolicited responses to the Controlling Station. 

7.3.6 DNP3 Objects with Status Flags

DNP3 Outstation devices can return additional DNP3 point quality information to the DNP3
Controlling Station in DNP3 objects that support status flags.

An object’s DNP3 Static Group and Variation can be configured to include or exclude status
(quality) flags. Where the choice of a group/variation object configuration does not include quality
flags, according to DNP3 protocol rules, the DNP3 Outstation device can return an alternate
group/variation object containing quality flags when object quality is abnormal. 

For SCADAPack x70 devices, responses containing DNP3 objects with no quality flag
information infers that the object data has good quality.

The table below summarizes the DNP3 point status flag bits used by the SCADAPack x70
device.

Status Flag Bit
Number

Description SCADAPack x70 Device Usage

[0] SCADAPack x70 object is
online or offline

ON = Online

OFF = Offline: Object is unavailable.
Object State or Value indicates last
known value.

[1] Restart Not used by the SCADAPack x70
device

Always OFF

[2] Communications interrupted OFF = Communication with the data
source of the object is OK
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ON = Communications interrupted:
I/O is not responding or object’s data
source is offline

[3] Remote forced data A remote device is reporting that the
point value is Forced; reporting an
overridden value from the remote
device

[4] Local forced data The Value or State of the
SCADAPack x70 object is Forced
and is reporting an overridden value

[5] Rollover

(DNP3 Counter points only)

Not used as per DNP3 User Group
recommendations

Always OFF

Over-range

(DNP3 Analog points only)

OFF = Object state is normal

ON = Analog value is over-range or
under-range (check Analog object
configuration)

Chatter Filter

(DNP3 Binary Input points
only)

SCADAPack x70 integrated I/O and
expansion 6000 series I/O modules
detect excessive Digital Input state
changes. See SCADAPack 47x,
SCADAPack 57x and 6000 series I/O
module hardware manuals.

OFF = Digital Input state changes
are normal

ON = Digital Input state and events
are changing too often and may be
suppressed

[6] Reference check

(DNP3 Analog points only) 

OFF = Object state is normal

ON = Check analog hardware
operation

[7] State

(DNP3 Binary point only)

Digital object state (OFF or ON) 

7.3.7 Control Functions

The SCADAPack x70 device supports the following DNP3 control function codes:

· Select / Operate (Function code pair 3 / 4)
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· Direct Operate (Function code 5)

· Direct Operate No Acknowledge (Function code 6)

These function codes can be used with the supported Binary Output and Analog Output DNP3
control objects as described in the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Device Profile. 

See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files, and your Controlling Station's
DNP3 device profile. 

7.3.8 Binary Output Controls

A DNP3 Binary output object control is sent by a DNP3 Controlling Station using the DNP3
Control Relay Output Block object (also known as g12v1 CROB object). 

SCADAPack x70 devices support controls using the DNP3 CROB object for controlling physical
digital outputs and internal digital objects. SCADAPack x70 physical digital outputs can operate
as latched or pulsed outputs, depending on the control received in the DNP3 CROB object. Also
see DNP3 Control Relay Output Block Codes .

Latch controls are typically used for outputs that retain a state, such as physical relays which
energize equipment, for control states that are inputs to a logic sequence, or for control outputs
to other devices using other protocols such as Modbus.

Pulse controls are typically used for outputs that trigger a momentary action (e.g.
acknowledging a condition or triggering the commencement of an action). They can also be used
with two outputs for a pair of actions (e.g. trip a breaker and close a breaker).

SCADAPack x70 objects that are controlled by logic can be configured to reject external remote
protocol control requests from DNP3, Modbus, etc. by setting the object’s Exclusive Logic
Control attribute. In this case the SCADAPack x70 device will respond to a control request with
a status code indicating that the CROB request was not accepted, nor actioned. See DNP3
Control Object Status Codes .

Where single point number complementary DNP3 Trip/Close pulse outputs are configured (see
Pulse Controls ), a single DNP3 Point Number interacts with two SCADAPack x70 digital
objects. The object pair is intended to be used with pulse operations. When using DNP3,
operations with the digital object pair differs in the following ways from operations with individual
digital objects: 

· Non-pulse operations from sources other than DNP3 protocol are not actioned. This includes
Modbus writes to the digital objects, or updates from logic T_SPx70_BOOL or
T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL variable types associated with the digital objects. You can use the
logic Device_CROB EFB to generate pulse requests for the object pair.

· As required by the DNP3 specification, reception of a DNP3 Unlatch command to an object
pair’s DNP3 Point Number is actioned in the same way as a Trip pulse command, using the
Default Pulse Time configuration for the pulse duration. Similarly, a DNP3 Latch command is
actioned in the same way as a Close pulse command, with pulse duration set by the Default
Pulse Time configuration. 

· Forcing is not supported for, and will have no impact on, Digital objects configured as DNP3
single point number complementary Trip/Close control.

· A SCADAPack x70 Digital object configured as an IEC 60870-5-104 command cannot be
concurrently configured for a DNP3 control.
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See:

· Latch Controls

· Pulse Controls

7.3.8.1 Latch Controls

SCADAPack x70 physical and internal digital objects can be controlled to an On (1) state or Off
(0) state via the DNP3 protocol. 

If a DNP3 CROB Latch On control operation is received, the digital object state will be turned
on, and remain in the On (1) state until another change occurs. E.g. reception of a different
DNP3 CROB command, data update from the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software, an internal logic sequence, or an external device (using a protocol such as Modbus)
may change the state.

If a DNP3 CROB Latch Off control operation is received, the digital object state will be turned
off, and remain in the Off (0) state until another change occurs (as described above).

The object state for physical digital outputs revert to the Off (0) state after the RTU restarts,
reflecting the physical output state which is powered off.

The object state for physical digital outputs when Logic is in a STOP state can be configured.
Either all physical outputs can be configured to return to the Off (0) state when logic is stopped
(default), or all physical outputs can HOLD their current state when logic is stopped. See
Defining Local Physical I/O in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

7.3.8.2 Pulse Controls

DNP3 Binary Output Activation Model

This DNP3 output activation model describes pulsing binary outputs that may be:

· A single physical or logical pulse output that activates a momentary function (such as Initiate
Test, Acknowledge condition), or

· Two physical or logical pulse outputs with different point numbers that can be used as a pair
to perform a function such as on/off, trip/close, raise/lower

Single Output Pulse Activation Model

The single pulse output variant typically uses a Control Relay Output Block CROB object
operation known as Pulse (NULL). The pulse time for the output is determined by the DNP3
CROB On-Time field. If the CROB On-Time field = 0 the SCADAPack x70 device uses a
default pulse time of 250 ms, adjustable in RemoteConnect configuration DNP3 Layer Settings >
Default Pulse Time. See Configuring DNP3 Layer Settings in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual. If the CROB Count field value is greater than 1, then a series of repeated pulses are
generated and the CROB Off-Time value is applied between pulses.

Configure the SCADAPack x70 device with a Digital object with DNP3 configurations as follows:

· DNP3 Point Number as the binary object index

· Static Group and Variation as g10v2 Binary Output with Flags
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· Point Data Class for a Controlling Station as a DNP3 Class if you want to report output status,
or as Local if you don’t

Two Output Pulse, Different Point Number Activation Model

The two-output activation model pulse variant typically uses a CROB Pulse Trip at one DNP3
binary output index (point number) and a CROB Pulse Close control at a different DNP3 binary
output index point number. The different binary output indexes (point numbers) represent a pair
of physical digital outputs or two internal digital objects. The SCADAPack x70 device does not
require consecutive DNP3 point numbers for the trip/close output pair, but consecutive indexes
are often used by convention, for clarity. Similarly, the SCADAPack x70 device does not specify
which of the pair is to be used for the Pulse Trip control operation or the Pulse Close control
operation; this determination is made by the binary output index (point number). The pulse time
is determined by the DNP3 CROB On-Time field. If the CROB On-Time field = 0 the
SCADAPack x70 device uses a default pulse time of 250 ms, adjustable in RemoteConnect
configuration DNP3 Layer Settings > Default Pulse Time. See Configuring DNP3 Layer Settings
in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual. Use CROB Count field = 1.

Configure the SCADAPack x70 device with two Digital objects with DNP3 configurations as
follows:

Digital object 1:

· DNP3 Point Number as the binary object index for the Trip operation

· Static Group and Variation as g10v2 Binary Output with Flags

· Point Data Class for a Controlling Station as a DNP3 Class if you want to report output status,
or as Local if you don’t

Digital object 2:

· DNP3 Point Number as the binary object index for the Close operation

· Static Group and Variation as g10v2 Binary Output with Flags

· Point Data Class setting the same as Digital Object 1 

DNP3 Binary Output Complementary Model

This DNP3 output complementary model describes a single DNP3 Binary output object point
index associated with two physical or logical output (complementary) channels; one channel is
pulsed by reception of a CROB Pulse Trip control operation, and the other channel is pulsed by
reception of a CROB Pulse Close control operation.

Two Output Pulse, Single Point Number Complementary Model

The DNP3 complementary model is supported by SCADAPack x70 devices by configuring two
digital objects. The digital objects are configured with the same DNP3 Binary output object point
index (Point Number). The digital objects are configured for operations as a complementary
binary output pair, one for Trip operation and the other for Close operation. The Digital object
configured for Trip operation is also configured to report status to the Controlling Station. The
Quality status for the two digital objects are combined when reporting the status to the DNP3
Controlling Station. The pulse time is determined by the DNP3 CROB On-Time field. If the
CROB On-Time field = 0 the SCADAPack x70 device uses a default pulse time of 250 ms,
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adjustable in RemoteConnect configuration DNP3 Layer Settings > Default Pulse Time. See
Configuring DNP3 Layer Settings in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual. Use CROB
Count field = 1.

Configure the SCADAPack x70 device with two digital objects with DNP3 configurations as
follows:

Digital object 1:

· DNP3 Point Number as the single binary object point index for the Trip/Close operation

· Static Group and Variation as g12v1, g10v2 Complementary (single-index) Trip

· Point Data Class for a Controlling Station as a DNP3 Class if you want to report output status,
or as Local if you don’t

Digital object 2:

· DNP3 Point Number the same as Digital Object 1 for the Trip/Close operation

· Static Group and Variation as g12v1, g10v2 Complementary (single-index) Close

· Point Data Class setting is not available (see Digital Object 1 configuration)

Application Tip: 

Geo SCADA Expert DNP3 driver supports both DNP3 Binary Output Activation and
Complementary models. 

When using the two-output activation model with SCADAPack x70 devices, configure either:

· A DNP3 > Generic > Pulse (Trip-Close) object with separate DNP3 point index addresses, or

· Two SCADAPack x70 > Digital Configuration objects and a SCADAPack x70 > DNP3 > Pulse
(Trip-Close) object

When using the two-output complementary model with SCADAPack x70 devices, configure:

· A DNP3 > Generic > Pulse (Trip-Close) object with the same DNP3 point index address for
both Trip and Close operations

Canceling a Pulse Control

The SCADAPack x70 device supports the DNP3 CROB Clear control. When a pulse control is
executing, the reception of a DNP3 CROB control with the Clear field set causes the pulse
timing to be stopped and the output to be returned to its resting state. This is particularly useful
for digital outputs or internal digital objects where a previous CROB was received with a long
pulse time, or multiple pulses.

Application Tip: 

Geo SCADA Expert DNP3 driver supports the canceling of a long duration or repeated pulse
control. Use the Abort method on a Geo SCADA Expert pulse object to cancel an in-progress
executing pulse control.
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7.3.9 Binary Output Status and Events

When a SCADAPack x70 digital object’s value is updated (by any source) its value may be
reported by the DNP3 Outstation. It can be reported as its current value through a DNP3 integrity
poll or point range read as a DNP3 Binary Output Status object. A DNP3 group 10 object type
will be reported according to the SCADAPack x70 object Static Group and Variation
configuration. For example:

In addition, you can use a DNP3 Binary Output Event object to report a modified digital output
value if the Controlling Station supports it. The binary output event will be timestamped, in
accordance with the SCADAPack x70 device’s DNP3 > Events > Generate Digital Output
Events setting. The event Class for the DNP3 object is set by the SCADAPack x70 object Point
Data Class configuration. For example:

Application Tip:

Where supported by a DNP3 Controlling Station (e.g., Geo SCADA Expert), output events can
provide a simple but powerful way to notify and coordinate changes in output values. For
example, a control state modified by a local HMI or other process can be updated back to a
SCADA Host; and similarly, the control state modified by the SCADA Host can be updated back
to a local HMI, with no additional logic coding or objects.

7.3.10 Analog Output Controls

A DNP3 Analog output object control is sent by a DNP3 Controlling Station using one of the
DNP3 Analog Output objects (also known as group 41 objects).
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Integer Controls

Controls sent to a SCADAPack x70 using DNP3 Analog Output object g41v1 sets a 32-bit
signed integer value in a SCADAPack x70 analog object. This value updates the Raw (signed
integer) value of the SCADAPack x70 object to the DNP3 controlled value. The SCADAPack x70
object automatically applies the configured scaling in the object and simultaneously updates the
Engineering (floating point) value of the object. 

Controls sent to a SCADAPack x70 using DNP3 Analog Output object g41v2 sets a 16-bit
signed integer value in a SCADAPack x70 analog object. This value updates the Raw (signed
integer) value of the object, automatically applying scaling to set the Engineering (floating point)
value, as above.

Floating Point Control

Controls sent to a SCADAPack x70 using DNP3 Analog Output object g41v3 sets a 32-bit
single-precision floating point value in a SCADAPack x70 analog object. This value updates the
Engineering (floating point) value of the SCADAPack x70 object to the DNP3 controlled value.
The SCADAPack x70 object automatically applies the configured scaling in the object and
simultaneously updates the Raw (integer) value of the object. 

When the value of the SCADAPack x70 object is set, either the Raw or the Engineering value of
the object can be used by other services in the SCADAPack x70 device (e.g. in logic, exposed
to other remote protocols, etc).

7.3.11 Analog Output Status and Events

When a SCADAPack x70 analog object’s value is updated (by any source) its value may be
reported by the DNP3 Outstation. It can be reported as its current value through a DNP3 integrity
poll or point range read as a DNP3 Analog Output Status object. A DNP3 group 40 object type
will be reported according to the SCADAPack x70 object Static Group and Variation
configuration. For example:

In addition, you can use a DNP3 Analog Output Event object to report a modified analog output
value, if the Controlling Station supports it. The format of the DNP3 object reported for the analog
output event will be compatible with the Static Group and Variation configuration. The analog
output event will be timestamped, in accordance with the SCADAPack x70 device’s DNP3 >
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Events > Generate Analog Output/Float Output Events setting. The event Class for the
DNP3 object is set by the SCADAPack x70 object Point Data Class configuration. For
example:

Application Tip:

Where supported by a DNP3 Controlling Station (e.g., Geo SCADA Expert), output events can
provide a simple but powerful way to notify and coordinate changes in output values. For
example, a setpoint modified by a local HMI or other process can be updated back to a SCADA
Host; and similarly, a setpoint modified by the SCADA Host can be updated back to a local
HMI, with no additional logic coding or objects.

7.3.12 Group 0 Device Attributes

SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Outstation provides nameplate and attribute information for DNP3
Controlling Stations through DNP3 Group 0 attribute objects. From these attributes the DNP3
Controlling Station can collect information about the device without having to have the user map
this information through RTU objects into DNP3 data points. 

This information includes:

· Device location, name and asset ID

· Device manufacturer name, product name, software version, and hardware version

· Protocol support

o DNP3 subset level supported

o Secure Authentication version supported

o Maximum number of outputs in a control request

o Analog and Binary input events support (SCADAPack x70: YES)

o Analog and Binary output events support (SCADAPack x70: YES)

o Counter event support (SCADAPack x70: YES)

o Double bit binary input support (SCADAPack x70: NO)

o Frozen counter and event support (SCADAPack x70: NO)

o Maximum point indexes

o Maximum transmit and receive fragment size

· Clock accuracy
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· Number of configured points

See the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Device Profile for details on the available DNP3 device attribute
objects.

See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files, and your Controlling Station’s
DNP3 device profile. 

7.3.13 Resetting and Presetting Counters

The SCADAPack x70 operating as a DNP3 Outstation supports the following DNP3 function
codes for managing counter object values.

Function
Code 

Name Description

15 Initialize
data

Clears (sets to 0) the value of the SCADAPack x70 counter
objects with the specified DNP3 point number(s).

The value of SCADAPack x70 counter objects available to logic
and protocols (and whether associated with a physical counter
input, or not) may be cleared. Some special applications use a
counter value for physical inputs that cannot be cleared (e.g.
Realflo). In these cases, the counter value available to logic and
protocols can continue to be cleared while the value available to
the special application does not clear when this command is
applied to the same counter.

1 Read Used when reading the current value and status of SCADAPack
x70 counter objects configured with a DNP3 point number. 

Where a special application uses a counter value for physical
inputs that cannot be cleared or written (e.g. Realflo), the
counter value read by DNP3 may differ from the value available
to the special application (when the value is initialized or
written).

2 Write Used when presetting or clearing (setting to 0) the value of
SCADAPack x70 counter objects configured with a DNP3 point
number.

The value of SCADAPack x70 counter objects available to logic
and protocols (and whether associated with a physical counter
input, or not) may be set (written). Some special applications
use a counter value for physical inputs that cannot be written
(e.g. Realflo). In these cases, the counter value available to logic
and protocols can continue to be written while the value available
to the special application does not change when this command
is applied to the same counter.

See the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Device Profile for details on Function Codes, Group, Variation
and Qualifiers supported for Counter objects.
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See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files, and your Controlling Station’s
DNP3 device profile. 

7.3.14 Event Deviation Changes by a DNP3 Controlling Station

A DNP3 Controlling Station that supports DNP3 Analog Input Deadband objects (DNP3 group 34
objects) can read or change the Event Deviation parameter for a SCADAPack x70 analog
object. The Event Deviation is used to detect changes in an analog object's current value,
affecting when an event is generated for the analog value. The Event Deviation is initially set
through the Event Deviation parameter in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software. 

A SCADAPack x70 device that is operating as a DNP3 Outstation supports event deviation
changes by a DNP3 Controlling Station.

A SCADAPack x70 device that is operating as a DNP3 Controlling Station cannot make event
deviation changes on a DNP3 Outstation.

How it works

DNP3 Analog Input Deadband read and write requests can be used on analog objects whose
DNP3 Static Group and Variation parameter is set to one of the analog input options. 

The table below summarizes the effect of DNP3 Analog Input Deadband requests on an analog
object’s Event Deviation parameter. The change remains in effect even after the device is
restarted.

DNP3 Analog
Input Deadband
Request

Effect on Event Deviation Parameter Setting

Read No effect. Returns the value of the analog object’s configured Event
Deviation parameter

Write Changes the analog object’s Event Deviation parameter setting to the
specified value

The Event Deviation Type and the Analog Input Deadband object type affect how the Event
Deviation parameter is presented or updated. The table below summarizes the relationships
between the Event Deviation Type and the Analog Input Deadband object type.

SCADAPack
x70 Analog
Object

Event
Deviation
Type

DNP3 Analog Input Deadband
Object Type

Effect on SCADAPack x70 Event
Deviation Setting

Percentage of
Span

DNP3 object 34 variation 1 
(16-bit integer deadband)

Deviation configuration = DNP3
deadband value / (Raw Maximum –
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Raw Minimum) * 100%DNP3 object 34 variation 2 
(32-bit integer deadband)

DNP3 object 34 variation 3 
(32-bit floating point deadband)

Deviation configuration = DNP3
deadband value / (Eng Maximum –
Eng Minimum) * 100% 

Absolute DNP3 object 34 variation 1, 2, 3 Deviation configuration = DNP3
deadband value

Integration DNP3 object 34 variation 1, 2, 3  Deviation configuration = DNP3

deadband value

None (default) DNP3 object 34 variation 1, 2, 3 No change made to the Deviation
configuration

For more information about support for DNP3 Analog Input Deadband objects, see the DNP3
Device Profile.

See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files, and your Controlling Station’s
DNP3 device profile. 

Restrictions

Geo SCADA Expert does not support generating DNP3 Analog Input Deadband requests. Modify
the configuration for the SCADAPack x70 device instead.

7.3.15 Point Data Class Changes by a DNP3 Controlling Station

A DNP3 Controlling Station that supports DNP3 Assign Class function code (22) can change the
Point Data Class parameter for a SCADAPack x70 object. The Point Data Class parameter
determines the class for event data that the DNP3 Outstation reports to the DNP3 Controlling
Station for the SCADAPack x70 object. The Point Data Class parameter is initially set through
the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. For more information see the DNP3
Point Data Class Parameters topic in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

A SCADAPack x70 device that is operating as a DNP3 Outstation supports point data class
changes by a DNP3 Controlling Station.

A SCADAPack x70 device that is operating as a DNP3 Controlling Station cannot make point
data class changes on a DNP3 Outstation.

How it works

· The DNP3 Assign Class function changes the setting for the Point Data Class parameter in
the SCADAPack x70 object database. The change remains in effect even after the device is
restarted. 
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· The DNP3 Assign Class function does not change the unsolicited setting for the DNP3 point.
However, unsolicited messages may be affected by Point Data Class changes, as described
below.

The table below summarizes the effect of the DNP3 Assign Class function code on each Point
Data Class setting.

Original DNP3 Point
Data Class Setting

DNP3 Assign Class
Request

Effect on the DNP3 Point Data Class
Setting

Local Change to Class 0, 1, 2, or
3

No effect.

Class 0 Change to Class 1, 2, or 3 Changes the DNP3 Point Data Class
parameter to the requested class. 

The DNP3 point now generates events
and unsolicited messages based on
the settings configured in the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software.

Class 1, 2, or 3 Change to Class 0 Changes the DNP3 Point Data Class
parameter to Class 0. 

The DNP3 point no longer generates
events or sends unsolicited messages,
even if unsolicited messages are
enabled for this object.

The DNP3 point is reported in Class 0
requests, such as integrity polls. 

Class 1, 2, or 3 Change to Class 1, 2, or 3 Changes the DNP3 Point Data Class
parameter to the requested class.

The DNP3 point generates events and
unsolicited messages based on the
settings configured in the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software.

Restrictions

· A DNP3 Controlling Station can only change the Point Data Class parameter with which it is
associated. For example, Controlling Station 2 can only change the Point Data Class
parameter for Controlling Station 2.

· DNP3 Assign Class requests can be issued for objects other than analog and binary DNP3
points. However, SCADAPack x70 devices do not support DNP3 Assign Class requests on
file, string or virtual terminal objects. For more information about support for the DNP3 Assign
Class function, see the DNP3 Device Profile for the SCADAPack x70. 
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· See DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for links to the XML files, and your Controlling
Station's DNP3 device profile. 

· Geo SCADA Expert does not support generating DNP3 Assign Class requests. Modify the
configuration of the SCADAPack x70 device instead.

7.3.16 Internal Indication IIN Flags

DNP3 Outstations include Internal Indication (IIN) flags in every response message to DNP3
Controlling Stations to signal SCADAPack x70 device information to the DNP3 Controlling
Station.

IIN flags first byte (device status)

Bit # Status Indication
Meaning on
SCADAPack x70
Device

Set When Cleared When

IIN1.0 Broadcast message
received

The SCADAPack x70
device receives a
broadcast message

The flag has been
reported in a response
fragment

IIN1.1 Class 1 event data
available

There is buffered Class
1 event data in the
SCADAPack x70
device event list for
this Controlling Station

Class 1 events have
been cleared from the
event list for this
Controlling Station

IIN1.2 Class 2 event data
available

There is buffered Class
2 event data in the
SCADAPack x70
device event list for
this Controlling Station

Class 2 events have
been cleared from the
event list for this
Controlling Station

IIN1.3 Class 3 event data
available

There is buffered Class
3 event data in the
SCADAPack x70
device event list for
this data

Class 3 events have
been cleared from the
event list for this
Controlling Station

IIN1.4 Time
synchronization
required

 

The Time Update
Request Rate timer
has expired on the
SCADAPack x70
device

The SCADAPack x70
device time is set by a
DNP3 write request 

IIN1.5 Device has Forced
data

 

One or more of the
SCADAPack x70
device objects or logic

 No objects and no
logic variables are
being forced on the
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variables are in a
Forced state, reporting
or operating with
overridden data

SCADAPack x70
device

IIN1.6 Device trouble
indication

The SCADAPack x70
device sets this flag
when one or more of
the following
conditions occur:

· Memory battery
voltage is low

· System real time
clock is not
operational

· The memory battery
is replaced

· The device restarts
and the clock
operation is normal

IIN1.7 Device has restarted

 

 

The SCADAPack x70
device starts up or its
DNP3 driver is
initialized, requiring
the DNP3 Controlling
Station to re-establish
communication

The DNP3 Controlling
Station uses a DNP3
write request to clear
the flag

IIN flags second byte (request status)

Bit # Status Indication
Meaning on
SCADAPack x70
Device

Set When Cleared When

IIN2.0 Function Code not
implemented

 

The corresponding
request message used
a DNP3 Function Code
that is not supported by
the SCADAPack x70
device.

This condition
commonly occurs
when:

· An Enable
Unsolicited request
is received from a
DNP3 Controlling
Station, but the
SCADAPack

Next response does
not have one of
these conditions
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configuration does
not have Unsolicited
Response operation
enabled

· A DNP3 Secure
Authentication
request is received
from a DNP3
Controlling Station,
but a DNP3 Secure
Authentication
license is not loaded
on the SCADAPack

For more information,
see the DNP3
Outstation Device
Profile. See DNP3
Outstation Device
Profile  and DNP3
Controlling Station
Device Profile  for
links to the XML files.

IIN2.1 Requested object(s)
unknown

 

The corresponding
request message used
a DNP3 Object or
Variation that is not
supported by the
SCADAPack x70
device.

For more information,
see the DNP3
Outstation Device
Profile. See DNP3
Outstation Device
Profile  for links to
the XML files.

Next response does
not have this
condition

IIN2.2 Qualifier, range or
data parameters
invalid or out of range

The corresponding
request message used
a DNP3 Qualifier Code,
a DNP3 point index, or
a point index range that
is not supported by the
SCADAPack x70
device.

For more information,
see the DNP3

Next response does
not have this
condition
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Outstation Device
Profile. See DNP3
Outstation Device
Profile  for links to
the XML files.

IIN2.3 Event buffer overflow Event data has been
automatically removed
from the SCADAPack
x70 device due to event
list overflow

Event data has been
transmitted by the
DNP3 Outstation
and confirmation of
its receipt has been
received from the
DNP3 Controlling
Station

IIN2.4 Requested operation
is already executing

 

This IIN flag is not used
by the SCADAPack
x70 device

IIN2.5 Configuration corrupt

 

One of the following
conditions occurs:

· The SCADAPack
x70 device has no
configuration

· The SCADAPack
x70 device detects
an invalid
configuration while
activating a
configuration change

· The SCADAPack
x70 device detects
an invalid
configuration while
verifying the
database during
startup

Configuration has
been successfully
applied to the
SCADAPack x70
device

IIN2.6 Reserved (0) Always 0

IIN2.7 Reserved (0) Always 0

7.3.17 DNP3 Outstation Reference Information

This section provides reference information for the following:

· DNP3 Outstation Device Profile

· Static Data Requests from a DNP3 Controlling Station
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· Read Requests for Objects With a Specific DNP3 Point Range

· DNP3 Protocol Codes

7.3.17.1 DNP3 Outstation Device Profile

A DNP3 Device Profile document describes the DNP3 protocol features supported by a specific
device. 

The device profile for the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Outstation is provided in XML format.
SCADAPack x70 devices support two types of XML device profiles:

· XML capabilities device profile

· XML configuration data device profile

XML capabilities device profile

The XML capabilities device profile is the device profile that is installed with the SCADAPack x70
software. You can use this profile to see the DNP3 Outstation features supported by the
SCADAPack x70. You can also compare this profile with the DNP3 Controlling Station Device
Profile for the Controlling Station, SCADA Host, or Data Concentrator to which you will connect
this SCADAPack x70 device. This allows you to select a set of interoperable features supported
by both the Controlling Station and the SCADAPack x70 device.

The files needed to view the DNP Outstation device profile in HTML format are installed in the
following folder when you install the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software:

· 64-bit systems: C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help\DNP3
Outstation

· 32-bit systems: C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help\DNP3 Outstation

When you open the DNP3 device profile file, it is automatically translated and opened in the
default web browser as an HTML file.

· For the SCADAPack 57x DNP3 device Outstation profile, see the SCADAPack57x DNP3
device Outstation profile manual

· For the SCADAPack 47x DNP3 device Outstation profile, see the SCADAPack47x DNP3
device Outstation profile manual

XML configuration data device profile

The XML configuration data device profile is generated dynamically by the SCADAPack x70
device. This profile can be uploaded from the SCADAPack x70 device. It is generated when the
dnpDPCfg.xml file is requested using DNP3 file transfer. You can use this profile to determine
the configured settings in the SCADAPack x70 device.

To read and display the device profile

1. Navigate to one of the following:

· 64-bit systems: C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help\DNP3
Outstation
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· 32-bit systems: C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help\DNP3
Outstation

2. Right-click the DNP3 Outstation folder and select Properties.

3. On the General tab, click to clear the Read-only attribute.

4. Click OK and, in the pop-up dialog, click OK again.

5. Copy the DNP3 Outstation folder to a writable location.

6. Open a project in SCADAPack RemoteConnect, or create a new project.

7. Under My Network, right-click SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and
select Go Online.

8. Under My Network, right-click SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  and
select Additional Functions > Read File from Device.

9. Click Browse and browse the folder where you copied the files in step 1 above.

10. In the File name field type dnpDPCfg.xml.

11. Click Save.

12. Click Ok.

13. Locate the downloaded dnpDPCfg.xml file and open it.

When you open the dnpDPCfg.xml file, it is automatically opened in the default web browser
and translated to HTML format.

7.3.17.2 Static Data Requests from a DNP3 Controlling Station

A DNP3 Controlling Station can request static (current value) data from a DNP3 Outstation in
several ways. 

For example:

· Read requests that include a Class 0 object

· Read requests for data objects with a specific DNP3 point range

A SCADAPack x70 device operating as a DNP3 Outstation responds to requests from a DNP3
Controlling Station with values from SCADAPack x70 objects. Dependent on configuration and
the request, a response may include:

· DNP3 Binary input object state and quality flags (from SCADAPack x70 digital objects)

· DNP3 Analog input object integer value (from SCADAPack x70 analog object raw values) and
quality flags

· DNP3 Analog input object floating point value (from SCADAPack x70 analog object
engineering values) and quality flags

· DNP3 Counter input object integer value and quality flags (from SCADAPack x70 counter
objects)

· DNP3 Binary output object state and quality flags (from SCADAPack x70 Digital objects)
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· DNP3 Analog output object integer value (from SCADAPack x70 analog object raw values) and
quality flags

· DNP3 Analog output object floating point value (from SCADAPack x70 analog object
engineering values) and quality flags

7.3.17.3 Read Requests for Objects With a Specific DNP3 Point Range

A request for data in a specific DNP3 point-range requires the DNP3 Controlling Station to know
in advance what it is going to request, and it requires the DNP3 points requested to be
configured in the DNP3 Outstation. Supporting this functionality on a DNP3 Outstation device is
a DNP3 Subset Level 3 minimum requirement. The SCADAPack x70 device supports DNP3
Subset Level 4 and so supports this functionality.

This functionality can be used by a DNP3 Controlling Station, such as a SCADA Host, to collect
specific data ranges (usually as a specific supplement to Class polling requests). Or it can be
used by a DNP3 peer device requesting a specific set of data (usually for coordination between
remote sites). For example, Geo SCADA Expert refers to this as a Level 3 Scan. SCADAPack
x70 devices can generate DNP3 point-range requests using DNP3 Peer logic function blocks.

The SCADAPack x70 device returns a response for requests for data specified in a DNP3 point
range in the format requested by the DNP3 Controlling Station or DNP3 peer device. The format
is specified by DNP3 group and variation in the request. Where the request is for DNP3 variation
0 (any variation), data is returned in the format configured in the SCADAPack x70 object’s DNP3
Static Group and Variation. 

Application Tip

Class 0 data should not be requested in isolation by a Controlling Station unless there will be no
event reporting between the SCADAPack x70 device and the Controlling Station. While Geo
SCADA Expert Outstation objects supports a Poll Type configuration of Class 0 Only, this is
intended for use in rare circumstances where only current values are required (e.g. for Geo
SCADA Expert connected locally to a device for current values only). Do not use this mode
where normal DNP3 event class polling or unsolicited reporting is used with the SCADAPack
x70 device.

See: Read Requests that Include a Class 0 Object

7.3.17.3.1 Read Requests that Include a Class 0 Object

When a SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Outstation receives a read request that includes a Class 0
object, it responds with static (current value) object data for all SCADAPack x70 objects
configured with a DNP3 Point Address and a Point Data Class of Class 0 (Static), Class 1,
Class 2, or Class 3. The configuration of the DNP3 Static Group and Variation parameter for
each SCADAPack x70 object determines the format of the point data returned by DNP3. A
Class 0 request is typically included in a request along with Class 1, 2, and 3 event data. This
type of request is known as an Integrity Poll. 

7.3.17.4 DNP3 Protocol Codes

The topics in this section describe the protocol codes that may be included in transmitted DNP3
messages:

· DNP3 Function Codes
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· DNP3 Qualifier Codes

· DNP3 Control Relay Output Block Codes

· DNP3 Control Object Codes

DNP3 Function Codes

The following table summarizes the DNP3 function codes used by SCADAPack x70 devices.

Decimal Hex Description

0 00 Confirm

1 01 Read

2 02 Write

3 03 Select

4 04 Operate

5 05 Direct Operate

6 06 Direct Operate no Acknowledge

13 0D Cold Restart

14 0E Warm Restart

15 0F Initialize Data

20 14 Enable Unsolicited Messages

21 15 Disable Unsolicited Messages

23 17 Delay Measurement

24 18 Record Current Time

25 19 Open File

26 1A Close File

27 1B Delete File

28 1C Get File Information

30 1E Abort File
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32 20 Authentication Request

33 21 Authentication Error

129 81 Response

130 82 Unsolicited Message

131 83 Authentication Response

DNP3 Qualifier Codes

The following table summarizes the DNP3 qualifier codes used by SCADAPack x70 devices.

Hex Description

00 8-bit stop and start indices in the range field

01 16-bit stop and start indices in the range field

06 Every object of a given type (no range field)

07 8-bit single field quantity

08 16-bit single field quantity

17 8-bit quantity of 8-bit indexes list

28 16-bit quantity of 16-bit indexes list

5B 8-bit quantity of 16-bit length free format object headers

DNP3 Control Relay Output Block Codes

The following table summarizes the DNP3 Control Relay Output Block (CROB) codes used by
SCADAPack x70 devices.

Hex Description

01 Pulse On

02 Pulse Off
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03 Latch On

04 Latch Off

20 Clear

41 Trip (Pulse
On)

Trip and Close on SCADAPack x70 devices may be used with
different DNP3 point numbers (two output pulse different point
number activation model), or with a single DNP3 point number
(two output pulse single point number complementary model).81 Close

(Pulse On)

DNP3 Control Object Codes

The following control object status code values are applicable to the status byte of DNP3 Binary
output and analog output control objects, returned in DNP3 responses.

See the DNP3 Outstation Device Profile  for the DNP3 control objects supported by the
SCADAPack x70 device and links to the XML files.

Control
Status Code

Description

0 Request accepted, initiated, or queued

1 Request not accepted as Select Arm Timeout has expired

2 Request not accepted as no previous matching Select was received to this
Operate

3 Request not accepted as there was invalid formatting in control request

4 Control operation not supported for this DNP3 point

5 Request not accepted, as DNP3 point is already active (for example,
attempting to control an output when an IEC 61131-3 application has control of
the object, or a control action is still in progress on the object)

6 Request not accepted because of control hardware

7 Request not accepted because the object is being locally Forced

8 Request not accepted because too many DNP3 controls appeared in the
same request

9 Request not accepted because of insufficient authorization
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10 Request not accepted because it was disallowed by a local automation
process

11 Request not accepted because the device cannot process any more activities
than are presently in progress

12 Request not accepted because the value is outside the acceptable range for
this DNP3 point

13 to 127 Undefined

7.4 Using DNP3 with TCP/IP Communications

DNP3 protocol operation over TCP/IP conforms with the DNP3 specification. DNP3 dual end-
point communication is supported by SCADAPack x70 devices using TCP and UDP.

The SCADAPack x70 device includes a UDP socket listener and a TCP socket listener for
DNP3 communications. The sockets listened for are identified by the Default DNP3 Port
parameter setting in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software. Communication
on both UDP and TCP sockets can be active simultaneously, and multiple external TCP/IP
devices can concurrently request connections to the TCP socket or send datagrams to the UDP
socket.

For conformance with IEEE 1815 DNP3 specification and test procedures, the SCADAPack x70
device supports a DNP3 UDP Broadcast listener. This facility is not normally used with
SCADAPack x70 devices and is disabled by default. To use the DNP3 UDP broadcast listener,
enable it in RemoteConnect IP Communication > Services.

Using TCP/IP links across local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs),
particularly PPP links on WANs, can introduce delays when transporting DNP3 frames. In these
cases, consider increasing the timeouts in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software. 

See: DNP3 Status Associations

7.4.1 DNP3 Status Associations

A DNP3 association is a representation of a logical connection between a DNP3 Controlling
Station device and a DNP3 Outstation device where an IP connection between the two is
involved. An association maintains state information associated with the logical connection.
DNP3 protocol internal states are managed internally by the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 driver.
Additional state information of logical DNP3 connections over IP links is available for diagnosing
DNP3 network connections.

DNP3 associations are applicable to communication across all IP interfaces including Ethernet
interfaces, PPP/TCPIP serial channels, and the USB device port. 

DNP3 TCP keep-alive messages are issued on active DNP3 connections using TCP transport,
according to the configured keep-alive interval. The RemoteConnect SCADAPack x70
Configuration > DNP3 > Outstation > Layer Settings > Ethernet Link Layer Setup for the
DNP3/TCP Keep-Alive configuration applies to DNP3 communication over any IP connection. I.e.
over Ethernet, PPP/TCPIP and USB channels. 
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Under certain circumstances, in addition to these regular keep-alive messages, an association
that is experiencing communication difficulties also triggers the transmission of a DNP3 TCP
keep-alive message. When a DNP3 TCP keep-alive message is unsuccessful, it triggers the
closure of a DNP3 channel. This prompts the deactivation of any associations using that
channel.

The command line STATUS ASSOCIATION command displays DNP3 IP associations. See
<SCADAPack Operations Technical Reference > Command Line Operations > Status
Commands > STATUS ASSOCIATIONS: Display DNP3 IP Associations>

The following information is displayed for each association: 

· Association type: Local Associations , Paired Routing Associations , Solitary Routing
Associations

· Local or source DNP3 address. The local address is the SCADAPack x70 device DNP3
address.

· Remote or destination DNP3 address

· Remote or destination IP address

· IP connection type: TCP or UDP

· Socket or port number:

o The TCP socket number varies depending on the current connection

o The UDP port number is typically 20000

· Time since last activity on the association (hours:minutes:seconds)

· The current state of the association  

· The maximum number of DNP3 association entries is 100

7.4.1.1 Local Associations

Local associations track the status of DNP3 over IP communications between two nodes where
one of the nodes is the local SCADAPack x70 device. If the device has multi-client functionality
enabled and configured, then the local device is any of the configured DNP3 Outstations.

The protocol stack communications and connection management configuration for local
associations is shown in the figure below:
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7.4.1.2 Paired Routing Associations

Paired routing associations are routing associations between 2 nodes, neither of which is the
local SCADAPack x70 device. The local device performs DNP3 routing on behalf of the other
devices. There are two associations, one for each transmission direction between the 2 devices.

The protocol stack communications and connection management configuration for paired routing
associations is shown below:
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7.4.1.3 Solitary Routing Associations

Solitary routing associations are like Paired Routing Associations . Solitary routing
associations apply to a single pair of nodes, neither of which is the local SCADAPack x70
device. One node in the pair is connected serially, and the other node is connected over IP. The
solitary routing association stores the information that is required to communicate with the
device connected over IP. Association for the serially connected node is not necessary. The
required information is stored in the DNP3 route table.

The protocol stack communications and connection management configuration for solitary
routing associations is shown in the figure below:
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7.4.1.4 DNP3 Association States

The DNP3 association types can have the association states described below.

Active

The association is complete and fully operational.

Pair pending

This state is valid for Paired Routing Associations  only. The first association of a pair of
routing associations is set to “Pair pending” when the second association is not correctly set up.
Once the second association is correctly set up, the “Pair pending” association changes to
“Active”.

Inactive

The association is inactive, typically because the socket is closed. New outgoing traffic that
needs this association can usually trigger negotiation of a new socket. This action moves the
association to the “No Socket” state. Incoming traffic needs to establish a new socket before it
can be received. This moves the association to the “Active” state.
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No socket

The association has been set up, but is waiting for the TCP/IP stack to successfully negotiate
with the other device to establish a socket. After the socket is established, the association
moves to the “Active” state.

7.5 DNP3 Routing

SCADAPack x70 devices can be configured as a DNP3 Router. Unique characteristic of a
SCADAPack DNP3 router include its ability to:

· Route (forward) DNP3 message not destined to this device, using rules defined within a DNP3
Routing Table

· Use the message source and destination addressing information in every DNP3 data link
frame

DNP3 messages received by the SCADAPack x70, for which there is no matching routing rule,
are discarded.

For flexibility, SCADAPack x70 DNP3 routing rules are configured for combinations of Source
port, Source address range, and Destination address range. A received message matching
these criteria are forwarded to the configured Destination Port using the configured Connection
information. 

DNP3 routes are configured for two reasons:

1. When a direct communication link between source and destination DNP3 devices cannot be
established. This can occur due to different physical layers on two communication
segments, for example

2. When additional connection information is required between source and destination DNP3
devices

For example, the physical network between a DNP3 Controlling Station / SCADA host and the
DNP3 router could be an Ethernet connection, while the physical layer between the DNP3 router
and the remote DNP3 Outstation devices could be an RS-232 radio connection. In this case a
DNP3 route is needed for groups of DNP3 Outstation device addresses to indicate the
SCADAPack x70 serial port on which they can communicate. An additional DNP3 route is
needed for the Controlling Station / SCADA Host including its IP address, so that responses
from the remote DNP3 Outstation devices can be sent to the IP address corresponding to the
Controlling Station’s DNP3 address.

Design of DNP3 networks should consider the DNP3 device addresses, so that similar device
addresses can utilize the same DNP3 route (as each route entry can deal with a source address
range and a destination address range).

See:

· Configuring DNP3 Routing

· DNP3 Routing over TCP/IP

· DNP3 Routing Rules
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7.5.1 Configuring DNP3 Routing

This section includes topics that describe the following DNP3 networking concepts:

· Static, fixed, and dynamic routes

· DNP3 routing table tips

Static, fixed, and dynamic routes

The entries in the DNP3 Routing Table in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software tell the SCADAPack x70 device how to route DNP3 packets from one device to
another. Typically, only a small number of devices in a DNP3 network need to route frames on
behalf of other devices. 

SCADAPack x70 devices sending unsolicited responses to one or more Controlling Stations via
an IP network similarly need a DNP3 route to provide the IP address for each Controlling Station.

SCADAPack x70 devices sending peer messages to one or more peer devices also need a
DNP3 route for a peer device, or a group of peer devices, indicating communication interface
and/or IP address.

In the SCADAPack RemoteConnect DNP3 Routing Table, two types of DNP3 routes can be
configured:

· Static routes

· Fixed routes

Another type of route is managed automatically by the SCADAPack x70 device:

· Dynamic routes

DNP3 routing table tips

· The SCADAPack x70 internal DNP3 Routing Table can contain up to a maximum of 100
routing entries for all route types, combined

· Source and Destination addresses are configured as ranges to encourage grouping of routing
conditions for a group of DNP3 addresses in a single route entry

· Allow several spare routing entries for the automatic creation of Dynamic routing entries in the
table. E.g. limit the number of Peer nodes and remote DNP3 devices for the DNP3 Data
Concentrator Client to a total of approximately 90 route entries. This allows for several routes
for the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Outstation communication to a Controlling Station, and several
spares for dynamic routes.

Static routes

Static routes are configured in the DNP3 Routing Table and are maintained in non-volatile
memory by the SCADAPack x70 device. A static route can have one of two status
configurations:

· On Static
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o The route is enabled. DNP3 frames will be forwarded according to the rules described by the

route.

o Static route destination connection information for a device will be automatically updated if

the SCADAPack x70 device receives a message from a device with different source
connection information (e.g. IP address, UDP port number, etc) than that configured in its
destination route. This allows the SCADAPack x70 device to return messages back to a
device using its most recent connection information.

Application Tip:

Use this type of route with Geo SCADA Expert Controlling Station where communication
from Main/Standby or Triple Standby systems may change-over, using a new source IP
address. This type of route automatically tracks changes in Geo SCADA Expert server
source IP address. 

o Where an On Static route is defined, a dynamic route with reversed source/destination

information may be created automatically to allow return messages to be routed back to a
device

· Off Static

o The route is disabled. The rules described by the route are not used to forward DNP3

frames.

o Route connection information is not updated

o Off Static routes can be useful for specifying multi-path/back-up link routing information and

used in conjunction with the SCADAPack x70 logic DNP3Route_SelectOnline function
block. This function block can change route entries between Off Static and On Static
states.

The Source Port, Source Start, and Source End parameters for static routes can often stay at
their default values. Common settings are Any Port and 0 to 65519 respectively, meaning the
packet can originate anywhere in the network and be routed by this device. Store and forward
routing in some network architectures, for example, can make use of the source information. The
source parameters can also be used to partition networks and to stop SCADAPack x70 devices
on different networks from communicating with each other.

Static routes require a Connect Number configuration for devices using the following port types:

· Ethernet ports and PPP/TCPIP serial ports 

o The Connect Number should be configured with the IP address of the destination DNP3

device. The Connect Number for static IP routes may be updated when a DNP3 message
is received from the source DNP3 device. The updated Connect Number can include the IP
address, IP transport (TCP or UDP) and/or the UDP port number. 

o See DNP3 routing Table Entry Parameters:Connect Number in the SCADAPack x70

Configuration manual

· Modem serial ports

o The Connect Number should be configured with the PSTN or GSM phone number

Static routes can be useful, for example, when the IP address for a source device, such as a
redundant DNP3 Controlling Station, may change. They can also be useful for predefining DNP3
routes for multiple communication links (back-up paths for example) allowing logic to make
decisions about switching active links off and alternate links on. 
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If a fixed IP address and port number are required for a DNP3 route, use a Fixed Route.

Fixed routes

Fixed routes are like static routes except that the destination Connect Number field is not
updated by the SCADAPack x70 device when a DNP3 message is received with different
connection information. A Fixed route can have one of two status configurations:

· On Fixed

o The route is enabled. DNP3 frames will be forwarded according to the rules described by the

route.

o Fixed route destination connection information is not updated if the SCADAPack x70 device

receives a message with different source connection information

· Off Fixed

o The route is disabled. The rules described by the route are not used to forward DNP3

frames.

Dynamic routes

The SCADAPack x70 device can automatically create dynamic route entries under certain
circumstances. For example, if an outbound packet is routed to a known device, but no static
route entry exists for the return route path, then the SCADAPack x70 device creates an online
dynamic route entry for the return route. Without a return route, the SCADAPack x70 device
would not be able to route the reply to the sender. 

It is better if static routes are configured for all return paths because the SCADAPack x70 device
processes static routes more efficiently than dynamic routes.

Dynamic routes are most commonly used when automatically created for devices that move
around the DNP3 network, such as SCADAPack RemoteConnect terminals on laptops. Where
multiple RemoteConnect instances are used in a network at the same time, they all need to
have unique DNP3 source address configurations. For more information see DNP3 Data Link
Layer Settings: Local DNP3 address in the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM manual.

Dynamic route entries are added to the internal DNP3 Routing Table in the SCADAPack x70
device. These are not visible in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software.
Dynamic route entries timeout after 5 minutes. New dynamic entries replace older, offline
dynamic routes.

7.5.2 DNP3 Routing over TCP/IP

DNP3 Outstations can use DNP3 over TCP/IP connections to respond to DNP3 Controlling
Station requests on the SCADAPack x70:

· Serial ports with the Port Function parameter set to PPP/TCPIP

· Ethernet ports using TCP/IP

· USB Device port
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In a network of DNP3 nodes separated by IP networks, it is simplest to consider the use of
DNP3 transported over Ethernet TCP/IP, USB, and PPP/TCPIP channels, between devices, as
transparent to DNP3. That is, the architecture can be considered as a set of interconnections in
the same way as a system connected by serial links.

IP address information is added to the DNP3 Routing Table using the Connect Number
parameter. Every other parameter in the DNP3 Routing Table operates in the same way as a
DNP3 serial entry.

When DNP3 frames are routed using TCP/IP, individual routing entries can be added to the
DNP3 Routing Table to override the use of TCP transport, or UDP transport including port
numbers. See DNP3 routing Table Entry Parameters:Connect Number in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual. When overrides are not applied, the DNP3 Application Layer Setup
parameter settings configured in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software are
used as the default communication settings.

7.5.3 DNP3 Routing Rules

Processing priority

If there are multiple DNP3 Routing Table entries that could route the same data link packet, the
processing priority is as follows:

· Route entries are processed in order from the top of the DNP3 Routing Table to the bottom

· Route entries with a status of Off are skipped in the processing order (e.g. Off Static, Off
Fixed, Off Dynamic)

· Route entries are processed in order regardless of whether their Routing Status is Static,
Fixed, or Dynamic

Routing of received frames

Received DNP3 frames are routed according to the following rules:

· If the received frame matches the DNP3 address for this SCADAPack x70 device, the frame is
processed locally

· If the frame is a broadcast frame (65535), it is processed locally

· The DNP3 Routing Table is searched for matching source port, source address, and
destination address parameters. If a matching route entry is found, the frame is forwarded to
the destination port, using the Connect Number information on the destination port

· If a frame is received on a local SCADAPack x70 device port for another DNP3 address, is not
received on the configured DNP3 Controlling Station port, and the route table is empty, the
frame is forwarded to the DNP3 Controlling Station port

· If the above rules are not met, the frame is discarded

7.6 DNP3 Secure Authentication

For firmware versions earlier than 9.7.1, DNP3 Secure Authentication is a licensed feature for the
SCADAPack x70 device. For firmware versions 9.7.1 and later, the feature is always enabled.
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See Managing Licensing and Applying the License File to the Device in the SCADAPack x70
Configuration manual for more information.

Use SCADAPack Security Administrator software to configure the security settings in your
SCADAPack x70 system and generate the security configurations.

The Security Administrator software is licensed and requires an activation code to operate after it
is installed.

DNP3 Secure Authentication version 2 “SAv2” is supported by SCADAPack x70 devices.

This mechanism allows the SCADAPack x70 device to:

· Authenticate critical commands received from a DNP3 Controlling Station (including DNP3
peer devices) 

· Apply authentication to all DNP3 interfaces (serial, Ethernet, PPP/TCPIP serial, USB) and
requests from all DNP3 sources

· Accept configuration changes from authenticated SCADAPack RemoteConnect installations

· Optionally require username / password credentials from RemoteConnect before allowing
configuration actions

For more information see the SCADAPack Security Administrator manual and the SCADAPack
Security Technical Reference.

7.7 DNP3 Controlling Station Operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a DNP3 Controlling Station, it requests
information from DNP3 Outstations. A DNP3 Outstation can be another SCADAPack x70
device, or it can be a different type of device, such as a remote terminal unit (RTU), a
programmable logic controller (PLC), an intelligent electronic device (IED) or other smart device
with DNP3 protocol capability. 

Data received from DNP3 Outstation devices is updated in the SCADAPack x70 device’s object
database. This can include:

· Object values

· Object quality

· Event values, quality and timestamps

· Communication status

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a DNP3 Controlling Station, it can
communicate with approximately 90 DNP3 Outstation devices.

See:

· Choosing the DNP3 Controlling Station Method

· Configuring a DNP3 Data Concentrator Client

· Time Synchronization by a DNP3 Controlling Station

· DNP3 Events in a System Hierarchy

· DNP3 Data Quality in a System Hierarchy
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· DNP3 Controlling Station Device Profile

7.7.1 Choosing the DNP3 Controlling Station Method

Two mechanisms are provided for using a SCADAPack x70 device as a DNP3 Controlling
Station:

· DNP3 Peer Controlling Station

· DNP3 Data Concentrator Client

7.7.1.1 DNP3 Peer Controlling Station

Use the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor’s DNP3 Peer Function Blocks to customize
communication between the SCADAPack x70 device as a DNP3 Controlling Station, and one or
more remote DNP3 Outstation devices.

This is the preferred mechanism for SCADAPack x70 devices to exchange data in a wide area
system. It allows the SCADAPack x70 device to:

· Read data values and quality information from remote DNP3 Outstation devices into
SCADAPack x70 device objects

o The remote DNP3 Outstation devices need to support DNP3 Level 3 read requests (using

qualifier codes 0x00 and 0x01)

· Write data values from SCADAPack x70 objects to remote DNP3 Outstation devices

o The remote DNP3 Outstation devices need to support binary output controls and analog

output controls (using qualifier codes 0x17 and 0x28)

This style of operation is intended to for exchanging small amounts of current value data
between devices, for example for coordinating system control between remote sites.

See DNP3 Peer Communication Function Blocks in the Function Blocks Technical Reference
manual.

7.7.1.2 DNP3 Data Concentrator Client

When operating as a DNP3 Data Concentrator Client, SCADAPack x70 devices can be
configured by SCADAPack RemoteConnect to:
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· Poll DNP3 Outstation devices for static (Class 0) data and Class 1, 2, and 3 event data

· Accept and process events in unsolicited response messages from polled Outstation devices

· Synchronize time in polled Outstation devices

For firmware versions earlier than 9.7.1, DNP3 Data Concentrator Client is a licensed feature for
the SCADAPack x70 device. For firmware versions 9.7.1 and later, the feature is always
enabled. See Managing Licensing and Applying the License File to the Device in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual for more information.

Use SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software to define communications between the
SCADAPack x70 device and one or more remote DNP3 Outstation devices.

This mechanism allows the SCADAPack x70 device to:

· Poll remote DNP3 Outstation devices for current value and event data, integrating data values
and quality, and event values, quality and timestamps, into SCADAPack x70 objects

· Integrated events into the SCADAPack’s DNP3 Outstation event list for access to another
DNP3 Controlling Station in the system

· Send controls from the SCADAPack x70 device objects to remote DNP3 Outstation devices

· Accept unsolicited event responses from remote DNP3 Outstation devices

· Manage initialization of communication with remote DNP3 Outstation devices (e.g. clear
Restart IIN flag)

· Synchronize remote DNP3 Outstation device time with the SCADAPack x70 device system
clock

This style of operation is intended to collect the overall status of an external device and all its
DNP3 data, including buffered event data, into the SCADAPack Data Concentrator Client.
Typically, the data collected from numerous remote DNP3 Outstation devices is then provided to
a SCADA Host or another Data Concentrator Client, in a classical remote SCADA hierarchical
architecture. 

The use of Data Concentrators is not recommended where small amounts of data need to be
exchanged between remote SCADAPack x70 devices. DNP3 peer communications are better
suited for this use. See DNP3 Peer Controlling Station .

Architectures using one or more Data Concentrator Clients in a system may be appropriate
where:

· Multiple protocols are present in a system and a Data Concentrator is providing a focal point
for converting protocols

· A mix of communication types are present in a system and a Data Concentrator provides a
way to isolate varying communication link performance constraints from some Controlling
Station (SCADA hosts)

· A single remote site relies on most of the information from multiple remote sites to make
coordinated control decisions

Many modern systems use SCADA host / DNP3 Controlling Station that can manage numerous
communication links, each with varying characteristics, for communication with large numbers of
remote DNP3 devices. Some of these systems can provide advanced device and communication
management without the need for Data Concentrators. DNP3 Routing and DNP3 Peer operation
supported by SCADAPack x70 devices can also be used effectively in many systems to
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distribute and share information between remote sites. For these reasons many systems can be
provided with more efficient design and operational characteristics without the need for
hierarchical Data Concentrators.

Data flows for a device in a hierarchical system are often referred to as “upstream” toward the
Controlling Station / SCADA host and “downstream” toward remote Outstation devices.
Upstream and downstream data flows may use separated physical communication links or the
same communication link.

DNP3 Level 2 subset Controlling Station requests are used when the SCADAPack x70 DNP3
Controlling Station communicates with remote DNP3 Outstation devices.

7.7.2 Configuring a DNP3 Data Concentrator Client

Configure the SCADAPack x70 device as a DNP3 Data Concentrator Client by following the
instructions in Configuring DNP3 Data Concentrator Client Operation Overview in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

For firmware versions earlier than 9.7.1, DNP3 Data Concentrator Client is a licensed feature for
the SCADAPack x70 device. For firmware versions 9.7.1 and later, the feature is always
enabled.

7.7.3 Time Synchronization by a DNP3 Controlling Station

By default, a DNP3 Controlling Station sets the time on a DNP3 Outstation when it receives a
time synchronization required request from the DNP3 Outstation. 

Use the Set Time parameter in the Remote Devices dialog box in the SCADAPack
RemoteConnect configuration software to verify or change time setting in the DNP3 Outstation. If
the Set Time parameter is set to No, the DNP3 Controlling Station ignores Time
Synchronization Required requests from the DNP3 Outstation. 

DNP3 Outstations indicate to the DNP3 Controlling Station that they require time
synchronization by setting the Internal Indication (IIN) flag IIN1.4  that is included in each
response. When a SCADAPack x70 device that is operating as a DNP3 Controlling Station
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receives this indication, it sends the following non-LAN time synchronization messages to the
DNP3 Outstation: 

· The DNP3 delay measurement message to determine the communications latency between
the DNP3 Controlling Station and the DNP3 Outstation

· The DNP3 write time message to set the time on the DNP3 Outstation

The SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Data Concentrator Client does not support the DNP3 LAN time
synchronization procedure.

7.7.4 DNP3 Events in a System Hierarchy

If you have a hierarchy of DNP3 Data Concentrator Clients and DNP3 Outstation devices, a
SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Data Concentrator Client can take events from a DNP3 Outstation and
pass them on to its own DNP3 Controlling Station (e.g., Controlling Station / SCADA Host).

· DNP3 point numbers may be translated from the received DNP3 Outstation device’s events to
be sent to the SCADAPack x70 device’s DNP3 Controlling Station(s), according to
SCADAPack x70 object configurations

· Timestamps received from the DNP3 Outstation devices are preserved when passing them on
to a DNP3 Controlling Station / SCADA Host or another SCADAPack x70 Data Concentrator
Client

· Event quality information received from the DNP3 Outstation devices are preserved when
passing them on to a DNP3 Controlling Station / SCADA Host or another SCADAPack x70
Data Concentrator Client. For more information see DNP3 Data Quality in a System
Hierarchy .

· Events from a remote DNP3 device can be provided to some or all three (3) of the DNP3
Controlling Stations connected to the SCADAPack x70 device (as a DNP3 Outstation)

· An event in the SCADAPack x70 device will be removed from the event buffer after all DNP3
Controlling Stations (for which the object is configured) have confirmed the event has been
received

7.7.5 DNP3 Data Quality in a System Hierarchy

DNP3 Object flags updated in responses coming from downstream DNP3 devices (Online,
Remote forced data, Local forced data) are integrated into the SCADAPack x70 objects.

The SCADAPack x70 Data Concentrator does not update the RESTART quality flag in DNP3
object responses.

A Local Forced Data quality flag received by the SCADAPack x70 Data Concentrator from a
downstream DNP3 device will cause the SCADAPack x70 object quality’s Remote Forced Data
flag to be set. This indicates that it is the remote device whose data is forced. An object with a
Remote Forced Data quality flag set can also be forced locally, overriding the value received from
the device. In that case, both Local Forced Data and Remote Forced Data quality flags are set

7.7.6 DNP3 Client Device Profile

The device profiles for the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Client is provided in XML and PDF format.
DNP3 Client Device Profiles describe communications from a SCADAPack x70 device operating
as a DNP3 Data Concentrator client, or as a DNP3 Peer to Peer client.
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XML capabilities device profile

The XML capabilities device profile for the SCADAPack x70 DNP3 Client is installed with the
SCADAPack x70 software. 

The files needed to view the DNP3 Client XML device profile in HTML format are installed in the
following folder when you install the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software:

· 64-bit systems: C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help\DNP3 Client

· 32-bit systems: C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help\DNP3 Client

When you open the DNP3 device profile XML file, it is automatically translated and opened in the
default web browser as an HTML file.

· For the SCADAPack 57x DNP3 client device profile, see the SCADAPack57x DNP3 client
device profile manual

· For the SCADAPack 47x DNP3 client device profile, see the SCADAPack47x DNP3 client
device profile manual
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8 IEC 60870-5-104 Protocol Reference Information

The table below summarizes IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support on SCADAPack x70 devices.

Protocol Device Operation Setup Options

IEC 60870-5-
104

IEC 60870-5-104
Controlling Station
(Client)

Controlling Station (Client) operations not
supported by SCADAPack x70 devices

IEC 60870-5-104
Controlled Station
(Server)

SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software 

IEC 60870-5-104 Controlled Station (Server) operation

When the SCADAPack x70 device is operating as a IEC 60870-5-104 Controlled Station (server),
it responds to requests from IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Stations (clients). SCADAPack x70
devices support communications with up to four IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Stations. 

The SCADAPack x70 device configures, for each Controlling Station, whether events will be
generated for that Controlling Station.

When the SCADAPack x70 device receives a confirmation for events sent to one of the
controlling stations, this signals that the controlling station successfully received the events. The
SCADAPack x70 device then removes the events for that controlling station. 

Where multiple controlling stations are receiving the same event from the SCADAPack x70
device, when all controlling stations have confirmed delivery of the event, then the SCADAPack
x70 device deletes the event from the event buffer.

An IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station establishes a TCP/IP connection with the SCADAPack
x70 device. Redundant communication links may be established by the Controlling Station with
a SCADAPack x70 device.

The SCADAPack x70 device supports Integrated Totals for each IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling
Station. A Freeze Counter Interrogation Command received from Controlling Station 1 will only
increment the sequence number returned to the next read request in subsequent responses to
the Controlling Station. The sequence number for other Controlling Stations is not modified.

8.1 IEC 60870-5-104 Controlled Station Interoperability Profile Document

This topic contains the Interoperability profile for IEC 60870-5-104 protocol used with
SCADAPack x70 devices in their role as a Controlled Station. The following text is reproduced
from the IEC 60870-5-104 Interoperability Profile Document. Content indicated by black check
boxes and strike-through text is consistent with the IEC 60870-5-104 profile, representing
content which does not apply from the IEC 60870-5-101 standard.

This companion standard presents sets of parameters and alternatives from which subsets must
be selected to implement particular telecontrol systems. Certain parameter values, such as the
choice of "structured" or "unstructured" fields of the information object address of ASDUs
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represent mutually exclusive alternatives. This means that only one value of the defined
parameters is admitted per system. Other parameters, such as the listed set of different process
information in command and in monitor direction allow the specification of the complete set or
subsets, as appropriate for given applications. This clause summarizes the parameters of the
previous clauses to facilitate a suitable selection for a specific application. If a system is
composed of equipment stemming from different manufacturers, it is necessary that all partners
agree on the selected parameters.

The IEC 60870-5-104 interoperability list is defined as in IEC 60870-5-101 and extended with
parameters used in this standard. The text descriptions of parameters which are not applicable
to this companion standard are strike-through (corresponding check box is marked black). 

In addition, the full specification of a system may require individual selection of certain
parameters for certain parts of the system, such as the individual selection of scaling factors for
individually addressable measured values.

The selected parameters are marked as shown below.

Function or ASDU is not used

Function or ASDU is used as standardized (default)

Function or ASDU is used in reverse mode

Function or ASDU is used in standard and reverse mode

The possible selection (blank, X, R, or B) is specified for each specific clause or parameter.

 A black check box and strike through text indicates that the option cannot be selected in
this companion standard.

8.1.1 System or Device Configuration

For system-specific parameters, indicate definition of a system or a device by marking one of
the following with "X".

System definition

Controlling station definition (Client)

Controlled station definition (Server)

8.1.2 Network Configuration

For network-specific parameters, all configurations that are used are to be marked "X".

Point-to-Point Multipoint
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Multiple Point-to-Point Multipoint-Star

8.1.3 Physical Layer

For network-specific parameters, all interfaces and data rates that are used are to be marked
"X".

Transmission speed (control direction)

Unbalanced
Interchange

Circuit V.24/V.28

Standard

Unbalanced
Interchange

Circuit V.24/V.28

Recommended if >1
200 bit/s

Balanced
Interchange

Circuit X.24/X.27

100 bits/s 2,400 bits/s 2,400 bits/s 56,800 bits/s

200 bits/s 4,800 bits/s 4,800 bits/s 64,000 bits/s

300 bits/s 9,600 bits/s 9,600 bits/s

600 bits/s 19,200 bits/s

1,200 bits/s 38,400 bits/s

Transmission speed (monitor direction)

Unbalanced
Interchange

Circuit V.24/V.28

Standard

Unbalanced
Interchange

Circuit V.24/V.28

Recommended if
>1,200 bit/s

Balanced
Interchange

Circuit X.24/X.27

100 bits/s 2,400 bits/s 2,400 bits/s 56,800 bits/s

200 bits/s 4,800 bits/s 4,800 bits/s 64,000 bits/s

300 bits/s 9,600 bits/s 9,600 bits/s

600 bits/s 19,200 bits/s

1,200 bits/s 38,400 bits/s
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8.1.4 Link Layer

For network-specific parameters, all options that are used are to be marked "X". Specify the
maximum frame length. If a non-standard assignment of class 2 messages is implemented for
unbalanced transmission, indicate the Type ID and COT of all messages assigned to class 2.)

Frame format  FT1.2,  s ingle character 1 and the fixed t ime out  interval are used
exc lus ively  in this  companion s tandard.

Link Transmission Address Field of the Link

Balanced transmission
not  present  (balanced
transmiss ion only )

Unbalanced
transmission

One octet

Two octet

Frame length Struc tured

Maximum length L
(number of oc tets )

Unstruc tured

The s tandard ass ignment  of ASDUs to c lass  2 messages is  used as
fol lows:

Type Identification Cause of Transmission

9, 11, 13, 21 <1>

A spec ial ass ignment  of ASDUs to c lass  2 messages is  used as  fol lows:

Type Identification Cause of Transmission

Note: (In response to a class 2 poll, a controlled station may respond with class 1 data when
there is no class 2 data available).
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8.1.5 Application Layer

The following topics describe IEC 60870-5-104 application layer support:

· Transmission Mode for Application Data

· Common Address of ASDU

· Cause of Transmission

· Information Object Address

· Process Information in the Monitor Direction

· Process Information and Parameter in the Control Direction

· System Information in the Monitoring and Control Directions

· File Transfer

8.1.5.1 Transmission Mode for Application Data

Mode 1 (least significant octet first), as defined in 4.10 of IEC 60870-5-104, is used exclusively
in this companion standard.

8.1.5.2 File Transfer

For station-specific parameters, mark each Type ID "X" if it is only used in the standard
direction, "R" if only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

<120> := File ready F_FR_NA_1

<121> := Section ready F_SR_NA_1

<122> := Call directory, select file, call file, call section F_SC_NA_1

<123> := Last section, last segment F_LS_NA_1

<124> := Ack file, ack section F_AF_NA_1

<125> := Segment F_SG_NA_1

<126> := Directory {blank or X, only available in monitor (standard)
direction}

F_DR_TA_1

<127> := Query log – request archive file F_SC_NB_1

8.1.5.3 Common Address of ASDU

For system-specific parameters, all configurations that are used are to be marked "X".

111

111

112

112

114

113

112

111
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One octet Two octets

8.1.5.4 Length of APDU

For system-specific parameters, specify the maximum length of the APDU per system.

The maximum length of APDU for both directions is 253. It is a fixed system parameter.

Maximum length of APDU per system in control direction

Maximum length of APDU per system in monitor direction

8.1.5.5 Information Object Address

For system-specific parameters, all configurations that are used are to be marked "X".

One octet Structured

Two octets Unstructured

Three octets

8.1.5.6 Cause of Transmission

For system-specific parameters, all configurations that are used are to be marked "X".

One octet
Two octets (with originator address). Originator address is set to zero
if not used.

8.1.5.7 System Information in Monitor and Control Directions

System information in monitor direction

For station-specific parameters, mark with an “X” if it is only used in the standard direction, “R” if
only used in the reverse direction, and “B” if used in both directions.

<70> := End of initialization M_EI_NA_1

System information in control direction

For station-specific parameters, mark each Type ID "X" if it is only used in the standard
direction, "R" if only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.
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<100> := Interrogation command C_IC_NA_1

<101> := Counter interrogation command C_CI_NA_1

<102> := Read command C_RD_NA_1

<103> := Clock synchronization command (option see
7.6)

C_CS_NA_1

<104> := Test command C_TS_NA_1

<105> := Reset process command C_RP_NA_1

<106> := Delay acquisition command C_CD_NA_1

<107> := Test command with time tag CP56Time2a
C_TS_TA_1

8.1.5.8 Process Information and Parameter in Control Direction

Process information in control direction

For station-specific parameter, mark each Type ID "X" if it is only used in the standard direction,
"R" if only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

<45> := Single command C_SC_NA_1

<46> := Double command C_DC_NA_1

<47> := Regulating step command C_RC_NA_1

<48> := Set point command, normalized value C_SE_NA_1

<49> := Set point command, scaled value C_SE_NB_1

<50> := Set point command, short floating point value C_SE_NC_1

<51> := Bitstring of 32 bit C_BO_NA_1

<58> := Single command with time tag CP56Time2a C_SC_TA_1

<59> := Double command with time tag CP56Time2a C_DC_TA_1

<60> := Regulating step command with time tag CP56Time2a C_RC_TA_1
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<61> := Set point command, normalized value with time tag
CP56Time2a

C_SE_TA_1

<62> := Set point command, scaled value with time tag
CP56Time2a

C_SE_TB_1

<63> := Set point command, short floating point value with time tag
CP56Time2

C_SE_TC_1

<64> := Bitstring of 32 bit with time tag CP56Time2a C_BO_TA_1

Parameter in control direction

For station-specific parameter, mark each Type ID "X" if it is only used in the standard direction,
"R" if only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

<110> := Parameter of measured value, normalized
value

P_ME_NA_1

<111> := Parameter of measured value, scaled
value

P_ME_NB_1

<112> := Parameter of measured value, short
floating point value

P_ME_NC_1

<113> := Parameter activation P_AC_NA_1

8.1.5.9 Process Information in Monitor Direction

For station-specific parameters, mark each Type ID "X" if it is only used in the standard
direction, "R" if only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

<1> := Single-point information M_SP_NA_1

<2> := Single-point information with time tag M_SP_TA_1

<3> := Double-point information M_DP_NA_1

<4> := Double-point information with time tag M_DP_TA_1

<5> := Step position information M_ST_NA_1

<6> := Step position information with time tag M_ST_TA_1

<7> := Bitstring of 32 bit M_BO_NA_1
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<8> := Bitstring of 32 bit with time tab M_BO_TA_1

<9> := Measured value, normalized value M_ME_NA_1

<10> := Measured value, normalized value with time tag
M_ME_TA_1

<11> := Measured value, scale value M_ME_NB_1

<12> := Measured value, scale value with time tag M_ME_TB_1

<13> := Measured value, short floating point value M_ME_NC_1

<14> := Measured value, short floating point value with time
tag

M_ME_TC_1

<15> := Integrated totals M_IT_NA_1

<16> := Integrated totals with time tag M_IT_TA_1

<17> := Event of protection equipment with time tag M_EP_TA_1

<18> := Packed start events of protection equipment with time
tag

M_EP_TB_1

<19> := Packed output circuit information of protection
equipment with time tag

M_EP_TC_1

<20> := Packed single-point information with status change
detection

M_SP_NA_1

<21> := Measured value, normalized value without quality
descriptor

M_ME_ND_1

<30> := Single-point information with time tag CP56Time2a
M_SP_TB_1

<31> := Double-point information with time tag CP56Time2a
M_DP_TB_1

<32> := Step position information with time tag CP56Time2a
M_ST_TB_1

<33> := Bitstring of 32 bit with time tab CP56Time2a M_BO_TB_1
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<34> := Measured value, normalized value with time tag
CP56Time2a

M_ME_TD_1

<35> := Measured value, scaled value with time tag
CP56Time2a

M_ME_TE_1

<36> := Measured value, short floating point value with time
tag CP56Time2a

M_ME_TF_1 

<37> := Integrated totals with time tag CP56Timr2a M_IT_TB_1

<38> := Event of protection equipment with time tag
CP56Time2a

M_EP_TD_1

<39> := Packed start events of protection equipment with time
tag CP56Time2a

M_IP_TE_1

<40> := Packed output circuit information of protection
equipment with time tag CP54Time2a

M_EP_TF_1

In this companion standard only the use of the set <30> – <40> for ASDUs with time tag is
permitted.

8.1.5.10 Type Identifier and Cause of Transmission Assignments

Station-specific parameters.

Number Cause of Transmission

<0> Not used

<1> Periodic, Cyclic

<2> Background scan

<3> Spontaneous

<4> Initialized

<5> Request or requested

<6-7> Activation (ACT) and Activation Confirmation (ACTCON)

<8-9> Deactivation (DEACT) and Deactivation Confirmation (DEACTCON)

<10> Activation Termination (ACTTERM)

<11> Return information caused by a remote command
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<12> Return information caused by a local command

<13> File transfer

<20> General interrogation

<37> General counter request

<44> Unknown type identification

<45> Unknown cause of transmission

<46> Unknown address of ASDU

<47> Unknown information object address

8.1.5.10.1 Type Identification Grid

Shaded boxes: option not required. 

Black boxes: option not permitted in this companion standard.

Blank: functions or ASDU not used.

Mark Type Identification/Cause of transmission combinations:

· "X" if only used in the standard direction

· "R" if only used in the reverse direction

· "B" if used in both directions

Type
Identification

Cause of Transmission

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0

1
1

1
2

1
3

2
0
to
3
6

3
7
to
4
1

4
4

4
5

4
6

4
7

<1> M_SP_N
A_1

X X X

<2> M_SP_T
A_1

<3> M_DP_N
A_1

X X X
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<4> M_DP_T
A_1

<5> M_ST_N
A_1

X X X

<6> M_ST_T
A_1

<7> M_BO_
NA_1

<8> M_BO_T
A_1

<9> M_ME_
NA_1

X X X X

<10
>

M_ME_T
A_1

<11
>

M_ME_
NB_1

X X X X

<12
>

M_ME_T
B_1

<13
>

M_ME_
NC_1

X X X X

<14
>

M_ME_T
C_1

<15
>

M_IT_N
A_1

X

<16
>

M_IT_TA
_1

<17
>

M_EP_T
A_1

<18
>

M_EP_T
B_1

<19
>

M_EP_T
C_1
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<20
>

M_PS_N
A_1

<21
>

M_ME_
ND_1

X X X X X

<30
>

M_SP_T
B_1

X X

<31
>

M_DP_T
B_1

X X

<32
>

M_ST_T
B_1

X X

<33
>

M_BO_T
B_1

<34
>

M_ME_T
D_1

X

<35
>

M_ME_T
E_1

X

<36
>

M_ME_T
F_1

X

<37
>

M_IT_TB
_1

<38
>

M_EP_T
D_1

<39
>

M_EP_T
E_1

<40
>

M_EP_T
F_1

<45
>

C_SC_N
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<46
>

C_DC_N
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<47
>

C_RC_N
A_1

X X X X X X X X X
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<48
>

C_SE_N
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<49
>

C_SE_N
B_1

X X X X X X X X X

<50
>

C_SE_N
C_1

X X X X X X X X X

<51
>

C_BO_N
A_1

<58
>

C_SC_T
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<59
>

C_DC_T
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<60
>

C_RC_T
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<61
>

C_SE_T
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<62
>

C_SE_T
B_1

X X X X X X X X X

<63
>

C_SE_T
C_1

X X X X X X X X X

<64
>

C_BO_T
A_1

<70
>

M_EI_N
A_1*

X

<10
0>

C_IC_N
A_1

X X X X X X X X X

<10
1>

C_CI_N
A_1

X X X X X X X

<10
2>

C_RD_N
A_1

X

<10
3>

C_CS_N
A_1

X X X X X X
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<10
4>

C_TS_N
A_1

<10
5>

C_RP_N
A_1

X X X X X X

<10
6>

C_CD_N
A_1

<10
7>

C_TS_T
A_1

<11
0>

P_ME_N
A_1

<11
1>

P_ME_N
B_1

<11
2>

P_ME_N
C_1

<11
3>

P_AC_N
A_1

<12
0>

F_FR_N
A_1

<12
1>

F_SR_N
A_1

<12
2>

F_SC_N
A_1

<12
3>

F_LS_N
A_1

<12
4>

F_AF_N
A_1

<12
5>

F_SG_N
A_1

<12
6>

F_DR_T
A_1*

<12
7>

F_SC_N
B_1*
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* Blank or X
only

8.1.5.11 Basic Application Functions

The following topics describe IEC 60870-5-104 basic application functions:

· Station Initialization

· Station Interrogation

· Read Procedure

· Cyclic Data Transmission

· Spontaneous Transmission

· Double Transmission of Information Objects

· Clock Synchronization

· Command Transmission

· Transmission of Integrated Totals

· Parameter Loading and Activation

· Test Procedure

· Definition of Time Outs

· Background Scan

· Acquisition of Transmission Delay

· Port Number

· Maximum Number of Outstanding I Format APDUs

· Redundant Connections

· RFC 2200 Suite

8.1.5.11.1 Station Initialization

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is used. 

Remote initialization

8.1.5.11.2 Station Interrogation

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Global

122

122

123

123

123

123

124

124

125

126

126

126

127

127

127

128

128

128
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group
1

group 7 group 13

group
2

group 8 group 14

group
3

group 9 group 15

group
4

group
10

group 16

group
5

group
11

Information object addresses assigned to each group must be
shown in a separate table.

group
6

group
12

8.1.5.11.3 Read Procedure

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Read procedure

8.1.5.11.4 Cyclic Data Transmission

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Cyclic data transmission

8.1.5.11.5 Spontaneous Transmission

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Spontaneous transmission

8.1.5.11.6 Double Transmission of Information Objects

For station-specific parameters, mark each information type "X" where both a Type ID without
time and corresponding Type ID with time are issued in response to a single spontaneous
change of a monitored object.
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The following type identifications may be transmitted in succession caused by a single status
change of an information object. The particular information object addresses for which double
transmission is enabled are defined in a project-specific list.

Single-point information M_SP_NA_1, M_SP_TA_1, M_SP_TB_1 and M_PS_NA_1

Double-point information M_DP_NA_1, M_DP_TA_1 and M_DP_TB_1

Step position information M_ST_NA_1, M_ST_TA_1 and M_ST_TB_1

Bitstring of 32 bit M_BO_NA_1, M_BO_TA_1 and M_BO_TB_1 (if defined for a specific project)

Measured value, normalized value M_ME_NA_1, M_ME_TA_1, M_ME_ND_1 and M_ME_TD_1 

Measured value, scaled value M_ME_NB_1, M_ME_TB_1 and M_ME_TE_1

Measured value, short floating point number M_ME_NC_1, M_ME_TC_1 and M_ME_TF_1

8.1.5.11.7 Clock Synchronization

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Clock synchronization

Day of week used

RES1, GEN (time tag substituted/not substituted) used

SU-bit (summertime) used

optional, see 7.6

8.1.5.11.8 Command Transmission

For object-specific parameter, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Direct command transmission

Direct set point command transmission

Select and execute command

Select and execute set point command
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C_SE ACTTERM used

No additional definition

Short-pulse duration (duration determined by a system parameter in the Outstation)

Long-pulse duration (duration determined by a system parameter in the Outstation)

Persistent output

Supervision of maximum delay in command direction of commands and set point
commands

conf
igur
able

Maximum allowable delay of commands and set point commands

8.1.5.11.9 Transmission of Integrated Totals

For station- or object-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard
direction, "R" if only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Mode A: Local freeze with spontaneous transmission

Mode B: Local freeze with counter interrogation

Mode C: Freeze and transmit by counter-interrogation command

Mode D: Freeze by counter-interrogation command, frozen values reported
spontaneously

Counter read

Counter freeze without reset

Counter freeze with reset

Counter reset
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General request

Request counter group 1

Request counter group 2

Request counter group 3

Request counter group 4

8.1.5.11.10Parameter Loading and Activation

Parameter loading 

For object-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Threshold value

Smoothing fac tor

Low l imit  for t ransmiss ion of measured values

High l imit  for t ransmiss ion of measured values

Parameter activation 

For object-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Act/deact of persistent cyclic or periodic transmission of the addressed object

8.1.5.11.11Test Procedure

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Test procedure

8.1.5.11.12Definition of Time Outs

· Maximum range for timeouts t0 to t2: 1 second (s) to 255 s, accuracy 1 s.

· Recommended range for timeout t3: 1 s to 48 h, resolution 1 s.
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· Long timeouts for t3 may be needed in special cases where satellite links or dial-up

connections are used (for example, to establish connection and collect values only once per
day or week).

Parame
ter

Default
Value

Remarks Selected Value

t0 30 s Time out of connection establishment 30 s, not
configurable

t1 15 s Time out of send or test APDUs 15 s, not
configurable

t2 10 s Time out for acknowledges in case of no data
messages t2 < t1

10 s, not
configurable

t3 20 s Time out for sending test frames in case of a
long idle state

20 s, not
configurable

8.1.5.11.13Background Scan

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Background scan

8.1.5.11.14Acquisition of Transmission Delay

For station-specific parameters, mark "X" if function is only used in the standard direction, "R" if
only used in the reverse direction, and "B" if used in both directions.

Acquisition of transmission delay

8.1.5.11.15Port Number

Parameter Value Remarks

Portnumber 2404 For Controlling Station 1

Portnumber,
Interface,
IP Address

2404
User Selectable
User Selectable

For Controlling Station 2

Portnumber,
Interface,

2404
User Selectable

For Controlling Station 3
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IP Address User Selectable

Portnumber,
Interface,
IP Address

2404
User Selectable
User Selectable

For Controlling Station 4

8.1.5.11.16Maximum Number of Outstanding I Format APDUs

k and latest acknowledge APDUs (w)

Paramet
er

Default
Value

Remarks Selected Value

k 12 APDUs Maximum difference receive sequence
number to send state variable

12 APDUs, not
configurable

w 8 APDUs Latest acknowledge after receiving w
I format APDUs

8 APDUs, not
configurable

Maximum range of values k: 1 to 32767 (215–1) APDUs, accuracy 1 APDU.

Maximum range of values w: 1 to 32767 APDUs, accuracy 1 APDU (Recommendation: w should
not exceed two-thirds of k).

8.1.5.11.17Redundant Connections

Number N of redundancy group connections used

8.1.5.11.18RFC 2200 Suite

RFC 2200 is an official Internet Standard which describes the state of standardization of
protocols used in the Internet as determined by the Internet Architecture Board (IAB). It offers a
broad spectrum of actual standards used in the Internet. The suitable selection of documents
from RFC 2200 defined in this standard for given projects has to be chosen by the user of this
standard. 

Ethernet 802.3

Serial X.21 interface

Other selection from RFC 2200:
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List of valid documents from RFC 2200

1. ……………………………………………………

2. ……………………………………………………

3. ……………………………………………………

4. ……………………………………………………

5. ……………………………………………………

6. ……………………………………………………

7. etc .

8.2 ASDU Types

This section describes the following ASDU types:

· Analog Object ASDU Types

· Digital Object ASDU Types

· Counter Object ASDU Types

· System Information ASDU Types

8.2.1 Analog Object ASDU Types

This section describes the following analog object ASDU types:

· ASDU Type IDs 9, 11, 21, 48, 49, 61, 62: Normalized and Scaled ASDU Types

· ASDU Type IDs 13, 50, 63: Floating Point ASDU Types

· ASDU Type ID 5: Step Position Information

It also describes quality descriptor support  for analog object ASDUs. 

8.2.1.1 ASDU Type IDs 9, 11, 21, 48, 49, 61, 62: Normalized and Scaled ASDU Types

The Normalized and Scaled ASDU types include a 16-bit value in the Information Object and
apply to analog object integer values in the SCADAPack x70 object database. 

The literal interpretation of this value (raw) is specified in the IEC 60870-5-101 standard, being
IEC F16 (Fixed Point) and I16 (Integer) information elements as defined in IEC 60870-5-4.

The Current Integer Value of the analog object is mapped to this 16-bit value as shown as in the
table below. 

The Raw Minimum and Raw Maximum are the standard scaling parameters for analog objects.
These default to values of 0 and 10000 respectively but may be set to any value for use in the
SCADAPack x70 device. When converted for transmission using IEC 60870-5 protocols, the
representations listed in the table below are used.

Analog Object

Current Integer Value

IEC Fixed Point Math Format IEC Integer Format

129

131

136

137

129

130

130

131
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ASDU 21, Measured Value
(Normalized Value)

ASDU 11, Measured
Value

(Scaled Value)

Object Value = Raw
Min

-1 -32768 (-215)

Object Value = Raw
Max

1 - 2-15 32767 (215 - 1)

The integer values for an analog object presented in IEC 60870-5 protocols are bipolar (signed)
and are either fixed point math (ASDU 21) or integer scaled (ASDU 11) from the Raw Min. to
Raw Max. range of the analog point. Choose the ASDU type according to the requirement of the
controlling station.

Example: for an analog point with Raw Min = 0, Raw Max = 10000, a current integer value of
5000 would map to a value of 0 in an ASDU 21 normalized value Information Object, and a value
of 0 in an ASDU 11 scaled value Information Object.

For ASDU 21 (normalized value) reporting, the recommended SCADAPack x70 analog object
settings are: Raw Minimum = -10000, Raw Maximum = 9999.

For ASDU 11 (scale value) reporting, the recommended SCADAPack x70 analog object settings
are: Raw Minimum = -32768, Raw Maximum = 32767.

If the Current Integer Value is outside of the reportable 16-bit range, the included value is
clamped to the appropriate IEC format end point, and the overflow bit in the quality descriptor is
set.

SCADAPack x70 Analog objects can simultaneously be configured for these Monitor direction
ASDU types and a Control direction ASDU type of the corresponding format.

Independent IOA configurations are provided for Monitor and Control direction.

8.2.1.2 ASDU Type IDs 13, 50, 63: Floating Point ASDU Types

The Floating Point ASDU types reference a short float value in the Information Object whereby
the Current Engineering Value (float value) of the analog object is mapped to the IEC point value
as defined in IEC 60870-5-4 R32.23 information elements.

SCADAPack x70 Analog objects can simultaneously be configured for these Monitor direction
ASDU types and a Control direction ASDU type of the corresponding format.

8.2.1.3 ASDU Type ID 5: Step Position Information

The current integer value of the analog object is directly mapped to the 7-bit value included on
the Information Object. If the Current Integer Value is outside of the valid value range (-64 to 63),
the overflow bit in the quality descriptor (QDS) is set. The transient bit in the VTI field is not
referenced.

For ASDU 5 (step position information) reporting, the recommended SCADAPack x70 analog
object settings are: Raw Minimum = -64, Raw Maximum = 63.
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8.2.1.4 Quality Descriptor Support

The following quality descriptor fields are supported for each analog object ASDU. 

· The IV bit of the quality descriptor (QDS) is mapped to the object is offline quality flag for the
analog object. 

· The OV bit is set if the current value of the point is beyond the reportable range according to
the specific ASDU type.

· The NT, SB, and BL bits in the quality descriptor (QDS) are not referenced.

8.2.2 Digital Object ASDU Types

This section describes the following digital object ASDU types:

· ASDU Type ID 1: Single-Point Information

· ASDU Type ID 3: Double-Point Information

· ASDU Type ID 45: Single Command

· ASDU Type ID 46: Double Command

· ASDU Type ID 47: Regulating Step Command

· ASDU Type ID 58: Single Command, Time Tag

· ASDU Type ID 59: Double Command, Time Tag

· ASDU Type ID 60: Regulating Step Command, Time Tag

8.2.2.1 ASDU Type ID 1: Single-Point Information

For ASDU Type ID 1, the value reported in the SPI sub-field of the Information Object is derived
from the Current State of the digital object. 

The IV bit of the quality descriptor (SIQ) is mapped to the object is offline quality flag of the
digital object. 

The NT, SB, and BL bits in the quality descriptor (SIQ) are not referenced by the SCADAPack
x70 IEC 60870-5-104 driver.

SCADAPack x70 digital objects can simultaneously be configured for these Monitor direction
ASDU types and a Control direction ASDU type of either:

· 45 - Single Command

· 48 - Single Command with Time Tag

8.2.2.2 ASDU Type ID 3: Double-Point Information

For ASDU Type ID 3, the value reported in the DPI sub-field of the Information Object is derived
from the current state of two digital objects as shown in the table below.

The two digital objects representing the double point information are configured with the same
IEC 60870-5-104 Monitor Direction Information Object Address (IOA). One digital object’s
Monitor Direction configuration is set to ASDU type 3 – Double Point Information. When this
object’s state is “1”, it is responsible for the OFF-state reporting in the IEC 60870-5-104 double-
point information. The second digital object, with the same configured Monitor Direction IOA as

131

131

132

133

134

136

136

136
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the first object, is configured with the Monitor Direction ASDU type Secondary Double Point.
When this object’s state is “1” it responsible for the ON-state reporting in the IEC 60870-5-104
double-information point. 

Digital Object:
ASDU = 3 –
Double Point
Information

(current state)

Digital
Object: ASDU
= Secondary
Double Point

(current state)

DPI (Double
Point
Information)
ASDU sub-field
value

Double Point Information
Description

0 0 0 Indeterminate or intermediate
state

1 0 1 Determined state OFF

0 1 2 Determined state ON

1 1 3 Indeterminate state

The IV bit of the quality descriptor (DIQ) is set according to object offline property of the two
digital objects. If either object is offline, the IV bit is set to value 1. If both digital objects are
online, the IV bit is set to a value of 0.

The NT, SB and BL bits in the quality descriptor (DIQ) are not referenced by the SCADAPack
x70 IEC 60870-5-104 driver.

8.2.2.3 ASDU Type ID 45: Single Command

The following table indicates how a digital object is controlled for a single command type ASDU.

ASDU 45

SCADAPack
Digital Object

Single
Command
State (SCS)

SCS
Description

Qualifier of
Command (QU)

QU Description

0 OFF

0 No additional
definition

Latched OFF

1 Short pulse
duration

Pulsed ON
(Short)

2 Long pulse
duration

Pulsed ON (long)

3 Persistent output Latched OFF
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1 ON

0 No additional
definition

Latched ON

1 Short pulse
duration

Pulsed ON
(short)

2 Long pulse
duration

Pulsed ON (long)

3 Persistent output Latched ON

· SCADAPack x70 Digital objects configured with this Control direction ASDU type can also be
configured with a Monitor Direction ASDU type of either:

o 1 - Single Point Information

o 1 - Single Point Information (with Event)

· Independent IOA configurations are provided for Monitor and Control direction.

· A SCADAPack x70 Digital object configured as an IEC 60870-5-104 command cannot be
concurrently configured for a DNP3 control.

8.2.2.4 ASDU Type ID 46: Double Command

The ASDU Type ID 46 double command controls two digital objects, as shown in the table
below.

The two digital objects corresponding to the double control are configured with the same IEC
60870-5-104 Control Direction Information Object Address (IOA). One digital object’s Control
Direction configuration is set to ASDU type 46 – Double Command. When the double
command state (DCS) value is “1”, this object is activated in one of several actions, depending
on the qualifier of command (QU). The second digital object, with the same configured Control
Direction IOA as the first object, is configured with the Control Direction ASDU type Secondary
Double Point. When the double command state (DCS) value is “2”, this object is activated in
one of several actions, depending on the qualifier of command (QU).

ASDU 46 Digital Objects

Double
Command
State
(DCS)

DCS
Descripti
on

Qualifier of
Command

(QU)

QU
Description

ASDU = 46 –
Double
Command

ASDU =
Secondary
Double Point

0 Not
permitted 

X (any value) - No action No action

1 OFF
0 No additional

definition
Latched ON Latched OFF
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1 Short pulse Pulsed ON
(Short Pulse
duration)

No action

2 Long pulse Pulsed ON
(Long Pulse
duration)

No action

3 Persistent
Output

Latched ON Latched OFF

2 ON

0 No additional
definition

Latched OFF Latched ON

1 Short pulse No action Pulsed ON
(Short Pulse
duration)

2 Long pulse No action Pulsed ON
(Long Pulse
duration)

3 Persistent
Output

Latched OFF Latched ON

3 Not
permitted

X (any value) - No action No action

Where IEC 60870-5-104 Double Command outputs are configured, a single Information Object
Address (IOA) interacts with two SCADAPack x70 digital objects. When using IEC 60870-5-104,
operations with the digital object pair differs in the following ways from operations with individual
digital objects: 

· Non-pulse operations from sources other than IEC 60870-5-104 protocol are not actioned. This
includes Modbus writes to the digital objects, or updates from logic T_SPx70_BOOL or
T_SPx70_ADV_DIGITAL variable types associated with the digital objects. You can use the
logic Device_CROB EFB to generate pulse requests for the object pair

· Forcing is not supported for, and will have no impact on, Digital objects configured as IEC
60870-5-104 Double Command control.

· A SCADAPack x70 Digital object configured as an IEC 60870-5-104 command cannot be
concurrently configured for a DNP3 control.

8.2.2.5 ASDU Type ID 47: Regulating Step Command

The ASDU Type ID 47 regulating step command controls two digital objects, as shown in the
table below.

The two digital objects corresponding to the regulating step command are configured with the
same IEC 60870-5-104 Control Direction Information Object Address (IOA). One digital object’s
Control Direction configuration is set to ASDU type 47 – Regulating Step Command. When
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the regulating step command state (RCS) value is “1”, this object is activated by one of several
actions, depending on the qualifier of command (QU). The second digital object, with the same
configured Control Direction IOA as the first object, is configured with the Control Direction
ASDU type Secondary Double Point. When the regulating step command state (RCS) value is
“2”, this object is activated by one of several actions, depending on the qualifier of command
(QU).

ASDU 47 Digital Outputs

Regulatin
g Step
Command
State
(RCS)

RCS
Descriptio
n

Qualifier of
Command
(QU)

QU
Descriptio
n

ASDU = 47
–
Regulating
Step
Command

ASDU = Secondary
Double Point

0 Not
permitted 

X (any value) - No action No action

1
Next Step
LOWER

0 No
additional
definition

Latched ON Latched OFF

1 Short pulse Pulsed ON
(Short Pulse
duration)

No action

2 Long pulse Pulsed ON
(Long Pulse
duration)

No action

3 Persistent
output

Latched ON Latched OFF

2
Next Step
HIGHER

0 No
additional
definition

Latched
OFF

Latched ON

1 Short pulse No action Pulsed ON (Short
Pulse duration)

2 Long pulse No action Pulsed ON (Long
Pulse duration)

3 Persistent
output

Latched
OFF

Latched ON

3 Not
permitted

X (any value) - No action No action
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· Forcing is not supported for, and will have no impact on, Digital objects configured as IEC
60870-5-104 Regulating Step command control.

· A SCADAPack x70 Digital object configured as an IEC 60870-5-104 command cannot be
concurrently configured for a DNP3 control.

8.2.2.6 ASDU Type ID 58: Single Command, Time Tag

ASDU Type ID 58 operates the same as ASDU Type ID 45, except the command is time tagged
and is only valid for the Command Age time.

SCADAPack x70 Digital objects configured with this Control direction ASDU type can also be
configured with a Monitor Direction ASDU type of either:

· 1 - Single Point Information

· 1 - Single Point Information (with Event)

Independent IOA configurations are provided for Monitor and Control direction.

8.2.2.7 ASDU Type ID 59: Double Command, Time Tag

ASDU Type ID 59 operates the same as ASDU Type ID 46, except the command is time tagged
and is only valid for the Command Age time.

8.2.2.8 ASDU Type ID 60: Regulating Step Command, Time Tag

ASDU Type ID 60 operates the same as ASDU Type ID 47, except the command is time tagged
and is only valid for the Command Age time.

8.2.3 Counter Object ASDU Types

This section describes the following counter object ASDU type:

· ASDU Type ID 15: Integrated Totals

8.2.3.1 ASDU Type ID 15: Integrated Totals

The SCADAPack x70 supports Counter Interrogations in IEC 60870-5-104 Mode A, B or C.
Mode D is not supported.

To report counter values to the Controlling Station using Mode A (Local freeze with spontaneous
transmission), on the Counter object, select ASDU type 15 - Integrated Totals (with Event).
Set the Counter object Change Deviation and/or High Limit attributes to configure when the
event will be generated an set.

Counter values can be sent to the controlling station using Mode B (counter interrogation) as
running counter values or frozen counter values depending on the controlling station request. On
the Counter object, select ASDU type 15 - Integrated Totals.

Counter values can be sent to the controlling station using Mode C (Freeze and transmit by
counter-interrogation command) as frozen counter values, optionally with counter reset
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depending on the controlling station request. On the Counter object, select ASDU type 15 -
Integrated Totals.

Also see ASDU Type ID 101: Counter Interrogation Command .

The information object in the Integrated Totals ASDU includes a signed 32-bit quantity (31-bit
value and sign bit), identified in the IEC 60870-5-104 standard as a Binary Counter Reading
(BCR) field. 

A SCADAPack x70 Counter object represents its quantity using an unsigned 32-bit value. The
counter value provided by the SCADAPack x70 device in the BCR is always a positive integer
(31-bit value with the sign bit always being 0) as follows:

            BCR = counterValue MODULO 231

The integrated total ASDU Carry (CY) bit is set where the BCR counter value overflows from one
reading to the next. I.e. where the SCADAPack x70 Counter object value changes:

· from a value lower than 231, to a value of 231 or greater, OR

· from a value between 231 and 232 – 1, to a lesser value (0 or above) 

The BCR value is copied into a cached frozen value for the particular Information Object Address
(IOA) when a Counter Freeze request is made by a Counter Interrogation Command. For every
Counter Freeze command received from the relevant Controlling Station, the sequence number
(SQ) for that IOA is incremented. Where a frozen value is cached for a counter, the frozen value
is returned by the SCADAPack x70 device instead of the running counter value.

The SCADAPack x70 counter value is set to a value of 0 when a Counter Reset or Counter
Freeze and Reset request is made by a Counter Interrogation Command.

The Counter Adjusted (CA) bit is set for an integrated total ASDU following clearing of the
counter value from a controlling station reset request for the counter.

The invalid (IV) bit included in the information object is mapped to the object is offline quality
flag of the counter object. 

8.2.4 System Information ASDU Types

The SCADAPack x70 device responds to the following ASDU types:

· ASDU Type ID 100: Interrogation Command

· ASDU Type ID 101: Counter Interrogation Command

· ASDU Type ID 103: Clock Synchronization Command

· ASDU Type ID 105: Reset Process Command

· ASDU Type ID 107: Test Command, Time Tag

8.2.4.1 ASDU Type ID 100: Interrogation Command

As a Controlled Station, the SCADAPack x70 presents Background and Cyclic data as
determined by the configuration parameters Background Period and Cyclic Period. 

This data may also be reported in response to an Interrogation Command (ASDU Type ID 100).
The only qualifier supported for the Interrogation Command is the Station Interrogation (20). 
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The Interrogation Command may be issued by the IEC 60870-5-104 Controlling Station to
synchronize information with the SCADAPack x70 Controlled Station or to update the Controlling
Station database after an initialization procedure in the Controlled Station.

8.2.4.2 ASDU Type ID 101: Counter Interrogation Command

The SCADAPack x70 supports Counter Interrogations in IEC 60870-5-104 Mode A, B, or C.
Mode D is not supported.

 To use Mode A (Local freeze with spontaneous transmission) with the SCADAPack x70 device,
configure Counter objects with ASDU type 15 - Integrated Totals (with Event). The Controlling
Station should not issue Counter Interrogation commands in this mode.

To use Mode B (Counter interrogation) with the SCADAPack x70 device, configure Counter
objects with ASDU type 15 - Integrated Totals. The Controlling station should issue Counter
Interrogation commands, and may optionally include a Freeze as part of the command.

Counter values retrieved from the SCADAPack x70 device when using Mode C (Freeze and
transmit by counter-interrogation command) are frozen values. Configure Counter objects with
ASDU type 15 - Integrated Totals. The Controlling Station should include a Freeze (and may
optionally include a Reset) in the counter interrogation command. The following conditions apply:

· If the Counter Interrogation Command specifies a Freeze in the qualifier, the sequence number
reported to the controlling station for subsequent counter interrogations is incremented

· If the Counter Interrogation Command specifies a Freeze with Reset in the qualifier, the
Current Integer Value of the counter object is set to 0

8.2.4.3 ASDU Type ID 103: Clock Synchronization Command

The Clock Synchronization Command specifies a CP56Time2a object in the Information Object.
It is recommended that the time provided by the controlling station is UTC time. When using
UTC for system time, the SCADAPack x70 can additionally provide local time and daylight
saving offsets for time used by logic and other services. The CP56Time2a object is used to set
system time in the SCADAPack x70 device real-time clock. 

There are multiple methods to synchronize time in the SCADAPack x70. Check that only one of
the SCADA protocols and only one controlling station or other device is being used for time
synchronization (for example, IEC 60870-5-104, DNP3, Modbus via logic, etc.)

8.2.4.4 ASDU Type ID 105: Reset Process Command

The Reset Process Command is processed by the SCADAPack x70 device and a positive
activation response is issued. The SCADAPack x70 device reinitializes the IEC 60870-5-104
driver upon receiving this command. It closes the TCP socket connections for all connected IEC
60870-5-104 controlling stations, regardless of which station requested the reset process
command.

8.2.4.5 ASDU Type ID 107: Test Command, Time Tag

ASDU Type ID 107 is supported by the SCADAPack device. 

It increments the sequence number in the response to the Test Command.
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8.3 IEC 60870-5-104 Events

The SCADAPack x70 device can generate events for each of the ASDU types listed below. Use
the IEC 60870-5-104 tab on the object editor dialog in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software to specify which ASDUs generate events.

For Digital Objects:

· ASDU Type ID 1: M_SP_NA_1: Single Point Information (with Event)

· ASDU Type ID 3: M_DP_NA_1: Double Point Information (with Event)

For Analog Objects:

· ASDU Type ID 5: M_ST_NA_1: Step Position Information (with Event)

· ASDU Type ID 9: M_ME_NA_1: Measured Value, Normalized Value (with Event)

· ASDU Type ID 11: M_ME_NB_1: Measured Value, Scaled Value (with Event)

· ASDU Type ID 13: M_ME_NC_1: Measured Value, Short Floating Point (with Event)

· ASDU Type ID 21: M_ME_ND_1: Measured Value, Normalized Value without Quality
Descriptor (with Event)

For Counter objects:

· ASDU Type ID 15: M_IT_NA_1: Integrated Totals (with Event)

When events are enabled for an ASDU type, the SCADAPack x70 device generates events
according to the attributes configured for the object. 

Maximum number of events

The SCADAPack x70 device supports a maximum of 40000 events, configurable and shared with
DNP3 event storage. The default configuration for IEC 60870-5-104 event buffer size is 4000
events.

By default, when the number of IEC 60870-5-104 events generated exceeds the event buffer size,
the oldest events are discarded. Also see IEC 60870-5-104 advanced configuration Discard New
Events if Buffer Full configuration where oldest events can be kept and newest events are
discarded when the event buffer is filled.

IEC 60870-5-104 events are stored in non-volatile memory in SCADAPack x70 devices. They are
retained if the device is restarted.
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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3 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to maintain the security of a SCADA system. These
individuals are typically: 

· System Designers

· SCADA Security Administrators

Document scope

This manual describes:

· How to use the Security Administrator software to configure security in your SCADA system

· How to deploy security settings to your SCADA system

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

· Security Administrator version 1.6.2

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
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x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart

Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications
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SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 System Requirements

Security Administrator operates on a Windows PC or laptop with the following hardware
requirements: 

· Windows 8.1 Professional (32-bit or 64-bit)

· Windows 10 Professional (32-bit or 64-bit) and Enterprise (32-bit or 64-bit)

· Windows Server 2016 (64-bit)

· Recommended: 2.2 GHz or higher CPU, 1 GB or more RAM, 1280 x 1024 display, 7200 RPM
or higher hard disk

· 100 MB free disk space
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7 Security Overview

The Security Administrator application allows for configuring security for a whole system. It can
generate a System Key file, SCADAPack security configuration files, and configuration software
security files. These can be written directly to a media interface. Typically, Security
Administrator does not reside on the same PC with an instance of configuration software. 

Generally system security is set up in one of the following ways:

Security Key
Option

Description

Unique
security key

(highest
security)

Each remote SCADAPack has its own security key and communicates only
with the DNP3 Controlling Station.

If the security key in one part of the system is compromised, access is
limited to that part only, rather than the whole system. Unique keys for every
SCADAPack restricts the ability to deploy data concentrators and peer
nodes.

This provides the highest security but requires additional key management. 

Group
security key

(medium
security)

Each group of SCADAPacks has a unique security key. 

DNP3 Secure Authentication requires that all interacting devices share the
same key (e.g., SCADAPack 1 and 2 communicate Peer-to-Peer and both
talk to a DNP3 Controlling Station. Therefore each device needs to use the
same key).

This option is a compromise offering medium security, but may be
necessary, for example, where there is interaction between Peer
SCADAPacks.

Single
security key

(lowest
security)

The entire system uses the same security key.

This option is simpler to manage but if the single key becomes known, all
SCADAPacks are compromised. 

Licensed SCADAPacks can send and receive DNP3 Secure Authentication messages.

SCADAPacks can operate as DNP3 routers on any communications media. No special
configurations are required for this. A router passes on DNP3 secure authentication frames. This
is particularly useful for wide area radio networks.

SCADAPacks also support authentication of Unsolicited, Peer DNP3 and DNP3 Controlling
Station transmissions with DNP3 Secure Authentication security.

Security parameters set through the Security Administrator can be remotely deployed to a
SCADAPack. This feature can be disabled for increased security protection. In this case it is
only possible to configure security by loading configuration files containing the security keys and
other security parameters on a USB memory stick for transfer to a SCADAPack by the
configuration software. Depending on the arrangement of SCADAPack groups, multiple
SCADAPacks can be configured from the same single storage media.
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DNP3 Secure Authentication diagnostics are available through the configuration software.

DNP3 Secure Authentication

A mixture of secured and unsecured DNP3 devices can coexist on the same network. The DNP3
Controlling Station needs to be aware of the configuration requirements of individual devices,
which includes security configuration.

The configuration software can communicate directly to devices configured with DNP3 Secure
Authentication, providing the configuration software node and user have been configured by the
Security Administrator and the configuration security files have been loaded to the devices.

DNP3 Secure Authentication can operate with PSTN communications.

7.1 DNP3 Secure Authentication

DNP3 Secure Authentication is a bi-directional protocol that adds data integrity protection and
user and device authentication, resulting in protection between DNP3 Controlling Stations, DNP3
Outstation devices and configuration software using the DNP3 protocol. 

DNP3 transactions are protected from end to end through a system regardless of the
communications protocol specified (TCP/IP, UDP/IP, serial) and independent of the presence of
communications gateways, routers, etc. DNP3 can also be protected in hybrid networks, for
example, through TCP/IP and then to serial communications.

How does DNP3 Secure Authentication work?

DNP3 Secure Authentication uses a cryptographic key technically known as the Update Key
for securing messages. This static key is the secret key that is pre-shared between a DNP3
Controlling Station device and the DNP3 Outstation device.

From the Update Key, a dynamic Session Key is created that protects critical operational
data. A summary of this data flow is shown in the following illustration. 
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This data flow applies to DNP3 security initialization, periodic key changes and challenged
critical requests.

There are two components to DNP3 Secure Authentication: device authentication and user
authentication.

Device authentication

DNP3 device authentication takes place at the following times:

Situation Description

Initialization When initiating a session, DNP3 Secure Authentication verifies that
the DNP3 Controlling Station device and DNP3 Outstation device are
who they claim to be. This verification is designed to help prevent
spoofing, replay, and other forms of cyber attacks. This is
accomplished using a unique dynamic session key derived from the
pre-shared secret keys known by both devices.

Periodic Once a session is established, the DNP3 Controlling Station device
and DNP3 Outstation device periodically verify again who they claim
to be to protect against hijacking and other attacks. 

The default authentication period is 30 minutes. 

The longest authentication period is 14 days. 

A new session key is generated and exchanged during each periodic
update. 

Challenged critical
requests

Messages that are regarded as critical operations are challenged by
the receiver, asking the requester for security credentials. The receiver
verifies that the requester is who he says he is, before proceeding to
perform the request.

See DNP3 Secure Authentication > Challenged Functions in the
Security Technical Reference manual for a list of the critical function
codes challenged by the SCADAPack.

Further transaction scenarios are detailed in the DNP3 Specification
Volume 2 Supplement 1 - Secure Authentication document available
to DNP Users Group members at www.dnp.org.

User authentication

To enhance security when multiple configuration software users are present in a system, the
security configuration file can include a user list. 

The Security Administrator application allows configuration of users, providing a list of the
usernames and passwords. 

With user authentication enabled, when the configuration software requests access from the
SCADAPack, the user will be prompted to enter their username and password. The

http://www.dnp.org
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SCADAPack verifies this information against the user list in the security configuration file. If the
information matches, the action is permitted. If the information does not match, the action is
rejected.

For more information on DNP3 Secure Authentication, see the Security Technical Reference
manual.

7.2 Security Considerations

Device hardening is the process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
The following sections recommend actions to be taken to harden the SCADAPack x70 RTU.

TCP/IP Services

These services can be insecure if not externally protected. The protocols transmit their data,
including usernames and passwords, in cleartext.

· DNP3/UDP Broadcast Server

· Telnet Server

· FTP Server

It is strongly recommended that these application protocols be disabled when not in use.
Leaving these protocols enabled creates a security vulnerability if the remote IP connection to a
SCADAPack is not secured using other means.

To disable Telnet, disable the Telnet service. See Telnet Server Operations in the SCADAPack
Operations Technical Reference manual. 

To disable FTP, disable the FTP service. See FTP Server Operations in the SCADAPack
Operations Technical Reference manual. 

DNP3/UDP Broadcast server listens for DNP3 Broadcast messages sent over UDP/IP. This
server should be disabled unless DNP3 broadcast features are required. See DNP3/UDP
Broadcast Server Operations in the SCADAPack Operations Technical Reference manual.

To disable IP services

1. In the SCADAPack x70 configuration software, go to the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
tab.

2. In IP Communication > Services > Basic Configuration > TCP/IP Services, clear the
checkbox for each service not being used.
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3. Click Apply.

IP Forwarding

Disabling IP forwarding in the SCADAPack configuration helps to prevent one IP network
interface automatically forwarding (routing) IP packets to other interfaces.

It is recommended that IP forwarding be disabled where networks are not required to directly
interact with each other. When IP forwarding is disabled, the SCADAPack can independently
perform operations on each network, but external communications do not traverse from one
network to another. For more information, see Configuring IP Communication in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

For example, in a dual Ethernet architecture, IP packets from one Ethernet interface are blocked
from routing to the other Ethernet interface, when IP forwarding is disabled. A similar philosophy
applies to serial PPP links and mixed Ethernet/PPP links.

See Defining IP Routes in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

IP Firewall

The IP Firewall controls access to TCP/IP services on Ethernet and PPP communication links.
Use the IP Firewall to protect services. For more information see Using IP Firewall to Control
Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.
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Ethernet Ports

Ethernet ports should be disabled if not in use. To disable an Ethernet port, set the IP address
to 0.0.0.0. See Using Ethernet Ports in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

USB Port

The SCADAPack x70 USB port is intended for local configuration and debugging. It provides a
TCP/IP connection to the local PC when connected.

This port may be disabled if it is not required. See General Setup Parameters in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Serial Ports

Serial ports that are not in use may be disabled. Set the port function to None. See Configuring
Serial Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

PPP

The Point to Point Protocol (PPP) provides TCP/IP communication on a serial port. Disable PPP
unless it is required by setting the serial port function to None or another protocol type. See
Configuring Serial Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

Command Line

A Command Line serial port can be used for configuration and diagnostics as described in
Command Line Operations in the SCADAPack Operations Technical Reference manual.
Command line is available on Telnet and serial port connections. Command line should be
disabled if it is not required.

To disable the command line on a serial port, set the port function to None. See Configuring
Serial Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

To disable the command line on Telnet, disable the Telnet service. See the TCP/IP Services
section above.

DNP3 Protocol

DNP3/IP protocol is always enabled. 

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

DNP3 Secure Authentication

DNP3 Secure Authentication adds data integrity protection, and user and device authentication,

20
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resulting in protection between DNP3 Controlling Stations, SCADAPack x70 RTUs and the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software using the DNP3 protocol. Enabling DNP3
secure authentication helps protect DNP3 communication.

For more information, see DNP3 Secure Authentication in the SCADAPack Security Technical
Reference manual.

DNP3 Peer communication

Where a device is protected by DNP3 secure authentication, a peer device communicating with
that device needs to use the same security configuration. Peer devices need to be configured to
be in the same group in the Security Administrator application so that they use the same
Security (Update) Key. For more information see Configuring DNP3 Peer to Peer Client
Operation Overview in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Multiple DNP3 Controlling Stations

As the Security (Update) Key is shared across a group of devices and individual sessions are
opened with each DNP3 Controlling Station, the Security (Update) Key used to authenticate
each session must be the same for each DNP3 Controlling Station (and other devices if
required). For more information, see Security Overview .

Modbus/TCP Protocol

Modbus/TCP protocol is always enabled. 

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

Modbus Store and Forward

Modbus Store and Forward routing is used on systems where there is no direct Modbus link
between a host computer and an outstation. Modbus Store and Forward routing can expose
outstations communication to an external network. 

Disable Modbus Store and Forward routing if not required. See Configuring Store and Forward
Operation in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual. 

Logic Debug Service

SCADAPack x70 logic online editing and debugging uses the logic debug service on a USB,
Ethernet or PPP TCP/IP connection. It is recommended the logic debug service be disabled
when not required. The logic debug service should not be enabled in normal operation.

See Disabling Logic Debugging in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.
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8 Getting Started

Once you have determined the security protocols you will use in your SCADA system, you're
ready to start setting up the system. Complete the following steps to get your system up and
running.

1. Activate the Security Administrator application .

2. License the individual SCADAPack features you want .

3. Set up a project for managing your system .

4. Create a System Key (optional) .

8.1 Activating Security Administrator

Security Administrator requires an individual license to run. 

Individual SCADAPack feature licenses  are also needed for DNP3 Secure Authentication
facilities to be enabled on SCADAPacks. 

When you run Security Administrator for the first time, it displays the License Configuration
dialog.

The dialog displays a unique Site Code. Email this site code to Schneider Electric, as
described below, to receive your site key. 

To request a site key

1. Click Copy To Clipboard and paste the Site Code into the body of an email message.

2. Send the email to the email address specified on the License Configuration dialog. 

3. Once you receive the site key, copy and paste it into the Site Key field. 

4. Click Validate to activate Security Administrator.

5. Select the Start or Windows icon, then navigate to the Schneider Electric SCADAPack
x70 Security Administrator > Security Administrator folder.

8.2 Licensing Individual SCADAPack Features

For firmware versions earlier than 9.7.1, DNP3 Secure Authentication is a licensed feature for the
SCADAPack x70 device. For firmware versions 9.7.1 and later, the feature is always enabled.
The SCADAPack feature license file is deployed using the configuration software application. 

To license individual SCADAPack features

1. Contact your Schneider Electric customer service representative to obtain a license for the
features you want.

For more information on SCADAPack feature licensing, see the hardware manual for your
SCADAPack.
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8.3 Opening and Saving a Project

Note: Schneider Electric believes cybersecurity is critical in today’s connected world. Improved
cybersecurity mechanisms are now included in Schneider Electric products and updated tools
are required to apply the new device configurations. It is recommended that you update existing
Security Administration projects to the latest format by using the updated Security Administrator
application and setting a passphrase for each project.

· Opening and saving a new project  

· Opening and saving a legacy project

· Opening and saving a project previously saved with a passphrase

Opening and saving a new project

1. Select the Start or Windows icon, then navigate to the Schneider Electric SCADAPack
x70 Security Administrator > SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator folder.

2. Click on Project in the project tree and select DNP3 Secure Authentication (see Security
Mode Option ). 

3. Select one of the Configuration Tool Key Mode  options.

4. You have the option to add another layer of security by requiring a username and password
login before critical actions can be performed on a SCADAPack. Select one of the following
Users Mode options:

· No user authentication provided by the Controllers

· Individual users can be configured and authenticated by the Controllers

5. Select File > Save.

The following Passphrase dialog is displayed. 

6. Enter a new passphrase and confirm the passphrase. 

· All printable UTF-8 characters are allowed

· The passphrase needs to be a minimum of 8 characters

· The passphrases need to match

7. Click OK to confirm.
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A confirmation dialog reminds you that you will need the passphrase to access the project in
the future. It is recommended that you save the passphrase in secure place.

8. To confirm, click Yes. 

The project is saved with a passphrase. 

Opening and saving a legacy project

1. Start SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator. 

See Getting Started .

2. Select File > Open and navigate to the project that you want to open.

The following dialog is displayed.

3. Click OK.

4. View and edit the settings, as needed.

5. Select File > Save or File > Save As.

6. If needed, enter a project name and click Save.

The following Passphrase dialog is displayed. 

23
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7. Enter a new passphrase and confirm the passphrase. 

· All printable UTF-8 characters are allowed

· The passphrase needs to be a minimum of 8 characters

· The passphrases need to match

8. Click OK to confirm.

A confirmation dialog reminds you that you will need to enter the passphrase to access the
project in the future. It is recommended that you save the passphrase in secure place.

9. To confirm, click Yes. 

The project is saved with a passphrase. 

Opening and saving a project previously saved with a passphrase

1. Start SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator. 

See Getting Started .

2. Select File > Open and navigate to the project that you want to open.

The following Passphrase dialog is displayed. 

If you enter the correct passphrase, the project opens. 

If you enter an incorrect passphrase, a dialog similar to the following is displayed.

23
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Click OK and repeat step 2.

3. View and edit the settings, as needed.

4. Select File > Save.

The following Passphrase dialog is displayed. 

5. Enter the passphrase and click OK.

8.3.1 Configuration Tool Key Modes

The following table describes the available Configuration Tool Key Modes.

Configuration Tool
Key Mode

Description

Default Key The configuration software and SCADAPacks automatically
communicate using the key provided out-of-the-box. This mode
helps to protect against external attempts to access the protocol,
but not against copies of the configuration software.

The default key mode is provided for simplifying initial access to
SCADAPacks. It is strongly recommended that you use another
key mode in field installations.

Lowest security option

Common Key A new key is provided for each instance of the configuration
software, disabling the default key and configuring one configuration
tool key for your entire SCADAPack system. You deploy the same
configuration security file to each instance of the configuration
software. 
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The advantage of this mode is that you only have to maintain one
key for all your configuration software installations. However, if a
laptop with an instance of the configuration software is
compromised, the configuration security files will need to be
updated on each instance of the configuration software in your
SCADA system, as well as each associated SCADAPack.

Medium security option

Unique Keys Each instance of the configuration software has a unique key and
each SCADAPack is aware of the authorized configuration. Each
instance of the configuration software is identified using a specific
security configuration file, which is tied to a Machine ID to restrict
operation of the software to authorized PCs only. If you add, edit or
remove instances of the configuration software in the system, you
will need to update each SCADAPack with the revised settings.

The advantage of this mode is that if a laptop with an instance of the
configuration software is compromised, there is no need to update
the security configuration file for each instance of the configuration
software. You can remove the compromised configuration software
in Security Administrator and generate new security configuration
files to be deployed to the SCADAPacks associated with that
configuration software instance.

Highest security option

8.3.2 Security Mode Option

When setting up a new project to implement security in a DNP3 network, you need to determine
whether or not each SCADAPack in your system requires security and what type of security is
required.

The following table describes the available security mode.

Security Mode Description

DNP3 Secure
Authentication

Verifies that the DNP3 Controlling Station device and Outstation
device are who they claim to be, both upon initialization of a
session and periodically throughout a session at user-defined
intervals. It also requests security credentials for messages that are
regarded as critical. 

If control actions represent 5% of the system communications and
data monitoring represents 95%, then the overall communication
speed will be the same as if no security is enabled 95% of the
time. 

When this option is selected, you also have the option to select a
Configuration Tool Key Mode and a Users Mode.
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For more information on DNP3 Secure Authentication, see the
Security Technical Reference manual.

8.4 Understanding System Keys

The System Key customizes the SCADAPack security configuration file that the Security
Administrator generates to make the file specific to a system or an organization. The
SCADAPack reads this information.

The security infrastructure is designed so that System Keys are deployed once during the
lifetime of a system from the Security Administrator application to the SCADAPacks. However,
the Security Administrator can generate new System Keys, if required, as described below.

The System Key file, called system.key can be exported using the Security Administrator
application.

Deploying the System Key file

It is highly recommended that a trusted individual responsible for system security deploy the
System Key file to each SCADAPack before releasing them for field installation. 

Copies of the System Key file need to be removed from portable media and devices following
deployment. To maintain the integrity of the security system, take all possible steps to keep the
password phrase, System Key file, and its deployment secure.

The System Key file can be deployed onto the SCADAPack using one of the following methods:

· USB mass storage device

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software through the USB device (peripheral) port

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software through Ethernet or serial ports

· DNP3 Controlling Station

The method depends on the setting for the Allow Update of Security File  parameter in the
Security Administrator application.

To generate a new System Key

1. From the menu bar at the top of the Security Administrator application, choose System Key
> Set System Key.

2. In the System Key dialog, enter a new System Key phrase, confirm the new System Key
phrase, and click OK.

3. In the System Key confirmation dialog, click Yes to continue.

You will need to update each SCADAPack locally with the new System Key, as described
above and as shown in the illustration below.

34
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8.5 Changing the Passphrase

1. Start SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator. 

See Getting Started .

2. Select File > Open and navigate to the project that you want to open.

The following Passphrase dialog is displayed. 

If you enter the correct passphrase, the project opens. If you enter an incorrect passphrase,
the following dialog is displayed.

23
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Click OK and repeat step 2.

3. Select Passphrase > Change Passphrase.

The following dialog is displayed. 

4. Enter the current passphrase.

5. Enter the new passphrase and confirm the new passphrase.

· All printable UTF-8 characters are allowed

· The passphrase needs to be a minimum of 8 characters

· The passphrases need to match

6. Click OK. 

The confirmation Passphrase dialog is displayed.
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7. Click Yes.

The passphrase is changed and you can continue working in your project. 

You will need this passphrase to save your project.
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9 Managing Groups

A security group defines a group of SCADAPacks that will share the same security
configuration. If SCADAPacks need to communicate with each other as Peers or in Client/Server
configurations, place them in the same security group.

How many groups are recommended?

The more groups, the more security resilience. If security is compromised in one SCADAPack
group, only the SCADAPacks in that group will need new security keys loaded to secure the
group once again. Compare this to using one key in all SCADAPacks – if security is
compromised, all SCADAPacks must have a new security key loaded. Balance the benefit of
increased security against managing multiple keys and grouping SCADAPacks for peer
communication.

For more information, see:

· Adding or Editing a Group

· Deleting a Group

· Exporting Group Security Files

· Deploying Security Files

9.1 Adding or Editing a Group

You can add or edit a group from the Group Management view.

To add a group

1. Click on Groups in the project tree.

2. In the Group Management section, click Add Group.

The new group will be created with the name Groupn, where n is the next number available.

3. To change the name of the group, right-click on Groupn in the project tree and enter the new
name.

To edit a group

1. Click on the name of the group you wish to edit in the project tree.

The Group Configuration view is displayed, showing the parameters that apply for the
security mode  selected for the project. 

2. Edit the parameters using the information described in Group Configuration Parameters ,
then click File > Save.
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9.1.1 Group Configuration Parameters

The following parameters are found in the Security Administrator application Group
Configuration view and will be applied to each SCADAPack in the group when the security file
is deployed. This list includes the parameters for each Security Mode. Only the parameters for
the Security Mode you selected when you set up your project will be displayed.

Parameter Options Description

General information

Group Name Default - Alphanumeric
characters

Can be edited in the project tree

Allow Update of
Security File

CompactFlash/USB
device, Configuration Tool
or Host - Default

CompactFlash/USB
device, or Configuration
Tool via USB

Identifies the method for updating the
security file on SCADAPacks.

CompactFlash/USB device, or
Configuration Tool via USB option
provides a higher level of security because it
does not allow security file updates through
serial ports, Ethernet ports or a DNP3
Controlling Station device.

Security (Update)
Key

32 characters (0-9,A-F)

A valid key is displayed
by default.

This is the security key for the devices in a
group. 

It is generated automatically by the Security
Administrator application.

The Security (Update) Key can be changed
by clicking the New Key button, or
generated externally and entered in this field.

If you generate a new key, you need to re-
deploy keys to each security point in your
network that is part of this security group.

DNP3 Algorithms

HMAC SHA-1 truncated to 4
octets (serial) - Default

SHA-1 truncated to 10
octets (networked)

SHA-256 truncated to 8
octets (serial)

SHA-256 truncated to 16
octets (networked)

This is the security algorithm used for
signing security messages to confirm they
have not been tampered with. 

The setting of this field needs to be the
same on each device using the Security
(Update) Key . 

This setting applies to DNP3 interfaces on
the SCADAPack.

The SHA-256 algorithms are more secure
than the SHA-1 algorithms but are more

34
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Parameter Options Description

SCADAPack processing intensive.
Algorithms with more octets are more
secure, but cause longer messages (using
more bandwidth) for critical messages.

Where the primary communications interface
is a DNP3 serial port, a serial algorithm is
recommended.

Where the primary communications interface
is a network interface (Ethernet, PPP, etc),
a network algorithm is recommended.

Key Wrap AES-128 - Default This is the security algorithm used for
encrypting the security exchanges that set
the dynamic session key from the static
DNP3 Update Key. The setting of this field
needs to be the same on all devices using
the Security (Update) Key .

Only the AES-128 algorithm is presently
supported.

DNP3 Session Keys

These settings control how often the session key changes. Changing the session key is a
large part of security strategy. It stops large volumes of data from using the same
cryptographic parameters (which can lead to the ability to learn the session key).

Session keys will be changed when either of the Key Change Interval or Key Change
Count criteria is met. When the key changes, checking for both criteria is restarted.

Key Change
Interval (seconds)

120 to 604,800 (seconds)

Default - 900 (seconds)

This sets the length of time for which the
session key is valid. After this time, the
session key is changed.

Key Change
Count

10 to 10,000

Default - 1000

This is the number of times a session key
can be used before it is changed.

DNP3 Aggressive Mode

Once security credentials are established through a previous critical request, Aggressive
Mode allows the challenge data to be appended to the critical request message without
having to go through the full challenge/reply exchange.

Accepts
Requests

Checked or unchecked

Default - checked

This determines whether the SCADAPack
will accept Aggressive Mode requests from a
DNP3 Controlling Station device sending
critical controls. If Aggressive Mode is

34
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Parameter Options Description

disabled, then an aggressive mode request
will the rejected by the SCADAPack. 

Configure the DNP3 Controlling Station to
use standard challenge-reply security
messages in this case. The setting of this
field needs to be the same on each device
using the Security (Update) Key .

Issues Requests Checked or unchecked

Default - unchecked

This determines whether the SCADAPack
will send Aggressive Mode requests when
communicating as a DNP3 Controlling
Station. This setting applies to
communications initiated by the
SCADAPack. If a device rejects an
Aggressive Mode request, authentication will
be unsuccessful. 

Disable the Aggressive Mode - Issues
Requests setting if there are authentication
issues. The setting of this field must be the
same on all devices using the Security
(Update) Key .

Advanced DNP3 Options

Challenge Data
Length (bytes)

4 to 40

Default - 4

This sets the number of bytes of challenge
data used in session key negotiation and
authentication challenge messages.

The larger the challenge data the better the
security but the more overhead on security
establishment and challenge messages.

The setting of this field needs to be the
same on each device using the Security
(Update) Key . This setting may be a
global setting on some devices, thereby
requiring a whole system to operate with the
same value.

Session Key
Length (bits)

128-bits (Default)

192-bits

256-bits

384-bits

512-bits

1024-bits

This is the size of the session key, used in
session key negotiation and protecting
critical message challenges.

The minimum length of session keys is 128-
bits (16 octets).

The larger the session key the better
security, but large session keys have more
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Parameter Options Description

overhead on security establishment, and are
more SCADAPack processing intensive.

The setting of this field needs to be the
same on each device using the Security
(Update) Key . 

Maximum Error
Count

0 to10

Default - 2

This sets the number of consecutive security
conditions for which the SCADAPack will
return errors. After this number of errors,
security conditions are silently discarded.
This mechanism attempts to alleviate denial
of service issues.

In a noisy network environment it may be
necessary to increase this count for
consistent security exchanges. The higher
this number the more prone the
communications is to disruption if a device is
subject to denial of service incident.

This setting affects only the SCADAPack for
which it is configured.

9.2 Deleting a Group

You can delete a group from the Group Management view.

To delete a group 

1. In the project tree, click on Groups to access the Groups view.

2. In the Group Management list, select the group name. 

3. Click Delete Group. 

4. In the Confirm group delete dialog, click Yes. 

9.3 Exporting Group Security Files

Before you can deploy security files into the SCADAPacks in a group, you need to export the
files so they are in the appropriate format. You can export the security files for all groups at
once, or for a specific group. 

An exported group includes:

· User security information

· Common Key  or Unique Key  

· Configuration security information
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· Group information

To export all group security files

1. From the menu bar at the top of the Security Administrator application, choose Export > All
Group Security Files. 

When you export all group security files at once, a system.rtk file is created for each group
and is stored in a subfolder with the group name. The sub-folders are created in a folder that
you select.

2. In the dialog box, select the folder where the sub-folders for each group will be created.

The figure below shows the folder structure created when four groups were exported into a
folder called SCADAPack Security.

3. You can now deploy the system.rtk file for each group to the SCADAPacks in that group. 

For details on deployment methods, see Deploying Security Files .

To export a specific group security file

1. From the menu bar at the top of the Security Administrator application, choose Export >
Specific Group Security File > Group Name.

When you export a specific group security file, a system.rtk file is created for that group and
is stored in a folder that you select.

2. In the dialog box, select the folder where the system.rtk file will be saved.

3. You can now deploy the system.rtk file to each SCADAPack in the group. 

For details on deployment methods, see Deploying Security Files .

9.4 Deploying Security Files

Once you have exported group security files , you can load the system.rtk file into each
SCADAPack in the group.

The method used to load the system.rtk file into the SCADAPack depends on the SCADAPack
type and the setting for the Allow Update of Security File  parameter in the group information. 

The table below summarizes the supported methods and parameter settings. 

SCADAPac
k Type

Deployment Methods Supported Setting for Allow Update of
Security File Parameter
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SCADAPac
k 470

SCADAPac
k 474

SCADAPac
k 570

SCADAPac
k 574

SCADAPac
k 575

USB mass storage device, locally CompactFlash/USB device,
Configuration Tool or Host

CompactFlash/USB device, or
Configuration Tool via USB

SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software locally through the
USB device (peripheral) port

CompactFlash/USB device,
Configuration Tool or Host

CompactFlash/USB device, or
Configuration Tool via USB

SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software through Ethernet
or serial ports

CompactFlash/USB device,
Configuration Tool or Host

SCADA Client station software such as
Geo SCADA Expert 

CompactFlash/USB device,
Configuration Tool or Host

If security is licensed on the SCADAPack, it will automatically detect an inserted USB mass
storage device, and check the root directory on the device for:

· system.key, the System Key file

· system.rtk, the security configuration file

If the SCADAPack does not find either of these files, the SCADAPack security configuration is
not changed.

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Verify that the data transfer between the SCADAPack and the USB mass storage device is
complete before removing the USB mass storage device from the USB host port. 

Removing a USB mass storage device from the host port while the data transfer is in progress
can impact system performance and result in a system restart.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

NOTICE

LOSS OF SECURITY INFORMATION

As with any form of security, safe-keeping and distribution of keys is necessary.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

When security files are successfully loaded into a SCADAPack, the SCADAPack USB Host
LED blinks for five seconds.
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10 Managing Users

This option is only available if you selected DNP3 Secure Authentication as the Security Mode
and selected Individual users can be configured and authenticated by the Controllers
when you created your project.

User authentication adds another layer of security to your SCADA system by requiring
username and password login before critical actions can be performed on a SCADAPack. 

For more information see:

· Adding or Editing a User

· Changing a User Password

· Deleting a User

10.1 Adding or Editing a User

You can add or edit a user from the User Management view.

Usernames and passwords are case sensitive. 

User configurations are provided to SCADAPacks by exporting group security files .

To add a user

1. In the project tree, click on Users. 

2. In the User Management view click Add User.

3. In the Username field, enter the name by which the user will be identified.

4. In the Full Name / Description field, enter the full name and a description (if desired) of the
user.

5. Enter and confirm a password for the user.

6. Click Set Password.

To edit a user

1. In the project tree, click Users.

2. In the User Management view, click on a username and click Edit User.

3. Edit the user details and press Enter.
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10.2 Changing a User Password

You can access a user password from the User Management view. Passwords are case
sensitive.

User configurations, including password changes, are provided to SCADAPacks by exporting
group security files .

To change a user password

1. In the project tree, click Users.

2. In the User Management view, click on a username and click Edit User.

3. In the Password section, enter and confirm a new password.

4. Click Set Password.

10.3 Deleting a User

You can delete a user from the User Management view. 

To Delete a User

1. In the project tree, click Users.

2. In the User Management view, click on a username and click Delete User.

3. In the Confirm user delete dialog, click Yes. 
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11 Managing Configuration Tools

This option is only available when you select Unique Keys in the Configuration Tool Key
Mode during project setup . Each instance of SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software uses a different security file.

For more information see:

· Adding or Editing a Configuration Tool

· Deleting a Configuration Tool

· Exporting Configuration Tool Security Files

· Deploying Configuration Tool Security Files

11.1 Adding or Editing a Configuration Tool

SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool instances can be added or edited from the
Configuration Tool Management view.

To add a Configuration Tool

1. In the project tree, click Configuration Tools.

2. In the Configuration Tool Management view, click Add Configuration Tool.

3. The Machine Description field displays the name of the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration instance. To change the name of the configuration, in the project tree, right-
click on ConfigurationTooln, where n is the number of the Configuration Tool, and enter the
new name.

4. In the Machine ID field, enter the Machine ID.

The Machine ID (for the PC on which the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software resides) is obtained from the Security tab in the PC Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM.

A Configuration Tool Number and Configuration Tool Key are automatically generated.
Only the last 4 digits of the Configuration Tool Key are displayed.

5. You can change the Configuration Tool Key by clicking New Key.

To edit a configuration tool

1. In the project tree, click Configuration Tools.

2. In the Configuration Tool Management view, select a SCADAPack RemoteConnect
instance name and click Edit Configuration Tool.

3. Edit the SCADAPack RemoteConnect instance details and press Enter.
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11.2 Deleting a Configuration Tool

SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool instances can be deleted from the
Configuration Tool Management view.

To delete a configuration 

1. In the project tree, click Configuration Tools.

2. In the Configuration Tool Management view, click Delete Configuration Tool.

3. In the Confirm Configuration Tool delete dialog, click Yes. 

11.3 Exporting Configuration Tool Security Files

SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool security files are included when group security
files are exported by the Security Administrator application, so that they can be deployed to
authorized SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software installations.

Configuration Tool security files that are generated when using Common Key  and Unique
Key  modes can be exported.

To export a common SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool
security file

When you are using Common Key  mode, you can export a common security file called
common.csf.

NOTICE

LOSS OF SECURITY SETTINGS

Store the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool security file in a secure location. It
is used to authorize configuration software installations that will operate with your system.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

1. Do one of the following:

a. To export the security files for all groups, select Export > All Group Security Files. 

b. To export the security file for a single group, select Export > Specific Group Security
File > Group Name.

2. Browse to the folder where you want to store the security file or create a new folder and click
OK.

To export a unique configuration tool security file

When you are using Unique Key  mode, you can export a separate security file for each
defined SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool. This provides enhanced security
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compared with using a common security file as individual security files are valid only for a
SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation on a single computer.

As part of the configuration activities for a SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool, the
Machine ID needs to be retrieved from the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software.

1. Do one of the following:

a. To export files for all SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tools, select Export >
All Configuration Tool Security Files. 

b. To export the security file for a single SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool,
select Export > Specific Configuration Tool Security File > Configuration Tool
Name.

2. Browse to the folder where you want to store the security file or create a new folder and click
OK.

A .csf file is created in the folder for each defined SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration
Tool. For example, if the configuration is named WestEnd, the configuration security file is
called WestEnd.csf. 

11.4 Deploying Configuration Tool Security Files

Once a SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Tool security file is exported from Security
Administrator, it is sent to an end user to load into the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software, for example via USB mass storage device. Once loaded, this authorizes
the configuration software for use with the SCADAPack system.

When the Common Key  mode is used, the same common configuration tool security file is
deployed to each computer using SCADAPack RemoteConnect, as shown in the illustration
below.

When the Unique Key  mode is used, a unique configuration security file is deployed to
each computer using SCADAPack RemoteConnect, as shown in the illustration below.
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12 Setting up EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert (ClearSCADA)
Security

This section covers setting up EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert (ClearSCADA) when it is the
DNP3 Controlling Station in a network of SCADAPack devices where some or all of the
SCADAPack devices are enabled for DNP3 Secure Authentication. There are two ways to
configure Geo SCADA Expert and the SCADAPack devices to use the same security key so
that they can authenticate with each other using DNP3 Secure Authentication. 

See: 

· Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software to Load Security Files to
SCADAPack Devices

· Using Geo SCADA Expert to Load Security Files to SCADAPack Devices  

12.1 Using SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software to Load Security
Files to SCADAPack Devices

Using this method, DNP3 Secure Authentication is not initially enabled. The following sections
incrementally demonstrate how a connection between Geo SCADA Expert and a SCADAPack
device is secured.

If you want to remove DNP3 Secure Authentication from a SCADAPack device, you need to Cold
Boot the SCADAPack device.

See:

· Check Control Actions Prior to Enabling DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Load SCADAPack Security File

· Configure Security in Geo SCADA Expert

· Check Control Actions After Enabling DNP3 Secure Authentication

12.1.1 Check Control Actions Prior to Enabling DNP3 Secure Authentication

Before you load the security file into a SCADAPack, verify that the control actions are working
properly.

To check control actions

1. In the Geo SCADA Expert software, connect a DNP3 Direct Channel and DNP3 Direct
Outstation 

2. Select a SCADAPack that has no security loaded. For the purposes of this example, the
Geo SCADA Expert Outstation object must be the object type DNP3 > SCADAPack >
SCADAPack Direct Outstation.

3. Demonstrate a successful control action such as right-clicking on a Binary Output point for
this SCADAPack and selecting Control as shown below in a sample Geo SCADA Expert
project. 
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4. Toggle the Output point state again to confirm controls are successful.

12.1.2 Load SCADAPack Security File

Now that you've verified that the control actions are working properly, you need to load a security
file into a SCADAPack.

To load a security file into a SCADAPack

1. In the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software in Online mode, select
SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM , right-click Additional Functions and
select Apply Security Configuration to Device.

2. Browse to the folder containing the system.rtk file that was exported in the previous topic
and click Open.

3. When prompted by the configuration software to confirm the load, click OK.

4. In the Geo SCADA Expert software, attempt a control action to the same output point. 

This action should be unsuccessful because the SCADAPack will challenge the Geo SCADA
Expert request and Geo SCADA Expert will not be able to authenticate itself to the
SCADAPack. You can view the Alarm Banner or an alarms window in Geo SCADA Expert to
see this message.
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12.1.3 Configure Security in Geo SCADA Expert

For Geo SCADA Expert to use DNP3 Secure Authentication with this SCADAPack, you need to
enable it and set the security key.

To configure security in Geo SCADA Expert

1. Open the SCADAPack’s Geo SCADA Expert outstation object properties and select the
Security tab as shown below. 

2. Check Enabled to select Secure Authentication for this SCADAPack. 

The DNP3 algorithm settings shown in this dialog match the default settings in the Security
Administrator project. If you have not changed the default settings in the security project,
nothing further needs to be done in this dialog. 

3. Save the outstation object. 

A message is generated stating that the Outstation requires an update key.

4. Close the outstation properties window.

5. To set the security key and clear the message, right-click the SCADAPack’s outstation
object in the navigator tree and select Set Update Key as shown below.
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6. Copy the Security (Update) Key for the SCADAPack from your Security Administrator
project.
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7. Paste the key into the Set Update Key dialog in Geo SCADA Expert and click OK.

8. Open the outstation object properties again and you will see that the message has cleared.

12.1.4 Check Control Actions After Enabling DNP3 Secure Authentication

Once you have loaded the SCADAPack security file and configured security in Geo SCADA
Expert, you can check the control actions again.

To check control actions

1. To speed up communication establishment with the SCADAPack, toggle the Outstation In
Service checkbox to off, Save, on again and Save. 

2. Now demonstrate a successful control action (this time using Secure Authentication) by
right-clicking a Boolean Output point and selecting Control.

12.2 Using Geo SCADA Expert to Load Security Files to SCADAPack Devices

The Geo SCADA Expert software can also be used to load security files to SCADAPacks. This
allows security administration to be performed from one access point, the SCADA Host. 

Using this method, DNP3 Secure Authentication is not initially enabled. The following sections
incrementally demonstrate how a connection between Geo SCADA Expert and a SCADAPack
device is secured.
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If you want to remove DNP3 Secure Authentication from a SCADAPack device, you need to Cold
Boot the SCADAPack device.

See:

· Check Control Actions Prior to Enabling DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Create Object for Loading SCADAPack Security File

· Load SCADAPack Security File

· Check Control Actions with Security Enabled

12.2.1 Check Control Actions Prior to Enabling DNP3 Secure Authentication

Before you load the security file into a SCADAPack, verify that the control actions are working
properly.

To check control actions

1. In the Geo SCADA Expert software, connect a DNP3 Direct Channel and DNP3 Direct
Outstation 

2. Select a SCADAPack that has no security loaded. For the purposes of this example, the
Geo SCADA Expert Outstation object must be the object type DNP3 > SCADAPack >
SCADAPack Direct Outstation.

3. Demonstrate a successful control action such as right-clicking on a Binary Output point for
this SCADAPack and selecting Control as shown below in a sample Geo SCADA Expert
project. 

4. Toggle the Output point state again to confirm controls are successful.
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12.2.2 Create Object for Loading SCADAPack Security File

Instead of using the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software to load the
SCADAPack device security file, Geo SCADA Expert can be used.

To load the SCADAPack security file using Geo SCADA Expert

1. In the same Geo SCADA Expert group (folder) as the SCADAPack’s outstation object, add a
new object of type DNP3 > SCADAPack > SCADAPack Security Configuration. 

2. Right-click the new object and select Import Security Configuration. The following dialog
is displayed.

3. Enter the security file name by browsing to the folder containing the system.rtk file that was
exported with Security Administrator and click Open. 
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You can use any of the security projects created in the earlier example.

4. Copy the key from your Security Administrator project as shown below for this SCADAPack
group.

The security key associated with the new security file is provided to Geo SCADA Expert to
validate the authenticity of the security file.

5. Paste the key into the dialog in Geo SCADA Expert as shown below. 

This key is transferred to the outstation object key by Geo SCADA Expert after successfully
loading the security file to the SCADAPack.

6. You can add a description that identifies which SCADAPack group uses this security file if
you like. Then click OK.
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7. Open the SCADAPack’s outstation object properties and select the SCADAPack tab. Go to
the bottom of this page to assign Security Configuration to the object you just created
using the browse button as shown below.

8. Save the outstation object. 

If security has not been enabled already on the Security tab, a message will be generated. 

9. In the Security tab, check Enabled to select Secure Authentication for this SCADAPack,
as shown below. 

The DNP3 algorithm settings shown in this dialog match the default settings in the Security
Administrator project. If you have not changed the default settings in the security project,
nothing further needs to be done in this dialog. 

10. Save the SCADAPack object and the message will clear. 

11. Close the dialog. 
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12.2.3 Load SCADAPack Security File

Now you will need to load the security file to the SCADAPack.

To load SCADAPack security file

· Right-click the SCADAPack’s outstation object and select Download Security
Configuration. 

12.2.4 Check Control Actions with Security Enabled

Once you have created the object for loading the security file to the SCADAPack and loaded the
security file, you can check the control actions again.

To check control actions

1. To speed up communication establishment with the SCADAPack, toggle the Outstation In
Service checkbox to off, Save, on again and Save. 

2. Now demonstrate a successful control action (this time using Secure Authentication) by
right-clicking a Boolean Output point and selecting Control.
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13 Frequently Asked Questions

Question: How can I turn off DNP3 Secure Authentication in my SCADAPack?

Answer: Cold boot the SCADAPack to remove its DNP3 Secure Authentication settings.

Question: Do I select on which ports of a SCADAPack to use DNP3 Secure Authentication? 

Answer: Ports that have DNP3 enabled will use the configured DNP3 security scheme - e.g. USB,
serial and Ethernet.

Question: Can a SCADA Host (Controlling Station) or configuration software with DNP3 Secure
Authentication enabled, perform actions on a SCADAPack that has no security enabled?

Answer: Yes, it is typically the SCADAPack that challenges the Controlling Station. A SCADAPack
without DNP3 Secure Authentication does not challenge Controlling Station requests, so the
Controlling Station does not need to provide authentication. This way, a secure SCADA host
can work with a network of SCADAPacks with and without DNP3 Secure Authentication
configured.

Question: What is Aggressive Mode? 

Answer: Aggressive mode provides more aggressive optimization of the DNP3 secure authentication
communications to reduce the amount of overhead. Overhead is reduced by including the
action and the authentication information for an anticipated challenge inside one operation
request message. The receiving device does not have to issue a challenge message, only a
response to say the request has been executed. The first secure exchange between DNP3
devices uses full authentication transactions, but subsequent transactions can use
aggressive mode, reducing the message transactions for critical operations from 4
exchanges to 2.

Question: When selecting Users Mode how do I log in to a SCADAPack from Geo SCADA Expert? 

Answer: Users Mode is an additional security feature provided by the SCADAPack for the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software only. Geo SCADA Expert does not
support Users Mode. It offers its own account login structure. The SCADAPack’s security
file contains two types of keys: one type to use with configuration software only, and a
second type to use with other DNP3 Controlling Stations, such as Geo SCADA Expert. In
this way, only configuration software actions will be challenged for username and password
information. This information is automatically embedded in messages between the
configuration software and the SCADAPack after logging on to the configuration software.
The SCADAPack authenticates configuration software actions against the SCADAPack’s
secure username/password list.

Question: Are communications using the SCADAPack x70 Logic Debug Service secured?

Answer: The Logic Debug Service should be disabled in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software to secure the logic editor interface.
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Question: Are Telnet and FTP secure connections to the SCADAPack x70 device? 

Answer: DNP3 security does not include securing the Telnet or FTP protocols. Leaving Telnet and
FTP disabled, which is the default configuration, is the most secure setting for these
components. Turning them on to allow FTP and particularly Telnet functionality can
compromise system security if a remote IP connection to the SCADAPack is not secured
by other means. 

Question: How do I uniquely secure a SCADAPack system from other similar SCADAPack systems? 

Answer: Multiple layers of security (also known as defense-in-depth) are available. Using the
Common or Unique Key modes for the configuration software isolates SCADAPacks from
access by configuration software that is not authorized on the system; Security keys loaded
into SCADAPacks offer increased protection from actions of other DNP3 Controlling
Stations; Loading of security files to SCADAPacks can be restricted to local access only
(although this can be a major impediment to maintenance of system security). 

To further secure a system against unintended deployment of security keys, and for
consideration as an alternative to restricting key deployment to local access only, an
additional security layer can be used. A System Key can be generated from the Security
Administrator that allows SCADAPacks to accept system specific security keys only. If
used, the system specific System Key would typically be loaded in a SCADAPack prior to
field installation. 

Question: How do I disable SCADAPacks from remotely receiving new security configuration? 

Answer: The Security Administrator provides an Allow Update of Security File field on the Group
configuration page. Set this field to CompactFlash/USB device or Configuration Tool via
USB (i.e. disabling Host and remote access) to restrict a SCADAPack to accepting security
key files via local access only. While this provides a very high level of security, remote
maintenance of security configuration is disabled. An alternative to enforcing this local-only
security configuration is to use SCADAPack System Key configurations. Following the
setting of system keys, security configurations are accepted by SCADAPacks from system
specific Security Administrators. Also see the previous question.
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2016 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to maintain the security of a SCADA system. These
individuals are typically: 

· System Designers

· SCADA Security Administrators

Document scope

This manual describes:

· Technical reference information

· Security standards

· Example configurations

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

· Security Administrator version 1.6.2

Related documents

Use this manual with the other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set.
The table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.

Folder Manual Content
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Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart

Technical SCADAPack · USB, serial and IP communications
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Reference
Manuals

Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations  in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

18

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 Licensing

For firmware versions earlier than 9.7.1, DNP3 Secure Authentication is a licensed feature for the
SCADAPack x70 device. For firmware versions 9.7.1 and later, the feature is always enabled.
The SCADAPack feature license file is deployed using the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software.

For more information on SCADAPack feature licensing, see the hardware manual for your
SCADAPack.

The SCADAPack Security Administrator software is required to use the SCADAPack DNP3
Secure Authentication features. A license must also be purchased to activate the Security
Administrator application.
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7 Standards

Security recommendations and standards of interest to utility sector markets include: 

· IEC 62351

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

The DNP3 Secure Authentication standard's use of IEC 62351 focuses on authentication.

IEC 62351 Standard

IEC 62351 standard specifies authentication of SCADA data transfer using digital signatures.
The objectives of this standard include providing only authenticated access, stopping
eavesdropping, spoofing, and playback, as well as intrusion detection. The security design
specified in this standard is integrated within a SCADA protocol, requiring end-to-end
implementation in order to operate.

DNP3 uses the IEC 62351 standard for Secure Authentication.

DNP3 Secure Authentication 

DNP3 Secure Authentication specification is based on authentication and challenge principles.
These security principles have been in place since the advent of dial-up Internet connections.
These principles include Hashed Message Authentication Code. DNP3 Secure Authentication is
designed to protect only actions that are deemed critical. This conserves bandwidth and results
in only minor processing impact. DNP3 Secure Authentication uses protocol Application Layer
authentication when issuing the challenges, for example, controls or configuration changes. A
signature in the form of a security key provides authentication to minimize the potential for
tampering.

For more information, see DNP3 Secure Authentication .22
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8 SCADAPack Security Overview

The goals of an integrated SCADAPack security system are to provide:

· Message integrity protection

· Defense against injection, modification, splicing, replay, and reordering (but not Denial of
Service, although it helps to prevent further damage)

· Authentication

· Minimal number of messages in addition to the SCADA messages, for example, initiating
session keys only when devices send a message the first time.

Security is a licensed feature of SCADAPacks. When the SCADAPack is licensed for DNP3
Secure Authentication SAv2, security operation is activated when a security configuration file is
loaded into the device. The security configuration file is generated by the Security Administrator
application.

The Security Administrator application allows the creation of a comprehensive security
management system. It can generate System Key files, SCADAPack security configuration
files, and configuration software security files. These can be written directly to a media interface.

Licensed SCADAPacks can send and receive DNP3 Secure Authentication messages.

SCADAPacks can function as DNP3 routers on any communications media. No special
configuration is required for this. A router passes DNP3 secure authentication frames. This is
particularly useful for wide area radio networks.

SCADAPacks also support authentication of peer DNP3 and DNP3 Controlling Station
transmissions with DNP3 Secure Authentication security.

The Security Administrator application can allow security configuration files to be loaded
remotely. This feature can be disabled for increased security protection. When disabled, it is
only possible to configure security by loading configuration files containing the security keys and
other security parameters on a USB device for transfer to a SCADAPack. Depending on the
arrangement of SCADAPack groups, this allows multiple SCADAPacks to be configured from
the same single media.

DNP3 Secure Authentication diagnostics are available through the diagnostic mechanisms
(serial diagnostic port, Telnet, diagnostic file capture) in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software.

Generally system security is set up in one of the following ways:

Security Key
Option

Description

Unique security
key

(highest
security)

Each remote SCADAPack has its own security key and communicates
only with the DNP3 Controlling Station host.

If the security key in one part of the system is compromised, access is
limited to that part only, rather than the whole system. Unique keys for
every SCADAPack restricts the ability to deploy data concentrators and
peer nodes.
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This provides the highest security but requires additional key
management. 

Group security
key

(medium
security)

Each group of SCADAPacks has a unique security key. 

DNP3 Secure Authentication requires that all interacting devices share the
same key (e.g., SCADAPack 1 and 2 communicate peer-to-peer and both
talk to a DNP3 Controlling Station host. Therefore each device needs to
use the same key).

This option offers a good level of security, and may be the preferred
security key option, for example, where there is interaction between peer
SCADAPacks.

Single security
key

(lowest security)

The entire system uses the same security key.

This option is simpler to manage but if the single key becomes known, all
SCADAPacks are compromised. 

These options are selected in the Security Administrator Group Configuration view.

DNP3 Secure Authentication

A mixture of secured and unsecured DNP3 devices can coexist on the same network. The DNP3
Controlling Station needs to be aware of the configuration requirements of individual devices,
which includes security configuration.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software can communicate directly to devices
configured with DNP3 Secure Authentication, providing the SCADAPack RemoteConnect device
and user have been configured by the Security Administrator and the configuration security files
have been loaded to the devices.

Configuration software security can be set up in a number of ways:

· Using individual username/password logins to authenticate with SCADAPacks.

· Using one of three security modes:

Security
Mode

Description

Default Key The configurator and SCADAPacks will communicate out-of-the-box (most
convenient, but least secure of the 3 options)

Common Key A new key is provided for every SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation
and SCADAPack, disabling the use of the Default Key and configuring a
single specific key for a system (convenient, with better security than the
Default Key option)

Unique Key Each SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation has a unique key and each
SCADAPack is aware of the authorized configurators (more security
configuration to manage, but with the best security of the 3 options)
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8.1 Security Considerations

Device hardening is the process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
The following sections recommend actions to be taken to harden the SCADAPack x70 RTU.

TCP/IP Services

These services can be insecure if not externally protected. The protocols transmit their data,
including usernames and passwords, in cleartext.

· DNP3/UDP Broadcast Server

· Telnet Server

· FTP Server

It is strongly recommended that these application protocols be disabled when not in use.
Leaving these protocols enabled creates a security vulnerability if the remote IP connection to a
SCADAPack is not secured using other means.

To disable Telnet, disable the Telnet service. See Telnet Server Operations in the SCADAPack
Operations Technical Reference manual. 

To disable FTP, disable the FTP service. See FTP Server Operations in the SCADAPack
Operations Technical Reference manual. 

DNP3/UDP Broadcast server listens for DNP3 Broadcast messages sent over UDP/IP. This
server should be disabled unless DNP3 broadcast features are required. See DNP3/UDP
Broadcast Server Operations in the SCADAPack Operations Technical Reference manual.

To disable IP services

1. In the SCADAPack x70 configuration software, go to the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
tab.

2. In IP Communication > Services > Basic Configuration > TCP/IP Services, clear the
checkbox for each service not being used.
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3. Click Apply.

IP Forwarding

Disabling IP forwarding in the SCADAPack configuration helps to prevent one IP network
interface automatically forwarding (routing) IP packets to other interfaces.

It is recommended that IP forwarding be disabled where networks are not required to directly
interact with each other. When IP forwarding is disabled, the SCADAPack can independently
perform operations on each network, but external communications do not traverse from one
network to another. For more information, see Configuring IP Communication in the SCADAPack
x70 Configuration manual.

For example, in a dual Ethernet architecture, IP packets from one Ethernet interface are blocked
from routing to the other Ethernet interface, when IP forwarding is disabled. A similar philosophy
applies to serial PPP links and mixed Ethernet/PPP links.

IP forwarding is disabled by default in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software.
See Defining IP Routes in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

IP Firewall

The IP Firewall controls access to TCP/IP services on Ethernet and PPP communication links.
Use the IP Firewall to protect services. For more information see Using IP Firewall to Control
Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Ethernet Ports

Ethernet ports should be disabled if not in use. To disable an Ethernet port, set the IP address
to 0.0.0.0. See Using Ethernet Ports in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.
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USB Port

The SCADAPack x70 USB port is intended for local configuration and debugging. It provides a
TCP/IP connection to the local PC when connected.

This port may be disabled if it is not required. See General Setup Parameters in the
SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Serial Ports

Serial ports that are not in use may be disabled. Set the port function to None. See Configuring
Serial Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

PPP

The Point to Point Protocol (PPP) provides TCP/IP communication on a serial port. Disable PPP
unless it is required by setting the serial port function to None or another protocol type. See
Configuring Serial Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

Command Line

A Command Line serial port can be used for configuration and diagnostics as described in
Command Line Operations in the SCADAPack Operations Technical Reference manual.
Command line is available on Telnet and serial port connections. Command line should be
disabled if it is not required.

To disable the command line on a serial port, set the port function to None. See Configuring
Serial Communication in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

To disable the command line on Telnet, disable the Telnet service. See the TCP/IP Services
section above.

DNP3 Protocol

DNP3/IP protocol is always enabled. 

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

DNP3 Secure Authentication

DNP3 Secure Authentication adds data integrity protection, and user and device authentication,
resulting in protection between DNP3 Controlling Stations, SCADAPack x70 RTUs and the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software using the DNP3 protocol. Enabling DNP3
secure authentication helps protect DNP3 communication.

For more information, see DNP3 Secure Authentication .

19
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DNP3 Peer communication

Where a device is protected by DNP3 secure authentication, a peer device communicating with
that device needs to use the same security configuration. Peer devices need to be configured to
be in the same group in the Security Administrator application so that they use the same
Security (Update) Key. For more information see Configuring DNP3 Peer to Peer Client
Operation Overview in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

Multiple DNP3 Controlling Stations

As the Security (Update) Key is shared across a group of devices and individual sessions are
opened with each DNP3 Controlling Station, the Security (Update) Key used to authenticate
each session must be the same for each DNP3 Controlling Station (and other devices if
required). For more information, SCADAPack Security Overview .

Modbus/TCP Protocol

Modbus/TCP protocol is always enabled. 

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

Modbus Store and Forward

Modbus Store and Forward routing is used on systems where there is no direct Modbus link
between a host computer and an outstation. Modbus Store and Forward routing can expose
outstations communication to an external network. 

Disable Modbus Store and Forward routing if not required. See Configuring Store and Forward
Operation in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual. Modbus Store and Forward routing is
disabled by default.

Logic Debug Service

SCADAPack x70 logic online editing and debugging uses the logic debug service on a USB,
Ethernet or PPP TCP/IP connection. It is recommended the logic debug service be disabled
when not required. The logic debug service should not be enabled in normal operation.

See Disabling Logic Debugging in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

This protocol may be protected using the IP Firewall. See the IP Firewall  section above.

16
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9 DNP3 Secure Authentication

DNP3 Secure Authentication is a bi-directional protocol that adds data integrity protection and
user and device authentication, resulting in protection between DNP3 Controlling Stations,
SCADAPacks and the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software using the DNP3
protocol. 

DNP3 protocol specifies data link, transport, and application layers. DNP3 Secure
Authentication operates at the application layer. This means that DNP3 transactions are
secured from end to end through a system regardless of the communications transport used
(TCP/IP, UDP/IP, serial) and independent of the presence of communications gateways, routers,
etc. It also means DNP3 can be secured in hybrid networks, for example, through TCP/IP then
to serial communications.

For more information see:

· Challenged Functions

· Aggressive Mode

· User-based Authentication

· DNP3 Vulnerabilities Addressed

· DNP3 Secure Authentication Diagnostics

9.1 Challenged Functions

When DNP3 Secure Authentication is active on a SCADAPack, it challenges the mandatory
DNP3 (critical) function codes and several of the DNP3 optional function codes. The
SCADAPack challenges the operation of a requester whenever it sends any of these function
codes. The requester could be a DNP3 Controlling Station host, peer device, or a SCADAPack
RemoteConnect computer.

22
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The following DNP3 function codes are challenged by the SCADAPack when received from a
DNP3 Controlling Station device.

DNP3 Function Code Description

2 Write

3 Select

4 Operate

5 Direct Operate

13 Cold Restart

14 Warm Restart

15 Initialize Data

20 Enabled Unsolicited Responses

21 Disable Unsolicited Responses
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22 Assign Class

24 Record Current Time

25 Open File

27 Delete File

9.2 Aggressive Mode

Aggressive Mode is a security configuration, set in the Security Administrator application. It is
either enabled or disabled.

Once security credentials are established through a previous critical request, aggressive mode
allows the challenge data to be appended to the critical request message without having to go
through the full challenge/reply exchange, as shown in the following figure.

It is equally secure to operate DNP3 Secure Authentication transactions with Aggressive Mode
enabled or disabled. It is more bandwidth efficient to operate with it enabled when there are
multiple controls issued in a single session. 
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A configuration option is provided for Aggressive Mode as a requirement of the IEC 62351
standard.

9.3 User-based Authentication

This feature is only available when DNP3 Secure Authentication is licensed and configured. 

To enhance security when multiple SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software users
are present in a system, the security configuration file deployed to SCADAPacks can include a
user list. 

The SCADAPack Security Administrator application sets up the configuration of users, providing
a list of the usernames and the passwords associated with the usernames. This is configured in
SCADAPacks using the group security configuration files.

The SCADAPack acts as an authentication server for access requests from the computer
running the configuration software using DNP3 Secure Authentication keys and the usernames
and passwords. 

When a user accesses a system using SCADAPack RemoteConnect with user-based
authentication enabled, they need to enter username and password credentials in the PC
Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM dialog, as shown below. For details, see the
PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM manual.

The SCADAPack verifies that the username and password entered in the PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM match one of the user credentials in the group security file
user list previously loaded on the SCADAPack. When this information matches, the user is
authenticated and the action is permitted. If the information does not match, the SCADAPack
rejects the attempted action and a message is displayed. 

15
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9.4 Using SCADAPack DNP3 Secure Authentication

DNP3 Outstation device security modes can be changed remotely, for convenience, if so
enabled. For highest security, disable this in the Security Administrator application. Security
configuration then requires physical access.

Setting a System Key requires physical access. For more information about how a System Key
can be used to protect your system see the Security Administrator manual.

The SCADAPack's general configuration file does not hold a copy of security information such
as keys or security modes. Key configurations are stored in separate temporary files in
encrypted format.

When using peer communications, security considerations are as necessary as enabling secure
communication with a DNP3 Controlling Station device. In SCADAPacks, security configurations
require peer devices to use the same Common Key (configured by using the same group
Security configuration file).

9.5 DNP3 Secure Authentication Diagnostics

A command line diagnostic interface is provided on the SCADAPack for DNP3 Secure
Authentication. The example below shows the usage for the security filter and the other available
filters. For more information on command line operation and diagnostics, refer to the Operations
Technical Reference manual.

/user>dnpdiag /?
Set DNP3 Diag Filters.
Usage: DNPDIAG mode filter [filter ....] [param]
Where: mode   = ENABLE DISABLE
Where: filter = * 1 2 3 4 ETH1 ETH2 ETH3 REMIO_ETH_1 REMIO_ETH_2 REMIO_ETH_3
                APPL BYTES DBASE EVENTS FILTER_ADDR LINK NETWORK RAW_NET 

    SECURITY TIME TRANSP USER
DNP3 Diags: --- link, *** net, ~~~ trans, === appl, +++ user, < tx, > rx

Other DNP3 protocol diagnostic filters are described in the Operations Technical Reference
manual.

Set the diagnostic filters on other protocol layers using DNPDIAG if necessary, then use DIAG

command to enter diagnostic stream mode.

· Diagnostic Example - No SCADAPack Security Configured

· Diagnostic Example - Incorrect Security Credentials

· Diagnostic Example - Successful Critical Message Challenge

9.5.1 Diagnostic Example - No SCADAPack Security Configured

In the following example, a DNP3 Controlling Station device tries to establish a DNP3 Secure
Authentication session with a SCADAPack.

The SCADAPack is not configured for, or does not support DNP3 Secure Authentication.

/user>DNPDIAG ENABLE APPL DBASE SECURITY
DNP3 Diags Enabled: 1 2 3 4 ETH1 REMIO_ETH_1 ETH2 REMIO_ETH_2 ETH3 APPL 

26
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  DBASE USER SECURITY
/user> diag
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect
 ===> [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Request
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 1

Rx Object 120(Authentication), variation 4, 
qualifier 0x07(8 Bit Limited Quantity)
Rx Authentication Key Status Request, User = 1

 <+++ [32000]    Insert request in queue: NULL Response
 <=== [32000]    Application Header, Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 1 IIN(0x0100)
 <=== [32000]    IIN Bits:
                IIN2.0 Function Code Not Implemented
Disconnected from diagnostic display
/user>

9.5.2 Diagnostic Example - Incorrect Security Credentials

A DNP3 Controlling Station device tries to establish DNP3 Secure Authentication with incorrect
security credentials.

The example below shows the /user> command prompt.

/user>DNPDIAG ENABLE APPL DBASE SECURITY
DNP3 Diags Enabled: 1 2 3 4 ETH1 REMIO_ETH_1 ETH2 REMIO_ETH_2 ETH3 APPL 

  DBASE USER SECURITY
/user> DIAG
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect
===> [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Request
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 1

Rx Object 120(Authentication), variation 4, 
qualifier 0x07(8 Bit Limited Quantity)
Rx Authentication Key Status Request, User = 1

<+++ [32000]    Build DNP3 Message: Authentication Key Status
                Tx Object 120(Authentication), variation 5, 

qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Tx Authentication Key Status, User = 1, Sequence = 1, 
KeyWrapAlgorithm = AES 128, 
hmacAlgorithm = SHA1 4 OCTET, Status 2-NOTINIT

<+++ [32000]    Insert request in queue: Authentication Key Status
<=== [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 1
===> [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Request
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 2

Rx Object 120(Authentication), variation 6, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)

**** [32000]   Secure Authentication Session Key failure, length 152 

expected 81****
Rx Authentication Key Change Request, User = 1, 
Key Length = 0, Sequence = 1,  Expected = 1 FAILURE

<+++ [32000]    Build DNP3 Message: Authentication Key Status

Tx Object 120(Authentication), variation 5, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Tx Authentication Key Status, User = 1, Sequence = 2, 
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KeyWrapAlgorithm = AES 128, 
hmacAlgorithm = SHA1 4 OCTET, Status 4-AUTHFAIL

<=== [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 6

9.5.3 Diagnostic Example - Successful Critical Message Challenge

A DNP3 Controlling Station device establishes a session, with security authentication,
successfully.

Critical operations are challenged and accepted.

/user>DNPDIAG ENABLE APPL DBASE SECURITY
DNP3 Diags Enabled: 1 2 3 4 ETH1 REMIO_ETH_1 ETH2 REMIO_ETH_2 ETH3 APPL 

  DBASE USER SECURITY

/user> DIAG
Connecting to diagnostic display. Use <ESC> to disconnect
===> [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Request
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 1

Rx Object 120(Authentication), variation 4, 
qualifier 0x07(8 Bit Limited Quantity)
Rx Authentication Key Status Request, User = 1

<+++ [32000]    Build DNP3 Message: Authentication Key Status

Tx Object 120(Authentication), variation 5, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Tx Authentication Key Status, User = 1, Sequence = 1, 
KeyWrapAlgorithm = AES 128, hmacAlgorithm = SHA1 4 OCTET, 
Status 2-NOTINIT

<+++ [32000]    Insert request in queue: Authentication Key Status
<=== [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 1
===> [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Request
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 2

Rx Object 120(Authentication), variation 6, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Rx Authentication Key Change Request, User = 1, 
Key Length = 32, Sequence = 1,  Expected = 1 SUCCESS

<+++ [32000]    Build DNP3 Message: Authentication Key Status

Tx Object 120(Authentication), variation 5, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Tx Authentication Key Status, User = 1, Sequence = 2, 
KeyWrapAlgorithm = AES 128, hmacAlgorithm = SHA1 4 OCTET, 
Status 1-OK

<+++ [32000]    Insert request in queue: Authentication Key Status
<=== [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 2
===> [32000]    Application Header, Direct Operate
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 3
<+++ [32000]    Build DNP3 Message: Authentication Challenge

Tx Object 120(Authentication), variation 1, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Tx Authentication Challenge, User = 0, Sequence = 1, 
Algorithm = 1-SHA1 4 OCTET, Reason 1-CRITICAL

<+++ [32000]    Insert request in queue: Authentication Challenge
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<=== [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 3
===> [32000]    Application Header, Authentication Request
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 3

Rx Object 120(Authentication), variation 2, 
qualifier 0x5b(16 Bit Free Format)
Rx Authentication Reply, User = 1, Sequence = 1 SUCCESS
Rx Object 12(Control Relay Output Block), variation 1, 
qualifier 0x28(16 Bit Index)
Control Relay Output Block 000001 = 0x04(LATCH_OFF: : :NUL)
count = 1, on = 0, off = 0, status = 0(SUCCESS)

<+++ [32000]    Insert request in queue: Direct Operate Response
<=== [32000]    Application Header, Response
                FIR(1) FIN(1) CON(0) UNS(0) SEQ# 3 IIN(0x0000)
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10 Attack Vectors and Requirements

The following descriptions are not intended to provide an exhaustive analysis of possible attack
vectors. Rather, they are intended to provide guidelines for deploying DNP3 Secure
Authentication with SCADAPacks. 

· Protocol and Configuration Attacks on the SCADAPack

· Routed Communication to SCADAPack

· SCADAPack Local Port Access, Networked Configurator, and Spoofing DNP3 Controlling
Station Address

· IP Networked SCADAPacks

· Duplicated SCADAPack Profile

10.1 Protocol and Configuration Attacks on the SCADAPack

Protocol attacks on SCADAPacks

The risk

The attacker uses a security protocol mechanism through the wide area network to attempt to
connect to the SCADAPack.

Management

· If DNP3 Secure Authentication is licensed and configured, critical operations are challenged.
Knowledge of the Security (Update) Key, configured in the Security Administrator application,
is necessary for devices to correctly challenge and authenticate critical actions.

Configurator or DNP3 attacks on SCADAPack

The risk

The attacker uses the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software or other DNP3
software to attempt to connect to the SCADAPack through the communications link.

Management

· When DNP3 Secure Authentication is licensed and configured on the SCADAPack, the
SCADAPack challenges critical cleartext messages. If a challenge reply is not forthcoming or
is incorrect, the critical operation is not performed (e.g. control action, configuration change,
etc).

· If the SCADAPack is secured with DNP3 Secure Authentication, then the SCADAPack may
be protected using a default, common or unique security key. The SCADAPack may
optionally require the authentication information to include username and password
credentials.

30
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· The SCADAPack can optionally allow a new security configuration to be deployed to change
keys for maintenance flexibility. 

Security configuration attacks on SCADAPacks

The risk

The attacker attempts to build a security configuration file to reconfigure the security settings of
a SCADAPack.

Management

· The Security Administrator application can use a system System Key inside the security
configuration file. This System Key can be configured in SCADAPacks as a security
administration function prior to the SCADAPacks being installed in the field. Once set for this
system, a security configuration generated by one system cannot be validly used on a
different system. It is recommended that System Keys are configured and deployed in
SCADAPack systems.

· Setting the System Key on the Security Administrator application's PC and on each of the
SCADAPacks is an important link in the security chain. This should be carried out by trusted
personnel only.

10.2 Routed Communication to SCADAPack

The risk

DNP3 cleartext and DNP3 Secure Authentication messages are routable by SCADAPack
nodes.

Management

The end-node is responsible for protecting itself, as per Protocol and Configuration Attacks on
the SCADAPack .

10.3 SCADAPack Local Port Access, Networked Configurator and Spoofing DNP3
Controlling Station Address

SCADAPack local port access

The risk

The attacker connects configuration software or malicious software to a local device port on a
SCADAPack, at the site or on a stolen device.

30
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Management

· If DNP3 Secure Authentication is used, local configuration or control attempts will be
challenged.

· If the SCADAPack is operating with DNP3 Secure Authentication, messages may be routed
throughout the network. Each SCADAPack is responsible for its own protection. DNP3 Secure
Authentication configured devices will challenge remote configuration or control attempts.

Networked configurator

The risk

An attacker who is connected to a network uses configuration software in an attempt to connect
to the SCADAPack.

Management

· If DNP3 Secure Authentication is licensed and configured, critical messages are challenged
by the SCADAPack.

Spoofing DNP3 Controlling Station address

The risk

An attacker spoofs the DNP3 Controlling Station address in an attempt to connect to a
SCADAPack.

Management

Scenarios are the same as described above for various connection points in the network. 

10.4 IP Networked SCADAPacks

The risk

An attacker connects to the wide area IP network, attempting to connect to SCADAPacks.

Management

· IP end-nodes, with DNP3 Secure Authentication enabled, process transported DNP3 frames
as if they were arriving locally. They are treated the same way, so attack vectors described
previously apply, with respect to DNP3 data.

· Remote DNP3 Controlling Station or configuration messages arriving at the SCADAPack
require DNP3 Secure Authentication.

· IP security for access to IP device connectivity is not used by SCADAPacks.
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10.5 Duplicated SCADAPack Profile

The risk

An attacker takes a configuration file, or plug-in media, and loads it on a stolen SCADAPack.

Management

· Security information is not included in standard SCADAPack configurations that can be
uploaded from a SCADAPack. Duplicating the security profile of a protected SCADAPack
requires physical access to the security key media, possession of an authorized copy of the
SCADAPack Security Administrator software, or knowledge of the security keys used in the
system.

NOTICE

DATA LOSS

Store original System Key files in a secure location where they cannot be accessed by
unauthorized personnel.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

· An intercepted configuration file for a secured SCADAPack cannot be validly loaded on a
SCADAPack unless the SCADAPack has been set with an identical System Key (requiring
an original System Key file as well). It is recommended that System Keys be deployed and
configured for SCADAPack systems.

· Security file information is encrypted and signed for tamper detection. Contents of a security
file cannot be re-used if altered.
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11 References

· Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3), see http://www.dnp.org/.

· IEC 62351 Part 1 and Part 5 Standards (Available from IEC Webstore).

http://www.dnp.org/
http://webstore.iec.ch/webstore/webstore.nsf/mysearchajax?Openform&key=IEC 62351&sorting=&start=1&onglet=1
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1 Legal Information

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not
intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these
products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the
appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the
relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein. If you
have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have found errors in this publication,
please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

This document contains standardized industry terms that some customers might find insensitive
or offensive. These terms do not reflect the official policy or position of Schneider Electric.

Trademarks

Schneider Electric, ClearSCADA, EcoStruxure, Modbus, RemoteConnect, SCADAPack,
Telepace, and Trio are trademarks and the property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries
and affiliated companies. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Address

Schneider Electric Systems USA

Process Automation, Remote Operations
38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 USA
Email: RemoteOperations@se.com
www.se.com

© 2017 - 2022 Schneider Electric Systems USA Inc.
All rights reserved.

mailto:RemoteOperations@se.com
http://www.se.com
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2 Technical Support

Questions and requests related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the
following support centers.

Technical support: Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am – 6:30 pm Eastern Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

supportTRSS@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Toll free within North America: 1-888-226-6876

· Direct Worldwide: +1-613-591-1943

Technical support: Australia/New Zealand (Pacific)

Available Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Australian Eastern Standard Time

Check our
FAQs

Explore our extensive knowledge database and FAQ videos to
find answers quickly:

https://se.com/faq   

Email us Save time by emailing us your inquiry and an expert will contact
you:

techsupport.pz@se.com

Send us an email anytime.

Call us Need someone to provide some technical support?

· Inside Australia: 13 73 28 (13 SEAU)

· Inside New Zealand: 0800 652 999

https://se.com/faq
mailto:supportTRSS@se.com
https://se.com/faq
mailto:techsupport.pz@se.com
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3 Safety Information

Important information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with
the device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special
messages may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of
potential hazards or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a
procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label indicates
that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal
injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

Please note

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising out
of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction, installation,
and operation of electrical equipment and has received safety training to recognize and avoid the
hazards involved.
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Before you begin

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator of
that machine.

 WARNING

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

· Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

· Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary holding means
used for shipment from all component devices.

· Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future reference.

Test all software in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in the
U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow recommendations in
equipment documentation to help prevent accidental equipment damage.

Operation and adjustments

The following precautions prevail:

· Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

· It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical equipment.

· Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible to
the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized changes in
operating characteristics.
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Acceptable use

 WARNING

UNACCEPTABLE USE

Do not use SCADAPacks or I/O modules as an integral part of a safety system. These
devices are not safety products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

 CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. 

Use only Schneider Electric software or approved software with Schneider Electric hardware
products.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in minor or moderate injury.
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4 About the Book

Audience

 WARNING

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The application of this product requires expertise in the design and programming of control
systems. Only persons with such expertise are allowed to program, install, alter, and apply
this product.

Follow all local and national safety codes and standards.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

This manual is written for people who need to install or update the SCADAPack x70
configuration environment for SCADAPack x70 devices. These individuals are typically: 

· Systems Engineers

· Commissioning Engineers

· Maintenance Technicians

Document scope

This manual describes:

· Installing the SCADAPack x70 configuration environment

· Installing the SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator software

· Starting the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software

· Accessing the SCADAPack x70 documentation set from SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Troubleshooting tips

Validity note

This document is valid for:

· SCADAPack x70 firmware version 9.7.3 and older

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software version 3.10.3 and older

· Security Administrator version 1.6.2

Related documents

Use this manual with other manuals included in your SCADAPack x70 documentation set. The
table below describes the manuals available in the documentation set.
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Folder Manual Content

Getting Started Getting Started · The SCADAPack x70 family of products
available in this release

· The basic steps to get your SCADAPack
x70 device operational

· Where to get more information about
configuring, monitoring and managing
your SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack
Software
Installation

SCADAPack Software
Installation

· Hardware and software requirements

· Installation procedures 

· Accessing help

· Troubleshooting guidance

Hardware
Manuals

The hardware manual for
your SCADAPack x70
device

· Installation, wiring and addressing
information

· Diagnostics capabilities

· Maintenance recommendations

· Hardware specifications

Configuration
Manuals

SCADAPack
RemoteConnect
Configuration Software

· Setting up and managing projects for your
SCADAPack x70 device

PC Communication
Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM

· Setting up communications between
SCADAPack RemoteConnect and your
SCADAPack x70 device

SCADAPack x70
Configuration

· Configuring SCADAPack x70 device
operation

Porting Guide for
SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from SCADAPack E to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack E Configurator
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Locating SCADAPack Workbench
features in SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Compatibility chart

Porting Guide for Telepace
to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Moving from Telepace to SCADAPack
RemoteConnect

· Tutorial for creating a project

· Compatibility chart
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Folder Manual Content

Technical
Reference
Manuals

SCADAPack
Communication Interfaces
Technical Reference

· USB, serial and IP communications

· Mobile communications

· Dialup modem communications

SCADAPack Operations
Technical Reference

· The SCADAPack x70 device file system

· Command line operations

· Diagnostics operations

· Telnet server operations

· FTP server operations

SCADAPack SCADA
Protocols Technical
Reference

· DNP3 protocol support

· Modbus protocol support

· IEC 60870-5-104 protocol support

Logic
Programming
Manuals

SCADAPack Logic
Programming Overview

· The differences between EcoStruxure
Control Expert (Unity Pro) and the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
environment

· Key programming concepts

· Basic procedures needed to use the
SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor

SCADAPack Function
Blocks Technical
Reference

· The custom SCADAPack x70 function
blocks that are available for developing
IEC 61131-3 applications 

Using EFB Toolkit with
SCADAPack x70

· Using the Schneider Electric EFB Toolkit
with SCADAPack x70 devices and
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software

Security
Administrator
Manuals

SCADAPack Security
Administrator

· Configuring security on your SCADAPack
x70 device

SCADAPack Security
Technical Reference

· Security standards

· Security overview

· DNP3 Secure Authentication

· Diagnostics

· Attack vectors and requirements
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5 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a branch of network administration that addresses attacks on or by computer
systems and through computer networks that can result in accidental or intentional disruptions.
The objective of cybersecurity is to help provide increased levels of protection for information and
physical assets from theft, corruption, misuse, or accidents while maintaining access for
intended users.

No single cybersecurity approach is adequate. Schneider Electric recommends a defense-in-
depth approach. This approach layers the network with security features, appliances, and
processes. The basic components of this approach are:

· Risk assessment: A systematic security analysis of the environment and related systems.

· A security plan built on the results of the risk assessment

· A multi-phase training campaign

· Network separation and segmentation: Physical separation of the control network from other
networks, and the division of the control network itself into segments and security zones.

· System Access Control: Controlling access to the system with firewalls, authentication,
authorization, and other software means, and traditional physical security measures such as
video surveillance, fences, locked doors and gates, and locked equipment cabinets.

· Device hardening: The process of configuring a device against communication-based threats.
Device hardening measures include disabling unused network ports, password management,
access control, and the disabling of all unnecessary protocols and services.

· Network monitoring and maintenance: An effective defense-in-depth campaign requires
continual monitoring and system maintenance to meet the challenge of new threats as they
develop.

· See Security Considerations in the Security Technical Reference manual

Contact us

For more information, refer to the Schneider Electric Cybersecurity Support Portal at
http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp.

Additional Resources

Schneider Electric Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/ 

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov 

ICS-CERT Recommended Practices
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Critical Security Controls
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices

http://www.se.com/b2b/en/support/cybersecurity/overview.jsp
https://www.se.com/ww/en/download/document/CS-Best-Practices-2019-340/
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Recommended-Practices
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-best-practices
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FBI Cyber Crime
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber

Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security

WaterISAC Water Security Network
https://www.waterisac.org

https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber
https://www.nist.gov/publications/guide-industrial-control-systems-ics-security
https://www.waterisac.org
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6 Before You Begin

Administrator (ADMIN) privileges are required to install SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

Before installing the configuration environment for SCADAPack x70 devices, complete the
following tasks:

· Review the hardware and software requirements  to confirm that your computer meets the
minimum requirements

· Read the release notes. They contain pertinent information about installing and using your
SCADAPack x70 software and hardware. To view the release notes, open the file
ReleaseNotes.rtf in the installation directory or view the Release Notes in the documentation
set.

 

· Save your work and close applications before installing. A restart may be required during
installation.

6.1 Hardware and Software Requirements

Install SCADAPack RemoteConnect on a desktop or laptop computer that provides the following:

· 2.4 GHz or higher CPU recommended

· 8 GB available disk space

· 12 GB RAM minimum, 16 GB RAM recommended

· 1366 x 768 minimum screen resolution

· Microsoft .NET 3.5 and 4.6.1 runtime 

15
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o For your convenience, the .NET executable is included with the SCADAPack

RemoteConnect configuration software.

· Administrator privileges on the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer

· EcoStruxure Control Expert 15.1 or later

Supported operating systems

· Windows 10 Professional (64-bit) - version 20H2 and 21H1

· Windows Enterprise (64-bit) - version 2019 LTSC (version 1809)

· Windows Server 2019, standard 1809 version

Supported devices

· SCADAPack 470

· SCADAPack 474

· SCADAPack 570

· SCADAPack 574

· SCADAPack 575

6.2 Recommended Security Practices

To help ensure that your SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation is more secure, keep the
following in mind:

· Keep your Windows environment up-to-date with the latest patch level

· Install only trustworthy DTMs and applications

· Check the setup of the DTM or application before installation to verify that the DTM or
application has the correct signature

· Check the signature of the DTM or application again after installation
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7 Installing the SCADAPack x70 Configuration Environment

The SCADAPack configuration environment for SCADAPack x70 devices installs a number of
software components including the following:

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect frame application

· PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack CommDTM 

· SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM 

· Schneider Electric HART STB Multiplexer DTM Library

These components comprise the software suite for SCADAPack RemoteConnect to manage the
configuration and maintenance life cycle of SCADAPack x70 devices. The Schneider Electric
HART Multiplexer DTM can be used with 6602 HART modules on SCADAPack 570,
SCADAPack 574, and SCADAPack 575 models. It is presently not supported for SCADAPack
470 and SCADAPack 474 models.

· Review the installation guidance at the beginning of the installation procedure. See:

o Installing SCADAPack RemoteConnect for the First Time

o Upgrading to SCADAPack RemoteConnect R2.7.3 and Later

· If the files are on a USB device or network drive, copy the files to the local hard drive
rather than installing directly from the USB device or network drive

Using SCADAPack x70 DTMs in external FDT frame applications

The SCADAPack x70 DTMs are not designed to be used in external third-party FDT 2.1 frame
applications.

While the SCADAPack x70 configuration software uses FDT 2.1 Device Type Manager (DTM)
technology, and the SCADAPack DTM components may appear in the DTM catalog for third-
party FDT 2.1-capable frame applications, the PC Communication Settings -SCADAPack
CommDTM and SCADAPack x70 Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  components rely on the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect framework to provide additional services required for SCADAPack
x70 device configuration.

7.1 Installing SCADAPack RemoteConnect for the First Time

SCADAPack RemoteConnect R2.7.3 and later requires the use of Control Expert 15.1 or later.

Control Expert 15.1 and later installs the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor used by SCADAPack
RemoteConnect. Use of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor with SCADAPack RemoteConnect
does not require Control Expert to be licensed.

Before installing SCADAPack RemoteConnect, carefully review the guidance below.

Pre-installation guidance

· To install SCADAPack RemoteConnect on this computer, EcoStruxure Control Expert V15.1
or later needs to be installed first

17
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· Download EcoStruxure Control Expert using an internet connection. See To download and
install EcoStruxure Control Expert .

· The integrity of the SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation uses a security certificate. If the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer is connected to the internet, the certificate is
automatically installed. If the SCADAPack RemoteConnect computer is not connected to the
internet and there is an issue with the certificate, see Installing a Missing Certificate
Manually .

· For SCADAPack RemoteConnect, a number of software components are installed one after
the other. Click Finish when each component is installed. Clicking Finish does not mean the
entire installation is complete. 

· A progress bar is launched in a separate dialog to show you the installation progress.

o Read and acknowledge the multiple license agreements.

o Accept the default installation directories.

o Leave the language selections at the default setting of English. To change the user interface

language for SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components, follow the
instructions in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software manual after the
installation is complete.

o When prompted to select full or custom install, select Full Install.

.NET installation guidance

· The .NET 3.5 and 4.6.1 installer is provided on the DVD

· You may be prompted to install .NET if it is not on your computer

· Install .NET only if you are prompted to

Microsoft Visual C++ Update Dialog

A dialog may be displayed as follows:

 

Click Yes to continue the installation.

To download and install EcoStruxure Control Expert

1. Follow the pre-installation guidance above. 

18
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2. Navigate to the EcoStruxure Control Expert (Unity Pro) website here:
https://www.se.com/ww/en/product-range/548-ecostruxure-control-expert-unity-pro/?
preferredCountry=yes#software-and-firmware

3. On the Utilities and Firmware tab, in the Software - Release section, download
EcoStruxure Control Expert V15.1 installation file (Version V1.0) or the latest available
Control Expert version. 

4. Unzip the files.

5. Right-click the downloaded Control Expert version and select Mount.

6. Browse to the setup.exe or setup application file and double-click.

7. Follow the steps in the wizard.

8. When prompted to select communication drivers to install, you don’t need to select any
drivers for use by SCADAPack RemoteConnect. You may select drivers if you will use
Control Expert.

9. If you are prompted to reboot your computer, reboot and continue with the installation of
SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

To install SCADAPack RemoteConnect

1. Browse to the setup.exe or setup application file at the root of the folder that contains the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation files.

2. Double-click setup.exe or the setup application.

https://www.se.com/ww/en/product-range/548-ecostruxure-control-expert-unity-pro/?preferredCountry=yes#software-and-firmware
https://www.se.com/ww/en/product-range/548-ecostruxure-control-expert-unity-pro/?preferredCountry=yes#software-and-firmware
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3. Select Install RemoteConnect. 

The following Installation Notice is displayed. 

4. Carefully review the information in the Installation Notice, then click Yes.
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5. You may be prompted to download and install EcoStruxure Control Expert, if not already
installed, click Yes and follow the steps here .

 

6. If you are prompted to reboot your computer, you will need to restart the installer when the
reboot is complete.

7. Install SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components, keeping in mind the
guidance above.

· EcoStruxure Control Expert 15.1 or later needs to be already installed prior to installing
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

8. When the installation is complete and the installation menu is displayed again, click Exit.

You can now start SCADAPack RemoteConnect .

7.2 Upgrading to SCADAPack RemoteConnect R2.7.3 and Later

SCADAPack RemoteConnect R2.7.3 and later requires EcoStruxure Control Expert 15.1 or
later.

Note: You need to backup existing projects and uninstall UnitySoControl before proceeding with
the upgrade. Read the following instructions carefully. 

EcoStruxure Control Expert 15.1 and later installs the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor used by
SCADAPack RemoteConnect. Use of the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor with SCADAPack
RemoteConnect does not require Control Expert to be licensed.

If upgrading from SCADAPack RemoteConnect R2.7.2 and earlier, and from Control Expert or
Unity Pro 15.0-SP1 or earlier, follow these instructions carefully. 

18
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NOTICE

DATA LOSS

Updating SCADAPack RemoteConnect or EcoStruxure Control Expert to a newer version may
result in the software no longer being compatible with previously existing projects if
SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration has not been exported, or SCADAPack x70 logic
content has not been properly updated, built, and saved. Incompatible project files may not
open, or may behave in unexpected ways. 

Before updating the SCADAPack RemoteConnect software or EcoStruxure Control Expert
software

· Use the Update & Build Logic function described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration
manual

· Export SCADAPack RemoteConnect projects that you are working on prior to upgrading,
using the export project function described in the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual

· Save SCADAPack x70 logic custom library content using the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor
types library manager tool to create installable library families, as described in the Logic
Programming Overview manual

Failure to follow these instructions can result in loss of data.

Before installing SCADAPack RemoteConnect, carefully review the guidance below.

Pre-installation guidance

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect may prompt you to install EcoStruxure Control Expert V15.1 or
later during the installation process. Existing Control Expert or Unity Pro installations may be
removed as part of this process. Follow the installer instructions carefully.

· Download EcoStruxure Control Expert using an internet connection. See To install and
download EcoStruxure Control Expert .

· A number of software components are installed one after the other. Click Finish when each
component is installed. Clicking Finish does not mean the entire installation is complete. 

· A progress bar is launched in a separate dialog to show you the installation progress.

o Read and acknowledge the multiple license agreements.

o Accept the default installation directories.

o Leave the language selections at the default setting of English. To change the user interface

language for SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components, follow the
instructions in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration Software manual after the
installation is complete.

o When prompted to select full or custom install, select Full Install.

o When upgrading the software, if asked to Remove or Repair, select Repair

.NET installation guidance

· The .NET 3.5 and 4.6.1 installer is provided on the DVD

18
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· You may be prompted to install .NET if it is not on your computer

· Install .NET only if you are prompted to

Microsoft Visual C++ Update Dialog

A dialog may be displayed as follows:

 

Click Yes to continue the installation.

To upgrade SCADAPack RemoteConnect

1. Follow the project build, update, export, and backup instructions in the Notice above. 

2. Browse to the setup.exe or setup application file at the root of the folder that contains the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect installation files.

3. Double-click setup.exe or the setup application.
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4. Select Install RemoteConnect. 

The following notice is displayed:

Note: It is recommended before continuing with the installation, that you export existing
SCADAPack RemoteConnect projects.

5. If you have created archives of your projects and want to continue upgrading SCADAPack
RemoteConnect, click Yes.
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The following notice is displayed:

Depending on what is currently installed on your computer, you may see one of the following
messages: 

6. Click Yes.

The applications are uninstalled for you. It will take several minutes. 
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7. You may be prompted to download and install EcoStruxure Control Expert. If not already
installed, click Yes.

A browser opens the site where you can download EcoStruxure Control Expert V15.1. 

8. On the Utilities and Firmware tab, in the Software - Release section, download
EcoStruxure Control Expert V15.1 installation file (Version V1.0).

9. Unzip the files.

10. Right-click the downloaded Control Expert version and select Mount.

11. Browse to the setup.exe or setup application file and double-click.

12. Follow the steps in the wizard.

13. If you are prompted to reboot your computer, you will need to restart the installer when the
reboot is complete.

14. Install SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components, keeping in mind the
guidance above.

15. When the installation is complete and the installation menu is displayed again, click Exit.

You can now start SCADAPack RemoteConnect .

7.3 Post Installation Steps

Where Control Expert and SCADAPack RemoteConnect will be used by non-privileged users:

· Start SCADAPack RemoteConnect from the privileged account you used to upgrade Control
Expert. 

SCADAPack RemoteConnect will detect the Control Expert upgrade and install SCADAPack
x70 device System and Extension families into the Control Expert library.

This step is not necessary if SCADAPack RemoteConnect will be used by privileged users.

7.4 Installing the SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator

You only need to install this software if you are configuring security for a whole system and
using DNP3 Secure Authentication. It can generate a System Key file, SCADAPack security

29
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configuration files, and configuration software security files. These files can be written directly to
a media interface. Typically, Security Administrator does not reside on the same PC with an
instance of configuration software. 

To install the SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator

1. Browse to the setup.exe or setup application file at the root of the folder that contains the
installation files.

2. Double-click setup.exe or the setup application.

3. Select Install SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator.

4. When the installation is complete and the installation menu is displayed again, click Exit.

You can now start the SCADAPack Security Administrator. See Getting Started in the Security
Administrator manual. 

7.5 Installing a Missing Certificate Manually

Normally, the Windows OS downloads and installs any missing code signing certificates on
demand. However, if this is not possible and/or feasible, or there is no internet connection, follow
the steps below to install the signing certificate manually. 

1. Navigate to your the RemoteConnect DVD folder on the local hard drive of your computer and
open the Certificates folder.

2. Right-click ImportRemoteConnectCertificates and select Run as administrator. 

3. In the confirmation dialog, click Yes.
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4. In the command window, verify that CertUtil: -addstore command completed successfully
is displayed. 

5. To close the command window, press any key.

You can now start SCADAPack RemoteConnect .29
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8 Starting the SCADAPack RemoteConnect Configuration
Software

This topic provides instructions for starting the SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration
software. 

To start the SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator software, see Getting Started in the
Security Administrator manual of the SCADAPack Documentation Set.

To start SCADAPack RemoteConnect

1. Select the Start or Windows icon, then navigate to the Schneider Electric or Schneider
Electric RemoteConnect folder and select RemoteConnect.

2. The SCADAPack RemoteConnect main window opens, displaying the Start page as shown
below.

For information about using SCADAPack RemoteConnect, click on the  in the
RemoteConnect toolbar and select Help  to access the SCADAPack x70 Documentation
Set. The RemoteConnect manuals are located in the Configuration Manuals section. For
details, see Accessing the Documentation Set .

31
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9 Running SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Control Expert
simultaneously

This topic provides instructions for running SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Control Expert
simultaneously.

You can run SCADAPack RemoteConnect (and open the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor) on the
same PC and at the same time as Control Expert. 

Note the following:

· Starting SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Control Expert is order-independent (either one can
be started first) 

· For SCADAPack RemoteConnect and Control Expert to be operational at the same time, you
need to start them both at the same privilege level. For example, if Control Expert is started
with administrative privileges and SCADAPack RemoteConnect is started with user privileges,
the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor will not open. Start both applications with user privileges,
OR start both applications with administrative privileges
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10 Accessing Help

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect configuration software provides an extensive set of hardware,
configuration and technical reference manuals as described in About the Book . You can
access:

· Using the Online Documentation

· The complete documentation set

· Context-sensitive help

· Logic programming help

· The individual manuals

10.1 Using the Online Documentation

There are two main ways to find information in the SCADAPack x70 documentation set:

· Searching for information

· Navigating through the manuals

Searching for information 

Click the Search tab to find information based on specific search criteria. 

Searching tips:

· Avoid searching on single words that are likely to be used throughout the documentation set.
For example, searching on the word security on its own returns hundreds of search results.

· Use quotation marks to search for words that are used together. For example, searching on
"security key" helps to narrow your search results to the information you're looking for. If you
search for security key without quotation marks, your results list will include all topics that
include the word security or the word key.

· Use the AND, OR, NEAR and NOT operators to refine your search criteria. For example,
searching on "security key" NEAR authentication helps you quickly locate the relevant
security key information.   

· Use the three check boxes at the bottom of the Search tab to further refine your search. For
example, searching for "security key" only in topic titles helps to narrow your results to topics
where security key is the main idea.

· Once you have a list of search results, click the Location heading to sort your results
according to the manual in which they are located. This helps you quickly locate the most
relevant instances of your search terms. 

10
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Navigating through the manuals

Expand the folders listed on the Contents tab to navigate through the SCADAPack manuals
down to the topic level. 

10.2 Accessing the Documentation Set

The complete documentation set is available through SCADAPack RemoteConnect.
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To access the SCADAPack x70 documentation set

1. Click on the question mark icon in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect toolbar and select
Help.

2. Click SCADAPack x70 Documentation Set to see the list of manual categories. 

For help on searching for information in the documentation set and navigating through the
manuals, see the Using the Online Documentation  topic.

3. Expand the manual category to see the available manuals and then expand the manual
name to see the topics in that manual.

In the image below, the SCADAPack 575 manual has been expanded to the Hardware
Overview topic.

31
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10.3 Accessing Context-Sensitive Help

Context-sensitive help is available for offline and online parameters in SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

To access context-sensitive help

· Click in any configurable field in the SCADAPack RemoteConnect user interface or tab to a
button or drop-down list, then press F1.

When you click in a configurable field your selection is outlined in green, as shown in the
image below.

When you tab to a button or drop-down list your selection is indicated by a dotted rectangle.
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The appropriate topic is displayed in the specific manual only. To access the whole
SCADAPack x70 documentation set, see Accessing the Documentation Set . 

10.4 Accessing SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor Help

The SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor is based on components from the Schneider Electric
EcoStruxure Control Expert (Unity Pro) logic programming environment, but it is not identical.
For your convenience, relevant sections of the Control Expert documentation are included
with the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor. For details, see Accessing SCADAPack x70 Logic in
the SCADAPack x70 Configuration manual.

To access SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor help

1. In the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor, click Help > Find.

32
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The figure below shows the SCADAPack x70 Logic Editor documentation contents.

To access the Function Blocks Technical Reference manual, see the SCADAPack
Documentation Set.
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10.5 Accessing Individual Manuals

The individual user manuals in the SCADAPack x70 documentation set are stored in:

· 64-bit systems: C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\RemoteConnect\Help

When you open a user manual outside of the documentation set, links to information within the
same manual work, but links to other manuals do not work.
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11 Uninstalling SCADAPack RemoteConnect

Note: Administrator (ADMIN) privileges are required to uninstall SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

· Uninstalling SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components

· Uninstalling other shared components

NOTICE

DATA LOSS

Uninstalling SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components removes the
SCADAPack configuration environment for SCADAPack x70 devices from the computer. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in data loss.

Uninstalling SCADAPack RemoteConnect and its software components

1. From the Windows 10 Settings screen, select Apps.

2. Right-click on each of the software components listed below and choose Modify or
Uninstall.

· RemoteConnect

· Schneider Electric SCADAPack x70 Security Administrator (if installed)

· SCADAPack x70 Device DTM

· SCADAPack CommDTM

· Schneider Electric HART STB Multiplexer DTM Library

3. Remove each of the software components listed above.

Uninstalling other shared components

The SCADAPack RemoteConnect installer may have installed software components needed for
its operation, and these components may also be shared by other applications installed on your
system. The following components are not uninstalled. Before removing them, consider if they
are needed for other applications.

· FDTEnv64Setup

o This component is needed for 64-bit Windows operating system supporting FDT software

environments

· Driver Manager x64 or Driver Manager

o This component cannot be uninstalled

o This component is used for logic editor communications. It is used by Unity Pro and other

Schneider Electric applications.

· Windows Driver Package - Schneider Electric Net

38
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o This component is used for communications. It may be used by other Schneider Electric

applications.
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12 Troubleshooting Installation Messages and Symptoms

The table below provides instructions for handling installation messages and symptoms.

· The setup.exe installer executable will not start

· PC reboot requested

· DTM components cannot be found when running SCADAPack RemoteConnect

· Installation unsuccessful because Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 is disabled by default

· Error opening installation log file

· Microsoft Visual C++ 2012 Update 4 Redistributable Package installation appears to have
failed

· SCADAPack RemoteConnect dialog content is blank

· The Integrity Check window is displayed after installing SCADAPack RemoteConnect

Installation Message or Symptom What to Do

The setup.exe installer executable
will not start

SCADAPack RemoteConnect setup
requires Adminstrator privileges to
function correctly on some Windows
systems. 

Use a Windows account with Administrator
privileges to install SCADAPack RemoteConnect.

PC reboot requested

You will be asked to reboot the PC if
prerequisite software is installed or
updated during the installation. 

1. Select Restart Now in each case (not Restart
Later).

2. Double-click on setup.exe or the setup
application at the root of the folder that contains
the installation files to restart the installation
process.

DTM components cannot be found
when running SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.

Reinstall the PC Communication Settings -
SCADAPack CommDTM and the SCADAPack x70
Controller Settings -DeviceDTM  by Upgrading to
SCADAPack RemoteConnect R2.7.3 and Later .

Installation unsuccessful because
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 is
disabled by default

When attempting to install the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software on a Windows
operating system (except Windows 7),
the installation cannot proceed because
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 is

Enable Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5.

1. From the Windows 10 Settings screen, select
Apps.

2. In the left panel, click Turn Windows features
on or off.

3. Click in the .NET Framework 3.5 (includes
.NET 2.0 and 3.0) checkbox to enable this
feature.

40
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disabled by default. This software is a
prerequisite for running the SCADAPack
x70 Logic Editor.

4. Click OK.

Error opening installation log file

When attempting to uninstall the
SCADAPack RemoteConnect
configuration software from a Windows 7
Professional operating system, the
following Windows Installer dialog is
displayed:

Microsoft recommends that you stop and restart
the explorer.exe process.

1. Right-click in the taskbar and select Start Task
Manager.

2. Select the Processes tab.

3. Select explorer.exe and click End Process 

4. In the confirmation dialog, click End Process.

The taskbar and desktop icons are removed. 

5. Press Ctrl +Alt + Delete and log off.

6. Press Ctrl + Alt + Delete again and log back
on.

Microsoft Visual C++ 2012 Update 4
Redistributable Package installation
appears to have failed

When installing, the following dialog is
displayed:

The InstallShield Wizard is not able to detect if the
latest version of Microsoft Visual C++ 2012 Update
4 is already installed. 

Click Yes to continue the installation.

SCADAPack RemoteConnect dialog
content is blank

Some Windows 10 versions may show
blank display content as a result of
interaction between Windows WPF and
Windows 10 Video Drivers. 

Microsoft has suggested the following temporary
solution:

1. From Windows, run regedit.exe with
administrator privileges. 

2. Navigate to the following registry key: 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microso
ft\Avalon.Graphics

3. Add a New DWORD (32-bit) value (or modify
the value if it exists) with the name

DisableHWAcceleration

4. Set the value to 1.

5. Log out of Windows.

6. Log in again, and start SCADAPack
RemoteConnect.
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The Integrity Check window is
displayed after installing
SCADAPack RemoteConnect

If you see the Integrity Check window
displayed after installing SCADAPack
RemoteConnect, you may need to
install a missing certificate. 

Resolution

See the Installing a Missing Certificate Manually
topic in the Software Installation manual.
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